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rORETORD

This studv of Administrative La 1- and Procedure und«r the V IRA

"as orn-oar^d by ''r. Paul C. Aik«*n of the "TLA. Organization Studies Sec-

tion, i'r. William ^. Brrdsley in charge.

As th° title indicates thQ aut] or has attempted an administrative
la"' study of the National Industrial Recovery Act and its administra-
tion "by NRA, He deemed it desirable to include an introductory
discussion of administrative theory. This is th° purpose of Part I,

in Hiioh th° traditional theories are °xanin°d and a survey is then

mad^ of -'hat th° courts say they do and of "hn.t the courts actually
do in the cases -or = spnt°d to th°m.

Th° reason for th° stud^ lies in "hat KRA did or failed to do as

a matter of "due process" of in 1-. The substance of the study, "ith
r«=»so«ct to i

liHA procedure is to be found "*n»Part II in the considsl'gtion
of procedural pnv substantive probl°ms in ood°—making and code

administration, "hi oh might have, "be^n subjected to adverse judicial
treatment had not the codes bepn terminated by the Suoreme Court's
decision of May °7, 1935.

The reader "ho is primarily interested in the portions of the

study definitely related to IIRA na Tr therefore wish to turn at once
to Part II, beginning "ith Chaot°r "V, although it is to be observed
that this chapter "as Written merely as a part of the author's
conc Qt)t of the stud.y as a "hole. It "as not thought of merely a,s an
introductory ohaot°r to Part II.

A third part of th° study treats ^ith thQ constitutional cowers
and th°ir delegation involved in the T7IRA and NRA, Th<= lines of cases
and th° theories n°c n ssarv to the rjo^rs -purported to have be°n granted
by th° I

VTIRA ?r° outlined., Th^n, the manner of the delegation of
th°s Q po"°rs is considered, "ith particular emphasis given to the
remote and numerous redel«»gations t as "°11 as to the cuestion of what
D°rsons could properly °xercise th° po"°rs of the Act.

Lastly, in a desire to offer more than a. critical analysis, the
study points out possible means of forestalling too close judicial
control.

It can hardly b° d.°nied that under the provisions of the
Recovery Act the I

TRA processes of code—making and code amendment
were legislative in nature. 3ecause of this it can b° argued
reasonably that "due process", in the procedural sense of notice and
the development of facts through hearings sufficient to justify the
approval of cod.°s and. amendments, "-n s not necessary in KRA code—
making to any greater d ngre° to any greater degree than it is
nQcessary in the legislative pcions of the Congress. In recognition
of this point of vi -^ the author has included a discussion of it in
Chapt°r V, It is his int Qnt that th Q stud" r should convey the
inroression that the observance of procedural "due process" on the
part of -IRA in code-making "as desirable , because of the possibility
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that the court? in cases arising in connection with the enforcement

of codes would give consideration to the fact-finding methods of NBA,

It is not his intent that the study should convey th° vroression that

th° observance of procedural "chi process" was a renuirement of cod°-

raaking in an absolute c nns ,

It is fully recognized that students of the subject of this study,

particularly as it enters into assets of administrative la1* in Hiich
the courts have handed down few decisions, nay have points of vie~r in-

consistent "rith the author's* The study, of course, presents the

author's ooint of vie^ and the comments end conclusions ore his own
and not official utterances. In tha addendum will be found a comment
by one reviewer of the manuscript.

At the bac 1
; of this report will be found a brief statement of the

studies undertaken by th° Division of Sevier.

.
L. C. I fe rshall

Director, Division of Review

v^rch 23, 1936
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A GENERAL REVIEW

Th^ writer iyh">s long had an inter°st in problems of administra-
tive la^ and administration. Soon after he bRCfn a loart of the TTRA.

staff he realized that he had an outJOrtunity to observe at ^irst hand
the operations of on° of th° largest administrative efforts °v^r
undertaken "bv our Government. As NPJL's administrative history unfolded,
he became acutely a^are that it presented many problems "hioh could be

valuably apt)reached from the viewpoint of administrative la". At the

time of the Schechter decision (Hay ?7, 1935) he had collected a
consid°rable amount of material to be used in a study "hich he intended
to mako independent of URA.

Th° intent of thin study has not alone b°en to state merely the

established administrative la" found, in the oases or logically de-
ducible from th°m. In the empirical state of administrative lav?

there might be little of value in following such a narrow approach.
Rather, it has been intended to suggest ^hat la" might reasonably
b° assum°d from th° suggestions made by the courts in their opinions,
or thQ future of the law indicated by judicial trends. This study
is not alone limited to "due -process of law" in the limited sense that

thpre must be a. well established rul° based upon this concept befor°
a problem can be considered. It is felt that the courts have indicated
that, in the main, good administrative -practice "rill -provide good law.
The administrative practice must be such that it does not sacrifice by
efforts toward] efficiency th° affording of full justice to every
individual. This do°s not m^an the tying down of administration by petty
procedural requirements, but it does m°an that the old. -procedural re-
quirements and any new ones necessary to assure equal justice to those
affected by administration must be maintained.

The first dut -"- of this study, since probably the majority of its
readers will not b Q trained in administrative law, is to establish a
background in that field. The legal theory of the separation of
governmental powers, the delegation of powers, is a necessary part of
such background. To understand our legal system, judicial review with
all its many a.speots must be considered. The administrative law
created bv our courts s°ts forth two theories of judicial review, one
broad, the other narrow. The elements, historical, psychological, and
analytical entering into these theories of judicial, review are essential
to an understanding of how th Q judicial mind might approach the
administrative -problem -presented by ITRA.

1/ The author's interest was first directed to the nuestion of the

finality of administrative determinations "h^n as a gra.duate

student at Princeton, Prof°ssor Edward. S. Corwin -pointed out the

problem to him as a subject for research. Other questions of
administrative law have been suggested bv another former teacher,
Professor J. Forrester Davison of tho George Washington University
Law School, to whom thQ author is especially indebted, as also he
is to Professor Charl°s S. Collier, of George Washington University
Law School, Dr. Henry Seining of Princeton University, Judge
P. W. Seward of the Federal Communications Commission and Mr.

Edmund H. Worthy, an attorney for the Securities and Exchange
Commission for their encouragement and assistance.
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The subject matter of the NIRA involved matters of disputed economic

and social character. Such problems when treated administratively have
"been subject to the most careful scrutiny "by the courts. Therefore, it

would seem that ERA should, have foreseen the possibility of "broad review"

and attempted to have met it. The scheme underlying the Act, both ad-

ministratively ana procedurally, had little precedent, and none for the
extended use to ^hich it was put. ERA should have reasonably expected
procedural requirements of the nature found in the "broad review 1 ' field
to be imposed upon it. In fact, little thought seems to have been given
to the entire question of procedure until over a half year after the

passage of the Act

.

As an illustrative agency, ERA was in a position considerably more
difficult to define than that of most administrative boards. As the

agent of the President, it may have been endowed with certain legal
attributes enjoyed by him. Obviously great difficulty lay in the fact
that the position of final administra/tive authority was occupied by the
President.

•A variety of technical problems in code making and code administra-
tion provide the major portion of this study. There is little need to

fully state here all of these problems. A brief survey of the nature of

these problems, however, might serve to point the direction taken by
this study. • The administrative approach was 'handicapped by hasty, in-
experienced personnel, and a .failure to give early and thorough con-
sideration to possible problems of administrative law. Questions of jur-
isdictional fact arose. Some were unavoidable, others might have been
more carefully handled if a consideration of 1jhe possibility of judicial
review had been had, .''

. ;

ERA hearings were in the main- inadequate. They often placed a
premium upon short duration, ' rather than exhaustive development of a
factual basis. Rules against argument and opinion were abused and no

helpful result is seen in prohibiting them. The powers of subpoena and
punishment for perjtiry v/ould have been useful instruments. "Notice of

opportunity, to be heard" was as full as desirable in the sense of hearing,
notice, or an internal procedure within U.K. A.

Little attention was paid to the problem of admissibility of evi-

dence. The requirement that all evidence relied upon must be in the
record was hot adhered to. The factual basis for findings was often
inadequate, substantial evidence not having been taken. The problem
of burden of proof was frequently ill-considered. The statement of
the basis for action was not always as complete as desirable. Pub-
lication of administrative action was not complete or fully accessible.
Better legal draftsmanship would have been of material assistance to

N.R.A. Notice was usually given quite fully. The approach to the

problem failed to consider just what persons were absolutely entitled to

it, and to how much time should have reasonably elapsed between notice
and hearing. Other formal actions by 1J.R.A. such as interpretations,
amendments, exemptions and exceptions, and stays were not given as full

safeguards procedurally as would have been desirable.
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Compliance procedure as a natter of statutory and constitutional

law did not seem to be in harmony with the courts' views of tho proper
character of administrative enforcement.

Examples of malfeasance "by administrative officers are not un-
known in the administration of NRA. NRA was rosponsiole for the actions
of its officers and those of code authorities. There are a number of

incidents where NRA failed to properly control action by these persons.
NRA did not always follow its own procedure. Its substantive action
was not always buttressed by such an overwhelming factual basis that
it would have been impossible for the courts by use of the "due process
of law" concept to have controlled the administrative action.

A full consideration of constitutional powers and the indications
of the cases is not found either in the drafting of the NIRA or its
administration. The question of delegation did not appear to be im-

portant aside from the fact that extreme redelegations were indulged
in. The redelegation of power to interested persons and to private
persons not acting as public officers was open to serious question.

A more careful consideration of these problems of administrative
and constitutional law might have gone far to have made II. R. A. a mode
acceptable to the courts. This would probably have entailed serious
procedural and substantive changes, although the same general objectives
might have existed.
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CHAPTEK I

INTRODUCTION

The first official statement upon the IT IRA. (1) made by
the President (2) pointed the Administrative problem:

"It is, further , a challenge to administra-
tion. We are relaxing some of the safeguards of
the antitrust laws. The public must "be protected
against the abuses that led to their enactment, and
to this end we are putting in place of old princi-
ples of unchecked competition some new Government
controls. They must above all be impartial end
just. Their purpose is to free business - not to

shackle it - end. no man who stands on the construc-
tive forward—looking side of his industry has any-
thing to fe'ar from them. To such men the opportun-
ities for individual initiative will be open more
amply than ever. Let me make it clear, however,
that the antitrust laws still stand firmly against
monopolies that restrain trade and price fixing
which allows inordinate profits or unfairly high
prices."

Oar economic philosophy, written into our statutes (3)
was one of free competition, without cooperation which might lead to
restraints upon business and commerce. Although the Anti-Trust Acts
were never completely and energetically enforced, (4) , consent-decrees
and injunctions existed at the time of the passage of the 1TIRA cover-
ing many industries and trades (5) . These bear testimony to the fact
that certain industries and trades, at least, felt the anti-trust laws
inadequate. Before the depression there were many suggestions that the
anti-trust laws were a Frocrustean bed which ill afforded needed ind-
ividual treatment to special probleras(6). During the war these laws
received slight attention. The drive was to produce (7). How this was
done, or how the products were marketed mattered little, the demand
being so great. When our markets contracted, it was natural to desire to
continue or commence cooperative action to check the frantic efforts of
individual plants to weather the storm (8),. Many of the ills of the dep-
ression and its continuance were laid at the door of the anti-trust laws,
General Johnson, more responsible for the UIRA than any other person,
has forcefully expressed his views on this subject (9).

The task that 1TRA set for itself was to complete and admin-
ister a body of delegated legislation more voluminous and more import-
ant in subject matter and effect than ever before undertaken by an ad-
ministrative body in this (or any other English speaking) country. It
involved the definition and acceptance of major philosophies of social
and economic import. To intelligently end reasonably state such import-
ant policies a gigantic problem of fact-finding was created. It involved
more than the discovery of primary facts. It involved
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the analysis and evaluation of such facts. The importance of this
function, and the crying need for an administrative agency and ex-
perts to perform it, rather than the courts or the legislative "bodies,

improperly equipped as they are to adequately handle such problems,
was fully recognized "by those in high places in IOA (10) . The adequacy
of the body created and the statute attempting to authorize it, from
the viewpoints of administrative and substantial "due process of law*1

concepts will "be the scooe of this Paper*
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CHAPTER II

THE THEORY OF ADM INI STRATIOM

I. SEPARATION OE GOVERNMENTAL POWERS (l)

Many of the difficulties which administration encounters
arise from the "separation of powers" doctrine. Although not as spe-
cifically recognized in the Constitution as it is in the primary laws

of some of our States (2), it finds support in the three fold divi-
sion of the governmental structure set up by the Constitution (3).

Whether the framers were consciously following Montesquieu, the
British Constitution or the Colonial governments, it is accepted
that Montesquieu (4) gave voice to the doctrine which "became pa-
triotic' knowledge to school children, and revered by our lawyers (5).

It was this very reverence that has created much of the difficulty (5::.)

.

Not content with treating it as a fiction our jurists have frequent-
ly employed the theory in ways that have caused great limitations
upon the natural trend of government, or strange contortion to achieve
the needed or desired results (6). It seems well-established that in
actual practice there has always been an admixture of governmental
powers - that is, no one division of government has exercised all
the powers analytically belonging to it under the theory (7). Leg-
islatures have as a matter of historical practice done judicial acts
such as granting divorces (8), setting aside a decree of probate
and ordering a new hearing with liberty of appeal (which had not
before existed) be granted (9), declaring a person. qui lty of treason
and inflicting penalties and confiscation of property of persons de-

clared guilty (10), and confirming a doubtful title to land (11).
Although courts pretend to apply the doctrine to themselves (12),
they make rules for their own procedure (13) a matter conferred
upon Congress by the Constitution (14); they grant certificates of
naturalization (15),' a function that seems administrative and one
not involving a "cage" of "controversy" (16) as those terms have
been construed by the courts (17). The examples of executive exer-
cise of both legislative and judicial powers are so numerous and will
appear so often in this paper that tney need no comment here. The
evidence indicates that the doctrine has never been realized in prac-
tice (18) in the national and state governments (19). Each depart-
ment inherently demands enough power whatever its nature (20) to

carry out functions essential to the preservation of its own integrity.
There has always been in our legal literature a recognition of this
admixture of powers and the political doctrine or legal fiction nature
of the theory (21). More recently there has been considerable criti-
cism directed at the reverence given Montesquieu's fiction (22) as
being unscientific (23), impractical (24) and a mere political doc-
trine (25). It can be seen by study that the development of the
doctrine in this country has been strongly flavored by judicial re-
view; that it could have just as well developed along the lines of
the "political question" notions (26) as it has in other governments
(27). The burden of this theory in relation to the growth of Admin-
istration and Administrative Law will be considered shortly.
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II. GROWTH OF ADMINISTRATION AID ADMINISTRATIVE LAW.

The use of the administrative technique has had a phonomenal

growth in the last half century (28). Up until then the

growth had been steady. With the recognition of the existence of

administrative law (29) came increased demands "by the problem of

modern society (30) for the use of administrative machinery (31).

Even when there has been frank hostility to this growth it has gone
on relentlessly (32). At present both in this country and England
this situation presents a major battleground for opposing political
forces (33).

The opponents of this phenomenon rally to their support
both the doctrines of judicial review (34) and "separation of powers. "

It is urged that each division of government mast exercise the powers
entrusted to it and that this exercise can not be delegated ( delegata
•potestas non potest delegari ) (35). Necessity has rebutted these
arguments by pointing to the practical advantages of administrative
action (36). The saving of the legislature's time is probably the
chief value (37). But there are other pressing reasons for resort
to the administrative device, such as the contributions which can be
made by the expert (38), the fact that the legislature is not in con-

tinuous session and its slow procedure, when in existence, which will
not meet many of the demands for summary or prompt action (39), and
the peculiar adaptability of administrative action to promote and pro-
tect individual and public interests (40). The result of these advan-
tages is a great mass of delegated legislation (41) having the full

force and effect of law (42).

Administration has grown up without benefit of Constitutional
recognition. It has, therefore, been forced to follow a
pattern which made no place for it. Certain formulae and fictions
are employed to circumvent the doctrinaire difficulties. Adminis-
trative offices and many students feel it would be highly desirable
that administrative action in its proper spheres be free from judi-
cial interference. More respect and greater prominence would inure
to administration, and there would be a greater fruition of adminis-
tration as a useful public agency. Administrative finality must rest
upon one of two views, either that judicial review should not be had
of a fourth and equal division of government (43), or that government
is comprised of two functions: 1. representing the public will and
2. giving effect to the expressed will. Upon such theories it nay
be reasoned that the judiciary should be no more powerful than the

executive or administrative.

III. DELEGATION 0E POWER AND EINALITY IN ITS EXERCISE.

Despite the hampering effect of governmental form and theo-

ries already discussed, administrative legislation and adjudication
continue to grow paying lip service to constitutional doctrine.
The legislature can not delegate its legislative power but it can

employ agents to find facts. It is in this function of fact-finder,
that courts first consciously recognized administration (44). The

.legislature declares the policy and the administration finds the
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facts upon which i i licy goes into effect or to wh1 ch toe policy
shall be applied, so runs the tralitional strtement (

/ 5). If the

"details" to be filled in or toe basis for determining whether the

statute snail apply are important enough there is really a delegation

of legislative power though it may be so trivial as to not excite the

court. In fact, the courts recognize tae delegation. They further
recognized that legislative or judicial powers softened by a "quasi"

may be involved (46). The delegation may be analogous to the power

the court exercises in cases before it, of statutory interpretation
which frequently may decide that the "I iteral application of a statute

was not intended in certain instances or where the statute does not

cover certain problems specifically that it does so by implication.

Either the advantages of the administrative technique or dissatisfac-
tion with judicial approach (47) must have led to the attempt to

use administrative agencies.

The next step after the frank recognition of delegated power to

administrative agencies is tc see what measure of the finality desired
by these agencies is extended, to their actions by the courts. The

traditional statement is that the administrative bodies being proper
fact-finders, their findings of fact will not be reviewed by the courts,

or the courts will not substitute its judgment upon "questions of

facts" for that of the entrusted fact-finder (48) with certain ex-

ceptions later to be noted (49). "Questions of law" have long been
the peculiar province of toe court (50), but as time went on adminis-
trative bodies decided questions of law before toe problems reached
the courts. Often these questions were decided in a way that pleased
the courts. There developed the notion that administrative deter-
mination of "questions of law ' would be "persuasive" upon the courts

(51) - that is, the court would not disturb the administrative de-
cision as long as it accorded with the court's own feelings. A
further complication appears. There is no clear cut distinction be-
tween " questions of law" and "questions of fact" (52) . Often a pro-
blem, which at one time is a "question of law" to the court, will be-
come a "question of fact" to the same court at another time (53).
In questionable problems of this character the court might treat them
as "questions of law," a thing nuite easy to do; if it did not desire
to review or to change the determination of the administrative body
these problems might be termed "mixed questions of law and fact" (54)
and extended toe finality of "questions of law." This latter practice
is frequently resorted to if an allegation of fraud or mistake is not
so clear that the court feels it should interfere (55).

The statement just made is couched in the court's terms and
approached with a view to what the Court says. Administrative law
is so new that we can not expect to find it an orderly system perfect-
ly described by the courts (56). We must look at what the courts do
in each field. This will be done later. First we must see upon what
theories the courts review.
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C'-IAPTER III

REVIEW bY THE COUNTS AMI SAFEGUARDS AG-AIiTST

ABUSE OF ADLIIHI STRATIVE POflER

One of the doctrines of English law, most distinguishing it from

other systems, was Ion-; thought to afford adequate protection to indivi-

dual rights. This was "the rule of lav;" (l). Its protection has "been

found inadequate. If an administrative official "oy summary action does

$40,000 (or even $4,000) of damage a judgment may be forthcoming readily

enough, "but its collection will prove far more troublesome. It is urged

that Congress or the legislatures should review administrative action,

since it has given the mandate it should judge the desirability of its

administration. The practice, however, has been otherwise (2). Some-

times the legislature delegates this check specifically to the courts

(o), more frequently, this is not done (4). There are even statutory

indications that it is not desired (5). In England, where such statutory

statements are snore common (6), this has been a strongly contested field.

Although.! checks are desirable this does not posit that administrative

power is greatly abused (7) .

It would be well to briefly survey the existing checks other than

those exercised by the Courts.

Aside from control by the courts, there should be checks upon ad-
ministration from other directions. In as far as the chief executive
must accent responsibility for the actions of administrative bodies he
should have a general control over their policy. Until the Humphrey's
decision (7a) it was thought that the removal power might afford such
control (7b). It may be that the President does not have to accent
responsibility for the actions of all administrative 'boards. The Congress
must, however, be responsible for the policy of all administrative agen-
cies which it authorizes, if not their administration. Therefore, it

would seem that the legislature must deal with the problem of «sa:feguan<3s

assisted by the executive who, it is hoped, will be in harmony with it

(7c).

In England Parliamentary control over delegated legislation has gone
somewhat farther than the control exercised by legislatures in this
country (7d) . There is the procedure known as laying an administrative
rule upon the table. Such rules and regulations laid upon the table be-
fore Parliamexit may be disapproved by either house within a certain period
(usually not over forty days of any session) . If not disapproved they
have the full force of law. Other types of rules and regulations require
a definite Parliamentary approval, Oy either or both houses, within a
certain number of legislative days. A provision that either h^use can
make suggestions to the body creating the rules is often attached to both
methods of control. Further than this, provision are frequently inserted
in statutes allowing rules to have full force until Parliament acts upon
them. Even if Parliment acts negatively regarding a rule, any enforce-
ment of such a rule previous to the Parliamentary action is legal. This
system has raised a storm of criticism by English lawyers who urge that
approval is made a mere formality while allowing the stamp of Parliamen-
tary authority to rest upon the regulation and so preclude control by the
courts. It is the contention of these men that there is no practical
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responsibility. The merit of their arguments is not a subject for con-

sideration here. It is merely intended to -ooint out that there should
be simple, efficient safeguards to preclude abuses of power.

Other controls lie in the publication of rules and the control over

budgets and appropriations. One of the most effective means seems to be
the system of "interpellation" of ministers to which L

great resort is had.

Pointed questions upon possible shady practices or questionable adminis-
tration, bringing with them the bright light of publicity, will go far
to remedy abuses of power.

In most English sneaking countries the historic controls of legis-
lative power over appropriations, legislative power over personnel exer-

cised through imoeachment process and the right to confirm appointments,
and the powerof investigation are in most common use. The first two

methods are unwieldy and ineffective as against manor abuses of power.

The process of investigation is analogous to the English system of

" interpellation", but is resorted to only spasmodically, and then usually
only in the most odious cases.

Aside from these controls, little has ''oee'A done in the United States
to provide safeguards against administrative abuses of power. Some five
years ago North Carolina established a Director of Local Government,
"whose duties will be to standardize and supervise the business methods
of counties, cities and towns." (7e) This is not precisely in point as

a matter of control of administrative action, but it is referred to since
there is a great analogy between activities of municipal coroorations
and those of administrative bodies.

Hew York has a great amount of delegated legislation, but no control
over it (7f). The State Legislative Reference Librarian states regarding
this problem, "As I understand it, the enforcement of rules or orders
made in any state department is left wholly to the administrative officer
of such department, and the Legislature and Executive appear not to in-
terfere in such enforcement, after the authority has been once granted to the

State- Department. u Recently, in Hew York it has even been proposed
to clothe administrative bodies with greater rule making powers without
any specific legislative check over the exercise of these powers.

In Massachusetts all departments, boards, commissions or officials
making general rules or regulations must file copies with the Secretary
of State, and must secure the approval of the Governor and his council
(7g). The Secretary of State must file and index such rules and regula-
tions, and make them generally available. There is an appeal open to

citizens to the Governor and his council on questions of authority and
jurisdiction which does not preclude other legal redress. Annual reports
must be made to the Governor or to the General Court (7h). In most cases
such reports are made to the latter. Further than this, Massachusetts has
not gone, although the problem has been given serious consideration.

With the exception of Wisconsin, other regulations of administrative
law making are unimportant. The most widespread agitation in any state
for safeguards appears to have existed in Wisconsin. Wisconsin has a

system of "interpellation" modeled upon the foreign systems (7i). This
statute, however, has only been used three times, once in 1935 when the
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Legislature, meeting in Joint session, called before it the Members of

the Board of Control, which administers all laws relating to the state
charitable and penal institution'.-;. So much time was spent in controversy
over rules that no extensive questioning was had. The statute was last

used before this in 1925, so it can be seen that experience under it does
not testify as to its possible value. A statute passed In 1931 created
an Executive Council of the Governor. This body was authorized to in-

vestigate the activities of quasi legislative agencies, and make reports
to the Legislature. This seems to be, however, only one of the minor
functions of this council. The present Governor and his predecessor '.have

not appointed all the members provided by the statute. The council it-

self has not yet boon called upon to perform the functions for which it

was created.

This review indicates that little has 'ooen done in this country
along the line of developing safeguards and controls in the field of ad-

ministration despite the fact that there seems to be a vital need for
action uoon this problem.

Although the legislature may choose between conflicting theories

(8) , the courts arc reluctant to allow such ->owers to administration
apart from the supervising check of judicial review (9). In the -oast

courts have usually allowed Administrative bodies to exercise such -power.

Recently, this has been objected to, if the range of choice is too large
or involves subject matter of too great imoortance (10). Judicial review
in this country extends to statutes; in England it extends only to admin-
istrative action or by-laws (ll). It is not clear that it always extends
that far (12). From a -position of comparative inferiority to the legis-
lature (13) our courts have risen Until they now exercise review of legis-
lative and administrative action under a number of theories.

The "natural" or "higher law" V-.ses of review are of the greatest
antiquity (14) of any of the courts' approaches. In early English law
Bracton declared that the barons must put "the bridle of lav/" upon a ruler
acting outside the law 1 s precepts (15); again there is a reference in
Magna Charta to higher law (15); and there is the well known attempt of
Lord Coke (17) to establish judicial review. The doctrine finds its first
utterance in the Supreme Court in the opinion by LIr. Chief Justice Chase
in Colder v. 3iill_ in 1798 (18). The doctrine grew and ripened into an
accented basis upon which to limit the power of government (19). It has
meant that common lav/ precedents may be employed (20), or that the court
would rely uoan its own feeling of what it felt was -universally considered
just or "honest" action (21). It is in this latter aspect that the doc-
.trine has been most severely criticized. (22)

"Natural law" theory has grOwn into, and has been greatly absorbed
by, the "due process of- law" concept (23). Eor a considerable time after
our constitution -as written "dn.e process" of law had little significance
save procedural (24). This was true until as- late as 1870 (25). From
humble origin (26) - administrative -rocedure (27) - due process has be-
come an instrument whereby statutes and administrative action are over-
ruled as having no proper constitutional basis or unreasonableness (28).
The doctrine received a casual reference in ^ed__Scp_U v. Sandfo.rd (29) ;

it next was broadened in the Legal Tender Cases (3C). Despite later use „i'

of the doctrine of "natural law" (31) the due process concept is now
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regarded as firmly established (32) even by these disapproving of its

extent.

That the relationship between the two is close is apparent from the

reference by judges to the doctrines as being identical (33). Due pro-

cess of law now gives the courts power to introduce limiting principles

of taxation, formerly one of the chief problems of "natural lav;" (34),

to condemn rate schedules as unreasonable (35) , and to condemn other

social and economic legislation upon the same basis. This great growth

has been the cause of much heated debate. The late Justice Holmes ex-

pressed his views upon this subject strongly and often. Dissenting in

Baldwin v. Missouri (36) he said:

"I have not yet adequately expressed the more than anxiety that I

feel at the ever increasing scope given to the Fourteenth Amendment in

cutting down what I believe to be the Constituional rights of the States.

As the decisions now stand, I see hardly any limit but the sky to the

invalidating of those rights if they happen to strike a majority of this

Court as for any reason undesirable. I cannot believe that the Amend-
ment was intended to give us carte blanche to embody our economic or moral

beliefs in its prohibitions."

Many persons have felt that the concept is an agency to maintain
property interests (37).

That this type of judicial control is the common tendency of courts
can be seen from the fact, that, although England is said not to have
judicial review, and certainly no "due process of law" concept such as

is known to us (38), still English courts have a strong disposition to

review administrative action, even when clothed by statute with finality,
upon any of several theories (39). Of course, the English courts do not
go nearly so far as ours and at times exercise no check ( 40)). The signi-
ficant thing is that there is in existence as a characteristic of courts
a disposition to control administrative or legislative action. As we
shall see due process of law has two problems: 1. Can power be exercised?
2. Has it been e xercised properly ? These two questions to test adminis-
trative action have broad powers to shape our course of government (4l).

Without either of the two theories discussed, the courts have a

check in the interpretation of statutes and the doctrine of ultra and
intr a vires . Courts in the exercise of their normal duties are called
upon to apply statutes or other law to the cases before them. Wherever
there is anbiguity or conflict as to meaning, and this is the stuff of
which lawsuits are made, the courts must interpret the lav/ (42). Although,
there is no express Constitutional prohibition to the giving of finality
in the determination of certain disputes, to other agencies than to courts,
this has not been done without the courts' approval. Questions of law
and the interpretation of statutes the courts have successfully maintained
are their exclusive bailiwick. This power of interpretation has been
often used to .achieve results, not desired by the legislature (43). It

is obvious that the power of interpretation is tremendous. The likeli-
hood that the exercise of such power will be collored by the -personal
philosophies of those who have it, is even more apparent.
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This doctrine of ^interpretation" is mother of the-

U

ltra and intra

vires concepts. A logical nhr.se of statutory interpretation is that of

determining the limits of authority and jurisdiction conferred "by parti-

cular statutes.. This action becomes a limitation upon "both legislative

and administrative action (44). As a question of powers and of delega-

tion of powers either under a written or unwritten Constitution the

necessity of interpretation places great influence and control in the

hands of the courts. That there should be such a restraint uoon the

partisan desire of the Administration to enlarge its own powers is ad-

mitted by students and advocates of administrative action (45). Where

the proper (under our accented views on "judicial review") limits of the

courts restraining power end, and the positive injection f the courts'

own views "begin is a debated problem that looms large in the administra-

tive field (46).

In the United States the ultra vires doctrine is bound up with the

problem of jurisdictional fact (47); it is in England that the phrase

ultra vire s has been most considered (43) . A brief glance at the English

problem will 'point the consideration of jurisdictional fact. The so-

called "Henry VIII clauses" (named from a broad statute of similar

character in the reign of that monarch-) provide in effect that rules

putting the statute into effect "shall not be questioned in any legal

proceeding." Stated differently, the rules shall "have effect as if

enacted in the Act" (49). Without the assistance of the open doctrine

of "judicial review", in vogue in this country, the English courts faced
a ticklish problem when the first cases under such a statute arose. The

first and a leading case is Institute, pf Patent Agents v. Lpcliwpc-d (50).

Lord Herschell, L. C. is nlainly troubled. The most difficult situation
he envisages is that of the administrative rule under the statute being
contrary in effect to the statute. Would this mean that the administra-
tive rule having the effect of a latter statute would override the sta-
tute? As the case did not involve the point, whatever might be said
concerning it was dictum. As such, it is far from lucid. Lord Morris
(5l) expressed the opinion that the court should test for ultra vires

,

.

This latter view seems to have prevailed. When it became obvious that

a statute might be grossly contorted the courts have felt a test of
ultra vires to be desirable (52). This test was used in "Ex parte" Yaffe
(53) with the indication that an English judicial review, more limited
than our own, now rests established upon the theory interpretation and
the right to test for ultra. - intra, xires (54).

The problem of jurisdiction is merely another form of ultra - intra
vires. . And as the Constitution is merely a- i'higher statute," it can be
seen that once judicial review and the power of interpretation is estab-
lished the Courts feel they can review to see if either the statute or
the Constitution provide a basis for the powers attempted to be exercised
(55). Should this test of jurisdiction be limited to the Courts' de-
clared province "questions of law?" The indications are that the Courts
will not be thus restricted. The facts upon which jurisdiction is as-
sumed - the "jurisdictional facts" - will in proper instances be deter-
mined by the Courts. This may be because jurisdictional fact often is
used "in the sense of the meaning of the word or terms into which those
circumstances (proved circumstances which are another sense of the term,

"fact") are summed up for the purpose of attaching legal consequence to
them" (56). It is this dual sense of the word "fact" that provokes much
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of the controversy. Probably, the most satisfactory solution would be

to allow the administrative agencies to determine the "proved circumstances"

and allow the legal consequences to be decided by the Courts (in thoss

fields where they invoke the doctrine) either administrative or judicial.

This would be only a compromise and subject to much attach as such. The

problem looms so large as a device of judicial review of administrative action
that its use will be further examined (57)

.

A closely related doctrine is that of "questions of law" which, as .has

alrea.dy been indicated, the Courts have staked out as their peculiar pro-
vince (58). The ambiguity (59) of the terms "law" and "fact" are such that

great confusion exists (SO). It is evident that there is great overlapping
tha,t the same question may variously present "law" or "fact" to different

courts, or even to the same Court (61) . The difficulty is illustrated by
the Grat

z

case (61a). It has been variously urged that the question of

whether a tying contract i s an unfair method of competition is one of
"lav/" and that it is one of "fact". The courts, in many fields, are reluc-
tant to forego the final word on problems such as interpretation (62) so

they actually determine many questions of ultimate fact (63). It is doubt-
ful if any workable distinction or separation could be found (54), so we
may expect the Court will have open this ready avenue of approach. The

ease with which the Courts utilize this approach is seen in fields of dis-
puted social policy (55) or where the statute uses such an indefinite stan-
dard as "unfair competition" (66). Like use has been made of the concept,

as a colleague to "jurisdictional fact," to check the harshness of alien
determinations (67). Prom this enumeration the usefulness of the concept
i s apparent

.

An early- doctrine, in use before the phenomenon of great administra-
tive action' was observed, is that of discretionary powers and ministerial
duties. It is well stated in the early case of Decatur v. Paulding (68),
decided in 1840. The Court held that the refusal of a pension to the widow
of Stephen Decatur, involved the exercise of discretion upon the part of the

Secretary of the Navy. The ba.sis for the decision seems to be the feeling,
that a choice in the judicial sense was involved, and that such a choice
made in good faith, should not be disturbed. It should be pointed out that

the Court expressed a willingness to overrule the Secretary's decision if a

wrong decision of law had been made. The exercise of discretion will not be

disturbed by injunction or mandamus. A failure to act may represent the

conscious choice not to act (69); while mandamus will lie to force the per-
formance of ministerial duties (70). Need of choice and freedom from judic-
ial review in the fields of "narrow review" (71) still exists (72) although
the d.octrine is .little mentioned and has become dwarfed by other forms of

judicial control.

A new and subtle- means of review lies in the Court's treatment of
.

questions of evidence. It may be that the court is attempting to under-
stand, the administrative problems (73). The judicial technique, in so

trying to appreciate the administration's position, calls for a full consid-
eration of the evidence. ' The next step, and one often taken, is for the

Court itself to evaluate' the evidence (74). In a large percentage of cases

where administrative ' orders are upheld, the Court does so, only after full
consideration of the evidence (75). It is of course natural to the judicial
technique- to so consider evidence, but sometimes the purpose may be definite!
to limit administrative' action by resort to a statutory implication (76) or b,
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some notion of the Court's so as to wliat evidence ought to be control] ing.

.Although in some of the earlier cases, especially those involving
the discretionary concept, there was often no evidentiary requirement, it

might he said that evidence is usually required to support any positive

administration action (77). The explanation of the "discretion" cases

lies in the fact that some extraordinary legal remedy was sought which
the courts were reluctant to give, coupled with a feeling that the act

was judicial. Where a reasonable choice could be made the courts hesita-

ted to use the injunction; and where action might result in leaving the

applicant in the same position, the courts saw no advantage and only a

waste of effort and prestige in using mandamus. Where the statute re-

quires a hearing an order wholly unsupported by evidence is of no effect

(76). Certainly, where there, is no basis «.-in evidence the action will be

closely scrutinized, and upon a proper showing an attacking party may
have it reversed (79). In a recent case decided in 1933 (80), where a

Virginia statute authorized an administrative official to order grade cross-

ings eliminated, when in his opinion, "it became necessarjr, but providing
only for a hearing if the railway was dissatisfied with the order, there

was held, to be a denial of d.ue process of law. The court apparently re-

lied upon the necessity that administrative findings be supported by evi-

dence (81). The requirement as to the amount of evidentiary support varies.

The statements of the court are differently phrased in terms of "some evi-

dence" (32) "evidence" (83), and "substantial evidence" (84) as being neces-
sary to support an order. Usually, where there is "substantial evidence"
to support the ord.er, or it is not .manifestly against the weight of the

evidence, it will not be molested. (85). Statutory requirements as to evi-

dence vary from where the statutes is silent to where it may detail what
evidence should be present. This seems to have little effect upon the

courts. It is doubted, if a statutory statement that there need be no evi-

dentiary basis would meet judicial requirements of "due process of low.

"

In cases where the evidence is abundant courts do not. care to review.
In cases where there is none or the interferences are absurd there is little
problem in the courts' review. It is in those doubtful cases where the

evidence is "meager or unsatisfactory" that the difficulty arises (86).
Strictly speaking, what basis of judicial review of evidence exists other
than the residuary "due process" concept is hard, to determine. Why final-
ity as tc fact, even as to the weight to be- given evidence, can and should,

not be determined by an administrative body is difficult to see. It would
be unfortunate to reduce our "administrative tribunals to mere magistracies
for the conduct of hearings preliminary to judicial consideration" (87).
On the other hand, arbitrary and capricious failure to act upon evidence
or acting contrary to the obvious significance of the evidence, should, be
as fvdly subject to check as is any administrative procedure.

Jurists feel that a grave responsibility is intrusted to administra-
tive agencies (88). 3y temper and technique these agencies may not be as
considerate of individual rights as the courts. In the requirement that
there be a basis in evidence for the action taken in the courts merely hold
another check. The requirement will vary depending upon such influence as,

whether the subject matter is considered governmental or involves inter-
ference with individual rights, the historical nature of the field, the

care used, oy administrative agencies in gathering and analyzing facts, as
well as many other factors.
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In addition to these theories whereby review is had "by the Courts,

it should be considered that there are certain restraints imoosed uoon the

courts either by themselves deliberately as a matter of oolicy or through
the force of circumstances. There is the doctrine that an administrative
remedy must be exhausted before application is had to the courts for re-
lief (29). This is said to aooly in some cases to applications for a
rehearing or a modification (90) or an original hearing (9l)« It is

esoecially applicable to requests for the issuance of extraordinary
legal remedies, where any reasonable administrative remedy remains
available.

The doctrine of "political questions" furnishes another self-
limitation upon the courts (92) which is of long standing (93)« It

has particular significance in international relations (9^)« questions
of grave executive policy, and the -oroblem of whether a State is

maintaining a. " republican form of government (95) • Another limi-
tation lies in the constitutional specification that "the judicial
oower shall extend to all cases - - - /and/- - - - controversies" (96).
It is under this clause that the courts may decline administrative
functions (97) and refuse to give declaratory judgments (92). .Thile

so limiting themselves the courts do not hesitate to review action
taken under formulae already considered.

What is the value of this process of judicial checks uoon a
field otherwise grea.tly independent? There are many advocates of the

administrative technique, who see no advantages, and feel that un-
synroathetic courts are merely sabotaging a. rival. But, it is wise
to remember the extreme youth of the extensive use of administrative
government. It is quite probable that there are as many inconsist-
encies and injustices in the administrative process as there are in

the courts' review. True, administrative law is contradictory, un-
systematized and bewildering (99) • Administration is also new. It

is without the exoerience of the courts in safeguarding individual
rights. Policy often dominates so that administration may overlook
individual injustices and its own acts of unfairness (100). And, al-

though, many of the courts' restraints are highly desirable, guiding
and tempering administrative action into its highest utility, the

courts' very technique often unfits them to exercise the great control
they do. ' The answer to the inadequacies of administration does not
lie alone in the courts (lOl). Yet in this country by subtle means
and often means most obvious the courts do f-shion and guide adminis-
trative procedure and policy (102). New methods and devices are

needed to meet new situations. The use of specialized courts is grow-
ing (103); there is too, a growing demand for declaratory judgments
(IOm-). Despite this need, we must not forget the value of a reasonable
judicial check. Such a check brings the legislature and administration
closer together (105). An understanding of the peculiar -oroblems of

the other is of extreme value to each. The judicial "orocess has been
a powerful agency in giving substance to the administrative technique;
it has made the development of this new instrument of government a
more orderly growth, a more useful and resoected form of government (106).

This review has not been made for the ouroose of praising or de-

nouncing judicial review of administrative action. There has been,

however, an attempt to carefully point out both the advantages and dis-

advantages. The purpose of this consideration has been to point the

oroblem — to show the gantlet of oossible judicial reviews (as stated
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some notion of the Court's so as to > -liat evidence ought to be controlling.

Although in some of the earlier cases, especially those involving

the discretionary concept, there was often no evidentiary requirement, it

might be said that evidence is usually required' to support any positive

administration action (77). The explanation of the "discretion" cases

lies in the fact that some extraordinary legal remedy was sought which
the courts were reluctant to give, coupled with a feeling that the act

was judicial. Where a reasonable choice could he made the courts hesita-

ted to ^lse the injunction; and where action might result in- leaving the

applicant in the same position, the courts saw no advantage and only a

waste of effort and prestige in using mandamus. Where the statute re-

quires a hearing an order wholly unsupported by evidence is of no effect

(78). Certainly, where there is no basis vin evidence the action will be

closely scrutinized., and upon a proper showing an attacking party may
have it reversed (79). In a recent case decided in 1933 (80), where a

Virginia statute authorized an administrative official to order grade cross-

ings eliminated, when in his opinion, it became necessary, but providing
only for a hearing if the railway was dissatisfied with the order, there

was held to be a denial of due process of law. .
The, court apparently re-

lied upon the necessity that administrative findings be supported by evi-

dence (81). The requirement as to the amount of evidentiary support varies.

The statements of the court are differently phrased in terms of "some evi-

dence" (32) "evidence" (83), and,' "substantial evidence" (84) as being neces-

sary to support an order. Usually, where there is "substantial evidence"
to support the ord.er, or it is not manifestly against the weight of the

evidence, it will not be molested (85). Statutory requirements as to evi-

dence vary from where the statutes is silent to where it may detail what
evidence should be present. This seems to have little effect upon the

courts. It is doubted if a statutory statement that there need, be no evi-

dentiary basis would meet judicial requirements of "due process of law."

In cases where the evidence is abundant courts do not care to review.

In cases where there is none or the interferences are absurd there is little

problem in the. courts' review. It is in those doubtful cases where the

evidence is "meager or unsatisfactory" that the difficulty arises (86).
Strictly speaking, what basis of judicial review of evidence exists other
than the residuary "due process" concept is hard to determine. Why final-
ity as to fact, even as to the weight to be given evidence, can and should.

not be determined by an administrative bod.y is difficult to see. It would
be unfortunate to redv.ee our "administrative tribunals to mere magistracies
for the conduct of hearings preliminary to judicial consideration" (87).
On the other hand., arbitrary and. capricious failure to act upon evidence
or acting contrary to the obvious significance of the evidence, should be

as fully subject to check as is any administrative procedure.

Jurists feel that a grave responsibility is intrusted to administra-
tive agencies (88). By temper and- technique these agencies may not be as
considerate of ind.ivid.ual rights as the courts. In the requirement that
there be a basis in evidence for the action taken in the courts merely hold
another check. The requirement will vary depending upon such influence as,

whether the subject matter is considered, governmental or involves inter-
ference with individual rights, the historical nature of the field, the

care used, by administrativ° agencies in gathering and analyzing facts, as
well as many other factors.
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In addition to these theories whereby review is had "by the Courts,

it should be considered that there are certain restraints imposed uoon the

courts either "by themselves deliberately as a matter of oolicy or through
the force of circumstances. There is the doctrine that an administrative
remedy must be exhausted before aoolication is had to the courts for re-
lief (29) • This is said to apply in some cases to aoolications for a
rehearing or a modification (90) or an original hearing (9l)» It is

esoecially aoolicable to requests for the issuance of extraordinary
legal remedies, where any reasonable administrative remedy remains
available.

The doctrine of "political questions" furnishes another self-
limitation uoon the courts (92) which is of long standing (93)« I*

has particular significance in international relations (9^)» questions
of grave executive oolicy, and the "oroblem of whether a State is

maintaining a. "republican form of government (95)* Another limi-
tation lies in the constitutional specification tha.t "the judicial
oower shall extend to all cases - - - /and/- - - - controversies" (96).
It is under this clause that the courts may decline administrative
functions (97) and refuse to give declaratory judgments (93). -Thile

so limiting themselves the courts do not hesitate to review action
taken under formulae already considered.

Ulihat is the value of this orocess of judicial checks uoon a
field otherwise grea.tly independent? There are many advocates of the
administrative technique, who see no advantages, and feel that un-
sympathetic courts are merely sabotaging a rival. But, it is wise
to remember the extreme youth of the extensive use of administrative
government. It is quite probable that there are as many inconsist-
encies and Injustices in the administrative orocess as there are in.

the. courts' review. True, administrative law is contradictory, un-
systematized and bewildering (99) • Administration is also new. It

.is without the experience of the courts in safeguarding individual
rights. Policy often dominates so that administration may overlook
individual injustices and its own acts of ur..faimess (100). And, al-

though, many of the courts' restraints are highly desirable, guiding
and tempering administrative action into its highest utility, the

courts' very technique often unfits them to exercise the great control
they do. The answer to the inadequacies of administration does not
lie alone in the courts (lOl). Yet in this country by subtle means
and often means most obvious the courts do fashion and guide adminis-
trative procedure and -oolicy (102). New methods and devices are

needed to meet new situations. The use of specialized courts is grow-
ing (IO3); there is too, a growing demand for declaratory judgments
(lOU). Desoite this need, we must not forget the value of a reasonable
judicial check. Such a check brings the legislature and administration
closer together (105). An understanding of the peculiar problems of

the other is of extreme value to each. The judicial orocess has been
a oowerful agency in giving substance to the administrative technique;
it ha.s made the development of this new instrument of government a
more orderly growth, a more useful and respected form of government (106).

This review has not been made for the ouroose of praising or de-
nouncing judicial review of administrative action. There ha~s been,

however, an attempt to carefully point out both the advantages and dis-

advantages. The purpose of this consideration has been to point the

problem — to show the gantlet of oossible judicial reviews (as stated
983S
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by the court?) that the action of a nev administr- tive a,r:ency must run t

A strteraent of these formulae of review is not enough to ^ive
a TDro-ocr TDerspective. It is necessary to see how the courts ao"oly

their review to the various fields of -dninistr- tive action, to ob-
serve what circumstances r.eem to influence the action of the courts.
That will be the burden of the next chaoter.
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CHAPTER IV

ATOiTISTRATIVE FUTILITY AID THE CASES

I. MH20¥ 3EVIE¥ (1)

Administrative activity in the "business of government has
"been variously classified. One of the most useful class ifiactions
for our purposes is that of Professor Dickinson (2) dividing it into
three classes; 1. The individual seeks a privilege; 2. The govern-
ment performs a "business; 3. The government performs a necessary funct-
ion. There are other classes of admini strative activity. A quite import-
ant one - the government seeks to regulate private "business - V7ill "be

considered in a following section. It is this class, possibly coupled
with a new one - where the government cooperates with industry in its
self-regulation - which is most important in this study.

TThen the government is engaged in a function inherently and
historically necessary, the courts are reluctant to disturb adminis-
trative action (3) . For efficiency, absolute control "by the government
of its officials and employees .is necessary (4) . Salaries may "be re-
duced "by Congress without question (5) , except those of judges of
11 Constitutional Courts" (6). The removal and appointive power, until
recently (7), has "been free of judicial restrictions, even, where an
employee was dismissed so that a political debt could "be paid (8), or

where the statute (9) only specifies removal "for causes prescribed "by

law" after notice and hearing, and the president removes without hear-
ing or specification of grounds (10). The narrow review rule is close-
ly followed in this field upon such questions as inefficiency, incompet-
ency, end interdepartmental disputes (ll). That the courts are willing
to give great finality to the removal power 'over a subordinate officer
as necessar;/- to the efficient administration of government was indicated
"by the Oregon Postmaster Case (12) . An even more significant case is

the recent "Humphreys decision (13), refusing to extend the doctrine
to approve the president's removal of a memher of an independent board-
the Federal Trade Commission. Whether the Commission is a legislative
agency or, an executive one "because of its administrative duties is not
clear. The court in the Humphreys case prot>a"bly opera-ted upon the "basis

of the former concept. The suggestion is obvious that there is a limit
to executive necessity, despite its recognized supremacy in internal
matters.

In the administractive affairs and determination of the War
and Navy Departments great finality is also extended, it "being felt "by

the courts that ^sny other view might tend seriously to emha.rra.ss the

work of raising an army." (14)

The same line of decisions found in the removal power cases
is followed in regard to officers of the military or naval service (15),
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the courts explaining that there is no vg it >d interest in, or contract
right to office (16). Likewise, review of military lav/ under the "due
process" concept is similarly narrow. (17)

U.S. v. Grinaud (18) indicates the great extent of delegation
of power and administrative finality allowed the government in making
rules and regula tions to protect its own property. The making of rules
and regulations vmder a vague statutory standard was not thought impro-
per, nor did the fact that a violation of such rules and regu]a tions
was made a penal offense oy Congress change the situation. The language
of the case is "broad. Limited to its peculiar facts, it is merely a
precedent for such action in the limited field of the government reg-
ulating its internal affairs, or its ovm property.

Another essential function is that of taxation. Here the

government comes more closely in contact with its citizens than in any
other field of administrative action considered in this section. The
leading case in this field, and probably the leading case for the narrow
review theory is Lurray's Lessee v. Hoboken Land and Improvement Company
(19). Here it uas held that the issuance of a distress warrant involv-
ing a summE.ry proceeding, under statutory authority, by the Treasury
against a delinquent collector, was not a denial of due process of law.
The court "based its decision upon the historical fact that such pro-
cedure was used in 'England in tax natters and had Toeen used in the
Colonies (20) . An additional fact that must have weighed heavily upon
the court was the then recent scandal of a large embezzlement "by a col-
lector of the Port of New York. In addition, the practical needs of
government for revenue are such tha.t it would "be highly impractical to

stop this life—olood of government, . merely to give the taxpayer a right
to protest. A hearing can he afforded Later. Interests must he balanced.
Here, the government's far out-weighs the individual's interest (20a).

The case, also, is famous for the classic statement of pro-
cedural due process requirements in the narrow review field:

"For though, 'due process of law.' generally im-
plies a,ctor, reus, judex, regular allegations, oppor-
tunity to answer, and a., trial according to some settled
course of judicial proceedings, yet, this is not
universally true." (21)

The doctrine of narrow review is applicable to procedure and
to the exercise of discretion in construing a statute. In the early
decisions and some of the present cases (22) the discretion of a high
official, such as the Secretary of the Treasxtry, in tax matters was
not questioned. Ilore recently where decisions hj such an official in-
volve substantive principles of general importance . the courts have
exercise a considerable measure of control (23).. This control is ex-
ercised in terns of interpretation, and not of "due process of law"
which in this field is restricted to procedure. It is not used to the
same degree that review is in other fields of social and economic policy,
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nor is it found in cases which nay adversely affect individuals "but do
not lay down statutory interpretations of such, great importance in-

volving debatable fiscal policy (24) . Harrow review in this field
seems to mean that only arbitrary, fraudulent, or capricious action
will "be questioned, with the exception of certain important Questions
of general and substantial character v/hich nay he considered as prob-
lems in statutory interpretation.

Customs determinations are a particular class of tax matters.
They involve private property, often of substantial value. In addition
to. the tax character, the government's continuing policy of dis-
couraging importing has prohahly "been of considerable force in es-
tablishing narrow review here- (25) . Expert knowledge is also invoked in
the evaluation of goods. (26). The courts have no desire to involve
officials in " inextricable confusion" (27) by intrusion into this field.
Despite the narrow review generally accorded to the customs decisions,
customs officers a.re not allowed to classify articles under their
statutory heads. This the court has done itself in some cases, while
in others the question has "been given to a jury (28) . The courts have
kept open the door of possible review "by such qualifying statements as:

"While the general rule is that the valuation
is conclusive upon all parties, nevertheless
the appraisement is subject to he impeached where
the appraiser has proceeded on the wrong prin-
ciple, contrary to law or has transcended the

powers conferred "by statute." (29)

.
The courts are hesitant to use such "bases unless the equity of the

situation clearly demands it.

Procedural requirements are quite lax'. "Carelessness or ir-
regularity" "by officers will not open the way for judicial review (30) .

The procedure described in Auffmordt v'. Heddin (31) illustrates the

informality and laxity of proper procedure in this field. 1. The
importer or his agent were excluded from the re appraisement. 2. There
was .no opportunity for the importer to support his oath or entry, or
to confront opposing witnesses "by testimony in his own behalf. 3. Ho
opportunity*- was available to sift the evidence openly or secretly heard
in opposition to the importer. 4. The importer was not permitted the

aid of counsel. The court did not condemn these practices. "The pro-
ceedings for appraisal must necessarily be, to some extent, of a
summary character," it said (32).

Where the government extends a privilege (35) it does not meet so

many citizens. Usually, property interests are smaller, "Private
rights" are little affected. The demand for review is, consequently,
not great. Harrow review is the established doctrine in the field of

land office determinations (34) . llandamus and injunctive remedies are

greatly restricted (35) . Even an interpretation as to what is "vacant
land open to settlement" given by the department while it had control
over, the subject matter, was made final, when brought up in a pro-
ceeding for mandamus (36) . Here, too, procedural requirements are
lax. In Burke v. Southern Pacific RR Co ., (37) the court said that a
decision of the Land Department made without investigation or hearing
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a.s to lands known publicly to "be of a mineral character is irregular,
"but as it is the act of a legally constituted t iTDunal and is done

within its jurisdiction, it is not void any. therefore passes title."

Great finalit " is Lven to fin ings of fact (38). It is interesting
that facts supposedly finally eeter lined are open to direct attack by
the government, which can sue to cancel a patent issued "by it (39),

although an attempted cancellation, br
;

- action within the department
without resort to the courts, is of no effect. (40). In addition to

reviev upon the deparl ::ient 's application, a review is sometimes given on

grounds of such mistake or fraud as to prevent a full presentation of

one's case - the latter leing really a. procedural safeguard (41). Such
reviev can not "be had in collateral proceedings such as ejectment.
Determinations are absolutely final against such attack (42).. An
improper application or a misconstruction of the law are -rounds for
review (43) . The courts determine jr.risdiction if an attempt is made
to patent land, having certain disabilities making it not patentable,
and will break the force of the patent (44) . If two authorities conflict
as to jurisdiction the court -ill determine the matter (45). The in-

dications are that the courts will allot? much leeway to officials upon
such questions unless there is substantial doubt. Heath v. Tfallace (46)

illustrates this. Here, although the courts upheld an administrative
finding as to the jurisdictional fact of whether lands "subject to

periodic overflow" were "swamp and overflowed, " it did so because it

felt the question resolved "itself into one of definition of ^ords or
terms, more than one of interpretation of a statute," and for the more
significant reason that it thought the interpretation issued, was a
proper one

.

There is little need, for extend_ed review of coses in analogous
fields. It is enough to point out that narrow revie ,; exists in fact
in such fields, although the courts by their language always reserve
an avenue by which relief may be extended to chosen cases. In the
pensions field., we have already considered the ea,rly ca,se of Decatur v .

Paulding (4-7) . The field of patents is also one of narrow review (48)

.

The same seems true of the regulation of radio broadcasting, despite
the fact tart full statutory review is provided, where a grant is to be
made (49) . This d.oes not seem the case where an existing license is to

be cancelled (50) . Other cases involve such problems a.s granting liquor
licenses (51) and. allowing the use of a trade-name under the Meat In-
spection Act. (52).

The immigration cases (53) are an important field, and the unusual
treatment they have been accorded, demands some consideration. There is

involved a delicate problem of intemation relations, a field, which the
courts have often been reluctant to touch (54) . Fearing that they
would be swamped by a flood of alien cases, the courts extended finality
even to the administrative determination of the jurisdictional fact of
citizenship, in the widely discussed Ju Toy case (55). Finality as to

decisions of other facts was unquestioned in the early cases (56). An
analysis indicates some subtle distinction between exclusion and. ex-
pulsion. In the latter the courts have been more prone to interfere (57),
This same basis has been used to avoid the Ju Toy decision in the case
of a person arrested within the territory of the United States (58)

.

As time has gone on the courts have overcome their first skittishness
and have found, more reasons to demand their intervention. Alien
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procedure was harsh and open to unfavorable criticism (59) . The pro-
cedural due process clause was more closely interpreted (50). The re-
quirements of evidence have "been tightened (61), and questions which
might he said to involve questions of either law or fact are treated
as question of law for the court's interpretation (62).

Government is supplying public services is taking on a new type
of duties.. The extension of government into such functions has been
continuous (63) . Our postal service (once carried on as a private
business), until recently furnished one of the few examples of such
activity on the part of the federal government, lhe importance of
administrative orders (64) to the efficient conduct of the business is

so great that the courts are hesitant to interfere in most cases (65).
Decisions by the administrative officer of questions of fact and "even
upon mixed questions of lav; and fact, or of law alone "will not or-
dinarily be reviewed" (66), The court in the case, from which this
language is quoted, suggested that it had the power to review, "and
will occasionally exercise the right of so doing." Here as in other
fields, cases involving almost identical questions will be treated
differently, ^lie determination that "faith healing" claims were fraud-
ulent, the court held to be a matter of opinion not supportable by
evidence (67) (although if medical questions are presented to the court
it will allow a jury to decide on expert testimony), while a claimed
panacea may "be declared fraudulent upon evidence thought by the court to

be substantial (68).

The basis for most of the early cases and a criticism has been
voiced by Mr. Justice Holmes;

"The decisions thus far have gone largely, if not
wholly, on the ground that if the government chose
to offer a, means of transportation which it was not
bound to offer, it could choose what it would trans-

.

port; which is well enough when neither law nor the

habit that the government's action has generated has
ma.de that means the only one. But when habit and law
combine to exclude every other, it seems to me that

the 1st Amendment in terms forbids such control of the

post as was exercised here." (69)

In cases clearly involving a valuable and substantial privilege
such \s the second class mailing privilege, the courts in normal times

(70) will prohably exercise a more careful scrutiny (71) of adminis-
trative action than in routine matters (72).

This survey shows that narrow review is no precise doctrine,
easily stated and completely followed in any field. Rather it repre-
sents an approach taken by the courts depending upon facts peculiar to

narrow review fields generally, to some particular field, or even an
individual class of cases. Rules for the exercise of administrative
power may likewise vary (73). In narrow review fields there exist such
statements by the courts, that they could, if desired, exercise as

effective a check as they do in the broa.d review fields. The important
fact is, they onl' r upon rare occasions of individual hardship is such
exercise had.
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II. BROAD 2EVOT

I-iecently, government has pushed nore and more into the regulation
of private business. An entirely new problem has boon presented to the

courts. Before any reasons are offered foi the courts' attitude as

shown "by the cases, the two most important federal fields should he

considered. Such reg\ilation presents iaany difficult problems in

administration. Regulation should not wipe out private profits, if

State regulation, not State ownership, is the desired aim of the

statute (74) . Balanced against this must he the public interest be-
hind the statute. Out problem is not one of powers, but rather, of

such fairness, as the courts .'ill approve. TJlien administrations have

failed to meet the end desired by the legislature, or have causes in-

dividual injustices in effecting the purpose of the statute, the courts
feel that there is cause to intervene (75) . The problem of sw il-

lation in fields of disputed social and economic policy reauire c

cisions upon questions of fact not susceptible to precise Lat.ion.

The adequacy of service, the reasonableness of a rate, the i mess
of a trade practice, involve opinions which may vary as social and
economic philosophies of these entrusted with their de '.nation vary.
Such problems might be called "nixed questions of 1; . . fact," but
this would be of little help, for this category .. bo have been
created for such problems Which the courts do nol care to handle (76).

The earl"- history of the Interstate Commerce Commission, is one of

being checked and hampered b; r the courts (77). The courts' full review
was soon distasteful to Congress. The Hepburn Act, attempting to curb
the courts resulted (73). How, great finality is given to the Commission's
determinations (79) . The courts even cite narrow review decisions from
fields involving the government's own property (80). There are few-

ca.ses upon procedural form such as ' the Alien Cases bring up, for the
Commission follows a fairly complete procedure. It is through the
evidence requirement that the courts exercise their greatest control.
The courts have no desire to reduce the Commission to "a mere instrument
for the purpose of taking testimony to be submitted to the courts for
their ultimate action". Although, great finality is claimed for the

Commission, this may appear only because the court is not so displeased
with individual determinations as to review them. Certainly, the court
has stated in some cases a broad basis of review. In Interstate Commerce
Commission v. Union Pacific 1:. Co . (82) the court stated the traditional
formula of review to test Constitutional and statutory intra vires , and
mistakes of law:

"Questions of fact may be involved in the determination
of questions of law, so that an order regular on its face,
may be' set aside if it appears that the rate is so

low as to be confiscatory in violation of the Constitutional
prohibition against taking property, without due process of
law, if the Commission acted so arbitrarily or unjustly as
to fix rates contrary to evidence, or without evidence to

support it; or if the authority therein involved has been
exercised unreasonably."

This case ignored a long line of precedents urged by counsel upon
the court (83). To save itself the burden of complete judicial review,
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the court stated that it "would not examine facts farther than to de-
termine whether there was substantial evidence to sustain the order" (84).

More in line with this latter statement, hut staunchly demanding an
evidentiary requirement - that the finding he not contrary to the

"indisputable character of the evidence" - was Interstate Commerce
Commission v. Louisville and hashville ?». Co. (85) . 3.equirenents of

evidence vary further with the statement that an order may not be

issued "without any evidence whatever" to support it (86)

.

We have seen in this field a, disposition, at first, to carefully
review the Commission's findings of fact. With a new statute this

attitude was relaxed, but the court ha.s kept a grip upon the findings,
by its occasional requirements of substantial or some evidence. The
real problem has been practices rather than rates, although the courts
from time to time have tried their hand at valuation (87). On the

whole it may be said that after a bad start the commission has become

a remarkably efficient instance of administrative action, in the field
of regulation of private business (88). The Commission's orders have
received a finality approaching narrow review, though effective checks
rest in the courts, which they will not hesitate to exercise upon
occasion (89) . l\fo one answer is readily available to the question,
why has this Commission achieved so much finality. i.Iuch credit must be

given to the fact that Congress intended a national system, and that
this need was appreciated by the court (90) . The problem had developed
to such acute proportions that existing law was obviously inadequate.
It was not a. situation of fitting pieces into e,n existing pattern, but,

rather, the demand was for en entirely new picture (91). Congress,
in fact, was most persistent in forcing upon the court the Commission's
continued demands for power arid finality in its exercise. Then, "too',"

""

the'iie'ce.ssaryyase r-f expert skill 'iivsented questions not readily clear <

%a the courts. In such situations, the most convenient solution was
t© refuse review (92).

The Federal Trade Commission has not yet achieved the desirable
status which the Interstate Commerce Commission enjoys with the courts.
Mainly, the Commission ha.s been limited to false advertising (93), and
to standards of unfair practice known to the common law in which it has
been quite successful (94) . The attempts to develop new concepts and
new standards have until recently been uniformly disastrous. Its powers
of investigation have been limited (95). When it seeks to enforce an
order, the proceeding is such that the courts may readily substitute
their own views as to the conclusions to be drawn from the facts (95)

.

Such cases as the C-ratz Case (97) and 'the Curtis Publishing Company Case

(98), to mention but two of the better known cases, struck heavy blows
at the early usefulness and even raison d'etre of the Commission (99)

.

In the latter case, the court employed the substantial evidence re-
quirement in conjunction with its asserted authority, to rule whether
in law the facts constituted an unfair method of competition. Although,
recognizing that the usual procedure where the evidence was inadequate
would be to remand the case to the fact-finding a,gency, the court saw
here a situation where "in the interests of justice, the controversy
should be decided without further delay" (100) . This it -oroceeded to

do.

At the time Carl IIcFarland (101) wrote his careful study the state
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of the cases was such that he could "bitterly say, "Even juries may
accept or reject evidence and i, but the Federal Trade
Comnission may do neither" (102) . This study describes the different
position? of the Federal) Trade Commissi the Interstate Connerce

Commission (103) • 1. The courl si r the entire record as a

basis for the orders of the "'oi-evn! Trade Connission, while the orders

of the Interstate Coumerce Commission are challenged only from the

approaches of ultra vire s and evidently sufficiency (104). 2. The

treatment of the evidence is tempered by the judicial attitude toward
the legislation involved, its subject natter, and its administration (105).

3. The court has accepted the policy developed by the Interstate
Commerce Commission, but has refused that developed by the Trade
Commission.

I.Ir. McFarland next offers an explanation for these reported
differences. He suggests that the subject matter is fundamentally
different. The Interstate Commerce Commission treats with public
utilities. The courts are used to their regulation by the government.
On the other hand, the mercantile world of the past has "oeen relatively
free from regulation. The courts, therefore, are reluctant to allow
innovations in this field. (106). 1. It is suggested that the
personnel of the Interstate Commerce Commission has exemplified the

best use of the expert and that it is superior to the personnel of the

Trade Commission. Coupled with the disharmony and lack of tact upon
the part of the Trade Commission feci the conduct of its internal and
external affaira, Iir. LIcFarland sees in this situation a basis for some
of the Trade Commission's 'difficulty (107) . 2. He suggests that the

Trade Commission's procedure has been open to more unfavorable comment
than that of the Interstate Commerce 'Commission. 3. Of particular
importance are the opinions given by the two Commissions. There is an
indication that the Trade Comnission' s have been hasty, ill drawn and
based upon insufficient evidence. The Interstate Commerce Commission,
on the otner hand, has much more carefully followed the judicial
technique

s
drawing its opinions carefully cane

1

, fully considering the
evidentiary basis for its action. Mr. hcTarland concludes that the
opinion by such Commissions should state facts and the reasons for the
conclusions drawn. The suggestion is obvious, that the more judicial
the opinion, the more likely it is to be clothed with finality (108).
4. The courts offer an explanation for the different treatment based
upon the statutory language

t
Iir . Llclarland thinks this is of little

importance as an explanation. 5. The doctrine of review if based
upon the formula of "questions of law" and "questions of fact."
6. The different enforcement procedures provided invite the treatment
that has been accorded the. two Commissions. The orders of the Inter-
state Commerce Comnission become effective in a specified time unless
set aside by the courts upon application of parties affected. The
Trade Commission, on the other hand, must apply to the courts to secure
enforcement of its orders. 7. The standards set up for the Interstate
Commerce Commission to follow, olthough couched in as broad language
as those as the Trade Commission uses, refer to more particular situa-
tions (109) . The writer has suggested above in addition to this that a
greater amount of expert knowledge of a kind not readily digested by the
court, is required in the functioning of the Interstate Commerce
Commission (110)

.
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8. The more satisfactory tlie experiment in administration, the more
authority will flow from the legislature. And it might he added that
the more pleased the court, the greater the finality the legislation
will "be given.

Much of the difficulty of the early Trade Commission mat he

attributed to the lax standards of the Act (ill) which amounted to a
"broad statutory grant to work out the law in a certain field, within
the limits of the term competition. It was the very laxity of the
delegation that must have made the courts feel that their careful
supervision was needed. (112) . Confidence in the administrative
"body's ahility to meet the prohlems presented to it in a capable and
not too visionary manner, comes hut slowl]/- to the coiirt (113) . This
confidence is essential to any real administrative finality (114)

.

HcFarland expressed the need for legislative and administrative
reforms if real good was to come from the Trade Commission (115).
Without awaiting new legislation, almost as a contradiction of
LIcJFarland { s thesis came a series of favorable decisions. But instead
of "being a contradiction, these cases furnished further evidence to

substantiate the thesis which had been advanced, for they represent
more careful treatment by the Commission. The opinions .were handed down
at a time when economic forces indicated a greater. need for trade
regulation. The Royal Milling Co Case (116) merely involved an unfair
advertising problem, a field in which the Commission had been com-
paratively successful. ' The judicial note struck in the opinion was new.
Where the order of the Commission is supported by evidence it will be
upheld. The Alagoma Lumber Company Case (117) used almost idential
language. The facts and the language of the Keppel Case (ll8) are most
revealing of the courts' new atti-fru.de. An order of the Commission had
been directed against the distribution of package candy by the "break
and take" method. This the Commission had found to he unfair com-
petition. The court denied that the Commission's jurisdiction was limited
to practices that have been found unfair by the court (119) . It frankly
recognized the gradual process of judicial inclusion and exclusion (120).
The language of the court best illustrates its more ready attitude to

give some finality to the Commission:

"While this Court has declared it is for the

Courts to determine what practices or methods of

competition are to be deemed unfair -. — — —, in

passing on that question the determination of the

Commission is of weight. It was- created with the

avowed purpose to it in "a body specially competent
to deal with them hy reason of information, ex-
perience and careful study of the "business and
economic conditions of the industry affected, ' and)

it was organized in such a manner, with respect to

the length and expiration of the terms of office of

its members, as "ould igive to them. an opportunity
to acquire the expertness in dealing with these
special questions concerning the industry that comes
from experience.' Report on Senate Committee on
Interstate Commerce, Ho. 597, June 13, 1914, 63rd
Cong. 2 Sess., pp. 9, 11,. See Federal Trade
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Commission v. Beech~Fut Packing Co., supra, at 453;
compare Illinois Central R. Co. v. Interstate Commerce
Commission, 206 U. S. 441, 454. If the point were

more do\ibtful than we think it, we should hesitate to

reject the conclusion of the co mission, cased as it

is upon clear, specific and comprehensive findings

supported "by evidence." (121)

This comparo.tive survey lias been extended to the length necessary
to show. 1. the reluctance of the courts to give finality at first and
2. how much finality may he gained as the courts' confidence in the

administrative "body increases. The cases calso indicate that substantial
means of review are open to the courts, and that they will he used when
the courts deem then necessary.

YiThere property interests are involved the courts are quite cau-
tious in extending administrative finality. Of course, property in-
terests are involved in taxation, but for many reasons", thought good
by the courts, the government's need of narrow review is felt to far
outweigh the interests of the individual taxpayer. Professor Dickinson
has suggested "that the readiness of the courts to review tends to

vary strongly with the size of the property interests at stake" (122).
The courts themselves have given weight to this view. Summary action
has been held proper as to items of little worth, such as fish nets
valued at fifteen dollars each. The court, recognizing the difficultu
of drawing the line, consciously adopted the value test (123) . Large sum
sxims of money involved in litigation -.Till cause the court to give much
more comprehensive treatment to a legal point already res adjudicata
(124).

• The regulation of radio communication is an apt illustration of
the forces at work in such fields. If an application for new time or

increased power is made, the courts, though given a statutory review,
are reluctant to upset the administrative findings

.
(125) . The courts

have a wide charter of review; the hearing must be adequate and not mani-
festly unfair; the findings must not be contrary to the indisputable
character of the evidence; and the facts must, as a matter of law,
support the order (126) . This charter will be resorted to where sub-
stantial money ha,s been invented in good faith and the Commission is

jeopardizing this investment without compelling reasons (127) .

The regulation of common callings or "business affected with a
public interest" because of the large property interests have received
particular treatment by the courts' (128) . The finaction is regarded as
"delicate and dangerous, and ought to be exercised with a keen sense of
justice on the part of the regulating body, - - - - The Courts ought not
to bear the whole burden of saving property from confiscation, th ugh
they will not be found wanting where the proof is clear (129) . The
responsibility of the regulatory agency is even more great than that
of an agency operating a government owned business, for the question of
profits and the denial of property without due process of law a,re not
similarly presented (130).

The courts' interest in social and economic facts has already been
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observed. In fields of disputed social policy the judicial technique

usually involves an extended analysis of the facts. The temptation is

strong for the court to substitute its own conslusions.

This judicial attitude has crystallized into the well-known concept

of "business affected .with a public interest" (131) . Other business,
it is held, can not be subjected to certain tyoes of regulation, par-
ticularly price-fixing. The public interest concept sees the fixing
of prices as a guaranteed payment for the dedication of business to the

public, and the limitations upon the free use of property therehy en-
genered. A number of the federal courts expressed this reluctance to

approve price regulation, in cases involving EE1A codes (132). In a
case (133) involving the same statute, concerning when the He phi

a

case

(134) so liberally construed the concept of business affected with a
public interest, "the same court showed a disposition to be apprised of

all the operative facts in the ca,se "before giving any relief. This
interest in previous profits and "spread", both before and since the
issuance of the order questioned, shows a constant interest, in
economic questions and possible injustices, properly presented to the
court (135). The conclusion must be had that private "business not, in
the courts' opinion, sufficiently affected by a public interest is pro-
tected by a "broad review exercised by the courts. This protection
takes the form of forbidding certain regulations proposed "by the

legislature, and a fortiori by an administrative agency. This might
even be called "judicial legislation" to distinguish it from the broad
review which will be seen to exist in cases of business affected with
a public interest. The point that this consideration has meant to

emphasize is the keen interest the courts evince in any positive regu-
lation of business, and their disposition to funs'- review the "basic

economic facts, and to substitute their own views for legislative (or
administrative) declarations of policy.

In cases of State regulation, the Supreme Court lias long shown a
disposition to fully consider the facts involved. This does not mean
that the court has overruled the administrative decisions, hut it does
show an early interest that some facts he present upon which a "fair-
minded board" could determine the conclusion reached (136) . The in-
terest of the court, also, has long "been extended to the confiscatory
nature of rates. Although the court will not make rates itself (137),

a judicial determination has been declared essential (138) . The court
has not hesitated to declare its theories of valuation (139), nor to

make demands overruling the opinion of a, "fair-minded board" (140)

.

All this control could be exercised by the court, while leaving the
primary fact-finding final and undisturbed in the administrative hands.
That is, a review "by the courts to see if there were proper evidence
present could furnish a sufficient check. The really upsetting notion
is that injected by the Ben Avon case (141) . The indications of this
case are that the courts will allow a trial de novo by the lower
federal courts, both of the facts and the law. (142) . The Supreme Court
of Pennsylvania referred to the review of the valuation order of the

Public Service Commission h;/ the Superior Court as "merely the sub-
stitution of the (court's) judgment for that of the Commission" (143).
The Supreme Court of the United States sustained the action of the
lov^er Pennsylvania Court:
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"looking at the entire opinion we are compelled
to conclude that the Supreme Court interpreted the

statute as withholding from the courts power to

determine the question of c'onfiscation according
to their own indepe ident judgment when the action
of the Commission cones to "be considered on appeal.

"In all such cases, if the owner claims confiscation
of his property will result, the state must provide a
fair opportunity for submitting that issue to a
judicial tribunal for determination upon its own
independent judgment as to both law and facts; other-
wise the order is void because in conflict with the

due process clause." (144)

Broad review of regulation of "business affected with a public
interest, and judicial interference with regulation of private
"business are established facts. The 3en Avon case is still the law,

although not every allegation of "confiscation" merits such complete
review (145). The courts' interest in the substantive nature of

social and economic regulations must he accepted as an operative fact
in considering the scheme underlying the 1TI3A.
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III. JURISDICTIONAL FACT

The courts' use of jurisdiction and jurisdictional fact question as
a method of review has "been observed (1.46). The precise character of its
use in the cases demands some attention. The problem itself, is not new
hut it has gained recent importance in administrative la-" with such de-
cisions as Crowell y. 3enson (147) and Ng Fung Ho v. White (148). An
early English case (149) points out the problem. Lid a charter giving a
college of physicians authority to punish malpractice give them jurisdic-
tion over all practice? Lord Holt, answering the question, held that the
authority was not limited to those unskilled in fact, but extended to

allow an inquiry into any administration of "ohysick" to determine if it

were unskillful.

The question of jurisdiction over a defined subject matter, since it

clearly demands statutory interpretation, is a question of law (15C).
Again, the baffling problem of trying to distinguish questions of law
from questions of fact arises. It is seemingly an unsolvable penumbra.
The difficult situation is where jurisdiction rests upon the determination
that -the evidence is susceptible of more than one conclusion as to what
are the "Facts" (151). Another problem is the attempt to limit the ad-
ministrative body, not to a general subject or field such as the practice
of medicine or the injury of an employee, but to the precise question the
administrative body is called upon to decide, malpractice or accidental
injury (152). If the court so restricts the administrative body it does

away with much of its usefulness. The cases are simply t^ice adjudicated,
and the administrative board is placed in the position of master for the

taking of evidence for the court. When the entire function of an admin-
strative body rests uoon the determination of a fact, held by the court
to be coextensive with its jurisdiction, and so also determinable by the

court, it is no longer clothed with the independent oowers, ^hich it

would seem should be its oroper sohere if its action is not judicial.
The courts have frequently taken over the determination of such questions
as whether a coirroany is insolvent (153), a horse has glanders (154), or

a railway has -oaid in ten per cent of its capital stock (155). The court

frequently finds that its opinion agrees with that of the administrative
body. This attitude is found where the court carefully examines the
evidence, but concludes that the determination made was oroper (156).
These cases have not stirred uo the criticism, as have the cases where
the court disagrees with the administrative determination. Nevertheless,
the technique is identical.

In U . S. v. Ju Toy (15?) the assertion that a claim of citizenship,
by a person of Chinese descent seeking to enter the United States, went
to the jurisdiction cf the administrative officer was denied. The Dis-
trict Court had entertained new evidence and found Ju Toy to be a citizen.
The court sneaking through Mr. Justice Holmes was apparently apprehensive
of a flood of cases, whatever the justice of the particular case. Much
criticism was directed at the court (153). More as a matter of individ-
ual unfairness than as a oroblem of prooer law. Much of this criticism
finds a basis in the fact that alien urocedure has been none too con-

siderate of individuals under its jurisdiction (159). Seventeen years
later, an almost identical question was presented to the court in

Ng Fung Ho v. White (160). The court reversed its former oosition. The
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only important actual difference in the two cases lay in the fact that in
the latter case the petitioners were \7ithin the territorial hounds of the
United States, when the immigration officers claimed jurisdiction over
them. These oersons had once be n seeking entry which had "been allowed.
Sy this, they seemed to have p: ssed Lnto a favored class. It is thought
that today, upon the authority of this latter case the Ju Toy case might
be reversed, and in a habea s corpus proceeding, after administrative
remedies are exhausted, a trial de novo in a federal court might be se-
cured on the fact of citizenshi ). If it were not, it could only be, be-
cause some special significance is attached to presence within the country,
even though through illegal enti" r

. The courts have long exercised a con-
trol over questions of law which often appear to be very close, to, if not,
of a jurisdictional nature (161).

In connection with "broad review," the Ben Avon case (162) has already-

been fully treated (163). That case rested upon the proposition that the

prober allegation of "confiscation" raises a constitutional question going
to the final jurisdiction of the administrative body. This is called
"Constitutional fact, " which means jurisdictional fact in those cases where
the Constitution furnishes the limitation (164). It means that the case
demands an independent judicial hearing to determine if the administrative
body had jurisdiction, or had jurisdiction to make the decision it did

(165). Before this case, the Supreme Court was content to accent conclu-
sions of the State administrative bodies, having some reasonable basis
(166). The broadest review, and an ability to substitute an independent
judgment, whenever the administrative action does not accord with the
courts' views are the real implications of the doctrine (167). The recent
case of Crowell v. Benson (168) takes the doctrine one step farther, and
applies it to findings of federal administrative boards (169). The Supreme
Court allowed the District Court to make independent findings on entirely
new evidence as to the jurisdictional questions, whether, 1. There was
injury upon the navigable waters of the United States, and 2. Whether the
"master and servant relation" existed. Said Mr. Chief Justice Hughes,
speaking for the court

:

"In cases brought to enforce constitutional rights, the
judicial power of the United States necessarily extends to the
independent determination of all questions, both of fact and
law, necessary to the performance of that supreme function.
The case of confiscation is illustrative, the ultimate conclu-
sion almost invariablv depending upon the decisions of questions
of fact. This court had held the owner to be entitled to 'a

fair opportunity for submitting that issue to a judicial tribunal
for determination uoon its own independent judgment as to both
law and facts. ' " (170)

Mr. Justice Brandeis, in a vigorous dissent, pointed out that this
view had not been adopted in cases involving the Federal Trade Commission,
the Interstate Commerce Commission, or the Packers and Stockyards Act
(171). The majority opinion does not specifically refer to the Fifth
Amendment, but that must have furnished a basis (172). It has been sug-
gested that the. case may be limited to the admiralty power of the court
and a holding that Congress may not cut this down by making the findings
of an administrative board final (173). It is probably true that Crowell
v. Benson was merely an outcropping of a somewhat obscured theory of
review which has long' existed. The courts can not hope to review de novo
the facts in such cases. The task would be overwhelming. On the other
hand, administrative bodies cannot hope to always escape this potential
review, without the exercise of extreme care and fairness.
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It is quite possible that the exercise of this theory by the courts
may be greatly reduced by administrative action. Questions likely to be
caller". " jurisdictional f cts" should be treated as questions of fact
alone. An overwhelming record to support the administrative determination
should be painstakingly built. It might even be well to throw out some
doubtful c^ses, until sufficient judici '.1 sanction for deciding such
problems had gradually accreted. The St~;e courts nave been reluct~iit to
review questions of "jurisdictional fact" where the administrative deter-
mination was supported by substantial evidence (174), The judicial technique
is such that if the Court agrees with the administrative finding, even
though .all the facts are most carefully reviewed, the decision may be put
in terms of giving finality to tho administrative decision (175). It would
seem that by taking care , to dear all pertinent evidence, and taking
jurisdiction only in clear cases, the administrative agencies could demand
a respect from the courts, reflected in -an increasing freedom from review
by the "jurisdictional fact" means.

IV. &7;!ERAL PROCEDURAL REQUIRE] E1TTS

There is considerable confusion as to what nrocedural requirements
actually can be said to exist (176). The problem has been said to present
"a wildernessof single instances, ambiguity and inconsistency of principles"
with "a wide difference in the scope of judicial review in different fields
of administrative regulation" (177).

of administrative due process as notice and hearing. Of course, it can not
be expected that in general the requirements of judicial procedure must be

followed. Administration is more informal. The procedure of the courts
is not the procedure of administration. Fairness in the particular cr.se and
the particular field must be the touchstone mainl" relied upon.

Procedural requirements vary with the field. They are more lax in

those fields studied in connection with narrow review. Police power that

requires summary action can not be hindered by requirements such as notice
and hearing before action (178). Professional practice ever r period of

time, or the peculiar social history of a problem may have the deepest in-

fluence upon the requirements of procedure in handling such problems (179).

In the field of customs appraisals (ISO) the procedural requirements are
light. The social history of this field, involving as it does our tariff

policies, and the establish lent of this field when the courts were much less

prone to inquire into executive action, goes far to explain the lax require-
ments. Here, it has been held that proceedings may be secret without the
right to cross-examine witnesses being afforded; that all evidence need not
be disclosed to the importer, if he has a right to state his views and
suggest questions to be asked witnesses (LSI). Likewise, in the field of

tax collections, summary action involving distress and seizure of property,
without notice, hearing or opportunity to confront and cross-examine
opposing witnesses, is proper where a later judicial or administrative
hearing is afforded (183 ).

Alien procedure has many questionable features (185). The herrings are

held before local immigration inspectors who act as justices and prosecutors.
Usually the alien has no counsel and the hearing is private. Evidence is
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and hearing is to be had in tr x matters., notice of the former proceedings
is not required (200). Failure to give notice depends upon the practicality
of chc situation. In such cases '.?•

. tax body ~ ith extended jurisdiction
or where i\ sum? nry exercise ?i police power to protect ••ublic health is
demanded and the regulations to be; imposed y&V be too onerous notice
requirements are light (201).

Requirements of notice are of course herviest in fields of disputed
social and economic policy heavily af: ecting individual pro-oerty interests
(202).

In practically anj cr.se that requires notice, a hearing is also
required. The' former without the letter would usually be a barren pro-
tection (203). The right to be heard, if demanded, is generally considered
vital to all administrative action, with the exception of a few i.ist nces
where the individual would grin little by the requirement, or the public
would be too grer-tly inconvenienced (204). Hearing however does not imply,
in most instances a formal procedure (.05), nor is more thm jne hearing
usually necessary (206). The host statement is, that in each case, the
hearing must be fair (207).- As Mr. Justice Cardozo has said:

11 The 'hearing 1 that .... commissions are to

give must be adapter,, to th consequences that are to

follow, to the attach and the review to which their
orders will be subject." (203)

The "procedural safeguards most usually demanded are notice and
hearing, or, as it has been otherwise termed, an opportunity to defend

(209), where ever fairness .demands. If there is any s t.atutory suggestion
indicating an intention that such safeguards be provided, or that evidence
be required, notice and hearing are absolute essentials (210). Other re-
quirements are made, as specific ch rges (really an aspect of notice),
cross-examination (a question as bo the adequacy of the hearing), and the

right to argue the law and i. cts (also a herring problem) (211). Just
what type of notice mid. hearing are sufficient varies (212). Where a full

judicial review or trial de novo, is present the administrative requirements
are not so heavy (213). The main test probably is the adequacy and fairness
of the proceedings. Although notice and hearing may have disadvantages
such as expense and delay (213a) their desirability should demand their full

utilization as means of protecting the ra-'olic.

There are a number of administrative agencies which function as

courts closely following judicial procedure (214). On the whole, the

bench .and the bar have both shown a disposition to accord such courts a
higher place than given to most other administrative adjudicatory agencies

(215). The implication is th'.t the more judicial or more fair in appearance
an administrative adjudication seems, the greater the finality it will.be

extended, other factors bei -;. equal,

A new administrative agency dealing vio. fields of disputed economic
and social policy is under the closest scrutiny of the courts. Its actions,

"procedurally and substantively, must be most circumspect and its progress
most careful, if it is desired to keep judicial control at the minimum*
Even these precautions offer.no guarantee, if the courts are keenly enough
interested. It is, however, \ step in the right direction, the direction

indicated by the cases,
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CHAPTER V

THE SCHEME

One of the foremost advantages offered by the administrative
device is flexibility. It would be, indeed, unwise to attomot to

crystallize into formal ind absolutely binding concents administrative
action as it stands today. It is a new technique , offering many varia
tions to meet the new and constantly arising problems of society an' 1

government. As the common law developed into a body of more or le

frozen concepts, and as equity has tended to do the same, so may admin-
istration. Any attempt to hasten this would be undesirable. The very
value of administration lies in its empirical state, in its easy adapta-
bility to the demands made upon it. This is far from indicating that

every new administrative device should be welcomed, unquestioned, as a
contribution to government. In tue contrary it should be careful!
tested, not only by its apparent ability to meet the oroblera, out oy

the precedents of other administrative forms and the circumst ant s

surrounding their use. Such a test is the first necessary ster when the

NRA is to be observed.

It was obvious with the passage of the NIRA that powers more vast
than those ever before delegated (except in war time) were delegated
to administration (l). It is crobably that some of the persons respon-
siole in drafting the uAct and in its first administration realized that

here was an agency sui generi s. (2) Others, outside ;of NRA, latpr
expressed such recognition (3). The Act itself was quite indefinite as
to what plan or plans if any it had sought to copy. It was equally
indefinite as to what actual form, as a matter of clan and orocedure
the administration of the Act would take. It was most apparent that
the plan providing for application by private members of industry for
aporoval by the President of a scheme of law proposed bv these individu-
als would be followed. As the Act wps developed this proved to be the

case.

As shall be seen, there were few orecedents in American government
for such a plan. The most analoguous system is or.e found in England.
This method, of administrative Law-making has been called "-orocedure by
scheme" (4). As history is long and interesting and today it repre-
sents one of the major administrative devices used in English govern-
ment (5). The orocedure consists of a proposal by a grouc of interested,
persons. An investigation by government inspectors follows; next a
local hearing is held. The hearing allows counsel to be heard and to
examine and cross-examine witnesses. The inspector (much like an MA
Deputy Administrator, or an examiner for the Federal Communications
Commission) then submits a fin.ll reoort, analyzing the facts and setting
forth his recommendations to the aporopriate Minister (6). The pro-
cedure of proposal, inspection (tue activities of Research and Planning
were analogous), hearing and recommendation to a superior for his ap-
proval, is quite analogous to NRA procedure.

Tue subject matter of this administrative form was, in its early
history, almost always limited to local projects of little general
interest. This explains the reference to it as "private bill legisla-
tion by a department" (?). It was used, for instance, in connection with
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slum clearance projects (8). After tue ./or Id .7ar the use wis broadened
to include wider measures of socialization. Such r\ need can be seen

in England not divided as is this country into territorial States

each with considerable local legislative power. Groups representing
special interests or areas may apply for aporoval of schemes. An

example of the substantive problems now dealt with is the amalgamation
of mines in a district by agreement of a majority of the owners and

aporoved by the oroper minister, altnough a minority of the owners n
fuse to cooperate. (9) The development in England has been slow. It

has been suoject to the Courts' test for ultra vires (in).

The NBA as a orocedural scheme was not the result of anv such

gradual growth or general development. Few examples can be found of

power delegated to administrative officers or agencies' to aoorove pri-

vately proposed schemes. Upon application of groups the Federal Trade
Commission has approved rules of unfair competition solely as a co-

operative program for group members. These had, no binding effect upon
members of the group or non-members (11) although they might serve as

the oasis for a cease and desist order. In the procedure under the

Flexible Tariff Act (12) there is an analogy. There, interested
domestic producers could apply to the President for a levelling out of

costs of production, by increasing the tariff upon competing foreign
manufactured articles. There were precedents aplenty for governmental
regulation of business (13), but there were practically none suggesting
that the individual industries frame their own laws (other than the

fact tnat nearly any pressure group can secure introduction of a bill
embodying its own views. This, of course, does not involve administra-
tive approval).

As many have suggested (14) the Act was indefinite as to the form
of the administrative agency (15). But since it was recognized by the

Act there would be an agency or agencies this created no legal diffi-
culty for the use by the President of such assistance was contemplated,
in specific terms (16). It was agreed that the Act intended some mea-
sure of cooperative action between government and members or groups of

industry (17). IIo provision can be found for the steps in code-making
that became established (18) or for the administrative set-up and in-

ternal plan of procedure that developed (19). The NRA as developed.
creates a difficult problem in classification in terms of the estab-
lisned forms. Here was an agency giving away its cowers freely, often
lavishly. This presented a question of powers, but an unusual one
of how much power could be so delegated rather than the usual one of

how much the administrative agency could gather to itself under its
charter (20). Here too, was an agency exercising powers partaking of
the legislative, the administrative, and the judicial nature (21). The
most important power exercised was the approval of codes and the inci-
dents of that power. The pro Diem of compliance had a separate charac-
ter and will be considered later (22).

The I\fEA Legal Division proceeded upon the basis that code-making
and approving was a legislative function governed mainly by the court's
attitude in the Norwegian Nitrogen Case (23). Procedure, the Legal
Division seemed to feel, might be lax (24). In the case so strongly
relied upon the so-called Flexible Tarriff -Act was the basis of the
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procedure -there questioned (25). The Act was a "delegation - - - - of

the legislative process" (26) to the President, who could adjust the

tariff schedules to meet lower costs of orodaction abroad. The specific
points involved went to the adequacy of the hearing. The Tariff Commis-

sion, which by the Act had Deen given power to conduct investigations
to assist the President (27), refused to give information to the inter-
ested importer as to the costs of r>rodaction of a local factory (that

owned by the applicant). Counsel for the importer wrote a letter de-
manding to see "every particle of evidence" gathered by the Commission
and that he be allowed to examine all witnesses including the inspectors.

The data, had been gathered with the understanding it would be held con-

fidential. The court, speaking through Mr. Justice Card.oza, denied that

counsel' s< demands must be met to afford, due process of law. It based
its dacision upon the following pointers inter alia : 1. The history of

tariff procedure, both legislatively and administratively (28); 2. The

Commission's activities being distinguished from limiting cowers of

public service companies (29); 3. The Commission being merely an adviser
to the President, who was not bound by its advice. (It w^s not "an arbi-
ter between adverse parties" so its proced'are might be built to fit the

problem in
:
absence of more stringent statutory requirements (30); 4« It

being unreasonable here to force the Commission to disclose such infor-
mation, or treat each person affected as an individual litigant (31).

The next inquiry must be the value of this decision as authority
for MRA practice.

The Norwegian Nitrogen Case proceeded upon a broad statutory
grant in the case of orocedure. This was positive recognition by Con-
gress that the Commission should be free to develop its own procedure.
The NIRA, on. the other hand, made no provision for procedure. It can
not be said with equal force that Congress positively felt that the pro-
cedure adopted would be the best when it did not even know what agen-
cies would be used or the exact character of the problems. That the

NIRA failed to provide procedure did not authorize arbitrary action.
The due process requirement demanded that procedure be reasonable to the

end sought. There is. some evidence indicating a reasonable comparison,
some indicating a reasonable distinction. The touchstone must be in

the subject matter dealt with and the end sought.

Historically, the government has long exercised great powers in

the tariff and taxation fields (32). Our political policy has favored
the imposition of tariff. On the other hand, government regulation of

or cooperation with business is relatively new and .far from being so

widely approved. It may be said that the policjr behind the tariff is

fairly well settled while in the field of business the economic and
social "oolicies are most hotly disputed.

Besides this historical difference, tariff collection and regula-
tion are closely related to taxation. Despite the economic significance
of tariffs, they are fundamentally taxes. The' tax field is one accorded
narrow review, with slight procedural requirements. Business regulation
on the other hand is a field subject, to the closest judicial control,
where procedural requirements have been relatively high (32a).
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The court in the tariff field was influenced by a judicial
attitude that had grown an "hen the court;; wire exercising1 much less

control of administrative action. Although the court is not subject

to any strict res ad

j

udic ata notion or being bound by its own decisions,
they have a strong influence ucon the court unless there is compelling
reason to abandon the established views. A mere reference to

Auffmordt v. Heddin (33) brings back the vision of quite lax adminis-
trative procedure in this field bearing the approval of the courts,

of course, in this case the legislative aspects were practically miss-
ing, being outweigned by the adjudication given. This merely places
the legislative procedure in the Norwegian Nitrogen Case in a stronger
position for it is generally conceded that administrative adjudication
requires higher standards of orocedure than administrative legislation.

The economic sanctions should be observed. A major portion of our
wealth is represented by our industries. Importers, however, are a
small class. Although large sums of money and substantial property
interests are often involved in the tariff questions the courts are much
more keenly aware of the interests of private business within the coun-
try. The voice of business booms; tnat of the imoorters is seldom heard.
Mr. Justice Cardoza specifically stated tnat the case was not like lim-

iting public service companies in the transaction of their business (34).

A most significant distinction lies in the fact that by the

statute the Tariff Commission was made an advisory agency purely, whose
recommendations did not bind the President. The NIHA authorized the
delegation of any functions and powers given to the President (under
Title I) (35). This meant that the President could make the agency
NRA more than advisory. This he did specifically in, the case of indus-
tries employing- less than fifty thousand employees (36). It would be

improperly technical to stop here. If the President in fact bound him-
self by the findings of the agency he created, without exercising indepen-
dent action of his ,own, it would seem improper to say that the agency
was merely advisory. Especially is this true if it is argued that, when
such a fact is formally recognized by the President the agency is no
longer merely advisory. To say that I\ERA wa-s merely advisory would be a
fiction as absurd as those often found in the common law. The indica-
tions are that when a statute is silent (except to allow the agencies
used to exercise all power given by the Act) and final power is in fact
given to an agency the court will recognize this. Our courts are not
known to be hampered by such a Gordian knot of legal reasoning as this one
suggesting the agency to be merely advisory. . .

The last and a dominant consideration suggested by this case must
be: werp the approach and problems of NRA so predominantly legislative
as to exclude other considerations or were there sufficient adjudicatory
aspects present to demand the procedure required by such problems? The
courts have recognized that the fixing of customs duties is more than
fact-finding (37). It involves "the kind of discretion to operate an
intelligent legislative plan" (38. The problem presented to the admin-
istration is not in tne nature of litigation (39). The policy stated;
the government is merely using this machinery to effectuate that policy
against one group - the foreign competitors. Legislative action by an
administrative agency though required to hold, a few formalities is,
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comcensatingly, given much less .power procedurally. The Interstate
Commerce Commission and the Federal Trade Commission are greatly limited
in subpoenaing witnesses and forcing them to testify (40). This feeling
toward" administrative legislation may he colored by the fact that a hear-
ing is not a prerequisite to the validity of either oublic or private
bills in this country and the doubtful value of opinions usually at such
hearings when held (41). Even being able to call MA hearings legisla-
tive would have orovided no cure-all. The frequency with which courts
have refused to accept findings by legislatures is all too well known(42).

While some writers have thought that the rate-making power is legis-
lative because of its enormous consequences on the future (43) , others
more discerning have seen another problem (44). This other problem is

the conflict of interests between competitors and the adjudication of

this conflict based upon the administration's interpretation of what the

law requires in the particular case. Fixing a rate may be legislative
as to a shipper, but when the hearing iresolves itself into a contest be-
tween competing roads it assumes a judicial nature. 77e think of legis-
lation as involving a group rule for future conduct. But rate regula-
tion may involve the judicial determination that in the nast one road's
rates were unfair or discriminatory and result in the administrative
action of ' declaring a future rate. So in MA the problems presented often
had this judicial aspect in large quantities. Few hearings -..there were
that did hot become sharp contests between opoosing competitors each ad-

vocating a standard of conduct as being proper or improper. To have
listened to one of these hearings would have been enough to suggest the

definite nature of the dual contests that so frequently arose. The dis-

tinction is not clear, but a general rule interpreting a statute so

drawn as to hit particularly at a small group or an individual, that is,

competing with the group advocating' the interpretation, partakes more of

the nature of a judicial contest than legislation. This fact has been
recognized by one of the leading minds in the field of administrative
law (John Dickinson) (45). An order applying to an individual or a
few individuals, as against a regulation applying to a class is said to

require, constitutionally, notice and hearing (46).

The evidence most strongly indicating legislative character was the

product. These codes of fair competition were drawn up in form of

broad rules of prohibitions or positive action. On their faces they were

as legislative as any statute for a class. It is when this mask is torn

aside, and the creation of these codes is understood to include rulings
making the course of one competitor proper under the legal standard
given, and the course of another competitor unlawful by the same stand-

ard that the judicial character of the contest becomes apparent. Cer-

tainly, here there existed often a most bitter and personalized contest.

As the Act was framed, unless the courts had ruled these rules involve
questions.; of law for our determination (47) (in which case MA would
have been made equally impotent with the Trade Commission), the only
question upon which there would have been necessarily due process of

law procedurally, would have been whether there was a violation of a
code rule. Although legislatures need not give such guarantees, admin-
istrative agencies usually are not allowed such freedom of action.
Patterning MA after the Tariff Commission would have availed little,
if the Courts felt that its subject matter was more of the type handled
by other commissions and its contests more personalized.
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One strong evidence (48) lacking to support the contention that

HRA problems were sc judicial if ti require orocedural safe-guards
existing in the Interstate Commerce "ommission cases is the fact that

the Act did not specifically req lire a hearing in the section relied
upon in NRA activity (49) with certain exceptions. However, failure of

a statute to require a hearing does not mean that onr may be dispensed
with. The due process requirement is one of fairness. If fairness
demands a hearing, one must be had. And the hearing must be just as

complete as needed to satisfy the tests of fairness.

Although the Act made no general hearing requirement, it made a
limited one of most significance. Section 3 (a) affords the only sug-

gestions to be made a basis for the Code process. Congress placed two

definite limitations upon this process. The first one, directed against
"monopolies or monopolistic practices", is well known. Less publicized
w^s the Congressional proviso reading, "That where such code or codes
affect the services and welfare of persons engaged in other steps of the

economic process, nothing in this section shall deprive such persons of

tne right to be heard prior to approval by the President of such code
or codes." This requirement would appear to be of the utmost determi-
native value. Few codes were ever approved that did not affect "the
services and. welfare" of other not immediately within the industry. At
least, the Congress contemplated a. hearing in such situations. It might
be argued that Congress, failing to provide for hearings upon purely
internal problems while providing for hearings upon external matters,
did not contemplate a hearing in the former situations. If the courts
had accepted this argument, there remained the constitutional "due pro-
cess" argument that such matters require a hearing. Coupled with the

recently evinced attitude of tne court's holding administrative bodies
to high standards of action (50) it is highly probable that the courts
would have said NRA procedure must embrace a full hearing. An attempt
was made to further meet this statutory requirement by an executive
order providing for hearing and automatic stay until determination of

the issues raised in the case of persons outside an industry showing
that they had not participated in establishing or consenting to a code

( 50a)

.

Whether legislative (51) or judicial the problems of NRA in form
and substance were much more closely related to the rule and rate mak-
ing power of the Interstate Commerce Commission than to the duties of
the Tariff Commission under the Flexible Tariff Act (52). It must be
understood that the use of concepts of legislation and adjudication can,
at best, be only suggestive. All three of the usually classified powers
of government may be present in one administrative agency (53). They
may be so arranged that any attempt to classify them will be hopeless
(54). This was certainly true in NRA (55). It would be unwise to be
deluded by concepts. The "legislative," "judicial" classification is
often more text book than case book. There has been a recent disposition
by the Supreme Court to demand higher standards of administrative fair-
ness (56). Administration is not legislation by legislatures, which have
historically a position not so eaei-ly questioned ..by -the/c6urts'.' -irUhe _ j-

Chi cago Junction Cas e (57) suggests that where a monopoly is given there
sufficient basis for a legal interest in a competitor to challenge the
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order. This indicates a feeling on the part of the court that such
directly affected interests are important and must "be considered. It

has been suggested above that N2A' s position differed from that of the

Interstate Commerce Commission in the instant case (58) inasmuch as a
hearing was required by the statute there involved while the I\TIRA re-
quired no such hearing. However, the President contemplated that hear-
ings be held (59).' Jast what weight would be put on this is difficult
to say. As MA purposed, to afford a hearing the courts would probably
not approve a hearing which it deemed unfair or inadequate.

It must be admitted that the evidence is contradictory. The
strongest and most abundant evidence suggests that the courts probably
would have held 3£RA to a rather high standard of procedure. In face of

the evidence it was impractical to assume ot lerwise. The higher the

standard adopted the better the chances that the courts would have ap-
proved the procedure.

i.i
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Should it b< admitted thet the code-nv I ... iroccss was administrative
legislation what effect would this five pon its status in the Courts? That
the question of "due' process" in code^ could come up can not easily
be denied. True, the Preside t it not subject to extraordinary legal re-
medies as has been suggesed in this chi r (W ). This creates legal dif-
ficulties, but not for a minute should it. je thought that they are insur-
mountable. Legislation itself is mtil it is enforced. So too the
codes until they were enforced had little effect upon oroncrty and indivi-
dual rights, except that bars of the anti-trust laws were let down to sug-
gest combinations which night be directed against these rights. A most
circumspect enforcement process which would give every desirable procedural
safeguard it is urged, by those who feel "due orocess concepts should not
be applied to code-making, would preclude the due process question being
raised (59b). This argument means that.no matter how arbitraty, capri-
cious or unreasonable the procedure of code-malcing, since we dub it "legis-
lative" it escapes judicial control. By neat language and classification
this view has produced a judicial miracle. It has extended to an admin-
istrative process dealing substantially with private industry and busi-
ness, a more narrow review than can be found in the alien or land patent
cases. The proponents of this view have not gone so far as to argue that
code-making would not be tested by substantive due process. Legislation
by Congress and State legislatures is subject to this control. A fortiori
administrative legislation must be subject to a review on this basis.
The result of the argument is this: the -procedure may be haphazard or
eminently unfair; the result, however, must meet tests of legal fairness.
Thus a complete divorcement between procedure and substance is had. The
patent difficulty and the one ignored is that unjust -orocedure is a great
persuasive force u->on the courts to determine that results are unfair.
Pair procedure and fair results can not be so blandly divorced. To know
whether results are fair it must be determined whether all the pertinent
facts are likely to be before the administrative body and to be considered
by it in arriving at its decision.

Certain specific evidences indicate that the courts would not re-

linquish control over administrative "legislation" merely because it is

analogous to action, by a coordinate division of government. As a matter
of logic and analysis if the tripartite division of government is treated
as more than a helpful division it could be argued that the judiciary
should have no control over administrative application of the law. Admin-
istrative agencies perform functions delegated to them by the legislature.
Frequently they are responsible to the exectuive branch of the government.
So it might be argued control of administration should rest either in the
legislative or executive or in both. Kb matter what the desirability or
the logic of such a contention, the judiciary in our system plays a much
more vital role. The first part of this study has been devoted to point-
ing out that the judiciary having acquiesced in the delegation of power
to administration has nevertheless maintained a strong control over the
manner in which power has been exercised through a variety of concepts.
(59c) It is well recognized that at the beginning of our government,
once judicial review had been established, the courts could have applied
the doctrine of delegate, , -ootestas non potest delegari to many acts of
Congress. Whether from weakness of position or genuine desire to aid
in the orderly development of needed governmental forms, delegation was
allowed. Later as administration became more vital the courts quietly
developed "broad review" doctrine, (59d). It must be remembered that the
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first declaration upon this problem was one of "narrow review". (59e)

But let it not be forgotten that a review was indicated.' That is important.

How what is "administrative legislation?* Whose- term is it and
what are the implications of it? Dr. F. IT. Blachly, co-author of a treat-

ise entitled "Administrative Legislation and Adjudication, " states that the

term "administrative legislation" is used both in France and Germany.

He believes, however, that the real basis for the term's use in this

country is the frequent reference by English writers to administrative
rules and regulations as "delegated legislation" and other related ' terms.

.
(59f) If this be true, those who believe the name "legislation" works
such miraculous changes in our., administrative law have foiled to consider
that as the term is used in England it embraces both "legislation" in

the sense of class rules and "adjudication" in the 'sense of orders directed
at particular individuals. (59g) Perhaps, legislation is being distorted
from its true meaning when it is looked upon as a class rule. The .great

mass of legislation has always been private bills, and too, classification
can be easily extended to the place where a rule may affect only one

individual. In fact, it is extremely difficult to find any tenable dis-

tinction between "administrative legislation" and "administrative adjudi-
cation." Professor Dickinson offers the following:

"What distinguished legislation from adjudication
is that the former affects the rights of individuals in

the abstract and must be applied in a further proceeding
before the legal position of any particular individual
will be definitely touched by it; while adjudication op-

erates concretely upon individuals in their individual
capacity. " ( 59h)

Professor Dickinson does not contend for any hard and fast distinc-
tion with entirely different legal consequences flowing from each class.

In fact he speaks of the futility of trying to classify a particular ex-

ercise of administrative power as either wholly legislative or wholly
judicial (59i). If pushed to its logical extreme and to a use Professor
Dickinson never intended, it would indicate that the "cease and desist"

procedure was not adjudicatory merely because enforcement against a stub-

born party could be secured only by recourse to the courts. (59j)

What the test given amounts to is that: Wherever the . enforcement
machinery lies in the control of the administration, its act in using
that machinery against any individual with the result that his property
or his person is affected is "adjudication." The instances where this

is true are not many. They exist, particularly, in "broad review"
fields. Tax collectors may distrain property or alien inspectors arrest
an alien. If the test; is not based upon the actual enforcement of rules

or orders made it must refer to classes as opposed to individuals. This

has already been considered.

The difficulty of creating any air-tight distinction within the

field of administration is abvious. It presents an even greater problem
than creating such distinction in the general field of government. It

ignores any accepted classification of government. If we treat admin-
istration as a fourth division of government, this view says administra-
tion is not different from the legislative in certain segregable parts
nor from the courts in others. Thus, the raison d' etre (a flexible

037)8 new governmental form) for a separate administrative division falls from
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tho weight of classification. If overnment is veiucd as policy making
; nd polii r , iaii tr« ; which belongs to the latter func-
tion is so classified as to partake of both. Here the difficulty pro-
bably lies in that delegations have iven administration such policy
control in the past that the re; L fu cti i )f Lnistering a stated
I islative policy has b< :ed. T7hen this is considered the
value of classifications such as "legislation" and "adjudication" to

bind the co 1 rts and our minds must be seriously Questioned.

"Legislation" and "adjudication" are merely convenient analogies.
Merely because an administrative body is n kin£ a general rule in con-
formity with a policy stated does not mean that this action should be
outside the courts' control while the enforcement of that rule is care-
fully checked as to procedure. If the courts adopted this view they
might well he "swallowing a camel" for questionable actions could be put
in legislative form while the enforcement gave the most elaborate proced-
ural guarantees.

It is a well-established legal principle that the legislative judg-
ment is not to be questioned as long as it operates in the ambit of its

constitutional powers. Yet many public men and students of public law
nave repeatedly charged our highest court with substituting its judgment

for that of the legislature. A legislature does not need to hold hearings
upon a bill although it usually does. It is presumed to know the facts

upon which it bases its judgment. Whenever a court steps in and says

those facts are inadequate, it also says in effect either the legislature
had an improper factual basis or it did not follow a view which could
be reasonably sustained by the facts. Either of these views amounts to

a higher procedural requirement being placed upon the legislature.

That the courts do net stop inamd place limits upon the parlia-
mentary conduct of either house of Congress as a deliberative body does
not mean that the magic of the word "legislative" covers any action taken
under its mantle with an invincible armor of- propriety, or sanctifies all
procedure branded with its name. On the contrary, where the Congress
delegates the legislative function of investigation for the purpose of

legislation (59k), the courts have erected some rather stiff procedural
requirements and limitations (591). If the Federal Trade Commission in
its investigatory capacity be either an administrative body or a legis-
lative agency, it would seem that the fact that limitations were imposed
by the courts stands as authority for the proposition that the courts will
tinder proper circumstances limit the procedure of administrative bodies
acting legislatively.

It could hardly be expected that ''oy terming administrative action
"legislation" it would be clothed with the same dignity in the eyes of the
court as the action of a coordinate branch of government. The courts have
not been prone to classify administration in any final form. They reco-
gnize that all administrative action' is not alike (59m). Mr. Justice
Holmes pointed out that these actions might be- "legislative, judicial and
executive in nature." (59n) Treatment does not depend so much upon the
types of administrative action but upon the particular questions that
may come as to operation in relation to the individual. Much is made of
the Norwegian Nitrogen case, which has already been fully distinguished
from the NBA problem in this chapter. That ce e must be limited to the
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fact that the attorney of those affected by the Tariff Commission's re-
commendation demanded to see all the evidence before the Commission, even
that which it had accepted as confidential. Here the term "legislation"
presented a convenient analogy to suggest as in the tax assessment field
not all the procedural guarantees of "a town meeting" or a judicial 'trial
need be afforded to protect the individual. Proper administration is a
balancing of administrative efficiency and fairness to the individual.
The Flexible Tariff Act sets up certain procedural requirements, partic-
ularly notice and hearing (59o). Although the courts have enforced these,
other questions of this character have not arisen except the limited pro-
blem already suggested (59p). The status of the law upon this act is so

indefinite that it can be safely said that there seems to be no really
strong authority existing for the "legislative view."

The Panama and Schechter cases have been pointed to as lending
credence to the "legislative" approach. In the latter case the court
used the term "legislation" to strike down the delegation, not as an an-
alogy upon which to limit its own powers of judicial review. Legislative
power except within certain limits can not be delegated, said the court.
This was no indication that where properly delegated the courts would ignore
their control exercised in the past over use cf delegated power. In the

Panama case much the same situation is true. There is, however, an addi-
tional and valuable evidence. Alternative grounds upon which to strike
down the governmmniits case were offered. Other than the impropriety of

the delegation the court said an executive order roust have associated with
it some possible factual basis upon which an official may act. This is

significant. The order issued was just as broad and general as an NBA
code. Its character as legislative seems identical. Yet the court in-

dicated a willingness to control the technical procedural question indicat-

ed. Further, the court indicated that it still conceives of administrative
action in terms of fact-finding as opposed to the traditionally stated con-

cept of legislation.

The dissent of Mr. Justice Cardozo has been pointed to as setting
forth proper legal theory as to the nature of the President's action. It

is suggested that the dissent says the President's order is "legislative"
and not subject to procedural requirements.. It is to be expected that the

Justice who wrote the opinion in the Norwegian Nitrogen case would use
similar concepts here. No matter ho?/ much one approves the philosophy of

dissenters in desiring freedom from judicial review, it should not be for-
gotten that law is still to be found in majority opinions.

There is a recent case which gives Mr. Justice Brandeis an opportunity

to offer his views, writing for a unanimous court. (59q) Here he attaches
some of the character of legislative action to administration. It is to be

carefully observed that this raises no conclusive presumption but merely
raises a prima facie presumption of validity (59r). Pains were taken to

point out that the fact that the action was called "legislative" did not

make it binding upon the court. This is in harmony with the language found

in the dissent by Mr. Justice Cardozo in the Panama case.

The attempt in this study is to point out the state of the law

and possible judicial trends in this administrative law problem. Proper

weight must, of course, be given to all the pertinent facts and analogies
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in any particular situation. The realitiog af judicial control can not
bu ignored. It Ls. i view ' t i writer that there is little hope to

avoid them in a field such a IJRA by neat definition and classification,
or by adding a step (legislation) to the administrative process which
by its nature indicates the delegate n f greater powers to administration
and can not hope to find Lmmt Liat .favor in the judicial eye.

No one would deny that the delegation struck down in the Schechter
case was declared bad because there was an attempt to delegate great legis-
lative power. As such the whole code-making procedure was illegal. The
only thing this study can hope to do is, considering the powers granted
existed constitutionally mid that the delegation was curably by setting
narrower limits upon action and setting more- well-defined standards, treat
the problems as ordinary problems in administration. If the delegation

b on cured it is highly improbably that the powers exercised by NBA
:: uld have been of such a policy nature to have made the word "legislation"
such a bogey. The probability is that NBA would have been such a fact-
finding agency that procedural requirements would have unquestionably at-
tached. Problems in NBA administration are treated (in the chapters that
follow) individually as a matter of good administration and justice in
the particular circumstances surrounding it. Each problem is viewed in
relation to lav/ and practice in related administrative fields with a part-
icular consideration of whether NBA problems demanded such procedure. It
is not intended to split hairs by attempting to point out the legal limits
of undesirable administrative practice. Bather it is hoped to suggest, by
viewing the precedents and the circumstances, what practice would have been
so eminetly fair and just that it would escape question upon grounds of
administrative law.

That the President was given power by the Act to approve proposed
Codes raises some interesting considerations. V'ould mandamus or injunction
lie against him either to force the issuance of codes or to prevent their
approval? Prom his position as head of an equal branch of the Government,
the President under the separation of powers -theory derives immunity from
judicial process (60). .Another basis has in the analogy between the Pre-
sidents position, as head of the government to sovereign authorities in
other governments. Still a further and compelling basis rests on expediency.
Although his actions in approving a Code may not be enjoined, the courts
could achieve the same result by declaring the President lacking in power
(61), or the approved Code arbitrary and unfair in substance or in procedure.
It would seem that the President could have been arbitrary or capricious in
refusing to approve Codes -without affording aggrieved persons a judicial
remedy, no matter how closely their proposals were in accord with the require-
ments of the Act. Since the .drive was to approve codes it was not probable
that this question would arise.. It does indicate, however, a difficulty
that may arise from giving such power to the President.

As to an Administrative Board or officer both mandamus and injunction
will lie in proper circumstances. ".There any discretion involved has been
exercised and all that remains is a ministerial duty mandamus may lie (62)
or where jurisdiction is refused by an administrative board mandamus will
lie (63). So mandamus might have properly laid where NBA refused to consid-
er the proposal of an industry, or where an official refused to forward cer-
tain papers which he should have forwarded under the procedure as set up
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(64). If a shewing were made that the mere approval cf a Code "by the Pre-
sident would have caused irreparable injury, it might have been urged that
the forwarding of the Code by the NBA to the President could be enjoined.
Such an argument would have been cf doubtful merit (55). The effect would
have been enjoined the President. It is not contended here that where the
courts might view NBA as acting as an agent of the President in a narrow
sense that extraordinary legal remedy would issue. There has been too
little time to fully consider this problem. Instances where injunction
might properly lie can be envisaged although the courts are extremely re-
luctant to issue extraordinary legal remedies. This is especially true
of mandamus. Thus, a premium' is placed upon inaction (66). This may be
only an incident of the courts feeling, the attitude having arisen from
the reluctance of courts to give relief requiring positive action by those
it can not easily control. This discussion has been intended to show that

>;the introduction of the President as the final administrative authority
complicates the situation as far as the application of extraordinary legal
remedies because of the dignity of his position both analytically and his-
torically. Unless there was some compelling reason it would seem desir-
able to have such final authority rest in some other person or body than
the President.

The N.I.R.A. makes specific provision for conditional orders of ap-
proval (*). There are a few cases involving the use of such orders making
requirements not specifically included in a statute (67). The few cases
seem to allow regulations reasonably consistent with the statute and its
purposes (68). Professor Freund has suggested that "in the absence of ex-

press statutory provision the power of administrative authorities to annex
conditions to licenses should be denied 1! (69). This seems correct where
the administration tries to gain ends it could not reasonably reach under
its statutory power. It would not seem to be so compelling where the con-

ditional order was harmonious with the statute and made to remedy a defect
in a proposed scheme. Also considerable merit can be seen in the use of

a conditional order as a protection to the public (70). The Act provided:

"The President may, as a condition of his approval of any such

code, impose such conditions (including requirements for the making

of reports and the keeping of accounts) for the protection of

consumers, competitors, employees, and others, and in furtherance

of the public interest, as tie President in his dis-

cretion deems necessary to effectuate the policy herein declared."

The reasonableness of the use that the President's conditional orders

were put to would seem to have been the test.

The Act was couched in broad terms. The procedures to be used were

not specified. The dominant scheme of industry written codes, approved by

the President, was a new governmental form. Its main precedent, the English

(*) Secti:n 3(a)
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procedure by scheme, had never been put to such large uses. The pro-
c 1 1 prec ' .'

13 K • t .,i t be e >] Led by the courts are difficult

oi' ascertainment although t .. evidence indicates that the Interstate
Commerce Commission sup died the closest analogy. Hie subject matter,
although not the manner of tr.;atmt.nt, was more closely related to that

dealt with by the Federal Tr- '

i Corunis Lon. The making of Codes appears
to have be^n both legislative ;>nd adjudicatory. Placing final power in

the President created a legal difficulty, in that there is no recourse by
extraordinary legal process against his action or inaction, as did the
failure to specify the conditional order of approval as a proper device.
An additional problem lay in the administrative approach.
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CHAPTER VI

THE. ADHINISTRAT.IV1 aPPBGaCH

The NIRA was designed tc meet' not one problem but a number of these

presented "by the "Depression". For, this very reason the so-called theories I

of the Act were too numerous (1) . to. , furnish any really useful guidance to

most persons interested in the Act (2). The popular name of the statute

indicated that it was. enacted tc do a job - start recovery. This is fur-

ther shown by the self-devised name of the Administration. In addition to

the limitation' of the Act in the creation of the scheme there were limi-
tations in the circumstances existing at the time of the Act's passage.

A state of near panic was becoming apparent. Action was the essence
demanded. The advantages of swift efficient administrative action were

needed if the impetus of recovery -.733 to "be felt at once. (3) It w-°s

this initial impetus which it was thought would he the momentum necessary
to "bring recovery.

NBA started from scratch. There was little policy and no organization.
The latter fact has caused some adverse comment (4). It is doubtful if

this comment is well taken for the intention was everywhere apparent to

effect pn organization as soon as possible. There was the suggestion that

the President could nullify the whole Act by doing nothing (5). ihere are

many laws which he could make inoperative by failure to act. The important
facts are what is dene or can reasonably be expected, not the weird
possibilities. NBA had enough difficult problems tc face without conjuring

J

up improbable "straw men".

The situation was such that speed was preferred to slow painstaking
survey. This was the case because a consensus of action by industr3r was
desired

;
and the latter method was not in particular favor in any event

with the then NBA Administration (6). The demand for celerity of action
required a certain measure of industry cooperation. It would have been
impossible to have created the codes that were made without such aid. Of
course it might have been possible to have licensed some of the larger
industries but this procedure was not desired. It smacked too much of the

hated concept of "government in business".

General Johnson has described NBA' s position:

"All other agencies had billions to loan or give away.

NBA gave nothing. It took. It imposed sacrifices. Everybody
likes Santa Claus. Nobody favors Simon Legree. Consequently,

NBA made uowerful enemies".

This could only mean that cooperation of industry could be secured by

offering concessions, showing positive advantages to be gained or by
threatening to use the license power. The former two methods were chosen

although NBA was not sure how successful they would be (8). A number of

industries offered codes because it was being done by other industries,
because it was the popular thing to do. This was in p^rt a result of a

tremendous sales effort on the -part of NBA which might be more unkindly
called "ballyhoo", a number of industries possibly more keen to their
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r 11 interests, possibly "iY 1

i i
- to stand against the Administration had

to "be i fx'erod positive incentives. (:•). Among the incentives offered
were freedom from the Anti-Trust lews, and a positive sanction in enforcing
approved industry agreements upon recalcitrant members of industry.

NEA was dominently interested in securing better conditions for labor,

hi.,her wages and a spreading of the work. This was done to raise the pur-
chasing .if or of the masses and erase unemployment (10). Industry was

seeking positive advantages through favorable trade practices for its

sacrifices (11). The restilt was usually a bargaining by industry with
government (11a). This was recognized by a number of NRA officials.
General Johnson described the situation as "plain horse trading and bare-
faced polrer playing!' (12). Other high officials less robustly called it

8 "quid r>ro .quo H (l3) or "partial compensation for increased labor costs"

(14). The notion became so popular with administrative officials that

they suggested it to industries, perhaps thinking the industries were not

sufficiently aware of the possibilities (15). Codes grew up and were
approved, net because 1QA thought there was evidence to support the pro-
visions, but because they contained the best provisions NEA thought it

could obtain from industry (16). It must be remembered that NRA was not
an impartial judge. It was a proponent of certain ends (17).

another result of the code technique was to place agreement and
majority vote at a wremium. Often this became the only guide to the

propriety of code proposals. Shis was true both as a result of the

difficulty of securing necessary economic data to form a basis and the
views of presiding officers. Even where a presiding officer preferred
to collect evidence he was handicapped by the pressure to get codes
approved. After the excitement of those hearings following the first
few large ones presiding officers as a '"hole tried to get some explanation
of the purpose of code proposals. Two things probably prompted this:
1. A desire to avoid later interpretative difficulties and 2. The
insistence of the Legal Division on the need of "building a record" (IS).
Often there was a feeling that negotiation should take place in the con-
ferences, and that industry agreement was the only essential other than
the officer's own often naive view that the provisions be legal (19).
This latter view usually meant a Clearance by the Legal Division, members
of which often were swept along 'by the haste everywhere surrounding them
to conclusions none toe carefully considered. Provisions for control of
substantial economic problems by majority vote was written into codes (20).
This discussion of majority vote as a substantive test is not offered
critically, although it is felt that such guidance is not always the most
wise in pt, economy so intricate as ours. It is offered to afford a back-
ground for the procedure followed in NRA. Majority agreement procedurally
seems to be a poor substitxrte for careful explanation of means and ends
set forth in a record which may be preserved to offer tc the courts as
"justification" for action ta ; :en or auoroval given,

as a result of the serious administrative problems and the relatively
com: anding position of industry, the Administration's position offered
many difficulties. Haste in some natters, delay in others, and confusion
in nearly all existed. There was -ores sure from all sides (21), by industry,
by political forces, and special labor and consumer groups (22).
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Business came to NBA more quickly than was anticipated. NBA had no suf-

ficient organization to handle the problems presented (23). Coupled with
the pressure to get codes "through the mill" it can he easily seen how
errors would creep in, provisions would net he fully understood and -ell-

reasoned judgments not always given. Of this, ell NBA directing officials
must have "been fully conscious (24). In the balancing of disadvantages
they probably consciously chose the course followed - haste in approving
codes.

Haste in securing personnel was easily apparent (25). No systematic
scheme or necessary qualifications for any responsible positions were even
announced.

One of NBA' s most important functions should have heen fact-finding.
NBA was meant to deal, more realistically with, business problems, than could
the courts or the legislature (26). In this there was such haste that it

was almost impossible for NBA t^ properly perform this function. The con-
fusion (2?) and pressure were so great that responsible officials could
not stand the pace physically (28). vFith nerves unstrung and body tired
careful fact finding hecame a distant dream (if it were even remembered).
NBA' s own procedure demanded such haste that a busy presiding officer or

adviser could not hope to even learn, let alone analyze, the basic facts
of an important industry in the time allotted (S3).

In the drive to get codes approved specific policy was ignored at
first (30). VJhen policy was issued it often proved so broad and sweeping
tha.t numerous exceptions were required (31).

Haste had a powerful effect upon procedure. Hearings were necessary
evils to be dispensed with as readily as possible whenever there was a

demand to put a code or a provision through (32). The work could be more
quickly done in the conferences. That the record failed to contain
these often valuable evidentiary discussions mattered little. The quickest
most convenient administrative means are not always the best, especially
if there is possible judicial review (33). The difficulties that might
resu.lt from questionable procedure seems not to have been recognized.
There was no planning that a search will disclose other than the "gold-U

fish bowl" and "controversy" ideas (34). The responsibility of the Legal
Division should have been of a most grave character. Becognizing that
many presiding officers had no legal training the legal adviser should
have had considerable hand in shaping the course of hearings. Even where
the presiding officer may have load legal training there was no assurance
that he had a proper appreciation of the procedural requirements of ad-
ministrative law. The same holds good for legal advisers. The Legal
Division as p unit seems to have paid little attention to the problem of

procedure, A careful check of instructions given to legal advisers dis-
closes only fifteen memoranda with any bearing on the problems of this

studs'- (35). Of these only a very few touched on procedure (36). Their
dates indicate that they came in the form of a rationalization of existing
procedure rather than a careful recommendation upon which procedure should
have been built. In a resume of cases upon the NLBA published hy the

Legal Division there is no division dedicated to procedure despite the
fact that some of the cases suggested the problem (37).
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rt is iifficult to p] • the responsibility of the lack of thou

ii ,.-.. i. .' s j tic :• iven orally. The Legal

Division was aware of the orob] . indicated by its memoranda even if

the awareness came as an after-thought. The responsibility probably vories
frrr. cse to case. More rers aib?e 1 r-iny en rsonal failings must have

been the drive fco produce e .... '...•'- i-rcduction d^es not mean per-
manence or stability. Proper orocedure could have gone far to hive in-

sured this had the Act been held constitutional.

T.iCi-i the need for policy was recognized there was a tendency toward
tor great rigidity. Government has devised no sounder method of dealing
with problems of economic and social import than the case method. The

difficult'- found in the Anti-trust laws, it was claimed, lay in their

policy of trying to fit all industries to one mould. NUA in its latter

days developed in this direction (38). There were situations where policy
-•as net a sufficient answer to the economic facts. A policy that might
allow cne industry, because of its organization unusual liberties might
be distinctly unfair to another. The form of such trouble lay in allow-
ing too great freedom to an industry because nolicy requirements had ^oeen

met or in the desire of Deputies to adhere to policy desuite industry's
well-grounded request . Perhaps the difficulty lay not so much in the

policy announced but in its forms. Standards of action, standards of
means and end, coupled with intelligent administration may be far more
productive than absolute rigidity of detail. Of course, the latter is
desirable as a matter of uniformity where no other outweighing considera-
tions e:;ist.

It may have been that such policy grew up because of apprehension of
higher administrative officials toward the administration of those
officials most closely in contact with individual industries. (38a) IduaSditif
to the haste with which personnel was selected there were other pressing
problems presented by personnel, particularly from Division Administrators
down tc and including Assistant Deputy Administrators. NJ3A' s personnel
problems can not be assigned to political patronage fot it is common
knowledge that the vast majority of those in responsible positions
("no. msiiy not in such positions) were brought into the organization
through personal connections with those already in MlA. The immediate
nucleus of officials were trusted friends of General Johnson or business
associates. There were some labor leaders. On the whole they or their
friends seldom furnished the important presiding officers. People there
were aplenty desiring to work for MLA. There may have been a sufficient
number of capable administrators with a public viewpoint, but this is
doubtful. One thing is certain. Many presiding officials had no con-
ception of the proper character of &n administrative hearing or its pur-
pose. Even worse is the suggestion that presiding officers may have
often hod or at the time had substantial interests in the industries
coning under them although this was probably contrary to MA policj- (39).
There were a number of cases where MA officials were graduated into
the ranks of industry a t comparatively princely salaries (40). This
does not mean that there was dishonesty upon the part of such persons.
It indicates, however, such r^n akiness of spirit that the public interest
as apart from industry's interest or personal interests might have been
Bone tines slighted (41). The principle is well stated in the judicial
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field that no man shall he a judge in his ot/i cause (42). There is little
reason why it- should not ap/ply in the administrative field. It is so

recognized in England (43). The rule is a protection to all interested
persons and to the judge. No matter the honesty of the presiding officer,

it is wise to avoid the appearance of possible evil. The cry often
raised was the need for trained men. A man who knows- the problems of an

industry toe intimately "because he has once labored with it may he so

"biased as not to be an impartial judge. It is possible to understand the

problems of an industry, without having '-.-orked for it.

Perhaps in light of the circumstances HRA could have done no better.

It would have been impossible to have called upon the Civil Service. The

job was too large for it (44). The Brookings study well states the
situation:

"A problem in public personnel administration more
difficult than that of semiring industrial specialists
for code drafting and code enforcement can scarcely be

imagined. To secure at once persons well versed in the

intricacies of the industry and jet free from bias and
questionable interests was a difficulty of the first
magnitude . Many persons would have had more confidence
in the selections if eligibility for appointment had been
determined more in the open ''ay an independent personnel
agency using a. system in which the facts of education,
experience, and interests were passed upon by a special
committee of ccimoetent examiners of high standing, and one

which left a reasonably complete record". (45)

This element of bias sometimes showed itself as insufficient aware-
ness of any public interest. Responsible officials made promises which
could net always reasonably be kept. For example, a responsible official

made a promise that an approved code urovision would not be touched until

the industry agreed to the changes (46) yet the Act indicates a desire

that the President modify or cancel any anprcved code provision ^here he
deemed such action necessary (47).

An additional difficulty lay in the fact that presiding officers
did not always get along well with their advisers. Advisers like hearings

were sometimes looked upon as -a needless nuisance (48). Much of this

feeling resulted from the idea that hearings were to be forums of centre-

versy opposed by orders to rush the code-making process. Ccntrovers3r

delayed hearings. Long hearings delayed "putting codes through".

The theory of industry/- self-government provided a strong limitation

upon administration. Many felt that with adequate industrial information

much of the solution of the depression v/ould come from industry (49).

Many ind.ustrial leaders and some KRA officials followed, the theory that

whatever a representative group in any industry thought best for that

industry should be accepted as prima facie in the public interest (50).

After cdes were approved this was extended tc the place that KRA officials

often discouraged the sending of pertinent information to the Administra-

tion (51). Indifference to the public interest as such further colors
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scne cf the difficulties to be found in the administrative approach.

Any consideration of the irocedural problems must be made only after
an understanding- is had of the inherent Limitations rf the scheme and the

administrative approach. In try' s ability to bargain, the trust placed
by NBA in industry self government and the value of majority vote, the

haste and confusion surrounding the hole undertaking, the failure to

recognize the importance and difficulty of procedure, and the limitations
of the personnel all had important influences upon due process of law,

both procedurally and substantively, and the lack of it in NBA.
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CHAPTFR VII

JURISDICTION AND JURISDICTIONS FACT

NRA assumes a ride range of jurisdiction, whether this was always
properly assumed is a preliminary consideration to the propriety of pro-
cedure. The review exercised "by the courts over administrative action
through questions of jurisdiction and jurisdictional fact has already
been ocserved(l) as has the recent importance of the latter question in

the field of administrative law (2)« Jurisdiction has a close relation
to questions of lai_; and it is quite possible that a number of the "broad

terms in the Act might have been subjected to judicial definition. This
it has been observed happened to many of the problems of the Federal Trade
Commission (S). A more telling review -'ould have been for the courts to

have determined whether the actual facts supporting jurisdiction existed,

A number of questions that rould have furnished both problems in
jurisdiction and jurisdictional fact appear in the Act, The codes were
to be applicable to an industry or trade or subdivision thereof (4),

That is properly an industry or trade? Did. the Fabricated ketals Code

(5) cover more than one industry? The code for the Graphic Arts Indust-
ries (6) purpoted to cover anyone who might perform the "act or process
of printing, impressing, stamping, or transferring upon paper or paper-
like substances, of any ink, color, pigment, including any and all par-
tial processes and services used in printing". The code by its title
covered more than one industry although the Act did not specifically
authorize such coverage (7), It seems, of course, that subdivisions of

an industry might be split up. Even this might be carried to such extreme
eno.s that courts would interfere (8) if they felt that such auctions had
been carried unreasonably far. The problems mentioned are illustrated
by the titles of such cod.es as the Lumber and Timber Products Code (S)

and the Mop Stick Code (10), Could a verticle code be said to properly
cover an industry? The resale price maintenance plan of the Tobacco Codes
were in effect a verticle code (11), It was often possible to "freeze"
a distributive system with such a code. It is quite possible with the
courts' known antipathy to this type of action that the courts might
have said an industry was not meant to refer to such separable activities
as manufacture and. sale not generally carried on by the same persons or
firms. Improper classification of firms as belonging to an industry
where there was good evidence to show they did. not is another possibility
(12), The suggestion is that the court might have tried its hand at

classification. Overlapping codes furnish still a further problem. It

could be easily thought that it is unreasonable to require a firm to pay
tribute to more than one Code Authority while performing only one opera-
tion (13) or to be in the dark as to which set of fair trade practices
it must operate under. The Baking and Restaurant Codes illustrate the
situation (14). Large restaurant chains operating bakeries for use in
connection with their restaurants or separately, were covered by the

Baking Code (15). Overlapping codes might mean that a small group would
be compelled to abide by a particular obnoxious provision (16). It is

quite possible that when code structures became unreasonable the Court
would have said there was no jurisdiction under the NIRA to approve such
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a code or that the group codified was n.t in fact an industry in tl

meanin : of .the Act,

Other problems aside from code structure raise the question whether

codes were within the purposes of the Act. Could^a eoue pro*, rly cov

persons employing no labor? It has been thought not. Yet, this is pj
-

cisely what the Far Trapping Contractors Code did (1?). The Act says

"trade or industry"i rot employers of labor. However, the entire structure

of the Act indicates that the latter was intended (18). In the instant

Code the proponents were Louisiana trappers of muskrat who leased the

trapping privileges on large bodies of ro "amp paying s percentage of the

catch, Soi.-u trappers were actual employees of land-owners or intermed-

iate land-lessors. Both the trappers and the lane— 0' ners and middle-men

who leased from the land-owners and to the trappers desired large percent-

ages of the catch. Colonel Conkling, the Deputy Administrator, felt that

the land-owners had. the upner hand and that the trappers vere in noec. of

relief. This he determined -to give them through the medium of a cod.e.

At first all the advisers including the legal adviser (19), expressed
the opinion that this group could not properly be given a Code. Finally
Colonel Conkling prevailed and the Code was named Far Trapping Contract-
ors Code instead of Fur Trappers Code. The magic ward "contractors"

with a group of dummy labor provisions camouflaged the situation so that

a eod.c was issued (20). In such a. situation a court might be exuectecl

to say there is no reasonable rela.tion here with codes contemplated in

the Act and. the Administration ha„s no jurisdiction to approve such a code,

Then d.ef initionc '-ere hastily and loosely drawn serious questions
of jurisdiction often arose. Probably the best means of settling these

contests v:ould have been to review the representative character of pro-
ponents and. assenters. This method was frequently ignored. In its place
interpretation was resorted to. An interpretation upon the basis of words
used in the definition might extend, the code's jurisdietion far beyond.

that which it could claim as a matter of representation (21). If a group
were brought under a code as a result oi such a. procedure it "'Ould have
an excellent case on which to challenge the code's jurisdiction.

Jurisdictional problems bet- een governments and between their agencies
frequently arise (22). A number of jurisdiction?' 1 problems lay in the
wide reference of the Act to trades or industries, while other agencies
existed with a measure o± industrial control. The Federal Trade Commis-
sion and the Department of Justice had long been active in the field of
industrial relations. Consent decrees and injunctions secured by
these agencies provide the largest problem. There was an effort made to

clear with the Department of Justice, and many codes were delayed, because
of this (23). Although some decrees were formally modified many were
not, yet code urovisions remitted actions in violation of court ord.ers

(24), j^i unusual situation would have arisen had the courts punished as
contempt such actions. Fo such action by the courts has been brought
to the writer's attention.

A number of proposed and approved codes involved or interested
other federal agencies. The Agricultural Adjustment Administration, the
Petroleum Administration and the Federal Alcohol Control Administration
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each, exercising power delegated under the Act rere interested in a number
of codes (25). In the codes interesting the latter the Treasury Depart-
ment had. a grave interest as the licensing agency (26). Then too, the

relationship with the various labor agencies was not clearly defined (27).
The public utilities' proposed codes each involved a relationship with
other governmental- agencies. The Telegraphic Communications Industry
was substantially related to the powers of the lederal Commuiications
Commission (28). The Natural Gas Industry was of interest to the Petro-
leum Board (29). Of more interest and qaufing considerable dissention
was the Electric Light and Po^er Industry (SO). Although NEA.' s relations
were mainly' of the most cordial nature in a case like that last referred
to had NBA persisted in codifying the industry there might probably have
been presented a jurisdictional problem for the courts.

An important problem of txltra vires is presented by code legislation
which undertook to govern persons outside of the industry making the code

(31). There were many refinements of this problem. Some codes accomplished
the desired result by providing members could not sell to or deal with
firms engaged in certain practices (32). The effect was usually substan-
tial. To remove a source of supply or a market may be as substantial in

results as legislation in words. The Legal Division recognized the serious
nature of this problem (33). Despite this, examples were frequent.

It was generally conceded that as to the desire to have a code pro-
ponents must have been representative. The exact tests which should have
been applied were in dispute. Of course, a representation of as high a
percentage by each test, and of over fifty percent by all tests would
have been desirable. Economic data was so scarce that it was possible
to misrepresent representation in many instances either through ignorance
or design (34). The problem of actual representative character is cer-

tainly one of jurisdictional fact. There was a possibility that the
courts would undertake to determine this question themselves if they felt
that 1TEA had found incorrectly. USA's drive to approve codes may have
often caused responsible officials to accept less evidence than would be
desirable upon this problem. Upon the whole, however, this was one of
the points most scrupulously checked by the Administration, particularly
the Legal Division.

Aside from the code as a. whole another 1 question presents itself.

Was it necessary that there be a. majority of assenters to each code pro-
vision? Certainly, a majority of the industry by some test must be as-
senters. Die1

, it matter that their assent was gained, despite strong and
even violent objections to certain code provisions? Cases can be imagined
where this might have been important. Of course, many of the more e:rper~

ienced industry members refused to assent until assured of their desires
(35).

This brief survey shows that 1T?A' s jurisdiction ^as open to many
questions. The facts upon which jurisdiction was thought to rest were
not always reduced to absolute certainties. In both these questions of

representative character there existed a pregnant possibility of judicial
check. NBA often avoided possible difficulty by refusing to act. Many
questions could not be avoided. The rase course and the one usually fol-
lowed v~as a strict requirement that industry groups be as representative
as possible,
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CHAFTER VIII

THE PROCEDURAL SCHEME "AHD THE HEARINGS

Administrative ->roceduro is not the formal irccedurc of the courts

(l). If it "ere much of the value of the administrative technioue would

be destroyed, ho general rales or forms can "be eruected. Froce^ure is

us. i- '11' built to meet the needs of the ^articular field (2).

Statutes establishing administrative agencies vary as to the 5etail

with " ich they .set forth the procedure to be followed. Some statutes
the problem (5); others say little; still others outline the uro-

ced ire rather definitely (4). There has been a recent tendency to in-

clude a requirement for a hearing in sta.tutes (5). If no procedure is

specifies tie agency .nay use any reasonable nr ocedure ic being r>resu.ied

t b due ">rocess of law is intended (6).

The Act contained few references to orocedure (7). There was a ta-

riff adjustment nroceoure (S). '"'otice and hearing ,?,ere specified in the

licensing: -rovision (9) and in special instances in .the code -oroce-ure

(10). Other than tha,t the Act was silent.

The Schechter's brief (ll) went at great length to noint out this

feativre of the statn.te. Specifically it -oointed out there were no pro-
visions for notice, the taking of evidence, and the scarcity of the find-
ing reouirements. It also suggested that the President's approval nay
be utterly arbitrary and canricious. As bad .already, been suggested,
there is a judicial checlt thorough ultra vires uoon the President in all
cases, e::ce~ot a refusal to act (which would not be involved in the brief's
su7":estion anyway) (12).

:

^'\e faot that no T>roced.u_re was stated, in the Act is not uaconnon.

"".any rets delegating administrative -iO" r e:^ do not state a -n-ocehire, but
allow the administrative body to set un its o^n -orocedure. Of course,

whether this procedure provides due process of law for individuals af-
fected is ultimately to be determined .by the Court, hy t e Court's own
•hecisions it is certain that an Act by -oroviding 'oroce'"ure specifically
does not escawe the 'oroced.ural re oui rennets of the Fifth Amendment. The
Sc". '.sc iter Gornoraticn's brief continued its attach uoon the Act by say-
ing that Federal Trade Commission procedure nrocided. due 'vrocess of law
while the procedure of the hecovery Act (.hid not (1'i). Federal Trade pro-
cedure had never been severely -uestioned. There was little need to as
judicial review was so readily available. Still the Federal Trade Com-
mission Act (14) was far from establishing any full prodedure. Counsel's
argument nroceeded. upon the fallacy tliat ad.ministra.tive due "orocess mist
ue established by the statute. It transcends the statute. The reauire-
nent is made by the Constitution- It may be suoolied amart from statu-
tory hirection or in accordance with it. It must in any event be afforded
^oy tie Administration or the courts "

r ill offer it when a wronger case co.ies

before them. - Counsel elaborated, u-oon this argument (15). Whether the ar-
gument referred to the enforcement -procedure or the code-malting urocedure
is not clear. Fowever, it is only in enforcement that there is a close
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analogy in tl..e problem of procedure" to' the'*?ederal Trede Cornrdssion.

Counsel argued that the Act was bad since it prescribe." no constitutional
method or procedure for ascertaining *

-'-v.:t ere unfair methods of cormeti-
tion, and in this respect totally differs from the Federal Trr.de Con.iis-

sion Art. It is generally conced.ee that the Trade Commission Act does
not establish procedure with eay degree of exactitude, such as the Inter-

state Commerce Commission Act does. ! owever,. counsel finds very elaborate
procedure established by the Trade Commission Act m the fact that five
impartial Connissi oners were to oe appointed by the President with the
advice of the Senate, and that the Comois-sion if it believed any person
was using en unfair method of . competition; iii con.ierce or that a. proceed-
ing would, be in the public interest, could serve formal complaint on the

person accused setting forth the charges. The co.nlaint must contain a
notice of the hearing' giving -a date and stating the place. The oerson
served, had the right to appear and sho"T cause "Iry the C ommi s s i on should
not enter a cease ?.n5 desist order. Testimony ,_ro.s recuired ^hi ch must be
reduced to writing. The Commission was recuired to nahe findings of fact,
"hat it is to be remembered that the :TPA adopted all this procedure speci-
fically within its own body as applying to itself or the alternate proce-
dure of injunction proceedings before the Courts. There is force to the

suggestion that the Trade Commission procedure Placed no compulsion to

force oberience to its orders until there was an application to the Courts
to enforce its orders. In '12A, on the other hand, a novel hare.ssment in
the form of compliance proceedings was in vogue (16). ~Ven if this latter
procedure was bad it could, 'mace been declared bad , still leaving as _ood

the corhe-mehing procedure, assuniing that it otherwise net due process of

law reouirements.

The main procedural idea to be found in earl" :T9-A was to hear, all in-
terested'parties. (17). IRA a.s "a. forun 'of controversy" it. was thought
would furnish a means "to get the truth" (18). The intention of the Pre-
sident rras to afford a hearing (19). This was reflected in the attitude
of the Administrator (20). Despite this we have seen that high IRA offi-
cials did not feel that the usual implications of a statutory hearing re-
quirement need be followed (21). Statutes providing .f or hearings are
construed to mean that there is a privilege to introduce evidence and a

duty to decide in. accordance with the evidence .(2?.) , "The "ise course if

the exigencies allowed, it was to provide the fullest possible hearing.
Courts prefer such a hearing (25) and it is the whole gamut of judicial
review that administrative action must face.

Controversy not fact-f inding wa.s the first stated touchstone to what
an gpA hearing was designed' to "oe (3d-) In order that one might be heard
procedure provided for a. reouest to be vie.de prior to the 'hearing with a.

statement as to person's desires i*a testifying, that is, the deletion,
amendment, addition to or support of a proposed, provision (25).. In fair-
ness to h?A it' should be sta.ted that there was almost no adherence to the

requirement that one desiring to be a. witness a.sh in advance to appear".
1\TRA presiding officers freely extended the privilege of testifying to any
person requesting to appear either immedhately before or during a hearing.

Other than the public statements upon controversy little guide is

offered by IRA as to the character its hearings were to take, "earings
were apparently not even considered, as important as "a good publicity
story" (26). Later, IRA expressed a. slightly -tore detailed statement of
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the rrocedure to be usee! during \ nubile he rin ( "7)
. T Li t\ •e-

ouir* ' ^residing oJ ra to seek "to elicit facts from t.n 0">r>onents am

nrono "le.-.ts of specific prc-visio] blie >roposed core for tiie nuroos'e of

bringing out the necessity, benefit or ;
;

t tri nent of such nrovlsidns 11

( i

n
).

This state tent indicates that controversj ]

' proved i.nad< i

'
• .

"sro, r fei was manifest that presiding officers must to I sure act

las an examiner conductin n he; ri i
;

Lr. I same subject to " ire c

revie'""., Perhaps r-eneral Johnson's notion of controversy eor/nr

that • -residing office 1 - vc ,l
:

1

be nore bhan i glorified refere< . Certain-

ly, o ;• General when acting ^s a nrcrr' ; " icer i acut< • rid often

persistent nuestioner (
~"~). Many oresi'hin

;
'fic< rs did xot "orb' or jj?uch

b -
1 sis. An irmortrnt ~bV official has described •> ' vi . v s "? , series

of statements by interested parties sometimes backed with considerable le-

L
." statistical data, sometimes unsupported by an" b! i

i
e cent senti-

ment ,: self-evident statements." (">')•

8" ort Pr>d. inadeouate hearings can "do frequently found, "lien tic "ire-

Biding officer made ac attempt to elicit facts, it was ouite possible tb.at

tiie record '-ould be barre: as be ? p rticularly important provision. This

night be true due to a variety of reason even '"hen advisers were given full

rein to guestion. The. adviser .nay have bad no inf ornation as to tbe in-

dustry 's past practices or tbe wording of the provisions Tipy b.ave sppeared
innocent. Svel] competitors frenuentlv -ce too ooor to come to T7ashing-

ton, or the!"
1

..it-..] have received .io notice. Opponents of provisions, naive

rs bo legal rules, sometines agreed net to voice objections in hearings
under tbe assurance th :, t their objections would be considered and natters

"irono" out" in tbe conferences. The pressure to get coder, approved, was

Sufficient inducement, to some presiding officers, to desire not contro-

versy jut agreement. ^Tlien t .ere '"as agree ient bearings ,:ere shortened..

Agreement u r members of an industry does not mean that tbe public inter-
est oi" even tbe industry's interest r

- oul ' be woll served. Tbese factors
coupled "hth inactio/ on tiie )art of -presiding officers served to nrob.ce
many iivueouate records (31). Short bearings alone were not tbe only re-
cords tbat courts could, bare considered inadequate. They do serve to il-
la.st-'r.te r".pt sometimes happened. An entire transcript of one hearing
exclusive of tbe reproduction of tbe code can be reproduced or less than
one printed page (32). Tbere are s number of otber examples (" : )« In

tbe c. se of large and nore imoortent industries bearings ^ere often ouite
lonv co naratively (T>4).

"bA expressed a desire to liave no argunent or oninion at berrinss
(

r

'"i)« be manifest i".rroossibility of t-ccnrately distinguishing between
fact :

:"»/ opinion oi argument ' i^ explanation or interpretation effect
Tsrevente' tbe fulfillment of tbis desire. Tbe beet Icnown means of d.ls-

tinguisbdng feet from oninion lic: s in tbe rules of evidence (35a). It
is doubted if tbis neons was ever resorted to in i'TRA. So tbe rule that
there should be no opinion testimonv becene of no beln to the A "> :;inistra-
tion. I '.'.ste?'" , it was subject to abuse by ^resid-ing officers. Tb.e usual
~^>r?czi^f V-,- 3 to allorr a witness to ramble as much as he '-isbed expressing
"u' tl ou . t t.'-at cane in his herd. 1*qt7 rn" then tbe rule against e.r~u-

paent or opinion was invoked against a particularly distasteful bit of

testimony (36).

? '.ere ere other arguments for a d.iffereht rule in addition to the
possibility of abuse by presiding officers.; Opinion testimony is often
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necessary to decide issues in courts. This is ever: .lore true in the field

of trace and industry where facts are often useless or non-existent in ab-

sence of opinion to rive their, color or substance f If opinion evidence is

admissible in courts it would, seen that it should je admissible -_ fortiori

in administrative proceedings '"'hie"'- are wuoposed to je much ware la:: in

their requirements as to the admissibility of evidence. It has been sug-

gested that it is dangerous to consider opinion evidence (37). 3ut when

opinion furnishes th.e only clue to the true situation in en industry it

oust he accented if there is to he any evidentiary oasis for action.

Argument as to interpretation to be "out upon the facts and the con-

clusions to be drawn would, seem to be an aid to presiding officers. Sel-
dom were presiding officers so intimately connected with an industry that
a bare statement of statistical information and simple facts would suffice
to afford a proper basis for their findings. Argument of the facts ten's
to point to the critical issues. They would seen to be an eoually help-
ful addition to p bare introduction of facts. " ere too, the common prac-
tice was to allow argument though in theory it was banned. The distinc-
tion between -stating facts and interpreting simple facts into conclusions
of fact is so subtle that, it was lost to most presiding officers. A hear-
ing in the "due process" sense is usually thought to include such reason-
able argument of the facts as is desired by eh interested party to point
out nis position (-38). This is true even in the restricted procedure of

customs determinations (o9). "There substantial property interests or new
Questions of economic significance pre involve'-1 it seems highly desirable
to allow a full argument of the facts. It completes the interested parties 1

privilege of being heard. It also affords helpful direction to the pre-
siding officer.

Argument as to the law presents a more difficult Question. Adminis-
trative agencies in making decisions /past keep an eye to the decisions of
courts in the field of its activities, "here p. statute uses such terms
as "fair practice," "unfair competitive practices," Find "interstate or
foreign commerce" it can be expected that grave questions of law would a-
rise. Argument of counsel upon such ouestions should be helpful to the
Administration. It would further indicate tc the courts that the Adminis-
tration was aware of the legal implications and had fully considered them
especiplljr where the Administrative dicision involved changes in the exis-
ting state of the law. J:TPA forbade legal argument (40). It adhered quite
closely tc its rule. 'or was evidence upon such legal points sought or

welcomed (41) . -...'•'.

Little disadvantage can be seen in allowing argument except tre time
consvmed. Positive need, for argument of the facts is evident. Argument
of the law would indicate to the courts a desire to be absolutely fair
and to proceed upon a fully reasoned course. ""TA allowed argument upon
the facts but refused to recognize this in its stated procedure. It would
seen advantageous to have made stated procedure and practiced procedure
accord. Persuasive reasons existed why argument of the law and introduc-
tion of pertinent evidence should have "oeen encouraged

.

Should the privilege of cross-examination have been afforded by b~lA?

The stated hPA procedure refused parties such privilege (43). All neces-
sary questions it was thought could, be put by the presiding officer or his
advisers. Cross-examination is frecuently said to be sin essential of a

fair administrative hearing (43). This is Probably more true where a sta-
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frute re"Wires .

<~- -;. sr i • Lds. If

o.i an . spect of ci ntest betwe Les, cross-exj
~l- hearings were of sue bure^ In b ese <

•'
- cross-ess nation

e iften been ul. c did , of coy,

r-i undesirable means r, j' ill '

;

i . ere bhe press ;

i offii

mast er.ercise discretion limitin: it where it ser o real purpose.
>trptive '•i,oce

,

"'.r!' cross-e: . d i bion ii ;ht be La bo

1 cent est of i
,- sts existed. Crosa-ezr dm bi o.i is an ins-

truie it :>f r« I in Lue i . oo ii wit i hen sa; i vj ; "
i :e ( ). Its use Ln

sue"'. n ">ropriate places as where i k co ..e In ft ct i
contest

between • limited number of partii s sarticu] r rou] ".00 •.

hi : .ly desirable.

"elated problems are 'ound i rebuttf ! testi lony (•.:•) and confiden-
tial reports. USA offici; Is often stated tliat rebtxtt 1 ras not to be al-

lowed. Oreat le.h.ty in enforcing I" c r ristee.. Almost invariably
afte:: ..mi; ; a statement inon - iroposed co p provision tlie proponents
were allowed to make ?,n answering sti b • lent to iy criticise "irecte:1 by
opponents fro:: the floor or by adviser,s. T.ebuttal '"ras not limited oo pro-
ponents. Sometimes a presiding officer so lost control of r hearing that
r cross-fire of statements rnd a - >nts by irowonents r nd opponents en-

"'".-cn flexibility of procedure turns into chaos a certain rigidity
of approach " ould suggest itself as Preferable. The order of procedure

of a trial might not have bee..: entirely ret of "de.ee. Proponents (li1.ee

a plaintiff) could have presented their case; then the opponents; -
n ad e'en

e closing by the proponents. This could have bees limited to i:v"ividual

i>ro""»osals or to the code proposal as a ".'hole.. As. -I31A. procedure ren it
• - not uncommon for this very order as to individual proposa-ls to be used.

[Then opponents were riven the privilege to speak after their opponents
they --pre in fact given e rebuttal opportunity alon: - rith a c'e.nce to state
the substantive character of their case. It -'oulc be unfair not to allow
proponents a rebuttal op"ortunity. "'his was further indicate -" b~ r the ev-

olution cf procedure into t'. is co rse. A franh recognition in LI^A's stated
proce mre "coilr"1 have been desirable.

~?A 'ever made a f or v\l statement that it ever acted in re ".re to

code -iro' -osels upon evidence not introduced \t a hearing. It is ouite
probable that reliance • " -s placed in riore then one case upon such evidence*
-he rroblem presented by a. failure to lave a basis in the record for ac-
tion i c the subject of treatment at another place (46). "".'.en reliance is
- .'- "opon a "confidential report" by an event or information from a secret
witness there is raised the ouestion whether a proper hearing lias been
accor e" interested parties. The '•'confidential report" problem was pre-
sented to the English courts in the famous case of Local 'jover; ent "foard
v. Arlidge (47). Although the rrou.se of Lords decided that the?. ; was no
right to see th.e inspector's report, it created a storm center in English
administrative lav? (

::.3). The recent leport of the Committee on 'inister's
Powers (-1-9) has recommended that the nactioes of making confidential re-
ports be avoided. This would cert? inly seem the fairer rule end the one
to be followed, reiles? ;:r:./e consider? tions of oublic policy intervened.
The united States cases indicate that the rale of the Arlime case is not
law ir. this country (50). It cm be readily seen that failure to intro-
duce c report into th.e evidence may keep :. party in iynorance of what ev-
idence is desired, by the administrative board.. It nay be that the report
bar: not been carefully drawn and that evidence by the parties mi ;ht nuick-
ly establish this fact (51). "duch the same line of argument holm for the
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failure to nlace all testi ony of witnesses in the record of the hearing

(53). There is not orroortunity to ake specific answers (5C-) -hen notice

of the evidence to be relied v.nor is lackinr. H3A co-old have nlaced it-

self in t e clear in regard to secret witnesses and confidential reports
if it hac" stated that it '-'oulc not re 1 " upon such evidence except, of

course, '"""'.en grave public nolicy night otherwise decree.

;Tb -oower of subpoena was given by the Act. This meant that 2IHA oust.

content itself pith the witnesses desiring to testify. The Federal Trade
Commission (54) ancl the Tariff Commission (55) have the -^ower of subpoena.
As the President might call uoon these commissions to "o.se their "orocedures

(5S) the subocena power was aronroved by the Act although not riven to :T?lA.

The courts have been reluctant to give ad minis trative boc ies too great
power of this character. One a-yorove'" 1 pr ocedure involves an issuance of

a suhooena "0:/ the administrative body. If ere warty toward which it is

directed takes no heed the administrative body can apply to the courts to

compel compliance with the subpoena (57). The theory is that the adminis-
trative body can not itself punish the non-compliance with its process as

this may deprive an individual of his liberty without a trial, "do more
trial is had, however, where a court punishes a nerson for refusal to 0-

bey its wcocess. The Federal Trade Commission (57a) must apply, and sub-
mit necessary facts, to the Attorney-General to institute proceedings to

compel awpea.ra,nce and testimony* Tie Attorney-O-eneral has the discretion
to refuse to act ('58).

There were numerous- occasions in 1TRA where the power to subpoena
witnesses and records would have been of considerable value. Persons ap-
pearing before URA were frank to an unusual degree. There were times
when sued, frankness would have been fatal. Then in Preference to testi-
fying it often was thought best to say nothing, or to fail to appear (5Q ).
In such cases, especially where dPA was inouirin- into the manner in which
code provisions had been administered, the subpoena Tould have been a
useful d.ivice.

As am .alternative means to the subooena-ing of witnesses the investi-
gation of books and records may be resorted to in an attempt to build a
factual basis for action. 'This power of investigation is considered le-
gislative where the facts are reported to Congress, but where the facts
furnish a basis for administrative action might not be so treated.

General fishin expeditions into the affairs of a stranger for the
chance that something discreditable might show up are uniformly condemned
(60). As Congress can not punish contempt if its investigation is not
legislative (61) likewise general inquisitorial powers in the hands of
an administrative body are severely frowned upon (63). The cohorts have
expressed grave doubts "whether (Congress) could delegate the power (to
embark on general inquiries) if it possesses it - - -"

(
:5Z) . "Thile dTA-

had no power to compel oral testimony in absence of express statutory
power (5d) it exercised, an analogous power .in requiring that certain
books and records be kept and reports made to it (65). Such information
could be required as a condition to approval, and the necessity to period*
ically supply information was expressly sanctioned by the statutory lang-
uage (66). This did not mean such information need not be judiciously
handles, dany codes recognizing this required that information be kept
confidential (67).
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HHA did not require witnesses to take an oath, ITeithcr did the

Agricultural Adjustment Act althovgh in the administration of that Act
an oath -as req\iired (68). The oath is not thought to now have the

dissuasive power it once did to prevent perjury. Despite t u i s , it has
"been suggested that the coxirtsmay require it in administrative proceed-
ings if one earty demands it (69). Administering an oath no power to

punish perjury is quite "barren. Host witnesses were usually frank in

testifying. Their candor often approached the point of self-incrimination.
Occasionally if a point could he gained a '-fitness might try to leave an

impression not in accordance with the facts. For these situations a
statuto^r requirement that witnesses testify under oath and astatutory
provision for rmnishing perjury should have been welcomed devices. It

might he said that such provisions would have defeated the cooperative
spifcit N3A sought to create. Most honest witnesses might, however, have
preferred this protection from those less scrupulous that they.

Another question raised in connection with hearings is that of the

use of written briefs. Does due process of law require oral hearings?
When the -problem has been discussed the answer ha.s usually been,no (70).
The problem arose in two ways in h'PA. A presiding officer desiring to

save time, keep the record free from controversy or for other reasons,
might ask a witness to put his testimony in the form of a "brief (71).
Just what consideration was given these briefs can not be said. It

probably varied considerably. Where no consideration was given, it was
likely that little more was accorded to the hearing itself. To many
presiding officers the record was not important. The dominant consider-
ation was fahat provisions certain persons would agree to. The problem
of oral hearing could arise where it was sought to amend a code ''oy

"notice of opportunity to be heard," ;T3A here set up a test of
"likelihood that a substantial minority or group will object - - -" (72),
Another test that is suggested from our survey of broad review is the
substantial effect upon property that the proposed regulation might have
had. A more comprehensive test was stated by the Legal Division for the
guidance of its staff (73). It seems, to more nearly approximate the
attitude the courts would probably adopt. The use of the device of
"opportunity to be heard" rested upon the feeling that it is an admin-
istrative impossibility to give a separate hearing upon every proposal
or to do all acts in "town meeting" (74). Despite these sound consider-
ations full oral presentation is usually felt to be more clearly a -

guarantee of due process of law. If the subject matter is important
a hearing will be held. If the subject matter is not so important" it

would seem that the matter could wait until the next hearing would be
held. This dilemma suggests that the device probably should have been
more limited in its application, that is to such natters without consid-
erations of policy involved to which all interested parties could
readily agree.

Certain shortcomings have been discovered in the hearings afforded.
Possible improvements have been discussed. Such a view of hearings as
has been had is designed to show the formal guarantees that should have
been extended to interested parties to have insured that they would be
fully heard.
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CHAPTER IX

FINDINGS '!AMD THE -TECORD

The basis for the administrative determination is of the utmost
importance. It involves primarily questions of admissibility of
evidence, weight to be -;iven evidence, the record made, and the
determinations which may properly be made.

Students of administrative law have long contented themselves
with the generality that administrative bodies are not held to the
technical rules of evidence of the courts, that one of the prime
functions of administration is to be freed of such handicaps (l).

Recently Judge Stephens has made a careful study of this problem
(2). He conducted a survey of just how and to what extent adminis-
trative bodies apply the rales of evidence (3). Although the answers
did not show any careful attempt generally to follow the rules of
evidence it showed that they were often useful (4). Administrative
bodies like courts take judicial notice of facts. The courts will
not always uphold, findings made on s'ach a basis (5),

Rules restricting admissibility of evidence which is deserving
of some consideration often come in for much criticism (6). The
remedy lies not in abandonment, but in a. fully considered relaxation
(7). There is certainly the value of a workable test being available
when evidence is conf, singly conflicting. The chief use in such cases
could be in the weight given evidence. However, there is an advantage
in having the rules convenient as a means to restrict evidence of a
highly inferior sort.

Administrative bodies have probably given little thought to the
use to be made of rules of evidence (S). Usually quite a measure of

informality prevails as to the admissibility of evidence (9). Little
help is given by the statutes or rules of practice of such bodies as
the Interstate Commerce Commission or the. Federal Trade Commission
(10). The latter Commission usually admits evidence but will listen
to objections during final argument on the merits of the case (11).
In fields where problems of economic effect arise, it is desirable to

allow a. considerable measure of freedom to witnesses, it being so

difficult to determine what are frets (12). Such testimony probably
can be considered as expert. The administrative bodies are not free,
however, to follow whatever rules they . esire, Decisions of the courts
refusing to uphold administrative determinations have the effect »f
establishing evidentiary requirements (13).

Hearsay evidence is generally admissible (14), In John Bene
& Sons, Inc. v. Federal Trade Commission (15) a person whose \isual

occupation was running a "beauty parlor" testified as to the use of
"Daxol" and peroxide. Though not with the company at the time to

which her testimony referred she was allowed to testify. As she

stated, her knowledge came from the fact that "at', the time they
incorporated, the whole case was explained, and I have all the

papers concerning the case." Other examples of hearsay appeared in
the course of the proceedings. Testimony is admissible said the Court,
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The "best evidence" rule, likewise , i -id not > bo be a rule
to be strictly applied. btedly, it was not followed by ERA,
There seems little reason why it ! bi n] • substantial interests
were involved and it could be sh rm that failure to adhere to the rule

tit prejudice the position of an interested party. Affidavits and
letters could also be freely accepted subject to the same limitations.
ITRA. made free use of such evidence. The practice in rbsence of objection
(IS) seems perfectly proper.

Interested parties sometimes raise in courts the f; ct that evidence
was improperly admitted. One course to allay the possibility of such
action challenging NRA hearings mi ;ht have been to have allowed the

taking of exceptions to the admissibility of evidence. The argument on

these exceptions could have been heard later by a special board of

qualified persons. This would h^ve indicated to the courts that hUA
was acutely aware of the problem of evidence and hod. no desire to

prejudice anyone by accepting evidence to which* proper objection had
been taken. Objection, probably, was not taken in IJRA proceedings
because of the great informality that prevailed.

As we shall see NBA often acted without r:iy apparent factual
basis (20), Reliance was frequently had upon briefs never incorporated
in the record, informal conferences, and conversations. Assuming that
there were few cases of bad. faith action by responsible officials there
was often little evidence available for a court to determine the

adequacy of the factual basis or the reasonableness of the action.
Preliminary conferences (21) and post-hearing conferences (22) were a
regular part of NRA procedure. It is remarkable how many ill-reasoned
and. impolitic proposals were cut out i>y these conferences, Often,
though, these conferences served as a basis of compromise (23) or
justification for provisions which on their face .-might not appear to

be fully in the public interest. In such instances where substantial
action rested upon conference a. T^eorc should have been kept. Another
analogous practice was the "off the record" discussions. These discus-
sions often contained extremely frank and valuable evidence which might
have gone far to sustain or even condemn IJRA determinations. By failing
to include this material in the record it probably lost its evidentiary value,
no matter how persuasive it might have been upon the individual administrator.
There have been statements that administrative action need, not rest upon
the evicence in the record (24). And an occasional case may be found in
fields other than those demanding summary action in the exercise of the
police power (25), In fields related to NRA (as interstate commerce
regulation) as well as others (26) it has been generally held thf t

administrative action must have a basis in the record (27). The require-
ment is simple. It is intended, to give notice to the parties sn& afford
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a "basis upon which a court revie'.-'inj the case may act (2?.) 4 The case
of T

J t S. v« Abilene <?. Southern lv/ Co. (29) shows the court's attitude.
The question involved was. the propriety of using certain annual reports
in the hands of the Interstate Commerce Commission referred to by the
examiner at the hearing as follows, "no doubt it will be necessary to

refer to the annual reports of all the carriers" (30). The Commission
contended that tnis was notice to the pa.rties under its Fules of
Practice then in force (prior to Lecember 10, 1323). These rules
provided that copies of all material other than that on file with the

Commission must be offered into the record. Material on file could
be used if specifically referred tc. After referring to the fact- -that

these were adversary proceedings in substance Mr.. Justice Erandeis
speaking for the Court said:

"The objection to the use of the data contained
in the annual reports is not lack of authenticity or

untrustworthiness. It is that the carriers Were left
without notice of the evidence with which they were,

in fact, confronted, as later disclosed by the finding
made. 'The requirement that in an. adversary proceeding
specific reference be made, is essential to the sub-

stantial rights of . the parties 11 (31).

A legislature is not held to any such requirement.^ This has caused

many to think that an adninistrative body, in fact legislating* should
not be. This 'might not be the view .which will be followed by the courts.

Courts, at present, have a strong feeling that certain defined limits to

administrative action should be established and enforced (32). To insure

against judicial review scrupulous care should be had to build a careful

record substantiatin- all actions taken. I-'HA .f ell far -short of the

desirable standard. In the later days of its administration, however,
more thought was given to this problem.

Findings by administrative bodies require a factual basis. The

courts have made this more important by their requirements of some

evidence and substantial evidence (33). Although there was no hearing
requirement in the statute to compel decision in accordance with the

evidence (34) there are. strong considerations indicating that ITBA would
have probably been held to sxich a requirement '(35). The courts manifest
an intense interest in the evidentiary basis of regulations by

administrative boc ies affecting problems of industry (36). A recent

illustration, appears in 293 IT. 3, (3?)'.'*' An order of the Interstate
Commerce Commission under the Boiler' Inspection Act required that

certain equipment be used. In discussing this order the court said:

"The orimary question of fact presentee for determination
was, as the reoort .of the Commission states, whether the use
of locomotives equipped with hand reverse gear, a.s compared
with -oower. reverse gear, causes unnecessary peril to life and
limb. The report discusses at some length the alleged ad-

vantages and disadvantages of the two classes of reverse gear

'and the expense which the proposed change- would entail, and
concludes, with 'findings' that to a certain' extent the change

should be madle. But whether the use of any or all types of
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It is not intended to sag est that t] n oast be .- r< Li nci

apon evidence offeree! by i.3 b i t d larties. There is 10

reason why the government should not inv stj ate and find evidence
(39). It should, of course., be introduced into tht record to re-

ceive treatment as evidence (40), To esc; ie broad review there
crust be reasonable evidence in tin record to sustain thi a< ninis-

trative findings. For instance typical evidence • b< considered
a

.

>ro ;er basis for action (-41), while nere aggregate results "as

a substitute for typical evidence is inadequate." (42).

ERA frequently treated the >ro'bLem oi securing a full factual
basis cavalierly. (42a) The Brookin s' 'study has commented upon
this. Two tilings, it says, were outstan&in ;, 1. "the rarity of
orderly and convincing presentation .of factual evidence," and 2.

"the casual way in which intricate code provisions were passed over
without analysis or clarification." (4.3). Both Administration
employees and applicant, groups '.''ere responsible for this. Contro-
versy could always produce a full record of facts. This was
especially true .here great unity appeared on the )art of the members
ox the applicant industry. This seems to have been the situation
with the lumber industry and its code (.44). A .-similar weakness was
the subject of reference in the brief

,
for the Schechter Corp. (45).

The Government celled a witness in the trial in the lower court who
testified as to the evil of "selective killing". The witness in the
testimony referred to certainly vanced no com jelling reasons or
facts against the practice.

'

:*'::tn a substantial trade practice
requirement is based on such flimsy or ill- expressed testimony it

may be readily concluded th; t the courts would ,be hesitant to accept
it as a sufficient basis. Thin is not referred to because examples
aire not available in ERA, but to show now astute counsel can bring such
weaknesses to the attention of a court.

This problem is ox such importance that a few examples of fact-
finding and. the factual basis for determinations should be observed.
(45a) The Fur Dressing and Fur Dyeing Code (46) provided for the

establishment of minimum service charges (47), Various divisions
of the industry applied for a iroval of minimum service charge
schedules. These were ail approved with some changes. The case
of the Dog and Long hair Division is illustrative. This division
probably presented the best cost data, and asked for service charges
closer to the cost indicated by, the data than any other division (48),
Figures from ten firms of an industry having from, twenty to thirty
firms were: offered. Of course the character of the industry with
its small firms jumping in and out of business made for this. It was
these small firms that probable could have furnished the lowest
costs had figures been kept. (49). So' it is seen not even "typical"
evidence was offered. Six items on the schedule approved (50) had
no basis at all. Fi ,ures were not even offered as to the cost of
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processing these items. At least six other items probably had little

basis in the figures submitted (5l). A further complication was the
fact that processes differ (52) and types of work vary widely (53).
This schedule, like those of the other divisions, became the subject
of frequent violation and soon fell into disuse.

The story of uniform cost accounting systems is also interesting.
At hearings there Was usually a. brief reference mace to the desira-
bility of such systems, though it is doubted if this was always done.

Plans were submitted to the Administration. Sometimes hearings were
held upon these plans. An illuminating instance is the hearing (-54)

for the plan of the Fire Extinguisher Manufacturing Industry (55).
The plan was submitted (56), but no testimony was offered to justify
it. No questions were asked Vy the representatives of the Division
of Research' and Planning, which division was usually charged with the

responsibility of approving such plans. The plan was later approved
upon this evidentiary basis (57).

Fact-finding was not always relied upon.
:

-i-'he Administration
sometimes plainly admitted that approval of important provisions was
based upon agreement within the ranks of industry (58). The basis of
agreement between labor and industry was, probably, the one most
commonly resorted to in all labor' questions (59). Congress made some

statements that might be construed as standards for the labor problems
(60). Perhaps, Congress' thought that the agreement of labor and in-

dustry would be adequate. The writer has found no evidence on this
point. It remains that agreement was the primary basis. The Research
and Planning Division did study labor conditions in the various in-

dustries. These studies were sometimes the basis for administrative
action. Often the facts merely served as an aid to the Labor Advisory
Board and labor in carrying on their bargaining.

A most unusual case is that of machine limitation in the Cotton
Carded Yarn Industry. An administrative order was issued, peculiarly
enough, signed, authoritatively by the ^oc'.e Authority and concurred in
by government officials (61). There is no testimony in the transcript
of hearing for the Cotton Textile Industry (62), nor has any record of
any independent hearing been found. . Undoubtedly, strong evidence was
submitted to the Administration. Still an order of such important economic
effect upon business enterprises should nave been fully justified by a
hearing at which a full record was made, while affording any opposition
an opportunity to completely set forth its case. Perhaps, emergency
action may require a temporary restraining order. Certainly, a hearing
should have been held at the first opportunity.

Happily, NRA was not given to such action in its la ter days. Much
damage had been done by then, however. Once the impression is afield
that administrative action is hurried, not fully reasoned and grounded
in the facts before the Administration, the public as well as co\irts
start viewing the action most critically. Especially should this have
been remembered in dealing with the field that comprised KRA' s province
(63). Too often NRA seemed to accept .

indi'stries 1 judgment that anything
was "unfair" which was annoying or disruptive of established methods.
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toward developing a record. The ERA rule despite the contrary practice
was never changed

Another handicap lay in the theory of tacit approval relied upon
by many industry groups, A code provision might provide for study of a
subject or a proposal to be made in accordance with certain principle
or certain problems (72). These provisions were usually in the form
of an expressed right to petition. It is doubted if this conferred
anything not already had. 'Industry frequently urged that ERA had
tacitly approved a provision of the character set forth in the charter
of study. If ERA has not done this what was the purpose of the provi-
sion industry might ask. Frequently USA would accept the argument
and approve the proposal without further hearing. The factual basis in
such cases was usually grossly inadequate for at the hearing the provi-
sion would be passed off as merely allowing a study to be made. Many
persons in ERA were aware of this subtle means of obtaining provisions
without subjecting them to such a justification as might be necessary
if presented; without this preliminary step (73).

Burden of proof is usually thought to lie on those persons applying
for action to be taken to show why what they desire should be dane (74).

In ERA procedure the burden of proof should have rested upon the

proponents groups as far as there was to be such a burden. Almost
withou.t realizing it the burden was sometimes shifted to opponents of

the proposed provision (75). The attitude of presiding officers toward
advisers was frequently similar. "The industry wants the provision.
Why shouldn't it have it", the adviser would be asked in effect? The
proper procedure would have been to have placed the burden squarely
upon the proponents or realizing that the burden could not be met
provide for a temporary "period of experimental operation" (76).

Proposals by the Administration bring up the same problem. Should
there have been a. duty upon the Administration to prove that its pro-

posal was desirable? Certainly, where the effect was to nullify previ-
sions granted industry this would seem to have been the proper procedure,
iviere details would need, no such treatment, but provisions of a substantive
character should be established as in harmony with the requirements of

the Act.

Until the opinion in the case of Panama Refining Company v. Ryan
(77) was written there had never been a clear statement in our law
concerning the nature of an administrative finding from the standpoint
of publishing the basis for action. Cases exi-ted indicating that there
need be no such statement (73). Such expressions were m^de in cases where
an evidentiary basis was not being too strongly required. The courts in

their early history were reluctant to interfere with executive action (79).

Cases then decided fall into what has been called the field of narrow
review. Where there have been statutory requirements (80) or where an

administra.tive appeal on the record is to be had ( Si) the cases have re-

quired a statement of the basis of action. But in situations where the

finding was the last administrative one and was not enjoined by statute
to express its basis there had never been any requirement for such ex-

pression until January 7, 1935. In England it is considered to be a
principle of natural justice that a party be informed of the basis for
an administrative action (81a).
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ma case created a new
i Law (82). One of the

alternate rounds of the decision was that th< ecutive Order
the findings thereon it was based. Said . ir. Chief

i n ;
for the eo' rtj
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cretion rs the qualification cf auti >rity would be

ineffectual, - - - -

"We pre not de-lin 1th action vidich, : pro-

priatel^ belor. -i ^ • to the executive arovince, is

not th b.iect of judicial review, or with the pre-

sumptions attaching to executive action. To repeat,
we are concerned with the question of the delegation
of legislative power. If the citizen is to be punished
for the crime of violating a legislative order of an
executive officer, or of a board of cj mission, due
process of law requires that it shall appear that the
order is within the authority of the officer, board or

commission, and, if that authority depends on deter-
minations of fact, those det srminations must be shown."
(63)

ivir. Justice Cardoza, dissenting, too'.: exception to this portion
of the Chief Justice's o anion (34.). This new rule is not necessarily
universal. It may be that it 111 be limi.te'c to broad review fields
requiring choice between important policies', or where criminal penalties
arc involved (35).

In an opinion (86) handed ov/n by Mr. Justice 3randeis the
eighteenth of this month (November, 193d) there is an indication
th-^t the court has quietly qualified the second paint of the F a noma
Case (87). The case involves a challenged order ef the Department
of Agriculture of the State of Oregon prescribing certain fruit and
vegetables containers as the standard type to he used. It was urged
upon the court that no presumption exists that facts were properly
present to justify the administrative action. Said the court:
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"The contention is without support in authority
or reason, and rests upon misconception. ------
The question of law may, of course, always "be raised
whether the legislature had power to delegate the
authority exercised. " (38')

For this proposition the court cited the Panama and Schechter cases
(89). The court continued in language that .Pes much to put the law
upon this subject hack to its state in 1934:

"Where the regulation is within the scope of
authority legally delegated, the presumption of the
existence of facts justifying its soecific exercise
attaches alike to statutes, to municipal ordinances,
and to orders of administrative bodies. ------
Here there is added reason for applying the pre-
sumption of validity; for the regulation now chal-
lenged was adopted after notice and public hearing
as the statute required.-' It is contended that the
order is void because the administrative body made no
special findings of fact. But the statute did not re-

quire special findings - - - -. Compare Wichita Rail-
road and Light Company v. Public Utilities Commission,
260 U. S. 40, 58-59; Mahler v. Sby, 254 U. S. 52, 44;

Southern Eyv Co. v. Virginia-, 290 U. S. 190, 193, 194"

(90).

Mr. Justice Brandeis either ignores the second point of the

Panama case or else he definitely overrides it, citing as he does
the Wichita Railroad & Light Company v. Public Htil i ties Commission
(91), and Mahler v . Eby (92) for the proposition they rightfully
stand for that a. statutory requirement of findings must be complied
with, Mr. Chief Justice Hughes had cited these cases as authority
for the second point in the Panama case despite the fact that they were
based upon statutory requirements not present in the Panama case. The
citing of Southern Ry. Co. v. Virgini a (93) clouds the v.-eight to be
given to Mr. Justice Brandeis' statement upon the point, as this case
does not stand for the same proposition that the others do. In 'spirit
it is much more rigid than the others requiring as it does certain
procedural safeguards in absence of any statutory provision.

It seems too early now to try to evaluate the Pacific States 3ox
and Basket Company v. White case (94), The fields seen to be properly
anal o goti. s. In the Panama case there was no attempt to state a factual
basis for the executive order while in the Pacific Boy case a hearing
had been held. When there has been a hearing a court may presume that
the administrative action is predicated, upon the hearing. The situation
becomes more difficult for the court where it is not evident whether the
administrative action is based upon any facts. Of course, all such
administrative action does not require a hearing, but if none is held
the requirement that the basis of the action taken be set forth seems
reasonable. Certainly, the safest practice would be to fully state a
basis in findings for any administrative action taken in a field of
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social or economic Dolicy. ''•! >nl; Ls Lnst judicial
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RA statement of fi s usual] their formality

( 15). Fii v'ere often . Ln the Ian I statute or in

certain stock ihrases (36). This practic< tas not been favored by

the courts (97). It would seem a better practice not to use "stilted
legal >hraseology" but rather to tell the story of the economic
situation involved (98). 1

TRA practice was not sided by any statement
of policy in this regard. The type of fin' ings to be made was never
indicated. The only statement was that there would be a finding
stated in each letter oi transmittal (59).

any of the early codes were based upon more full findings than
those approved later when the pressure became much greater. These
early codes usually contained a statement from the ITRA and one by the

President. Later practice varied. In codes not requiring the

President's approval only a statement by the FRA will be found.
The first code, that of the Cotton Textile Industry, was accompanied
by a twelve page statement by the Administrator (100). The Lumber and
Timber Products Industry Co< e was supported by a sixteen page
memorandum of transmittal (101). This letter was one of the best
of the type written; bat when the mr nitu e of the industry and the

great problems with which the code dealt are considered thi-s

memorandum seems grossly inadequate (1 d
N

'

. i: the time the eighth
code was reached the findings had dropped to little over a page
(103). Code No. 13 did not even include a finding of fact except

for a brief and hasty reference to bearings end fincings in the

executive order (104). In the statement of findings for the heather
Industry Code not one word is said -about the trade practice pro-
visions (105). Tp.is is quite typical of what frequently .happened.

These inadequate findings were suggested to the court in the brief
for the Schechter Corporation (106). It probably would have been
desirable for the President to have stated the basis for his finding
in something more than a ritualistic manner. The argument of the
brief that neither the order of the President nor the letters of the

Secretary of Agriculture or the Administrator contains any reason-
able showing that "straight killing" was an unfair method of compe-
tition is entitled to careful consideration. It must be remembered
that records were made which in many instances would have substan-
tiated the action taken - or in effect, the findings made though
not stated.

Hindsight in this problem is better than foresight. NBA
had little guidance in the cases when its first findings were made.
Prudence and an attentiveness might have suggested that along with
a full record, a full statement of the basis for action should have
been made. Such care could hardly have been expected from earljr ERA.
A future admini strative body with a similar task v/ill be wise to

frame its findings along the style of a judicial opinion, and to

be careful to have reae.y for the courts a. fully reasoned and com-
plete statement of its findings properly grounded on recorded
evidence.
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Another problem of findings rested in the acceptance by
NRA of findings made by other agencies. As this also involved the
question of the pro iriety of the delegation it will be discussed in
a chapter dealing with delegation (107).
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CHAPTER X

PROBLEMS I IT PUBLICATION, NOTICE, AND OTHER ADMINISTRATIVE
ACTIONS BY NRA

I. PUBLICATION OP ADMINISTRATIVE REGULATIONS AxTD DRAFTSMANSHIP

Hhen tlio famous legal fiction that every man is -oresumed to know
the law (l) ripened there was no mess of administrative legislation
with which to cope. Every.man may he present in Parliament by his
representative, "but one would hardly say he is present at the TDroceed-

ings (or the case may "be action without proceedings) of every adminis-
trative "board. The mass of administrative rules (2) only more acutely
present the same problems that the English scholar Bentham so clearly
saw: 1. It is contrary to our morals .to punish a man for disobedi-
ence.. to a law of which he had no notice (3) and 2. Publication alone
is not enough. Publication may., only tend to bewilder (4) if the orders
are not ea.sily accessible and clearly drawn.

'

The problem has been most acute in the United. States. Often only
a small percentage of the rulings of an important bureau will be pub-
lished (5). Executive orders (since 1905) may be found, in the Depart-
ment of State and the Library of Congress. This makes them far from
accessible to the public (6). The state of Toubli cation is one of
absolute confusion (7) in a field where ten times as much law as
Congress makes exists (3).

-NRA only served to complicate the problem (9). The great mass of
industrial legislation resulting from it was brought to the court's
attention in the Schechter case (10). NRA's code record section does
not even have a record of all the purported administrative action (ll).

The most publicized example was not the responsibility of NRA but
the Petroleinm Administration. In connection with the argument before
the Supreme Court in the Panama case (12) it was found that there had
been an indictment for the violation of a non-existent provision.

. Another interesting example lay in the National Labor Board
created August 5, 1933 apparently by a press release (13). A formal
ord_er by the President was not issued until more than four months
later (14).

The sane difficulty was faced in England. (15), until the passage
of the Rules Publi cation Ac t in 1893 (16). This act solved the diffi-
culties of the situation there. The more important rules are fully
published while only a reference is made to the local and less im-
portant rules (17). Certain it is, that some such legislation has
long been sadly needed in the United States (18).

The problem demanded NRA ! s best consideration. Code Record was
an offered solution. Code Record failed only where Deputies and others
were negligent or wilfully failed to cooperate. Confusion was such
that NRA regulations and codes could not have been expected to have
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always "been clear. Explicit instructions should have been given and
emphasized that only those documents filed with Ode Record had any
force. Efforts- -should have been- made to discourage the numerous
drafts of "codes" which circulated often as genuine.

Almost as confusing as the mass of delegated legislation and the

difficulty of securing access to it was the variety of administrative
forms and the differing uses to which each were put. One delving into

the mysteries of ERA sub-legislation must wrestle with executive
orders, administrative order's, office orders, office memoranda, an
office manual, and ERA bulletins. The use to which these forms were
put varies. It would serve little purpose to point out the. precise
history of each. It must be borne in mind that these are forms of ad-
ministrative action. If it said that executive and administrative
orders were generally legislative this merely means they affected in-

dividuals through a class or group. Likewise as affecting individuals
as a matter of direct intention under some legislative power such or-

ders might be adjudicatory. 60 it is best to say where a direct effect
was had upon the interests of individuals or classes executive and ad-

ministrative orders were employed. They were also employed to dele-
gate power and set up administrative organization and procedure under
the Act.

The other forms enumerated were in the most part for internal use
within ERA. Approved by the Administrator or his delegate they carried
the force of ..an administrative order-. Sometimes, their effect Upon
code provisions or their requirements upon members of industry were
such that it might be said that the interests of individuals cr classes
were affected. ' Individualized action was taken by the various labor

agencies set up under "the Nil. R. A. y the Industrial Appeals Board, and
by the Compliance Division In Blue Eagle removals. Tho latter : were
sent out by telegram. It would seem that they should have had at least
the dignity of an administrative order, since the effect on property
might be so vital. General Instructions as to procedure may be found in
compliance field letters.

It is obvious that to one not experienced in the intricacies of
ERA administrative forms the mass of orders and the variety of forms
in which they might appear could well present a hopeless labyrinth.
No precise procedure can be outlined. As in England all .orders of

general character and importance should be generally published. In-

dividual orders would not require the same distribution, but copies
should be sent to all interested parties and kept available in speci-
fied well-known public depositories. An effort should be made to

classify administrative action in such categories as would indicate
clearly procedure, powers, responsibility, policy, general rules or

requirements upon industry, and special or individual rules and re-

quirements. It is not hoped to solve the problem here, but merely to

suggest the vital necessity of giving full thought to it. A recent
federal statute has taken a step toward the solution of this problem.
It provides for a Federal Register which will- be analogous to the

English rules publication system (18a).
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Draftsman ship was likewise an important oroblom. Cloudy langua
was sometimes sought "by industries hoping to "bettor their position by
interpretation later. The Legal Division gave its staff warning of
the vital nature of draftsmanship (19). In tne latter days of NRA a
study of the problem was made by a member of the Legal Division. It

is difficult to lay a finger upon any of the ills arising from this
source. Ambiguity was the chief difficulty and this was reflected
when questions of interpretation arose (20). If NRA could have done
more it would have been only to have increased and emphasized its
warning. It might also have charged the Review Division or some other
agency with the supervision of draftsmanship.

II, NOTICE AND PARTICIPATION IN THE INDUSTRIES 1 ACTIVITIES

The giving of reasonable notice iq one of the first requirements
of administrative due process (21).

;

The problem is often viewed as a
technical one, since .it seldom is brought up in a case (22). Require-
ments vary. In some fields there need be no notice or only the barest
kind (23). In thfi field that NRA dealt with a full and reasonable
notice must be giv^n as to the matters to bo considered. The form of a
notice must reasonably relate to the action to be taken (24). The time
given should allow a person to be pre rent and to make some reasonable
efforts to prepare :a case and secure evidence (25). What persons are
entitled to notice? Mr. Justice Holme's has pointed out that it is im-

possible to give the full protection of a "town meeting" (26). Yet,
when substantial property rights are affected every reasonable pre-
caution should have been taken that any person affected should have re-
ceived adequate notice. If a person is entitled to an individual
notice he is allowed to make a positive showing in the courts that he
received none (27).

Official statements never fully set forth the degree of notice
necessary. Statements were made upon the form and procedure to be
followed and establishing an official bulletin board (28). Full notice
could hardly be found in publication upon a bulletin board. NRA was
concerned with the manner of giving notice, that is how to get out
wide notice. It did not concern itself with the problem of just what
persons had to be given notice. This is no criticism of what was dene,
but rather a pointing out of the approach taken as distinguished from
the one courts would probably use. Actually, NRA made serious efforts
to widely distribute notice. The regular course wasvbo send notices to

labor unions, the labor pres% government officials, the press, trade
association publications, State NRA offices, Resident Adjusters and
Regional Director, Fir$t Class Pest Offices, a special list, plus any
additional persons whom the Deputy Administrator suggested (29). The
Deputy Administrators, usually, tried to secure from the industry mem-
bers with whom they were negotiating as full a list as possible of all
known members of the industry. Still, in some industries it is obvious
that it would be impossible to ever make a complete list of all members
(30). In such cases if every reasonable if rt were made to notify all
interested parties, if the industry group was properly representative,
and if a typical viewpoint and evidence were fully presented for each
economic interest the courts might consider that sufficient notice and
hearing (31) had been given. This is only speculation as to what might
be. called reasonable.
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The Legal Division gave some serious thought to this problem. It

issued a very sound guide bv January/ of the first year of 17RA (32).
There must "be fair notice as to the subject matter to be heard, and a

reasonable relation to the subject matter actually acted upon. The other

thesis of the memorandum was: a. hearing should be adjourned to keep open
the notice as to any modification made. Although' the writer has found no

cases suggesting the need for this technicality no harm can be seen in it.

The important thing would seem to be whether notice was given in regard
to any substantive regulations or provisions to be made. These could be
changed in form but not in. sub stance it would seem and the notice would
still be good. Later the Legal Division stated it would accept a notice
if it had been public property for seven days (33). This expression
came as the result of administrative pressure and not sound thought,
Seven days as public property might be far from adequate to allow a manu-
facturer on the Pacific Coast to gather some bits of evidence together
and arrive in *Ja,shington in time for a. hearing. As to the persons who
should receive notice the Legal Division came to much the same conclusion
as the writer (34) - there should be reasonable notice in every case
where it was practical, and that only convincing reasons should cause
relaxation of the requirement (35). The Legal Division's expression
upon the statement of the subject matter contained in th^ notices i s

ambiguous. It says that it need not be made "with completeness; but it

is necessary to state it in such manner as to show what subject matter
is under consideration." (36). It might be more clear to say that the

statement must be such that one would reasonably eroect the subject
matter to be treated that was considered (37).

It would not be expected to find many objections of failure to re-

ceive notice in the transcripts for anyone attending a meeting must have
had notice, though its character might not be Questionable. There must
have been instances even though not recorded. Thore are some instances
where notice was claimed to be short or inadequate. Such was the case in

one of the later W,A hearings (36) where it was claimed that notice of

the nature of the subject matter was received on the day before the hear-
ing although it had been. known for ten days there would be a hearing. One

code, a.t least, made an. attempt to define notice as e mater of lav/ (39).

As a rule though, KRA matters were so widely discussed and publicized
that there were probably few cases where failure to get notice could be

raised.

The adeauacy of the. notice given in the procedure "notice of op-
portunity to -be ]ie£rd" was sometimes open to ouestion. There were two

types of printed notices for this procedure. Cne did. no u scate the sub-

star r.e. of the proposals; the other did., "here any substantive change

was rr.?d'j the i'iret was clearly inadequate. .in co-inection with the Band
Instrument Manufacturing Industry Code there was & proposal to change the

definition by including, words which might broaden the scope of the code

considerably (d-OJ). It was nut likely that persons affected would receive

notice, if they did, the proposal was so subtly worded that the intent

was far from clear (41). All in all, the notice in this procedure should

have been more cle-: r than it often was. The inadequacy of such notices

and the ease with which they could become inadequate are another argument

against the use of the procedural device of "notice of opportunity to be

heard" unless greatly limited and improved over its form in NBA.
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A problem in notice that also Las a jurisdictional aspect (42) lies

in the question: were membi , industry entitled to notice of and to

be allowed to participate in the preliminary drafting of codes? The

Legal Division was concerned with the truly represent; tive character of

proponents (43), It might well be argued that where a pro-nosed code was

a put-up job rimed at a particular firm or class which was not invited

to participate that the proponents were not truly representative (44).

Proponent groups should have been careful to. have given full notice to

industry members, invite- full cooperation, and in all event*- avoid any

appearance of unfairness.

III. OTHER FORMAL .ACTIONS BY JRA

Interpretation provides en important means of law-making. Profes-

sor Gray thought it so important that his jurisprudential concept of

law was that of the decisions of the courts in the individual cases (45).

In early HRA code authorities issued interpretations in which ITRA acqui-

esced (45). Later, KRA-
:

realised that the problem was one for administra-

tive action, and instructed against strained interpretations (47). Inter-

pretations were never required by stated procedure to go through the

usual internal channels (other than notice and hearing) required for.

amendments or new codes. The Advisory Council recognizing the importance

of interpretations made strong recommendations, in this regard (48). The

Legal Division interested itself in interpretations. Interpretations
it felt should not be retroactive if unfairness would result (49). Then
rules regarding interpretations became more strict report was had t

o

"opinions" in at least one instance with the intent that they be used by
the industry as interpretations (49a).

Presiding officers sometimes evidenced disregard for the legislative
nature of interpretations. It should have been 32RAJ s purpose to have

avoided as much interpretation a;s p.ossible by lucid draftsmanship, and to

have furnished a basis for as many angles of the: problem as possible in

the discussions at the public- hearing. One instance is enlightening. An
interested member of an industry asked the meaning of i proposal at the

oublic hearing. The presiding officer answered, "Until a code is approved
by the President, no one. can give you a definite interpretation of a

particular section, or any section" (50). The statement was probably true

if a binding interpretation was meant. That should not have precluded
full discussion and a general agreement . as to intent.

An interesting problem in interpretation was presented by a section

of the Baking Industry Code prohibiting the giving of premiums or coupons

''oy members (51). This section was extended by interpretation several

times to include subject matter not discussed at. the hearing, but 1 ogi-
cally coming within the words and intent of the provision (52). Later

(53), it was proposed to extend the provision to prohibit a wholesale
baker loaning bread racks to its customer? bearing the wording "we re- .

commend ( name ) bread." The transcript of hearing (54) contained

no testimony showing that such use of the provision was ever contemplated.

In fact the testimony throughout looked to premiums given to ultimate
consumers (55) while a later -provision of the same code indicated that the

"distribution of articles commonly used for advertising" should not be

banned as "commercial bribery" (56). The proposed interpretation was
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stopped by the Sevier Division. L; ter (5.7), it popped up again with the
only additional support of a code, provision against subterfuge (58).
This proposal was finally withdrawn (59.).

Interpretations were sometimes used to enlarge a code's jurisdic-
tion. This was in effect an amendment. Naively it was thought that "by

using interpretation the jurisdictional Question of representation once
passed upon could be ignored. Such was the case in the. Steel Castings
Industry (60). The Code Authority first sought to act by commercial
resolution (61). Later, WHA sought to issue an interpretation even
broader than that of the industry's (6°,). Jurisdiction was hotly c on -

tested. Many firms under other codes contended there was no proper re-

presentation upon which to base such a proposal (,63) . The Schechter
decision -cut the matter short so it will never be known how the matter
would have been decided (64)

.

Amendments more obviously are legislation (65). The same procedure
was resorted to for them as for proposed codes except the "notice of
opportunity to be heard" -orocedure was more freouently used, in the case

of amendments. This exception created the greatest. difficulty proced-
urally. The inadequacy of this procedure both as notice (66) and as
hearing (67) has been discussed. The lorocedure imploying favorable action
by the administration was usually resorted to before the advice of the

Advisory Boards was- sought (63). This put the administration in the

position of giving a tacit approval without full consideration by its

own machinery. ;

Administration amendments were a troublesome problem. NRA agencies
desiring to propose amendments were long kept in the dark as to procedure.

When the Deputy Administrator desired to amend the code full notice was
not always given to the industry. The Advisory Council made some ex-
cellent recommendations upon this (69). It also suggested that any ad-

ministration proposal should be made only at a public hearing (70). This
would seem desirable except aerhaps in matters of detail where the need
for the provision was urgent. Public hearing was the desirable procedure.

Exemptions and exceptions likewise involve both the legislative and
adjudicatory processes. Sometimes the effect of exemptions was so broad
that the operation of an entire code was delayed, or again the suspension
might apply only to a particular provision of a particular class. Ex-

ceptions were designed to apply to s-pecific cases of individuals. Although

applying to classes or individuals they are analogous to private bill

legislation in regard to numbers affected. They provide a highly 'de-

sirable means of alleviating the hsrsh effect of general policy if pro-

perly controlled by the statute (71). The Legal Division felt that

public hearings as a basis for such action was highly desirable (72) al-

though they were seldom held unless the problem involved was most import-

ant. NRA officially stated the need for a. finding of fact upon which to

base such action (73). Despite this deputies did not always furnish ad-

visers any factual basis upon which to act (74).

The value of exemptions and exceptions is indicated by their use by

the Industrial Appeals Board (75). These devices served to mitigate

harsh rules and allow for an evolutionary process of becoming able to
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comply- with code requirements. The proper use of thes devices w s

not lways understood, and sometimes tterapts were made to uso them
to perform the task of amendments (76)

.

The government has been allowed to stay action taken that was
continuing and did not, once and for all, vest right (77). NRA used
the procedure of stay. It had two aspects: 1. A temporary release
and 2. the force of an amendment cutting out s code provision (78).

In either case where vested interests were to be adversely affected a.

full factual basis for action should have existed. If no interests
had yet vested the action would in effect be negative, and such a full
basis would not be required though it would be desirable.

IV. SPEEDY DETERMINATIONS

The notion of a "speedy trial" is used in the sense of a criminal
prosecution (79). There were instances in NRA of purposeful delays
that affected, substantial rights. From our study (80), it would seem

if the delays were in acting upon new matter, mandamus would not lie

to force consideration. "There there were delays in performing formal
action following the making of decisions mandamus might-lie, presuming
that the courts did not exempt NRA uoon the grounds it was an agent of

the President. Dilatory inaction does not meet the courts' approval.
Cases can be envisaged where the courts would act in place of the Ad-

ministration (Si) or force it to act.

V. VIOLATIONS BY NRA OF ITS OWN PROCEDURE

Courts uniformly condemn the violation by an agency of procedure
set up by an administrative agency for its own guidance (82). The Ship-
building and Shiprepairing Industry Code (83) by amendment -provided for

an industry committee composed of members from the industry and. others
to be appointed by the President (84). This committee issued "Rules and
Regulations for the Administration of the Code of Fair Competition and
Trade Practice for the Shipbuilding and Shiprepairing Industry in the
United States" (85). These rules made a number of substantive addi-
tions to the code (86). The charter of the committee gave it no auth-
ority to make legislation (37). It

;
a.ve only authority to recommend

provisions. NRA never approved these rules. So it might be argued
both that NRA did not violate its own procedure and that the procedure
was quite usual. The violation, however, lay in giving effect to these
rules by silent acquiescence. The rules said "Approved and Effective,
October 2, 1933" (88). They were signed "approved" by 7illiam E. Davis,
a.s National Recovery Administration Representative and by three other
members appointed by the Committee by the President. NRA knew all these
facts yet for a considerable period it allowed the industry to operate
under these provisions as if they were approved 'cy the President. Cert-
ainly, some of the actions in compliance with the "rules" were in viola-
tion of the Anti-Trust laws as no proper action had been taken under
the Act to suspent them. NRA either violated its own procedure or know-
ingly allow the same effect to be secured by others.
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HRA procedure called for advisers to write reports upon the same

drafts of codes unless there were no material changes in the draft in

the individual adviser's hands and that transmitted by the Deputy (89).

Discretion was given to the Deputy to determine if the changes were

material. This procedure was .not always followed, or rather there are

examples of abuse of discretion by Deputies. One case involves the de-

letion of the word "secretly" out of an original "secret rebate" pro-
vision (90). Deputies were known to ask that reports be delayed in

the meantime sending the code through for approval (91). Other examples
there were of NRA violating its own procedure which shall be reviewed

(92). MRA should have exercised relentless care and issued other ex-
plicit instructions tgainst such action.
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c-a?:; t:r XI

PROBLEMS m SUBSTANTIVE DUE PROCESS OE LAV A: ADiTITRATION

I . REASONABLENESS

The "due process of law" concept has evoked tb interest
in recent years when the courts have employed it to test substantive
questions. The procedural aspects have "been dwarfed. This does not

mean that the/' can be disregarded. The burden of this stud"'
- has been to

show just the opposite. But, it is in the aspect of a neans b3' which
the courts have tested the propriety of social ?nd economic legislation,
both by the States and the federal government, that the "due process"
concept has become popularly known. The propriety of this use of the

concept is not a question for consideration here. Many students and
lawyers have written vigorously upon both sides of the issue. Here, it

is only to be recognized that the courts still nay exercise such review
whether it be couched in due process of law terminology, in the sense of

powers granted, or any 'other language. The judges have 'ocen accused of

substituting their judgment for 'that of the legislator. This statement
may not be precise. Perhaps, the views of the judges coincide with the

traditions of society and its judgments which the judges intend to apply.
Property and vested interests loom large as a favored part of our
system (l). They provide an economic sanction which' weighs heavily upon
the courts. There are grave considerations of policy against too great-
ly disturbing settled relations (2).

The evidence indicates that I7RA problems would have provided a rich
field for employment of the substantive "due process" concept. Labor
regulations and trade, practices are inextricably tied up with the most
vital property interests. They are subjects of freouent uses of the
"due process" concept. The case of Willamette Valley Lumber Company v .

"..'at z el: (5) shows the type of problem which could have been expected to

arise. The Willamette Valley Lumber Company, at. the time of the approval
of the Lumber Code (4), had been operating for about ten years; the
VJestport Lumber Company for about eighteen years. These mills had for
some tine operated upon a double shift basis. Less than seventy of the
seven hundred odd mills in the division had ever operated uoon this
basis. A considerably fewer number, were so operating in 1333 (5). These
two mill's involved appeared to have developed the two shift operation to
such an efficient point that they competed with Canadian mills for the
China trade, an unusual thing for American mills. Lumber sentiment on
the Pacific Coast did not favor the double-shift mills. An order was
made under the provisions of the Lumber Code (6) which had the effect
of cutting the operations of single shift plants by twenty-five -oercent
and double shift plants b" r more than sixty oercent from the hours operated
under the President's Re-employment Agreement, These are the basic facts.
The situation was further complicated by such allegations as; the relation
between 2^roducti0n and sale of lumber uoon which the order was based was
questionable, price not being fully considered; that hostile business
interests dominated the code activity through prominent positions with the
Code Authority or its committees which put through the order and heard
the appeal; that obsolete, inoperative, inefficient mills were given the
same quota as efficiently operating mills, with the consequent new life
given the former; that substantial contracts involving the "Jillanette mill
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existed; that competitors by applying for tine for unoperated nills p-ere

able to operate their mills on a more than single shift, Without as-
suming to neigh the merits of these allegations they are each of a most
vital nature, containing as they do elements of unfairness and un-
reasonableness. District Judge I'clTary refused the contentions of the

Willamette Company after two appeals to the administrative agencies had
failed. The opinion pf Judge LIclTary emphasized that "Hot all inequalities
are regarded in law as arbitrary and discriminatory, but such only as

are based on unjust and inadequate determining principles." The o^oinion

continues with a careful review of the problems of the industry (7). It

concludes that the regulation "does not, in the judgment of the court,
arbitrarily discriminate against any mill unit" (S). Perhaps, the court
did not see "confiscation" (9). The thing which is to be emphasized is

the willingness of the judge in this situation to judge the arbitrary
and discriminatory character of the determining principles. The indi-

cation is strong. that had the jtxdge concluded differently as to the

character of these basic principles, an injunction would have issued.

Judge I.icITary, though upholding the 'administration, was applying the test

of substantive "due process of law" (10).

The affectation of private contracts by IIRA action brings up the

propertj 7" question in another vital form. The Act made no provision
directlj- covering the problem of "forward" contracts - contracts made
with delivery to be had at a future date or dates* Some of the early
codes (ll) contained statements urging the adjustment of forward con-

tracts. The major importance of the problem was given it \ r the President's
Reemployment Agreement, As administrative legislation and as contracts
with the President the problem presents differences. The main con-
sideration of interference with existing contracts is the same from both
angles. As first presented the problem arose .from the President's early
statement upon 1IRA urging adjustment of "forward", contracts (12). The
statement was included in the President's Reemployment Agreement (lo),'

This seemed to furnish a wholesale excuse for persons to relieve them-
selves of onerous contracts, and to take advantage of the rapid price
increases going on in the early days of gRA. Two questions arise. Did
this contract have any influence upon a buyer who did not sign the

President's Reemployment Agreement? The answer would seem to be "no".

Secondly, what effect if any did such contracts have upon signers in a
buyer-seller relation? There &re two approaches to this question. 1.

Can beneficiaries sue to enforce provisions of a contract to which they
are not a party? 2. \>s the contract a group contract made in con-
sideration of the others with promises running to .and from the other
signers? Unless there was relief upon one of these bases there would
seem no recovery for failure to adjust contracts or no defense for a
breach of a forward contract. As to non- signers and to all others if a
contract could not be spelled out there would seem to be no defense for
breach of a forward contract. The defense of impossibility- is not
popular with the courts (14); and wars (15), strikes (16), and embargoes
(17) have been held to offer no excuse. The code provisions covering ad-
justment of forward contracts attempting to cover persons not agreeing to

the change of the contract raises the due process of law question. Here
the courts uould have to decide if the provision was unreasonable and
confiscatory.
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Code provisions repainting "sales" :ere ofte de with the layman
intent attached to then of a "contract to sell" (18) » hi irobleu pri-
marily was one in legal interpretation. Such provisions have an im-

portant effect when interpreted in the strict sense of the word

"sale". The effect may have been to make void all contracts to cell at

a fixed price, if that price did not coincide with the price oucted when
delivery was made or conversion had in the strict legal sense (19). The

Legal Division recognized the possibilities of the situation (20). It,

very reasonably, suggested that the provision bo interpreted according
to the settled rales of interpretation. If the resulting interpretation
was manifestly unjust an exemption to those improperly affected was
suggested in the interim period before an amendment to remedy the

situation could "be had. If such a procedure were not followed due pro-
cess of law questions from both the substantive and procedural angles
would arise. Improper interpretation of a provision whieh the trans-
cript of hearing shows did not intend what it was interpreted to mean,
would present a procedural problem* The unfairness and unreasonableness
of the substance of a regulation affecting the future contract price of

contracts to sell, either executed before the approval of the code or

not, would offer the courts a Question of "due process" in its broadest
sense.

Contracts have long had a "sacred" character in our law. On the

other side of the ledger is the practical necessity of sometimes inter-
fering with contractual relationships. Contracts can not be used to

prevent legislative changes reasonably necessary (21). The 'orocess is

preeminently one of balancing of these two interests (22). The Supreme
Court has shown a strong feeling for the sanctity of individual, contracts
(23). The due process of law concept in these fields has bean expressed
in such notable case? as Allge^er v. Louisiana (24), Ada ir v. U.

S

. (25),
and Coppage v. ICansas (26). At present there are indications that the
doctrine's strength nay be waning (27). Again the. Legal Division clearly
recognized the problem and offeree a statement upon it to its members (28),
An interesting ca.se to be considered is "ighland v .

T.us sell Car C: Sno"*

Plow Corroa.ny (29) which held that the Congress and the President may
properly fix the maximum price of coal, if the return is just compensation
within the meaning of the Fifth Amendment, where the purpose of the
statute (the Lever Act) was to fix a fair t)rice -~ei one high enough to
encourage the economic forces of supply and demand. 1IRA price control
took the opposite task the stabilization of minimum prices. The reason-
ableness of such action when adversely affecting contracts would seem to
be equally a problem that the courts would presume to decide.

II. A PEOBLEI: III ADLHITISTEATIOII

So far in this paper the approach has boon analytically divided in-
to individual administrative law problems. A case of administration in
action may serve to point the problems, showing how they arose. That
the manner of administration bore a heavy relation to the legality of the
Act was early recognized publicly b" the General Counsel. He said:

"Constitutional rights are not -invaded "o^ proclamations, or
statements of public policy, or even o'j grants of extraordinary
power to meet extraordinary needs. The- are invaded only by the
exercise of force to take from a nan a liberty or a orooerty right
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of which he may not "be lawfully deprived. Let me say now and

emphatica-lly that the national Recovery Administration expects

to operate so far outside the "boundaries of constitutional power
that judicial determination, even of "bordering cases, will not

"be necessary. " (30)

The administration of the Ice Industry Code (31) furnishes an ex-

cellent subject for review (32). The code contained certain provisions
(to "be more fully discussed) of a questionable character. The Deputy
Administrator (33) answered the objections to these provisions not by
any positive finding of fact or statement of how he felt these provisions
would be administered. Rather he sought to avoid the "burden of the

official responsible for the findings. He chose to rely upon a special

memorandum by the Legal Adviser (34-) stating that the proposals were not

objectionable (35).

Article XI providing for a certificate of "public necessity and
convenience" to be issued before any new or additional ice producing or

storage facilities be installed provided the main problem in administration.
Almost as soon as the code was approved applications for such certificates
came in to the ERA. For more than five months (36) the Deputy acted
informally in. these matters. He did not consult with some of his in-

terested advisers. He did not in any way advise them of his activities

(37), His action upon the applications was not in conformity with I1RA

procedure, sparse as it was. All the applications were approved or

denied by letter. ' There is no record of disapprovals or approvals for
this period at the Code Record Section (30), nor were hearings had upon
any of these applications.

The Code Authority proceeded to create certain local administrative
agencies under a power to establish "Local Committees of Arbitration and
Appeal" (39) , with authority "to interpret and make application of the

code subject to the Administrator' s. approval" (40). I!o record exists
of the Administrator formally approving any of the interpretations or
rulings issued by these "committees." These actions were taken with the

knowledge of the Deputy who did not raise a voice against what was done.

The Deputy early adopted the -procedure of turning the applications for
certificates over to the "Committees" through the Code Authority, or in-
forming the applicants' to apply to the "Committees." There is no official
record of the number of such applications readily available (41). The
Code Authority/- issued a bulletin proposing to establish the procedure for
handling applications (42). These committees were composed of industry
members, often prospective or then competitors of the applicant. They
were instructed to make investigations and to give the applicant a
hearing. The committee after a hearing ma.de its recommendation. This
was forwarded to the Regional Adviser of the Code Authority who would
add his recommendation. Next -the accumulation came to the Code Authority
which added its recommendation and forwarded it with the rest to the

Deputy.

The Deputy reviewed the material on each ca.se. He then wrote to

the Code Authority authorizing it to grant or deny the application.
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There is no record of the number of applications whid ndled

so freely. The Code ""ecord Division ias 10 record, but fron other sotirces

the number can "be placed at around two hundred (43) • Prior to liay, 1934

the actio.: of the Deputy establishing or denyin,• ""basic or normal

marketing areas" (44) is unknown.

With the resignation of the Deputy and the appointment of a new one

(45) a need for "better orocedv.ri i co rirea. The no -

/ Deputy called

in all his advisers to discuss procedure v ith him. The result -as the

initiation of the practice of holding conferences with advisers to con-

sider all roolens requiring administrative action particular^ the

ilications for new or increased capacity. The Deputy felt that

unanimity of the advisers would go far to cure procedural defects. His

training "as not such that he would feel the need for a full record and

the giving of procedural safeguards to interested parties. Still, there

were no formal records made of action, and the Code Authority denied or

granted amplications upon the Doput3r, s advice. Some forty ap'olicrtions

were so handled (46). -

The first official attention giyen this problem T 'as in June, 1934

(47). Until this tire the Deputies rove ?ree to for:.: their own pro-
cedure subject to due Process requirements of which the7;-' were probably
not aware and certain general "7PA reouircments such as the use of Code

Record to give action an official cast. 3y Administrative Order a pro-
cedure t/as provided:

(a) Applications should be filed with the appropriate Committee
of Arbitration and Appeals.

(b) The Committee should hold a hearing on the application.

(c) ZPollowing the hearing, the application, transcript of
he -ring and recommendation of the committee should be sent
to the Regional Adviser o: ; " the Code Authority7".

(d) The Regional Adviser should present the file, together with
his recommendation, to the Code Authority.

( e) The Code Authority should anal? ree bhe file, procure any
additional information it believed necessary and present the

entire file to the Administration '."ith its recor.nenda.tion.

(f) The Administrator should consider the case, and issue
appropriate instructions -to the Code Authorit;' sis to what
should "be done, (48)

This procedure was in effect an official statement of what was then
the practice omitting mention of the conference of advisers. As a re-
sult of the official stamp river the procedure a feeling that reports of
advisers would "be desirable rrew up. The >ractice of submitting such
reports wo.s started contemporaneous!;' with the establishment of the pro-
cedure. Two months later the practice of a formal docket, including such-

reports, xrvs established. In the sane month the first formal order upon
an application was made (49). The procedure used in August was continued
for two none Months until October, 1934,
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Applications for the establishment of ""basic or normal marketing
areas", (50) were, still handled by the "conference of advisers" method.
Administrative orders were issued in thirty-one ca.ses (51) and no action
was taken in six.

The great authority given to local committees of interested persons
caused a serious problem in fact-gathering. Tacts were suppressed,
others misinterpreted, and still others misrepresented (52). Competitors
of a successful applicant could not he expected to have the impartial
judicial mind (53). One instance served to impress this upon the Adminis-
tration. An application v/as made in September, 1954 to build an ice plant
in Portland, Oregon. The local committee recommended that the application
be denied basing this upon the so-called "facts" that there \ras a daily
productive capacity of sis-hundred tons, a daily consumption of less than
three-hundred tons, prices were fair and reasonable, there were no

monopolies or agreements upon prices: or production, and a neri plant -:ould

practically wreck the existing plants financially* Interested public
minded persons showed, on the contrary, that there existed an operating
productive capacity of only three hundred twenty-eight tons; prices were

as much as double that in many other places; one company dominated the
area, controlling two hundred fifty-two tons "oroductive capacity;
evidence of monopoly existed; and that the ice producers of Portland
were in excellent financial pqsitipn*

7/ith the transfer of the Code to still a third Deputy in October
the greatest changes took place. The "orocedure now became one conducted
by the government, giving due consideration to the industry members,
rather than one conducted and dominated by the industry members. The
Deput;^ outlined a rather lengthy procedure which is seated in the form
of nineteen points (54). The essentials of the "orocedure are: appli-
cations were to be sent to the Deputy Administrator for first action in-
stead of the local committee. The Code Authority next gave certain ad-
vice and information to the Deputy, ','ith this as a basis it might be
unnecessary to hold a hearing in which case the Advisor" - Doards were
consulted. If a hearing was necessary one would be conducted by the

yield Assistant Deputy Administrator assisted by the "Local Committee of

Arbitration and Appeal, " Recommendations. from the Committee to the

Code Authority were next made. The Deputy then prepared a digest on each
ca.se which he distributed to his advisers, Meetings of the Advisers were
held and recommendations were made individually by each Adviser in

memorandum form. The Code Authority again comes into the picture being
notified by the Deput^r Administrator of his decision forty-eight hours
prior to it being officially issued. If the Code Authority was opposed
to the decision ma,de by the Deput: r Administrator, one week was allowed in

which it might file briefs or make personal appearance* Uhen the order
was finally issued, the Deput? r Administrator notified both the Code
Authority and, the applicant.

There uere about one hundred old applications upon hand. It was
felt that speeds consideration was more needed than the full consideration
given oy the procedure outlined. These mere handled upon the basis of

facts gathered ""ay a cuestionnaire drafted by the Division of yesearch
and Planning,
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The change of the control of procedure fron the hands of industry

to those of the government did not mean that "due process" woulc! bo

autourtically supplied* As has been seen the government often failed to

provide proper procedure* He; rings failed to disclose many important

?nd vital facts* Local situations were such that it n 3 1 lost im-

possible for a centralized agency to discover the real local conditions.

Sometimes such far-reaching Information was uncovered : -rave doubts

as to the adecuacy of the fact-finding process "ere engendered (55).

Difficulty in establishing procedure may be attributed in part to

the dghly technical nature o^ the problem IflA sought to administer.

The certificate of oublic necessity end convenience immediately suggests

a utility commission, with valuation eraerts, engineers of several kinds,

and attorneys participati 1
;
u >o:i both sides. ITBA seeking to deal with

a large industry coverir.y the entire country was not as veil equi-oped as

t ie ordinary utility co:r.rission. Through accident no-o than design
several attorneys rnd several persons with utility e;:iericnce vere used.

To intelligent]/; determine the issues "oresented a -jlanned course
was .necessary. In March, 193/ this fact r/;.s suyyested to the Adminis-
tration (56). Certain factors which should be considered were -ointed
out*. There must be determined whether sufficient facilities exist in

the ""v-rticular locality. The following questions are involved.

1* How shall available capacitj/' be measured?

2. How much importance should' attach to available storage
facilities in measuring capacity?

3. How many reasonably anticipr.ted 'potential demand be estimated?

4. How much consideration should be given to the productive
capacity of slants in localities surrounding the one under
consideration? (57)

The next step is to such.major "oroblems as monouolies and
mbnopolistic practices, price, service and obsolescence (58). If it

is felt that ner; capacity is desirable the problem of who should furnish
it is presented (59). finally, ITRA had failed, in the case of this •in-
dustry; to adopt the usual pattern of. public utility regulation thought
necessary to safeguard the -oublic in return for which ncers of a public
guaranteed monopoly- are granted (60). 1TA had put the cart before the
horse. It then had forgotten the horse.

Later memoranda (61) suggested that important provisions of the
Ice Code were not grounded in a oro-per interpretation of the undisputed
economic facts, but -.ere, rather, based on theoretical assumptions and
fallacious argument*

If such allegations were made to the court with any convincing case
to bach then up, a great temptation would be olaced upon the courts to
fully consider the facts independently. Aside from the substantive pro-
blem the fore part of this study illustrates .the many difficulties that
arise from an attempt to establish an adequate procedure. The immediate
problem, and that is the one usually pressing vroon the administrator
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untrained in the problems of procedure, is not always the one mist
needful of attention. The ease of shifting the "burden to the Code
Authority did not nean fairness nor was it designed to please judicial
requirements. The propriety of delegation to the Code Authority and
its agencies as apart fron procedure is the subject of later con-
sideration (62)*

III. I.IALFEASAECE (63)

An administration has a responsibility to the public and to those
with whom it has direct dealings for the honesty, skill and the negli-
gence of its agents and those- to whom it entrusts power (64). In its
early days ERA had little check over the activities of its Code
Authorities (65). This was partly due to haste in completing an or-
ganization and the prevalence of the industry self-government notion,
with its corollary that ERA should discourage the appearance of control
over code authorities. The full value that could have been had from
the device of administration members upon code authorities was never
fully realized (66). Supervision of code authority activity was de-
manded by the vast powers of government redelegated to the code
authorities (67). That ERA recognized the need for such a check is in-
dicated by, the creation of the office of Code Administration Director
(68) and the issuance of orders to employees to be alert for abuses of
power (69).

A common form of abuse lay in code authority interpretations of
code provisions without ERA approval (70). The anomalous position of
code authorities gave to these "interpretations" the force of law in
the minds of most members. Illustrative are a series of code authority
rulings for the California Sardine Processing Industry (71). These
rulings attempt to do such things as establish warehousing and other
charges (72) , give the code authority a control over the figuring of
cost for contracts (73), set up a formula to determine depreciation in
figuring cost (74), and prevent publicity being given to price lists
(75). There was no basis in the code or approved cost-accounting system
for the action attempted by these rulings (76).

Responsible ERA officials were sometimes connected with such
activity. Usually interested officials knew what auction had been taken
by the code authority. It was their particular responsibility to know.
Knowledge and quiet acquiescence or disinterest in what the code authority
did without actual knowledge are both open to severe criticism. Even
more Questionable was the action of officials purporting to approve
rulings or lending sanction by their presence at the time of action to
the authorities' activities when regular ERA. procedure was not followed.
Rulings were made without authority, when the Administrator had never
delegated the power to make such rulings, or where procedure called for
consultation of advisers and publication through Code Record. The Wall
Paper Code (77) provides that the "failure to maintain an adequate
differential in selling prices to the wholesaler and retailer". is an
unfair method of competition (78). In July, 1934 the Executive Com-
mittee of the Uall Paper manufacturers and Thole sale Codes met. Two
ERA officials were present (79). As a result of this conference a ruling
was made upon the question of an "adequate differential" to be "binding
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upon the Industry and to be observed by all manufacturers" (80). It

'-'as not until nine months later tin I RA acted upon this rulin •:. It

then disapproved it (81). The some industry issued other rulings upon

important matters under similar conditions. (82)«

Other grave excesses of po^er occurred. The Paper Napkin Industry

assumed to act as an independent subdivision of the Paper and Pulp Indust-

ry (83) although it had never been Iven a divisional code by the NBA

(84).

The Shipbuilding and. Shiprepairing Industry (35) feeling that an

emergency labor situation existed in the fall of 1933 alloved members of

the industry to disregard the maximum hour provisions of the code (8G).

The Deputy for the industry vas present at meetings of the Code Authority
and knew that such action vas taken (87). The industry never requested

an exemption or amendment to allow this practice, and it was not until

January 1935 that the Administration evinced any interest in these open

violations of the Code (88).

The lien's Clothing Industry (89) purpoted to issue "approved inter-
pretations" allowing individual exceptions and class exemptions from code
provisions (90).

A provision against accepting return of worn and washed garments (91)
in the Undergarment and Negligee Code (92) was made the basis for the

establishment by the Code Authority of'a bureau to pass upon the need
for adjustment under the Code or garments returned (93). Similarly, the

fact that members of the Corset and Brassiere Industry (94) vere not to

accept payments of account where excess discounts vere taken became the

basis for en optional plan whereby the Code Authority vent into the col-
lection business (95). The propriety of a trade association is not a
question here. The problem vas that of an unauthorized assumption of
power "oy a code authority of which the NBA had full knowledge (96).

NBA vas responsible for partial administration of pricing provisions*
In a number, of industries such provisions were not used, except to harass
members thought to be "out of line" (9?). Coercion by code authorities
to keep prices up was all too common (93). "Suggestions" as to price,
though not of as serious a character v,ere not usually contemplated by the
code provisions in connection vith rhich they '-'ere made (99). All such
actions where the code authority acted in excess of its povers, since
they vere not protected by any portion of the Act or a, code ma.de 'pursuant
thereto, the code authority acting in excess of its powers, were in vi-
olation of the Anti-Trust Acts. As NBA had the responsibility for making
codes . suspending these lavs and. for the creation of code authorities it

should not have idly allowed such activities to pass unchallenged. This
was the attitude expressed, by members of the Senate Finance Committee in
its hearings upon NBA (I00)i Price fixing and price control vere often
accomplished by "rulings" ana scheduler issued by code authorities in
addition to the "suggestions" and coercion. This vas particularly true
of the coo.es in the graphic arts grou^ (101). A Division Administrator
even sought to issue as official a. "Price Determination Schedule" based
upon the price lists which had oeen proclaimed to the graphic arts in-
dustry (102) by its code authority as binding (103).
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Proyisions stated in general language capable of numerous interore-
tations served as clubs to be held over the heads of ^eak or uniformed
industry menbers who could not afford to have trouble by challenging the
code authority (104).

Officials of KRA in addition to the situation already pointed out
did not always fully live up to the responsibilities of their positions*
One major problem bringing uo this poirt was the system of "selective
justice" used by NRA in prosecuting violators (105). The usual theory
of justice is that "hen violations, are brought to the attention of a
responsible administration they will be prosecuted. No single official
or group of officials can be held to be remiss for this. This was "PA
policy for which the Administration as a whole was responsible.

NPA officials knew of a threat made by persons associated with a
code authority to push old criminal charges against the executive sec-
retary of a. rival code authority unless he resigned his position (105).
The executive secretary refused to resign.- He,was arrested, but the

charges were -dropped as the facts indicated there had been no real crime
committed. ITRA never took any action to prevent such persons, as those
making the threats, from serving upon a cod.e authority.

The most honestly conceived actions were not always the most legal.
The Consumers 1 Advisory Board feared the declaration of emergencies and
the resulting price-fixing. It, therefore, consented to allow one of its

advisers to go to Cincinnati as a. representative of the Deputy Adminis-
trators in charge of the Baking Code (107) and enter into negotiations
with local bakers there leading to agreements by those bakers with each
other establishing certain minimum prices (108)*

Such agreements were made and followed for. a considerable period.
There was no basis in the code for such action which was of the type not
favored ~"oy the Anti-Trust La~s.

The examples observed indicate instances of malfeasance. Pea,sons

may be offered why they occurred. Still, administration should earnestly
labor to avoid malfeasance upon the part of its officers and delegates.
As the Act grew to its close serious efforts were made in this Direction,
If the problem had been fully considered at an earlier date, perhaps,
even more could have been done to nrevent mal-admini strati on.
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CHAPTEB XII

COMPLIANCE 2U1E ENFORCEMENT
ACTIVITIES

The procedure used in this field was mer^ subject to change than

that in th° code-making process. Therefore, it is mor° difficult to

give an accurate description. Certain inh^r^r.t limitations should be

observed. The mass of administrative legislation was so tremendous that
• it contained requirements which ^ere higher than the common

practice enforcement was required (l), "•H.- 1

.. consciously strove to

rais° "both trade practice and labor, particularly the latter, standards.
Thetremendous amount of enforcement and educational activity necessary
to make the structure effective can he aooreciated* As the patriotism
of the initial drive gave way to a more practical viewpoint, and en-

forcement became the need, difficulty developed in that the increasing
army of inspectors did not kee-p pace with the demands made uoon it. A
compliance division was first organized over six months after 1T.R.A.

was initiated. Non-compliance had by then broken down many codes (?).

Even after the Conroliance Division came it long occupied an impotent
position (?).

Much of K.R. A.'s numos could have been accomplished ,--itho\it the

terrific compliance problem. It was th° industries or trades composed
almost entirely of small units that presented such terrible r^cor^s of

non-compliance as to make a public .joke of H.R.A. cod.e requirements (4).
It ^as in the retail tr^de, the retail food and grocery trade, the res-
taurant business, automotive parts and enuroment retail trade and the
bakery industry that great masses of violations arose through ignorance,
refusal to bear hardships resulting from unreasonable code provisions,
or desire to gain advantages through Labor or trade practices to offset
advantages of better organized Competitors (5). Situation where no in-
terstate commerce could be found also presented baffling problems to

compliance officers (6). Pler^ they ^ere usually content to let well
enough alone,-

I

The inadequacy of the staff numerically was vital. Ho matter ™hat
the training or ability of individuals trving to secure complianc° was,
there "ere not the physical numbers to cor>e ^ith the major violations,
l Q t alona thQ myriad of petty ones* Industries can be charged ^ith a
grQat decree of responsibility. Either failing to understand the nature
of law and administration or in their greed to straight-jacket indus-
trial practice countless silly and unenforceable provisions were mad.e

law. Cur recent experience with national prohibition should have furn-
ished a warning. It was heeded by few. As a result thD violations were
so numerous that the federal district attorneys and th° Department of
Justice would have be=n swamped by 1T.R.A. prosecutions alone had every
violation b°°n taken to court (7).

New Law cr°pt,o? new problems of interpretation. It is doubtful if
anyone conceived th° vast number of auctions this new law would engen-
der. As field men could not issue interpretations the -"hole process
of enforcement r^n into an administrative "bottle neck in that such mat-
ters had to clear back through the Washington office (3). Likewise field
men were far from fully equipped with material relating to the law they
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were to enforce. It was quite frequent that field men did not even have
cooies of codes they were to help administer. The problem of the field
adjuster and his superiors in the field ^as difficult enough even had he
been given all the assistance desirable in the form of interor°tpti<~>ns,

copies of codes etc. (9). Thes° men had to "both find facts and aooly the

law to those facts.

The first activit" had to do with P.R.A. enforcement. Agencies
known as "Local N.R.A. Compliance Boards" were employed (10) . Here the

approach was one of educating employers to live up to the agreement (ll)

This means was short-lived and "?s soon replaced by the Compliance Di-

vision.

The charter for Code Compliance is found in "Manual for the Adjust-
ment of Complaints" ( 12) . The r°st of that title reads "by State Direct-
ors and Code Authorities". It aTD-oea.rs that adjustment "'as to he secur-
ed not alone "by government officers but "by Code Authorities. In fact,

this was the clearly stated policv of the Administration (l?).

It is well recognized that adninisti—>tive adjudication r°ouirs a.

much higher standard of -procedural due process of law than administra-
tive legislation (l4). NBA, by its very scheme, faced the difficult
nrohlem of enforcing law made bv a majority- '-'ill of tie industry uoon
a dissenting minority (l5). If the same law had he<=n made bv statute
there would have likewise! b oan this majority-minority solit, "but the
feeling probably would not have b = °n ?s intens° had Congress passed
th Q law as in case "here a group of ccmoet iters made th= la1" bTr peti-

' tion to !\TPA.

As ha? be^n repeatedly pointed out. the F.I.R.A. ' s procedural
scheme was entir alv ne^. Its enforcement procedure was no exception.
The only crimes defined "by the Act were violations of administrative
action - Code provisions and rules and regulations properly -r°scribed
by the President (16). Two methods of enforcement ^ere provided: (l)

the regular processes of the Federal Trade Commission, and (2) direct
proceedings hv federal district attorneys (l7) . NBA set uo elaborate
procedures, but for a considerable period, of time made little effort
to use the methods of enforcement provided in the Act (is). NBA pre-
sented the unusual spectacle of pn attempt to enforce delegated legisla-
tion by meditation, conciliation, arbitration a.nd practically all other
ways thean those specified in the Act (l9) . There was crested a vast
system of "compliance" with no specific statutory basis that long re-

placed the "enforcement" methods of thQ Act (?0). "Enforcement" wPS
not had against all Icnown violators of the Act. Instead or°ssure,
threats, promises, and cajolery ",oro the common means. Only in the °x~

traordinary cpse wa.s r°sort had to enforcement, so that the system
could be rightfully celled one of "selective justice", (gl) ! Actual and
possible methods of "compliance" present themselves in "bewildering ar-
ray. NBA codes w°r° from o -ie aspect lic Qnses grent Q d b -"- the President
(or by NBA). As such, they could hav° l)"n suspended or revoked for
proper cause (?.?). One method which oou?d have b = °n us°d to coerce
obedience from persons or firms benefiting from the codes would have
been to have suspended the code of the industry. The weakness was that
this would not Secure compliance from persons or firms net interested
in the code and not assenting to it, nor would it even secure conformity
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from interested members of the industry an<? assant*rs unless the balance

of benefits to the industry out^ighed the burden of th* action d«sired.

Of similar character "fis the withdrawal of the "blue eagle". General

Johnson was imbued with the ides of making the "blue earte" the symbol

of a great moral crusade for better conditions in industry ^n^ labor, so

that its withdrawal would place an unbaarabl a stigma uoon nn,ron° losing

the right to disoley it. This might have circumvented some of the legal

difficulty of oowers (23). Later, it was snon that difficulties of a

more t°chnioal "but just as serious nature could have come out of this

method. After allowing use by industry, had the government a -protectable

int°r°st in th rt mark, and if it did, was it or\° that could "b° ca-oricious-

ly exercised? From the moral aspect the method seeded to enjoy early

success, "but when the same "blue eagle" was withdrawn for oetty trade

practice infractions in which the public saw no humane cause, it lost

much of its significance. Then too, as the fervor of the crusade wore

off, many consumers did not carefully inquire whether the cheaper of

like articles was made and sold under the "blue eagle". This discussion,

also, applies to the use of NBA labels for "comoliance" ouroos°s.

More practicalj but ouit Q as xtnusual was "comoliance" by boycott.
Here the government refused to l<=t contraots to low bidders ,_Tho had not

signed a. certificate of compliance (.24). The Comptroller Ceneral's de-

cision uoon this method "er° never conclusive. (25) < Despite this' it":\70uld

have only be°n effective against industries and individual corn-ponies who

™ould have s Qriouslv f°lt the loss of government business. The value of

this comoliance form will -probably never be loiown (25a) .

As has b Qo n suggested there was cajolery, education, n°rsuasion,
thr°atening, and much loud talk and bluster, desnite the fact that it

was known that the courts did not look with favor uoon some of these
methods (26).

There mere efforts at "comoliance" that almost amounted to an at-
tempt by NRA to lift itself by its bootstraps. Provisions were placed
in codes that Code Authorities might sue to collect delinouent assess-
ments (27). This was delegated legislation without the "delegated".
Here was an attest to enforce sub-legislation hy other and not author-
ized sub-legislation, unless th° enforcement methods of the Act ^ere not
intended to be exclusive. Another such m^ans used were the code -provi-

sions allowing liquidated da,mage agreements by industry memb°rs. Despite
an opinion by the Attornev-G-eneral condemning a. similar oractice b Tr the
Federal Alcohol Control Administration as unauthorised by the Ao.t (28),
NRA actively employed this method -until th° spring of 1935.

"Comoliance", undoubtedly, can be attributed in oart to the inadequa-
cy of th° "enforcement" means -provided b^ the Act. The Federal Trade
Commission was not ready to declare any oode violation an"unfair method
of competition" within the meaning of the Federal Trade Commission Act
(29). Even had it b°°n willing, it is doubtful if it ^ould have afforded.
a successful method (30) . A soecial administrative court might have b°°n
a heloful enforcement agency (3l), but the exoe r i^nce of th° short-lived
commerce court should not be forgotten (32).

Attempts of the Administration to alio" individuals to sue, or of
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individuals to sue, and in fact -men " compliance" activity ignored a

strong line of C2s°s established undQ r the pnti- trust la^s (33) to the

effect that only the remedies provided in the Act might "be used (34).

Not only did such activities ignore this line of cas p s, "but it apparent-
ly ignored the sane principle stated by the courts in reference to the
NRA (35). Those cas a s prevented persons from suing to enforce the

statute; they did so on the announced principle that only the remedi°s

of the Act we're available.

Finally the emphasis was shifted to enforcement (36). This did
not immediately lift all cloud from NBA activities in this field. Al-

though it has been considered law that Congress nay make the violation
of an administrative regulation a penal offense (37), the use of dis-
cretion in the- selective application of enforcement n»s still Question-
able (38) as ^er Q the continued use of methods not authorized by the

statute. A specified aid to enforcement - the reauir°ment of reports
and keeping of accounts - --ras established by the Act (39), but as has
been suggested its us° should have b Q°n made sparingly and with an eye

to the decisions of the courts (40).

Comolaints originated from sources outs id." of NPA (4l) . They were

usually telephoned in or sent in th° form of a lett"r b Tr some interested
person. This person might be an employee who f el t that he had be°n
wronged, an interested, "oerson d.esiring to secure justice for an eraoloy-

ee, a competitor, or even a meddler. NPA itself made no efforts to se-

cure complaints until in its final staff°s it inaugurated clrivQ s of "mass
compliance" wher°by an industry was selected- and inspectors were assigned
to carefully check the compliance in that particular industry. Com-

plaints might also Come from code authority agents who had b°=n unable
to adjust the complaint by the orocess°s ^ithin the code authority.
Roughly, complaints might be divided as 75?o concerning labor nro^isions
and the remainder concerning trade practice provisions. In the case of
industries having no trade -ora.otice complaints committees, complaints
were referred to the Administration directly. In addition, if the com-
plainant or the respondent felt the matter would not receive proper
attention at the hands of the code authority, he coiild always demand
that officers of the Compliance Division handle the matter.

After the complaints cane in they were reduced to a specific form
as a matter of administrative convenience. They were then analyzed to

determine what provision of a particular code had be°n violated. If
there were no substance to the complaint, either as a matter of law
or evidence, or if it w« r Q obviously a "crank" complaint, it might be
rejected. If it were not anonymous it would probably be r°turned to

the sender with the explanation of the reason it had been so tr°ated. A
complaint that was accepted was next placed upon thQ docket. This
meant that some formal disposition had to be made of such c?s Q s. There
were many cases placed upon the docket in which no formal action wPS
ever taken. This might result from th° fact that the complaints in-

volved, difficult questions of interpretation which had. never been set-

tled. There were a number of instances r,her 3 thes" suspended cases be-
came so old and such a burden upon efficient administration that they
were wiped off the docket in wholesale lots.

Aft°r the complaint was turned ova r to the ^rop°r official, either
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the labor coranlaints officer or th° trade practice complaints officer,

it was assigned to an adjuster. This adjuster becomes v^ry imoortont

in the schem°s of com^lianc h°cat\se he rn oras^nt°c1
. the first contact

of government with the individual. The pO just°~ would send a letter

to the respondent, stating the charge whioh hsd heen made against him

and asking him to answer whothT the charge w#§ true or not, and to

state, if true, what had h^°n don° to rectify the violation, and if not

true, to state his version of the facts. A cot>y of the code involved

and an explanation of the meaning of aa" particular orovision involved

might "be sent along "£th this letter. At the some time th=> complainant

was notified that an investigation "as being made and that he would be

informed of its results. If no recly s heard from this lett°r, two

other letters were sent, the last on^ informing the r°s"eondent that the

comola.int would b^ referr°d to th° National nr Regional Comoliance Di-

rector.

After the adjuster had entered into negotiations ™i :th the respond-

ent, he had to determine to his o;n satisfaction whether there had be=n
a violation of the code.

.
Then* unless the respondent would immediately

agre=> to a settlement, it ^-^s necessary to try to persuade him to settle.
H°re it was ouite natural for the adjuster to advance certain arguments
as to the desirability of settlement desuite th° foot that he ^?s under
a duty to advise the respondent of his right to a/opeal. It was desir-
able to settle these many cases which aro.se os early as- possible, and
to do this the adjuster might suggest that having such a. problem arise
and remain unsettled would cost the respondent loss of business or
prestige in his communitv. He might furter suggest th° value of the

Blue Eagle economically and point out the costliness of court "orocedure.

These arguments ^er° all matters of informal negotiation. The adjusters
in the main conceived their function as on^ of education. In the labor
questions the usual, requirement was that monetary- adjustments be made
and a. certificate of compliance "b° signed, while in trade practice vio-
lations the usual requirement top S that a certificate of future compli-
ance be signed. However, either in labor or trade .."oractice violations,
the violation ^s frequently re-peated or was of too odious a character,
the adjuster and. his immediate suoeriors might refuse to settle the mat-
ter in the way indicated.

In ce,se a. settlement was not reached, the next steo was to refer the
matter to th° National Comoliance Director, or in later days, after ?n
effort toward decentralization was made, to the Regional Comoliance Di-
rector. This "o Q rson decided the course of action to b a taken. Kr might
decide that litigation should result. This might be had as a. result of
the NIRA or some State enabling statute. The Director might decide that
it ^as a -oro-Qer case to be r°ferr^d. to the Federal Trade Commission.
This -orocedure ^si used only in a very few instances. Another course
of action was presented in the removal of the Blue ^r gle. In th° case
of certain service trades it "^as not necessriy for the Regional or
National Director to ^n^a the decision, but this uow<=«r wPS d°legated
to the State Director.

Throughout this orocedure resT)ond.ent was notified of his right to
aot>eal. Balanced, against this must b° considered th° difficulties
that such a -orocedur off^rQ d. Aside from the sanctions end. -r^ssure
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pressure which night b° placed U'jon resoo-dents in the early stare of

the compliance or investigatory orooedure, his -orooerty rights as such
were not affected until litigation 'ts commenced in the court. There

must be exc°r)ted, howe.v^r, the -oroblem of the rQwoval of the Blue Eagle.

Whether such a removal de^river1 an individual of -orooerty ^ill b° con-

sidered shortly. Since the reso^ndent had to he "brought into court he-
fore a fine or oenalty could he legally assessed against him, he had an
opoortunity in most inst^nc Q s to raise 'all Questions of sutstance and
procedure which he thought important to his c?s D

. It must b° considered,
however, tha.t the use of sanctions in earlier stages without the author-
ity of law wp.s. ooen to s°rious Question and might actually -or°judice

rights P.nd\ interests cf a respondent.

As the cases rest in their disorganized state,, it is extremely dif-
ficult to "orediot what orocedural due -orocess ma:/ reQuire tomorrow. In

"narrow review" fields, particularly taxation, a hearing any time he-
fore the f ina.l collection of the tax, or even after. that if it has he=n
paid in other and specified means of protest, is considered sufficient
due -orocess. (42) . By analogy, and it must he remembered that there is

a poor coraroarative "basis "between tax collection and, "business regulation,
it might he said that due process' is satisfied "by the hearing had in the

court or "before the Federal Trade Commission satisfied due -orocess re-

quirements. This is excepting the removal of the ""blue eagle", ^hich
if its use was treat°d as a property right, demanded full notice and
opportunity to state a case as well as other safeguards the courts might
feel fairness would demand (43)

.

But due -orocess of law can mean much more than hare orocedural forms.
It can mean fairness and good administrative ora.ctice. When the courts
have felt that justice demanded a more close control by then of proced-
ure and higher standards of fairness they have not been reluctant to act.

Investigation to find violations ^ould see^ a orooer administrative
function. N.R.A. a.otivitv wp.s nev°r for that ouroose, with a fe^ exeeot-
ions, hut wa.s mainly directed a.t ironing out difficulties and agree to

suoport the codes. It T).
ava r r°cognized tha.t in soit 3 of patriotism,

which must necessa.rily he short-liver!., there, would b° those who would
violate codes (44). Assuming that such, mediation and education activi-
ties were not legally objectionable, the systen of "selective justice"
that was developed seemed highly Questionable (45). It was not designed
to create judicial trust in the administration of 7? .?..A. This situation
could have been linked with, the vaious t-yoes of duress r°sorted to by
1T.R.A. officials and used to stride do'mi the ma.jor functions of "oomoli-
ance".
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C" APTEH XIII

POW 3 " . ! I.1A

A number of the powers IT3A sought to exercise are specifically

enumerated in the Act (l). It starts off with a declaration of policy,

which is not a power, but might be called a limitation, in the form of

standards, upon the powers granted (2). The Supreme 3ourt refused to

consider this as a proper standard or limitation upon the exercise of

delegated power (3). Next the Act provides for the creation of ad-

ministrative agencies by the President (4). Although this was a novel
pre.ctice it does not seem to be as objectionable as many forms of

delegated power. This is true despite the fact that some State courts
have challenged the validity of a delegation of power to an executive
to create an office (5). The prevailing view is probably contrary to

this, as the demands of administration may reasonably require the

delegation of such power. This is no abdication as such, though it

may be the instrument through which substantive powers are abdicated.

The powers to approve codes of fair competition (6) , agreements

(7), and to impose licenses (8) or limited codes of labor provisions

(9) were the real .neat of the delegation, standards aside. The effect

of exempting from the operations of the anti-trust laws was corollary
but of utmost practical importance. As incidental to these powers,
two methods of procedure were specified. These were the dual enforce-
ment procedure of applying to the federal district courts or the

Federal Trade Commission (10 ) and the investigatory procedure of the

Tariff Commission (11). The President was given the further powers
to delegate authority to the administration of the Agricultural Ad-
justment Act (12) , to prohibit transportation in interstate and foreign
commerce certain petroleum products (13) and to initiate proceedings
before the Interstate Coiimerce Commission leading to the regulation
of rates for the transportation of petroleum products (14). Tfte

President was given the specific power to require reports to be made
and accounts kept as conditions to his approval of proposed codes (15).

In addition the Act attempted to set up certain standards for
the Administration (16) and the industries (17) and others that
might be called negative standards in that it was mandatory that
these things be found not to exist before there could be a proper
approval given to a code (18).

In addition to these powers specifically granted other sources
of powers existed. Certain minor powers are incidental to and a
normal part of the main grant of powers (19). These are necessary
to efficient administration. Other powers may be implied. In the
administrative field as in the municipal field, the implication must
come after a delegation by the legislature (20). This weakens the
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position of a claim of li lied po r 11 c rurts. Such implica-
tions it in usually sail must jo n : ry, essential, r Lndispensable,

n t ra rely Lent. Students of administrative law frequent]

think in terms of constitutional Law. They beo \i d to the broad
use of implied powers made by Chief Justic shall , his colleagues,
and successor justices in building up the fedora 1

, power. But sui

i] Led >owers are not t( bo confused with implied powers claimed to

t after a delegation by Congress. These would seem to be more
closely analogous to the delegated legislation found in municipal law.

ITo comprehensive analysis of the powers IT?A claimed as imiicd
or incidental is necessary to this study, (21) Some few of those may

profitably "be mentioned. Interpretation is necessary to indicate the

meaning the Administration felt should be Ivor, the Act ant
1

coder, made

L*eunder. It is so essential to administration that it coulc"1 bo said

to be indispensable and so an implied power. Not so clear arc powers to

make — - insignis and to remove it as a punishment when other enforce-
ment means are already specifier1

in the Act, nor are the other various
HBA enforcement activities without [uestion (22). The requirement of

contributions and makir. of assessments resent a similar problem (23).

Hiring arc" firing employees and making regulations concerning them seems
incidental arc unquestionable. Tim dismissing of Code Authority members,
however, is net such a clear power. As the -..dole Coc'.e Authority problem
rests upon doubtful round, this Question woulc

1 seem to revolve upon the

decision of the Coco Authority problem. As long as Code Authorities
acted as yoremment ayeiicics, a control of ycrsonnci would seem essential.
Affecting individual contracts (24) and the roouircment of trade prac-
tices contrary to specific requirements of the Act would seem to have
little basis in the Act. Sore o the more important of these eroblems
will be considered below.

After the passaye of II.I.d.A. a number of writers expressed the

feeling that it would be held constitutional (25). Enthralled in the

depths of economic disaster it se med "but one short step legally for
the court to uphold the Act. dew writers were so naive as to feel
that it was constitutional in the then state of the cases. Pather
they felt it had been so drafted that the court oy a mere forward
step coulc" uphold it. These views then, in most cases, were expressions
of hope or cesire. The illogical part of the situation lay in the
fact that if this new agency improved economic circumstances, the con-
ditions ;^ressir\ for the upholding of the Act would no longer be so

strongly present.

EPA should have early made a cr reful analysis of the constitu-
tional doctrines underlying the Act. This study would have afforded
a more intelligent basis upon which to proceed, presuming that UFA
desired the Act to be upheld. Prime among these doctrines was the
oyaostion of interstate commerce. Powers of the federal government
under the Commerce clause {?,o) are closely related in the cases to

the "due process of law" concert (27). The approach to the question
is facilitated if the cov.rt' s attitude is Icept in mind.

The Commerce power was the major portion of ITIFA's censtitu-
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tional foundation (28). A cursory glance at some of the leading com-

merce cases v :ill afford a basis upon which to form a general view

of the commerce concept. In Ci"o"bons v. 0;_ den (29) the attempt of

the court v.-as to broaden commerce from tarter, sale, and trade to

include transportation. Said the court, "The counsel for the ap-
pellee would limit it to buying or selling or more interciiange of

commodities, and do not admit that it comprehends navi, ation" (30)

.

And although purely local transactions were not a recognized part

of interstate commerce, the diets, of the court indicated a willing-
ness to judge this question in terms of convenience and necessity

(51) This open-rnindedness to needs placed upon government charac-
terized this early court. In licCuIloch v. iiaryland , Chief Justice
Marshall strongly condemned a rule of construction that did not take

into consideration changing and immediate circumstances differing
from those at the time of the founding of the Constitution (52).

As a result the concept of commerce was far more broad for the fed-

eral government of the early nineteenth century than it is, consider-
ing the economic facts, for the government of the twentieth century.

Before proceeding, it is well to repeat Chief Justice Marshall's
famous definition of commerce:

"Commerce is intercourse; one of its most
ordinary ingredients is traffic. It is inconceiv-
able that the power to authorize this traffic when
given in the most comprehensive terms, with the

intent that its efficacy be complete, should cease
at the point when its continuance is indispensable

to its value." (53)

Later courts have net been so ready to justify regulations
of interstate commerce (3d) in the light of existing facts (55).
Today it is in the field of transportation that the interstate
commerce concept is most secure. This, indeed, is an unusual
situation from that existing at the tine of Gibbons v. Ogden (36)

Federal railroad regulation is firmly established (37). The courts
have seen the necessity for a "system adequate to the needs of the

country" (58) . The cases do net stop at positive regulation, but
extent to freeing transportation from local restraints, (59) Uor
does transportation stop with railroads, but rather it estends
to telegraph lines (40), pipe lines (4-1) and other transposition
forms (42).

Another use of the commerce concept has been to build, a fed-

eral police power (45). Congress has been sv.cccssful where the piir-

posc was protection or promotion of commerce in the sense of trans-
portation (44), where injurion.s commodities or illicit transactions
were denied the use of channels of commerce (45), or where there was
an atterrpt to aid the Sta.te jjolice power (4S)

.

The courts have consciously tried, to remove what they felt to

be inroediments to the free flow of commerce by prohibiting attempt-
ed State regulations (47). The anti-trust la.ws furnished an addition-
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al basis for the court's activities in this direction (48). This is

true in the labor cases (4S) t Other cases indicate a

disposition upon the part of the courts to regulate commercial sit-

tions by the p-nti-trust lr.ws th£ t cpulc not bo called, commerce in

the ser.se of the Ian uage of the Schechter decision (30) •

ie development of the "stream" theory of commerce offered
much encoura ement to those desiring to ree ITIEA upheld. It was

thought that " Swift v. U. S. (51), Stafford v. Vfallacs (52), and
Board of Trade v. 01sen (53) hrd completely mp.de archaic bhe views
expressed in such cases as 1 li 1

1

v. Tallaco (54) :;,.' U« S . v. T. C .

Knight Co . (55). With the liberal view taken by the covrt in recent
Federal Trade coses (56), and the expressed desire fcr full evid.ence

and the indication th- t cooperative price P.nd production control
activity mi, ht be Justified found in the Apjj :~. lr- chim Coals case (57),
all gave credence to the theory that the court was again ready to

embark- upon the sea of a broadened commerce concept. But .hose

cases should hp.ve been read iv the 15 lit of other decision 1
, in which

the court felt it was protecting commerce by narrower interp rota-
tions. Time, the court did not hesitate to follow these broadened
views in such a case as Locrl i:o. 167 v. U»

[

S . (58) which apparently
g?.vc so much false hope to v ov> rniaent counsel in the Schechter case

(59). It. was possible for the courts to broaden the views expressed
in these coses suggested to encompass the 1I.I.F..A. host of them did
n6t prefer to do so (60).

It must To recognized that though it is difficult to draw a
distinct line, that the courts clearly recognised that certain things
were not interstate commerce (61). K?mr »e

r

v. Da^enhart (6?.) illus-
trates the view that federal policy power can not be extended to

items 'or transactions not condemned by s generally recognized illicit
character. There existed a belief that the "stream" cases had in ef-
fect cut away much of the cases o-2 this case, nevertheless, it was
clearly seen that this case and the line it represented were the ones
to be avoided or overruled if h.I.h.A. was to be sustained.

The commerce concept is not made mere clear by a study of
cases ir.volvir State exercise of power. It is well recognized
that the taxing power of the State overlaps the regulatory power
of the federal government (63). Business may have both local and
interstate aspects for regulatory anf tax purposes. This is true
particularly in transmission of power (64) anc1 gas(65), and the
operation of railways (66), Certain matters are of such a predomi-
nantly local character (67) that the State's right to regulate under
the police power is never questioned (68). In other instances the
vital local character may outweigh the fact of commercial movement
(63).

Tar more State statutes than federal statutes, both rumerically
anc" in terms of percentage, have been challenged as an interference
with the proper flow of commerce. There is a dignity to federal
statutes which is not always carried by State statutes. Then too,
federal regulation has not so often taken the form of burdening com-
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raerce, nor has it smacked of governmental meddling to the extent that

the courts have felt some state statutes did (70).

. Some of the careful analyses made by Professor Corrin (71)

would serve to lend some order to -an apparent chaos. It clears our

thoughts to realize that apparently contradictory language does not

mean contradictory cases. The courts have more than one theory ap-

plicable to many tyoes of cases. That one case is -ohrased in the

language of a particular theory does not mean that a related or even

contradictory theory has been abandoned. Lore than likely it is

quietly awaiting its turn to be dusted off and used to furnish the

basis for an important constitutional .decision. This is said with

no intention to be unduly flippant in dealing with one of our .great

divisions of government. It is only natrual to express views in

terras which may go a good deal farther than the views on the partic-

ular cs.se. This judicial technique must be recognized, especially

the duality of theories available for the courts' selection. An ex-

cellent example of this is thoroughly illustrated in the coctrines

of "broad" and "narrow review" discussed earlier in this study.

Such variation in theories may have a fairly unified expla- .

nation. Professor Oorwin points out that "dual federalism" may in

part be explained by the courts' desires to protect vested interests

and to free the stream of commerce from impediments rather than to

extend or delimit governmental powers (72). The commerce concept

has been far from static. It could not remain still, and yet serve

the needs of growing industry. In the case of this concept the

growth was unusual. From a struggle to make commerce mean interstate

transportation there has developed a situation where the effort is

now to raake commerce mean anything but. interstate transportation(73)

.

As cases started to shove aside this narrow concept of commerce, it

was possible to visualize an idealized ERA as constitutional (74).

And as the needs of the country pressed home to the court that to

foster, protect, and promote commerce might demand regulation it was
possible that the courts might relinquish its long guardianship to

the legislature (75). If lotteries ,. .opium, and illicit traffic in
women may invoke a hitherto non-existing police power, could it

not be expected that grievous evils in industry and trade might
likewise invoke such remedies? (76) EPA should have clearly realized
that the Act and its administration must bear heavily upon the no-
tion that local business may seriously affect interstate business
(77). Put the enthusiasm for codes led 1

TPA so far afield that
counsel opposed to the government in the Schechter case could make
an ingenious but powerful argument against the interstate character
of codes merely by naming some of them (73). The government in the
Schechter case argued that the Ecw York price affected the price
over the entire country (79). Although there may be some argument
that trade practices governing local problems affect price or access
to market, the government '-s argument on this point is not lucid.
The burden upon the government was to show such direct affectation
of interstate commerce by industries codified to convince the court
that the best interests of our economy demanded such a system (79a).
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activities of H?A were so closcl related to that of the

Leral Trade Commission that the implication of cases involving it

can not be ignored. The Congress has encountered difficulty in

draftin statutes maani'ri^ much more, after interpretation "by the

courts, than the common law concerts of trade law (80) . The narrow

cases limiting the various statutes need to discussion (0l)# The

recent flurry of nor: liberal c»ses gave hopes to the cause of 1:PA

(82). Coupled with the language of the Appalachian C o? 1 s case (83)

t Lero seemed to "be good possibilities that the IT.I.P..A. might "be

sustained, (Od) But such views did not add in at its proper

weight (so it now appears) the allegiance of the court to the

economic case method in "business problems (84a). L'BA was not the

slow evolutionary development with which the Federal Trade Commis-

sion had started to ^ain some successes. In fact, an immediate

analysis of present needs far outweighed past decisions of the

courts. Price-fixing anc price-stabilizing devices were allowed

to flourish despite strong judicial pronouncements against then

(35). Certainly, there were strpng demands for such devices (36),

but 1T?A trade practice provisions went mutch farther than this. They

attempted to establish quality standards, trade customs, and regula-

tions of a purely technical nature over minute "business details.

3ach of these might have been vers admirable in itself, but as an

"unfair methoc of competition" had little basis historically, and

probably analytically (87). 1PA could not, except for a few bright

spots, have hoped for as much more favorable treatment than the Trade

Commission has received as would have been necessary to have sustain-

ed all its trade practices (83),

The notion of "business affected with ? public interest" has

been built up in recent years. It is a useful instrument by which
the courts forestall certain undesirable restrictive regulations (89).
This concept, based upon the mistaken reading by Chief Justice V'aitc

in hunr v. Illinois (90) of Lord Hale's Dc Pertibus Paris (91),

now looms large in the law of business regulation (92). The problem
was one of those P?A regulation should 'rave had to face had not the

Bene enter decision intervened (93). The nor famous case of
'

People
v. Pobbia (34) did much to allay some of the harsh and more question-
able sides of -the "public interest" concept, such as freedom in mak-
ing prices and contracts (95). The "liberty" of the 1830 's anc" 1900 's

seems to have been dying .rapidly (96). In announcing that there is

"no closed • . . category of business affected with a public interest",
the court made a positive contribution to the usefulness of the con-
cept (37). Having deflated any, notions that price can not be con-
trolled under any circumstances (98), the court turned to the due
process of law concept as used in the field of trade law. Legisla-
tive declarations of policy should not be hastily overruled by the
judiciary. Said the court:

"So far as the requirement of due process is
concerned, and in the absence of other constitution-
al restrictions, a state is free to adopt whatever
economic policy may reasonably be deemed to promote
public welfare, and to enforce that policy by legis-
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lation adapted to its -purpose. The courts are with-

out authority either to declare such policy, or

when it is declared "by the legislature, to override

it. If the laws passed are seen to have a reason-

able relation to a proper legislative purpose, and

are neither arbitrary nor discriminatory, the re-

quirements of due process are satisfied. "(99)

Put this language did not mean that the due process concept

will, no longer be .conveniently at nana where in a particular case

legislation appears to be unreasonable (100). Perhaps, the most

it means is that the iron hand will henceforth wear a silken glove.

Friends of ITHA. at the time of the decision of the ITebbia case were

unduly optimistic. They failed to consider what has' been pointed

out that the court did not say it would in the future unquestion-

ingly accept legislative findings or .declaration of policy, but on

the, contrary • indicated a keen awareness of controlling economic

facts, .and that the page involved' the policy power cf a State. And

so it was that counsel opposed to the government in the Schechter

ca.se did not meet an entirely unresponsive court when the concept

of "business affected with a public interest 11 and its implications

were presented to it (101)

.

The labor aspects of the IT.I.B.A. presented the most obviotis-

ly questionable constitutional bpsis upon which the Act relied.

While the IIEA was in its early stages and writers were declaring
that the Act would be .upheld, doubt was expressed as to certain of

the labor problems,- particularly wage differentials and minimum wage
fixing (10C)« •General Johnson, though .seeing no cause for failure

in the fact, recognised. that ERA could not o-poox to enforce substan-
tive labor provisions in the courts "by pains and penalties" . (103)

Section 7(a) (104) of' the Act was broad and needed interpretation
to fit it to the many.' situations' that would arise. It involved a

field over which the courts had shown a" disposition to exercise a

strong control (105), Although the federal .government had been re-
stricted in labor regulation to the ' transp.qrtatio.nal systems (106),
the courts had shown no hesitancy in finding such an affectation of
interstate commerce as to justify injunctions where labor activities
affected business usually considered local (107). A more liberal
note toward the -handling, of labor problems by the federal government
had been struck, in recent years (108). Such cases gave consider-
able hope to defenders of the IT. I. P.A. In fact, the Government in
its brief in the Schechter ca.se laid strong emphasis on the case of
Local 167, etc . v. U. S. (109) . This involved a proceeding in equity
under the Sherman Act against wholesale slaughter house operators,
an association of ma.rketmen, and two labor unions and certain of
their members. The combination conspired to allocate retailers to

wholesalers and to increase prices. Although the commerce point,
brining the case within federal jurisdiction was not clear (110),
the court folt that such a restraint upon business should be removed.

Seemingly the most powerful argument at the Government's com-
mand was that labor matters were used as methods of competition, and
as such, and as part of the cost of production and transportation a
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direct and strong effect was had upon ' bete commerce (ill).

The government attempted to avail itself of this vie-/ (11":), but

probably suffered from its too ready admissio J

-t of prime

>oses was to stii.ul to rurchasini >on

interstate competitive aspect (113).

Le "emergency" declarations in acts passed in 1933 '.ore

thought to stren, theirytheir constitutional b?.sis (114). Thif result

not reached when the Supreme Court had occasion to consider such

provisions (113). it lias Ion been thought th t an "emergency" rill

justification to ? measure no1 oth rwise justifiable (116).

Sou: of the cases growing ou1 of the \7orl-: "Jar v,ave wei ht to this

• (117). Later cases such a-, the /Went Case (113) indicated that

"emergency" might alio', an extension of ordinary pov:ers (113).
- hone alou^. this line was smashed by the Supreme Court. It

may be that the court brushed the "emer:
.

cr.cy" doctrine asifo be-

er use the "emergency" no lender 'existed in the courts' mi: 3 when

the cases T'crc decided.

Tuo legal basis for "assessmi ats" "vrcser.ts another important

problem. A£ a purely voluntary matter there is nc point in calling

"assessments" taxes. This refers to e situation where industry mem-

bers were asked to contribute but ho compulsion was brought to bear

upon them, anc1 not merely that they were assenters to ? voluntary

code."" . It might be argued that assenters to a code would bo legally

bound to pay reasonably assessed coco expenses (120). But this was

not the general trend in 333A. On the contrary, necessity decreed

that "assessments" must be made compulsory. Again because of the

ttnuaual scheme of 3" A, Unglish precedents must be usee. In Institute

of Patent Agents v. hachwood (121) the House of Lords proceeds on the

theory where Parliment made no provision for raising money 'to carry on

the activities of the Institute, nor made any- statutory .rant that it

must nave intended that the money be raised by the Institute under the

general powers given it, since Parliament realized that the activities
to result from the statute would cost money (122). Likewise the 1T.I.H.A.

did not provide for methods or money to defray code authority expenses.

It could be argued as in the Lpchwood croc that "Congress could scarce-
ly have failed to recognise that the agencies to whom the President
must necessarily delegate power would inevitably incur expenses". (12")

This recognition was not necessarily so readily existent as one writ-
ing at the time of the full speed activities of code authorities might
think* The Act was so indefinite that probably the vast majority that
voted for it as well as many who sponsored it never visualized the

nine of administration ant its resulting problems that would arise.

It is not to bo doubted if the nature an:" use of code authorities
had been the foreseen and approved that some effort would have been
made to have financed or provide a method for financing their activities,
or in lieu of that the argument made in the Loclrwood case might have
been fully tenable. As shall be seen in a later chapter (124) it is

open to question whether Congress ever understood at the time of the
passage of the Act or assented to the code authority system as it

developed.* However, if the code authority system ha-! been approved
and recognized oy Congress, resort could have been had to the doctrine
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of incidental uowers to support assessments. (125). Still it should "be

remembered that an administrative "body is held much mors closely to

their statutory charters than Congress has "been to the Constitution.

It might be that on such reasoning the courts would refuse to follow

the Lockwood case. It is not to be doubted that "assessments" could

have been made taxes by act of Congress presuming that the nurpose
of the Act had been found to be a valid public purpose. License
fees, inspection fees, and other fees, taxes, and charges falling upon
those receiving the regulation and its benefits have long oeen sus-
tained in our law (125). Statutes of this character by the federal
government are not uncommon (127). There is no need to mention the
types of code provisions (128). Some were voluntary, but the dominant
policy of NRA was to make them compulsory as best they could be. ' Re-
fusal to allow participation in a code binding upon an industry, with-
holding the use of insignia as well as other methods were indirect means
to make "assessments" mandatory. NRA did attempt to prevent the col-
lection of "assessments" as compulsory unless the code made non-pay-
ment a code violation and an itemized budget and basis of contribution
had been approved (129") . Although the placing of a provision in the
Code making non-payment a violation of the Code was thought to offer a
solution to the difficulty (I3^\it is not easy to see that it did.

Aside from the "incidential" powers doctrine which has been considered
and which if applicable would not require a code provision, little basis
for legality can be seen in the fact that non-payment wa.s made a cede
violation. There was no such magic in calling any action an "unfair
method of competition" that the courts would withhold a critical e^e.

Perhaps, a legislative declaration would carry such potency (even here it

it is doubtful), but certainly the finding of an administrative body
engaged in sub^-legi slation would not receive such respect. That the

courts would allow punishment of non-payment of ah "assessment" is hard
to "believe, unless some real unfair effect upon competition could he
visualized by them.

Although the cases, are few, it would seem probable thrt the courts
would not allow fee's or taxes to be charged by an administrative agency
not hased upon some positive statutory "bases. Despite the unusual case

of Hamilton v. Dillin (I3l) in which such a fee was charged as part
of the President' s power to license commercial intercourse with the

South during the Civil War, it is doubtful that mandatory "assessments"
would be called properly grounded without specific mention in the

statute (132^.

1I?A and the ITIEA were born in times of stress. If in the confus-
ion of these days some thought had been given to the sign pests of the

law, it night have been possible to have avoided much that irritated the

courts in less trying days, while yet accomplishing Eiuch. It is not
meant to contend for an instant that our present Supreme Court would
have upheld the NRA. if this had been done, but rather that the ITIRA

would have done all in its power to harmonize with the judicial tech-

nique while yet attempting to accomplish its objectives.
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CHAPTSR XIV

DELEGATION BY QCSG-HES'S

The maxim that delegated >ower can not be re delelated has lo

called "one of the settled maxims in constitutional law 11 (1),

his is true is not easily understood, in view of the Ion,"- line of

ases "07 the Supreme Court sustaining all delegations C6ming before

he::. Despite tnese decisions which would seem to have the effect to

Isccurage discussion of this question, it has be^n one of the most pro-

lific sources of constitutional speculation. This problem is an

xcellent example for students to use in discussing the separation of

bvernnental vio-ers theory ant
1 the tri-partite division of government,

hen too , more discerning students saw in the great mass of State c^ses,

nvclving municipal corporations particularly, sent" real existence and

eat in the theory of non-c'.elegability of powers.

The maxim "delegata p_o_te_sta_s ncn potest dele?ari ff (2) has a long

nd curious history. It has teen traced in antiquity to Justinian's
i^est (5) as a reference to jurisdiction, and its use in Brac'/.on in

hat sense has been the subject of more comment. Professor Duff in a

chol.^rly article has -pointed out that this maxim ,-rhich has been so

all;'
- accepted in our law upon the authority of Bracton, had no basis

n Bracton but owed its existence to an- omitted comma, "the carelessness
f a sixteenth century printer" (4). So, these words of Brocton uoon
examination come to mean "the King' s power is not diminished by dele-
stion to others" (5). This interpretation of the law is borne out by
he Statute of Proclamations passed, in' 1539, which delegated tremendous
owers tc Henry VIII (6). But to erase the maxim's basis in Bracton
oes net destroy it. Professor Corwin finds the source and form having
eal significance for our law in Locke's Treatise on Civil Government.

7). If this maxim, which has been paid lip-service in this country for
long, had been strictly applied in our constitutional law the

fficiency of our governmental system would have oeen strangled (8).
n fact, its effect upon the development of administration has "been
light" (S).

With the vast growth of administration and the growth of delegated
egisletion, questions of delegation became more important. This was
rue in England earlier than in this country (10 ). The old maxim
delegate, potestas non potes t delevari " was dusted off and used as a

eapon in attacking statutes granting sub-legislative power. In this
ountry delegation is seen as a due process of lav; problem (ll).
his would seem to be a more justifiable use of the concept, as in-
olving a broad question of constitutional procedure,' than the more
ubsta'ntive problems to which the "due process" concept has been
pplied. In the mass of legal articles upon the W.I. P. A., powers were
een as important but delegation was thought to present little diffic-

ulty (12). In 1825, the court could say that "the line has net been
xactly drawn which separates those important subjects which must be

ntirely regulated by the legislature itself, and those of less interest,
n which a general provision may be mode, and power given to those who
re to act under such general provisions to fill up the details". (13)
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This wa s the state of the cases in January, 1935. As cne commentator
said, "ilo delegation of power "by Congress has ever been invalidated; suc-

cessive delegations, each greater than the preceding, have "been upheld,"
(14) This was the important fact to most students of the subject (15).

The legal theory of delegation has "been suggested in an early
chapter (16). The legislature states the policy. The administrative
"body finds facts conditioning the application of the policy. Statutes
involving delegated legislative power are subject to classification.
1. Congress may declare the policy "but leave its enforcement dormant

until the administration makes it effective "by finding certain facts (17).

The facts to "be found may allow a considerable exercise of discretion.
This was one of the earliest forms. 2. Congress outlines the general
policies "but leaves to the administration the problem of filling in details
details (18). This mode is particularly valuable where detail not in-

volving broad policies is needed, where expert knowledge will furnish
technical knowledge, or where Congress can not foresee the many contin-

gencies, 3. Involving many of the same reasons as the preceding cate-

gory are situations where a certain measure of discretion must be given
to the administration (19). This is more true -hen delegations are made
involving subject matter not readily reducible to treatment by wrecise
formula.. These cases approach the line of legislation most closely (20).
Rate-making power, until recently, has been the outstanding example.

A survey of all the cases' here would serve no useful purpose (21).
Suffice it to say that in a long line of cases the Supreme Court never
found a delegation improper until the Panama Refining Case (22). Two

questions are of importance. ' The court could, have questioned the stand-
ard as being too indefinite, or it could have said this is a non-dele gable
power. Even today the court has never said that any particular attempts
to delegate powers of Congress are bad as the powers are non-delegable.
This line of approach should not be.'.: thought to be closed, however (23).
In light of the decisions the important question is how definite must a.

standard be. In Field v. Clark (24) if the President found the situation
as to Frny country in connection with certain items "reciprocally unequal

and unreasonable" he was required to suspend the free list. Though this

might not present a very debatable problem the standard was not stated
in precise terms, and. though mandatorily stated, by placing the power in

the President's hands it became discretionary. A similar standard,
though not to be exercised by the President, is found in the power given

the Secretary of War to require changes or alterations in a bridge over

a navigable stream if he finds that it is "an unreasonable obstruction
to the free navigation of such waters" (25). But where terms of general

nature are used in a. standard such as one for the approval of films

found to be tfof a moral, educational, or amusing and harmless character",

the standard would seem to be approaching the realm of indefinite norms.

The Supreme Court did not object to this standard, though (26). Even
the general term "public interest" was treated as a proper standard, the

court seeing it as limited, as the act "was designed to better assure
adequacy in transportation service" (27). A similar standard is found
in the words "reasonable. ... in the interest of the public and of commerce"

found in Avent v. U.S . (28). A statutory proviso that came before, the

court in United States v. Chemical Foundation, Inc . (29) allowed the
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'resident to make exceptions "in the public Interest 11 to the rule for
sale of alien property to the highest bidder at a public sale. Such a

proviso has no greater requirement than that presumed t n bo applied b a

.0 islature in making- legislation. It can easily be understood, from
bviewing these few examples, why the problem of standards was noi-

Bought to present any serious oroblem. Even when objection was taken
,o the administrative assumption of power under a delegation with bread

lards (30) neither the standards nor the delegation were attacked (31),

is len ; as the court has been able tc see some definite concept tied up
rith the standard, whether it was the one intended by Congress or not,
;he delegation has been held to be proper (.32). as students have nOw
fcrased it delegation is nroper; abdication is not. Some writers saw
lis possibility before January, 1935 (33). There was an excellent basis
.n the State cases for some constructive thought upon the question of

plegation. From these cases it was possible to set up certain tests
ihat delegation should meet to escape judicial criticism (34). As the

government presented its case to the Supreme Court two of the standards
if the Act were negative in character (3;

r
>). These were the requirements

;hat 1. there be no inequitable restriction upon admission to membership
md the requirement that the proponents be truly representative, and 2.

;hat the cedes should not promote monopolies or eliminate or oppress
small enterprises (36). By merely saying whet cedes could not be, no

standards were set up te guide the President in approving codes. For a

lositive guidance resort must be had tc the third standard suggested by
.he government's brief that the codes must tend to effectuate the policy
.aid down in the Act (37). The Declaration of Policy seems to be a. bread
preamble (38). The objectives of the Act are stated in broad *n& possibly
pDntradictory terms. Mainly reference is made to industry and labor,

rithcut restricting these to any concept of interstate commerce.

nggestions as tc the method to accomnlish these broad objectives were
ict found in the Act. Broad standards have been approved but never had
sc many and possibly contradictory ones been contained in one Act which
.ndicated no basic or underlying plan. It was obvious that the Congress

Lid not know what would be done, nor did the Administration. Here was
indication. The Congress had said, take over the problems of industry
md labor, phrasing it in platitudinous language. Despite what a careful

malysis would have shown at any time, the Panama Refining decision (39)

same as a distinct surprise to most informed persons. Delegations in

feigland had gone much farther than they had in this country, the English
purts being without judicial review have had difficulty in curbing them

[40). Delegations in the United States having been so bread a s has just
)een seen, it seems that in the Panama case the maxim directed against
lelegaticn "rises as a ghost to hamper" (41) government. That this maxim
rtiich had been kept alive by the State courts as part of the unwritten
constitution (4-2) would come to plague the federal Congress had been seen
laly by a few students (43). But Chief Justice Hughes" opinion in the

Panama Case gave flesh and stature tc this skeleton which had so long
rattled in cur constitutional closets. Here was a case that proved that
as had been intimated t lie re were cases where the judges would draw the

Line (44). The court felt apparently that if it upheld the delegation,
free as it was from standards, "it would be idle tc pretend that anything
TOuld be left of limitations upon the power cf Congress to delegate law—
facing functions" (45). Mr. Justice Cordoza contended against the Chief
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Justice that the policy of the Act "be cane the standards for 9(c) (46),
although later in the S chechte r Case he did not feel that it provided a

standard for 3(a) (47). The most precise reading will hardly discover
more than here "as a delegation in a field where the court felt tco

"broad standards undesirable.
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CHAPTER XV

DELEGATIO '

] PRESIDENT Aim N.R.A.

In the first instance administration is t] - of dele
rer (l). It also i. racterized internrlly by the delegation of

ow( -.- functions. When r board or commission is given power it is

ected that this power will he exercised by 'dinate3, ',•- em-
f the board or commission or the 1st bor (if one

entire responsibility) -re responsible for the ercise of the

cit; , but the; cannot, except in t >st minor i:ist .nee, ; o-

Ly perform the myriad of det: ils ej red bj J tistr tion (2),
ticularly is this true where duties -re piled up the Fresident,
re -Congress b s really intended to turn tin - tter over to executive

decision (".>)• There has been no uniform statutory practice in stp.ting

what pov/er or powers could he rede legated, especially where it see: in

natural that the duties will he performed 'by responsible subordinates
(4), Where it is thought that power will be rede legatee1

, to a more in-
endent official statutes have been more precise (5),

In the preceding chapter it has been seen that delegation by
Congress had never ^resented question of burning interest until
recently. This likewise is true of the r-roblem of redelegating powers
delegated oy Congress. As has Deen suggested redelegation in cert:.in

limits is the normal implication of the first delegation to administra-
tion. The question now arises could the recipient of the powers from
Congress so fir redelegate its powers that the courts would invoice the

maxim " dcleprta '"o tcsto s nor, potest dolog'.ri"? It would seem that this

might happen. If the st ; tutor/ practice is to specifically mention
delegations to be mr.ee to other agencies not directly responsible to

the agency receiving the pov/er originally, it- might be inferred that

Congress at least did not approve such r redelegation not specifically
authorized by it, Wliere powers are exercised ey the agency or person
receiving them but the ""•res-sure of work necessitates resort to staff
assistance, as this is a primary charachteristic of administration, ob-

jection on the delegation ground world not properly arise. This is as

long as z department exercised and was responsible fcr the powers dele-
gated to it, no question would seem likely to cone up, So with the

President granting his functions to ? cabinet officer or other official,
for in this unusual situation such persons might properly he considered
part of his staff. Tens problem is entirely in the realm of speculation,
with no direct, but only collateral assistance in the cases. It would

em logical to expect responsibility -end final determination to stay in

the "oerson or agency receiving the power from Con; rose. As in the ques-
tions of the delegation by Congress there can not he abdication. It may
be that this effect can be secured by too much reliance being given to

the recommendations of rdvisor? agencies, but that is a question of the

human equation not readily treated \s m tter of law, (6)

The ITIIIA specifically etc" ted that the President might delegate the

functions and powers given him to "officers, agents, and employees" (7),
It die net authorize redelegation by then. The President did establish
more than the iTEA under the authority of the Act (3), These agencies were
not subsidiary to NRA, but adjunct or separate agencies of equal status
to aid the President in administering the Act, 1!he exact st' eus of all
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such, agencies was never clear (S), but ^s long os they v;ere created "by .

the President they c.o not being up the question of remote redelegation.
The delegations made by executive order arc not open to this question
cither (10). Tney, too, were authorized "by the s x provision of the

Act. Redelegation by the ILRA, however, was open to question. Power
was redelegated by the National Industrial Recovery Board to the Deputy
Administrator for Hawaii (ll) and for Ala.ska (in) to* exercise the powers
delegated "by the President to the Board* Likewise the Administrator
redelegated power to the Deputy Administrator of the Service Trades
Section to approve trade areas and related actions (13; and to the
Deputy Administrator of the Distributing Trades Section to approve
certain local code authorities "nd councils (14). Even more question-
able was the vast redelegation (15) to Code Authorities (16) by 1TPA.

These redelegations wore not usually in the form of official orders (17).
Power was given, and approval was given by approving the code provisions
containing such grants jf power* When the grant of power was approved
by the Administrator ra.ther than the President the redelegation ques-
tion becomes more acute. Pirst the President had delegated the power-

to do certain things to the Administr' tor who in turn delegated it to

the Code Authority, which frequently redelegated the power to some com-
mittee or divisional or regional authority. (18) There is no rule that
can be applied to determine what is too remote r. delegation. But here
it can certainly be said the delegation went much further in number of

redelegations than is common practice. The test that the courts would
probably apply would be the broad one used in so many administrative
law problems, "Is this bad administrative practice?". Such remote
redelegations not recognized specifically by Congress would seem to be

undesirable administrative practice. When the public, feeling the

effects of the administration of the 1TI3A, came to realize that private
groups of interested persons were exercising great powers which could

effect its social and economic future, and no longer looked upon these
groups as agents of the President, then it would seem as a matter o:

r ad-
ministrative practice delegation had gone ton f-\r. When the effect of

action 'oi
t such groups was the final exorcise of administra,tive power, over

which 'only an Ineffective and formal control was maintained, then it might
be argued the a/dministrati on receiving the delegated powers had abdicated
the exercise of these powers in favor of groups unrecognized by the legis-
lature. r

J}~.ie annourfced policy of "Self—Government of Business" was not con-

sistent with i simple delegation of power cc the President and his sub-

ordinates.
,a

Delated to the remoteness of the reo.e legation is the -question of to

whom the power wa.s redelegated, and whether these persons or groups could
exercise such powe*r. It would seem perfectly proper to delegate power to

other federal officials such as was - poo ''hove the President delegated
powers under the HIBA to the Secretaries of Interior nd Agriculture (19).
The common practice Is to redelegate power to responsible federal officials
(20) . It h'.s Been 'hold proper for the federal government to use State of-
ficials where the Con. res s had so provided (21). This wa.s decided under
the stress of war, but no objection can bo seen to using a state official
where there is nothing in his state duties or responsibilities inconsistent
with his proper ok rformance of 'the federal duties given him.

To understand t :o legal aspects of too code authority problem in

relation to delegation, some bhought should Do given to the nature of code
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bhorities. Codo auti >rities ber d conflicts !

-:.ccs (22), '.'.'.ion the Code authority member was gi.v : ; r of

lie officer wi '< it f it ! to carry out tin est i itor-

csts of '

. overw ent . .. s w it. Yet s '
.

"•. r o 1

i b to the industrj to help promote it. Presume th t he could

possibly forget his industry's inter sts consciously, still tils whole

training would /or his industry , since 1 so : tely sym-

with its prdblems. VTithin his in str would be

rst with his own firm, i next with fir s of cl lis »wn«

•., too, few en cou] h ve ssibly Dee; ~ •

'h f-ir .1. I, :•

rd they strove. As t authoril rs i
ration

us\i lly came i. the Torn of r salary i- bj ' lember of the industry
for services as company executive, he could ill afford to jeopardize
his future securi' irness and impartiality (lent ided it.

lc IIIHA recogniz s that trr

. c \ ssociatior.s would participate in
the legisl tive process, but there is in it no recognition that they vrould
actively administer portions .m the result (23). The code authorities
were very largely foster. LI grew out of the trade associations pro-
posing codes. 3?he trade associ- tions r r< ser.tec! usually the most pro-
gressive -..v. larger interests in industry, n< from these interests, in

tnc main, code authorities w< r Irawn. There was in many cases close
"bond between the code authority of an industry anc its trade association.
In some cases one was ..rely t c alter ego ox" the other (24). MHA in its

first days, unecuipped to a< linister the mass of codes it was grinding
cut and imbued with the industry self-government doctrine, encouraged the

code authorities to t he over considerable administrative powers. This
is ^articualarly true in c~se of "commercial resolutions" which frequently

the effect of legislation. (25) This, coupled with the dominance of
tr, d.e as.sociations which in .: ny cases elected the code authority or con-
trolled its selection (26) , virtu lly gave to many industry groups the

powers denied them by t;.ie anti—trust laws and not specifically given them
by the codes. It can readily he seen that where a trade association pro-
posed a code provision which -'as denied by the Administration, and yet
tnere was given into its hands broad almost unchecked powers to effect
the same result in the form of code authority regulations, that the tempta—
tion a s too **reat for many to withstand* G-reat confusion resulted. At
the time of the Schechter decision there were still riry.y code authority

acre ;eing followed by.tions made with little or no authority th
industries. ILIA recognized this difficulty. Its efforts to erase it took
tuo forms: 1, ay ' oval by the le al advisor and the deputy without formal
approval oy the responsible authority was discontinued (27), and 2. effort:
acre made to see that the code authorities wore truly representative and to

separata them from tnc tro.de associations (28).

Code authorities were riven the power to investigate cases r.nd re-
commend action (29). These rccommendLations were greatly relied upon by
LILA before it become full;, experienced to its iroblems. Although appeals
from code authority action lay to h'lA whether given in the code (30) or
not, the code authorities' attitude was treated as strongly persuasive
by 1IHA The seme was true when the code authorities recommended in regard
to administrative action such as exemptions, exceptions, st .ys, inter-
pretations, "commercial rulings," and even ?iucndments (31).
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In their rel tioii with the administr ,tion the code authorities
tied a powerful position. There were instances where ~. code authority
couls suspend price schedules, pending determination of their pro-
priety by oho administration (32), where the cole uthority action vrs

final unless the Administrator disapproved it (-53), and where the code
-uthority was placed upon : .n equal "position with the A ministrator in
reviewing .ction lay . branch committee on certain questions of bringing
new or idle productive capacity into arodncti-on (34).

Uhere code provisions outlined p'ropos is upo:: various subjects to

be made by the code authorities and approved- by the -^resident or Admin-
istr- tor (33) it becomes apparent th t there will probably be no resort
to findings or a -factual basis for proceeding, other than those neces-
sary to get administrative approval. The effect of such provisions
was to put great finality in the affairs of an industry into the hands
of the code authority.

Whether the code authority was given power to make rules and re-
gulations for the administration of the code (35), or whether it assumed
such powers it was almost impossible for the Admini strati on- to keep any
effective check upon what was done (38a) . Y/hen code authorities used
regional or divisional committees as administrative agencies, the pos-
sibilities of chocking upo:; action t ken under the guise of government
authority became ever, more remote (37). This difficulty was particularly
evident in the work of trade pr ctice complaint procedure, Then no

appeals were taken my pressure, misinterpretation or malfeasance by the

committee would not be apparent (33). The only way NPJA could have
checked upon these activities would have been to h ve required a full
record of the proceedings to be. submitted to it or be held available
-for its inspection. Such a process would have 'ccon costly in money
to the code authority in keeping the records, -and to ITHA in personnels
Full records were probably never kept of more than the general steps
taken. In time it became standard prac't i ce'' to maize the:: available'' to
IIHAj The Administration did, in time, require reports from code author-
ities "regarding the adjustment of complaints and other compliance ac-
tivities" (39). These reports, however, were often hazy and in a number
of situations none at all were made.

Under the 1TBA vast powers were entrusted to -.ssociations of busi-
ness men (40). Code authorities represented the organization of busi-
ness along the lines of guild soci ilisru. The result did not harmonize
with the notion of government 1 coo oc r .ion with business, for to many
busi.iess men this represented the fruition of "more business in govern-
ment, and less government in business." Tor these business men the

plan was really one of industry self-government (41), The function of

planning for the industry was rightly \:r industry function (42), 'Trade

associations had long done this. But when the code authorities advanced
into the realm of "compliance" or enfo 'cing lav/ upon their respective
industries the function seemed more governmental. Veritable armies of

inspectors sprang up with \ more or less anomalous position (45). Ap*-

pointed by code authorities they exercised functions governmental in

character (4-4).

It would b< i r from rroper bo asstmae that private agencies can
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not 'orm duties and dui ctions ssii • th m by th t, , There
t- number of specific j I :es

ivat< iicies. One of I rlii st tions

rivato associ er to dctorraine the

of its ' •

, set up ruler, for rofi b, and

disci-olin 'r .ction oi t ules, An Lj la c .re dccii

bhis problem (45), A b sensors, -
: v b< .-

iz bion, had jurisdic 1 ie Ministr bi " sick" ( .0).

bn bed bhi i agenc erci i v n .-.
' '

'

''-''•

"It is pi in," s ' i' b e court, " t v ,t the c sors .
-/• judicial

It in brue, that some perso s / power t commit, who - nol h cs
" (47) In the United States, vari .r medic ] socii een

piven licensing powers (48). Ihesc e:;:-jnining bo ,rds tav i trenti

re public ;\ uncics (49). Another
;
rofessio n vi . such encies is

the law* h ny State st butes have incorporated tin icmbers of t e oar

int b r ssoci tions exercising consid r )le powers ovc::- its members
). Fart of 'v.-. to r '-ssoci tions must grow out of

the traditional plr.ee >f rs s "officers of the court." This doen
sis Tor the )T medical societies. Th; courts
-.:•. .Jyze t >.,

h? v \ en a itent ^
will o' ivi ius-ly benefit
of : .

. r-r >fession • Ot

not explain t~. --. b

h".vo not tried tc

i powers. T-i:
t
v

professions which
f-eneral chrracter

problem in terms of governmental
lor/

t

s If—n '

little interest in the ryurely intern 1 r<

encies
lor. oy these

mblic b; raisin ; the

sr th e this the public lias

ulatlon of professions.

co"

,K LUm : L: 'jC1GG' h .£

:ct fet s • to 5.efr y b

l

Sen given the power to

cos carryiiv
in .'' v '

. or.-" -

issue clog license i

act n/-u intoining shelter 'or lost, str yed, or ho-oleso inimals.

Any "ccs? money collected r-.s tc be compensation Tor enforcing the :.ct.

Phis ret vent to the United St tes Supreme Court. (51). In a three page
opinio:-, by Tr. Justice
ouotinp; the statute, ti

iolds, one '••
;
c of which was devoted to

the act was leld valid. The court did not discuss
the problem of giving such -overs to private organization, rather it

considered the case from the substantive due orocess of ! w view. It

.ie. r. thP ute respited r, valid exercise of the police power

«

The Corporation Commission oT Oklahoma was given power by statute
to prorate oil, \nd to "employ or appoint such agents with the consent
of the Governor as may be necess- ry to enforce the AcO. ; (52) I'he

Commission v^ccl information as ~ basis for action furnished op pro-
ducers serving without pay v.. -.n umpire whose salary "was paid by the

producers in default of . legislative appropriation. Too court refused
to cot aside xtion by the Commission based upon this information merely
beca so 0' source , but t the order must be shown "in foct to

(53). ?hebe arbitrary and discrinin tory before it would interfere
questiov o:: private persons doing vets that would interfere with prop-
erty of other persons would seem to hove o more rerl existence in this

than in the other cases considered hero. Still the final deter-
mination of policy is not involved, and. the private persons act in no

greater position than collectors of facts, whic

treat as it wished.
;he Coinmission could

Joint stock land banks, the stocks of whi.eh have been subscribed
for and owned b; private

;
ersons, org nized. pursuant to federal statute,

act as financial a, cots for the government in laking seed loo.ns. The
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question of their private character has never been considered "by the

courts (5h). However, little objection can be seen to the use of a

private agency go mrke loans where there is no policy miking power
and no special interests upon one part of the agency. National blanks

have ''000:1 - ermitted to engage in private functions such as acting as

. trustee without injury to their public character (55).

Activities of r governmental character by private persons are
found in two more interesting cases. In Plymouth. Co el Co. v. Pennsyl-

ve:iia
, (56) no.objecticn was made by the court to the determination of

the width of barrier pillar in coal mines by an inspector, employed by
the State and the engineers- of the adjoining property owners. The
court viewed the question as ?. substantive one of effect upon property,
and not one concerning the aropriety of the persons exercising power
(57). In St. Louis Iron mountain nnc. Southern. 2y. Co. v. -eylor (58)

the Court considered the constitution lity of Section 5 cf the Safety
Appliance Act of 1893 (50) providing that after a d'te named only cars
with drawbars of uniform height should be used in interstate commerce.
The standard for this height was to be fixed oy the American Railway
Association; the Interstate Commerce Commission v.'e.s to give notice to

all common carriers. It was contended that; this v ,s an improper dele-
gation of power by the Corn res-. The court said little -bout this con-
tention. The court viewed the nrovision as a natural intention to

diminish economic losses (60). In, both these cases the matters were
purely internal to the industry involved. No effect could be felt
by the general public. Sven the regulations to be mr.de were, in both
cases, highly technical and could have little appreciable effect upon
property.

Seme cases have been found where delegations to private persons
have been held bad. Delegations of power to county political committees
to designate and establish delegate districts (61), to cemetery associa-
tions of legislative and. rule making power including prescribing of

penalties for violation of rules to be enforced by civil action (62),
and to the ITrtiOnal Board of Tire Underwriters to enact end promulgate

• coues setting forth rules for the inst illation of electrical equipment

(6?) have been held unconstitutional delegations of power to private
organi za r ions

.

~."hat was the legal position of code authorities? Their private
character is evident, pet u-ny of their functions were of a public
nature. Code authorities were allowed incorporate and to sue and
be sued.. This opens up wide vistas of whe . is a corporation a govern-
mental agency, however, these facts of incorporation ~rd the power to

sue and bo sued is indicative of a private .r.ture, which of course can
be overcome by sufficient facts of public character.

The liability of code authorities bo taxation will lend much light.

Hot only federal officers, but federal employees are exempt from State

income taxes (64). federal instrumentalities such as corporations of

various types ru„ I hi n lands are axempt from State taxation (65).

Taxing tip sale of liquor oy n army post has bee:: en improper tax upon
a federal instrumentality (66). More recently this rule seems to be

overturned bj allowing tapes upon army posts selling g .soline privately
(67). Clearly then, r public agency may have private taxable functions*
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the other hand private public functions I een hold
taxable (cf). Ir, metcalf Eddy v. latch ell (69) 11 held that a
fern 0:" consult!]

i 'oject, vhich ras not xti,
ir continuously . e •

•

"

,
'< ' not a publj r.c; . :oi rt a L.i

: tiir 4
-.

:

"An office is p '."biic si ' n confer* the • Lntirn ;ov-

irnraent. The tern onDrj cos the ide< of tenure, < , emolument and
pities fixed '03' la*?" (,

lode authorites had tenure, Curat ion, di." duties fixec
1 by delegated Icg-

! tio:i. Likevise, the lrrger salaries ' o;-' controlled by 'hllA,. Gf
iourse, specific "bar, is die not e::ist in ti e statutt -.'hich he said

to heep then from bein lie b :encies. 1}\c: results are r< ther 1 noma-
Lous. h'any of th attributes of a 'public agency are found in the code
mthority. Yet, it-, members did not "1 ys i.evote their full time to

their code ruthotut; laities, nor die they fors :o;- r other pursuits of

profit. It -as recognizee that code a tb rities ••ere not made up of

public officers hut rather private ersons. The .hf> Legal Research in an
rtended lemorandum concluded thrt code authorities -ere not exempt
from taxation as public agencies (71).

In a memorandum directed • t the broader ruestion of 'rhether code au-
thorities -.-ere public officers, Legal "lesocrch concluded that they --ere

lot (72). Code authority members -xre not "officers of the United Stat-
3s" vithin the nerning of Article II, Section 2 of the Constitution,
-'hich vests the appointment of such officers in the President, in the
Ipurts of lev, or the departmental heads (73) • -"cither •ere code author-
ities created "by legislation (yH) or properly delegated legislation look-

to their existence (7:5) • Nevertheless, many of the povrers exercised
by code authorities -'eve in the nature of sovereign functions properly

i ;nable to r public office.- (Y0. A public officer must he account-
able to the governr.ient (77) • Code authorities in the early days of iOA
?ere seen as 'part" of industry and accountable to industry, but as tine

t on IT2A he an to hole", then to .-.ore strict .accountability. As in
discussion of private persons exercising governmental functions,

this discussion ol public officers has offered no final answer. Code
authorities do not Gee.- to rave the legal status of public of:': icers
/et they exercise the legal functions of public officers.

The IIIPA --as intended to encourage cooperative action on the part
Df business (72). Then functions of greater public character then pure-
Ly internal planning --ere given to a code authority, it - rar a great
temptation upon r competitor to abuse t e po-.rer given him as a member
if f code authority, anc ev n if the po-:er "rere not abused, distrust arose
Iron the rcces" of a competitor to confidential information red froa his
position to finally decide important matters vitally affect in his co:.i-

petitor (79). The General Counsel of h.H.A. , in his oral argument before
the Supreme Court in the Schecter C<."~c did not recognize this problem of
interest'. He asked, "T/hat coulc be a fairer standard than that adopted
by those "no impose it upon th< iselves?" (CO). It has long ^oeen recog-
nized that interested persons may not always legislate reasonably (Si)

Particularly, in the field of price and cost provisions vac it possible
for the element of personal anc class interest to influence code author-
ity administration. These provisions -er often administerec" against
those erho -vera thought to he "out of line." Pressure • -as brought to bear
that there rrould he examination of their hooks, prosecution, and other
unpleasantness (82), The powers assumed over many fields bj/

1 the code au-
thorities in mailing "commercial resolutions" reflect the interest of the
code authoritv members. There rules \~ere often made to effect results
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tliat could not "bo achieved by code provisions (S3). Code authorities
were not alx-ays the most desirable agencies for the handling of statistics,
reports, and confidential information. An interested competitor on the -

code authority often would become informed of vital and secret details of

his competitor's "business (84). Just as important, "but of an opposite
character, was the refusal of code authorities to publish price lists, or

delay by the code authority in publishing them because it felt prices
were too low (35). The power to collect statistics often became the basis
for a general "fishing expedition" which would never have been sanctioned by
the courts (86). Like difficulties were found in trade practice complaints
committees' that often assumed investigatory or judicial functions rather
than mediatory ones (87).

The Ice Industry presents, for a period of time, the beautiful spectacle
of interested members of industry ruling upon the bringing of new additional
capacity into the industry (88). It can hardly be expected ^hat an industry
member would welcome a competitor with outstretched arms (89). The diffi-
culty is so obvious that as one can well expect it became the target for
columnists opposed to the Administration (90). The force of industry inter-
ests upon the code authority was quite apparent in this industry. In a
letter written to "All Regional Advisors and Committees of Arbitration and
Appeal, " April 27, 1935, the Code Authority Chairman stated that the
National Industrial Recovery Board had agreed to Sot disturb Article II (91),
despite the fact that a new procedure was almost immediately authorized
which had the effect of destroying much of the value of this article to

the industry (91a)

.

Code authorities as private interested agencies had marg r deficiencies
both as instruments administering public law and as industrial agencies
(92). T/hat effect had this matter of interest upon the legal position of

code authorities? It is a well-known maxim of law that "no man shall be

a judge in his own cause." (93) Interest disqualifies a judge (94). Pecun-
iary interests are particularly frowned upon. Ho matter how small the pe-
cuniary interest, it disqualifies. Other interests must be more substan-
tial (95). English law has logically extended this rale as to judges to

administrative officers (96). And, although cases have not been found doing

this in the United States, there can be seen no reason why it is not a
proper "due process of law" requirement. It is considered as one of the

foremost principles of natural justice in England (97), and the very lack
of cases in this countrjr must testify to its acceptance here. There are

State cases saying that a grant of power without responsibility to the

government can not be made to a public official (98) . The difficulty of

recovering for the malfeasance of an administrative officer in this coun-

tr}^ is so well known, that leading scholars have long urged the aba ndiriment

of Dicey' s "rule of law" in favor of a modified droit administratif . If an

administrative officer using discretion is only to be liable for malicious
negligence or wilful disregard of the rights of others (99), the danger
of trusting this immunity to an interested person is tremendous.

Briefly stated the legal position of code authorities was open to

serious questions. Admittedly, they v,ere of a, private character composed
of private functions vet bhey were endowed with many uublic functions.
The precedents are few, but such as they are they did not indicate that

private agencies could administer public law. In every case where the

facts involved such a problem the Supreme Court had ignored the ouestion.
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lie nost logical answer seems to be that privati are >r

able legal means for the admini-etration of minor re ul bions, t.ie

paracter of which could not "be open to serious public dispute such an

activities, and for the handling of pure'!-- internal affairs of an

kdustry resting on the use of experts and likewise involving no questions
f disputable social or economic polio;-. The anomaly continues when it is

Iscovered that there are certain technical legal requirements attached to

he position of public officers or agencies which the code authorities did

ot fulfill* Coupled with their private character, which might nave been
ured, was the irremedial interested character of code authorities. Although

;
in certain instances that the interested character of code

r.thorities might disqualify then in making certain decisions, the II. II. A.

1 Division was content to scratch th .• surface and call code authorities
fai generis . as if this explained their legal status. (100) The same
feproach indicated in the field of the scheme underlying i'.I.H.A. has been
aken here (101). The code authority instrument has net been condemned
s new. In many respects it was useful, but its disabilities outweighed the

Bvantages it offered. It must be concluded that code authorities as known
A, end with the exception of a few minor functions of the type previous-

y conducted by trade associations legall -, existed without the sanction of

aw.

It may have been possible by a gradual evolution to have developed
rivcte agencies in this country to take on more functions of a public
haracter and handle them in an efficient manner. This would have required
low development to educate both the private agencies and the courts to the

.se and value of these new functions. Sat "HA allowed for no such orderly
fevelopnent. The problem was placed blusteringly before the public and the

ourts in a shot space of less than two years. It came before both these
ritics in its worst light. "Industry self-government" at first meant abdi-
ation to code authorities (102). As doubts were expressed .°s to the pro-
riety of unsupervised code authorities, efforts were made by ITA to more
arefull"/ and. closely control these agencies (10G) . Code authorities were
eing treated as having a public responsibility shortly before the

chechter decision (104). In this decision the court did. not speak about
ther than the legislative functions which industry attempted to exercise,
ut it did speak about these in unmistakable terms:

"The Government urges that the codes will 'consist of rules of
competition deemed fair for each industry by representative mem-
bers of that industry — by the persons most vitally concerned and
most familiar with its problems. 1 Instances are cited in which Con-
gress has availed itself of such assistance; as e.g., in the exercise
of its authority over the public domain, with respect to the recogni-
tion of local customs of rales of miners as to mining claims, or, in
matters of a more or less technical nature, as in designating the

standard height of drawbars. But would it be seriously contended
that Congress could, delegate its legislative authority to trade or
industrial associations or groups be constituted legislative bodies
for that purpose because such associations or groups are familiar
with the problems of their enterprises? And, could an effort of

that sort be made valid by such a preface of generalities as to

permissible aims as we find in section 1 of title I? The answer is
obvious. Such a delegation of legislative power is unknown to our
law and is utterly inconsistent with the constitutional prerogatives

and duties of Congress." (105)
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A similar abdication by the President of his administrative duties in en-
forcing and administering codes could have hardl;*" "been treated more gently
had the court taken up the point.

T7hat standards were set up to guide the code authorities in the per-
formance of their administrative functions? Certainly the standards set

up by Congress in the NIPA should have continued to govern in any event

(106). It is impossible in legal contemplation for an administration in
the United States to go contrary to the expressed standards of a statute it

is administering ?s has been thought possible in England under the "Henry
VIII clauses." (107) The same criticism of the standards of the I

TI?A in
relation to the 1ITA. apply to the Act's relation to code authorities. As
a further step it might reasonably be concluded that standards for the ad-
ministration of law by code authorities must be much more precise and de-
tailed, and that they should leave to the code authority no room for exer-
cising policy power. This is merely another vray of saying code authorities,
not being public agencies, should not exercise public powers of discretion.

It would seem perfectly proper that the 1TBA in some instances set up

standards for the exercise of code authority problems. In fact it would
seem highly desirable had such a course been pursued.. (108) This leads
agahn to the same point that the most rigorous standards would have been
the best practice. This is not to suggest that high quality standards
either ~by Congress or the Adjiiini strati on could, have cured the inherent in-

adequacies of the code authority instrument. Such norms as were crea.ted

should, have been in harmony with and furtherance of those started in the

Act. ,

rSA. 1 s practice did not accord with these suggestions. Frequently,
sheer power was red.elega.ted without the slightest attempt upon the part
of the Administration to guide the channels of its use (109). Power was
given to establish accounting systems (110), to make allowances for trade-
ins (ill), to change the period to elapse betv/een the filing and. effective
datesof price lists (112), establish, the maximum periods of free credit

(113), and fix the amount of liquidated damage assessments (114). This
list is far from exhaustive and was found as the result of the most cursory
examination of several volumes of codes. The standards set for compliance
activity by the cod.e authority or the courts under the enforcement proce-
dure were no different, in many instances (115). The greatest stand.ard for
code authority exercise of power was the vote of such a body (116). The

power reserved by the Administrator to approve or disapprove code authority
action (117) could not be called a. standard, although some might argue that

such a device cured, the lack of standards. The value of this argument can

not be conceded when such checks often served as a. mere formal control.

T.
Then standards were set up by ITHA they were often in such broad languag

that they were wholly inadequate as norms. Code authorities were given the

power to "compute the lowest rea.sona.ble cost of production on a fair basis,"

(113) to provide rules to distinguish certain class garments using wholesale
prices of about a certain date as a guide, (119) to exercise unchecked powei

after finding certain circumstances to exist (120), and. to require price
lists to be filed if it found that "the generally recognized practice" of

the Industry had been "to sell on the basis of printed net price lists" (121

These also were found as the result of a hasty glance at a few codes. NPA
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adopted standards set up or to bo set up by private ggencies (122) or by

other governmental agencies over which it had no control (123). :*o matter

how reputable the agency, it does not seem proper for JIEA to have sanctioned

that which it had not yet seen, and which may be made without any reference

to the purposes of the Act. Even where standards already set up were adopted

a full consideration of their substantive effect should have been had.

The standards problem as related to code authorities presented to the

courts was just one step more removed than they had ever been called upon

to consider theretofore. ITRA, just as a legislature might act, but without

even the qualifications demanded of legislatures, said we recognize a policy

of price-fixing to be desirable (124). For peculiar reasons of their own

this was forbidden.- Even had ib been proper for a legislature, ITRA, the

administrative body, had forsworn its traditional role of filling in the

details of legislative policy, and had asstimed the policy making power of

the legislature. Even had this escaped the courts' condemnation there v/as

yet the question of standards to govern the code authorities which assumed
the administrative functions as well as legislative functions too. It was

the existence of this situation, where the administrative agency(lJRA) had
ceased to function as such and had given over its proper functions, his-
torically, to agencies of questionable standing that caused the Supreme

Court for the first time to give such serious consideration to the problem

of delegation of power in the Panama Refining Case (125).

In considering the powers exercised "by code authorities no useful
purpose would be served here by an attempt at extended analysis a/fd class-

ification (126). Rather it is more productive to survey the general
'character of the powers granted with a view to the public or private ad-

ministrative character based upon the tests already suggested.

The power to require assessments has been considered. Exercised by

ITRA without statutory specification it was questionable. In the hands of

code authorities the problem isintensified. Assuming that the delegation
had been cured it would not seem proper to allow private interested persons

to enter into even the mechanics of assessment administration. The relation

to the taxing power is too obvious. Certainly, fixing of the basis of

assessment is a public question, which was not handled as such merely because

ITRA had to pass upon what industry proposed. The possibility of "putting

something over" was always too great. Then too, the psychology was to

treat the recommendations of industry as -prima facie correct, rot that

this wa.s not true in the great mass of instances. But there was no

guarantee that the viewpoint of objectives between industry and government
were the same. Even where the industry's function was to collect statistics

as to production uoon which to base assessments there would seem to be

more desirable agencies such as the Census Bureau.

A number of different kinds of powers to carry on investigations can
be found in the codes. The provision most favorably viewed by ITRA allowed
members' records to be inspected by agreement (127). The fact that mem-
bers agreed to lay their books open may have cured the public aspect of

the problem. However, it may well be that when members so agreed it v/as

with the feeling that these records were to be inspected and used as govern-
mental information and that this was not merely an exchange of trade in-
formation. By far the greater number of codes, however, carried broad
powers "to investigate" (128). Related to such provisions were others giv-
ing specific power to code authorities to inspect the records of members (129)
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or giving that power to a confidential agent (130) The power of investi-
gating records has always "been looked upon by our courts as being close to

the border line which separates public from private interests. Such in-
vestigations should properly he conducted with specific governmental "our—

poses in mind and, as the courts have said, should not "be resorted to as
mere "fishing expeditions" (131) . As has been pointed out, the "confiden-
tial agent" provision did not always keep the information gained by the
investigation from interested competitors. The power of securing confiden-
tial information seems governmental b]^ nature. It seems extremely question-]
able to allow its exercise by code authorities, their agents, :or anyone
who would allow competitors access to private records.

Powers were given to code authorities to bind their respective industrie
by proposed amendments for which no public hearing was required (132). Al-
though it waghecessary to have approval of the President or his properly
authorized representative, the effect of these provisions was to give great
legislative and representative power to the code authorities. It may be
necessary 'to allow a well organized group to speak for disorganized industry,

but this should involve no more than the right of petition and should not be

treated as binding upon either the government or the industry until resort
has been had to an adequate public procedure.

In the field of uniform cost systems-code authorities were allowed to

impose formulae upon their respective industries (153). There were, of

course, other related types of provisions' with varying shades of authority,
but it is sufficient here to point out that powers of a public character
were being exercised \>y an agency composed of interested persons. Uniform
cost systems bear a very definite relationship to price and price control.

As s^lch, they are delicate devices and if exercised by a public agency
would be subject to the. most careful control '"oy the courts. In fact, such

provisions have often been held bad per se . It can be seen that in the

banc's of a., code authority the courts. would probably treat such provisions
as improper. Classification of customers is of a similar character. Code

authorities were allowed in some instances to impose upon their industries
mandatory classifications (134). The courts in the past have treated
classification of customers, as a matter of agreement, as being undesirable.
It might be that the courts v;ould accede to a legislative judgment that
customer classification was needed, but it is doubtful that they would allow

the same people who as members of trr.de associations illegally classified
their customers to do this as code authorities. The effect both of uniform
cost systems and customer cla.ss fication may be of serious economic conscruo*
Such power therefore should only be exercised by public agencies ana. not bji

private or quasi-private ones. The collection and disbursement of liqui-
dated damage assessments has generally been held improper as a ma.tter of

trade association activity. As a means of enforcing law (135) such devices
should, of course, have a legislative basis. Further than that, the admin-

istration of such provisions is so ea.sily open to abuse it would seem proper
that it be performed by public agencies only.

To °-id in the administration of the codes, code authorities were given
the power to designate self-governing divisions (136), and to determine trade

areas or zones of activity (137). Such power was merely incidental to ques-

tions of a substantive nature. It would seem that as long as code authority
activities were confined purely to legal trade association activities and to

any other functions which might properly be performed by interested members
of industry for their industry, that such powers would be proper, where the

effect of designating such divisions or trade areas might have a profound



economic or social offeet, it would seem improper to give this power into

the hands of code authorities.

It was quite common to allow code authorities the ar'mini strati ve power

of granting exceptions or exemptions. This was true in the case of distress

merchandise (138), consignment of goods (139), the operation of price (140),

hours (141), wage (142) o^ peal; period (143) and rest day labor (144)

provisions. Here, likewise, the test must "be the character of the provision

to which the exceptions or exemptions were granted. 7/here the effect of

such provisions and their administration was felt beyond the immediate

bounds of the industry, it would seem improper for a code authority to

exercise such powers. In the administration of most of the provisions of

this hind .the social and economic interests of tie public would seem to be

such as to require public administration.

Code authorities were given power of a judicial nature (145), and in

a great number of instances were given the power to hear and decide com-
plaints without referring them to 1TRA. (146). It might be urged that fre*
quently the power to act judicially was given only where the members of

industry involved agreed to the results of the code authority action. It

must be remembered that such agreements and compromises affected property
interest just as substantially as if the members of industry had followed
the procedure of appeal. To the members of industry dealing with code
authorities they were faced by an agency bached with the sanction of the

law. Further .than that, it was known that the recommendations of the code

authority would carry great persuasive weight with the Administration. Often
members of industry agreed to settle the matter with the code authority rather
than go to the expense of pursuing it further. The very power to cause such
inconvenience and expense to a member of the industry gave to the code au-
thority the exercise of powers public in character. Such power of arbitra-
tion, mediation and a,wr.rd as was desirable in the administration of the l~Rk

should have been exercised by responsible public officers. Code authorities
were also given the power to incorporate (147). T.7hen this is treated as
purely an administrative adjunct to the carrying on of its general powers,
it seems perfectly proper. It cannot be said that the incorporation is
inconsistent with the nature of a public agencyfor numerous example s of
incorporated public agencies are found in our governmental system. Such
agencies as a railway or a financial loan institution engage in business
functions and do not administer law in the sense that 1TRA did. Therefore,
the power to incorporate would seem inconsistent with the public functions
exercised by code authorities.

The imposition uion code authorities of a duty to make recommendations
on specific problems does not seem objectionable (148). As has been surge s"Ug&,

the right of petition in this country is well founded, and it would seem -

impossible to prevent any,group of interested private persons from petitioning '

the government or a governmental agency for certain action. Merely because
this is stated in the mandatory form of a duty imposed uoon this group would
not seem objectionable from the public viewpoint. The only issue that could
be mace would be if the code authority itself refused to accept the duty.
There is little need to consider this angle because the problem would never
have been raised.

The extreme number and importance of powers granted to code authorities
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became obvious in a short time. Various checks were resorted to. Action
by code authorities was required to be submitted to the Administrator for
approval -

, or the Administrator was given the power to disapprove (149). Thi

latter power meant nothing t^ond a formal expression of the power rr—
superior keeps ovei a subordinate, unless the code authorities are looked
upon as coordinate agencies of equal status to the Administration, because
of the President's approval of the codes chartering them. It can be reason-
ably assumed that the President never intended this. Even the positive
requirement of the Administrator's approval was no cure all. It is doubtful
if it worked any improvement except upon assumptions of power patently bed.

Here the reading by an ERA official was a helpful check. In other instances
where information was necessary to explain the proposed action of the code
authority this was furnished almost invariably by the code authority. Coupl
ed with the psychology of industrial self-government it can readily be seen
approval by the Administrator, no matter how conscientous he might have
been, became, as a result of the pressure of circumstances, a mere formality

Domina,nce of trade associations likewise presented a problem demanding
control. The result was requirements for representation by non-associa-tion
members (150). But organized trade minorities did not allow this to thwart
them. The picture resulting was much like the Biblical story of the hairy
hands of Esau. Representative character did not solve the baffling cuestior

presented by the labyrinth of organizations and divisions found in some
industries (151). The problem was responsibility. As in all governmental
and political structures responsibility is of extreme importance, so was
it in the control of code authorities. Aside from the sporadic requirement
of reports, the "administration members" on code authorities presented the

agency potentially best able to check excess and a.buse of power by code

authorities (152). From the first it appeared that these representatives a:

a whole would never exercise any important control. Almost all of the firs*

ninety appointed were IIRA deputy administrators who were far too busy making

codes to check on their administration (153). This was remedied by appoint:

full or part time administration members later, but ITRA never capitalized o:

the possibility of this device. The individual members usually found it

easier to float v,
rith the current, and in absence of strong backing and pre--

cise instructions from IIRA it was easier to accede to industry' s plans and

draw their pay from the government. This does not mean that individuals dit

not rende.r valuable public service, but rather as a. group IIRA never sought

make them a strong effective instrument of control, although steps in this

direction were being taken at the time the codes died (154).

The redelegations made to the code authorities were without the sanc-

tion of statute. It is doubtful if a statute would have cured the "due

process" difficulty found in using private interested persons to administer

law with a public character. The powers granted and the standards for

their exercise were such that code authorities appear to have been an
extremely questionable governmental device legally.
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CHAPTER XVI

FORESTALLING "BROAD REVIEW 11

The desire of administration to escape the ""broad review" of the courts

is more than a selfish desire for power. New administrations are not created
to employ people. They are created to administer on idea or a number of

them. "Broad review" may take the guise of shaping- a positive course of

action. Too often, the premium is placed upon maintenance of the status

quo , no matter what the demands of society. It is this lost aspect of

"broad review" that administration desires to avoid.

No matter what lofty statements the courts make of detached interest
in the law alone the courts are vitally interested in the conduct of any
administration both internally ond externally. Tnis interest has been
such a drag upon the development of needed governmental forms and methods

(1) that legislatures have been led to try to avoid too great judicial
control (2).

Viewing the NIRA before much administration of the Act was had, it

was not unreasonable to say in the light of the cases that it would be

held constitutional. True, to say tnis one hod to go one step beyond the

cases. Many authorities felt that tnis one step was the next one to be

taken and a reasonable one. Administrative action was gaining a stronger
hold upon the courts. The commerce power had been subject to extensions.
The "stream" theory nod swept aside the narrow Sugar Trust case (3). And
the Supreme Court showed a strong disposition to relax the anti-trust
laws, with its refreshing opinion in the Appalachian Coals case (4).
Economic unrest lay heavily upon the country, and the courts seemed re-
luctant to block action reasonably designed to alleviate conditions.

Two attitudes upon the part of the Supreme Court ruined the predic-
tions of legal scholars. One was the misgivings about greatly increased
federal authority, ond the other was a feeling that executive power had
grown too strong. With the additional problems that a new federal ad-
ministration sought to cope, it was impossible to avoid all appearances
that might lead to the court developing the attitudes mentioned. A
conscious regard for the views of the courts might have gone far to pre-
clude too hostile judicial treatment. G-ood administration, full procedural
safeguards, and completely reasoned action based upon the best evidence
obtainable might have aided greatly. It is not possible that stories of
the haste in, and the injustice resulting from, the administration of NBA
did not reach the ears of the justices. If these stories had been different,
the court might have been more prone to consider NBA a national need. In-
stead we have such cases as the Sche enter case (5) limiting federal power,
and the Panama (

f5) Humphreys (7) cases limiting administrative and executive
* power.

A possible explanation of the Schechter case may lie in legislative
and administrative approach. If action hod been coreful and reasoned the
possibilities of being sustained would have been much higher. It is

not meant to suggest that this alone would hove caused a different de-
cision. It would have afforded the court a much better basis upon which
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to have decided otherwise. For instance, if an overclaiming record
is ^reduced to show the direct and vital relationship of any problcra to

interstate commerce, the court -ould be more hard r>ut than they were in
the Schcchter case to say this is not such interstate commerce as to
be -ithin the pov/er of the federal government. It would be b etter,.- Iso,

to have the court approach the oroblera with a warm feeling of commen-
dation for the excellent administration of the agency than to be un-
trittihgly prejudiced by knowledge of an unjust conduct of its affairs.
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CIIAPTEE XVII

ADI.HITI STEATITE SAFEGUARDS AMD THE CHALLENGE OE ADMINISTRATION

I.iore than the practical consideration of escaping "broad review"
is involved. There mast "be a pride developed within adminis-
tration. Efficiency, which is the chief merit of the administrative
technique, must not smother our heritage of fairness. The goal of .ad—
ministration should be to. provide the best possible governmental agency.
This means that places both for efficiency and fairness must be pro-
vided.

Administrative structure is important. It cannot be naively as-
sumed, however, that government can be made fool-proof "by the develop-
ment of governmental forms. The couplet of Pope is expressive:

"Eor forms of government let fools contest;
Tfliate'er is best adminstr'd is best." (1)

A proper personnel is vital. The success of an administration r ests

upon the type of personnel it employes (2) if the basic idea is sound.
Persons of limited approach in positions influencing the administrative
policy of an administration, may offer a severe handicap. There were .in

NRA too many responsible officers with a desire to get things done
without regard to fairness or appearances of fairness. An efficient
business man is not necessarily an efficient administrator. Even a

business man desiring to'. be fair does not necessarily provide a fair
administrator. It is very proba )le that with proper instruction o

r

advice that ' the personnel of NRA could have met the requirements of "due

process of law" both procedurally and substantively. The conclusion must-

be that two alternatives were open, 1. All responsible positions .could

have 'oeen filled by persons experienced in the administrative technique
This, it has been suggested was impossible either through the Civil
Service (3) or otherwise. 2. A certain few trained persons, with a.

proper feeling for the administrative approach, could have been selected
to supervise administration and to instruct other officials therein.
This sounds almost ludicrous to anyone having observed NRA in its early
days. This is probably true because the immediacy of the vision of
bustling-bustling NRA obscures one's vision necessary long range ob-

jectives. The very notion that NRA was to be temporary must have had a

great effect upon administrative and personnel policy. It may be true
that good administration would not have prevented the Supreme Court : s

vie\7 in the Sche enter case. But had the court approved the b asic .idea,

good administration would have gone far to have made NRA a healthy
efficient agency of government.

Properly trained personnel for all positions or even for the key
positions are not readily accessible. This does not mean that all per-
sonnel must be experienced, although in this country with our inadequate
training sources experience is one way of gaining a proper appreciation
of the problem. Even experience is. no guarantee, however. A person
whose experience comes from a poor administration might fail to appreciate
the inadequacies of that administration.

T/hat was needed, and what will be required again and again in the
future, is more than expert training in a single line. A long range
view of our problems, grounded on a general understanding of our social
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and legal history, co\ipled rdth specific knowledge of immediate

economic rnd social facts, this is some of the training a responsi

administrative official should have (4). True, the sources which pro-

duce such men are too few. A possible solution "ould be to p ick persons
thought capable of appreciating and developing proper administrative'

technique* (5). Then these persons should be given an intensive school i.

in
: in administration by trained persons (6). Lastly, the graduates

should be closely supervised in the performance of their regular duties

until they h d demonstrated such ability that they could be fitted into

the established procedure*

As has been suggested it is quite possible that NRA personnel
would heve reacted favorably to proper guidance. If its intelligence
was a.s great as its loyalty and willingness to work, a charting of the
proper course might have been enough. Certainly, proper administrative
approach xvnon the part of the -oersonnel vould have done much to have
established NRA in a much superior position.

Mechanical safeguards might be suggested aplenty. In England,

departmental advisory committees have "been successfully employed. (7)
These co. rut tees are authorized by statute, have a permanent membership,
are paid "oy the government, and as their names suggests are jjdyiser.s-.

An analogy is suggested to the NRA Advisory Council, although its .status

was different. Some detached advisory agency whose recommendations would.

have received every possible consideration and commanded respect 'Would

have been an invaluable aid to the MA to have seen the long range prob-
lems, engulged as it as in a sea of immediacies. A conscious .effort

to apply "natural law" or "due process concepts" could have only worked
as an agent for good administration (7a).

General Johnson, upon retirement, seemed to sense a number o f the
mechanical administrative difficulties of NRA (8). Some of these coin-
cide • ith difficulties already pointed out in connection with substantive
questions of policy (other than administrative) which are not within the
scope of this work. Donald Richberg saw similar broad administrative in-
adequacies (9).

In the general review (10) preceding this study curtain specific
difficulties are pointed out. Remedies can not always be suggested.
Where they can not be seen by a statement of the problem, an attempt has
b^en made to point out wherever possible action -hich might have been taken .

in connection with each problem.

As the President said in the beginning NRA presented "a challenge
to administration" (11). NRA answered it with devoted speedy action.
It failed, however, to arovidu tart high standard of administrative justice
that the courts demand as the right of our citizons.

This "challenge to administration" vould have oeen judged by the
courts. In the light of what the courts have done and said this study
has tried to ooint out how they would have treated NRA administration.
Even though late, NRA is preparing to answer the challenge of administration,
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Its careful self-criticism should Doint the way for future adminis-

tration. The inadequacies and the difficulties will be foundation

stones uoon v/hich to build' anew. Someday, r>erhans not immediately,

government will have to again administer the -n rob 1 ems with which ITHA

was concerned. When this time cones, it is our- fervant hoioe and belief
that the government will build an administration fully caoable of

efficiently dealing' with the coimlex and iraoortant economic r)rob 1ems
of modern society, while affording justice to every man.
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NOTES TO CHAPITER I

(l) The National Industrial Recovery Ant, 48 Stat* 195.

(?) National Recovery Administration - Bulletin TT
o. l.June 16, 1933.

(3) For the more Important laws, see:

26 Stat. ?09 (The Sherman Act)

;

38 Stat. 730 (The Clayton Act);
38 Stat. 717 (The Federal Trade Commission Act);

For further statutes and. cases noon thes° la"s s QO , The Federal Anti-
trust La."s, U.S. Government Document 19.' ;0.

(4) Wahrenhrock, "Federal Anti-Trust La** and the I.I.R.A., "

37 Mjchir^n La " ^ri^- 1009, 1014-1017, 1019 (1933).

(5) A list of these is found attached to memorandum of the Legal
Division, W.R.A., March 31, 1934, which "as suri'lied b?/ the Department
of Justice. The list covered defendant? engaged in t--o-hundr°d sixty-
eight of the industries for "hich NBA had proposed codes.

. It is to he
remembered NBA aooroved five hundred fiftv-seven codes (not including
suo-olements) . Tha list dons not include those against members of indus-
tries or trades not codified by NBA,

The memorandum enjoined members of the Legal Division to submit
oossible conflicts in nroposed codes or compliance matters of aonroved
codes to the Department of Justice "before final action."

(6.) Brookings Institution, The National Recovery Admir.istretion -
An analysis and an Arm re. i sal . (1935), 5: "Even before the depression
there ros much talk of so-called 'sick industries.'"

(7) Johnson, Th° Bine E^rle from E^- to Earth (Saturday Evening
Post, Jan. 19, 1935), 72:

"Before the war, • American business was a honeycomb of "ater- tight
industrial bomoartments. Each cell "as Jealously guarded. There was
a maximum of comoetition and a- minimum of co-operation. Ruthless and
untemoered comoetition "as decreed by :the Sherman and.- Clayton Acts. The
war changed that. The "orld "°nt mac'.. The nations c,nt°r°d. a contest
to se= which could oour the greatest mass of its young manhood and the
largest amount of its money and prooerty into the fir° in the shortest
soace of time. That "as the ~'-\y to win the war*

"The old honeycomb machine of the United States couldn't -oroduce
things fast enough in this race to destroy everything, ^e had to scrao
it. And in the short Period bet"e°n Aoril 1, 1917

J-

"and November, 1918,
we literally tore it e-oart and out it together a Tain.. ' On the call of
Government and under the Pressure of oatriotism, the old individualist
battlers royal became pn organized squad., all marching toward thQ sound
of the guns.

"We did not repeal the Antitrust Acts, ^e sinroly ignored them.
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Competitors cooled thQ ir. r° goiirces, th^ir trade s°er°ts, their facilities.

Industries organized themselves into grooms and figures —ith the sneed.

and almost the precision of a highly; drilled chorus on a musical-comedy
stage, arid Government took charge of "both production and consumption and,

to a large extent, prices. It -forked. It. poured forth such a flood of

oroduction for the uses of war as the world had nev^r se=n in one country.
It won the war,"

(8) Ibid., 68:

"Plants, finding a scant market for their -oroducts, b°gin frantically
to seek for any "oossibl method of redup'ing "orices, and' the most obvious
methods of all ar° to r°duoe "?.»s, s

-

o Q ed uo -machines to mroduce mor° in

a shorter time, and extend, th° hours of work to the Unit. Most humane
employers do "not -want to do this, "but a single grQat comoptitor can force
it, and, like a rotten a/mle spoiling a. whole barrelj one -nlant or one
locality which ad.oots this method Can "bring it. eventually to a -hole
industry.

"That very thing was. the worst of this degression. It b°gan to have
its destructive effect almost immediately in 1929. "Early in 1930, Presi-
dent Hoover made strong efforts to -arrest thQ d.i^zy downward s"oiral in

wages and employment, "but one coraoany after .another, in savage wolfish
competition for the raoidly-; declining business, cut ^.s^s and , lengthened
hours. As each did this, its competitors "^r° obliged to do likewise,
until all did it in industry aftQr industry. This descent into the mael-
strom wp.nt on for four years."

(9) Ibid., 75: ':

;
'

"It haoiD°-ned because. they were doomed by the law to unchecked and
uncontrolled conroetition—doomed, by the law not to take common counsel,
not to regard each industry as a unit, and not to regard the country as
an economic integer in which every citizen had. an interest' and. every
emoloyer an obligation. They could not have saved themselves,, because
any company that lagged in the fight for a. new capacity, constantly in-

creasing "production, and. the other fellow's' market, would go to the wall.
The laws of the United States simoly said: 'Root hog or die. D^vil take
the hindmost! ' and the devil took it -all. 'Th° bigger thejr are, the
harder they fall, ' and. this structure first became monstrously big and
then fell with a crash that shook the ^hole ^orld."

(10) Pr^ss Digest, June 13, 1935, quotas from a speech by Hon. Don-
ald Hichberg at Gal^sburg, Illinois, "Unless "R have fact finding agen-
cies and writ°rs of scientific "or,r s to -"horn legislative and judicial
bodies will acoord authoritv, now violet to -ohysieists and chemists, —

e

shall have arise , . ; profound issues of fa.ct which will be de.clar°d wrong
by the courts ..." An -aoTDeal continued for a "cordial alliance of the
social scientist and. the practical oolitician to gain for government what
Congress has won from' the 'union of business and science."
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NOTES TO CHAPTER II

(1) Willoughby, Constitutional L.r.j of the Unit ed States (New jfork

1929), 1616-1635; and Goodnow, Tha Princ iples of the Administrative Law
of the United States (New York, 1905) IV, 31—±2. . The Theory of the

Separation of powers in the United States.

(2) Frankfurter and Davison, Crises on Administrative Law (Chicago

1932) Appendix 1. The Separation of Peers in State Constitutions, 11x9.

Eight States have mere structural tri partite division. Six repeat the

three department formula. Six add a prohibition against admixture of

powers. Twenty-six provide for separation of powers with exceptions.
Two recognize an ••administrative" in providing for separation of powers.

(3) Articles I, II and III.

(4) Holmes, Collected Legcl Papers (New York, 1920), Essay on

Montesquieu.

See Ehrlich, "montesquien and Socialogical Jurisprudence", 29

Harvard Law Review 582, 592 (1916) where the author suggests concerning
the chapter "Do la Constitution d'Angleterre", "There is no doubt that it

is founded entirely on observation of the working of the British Con-
stitution. Yet there is still no mention of Great Britain except in the

title end a few words at the end of the chapter. The question with which
he is concerned is not the frame of the British Constitution, "but how the

Constitution of a free people must be framed."

(5) Frankfurter and Landis, "A Study in Separation of powers,"
37 Harv. Law Review , 101 (1924 ); Surprise is expressed at prevalence
of the rigid separation of powers theory.

(5a) Committee on minister ' s powe rs Report (Cmd. 4060, Presented by
the Lord Chancellor to Parliament in April, 1932) 94 - 95.

The Committee comments on the fact that "the doctrine of the separa-
tion of powers is not sacrosanct , '• and states, "the separation of powers
is merely a rule of political wisdom, and must give way where sound
reasons of public policy so require."

(6) See discussion upon growth of Administrative Law in relation
with the doctrine, infra, tnis chapter, section e.

(7) Bondy, Separation of Governmental Powers (Hew York, 1893).
Admixture of powers and overlapping. Part II', 41-49; - The Legislature
and the Courts, Part III, 5; - The Legislature and the Ex;cutive, Part
IV, 89; The Executive and the Courts, Part V, 105.

(8) Bingnam v. Miller, 17 Ohio Rep. 445 (1848), Frankfurter and
Davison, op cit., 51: In addition to the historical practice the court
felt that to "declare all the consequences resulting from it void, is
pregnant with fearful consequences. " Maynard v. Hill, 125 U. S. 190 (1887).
But contra, based on the separation of powers doctrine see: Sparhawk v.

Sparhawk . 116 Mass. 315 (1874-1075), Frankfurter and Davison, op cit., 46.
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(9) Calder v. Bull, 3 Dall. 366 (1798) despite a dictum at page
388, "An act of the Legislature (for I cannot call it a law) contrary to

the first great principles of the social compact, cannot "be considered a
rightful exercise of legislature authority."

(10) Cooper v. Telfair , 4 Dall. 14 (1800).

(11) Wilkinson v. Leland , 2 Pet. 627 (1829).

(12) Honolulu Rapid Transit Co . v. Hawaii , 211 U.S. 282 (1908),
preventing courts to interfere to maintain a rate schedule.

(13) layman v. Southard , 10 Wheat. 1 (1825).

(14) Article III, Section 1 and 2.

(15) Tutum v. U.S. , 270 U.S. 568 (1926)

(16) The Constitution, Article III, Section 2 /! /

(17) Hayburn's Case, 2 Dall. 409 (1792); Muskrat v. U.S. , 219 U.S.
346 (1911); and Willing v. Chicago Auditorium Association , 277 U.S. 274

(1928).

(13) Willis, Parliamentary Powe rs of English Government De-
partments

, (Harvard University Press, 1932) 6; The Author points out

that the separation of powers doctrine has never "been realized in practice,
If it could have "been in the early days of our government he doesn't say,

but he points out that the changes in economic society have not forced
upon us other governmental methods disharmonious with this theory.

(19) G-oodnow, op. cit., 35. The doctrine does not apply to local
government.

(20) Ibid., 34, 37.

(21) Story, Commentaries on the Constitution (1833), II, 8:

"When we speak of the three great powers of government and maintain
that the separation is indispensable to public liberty, we are to under-
stand this maxim in a limited sense. It is not meant to a.ffirm that they
must be kept wholly and entirely separate and distinct and have no common
link or connection or dependence, the one upon the other, in the slightest
degree. The true meaning is that the whole power of the one department
should not be esercised by the same hands which possess the whole power
of either of the other departments.

«

(22) Holmes, op cit., 263: "His England - the England of the three-
fold division of power into legislative, executive and judicial — was a
fiction invented by him, a fiction which mislead Blackstone and Deboline.

"

(23) Goodnow,' op cit., 31-33.

(24) Bentham, Principles of Morals and Legislation (Oxford
University Press, 1879), 13. Bentham ridicules the principle expressing
the view that its history is doubtful and its utility even more so.

(25) Frankfurter and Landis, "power of Congress over Procedure in

'Inferior' Federal Courts - A Study in Separation of Powers", 3? Harvard
Law Review 1010 (1924) .
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(26) See the discussion of ""oolitics:! ouor.tions," infra, HI

(27) Blachly and Oatman, Administrative LCJ i" lat.jo n and Ad.jutication

(Brookings Institution, 1934) ?c"^' "The doctrine of separation of oowera
had not developed in the United Stat°s, as it has in Pranc°, in such a "W
that the ordinary courts may not interfere with administr" ti- ro sets and.

ther=for° administrative courts had to > established; hut rather in such

a ™ay that tha ordinary courts, unless especial Provision is made other-

wise, control the administration The duo process of law
clauses of th° federal Constitution have not b oe>n used to bring abount a.

well-planned, well thought out, and "ell- controlled systen of adminis-
trative adjudication, but hav° b°°n used orimarily as a method, of con-

trolling substantive ls^, "

(28) Frankfurter, "The Task of Administrative La-," 75 University
of Pennsylvania Law a

°vio" 614, 616 (l9?7) : "And so, this illegitimate,
exotic, 'administrative law, alnost overnight overwhelmed the -orofession,

which for years had been told of its steady, advance bv the lonely watchers
in t he tower. "

(29) Goodnow, Comparative Administr^ti -""3 law (rT°- York 1903). This
is the first r "cognition of "administrative la T -" as such in the English
language. This was first published in' 1893. Harriman, "The Development
of Administrative La^ in the United States," 2F Yale Lr.~ Journal 658 ( 1.916 )

(30) Beard and Beard, The American Leviathan (lie- York, 1.930)

.

(31) Frankfurter, The Public and its Government (Yale University
Press, 1930).

(32) Ibid., 17.

(33) Willis, on. cit. , 92 "This essay is mainly concerned with
procedure— trivial stuff, it might be thought. But the controv°rs Tr which
at pres Qnt r?s°s around delegation of legislative power is not in essence
concerned with anything ^ora exciting than procedure. That slums must
be cleared and safety devices made compulsory in factories has never
be°n in dispute. The issue is solely by what means Parliament shall car-
ry its declared policy into effect. Hust Parliament itself define the

•

details- aM prescrib^^th^. methods? Or shall a .subordinate authority be
charged with those duties? Kow far shall the performance of those du-
ties by a department be supervised by the courts? Thus stated, questions
of procedure become questions of nc^r."

See also, Hewart, The I-Tq-t Despotism (Ne^ York, 1929); Allen,
Bureaucracy Tri^^^haint (Fen York, 193l).

(34) Infra III and IV.

(35) An ext Qnded discussion of Delegation of legislative Powers
will be found, infra XIV and ^ XV.

(36) Blachly and Oatman, op. cit., '53:
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4
"Its principal advantages are: Economy of the time of the legisla-

ture; availability of expert knowledge; absence of partisan conflicts
concerning details; flexibility; possibility of correct drafting; comple-
tion and clarification of the statutory lav:, and consequent avoidance of

unnecessary litigation.

"Its principal disadvantages, under the system now existing in our
federal government, are: Possibilities of inharmonious and inconsistent
sub-legislation; of secrecy; of -improper influences; of failure to

consider the general will; of lack of an adequate statutory basis, ending
in the assumption by the courts of important and inappropriate
sub-legislative powers; and- of incidental sub-legislation by either the

courts or the administrative authorities, particularly the great
regulatory commissions, in the process of deciding particular cases.

"The most interesting thing about these advantages and disadvantages,
when thus set forth side "oy side, is the fact that the advantages are
general, permanent, and inherent in the function of administrative
legislation in any government system organized with reasonable care;

whereas the disadvantages are almost all dependent upon special condi-
tions and lack of careful organization. This means that due attention
to the government structure will eliminate, or at least minimize, the

disadvantages of administrative legislation, while all its advantages
will remain*"

(37) Willis, op. cit., 52: "One of the chief reasons for delegating
power to make rules to the department is, put shortly,, to enable questions
of detail to be removed from the consideration of Parliament*"

(38) Laski, "The Limitations of the Expert," Harpers. December .

(1930) . Groenvelt v. Burwell et al . Censors of the College of Physicians,

1 L. D. Raymond 454, 471 (1691). The court recognized the value of

expert skill and that its findings in a technical problem be not
disturbed,

(39) Carr, Delegated Legislation (Cambridge University Press 1921),
19-26: The Case for Delegation. The author mentions, 1. the -time

element which has existed in England since 1832; 2. "the limitation of

aptitudes" citing John Stuart Mill; 3. Parliament does not govern the

country in the sense of enforcing the law or policy. Therefore, the

actual governing agencies can best fill in the details of that policy,
and in certain cases make policy themselves. This point is difficult
to explain succinctly. Parliament is not always in existence, and even
if it were, its procedure is slow. This point is quite similar to the

reason Professor Comer assigns to the fact that so many examples of

delegation can be found in the first session of Congress,

(40) Dickinson, Administrative Justice ?nd the Supremacy of Law
in the United States (Harvard University Press, 1927). The author lists

advantages of administration: 1, Initiation by the Government of
efforts to protect the public interest; 2. Prompt action of a preventive,

.

and not merely remedial nature based on technical knowledge; 3. The

protection of public interest in a way not possible by law suits of private

parties; 4. Flexibility in determining socially hurtful conduct.
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(41) Fairlie, "Administrative Legislation," Michigan Law Review
181 (1930 ) outlines the administrative rule problem ,in fields of the
government *o own business or itia] functions,

(42) Carr, op. cit. In England delegated legislation can be
questioned judicially whereas Acts of Parliament can not be so questioned,

(45) Short, national administrative Organization (Urbana, 111.
1923) I. See also, Popple v. Tremaine . 168 N.S. 817 (II.Y. 1929); and
supra, n. 2.

(44) I^arly gases freely re cognized administrative action.
I /array's. Leprae v. Hoboken Lend and Improvement Company ,

18 How. 272

(1855) . See also, Goodnow, op. cit., 24-25; Dicey, The Law of the

Constitution , 8th ed. (Lordon 1927),

(45) Cooley, Constitutional Limitations , 8th ed., (Boston 1927),
229, 230: "The legislature must declare the policy of the law and fiz
the legal principles which are to control in given cases; but an admin-
istrative officer or body may be invested with the power to ascertain
the facts and conditions to which the policy and principles apply,"

(46) Sears Roebuck and Co. v. Federal Trade Commission , 258
P.- 307, • 512 (CCA. 7th 1919).

(47) Laski, "Book Review," 45 Harvard Law Review 754. 756 (1932 ).

"Parliament lias been led to experiment with departmental jurisdiction
because .judicial review of social policy has been reactionary in temper
and clumsy in execution., It has failed to appreciate the elements of

policy which is involved in finding the facts wherever quasi-judicial
problems emerge,"

(48) ITishimura 5kiu v. U. S._ . 142 U.S. 651-659 (1802).

( 19) See the discussion of court's review of administrative
cction, infra. See also Dickinson, ot>. cit,, XI; and "Review of
Administrative Determinations of Questions of 'Constitutional Pact'",
80 Penn, Law Review (1955 ) 507-552.

(50) This is the traditional statement. The principle, however,
is not inflexibly adhered _ to. Dickinson, on. cit., 50-54.

(51) Smith v. Hitchcock . 226 U.S. 55, 58 (1912). The case
involved, said the court, a Question of law whether a oublication is

a book or periodical, "We should not interfere with the decision of
the Postmaster General unless clearly of the opinion it was wrong."
See also Bates and Guild Co. v. Payne , 194 U.S. 106, 107 (1904),
where the court injected the suggestion that a Question of law coupled,

with some discretion in the Postmaster General existed.
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(52) Thayer, A Preliminary; Treatise on th~ Law of Evidence
(Boston, 1898), 202. See .Dickinson j op. cit., n. 49; Duz-an v. U.S. , 34
Court of Claims 458 (1899), held that the decision of the Commissioner
of Internal Revenue that an officer in charge of a post exchange is not
a retail liquor dealer is a decision of fact in his jurisdiction and final.
The Secretary of the Treasury submitted the question as one of "law."
The court is not clear whether finality is given to the decision of the
Internal Revenue Commissioner "because of jurisdiction or "because

"ouestion of fact" was involved. See treatment of "questions of law" in
consideration of court's review of administrative action, infra, III.

(53)' In Baladam Co. v. Federal Trade Commission , 42 F. (2d) 430
(CCA. 6th, 1930), the question of the scientific value and safety
character for obesity cure is a question of opinion, not fact. In many
fields requiring expert knowledge "facts" as apart from "opinion" are
almost impossible

>

to find. A question involving fixing of prices and
lessening of competition in interstate commerce which depended to a
great extent upon opinion is found in Federal Trade Commission v.
Pacific Coast Paper Association, 273 U. S. 52, 62 (1927). Mr* Justice
Sutler _ said, "The weight to be given to the facts and circumstances
admitted, as well as the infererces reasonably to be drawn from them ,

is for the commission." (Underlining mine).

(54) Interstate Commerce Commission v. Union Pacific R. R. Co. ,

222 U.S. 541, 547, 548, 550 (1912): "'In determining these mixed
questions of law and fact, the court confines itself to the ultimate
ouestion as to whether the Commission acted within its power. It will
not consider the expedience or wisdom of the order, or whether, on like
testimony, it would ha.ve made a similar ruling. 'The findings of the
Commission are made by law prima Facie true, and this court has
ascribed to them the strength due to the judgments of a tribunal
appointed by. law and informed by experience.' Illinois C. R. Co. v.

Interstate Commerce Commission . 206 U.S. 441. Its conclusion, of course,
is subject to review, but, when supported by evidence, is accepted as
final; , . . not that its decision involving, as it does, so many and
such' vast public interests, can be supported by a mere scintilla of
proof, but the courts will not examine the facts further than to determine
whether there was substantial evidence to sustain the order . •

With that sort of evidence before them, rate experts of acknowledged
ability and fairness, and each acting independently of the other, may not
have reached identically the same conclusion. We do not know whether
the results would have been approximately the same. For there is no
possibility of solving the question as though it were a mathematical
problem to which there could only be one correct answer. Still there
was in this mass of facts that out of which experts could have named
a rate. 5 " See also North , German Lloyd v. Redden . 43 Fed. 17 (1890).

(55) Uarouez v. Frisbie . 101 U.S. 473, 476 (1879): "The language
of this Court in I.ioore v. Robbing , cited above, is that equity will inter-
fere 'When it is clear that these officers have, by a mistake of the law,
given to one man the land which, on the undisputed facts, belonged to
another.' The meaning of this and the sound principle is, that where it is
a mixed question of law and of fact, and "hen the court cannot so separate
them as to see clearly where the tribunal to which the law has confided
the matter is conclusive.
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"3ut if it can be mi Lrely plain to a court of oouity that

on facts about which there is no dispute, or no reasonable doubt, those
officers have, by a mistake of the law, deprived a nan of his right, it '

will give relief."

(56) Frankfurter and Davison, on. cit., Preface, p* vii, for the

statement, "Administrative Law is groping; it necessarily is still
crudely empirical. It is deal ; with new problems, calling for new
social inventions or fresh adaptations of old experiences."
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I
T0TES FO CHAPTER III

(l) Dicey, The Law of the Constitution , 8th ed. (London 1927); see
also Dickinson, Administrative Justice and the Supremacy of Law in the
United Sta.tes (Harvard University Tress, 192?); and Little v. Barreme ,

2 Cranch 170 (1804).

(?.) Comer, Legislative Functions jf National Administrative
Authority ('Jew York, . 1927) , 187:

"A study of the Statutes at Large reveals, however, that although
Congress has from the first demanded an occasional accounting to

itself by its agents who wield legislative power, this demand
apt)ear s only spasmo di cally .

"

(3) Radio Act of 1927, 44 Stat. 1174; and Communications Act of
1934, 48 Stat. 1064.

(4) Blachly and Oatman, Administrative Legislation and Adjudication
(Brookings Institution, 1934), 235:

"In respect to an increasing number of administrative determinations,
there is no statutory provision for review. For example, provisions
for any adequate review are almost entirely lacking in the laws
establishing the ERA and the AAA. • Sometimes no judicial remedy of
any sort is available, although in numerous instances an adminis-
trative review is allowed."

(5) Act March 20, 1933, C. 3, Title I, 5, 48 Stat. 9:

"All decisions rendered by the Administrator of Veterans' Affairs
under the provisions of this Chapter, or the regulations issued
pursuant thereto, shall be final and conclusive on all questions of

law and fact, and no other official or Court of the United States
shall have jurisdiction to review by mandamus or otherwise any
such decisions."

(6) Infra, this chapter and IV

(7) Willis, Parliamentary Powers of English Government Departments
(Harvard University Press, 1932). The last Chapter, "Postscript", deals
with the Report of the Committee on dnisters' Powers (Emd. 4060, Pres-
ented by the Lord Chancellor to Parliament in April, 1932), which the
Author says comee as a. complete answer to Lord Hewart's suggestions of

abuse.

(7a) Humphrey's Executor v. U.S., 295 U.S. 502 (1935).

(7b) U.S. v. Jty-ers, 272 U.S. 52 (1926).

(7c) Pound, C.U., in The Growth of American Administrative Law ,

(Thomas Law Book Co., 1923) 113:
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"Tho whole subject of administrative law is, on the threshold, one
•• of constitutionality, but beyond that, it belongs to the field of
statesmanship and not of law as administered in the courts."

(7d) Hewart, The ~'cw Despotism (London 1929), VI, Department
Legislation, 83-104.

(7e) Letters from Professor Rodney L. IJott of the Anerican
Legislator's Association, Chicago, written in May, 1031 and Mr. George
C.S. Benson of the same organization in February, 1936.

(7f) Letters from the Few York Legislative Librarian, Mr. William
E. Hannan written to the writer in ay, 1931 and February, 1936.

(7o) General Laws of Massachusetts (tor. 2d.) "chapter 30,

section;; 5, 32, 37.

This information was furnished by the Massachusetts State Librarian,
Mr. Edward H. Redstcfne in letters written to the writer in May, 1931 and
February, 1936.

(7h) General Laws of Massachusetts, ibid., chapter 30, section 32:

"All annual reports required' by law to be made by state officers and
departments or heads thereof shall, except as otherwise expressly

\. r provided, cover the precee'ding fiscal year and, except for facts or
' information specifically required by law, shall be a brief summary
of the said year's work, together with recommendations for the

• succeeding fiscal year. All such reports shall, except as otherwise
expressly provided, be deposited with the state secretary and by
him transmitted to the General Court on or before the third
Wednesday in January.

"

(7i) Letters from Dr. Edwin E. Witte, then of the Wisconsin
Legislative Reference Library on May 1 and May 12, 1931; and a. letter from
Mr. Howard P. Ohm" of the Wisconsin Legislative Reference Library in
February, 1936.

(8) Jacob son v. Massachusetts . 197 U.S. 11 (1905). The legislative
may choose one of opposing medical theories as the basis for a vaccination
statute.

(9) Albertsworth, "Judicial Review of Administrative Action,"
35 Harvard Law Review 127 (l9jl) .

(10) Panama Refining Company v. Ryan 292 U.S. 383 (1935).

(11) Carr, Delegated Legislation (Cambridge University' Press, 1921),
5.

(12) Institute of Patent Agent

s

v. Lockwood , A.C. 347 (House of Lords
1894), But see, discussion of ultra vires . Blachley and Oatman, op.cit.,
VI; where the authors point out that administrative adjudication has been
formally recognized in France, Germany and other countries, and definite
steps taken to establish it as a system apart from the Courts, which are
limited to private law.
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(13) The Federalist (Chicago, 1894). Madison, at pa^e 275, speaks
of the legislature as superior through circumstances, while the judiciary-

is defined by landmarks less certain. Corwin, "The Progress of Constitu-
tional Theory Between the Declaration of Independence and the Meetings
of the Philadelphia Convention," 50 An. History Review 511 (1925) , treats
the early history of judicial review.

(14) Corwin', "The' 'Higher Law' Background of American Constitutional
Law," 42 Harvard Law Review, 149 - 155. 565 - 409 (1938).

(15) Bracton, De Legibus et Sonsuetudinbus Angliae ,
(Travers Twiss

ed. London, 1878), 1,. 13-21, where a full discussion of natural law is hai

(16) Corwin, op, cit., 175.

(17) Corwin, op. cit., 109. Professor Corwin speaks of Coke's hope
. . . "to restore to England the constitution of the early -Lancastrians,
centering about the name and fame of Magna Charta, whereof the courts,
and especially the High Court of Parliament, were the chosen guardians"
as being one of the "well-springs of our own constitutional theory" . . .

"A current which has imparted an entirely different coloration to the
tradition" is found in Montesquieu's doctrine of the separation of
powers. 12 Coke Rep. 75; 12 Coke Rep. 82, 84; 12 Coke Ren. 85.

(18) 5 Dallas 586 (l79S). Maggs, "The Constitution and the
Recovery Legislation; The Roles of Document, Doctrine and Judges,"
1 University of Chicago Law Review 665, 669 (1954) . Corwin, "Basic
Doctrine of American Constitutional Law", 12 Michigan Law Review ,

247 (1914), 250-252.

(19) Corwin, ibid.; Willoughby, Constitutional Law of the United
States (Few York 1929) 1692-1693;. and Ritchie, Natural Rights (Hew York
1895).

(20) This is also true in England. Willis, op. cit., 68:

"They alone among English courts, refrained from standing in the way

of administrative decision of disputes, from confusing the course
of Common Law procedure with 'natural justice, ' from sacrificing

. reason and justice to ox post facto technicalities. Whether their

ability to see through the books to the present realities is the

result of occasional participation in debate, or of an acquaintance

with other systems of law in the Judicial Committee, it is difficult

to say, but there can be no doubt that the foundations of our

modern system of government have' been preserved unshaken because of

the decisions of the Law Lords." Board of Education v. Rice, (l91l)

A.C. 179; Ex parte Yaffc, (1951) A.C. 494.

(21) Local Government Board v. Arlidge, A.C. 120 (House of Lords

1915). Frankfurter and Davis'on, Cases on Administrative Law ( Chlcago

,

1932), 376,586. Lord Shaw of Dunfcrline:

"If it (the Administrative Board) is left without express guidance

it must still act honestly and by honest means . . . the assumption

that the method of natural justice are ex necessitate those of
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Courts of Justice is wholly unfounded. This is expressly applicable
to stens of -irocedure of 'Jonas of oleadin .

"

(22) Holmes, Col lected Lo. al Papers , "Essay of Natural Justice, 11

312:

"The jurists who believe in natural lav; seem to me to be in that

naive state of mind that accepts what has been familiar and accepted
by them and their neighbors as something that must bo accepted by
all men everywhere."

Of the same philosophical basis, see "ietzsche, "Beyond Good and
Evil 11

. (Translation by Helen Zimmern, Hew York, 1924.)

(23) Mage's, op. cit., "Natural Justice" is still important in

En land. Ecoort of Committee on Ministers' Powers (Cmd. 4060. Presented
by Lord Chancellor to Parliament in April, 193?,) 75-80.

(24) Willoughby, 0-0. cit., 1689:

"It is a very remarkable fact that not until our written Constitution
was more than half a century old did the phrase receive an interpre-
tation and application which approximates that which it has today,

and not, indeed, until a hundred years had passed away was resort
had to it as the usual devices of those disapproving of the acts
of their legislatures."

(25) Haines, The Revival of I'atural Law Concepts , '(Harvard Studies
in Jurisprudence, Cambridge, 1930) V, Hatural Law.

(26) Corwin, "The Doctrine of Due Process of Law before the Civil
War", 24 Harvard Law Review 566-385, 460-479. (1917).

(27) Hurray' s Lessee v. Hoboken Land and Improvement Co. , 18 How.

272 (1855); Story, Commentaries on the Constitution, (1847), 68:

"This clause (the due process of law clause), in effect, affirms
the right of trial, according to the process and proceedings of

the common law." This and a few other lines are the only reference
in this la.rge and exhaustive work. "

Corwin, op. cit., 74, 95, 113-19:

"Coke, in his Institutes, defines due process of law precisely as
"indictment or presentment of good and lawful men ... or by writ
original of the common law." at page 74.

"TJhen the Fifth Amendment was added to the Constitution in 1792,
no one, so far as I am aware, had ever su, ested that the term 'due

process of law' had any other than its anciently established and
self-evident meaning of correct "orocedure; not was such a suggestion
to be accepted by any court, in any jurisdiction, for many yea,rs to

come." at page 95.
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"As was pointed out in the previous chanter, no one at the time

of the framing and adoption of the Constitution had any idea that

this clause did more than consecrate a method of procedure- against

accused persons, and the modern doctrine of due process of law, the

most important single basis of judicial review today, could never

have been laid down except in defiance of history." at pages 113-

119.

(28) Maggs, op. cit., 669:

"The judges have held since the latter oart of the nineteenth cen-

tury that certain clauses of the document (The Constitution)

authorize them to pronounce doctrines not deducible oy construction

or interpretation of the document. The due process clauses of
.
the

Fifth and Fourteenth Amendments, they hold, authorize them to de-

clare invalid as unconstitutional any statute, not specifically

authorized by other clauses of the document, which they deem,

arbitrary, capricious, or unreasonable. Under them, the judges

pronounce doctrines as to unreasonableness of statutes relating to pro-

. - -.. _:jcedure, to judisdiction to ta::, to the regulation of public utility
rates, to any and every subject - doctrines constituting in no sense

of the work construction or interpretation of language found in the

written document."

(29) Dred Scott v. Sahdford. 19 How. 393, 450. Opinion of lir.. Chief Justice
Teney (1857)

.

(30) 12 Wall. 457 (1871). But see, the Slaughter House Cases, 16 Wall.

36, 54 (1873), where the court refused to apply it t.o a statute in-

volving the State police power.

(31) Loan Association- v. To-peka. 20 Wall. 655 (1875)

(32) Justice Brandeis', in Whitney v. California, 274 17. S. 356, 373

(1927) , "Despite arguments to the contrary which had seemed to me
persuasive, it is settled that the due process clause of the Four-
teenth Amendment applies to matters of substantive lav; as well as
to matters of procedure." The Court upheld a California Criminal
Syndicalism Act. Haines, op. cit., V. Theories and Due Process of

Law, 104-149, particularly at page 106. Hough, "Due Process of Law -

Today " , 24 Harvard Law Review 366 _(19.111

.

(33) See opinion of Brewer, J. in hij^lijgan Central HP v. Powders, 201,
U. S." 245, 295 (1906).

(34) Eeiner v. Donnan,, 385 U. S. 312, 326 (1932), announced the doctrine
that a statutory statement that a transfer of property within two
years prior to death shall be deemed to have been made in "contem-
plation of death" is a violation of the Fifth Amendment, either
treated as a rule of evidence or substantive lav;. See also
Schlesin/'-er v. Wisconsin , 270 U. S. 230 (1926). Applying the Four-
teenth Amendment, likewise, to a State statute. Haines, op. cit.,
116-117 discusses Judge Copleys efforts to extend the meaning of
due process. This is particularly noticeable in his work on "Law
of Taxation" where he stated certain formula to restrict legislatures.
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Many of these formula are accepted ?s a part of our law today with

apparently no >t-> else constituti 'nal b 'is.

(35) Reagan v. Fame r'_s_ _Lo_-_n _-nd .Trus.t Cp_. , 154 U. Si 362, (1393).

(36) Eal&W-i& v - iflssouri . 281 U. S. 536, 595 (1930). Corwia, op. cit.,

69-70:

"The term "due process of law 1 simply drops out of the con-

stitutional clause './hen way ic wade in it for the doctrine of

vested rights; and, it may be added, the words 'life' and 'liberty'

do likewise."

(37) Haines, op. cit., 122-139, suggests that the doctrine is used to

sustain reactionary interests. Lerner, "The Supreme Court and

American Capitalism" , 42. Yal_e__Law J_o.uraal._66 8 _ (19.33 ) ;
and Corwin,

"The Suprerae Court and the Fourteenth Amendment", 7_.J_ichi___p_n_Law

Review, 643 (1909). (lluch of this material is now found in his

"The Twighlight of the Supreme Court", op. cit., and his "Social

Planning under the Constitution - A Study in Perspectives", 26

American
,

Political Science, He_view 1. ..ClS :'-,.?)_._

(33) Willis, o-o. cit., 3:

"To the special aspects of the English problem taken up in this

essay there c:m\ be no American n?.rallel — such is the power of the

Fourteenth Amendment. A rule of statutory finality is unthink-

able in a country where an Act may not even go so far as to make

the determinations of a commissioner final on questions of fact,

but must go on to exclude 'jurisdictional fact' from that finality;

any legislatxire which sought to prevent the courts from passing
on the question of ultra vires would be told that by so doing it

was depriving the individual adversely effected of 'due process',
of a constitutional right to challenge 'illegal usurpation of

power' before the courts."

(39) Board of Education v. Sice. A. C. 179 (House of Lords 1911), Frank-
furter and Davison, op. cit., 572, 574: Lord Loreburn, L. C. "The

Board is in the nature of the arbitral tribunal, and a Court of law
has no jurisdiction to hear appeals from the determination either
upon law or upon fact. But if the Court is satisfied either that
the Board have not acted judicially in the way I have described, or
have not determined the question which they are required by the Act
to determine, then there is a remedy by mandamus or certiorari."
This is our procedural due process concept. See the, ul_tra and
intra vires discussion and discussion on natural lav;, infra, this
chapter.

(40) Bonnfeldt v. Phillips 35 T. L. 3. 46, (Court of Appeals, 1918):

Scrutton, L. J.

"A war could not be carried out according to the principles of l.iagna

Chart a. Very wide powers had been given the Executive - - - The res-
ponsibility for giving those powers rested not with the Judges, but
with the representatives of the people in Parliament ."
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(41) Corwin, op. cit .

:

"judicial review in the sense of judicial discretion has devoured

its progeny, constitutional law; and "by the sane sign, 'due

process of 1-w' is no Frankenstein's monster that rides down

legislation in defiance of its creator's will — it is the servant

of the Court's legislative judgment." at page 36.

"In speaking of the interference of the Court with state legis-

lation through the guise of the Fourteenth. Amendment, Professor

Corwin says: "The result is- that the Court is able today to ap

proach the question of factual justification from either one of

two opposed angles, according as it wishes to sustain a statute

or ot overturn it, and is able to cite an ample array or precedents

in justification of either approach." at page 101.

It might be suggested that this also applies to administrative review and
interference with Federal administrative legislation.

(42) Gray, Hajure jgnd Jjourc ejs, _of -the Law T
2nd ed. (Hew York 1927).

(43) Corwin, op. cit., Ill: Professor Corwin suggests that Congress
has repeatedly undertaken "to declare law with the definite intention of
binding the courts-"

(44) Dickinson, Ad;ninis^rative_ jjnstice_and_the _SuD_re_macy of JLaw in the
United States. (Harvard University Press, 1927), 105: The author

indicates that the ul.tr a; vires doctrine is a limitation both upon the legis
lature and the administrative bodies.

(45) Ibid.

(46) McFarland, Judicial. j3pjrt_rol_ olf^the^^F^iexalJfeade _Comni_s_s_ip_n and the

Xnt er s.ta,t e jSgjamejrce _0ommi s sipji

,

L A9.2Q-.1930 (Harvard University Press,
1933), 28:-".

"IThen the courts do more than hold the commissioners to the otit-

lines of their authority or demand the existence of evidence which
justifies the exercise of that authority, then the legal expert in-
terferes with the administrative specialists who comprise the per-
sonnel of the Interstate Commerce Commission and the Federal Trade
Commission.

"

(47) Infra, IV, 3.

(48) 'Villi s, op. cit., II. 47:

"Owing to the existence of a great number of semi-autonomous bodies,
the Guardians of the Poor, the Enclosure Commissioners, and the
licensing justices, for instance, whose discretion was within its
limits absolute, control by the courts has always t&ken the form of
defining those limits, and the judges in order to put into force
their ideas of how the machine should run — and that is a factor
to be reckoned with, if we follow the school of ''.lunch iurists 1 —
have been forced to correct the decisions of these bodies on the
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ground that the:' erred in law in mistaking the limits of

their powers. The law of ultra vires is curious not only for

the very different uses to which it has been put, any-

thing froi.i the testing of a State statute by the standard

of the Constitution of tne United States to the testing

of the issue of new shares by the corporate charter, but

also because in applying it the courts stand as it were
apart from the body whose actions they piass in review. "

(49) Willis, op. cit., 22, 23:

In searching through the statutes from 1848 to 1931,

the Author states that he has discovered over one hundred and fifty
instances of this type.

(50) A. C. 347 (House of Lords 1894), Frankfurter and Davidson,
op. cit., 513.

(51) Frankfurter and Davison, op. cit., 519.

(52). Reg. (Cleeland) v. Pharmaceutical Society of Ireland, 2 .

I. R. 268 (1896). Although the Court did not decide the case upon the
question of ultra vires, the problem loomed large, and three justices
gave it considerable attention. The statute was similar to that in-
volved in the Institute of Patent Agents v. Lockwood in that it pro-
vided "all regulations made under the authority of this Act" when
properly laid before Parliament become "of the like force and effect
as if they had been enacted in this Act. 11 "It certainly is somewhat
alarming that it should be in the power of any body of parsons, by
means of an obscure and unnoticed formalityj at the suggestion, it

may be, of private interest, to smuggle through Parliament illegal
regulations, affecting the rights of the public, and to invest them
with the force of law; and if we admit the answer given by Lord
Harschell in his judgment, that the regulations in that case were
made by a public authority, namely, the Board of Trade, in which
the law would be supposed to place confidence, yet this argument
must be oonfined to the question whether the rules ought to be
considered intra vires. . and yet the more general question as to
their effect assumes that in the instance under consideration the
authority was transgressed." See also Willis, op. cit., 70; and
Committee -on Ministers' Powers Report , op. cit., 40-41, and at 61-62:

"We are of opinion that in delegating legislative functions
to a Minister, Parliament should be careful to preserve in all but
the very exceptional cases, which we describe below, the jurisdiction
of the Courts of Law to decide whether in any purported exercise of
those functions the Minister has acted within the limits of his delegated
power. The rule of law requires that all regulations should be open
to challenge in the Courts except when Parliament deliberately comes
to the conclusion that it is essential in the public interest to create
an exception and to confer on a Minister the power of legislating with
immunity from challenge.

"
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(53) 2 K. B. 98 (1930), A. C. 494 (House of Lords 1931).

(54) Willis, op. cit., 82:

"I venture to suggest that words of this nature will protect
any rule "bona fide made to carry our the objects of the section which
defines the rule-making power, and directed in the opinion of the

Court towards effectuating the general purposes of the Act to he
gathered from the terms of the Act as a whole. The same test would
be applicable to a power to make orders, except as regards orders con-
firming schemes. There the words would nave at least the force claimed
for them "by Slesser, L. J., and would validate 'an order legally intra
vires but administratively imperfect; and perhaps an order made according
to a course of procedure not strictly in accordance with the terms of the
Act, but affording equally good protection to the individual owner.
Beyond-that, in the light of Yaffe's Case, it is impossible' to hazard
a guess.

»

(55) I. C. C . v. Union Pacific Railway Company . 222 U. S. 541,
547 (1912), and Intermountain Rate Cases , 234 U~. S. 476, 490, 491,
(1914). -

(56) Dickinson, op. cit. , 310-311, 315.

(57) A section on jurisdictional fact and constitutional fact is

included in the consideration of Administrative Finality and the cases,

IV.

(58) Ma-King v. Blair, 271 b. S. 479 (1926).

(59) Dickinson, op. cit., at 315 especially.

(60) Dickinson, op. cit., 55:

"In truth, the distinction between ''questions of law' and 'questions
of fact' really gives little help in determining how far the courts will
review; and for the good reason that there is no fixed distinction. They
are not two mutually exclusive kind s of questions, based upon a difference
of subject-natter. Matters of -law grow downward into' roots of fact, and
matters of fact reach upward, • without a break, into matters of law.
The knife of policy alone effects' an artificial cleavage at the point
where the court chooses to draw the line between public interest and
private right. It would seem that when the courts are unwilling to

review, they are tempted to explain by the easy device of calling
the question one of 'fact'; and when otherwise disposed, they say
that it is a question of 'law'.' Thus, while the reasonableness of
a rate is said to be a matter of fact and not reviewable, yet when the
rate- fixing body has omitted to take into consideration some element
or factor which the court thinks ought to have been included, error of
law is promptly held to have been committed and the power to review is
exercised."
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(SI) Infra, IV. In .Ameri can Schoo l o f lir-ynet ic Healing v .

School of Magnetic Healing v. McAnnualty, 187 U. S. 94, 109, 111 (1902),

spoke of the problem as a question of law throiaghout the opinion, out

at one place said: "We do not mean to preclude the defendant from
Dwing on the trial, if he can, that the business of conrplainants,

as in fact conducted" was a violation of the statutes.

(61a) Federal Trade Commission v. Cratz. 253 U. S. 421 (1920)

(62) Comer, Legislative Functions of national Administrative
Authority. (New York 1927), 137.

(63) Thayer, Preliminary Treatice on the. Law of Evidence (Boston,

1893), 202:
1 "The judges have always answered a multitude of.

questions of ultimate fact which forms part of the
issue. It is true that this is often disguised by
calling them questions of law."'
This can also be found ouoted in 1 .'cFa.rlend , op. cit. , 25, n. 62

(64) Smith v. Hitchcock . 226U. S. 53 (1912). HcFarland, op.

cit., 26, expresses this view as regards the Interstate Commerce
Commission and the Federal- Trade Commission.

(65) Federal Trade Commi ssion v. Western Meat Co., 272 U. S. 554

(1926); Federal Trade Commission v. Curtiss Publishing, Co .. 260 U. S.

563 (1922).

(66) Federal Trade Commission v. Cratz . 353 U. S. 421 (1920), and
Prisoner C; Co . . v.Bakelite Corp., 39 F. (2d) 247, 259 (Ct. Cust. & Pat.
App. 1930).

(67) Gegiow v. Uhl . 239 U. S. 3 (1915). The Court treated as a
"question of law" the decision that aliens were "likely to become public
charges" where the Commissioner's action was based on the condition of
the labor market at Portland, Oregon, the Aliens' destination. Likewise
in Hanson v. Haff . 291 U. S. 559 (1934) the Court reviewed the facts,
reversed the administrative determination (presumably upon the existence
of a question of law), and held that on alien woman who had entered the
country and left it to go on a trip with a man with whom she was having
illicit sex relations was not barred from returning under the statutory
prohibition of entry into the country '[for the purpose of prostitution
or any other immoral purpose" where the facts indicated a paramount
object of entering to follow a legitimate occupation.

(68) 14. Pet. 497 (1340).

(69) For the distinction between ministerial and discretionary
acts see: Kendall v. Stokes . 3 How.. 87 (1839); Brashear v. Mason , 6
Kow, 92 (1845); Eeeside v. Walker, 11 How. 272 (1848); Commissioner of
Patents v. Whiteley . 4 Wall 522 (1867); U. S. v. Seaman, 17 How. 224,
(1855)'; U. S. v. Guthrie . 17 How. 284 (1855); U. S . v. Commissioner . .

5 Wall 563 (1867); C-a.ines v. Thompson 7 Wall 437 (1869).; Secretary v.
KcGarrahan 9 Wall 298 (1370); Mar que z v. Frischie . 101 U. S. 433 (1879);
UiS. v. Churz 102 U. S. 378 (1879); 3utterworth v. Hoe 112 U.S. 50 (1884);
and U. S . v. Black 128 U. S. 40 (1888).
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(70) Kansas Association, v. 'Tilder,' 23 Pac. 1061 (Kansas, 1890).

(71) Noble v. Union River Logging Railroad , 147 U. S. 165 (1893),
involving the decision of the Secretary of Interior upon the question
whether a railroad was entitled to a land grant and whether this could
be revoked by his successor.

(72) National Life v. National Life , 209 U. S. 17, (1908).

(73) McFarland, op. cit. , 31-32; The Court's review and frequent
complete re-examination of the facts, the author attributes to the
failure of the Court to accept or to appreciate the merits of problems
involving expert- knowledge. Crane v. Nichols , IF. (2d) 33 (1924);

(74) Silver v. Federal Trade Commission , 292 F. 752 (CCA. 6th,

1923); and Florida and East Coast R.R. Co., v. U." S. , 234 U. S. 167

(1913).

(75) Minnesota .Rate Cases. 230 U. S. 352 (1913); Interstate
Commerce Commission v. Illinois Central R. R. , 215 U. S. 452 (1910).

(76) Rhode Island Hospital Trust Co . , v. Commissioner of Internal
Revenue . 29 F. (2d) 339 (1928). The court required that evidence, made
expressly prima facie by a statute, could not be ignored and should "be

given substantial, if not controlling weight. "

(77) International Shoe Company v. Federal Trade Commission , 280
U.S. 291 (1930). The court refused to sustain a finding that compe-
tition was substantially limited and commerce restrained where it was
not supported by evidence..

(78) Chicago Junction Case . 264 U. S. 258 (1924), 264-265. "The

provision for a hearing implies both the privilege of introducing
evidence and the duty of deciding in accordance with it.- - - to make
an essential finding without supporting evidence is arbitrary action."
Interstate Commerce Commission v. Louisville and Nashville R. R. Co. , 227

U. S. 88 ( 19 13); &' Chicago, M. & St. Paul Ry. v. Minnesota, 134 U. S.

418 (1890).

(79) Yudelson v. Andrews . 25 F. (2d) 80 (CCA. 3d. 1928).

(80) Southern Railway Co .. v. Virginia . 290 U. S. 190 (1933).

(81) Ibid at p. 197. • There was a strong dissent in the case
by the Chief Justice, concurred in by Justices Stone and Cardozo,

_
i

based upon the fact that later review of the administrative action
before a court was afforded.

(82) U. S. v. Williams . 194 U. S. 279 (1904), in a deportation case.

(83) Federal Trade Commission v. Goodgrape Co. , 45 F. '(2d) 70,- 72,

(CCA. 6th 1930). The weight to be given the evidence is for the Com-
mission to decide.
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(Zk) Fee
1

erg 1 Padio Cornf . ilson brothers . 2S9 U.S. I

( 1S33 ) • Em' lovers Insurance Co rv>
. , v . Incustri rl _Acc ident Cor.v.ission

,

151 Pac. 4 23 (California 1915)

.

(S5) Ur-ar v. S-rman . U 3 (2d) SO (C.C.A. Sth, 1924); 3iker v.

Federal Radio Commis sion . 557 -• (2d) 5 35 (1931); cnc"- General Broad-
casting System v. Federal Radio Commission , 47 I. (2*0 5IS (1931)

.

(go) Dickinson, op. cit.
, 323:

"The difficult cases are those ~hich occur uhen the doubt
arisen not from the logical or physical impossibility of the inference,
nor from the total absence of evidence, but from its rieager and unsat-
isfactory cliaract' r.

"

'(87) IIcFarland, op. cit., 29-30. The Author continues:

"Although the determination of the facts is admittedly the

function of the administrative commissions, e-roerience has
shorn that on judicial examination of the evidence upon which
administrative action is predicated the courts frequently' oiist

administrative j udgraent and. substitute therefor the opinions
of judges.

"

(SS) Chief Justice Hughes, in the Ner York Times, February 13, 1931,
"The power of administrative bodies to make findings of fact which
may he treated as conclusive, if there he evidence both "rays, is a

power of enormous consequence,"

(S9) Ue/:enan Farmers Cor: ., v. Paid-in . 25 3 U.S. lo ;, 55 Sup. Ct.

7 (193*0; Frentis v. Atlantic Coast Line . 211 U.S. 210 (1§0S); Stanley
et_al v. Feabodv Coal Co . . Rf Supp. 6;2 (D.C. S.D. 111. 1933); Chicago.,

?.. I. l':?. 5.". Co . v. Stcte Ei"h"^" r Commission of i.iissouri , 322 Ifo. 4l

9

(1925); and Uhite v. Federal hrdio Corr -iseior.. 29 Y. (2d) 113 (192S).

(90) Bed J'CJJ Oil lirnufrcturin^ Co . v. 5o-- rd of A— iculture, 222 U.S.
3S (191] . rson Pricing Co. v. 3ryan, 290 f.S. "70 (1934).

(91) Col— -,:ith v. U.S. 3oar& of T.a:: Agoeels . 270 T
r.S. 11 7 (1926) ;

i'c Chore" v. Louisvil le ". Uashv ille Yy.lSU U.S. 4g 3 (1902); and ilcDon-

ald v. Poard of Street Commis sioners. 167 P.P. 4l7 (Lass. 1929).

(92) Finkelstein. l!Judici al Self-Limitation," 'S7 Harvart. La\? ite-

vie'-r YiS (1Q2^ . And TTilllughby, op. cit., Ill, 53, 1327-133S.

(93) The Duke of York's Claim to the Cro'-n . 5 f.otuli Far. 375 (l460]

(94) Oet.ien v. Central Leather Co. 246 U.S. 297 (191S). The Con-
stitution, Article IV, Section 4. The doctrine also is applied in
England. Luthe

r

v. Saper, 3 Y.Y. 5 32 (1921).

(95) Luther v. Porden , 7 Horr. 1 (IGU9); and Pacific States Telephone
and Tele-ranh Co. v. Oregon , 223 7.S. US (13'12).
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( 96) The Constitution, Article III, Section 2. Sen Finklestein,
o;o« cit., supra, Chapter II, :i. 17.

(97) Keller v. Potomac Electric Power Co ., 251 U. 3. 423 (1923).

(93) billing v. Chicago Auditorium Co ., 27? U. 3. 274 (1928).

(93) Pound, "Book Review" , 41 Harvard L. -3. 115, 111 (1927 ),

smeaks of administrative lav; decisions as "a wilderness of single
instance's, ambiguity and inconsistenc"" of principles."

(100) Willis, op. cit., 172-173:

"Under the present system a rule which Parliament itself would
never have dreamed of authorizing may "continue- for years unchallenged,
if technicalities or the poverty of wersons aggrieved prevents the

issue from "being raised "before a court, while a rule which to the eye
of sommon sense is plainly within the murview of the Act ma~ r fall "be-

fore an unsympathetic or misinformed tribunal. It is so haphazard.
TThen a. State may force its. subject to obe^' rules made by its executive
arm, and later through its judiciary mulct him for. obeying what was
held out to him as binding law, something is wrong. A. rule must be

either legal or illegal. T
,7hy should the issue remain in dcubt until it

happens to be raised in the course of mroceedings by, an individual' liti-
gant, and then before a body which, as I mointed out above, is unsuit-
ed to the decision of questions of government?"

• (101) "illis, op. cit., 4S:

"But when he" (Lord Hewart) "assumes in' his mremises that a court
is competent to pass umon' all matters involving, the' amplication of
standards, end that, becaLise in the past courts have, exercised mowers
remaining to them from a meriod in history when justices in eyre exer-'

cised taxing mowers, and jiisticey of the meace were in substance if not
in form a oart of the executive,- the;,'

- should be granted the control of

any new powers which resemble those now ^controlled by the King's Bench,
it is impossible to agree." ;.•

(102) l.icParland, op. 'cit., 14-15:

"By subjecting the commissions to a scrutiny more or less in ac-

cordance with recently developed principles and by rendering decision
in terms of statutory authority and evidence, 'due process of law' and
'private rights' have almost disappeared from the language of the de-
cisions. It is not that the judges who test legislation in terms of
private rights are any less vigilant in the censorship of administrative
orders (the contrar" is to' be exo'ected) ; there are more sm.btle ways of

reaching the same result — chiefly through 'interpretation.' The com-

missions have been held down to a n-ocedure and scope of authority which
'lakes abstract consideration of validity of their orders unnecessary.
So far as the due mrocess clause remains, it is to be seen in the ju-
dicial prohibition of ' 'arbitrary and capricious' action, and the re-
quirement of orderly mrocess."

(103) hcFarland, om. cit., 22
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(104) For reference", to the literature on this subject see ^.on-

charcl, "
r,"he Constitutionalitj' of i its", _1 iolunbia

!; ..- "eviev: 531 (1051) .

(105) ::cFarland, o . cit., 10-19.

(106) Dickinson, oi. cit., 3S4:

"T he action of ;ovoi I r 'aire- in sone degree to "be

brought to the touchstone of judicial decision if r 'ess i r
; to

be crderl- and" consistent."
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NOTES TO CHAPTER IV.

(1) A good general statement of the formula is found in

Pittsburgh C. C. & St. L. R. Go . v. Backus, 154 U.S. 421 (1894).

(2) Dickinson, Administrative Justice and the 'Supremacy of Lav?

in the United State s (Harvard University Press, 1927, 59.

(3) Dickinson, ibid, X, 263-306; The subject is court revievz cf

determinations made in the administration of the business of government,

(4) Dickinson, op. cit., 265, et seq.

(5) U. S . v. Fisher , 109 U.S. 143 (1883)

(6) Evans v. Gore , 253 U.S. 245 (1320); and 0' Do nohue v. U.S .

289 U.S. 516 (1932).

(7) Humphrey'

s

Executor v. U. S. , 295 U.S. 602 (1935).

(G) Ex parte Hennen , 13 Pet. 230 (1839).

(9) Act of June 10, 1890, Chapter 407, 26 Stat, at Large 131.

(10) Shurtleff v. TJ. S . 189 U.S. 311 (1903). See also Reagan v.

U. S. , 182 U.S. 419 (1901).

(11) Keim v. U. S. , 177 U.S. 290 (1900); U. S. ex rel Redfield
v. Uindem, 137 U.S. 636 (1891); U. S. ex rel Dunlaw v. Black , 128 U.S.

40 "(1388): U.S. ex rel Boynto 11 v. Blaine , 139 U. S. 306 (1890); and
U. S. ex rel~Mc3ride v. Schurz , 102 U. S. 398 (1379).

(12) Meyers v. U. S. , 272 U.S. 52 (1926).

(13) Humphrey's Executor v. U. S . , 295 U.S. 602 (1935).

(14) Angelus v. Sulliva n, 246 P. 54 (1917), 57, Judge Rogers;
Bo it one v. District Board , Northern Dist. No. 3, Sacramento, Cal., 250

P. 812 (1918).

(15) Blake v. U. S.
,
103 U.S. 227 (1881).

(16) Crenshaw v. U. S. , 134 U.S. 99 (1889)

(17) Smith v. Whitney , 116 U.S. 167 (1886). Dickinson, op. cit.,

268 et seq. See Pairlie, "Administrative Legislation", 18 Michigan
Law Reviev 181 (1920) for a discussion of the importance of the adminis-

trative rule and the vast fields they cover. Professor Pairlie served in

the Judge Advocate General's office during the World War.
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(18) 220 U. S. 506 (1910).

(19) 18 Ho". 272 (1355).

(20) Ibid., 277-279.

(20a) Generally, payment of tax money under protest is the only

procedure onen to the taxpayer. In the case of incone, estate and gift

taxation an appeal from the determination of the Commissioner of Internal

Revenue to the Board of Tax Appeals lies prior to the assessment of pay-

ment rf any tax money. The Revenue Act of 1924, Section 900; and The

Revenue Act of 1926, Section 1000 et seq .

(21) Ibid., 280

(22) Louisiana v. HcAdoo , 234, U. S. 627 (1914).

(23) Eisner v. Ha comber , 252 U. S. 189 (1920).

(24) U. S . v. Babceck , 250 U. S. 328 (1919).

(25) Bartlett v. Kane , 16 How. 263 (1853).

(26) Auffmordt v. Heddin , 137 U. S, 310 (1390).

(27) Louisiana v. HcAdoo , 234 U. 3. 627, 632 (1914).

(25) U. S . v. 200 Chests of Tea , 9 './heat .

430- (1824); Barlow v.

U. S.
t

7 Pet. 404 (1833); U. S . v. 112 C^sk s of Sugar . 8 Pet. 277 (1834);

De Forest v. Laurence, 13 How. 274 (1851); Ifeillard v. Lawrence , 16 Hoi?,

251 (1853). • • •

(29) U. S. v. Passavant , 169 U. S. 16, (1893).

(50) Carey v. Curtis , 3 How. 236 (1845).

(31) 137 U. S. 310 (1890).

(32) Ibid at' page 324.

(33) Dickinson, op. cit., 277 et seq.

(34) Knight v. United Land Association, 142 U. S. 161 (1891);

U. S. ex rel Riverside Gil Qc . v. Hitchcock , 190 U. S. 316 (1903); and

Warner Valle^ Stock Co . v. Smith ," 165 U. S. 28 (1399).

(35) Harquez v. Prisbie , 101 U. S. 473 (1879); U. S. ex rel

International Contracting Co. , v. Lament 155 U. S. 303 (1894);
Mj Clung v. Silliman , 6 ".Theat 598 (1821).

(36) U. S. ex rel Riverside Gil Co. v. Hichcock, 190 U. S. 316

(1903).
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(37) 234 U. S. 669, 710 (1914)

(38) St. Lcuis Smelting etc. Co . v. Kemp , 104 U. S. 636 (1882)

(39) Burke v. Southern Pacific It. R. Co. , 234 U. s. 569 (1914)

(40) Np_ble v. Union Losing Co . , 147 IT. S. 165 (1393)

(41) Vpnce v. Burhank , 101 U. S. 514 (1380)

(42) Steel v. St. Louis Smelting; etc. Co. 106 U. S. 447 (1882)

(43) French v. grya n , 93 U. S. 169 (1876); Marguez y. Prisoie , 101

U.S. 473 (1879); and Johnson v. Towsley , 13 Wall, 72 ( 1871).

(44) Newhall v. Sanger , 92 II. .S. 761 (1875); and Jonlan v. Carr,

125 U.S. 618 (1887), which involves the question of" • whether certain lands
where there exists, a claim of title "based on Mexican or Spanish grants,

are "public lands". . .
.

.

(45) Wilcox v. Jackson , 13 Pet. 498 (1839); and Burfenning v. Chi

.

,

St. Paul etc. R. Co., i63 U.S. 319 (1896).

(46) 138 U. S. 573 (1891).

(47) Supra, III. Decatur v. Paulding1

,: 14 Pet. 497 (1840). See also

U.S. ex rel Dunlap v. Black, 128 U. S. 40 (1888).

(48) Butter.-7orth v. Hoe, 112 U. S. '50 (1884). See als.o Philadelphia

& Trenton R.R. v. Stimpson , 14 Pet. 448, 458 (1831). The court said in

part, "It is not necessary for the patent to contain any recitals
that the prerequisites to the grant of it have "been dulv complied with,

for the law makes the presumption.

"

(49) Marquette University v. F..-„eral Radio Commission 47 F. (2d)

406 (1931), '/here the Commission refuses to increase a station's power
"the cciirt -all hesitate to set aside a finding (as to fact) of the

Commission unless it appears to he manifestly contrary to the evidence.

(50) Infra., this chapter, section 2.

(51) Sarlo v. Pulaski County , 38 S.W. 953 (Ark. 1905).

(52) Brougham , v. Blanton Mfg. Co . 249 U. . S..495 (1919). Power is

limited to admission, exclusion and expulsion. Keller v. U. S. , 213 U.S.

138 (1909).

(53) The right to exclude was early recognized. The Chinese
Exclusion Case , 130 U. S. 581 (1889).

(54) Murray v. Schooner Charming Betsy , 2 Cranch 64 (1804).
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(55) U. S . v. Ju Toy , 19G U. S. 253 (190.).

(56) iTishimurgi Ekiu v."U. S., 142 U. S. 651 (1892).

(57) Milwaukee Publishing Oo . v. Burleson , 255 U. S. 407 (1921).

(58) Ng Fung Ho v. Thite, 259 U. S. 276 (1922).

(59) Van Vleck, Administrat ive Control of Aliens
, (New York, 1932).

(60) Broune v. Zurbrick, 45 Fed. (2d) 931 (CCA. 6th, 1930)
suggests that Immigration Act 1929, 46 Stat. 41, by making attempt of

deported alien to return a felony will cause greater due process of law
requirements. See "Re gui sites of an Administrative Hearing", 80 Fa. Law
Review 378 (1932).

(61) Compare U. S. v. Williams , 194 U. S. 279 (1904), and Tod v.

Waldman , 266 U. S. 113 (1934); Colyer v. Skeff ing'ton , 265 Fed. 17

(D.C. iiass. 1920); and U.S. e^rel paioa v. Day. 45 F. (~2d) 435 (D. C. S. D.

N. Y. .1930).

(52) Hanson v. Haff , 291 U. S. 559 (1934).

(63) Dickinson, op. cit., 27, indicates the increase in the Govern-
ment's activity in supplying public services.

(64) Fairlie, op. cit., 181.

(55) Public Clearing House v. Coyne , 194 U. S. 497 (1904).

(66) Bates and Guild Co . v. Payne , 194 U. S. 106 (1904).

(57) American School of Magnet i c Healing v. McAnnuity, 187 U. S.

94 (1S02).

(68) Leach v. Carlile , 258 U. S. 138 (1922).

(69) American School v. McAnnulty , 187 U. S. 94 (1902) See the
dissenting opinion.

. (70) lalwaukee Publishing Co. v. Burleson , 255 U. S. 407 (1921)
wfss pre orhly an unusual case "because of the war circumstances coloring
the facts,

(71). Ibid.

(72) National Life v. National Life , 209 U. S. 317 (1908).

(73) Albertswrrth, "Judicial Review of Administrative Action ,"

35 Harvard Law Review 127, 153 (1921); "When the government is dispensing
a bounty, '-hen it is admitting aliens, a proper "balancing of the interests
"involved leads- the Supreme Court to give greater liberty to the executive
official; when vested rights, or personal liberty are involved, a more
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rigid control is kept over executive officers. This results in having
rules of one kind for the exercise of the police power, of another for

taxation, of another for aliens, of still another for the operation of

various kinds of public "business."

(74) Blackly and Oatraan, Administrative Legislation and Adjudication
(Brookings Institution, 1934) 7; "When, en the other hand, the state

attempts to exercise a day-by-day regulation over private economic enter-

prise, it is confronted with very difficult administrative problems.

Instead of agreeing on terms, or controlling the internal management cf

its own "business, it is regulating and controlling a "business which it

does not own, the internal management of which is entrusted to private
individuals, the fiscal relationships of which must meet the necessities
of private profit as well as the requirements of public service."

(75) Dickinson, op. pit., 216: "A sufficient excuse for distrust of

the operation of law in fields of clashing social opinions is afforded "by

actual, experience of the fail-ores of the law in these fields, or what is

worse, "by its occasional perversion into an instrument of injustice. The

trouble, it is submitted, does not go so much to the applicability of law
as to the improper manner of its application."

(76) Frankfurter and Landis, The Busines.s cf the Supreme Court
(New York, 1927), 173: "Courts are less than ever technical expounders
of technical provisions of the Constitution, ^hey are arbiters of the

economic and social life of vast regions and at times of the whole
country —The wisdom of debatable policies, like the proper scope for
competition or for monopoly, policies never susceptible to quantitative
judgments, is for their ultimate decision."

(77) Texa.s and Pacific R. Co . v. I. C. C. , 62 U. S. 197 (1896);
Frankfurter and Landis, ibid., 164 - n. 86. In the first twenty-three
cases the Interstate Commerce Commission sought the aid of the court, it

was reversed in twenty-one; and Sharfman, The Interstate Commerce Com-
mission (New York, 1931), Vol. II, Chapter X.

(78) 34 Stat, at L. 584.

(79) Interstate Commerce Commission v. Delaware, Lackawanna &,

Western R. Co. , 22G U. S. 235 (1911); Interstate Commerce Conmissicn v.

Illinois Central R. R.. Co., 215 U. S. 452 (1910); U. S. v. Louisville &
Nashville R. Co ., 235 U. S. 314 (1914). Dickinson, op. cit., 159-167

(80) Avent v. U. S. , 266 U. S. 127, 131 (1924), cites U. S . v.

Grimaud.

(32) 222 U. S. 541 (1912): "Not that its decision, involving as it

does so many and such vast public interests can be supported by a mere
scintilla, of proof, but the courts will not examine the facts further than
to determine whether there was substantial evidence to sustain the order."
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(83) I.C.C . v. Alabama M i dland R. Co . , 168 U.S. 144 (1897);

I. C. C. v Illinois Central R. Co. , 215 U.S. 452 (1910); Texas and

Pacific R. Co . v I . C . C . , 162 U.S. 197 (1896); Southern Pacific Co .

v. I. C. C. , 219 U.S. 433 (1911); I. C. C. v. Delaware, L. and W. R .

Co. , 220 U. S. 235 (1911).

( 84 ) I. C. C. v Union Pac if ic R. C o. , 222 U.S. 541, 548 (1912).

(85) 227 U.S. 88 (1913).

(86) Florida gast Coast R. Co . v. U.S. , 234 U.S. ] 67 (1913)

(87) Dickinson, op.cit., 175.

(88) McFarland, Judicial Control of trie Federal Trade Commis-
sion and the Interstate Commerce Commission, 1920-1930 (Harvard Uni-
versity Press, 1933), 167-168: The sparing control of the courts is

undoubtedly one of the more important factors which have made the
Interstate Commerce Commission tae foremost example of administrative
justice in the United States.

"

(90) Wisconsin Railroad Commission v. Chi cago B &. R. Co . ,

257 U.S. 563, 589 (1922). Congress was seeking, the court declared,
"to make the system adequate to the needs of the country. " See

Sharfman, op.cit., Vol.1.

(91) McFarland, op.cit., 170-171.

(92) This does not mean that no remedy existed if the expert
was clearly wrong, or if there was a questionable statutory basis
for the proposed application.

(93) Handler, "Jurisdiction of the Federal Trade Commission
over False Advertising," 31 Columbia Law Review 527 (1951) .

(94) Comment, "Judicial Review of Administrative Orders under
NRA and AAA . " 43 Yale Law Journal 599" (1954) , "600 n . 9. Of 719,
cease and desist orders between 1915-1928, 22 were sustained by the
Circuit Court of Appeals, 2 by the Supreme Court, and only 17 were
reversed. In regard to new standards established by the Commission,
it has not been so successful. Of 97 orders over the same period,
9 were sustained by the Circuit Court of Appeals, 2 by the Supreme
Court, and the Commission was reversed 26 and 11 tines respectively.
These figures are taken from the Rational Industrial Conference Board,
Public Regulation of Competitive Practices (Rev.ed. 1929). See also
McFarland, op.cit., Ill, 93. The author summarizes the unfair methods
xf competition treated by the Commission in the Courts, false or mis-
Leading advertising, misbranding of products, or other misleading
sales practices. In this field the Commission has done its greatest
rork.

(95) McFarland, op.cit., 94-97, states that the commission has
pad little success with commercial bribery, although this practice often
partakes of fraud and unfairness. The orders concerning interference
.n the channels of trade and distribution have been sustained only
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where associated or concerted action was snown, wnich element

probably came from the common law doctrine of conspiracy and its

weight in making a practice unfair which might not otherwise.; he so.

Re-sale price maintenance orders were freely dmodified, and the Com-

mission finally gave up attempting to regulate this practice. In
this field particularly, the Court evinced a desire to establish the
law as against any disposition to let the Commission establish it.

Other practices were imitation of competitor's trade name, misrepre-
sentation of competitor's products or ability to serve price fixing,
time contracts, price discrimination, and full line forcing.

Handler, op.cit. See table of cases on tnis ooint cited at the
end of the article.

(96) McFarland, op.cit., 8, 96: "The Federal Trade Commission
has been restricted to the exercise of a preliminary investigating
power by the decisions, while the Courts do not ordinarily interfere
with the authority exercised by the Interstate Commerce Commission

"In connection with all cases, tne courts determine the suffi-
ciency of the pleadings (although this appears to have been the sole
ground of decision in only one instance), what shall constitute proof
and what conclusions shall be drawn from the evidence, when the mat-
ter is of public interest, what amounts to interference with compe-
tition, and when monopoly exists or is fostered. If an order of the
commission is successful in passing this minute scrutiny, in some
courts tnere is still the troublesome question of enforcement."

(97) 253 U.S. 421 (1920).

(98) 260 U.S. 568 (1922).

(S9) Supra, n.94. McFarland, op.cit., 178, suggests that the
inadequacy of the Federal Trade Commission has probably been partly
responsible for the frequency with which tne Commission has been
reversed.' See also Dickinson, op.cit., 240-250; comment- "Ju-
dicial Review of Administrative Orders under NRA and AAA," 45 Yale
Law Journal 599 (1954 ),

(100) Ibid. , 580.

(101) Now Special Assistant (in the Anti Trust Division) to
the Attorney General of the United States and sometime attorney for
the Federal Trade Commission.

(102) McFarland, op.cit., 29.

(103) Ibid. , i>9,

(104) Ibid,, V, 370-188: "The orders of the Federal Trade Commis-
sion are subject to a judicial reconsiders."!;; on on the record taken before
the trade commissioners, while the oruers of the Interstate Commerce
Commission are subject to be set aside only for excess of authority or
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disregard of insufficiency of evidence. The trade commissioners

tnemselves have finally ta*ceh the view that the commission is an

investigative body and public >rosecutor in a special field."

See also Henderson, Hie i:e^cv- c: Le Commission (Yale Univer-

sity Presr, 1924), 77, describing ta< Lre to the Circuit Courts

of Appeals.

(105) McFarland, op.cit., V, 170-188, n. 2; "Accordingly,

what extensions will dp made from the evidence depends upon the ju-

dicial attitude toward trie legislation administered. Obviously,

without some conception of the purposes and desired legal situation,

a treatment of the evidence must meander into ineffectiveness."

(106) Ibid., 175.

(107) Ibid. , 176-177.

(108) Ibid., V: "One item of trade commission process, however,
has been singled o^t for particular criticism — the inadequacy of the

ooinions and findings of the commissioners. Although the courts
themselves have not remarked the absence of argumentative opinions and

even where findings are made have either ignored them or have subjected
them to an almost metaphysical consideration, the absence of an extend-
ed administrative reoort on each case confirms what, in some cases,

is a judicial conviction that administrative process is particularly
open to the suspicion that careful consideration has not been given
the evidence. Where the courts point cut a lack of findings, they
have no hesitancy in drawing their own conclusions from the record. In

comparison, the decisions or reports of tne Interstate Commerce Com-
mission are carefully drar n and treat the evidence fully, although
tne Supreme Court has oronounced tnat the courts have no concern with
the soundness of tne reasoning, tne application of administrative ore-
cedents, or tne wisdom of the action of tne Interstate Commerce Com-
mission. On occasion, however, tne commerce commission has been
admonished to state in its reports the facts and reasons for its con-
clusions to facilitate judicial review. Apparently, while the courts
in their regular course of procedure may render decision by memorandum
or deny relief "for want of equity," administrative decisions must be
clotned in the garb of judicial opinion before they will be accented
oy the bench as bona fide adjudications. Herein the federal trade
commissioners have undoubtedly been remiss."

(log) Ibid. , V: "The form of the legislative character of

authority for each commission is much the same. The delegation of

authority is in terms of legal standard such as 'reasonable rates' or
'tending to create monopoly.' Sometimes the standard, thus clothed
with authority of law, is given a moral color — 'unfair competition,

'

'undue prejudice,' 'unjust discrimination.' But these standards, as
between tne two commissions, differ in scope or particularly of sub-
ject matter. The standards which the Interstate Commerce Commission
must apply are more specifically related to particular situations —
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rates, services, facilities, and so on. But the standard entrusted
to the Federal Trade Commission — the maintenance of competition
or prevention of monopoly — ' embraces the whole commercial field;

"

(110) See discussion of the Interstate Commerce Commission,
supra, this section.

(111) Supra, n. 94. Handler, op.cit., states that the statu-
tory standards in the Federal Trade Commission Act, 88 Stat. 719

(1914) was purposely made indefinite to insure flexibility and adap-
tation to new situations.

(112) . McFarland,. op.cit., 20, 21: "These standards, if such
they may be called, are not the materials of common la" administra-
tion of justice; nor is it that the legislature had a definite legal
order in mind — rather, authority has been granted to the administra-
tive agency to work out the problem thus specified.

"Nevertheless, because of this very character of the Federal
Trade Commission Act the courts assume complete authority. If, as
is the case with the Federal Trade Commission Act, it ib +, or the

courts 'ultimately to determine as a matter of law' what the standard
'unfair methods of competition' means, then the courts are either ex-
ercising the delegated authority or, by fiction, convert a general
expression or specification of delegated power into substantive law.
Althougn the proolem has been delegated to a specialized tribunal,
the courts of law have set themselves in the place of the adminis-
trators, which means to many people that the purpose of the entire
scheme is set aside — the classical politics and. economics of judges
prevail in full.

"

(113) Ibid. , 185: "The field of trade and commerce regulation
is no exception to the rule of experience that there are no sharp
turns in government."

(114) In the narrow fields it has been observed in this study
that finality extended to a field such as alien determinations might
be circumvented by the courts.

(115) McFarland, op.cit., 188: "To vitalize the regulation
of trade and industry, Congress and the executive have yet to oro-
vide a capable body of administrators, and now the statutes must be
revised. In the substantive portions of such legislation a policy
must be stated and maintained as administration progresses. Cn the

procedural side, if the regulation is to be administrative and not
judicial, the determinations of the administrative agency must be
made effective without resort to the courts. This was the legis-
lative program which revived the regulation of interstate transpor-
tation in 1906 and 1910."

• £116) Federal Trade Commission v. Royal Milling Co ., 288 U.S.

212 (1933). See also, Federal Trade Commission v. G-oodgrape Co. ,

45 F. (2d) 70 (CCA. 6th, 1930). For ' an earlier case see, Federal
Trade Commission v. Pacific Coast Paper Ass' n. . 273 U.S. 52 (1927)
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(11V) Federal Trade Commission v. Alabama Lumber Co., 291 U.S.

67 (1934).

(118) Federal Trade Commission v. Keppel, 2S1 U.S. 304 (1934).

(119) Ibid., 309.

(120) Ibid., 312.

(121) Ibid., 314. Note especially the citation of a case in-

volving; the Interstate Commerce Commission.

(.122) Dickinson, op.cit., 67.

(123) Lawton v. Steele, 152, U.S. 133, 140-141 (1894).

(124) North German Lloyd v. Hedden, 43 F. 17, 25 (1890): "It

was perhaps unnecessary . . . that I should have done more than ac-
quiesce in the doctrines. . . announced, and support the validity
of the Act. . . without further discussion, but the large amount of

money involved in the present actions, and the earnestness and force
witn which the plaintiff's claims have been pressed, have induced me
to make a more extended presentation of them than was at first de-
signed. " (Underlining mine).

(125) Davidson v. Federal Radio Commission, 61 F. (2d) 401

(1932). See also, "Power of Federal Radio Commission" 28, III. Law
Review 409 (1932); Chicago Federation of Labor v. Federal Radio Com-
mission , 41 F. (2d) 422 (1930); Strawbridge & Clothier v. Federal
Radio Commission , 57 F. (2d) 434 (1932).

(126) White v. Federal Radio Commission , 29 F. (2d) 113 (1928).

(127) Great Lakes Broadcasting Co. v. Federal Radio. Commission
37 F. (2d) 993 (1930). Certiorari denied, 281 U. S 706 (1930);
Journal Co . v. Federal Radio Commission , 48 F. (2d) 461 (1931).

(128) Dickinson, op.cit., 67.

(129) Citv of Knoxville v. Knoxville Water Co. , 212 U.S. 1,

18 (1909).

(130) Merchants Exchange v. Missouri, 248 U.S. 305 (1919),
held a statute prohibiting weighing of grain or hay by private weigh-
ers wnere public ones are present is not a denial of property with-
out . due process of law.

(131) Infra, XIII

(132) State v. Gullatt Cleaning & Garment Co.; Same v. Garfield,
C. P. CT. , Hamilton County, Ohio, Nos. A-4216607, May 5, 1934, (Ma-
thews, J.); and
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United States v. Sutherland et. al. (D.C.W.D.Mo.) Dec. 27, 1934,

Eq. No. 2552. (Otis D. J.).

(135) Heft-eman gamers Coro . v. Baldwin , 293 U.S. 163, 55 Sun.

Ct, 7 (1934).

(134) People v. Nebbia , 291 U.S. 502 (1934).

(135) See infra XI— discussion of U.S. v. Spotless Dollar Cleaners

ers, 6 Fea. Supp. 725 (D. C. S. D. N. Y. 1934).

(136) San Diego Land and Twi Co. v. National City, 174 U.S.

739 (1889); Sam Diego Land and T..\n Co. v. Jasper, 189 U.S. 439,441
(1903); see also Dickinson, op. cit., 177.

(137) This is self-limitation under the separation of powers
doctrine.

(138) "It (the statute) deprives the Company of its right to a
judicial investigation, "by due process of law, under' the forms and
with the machinery provided "by the wisdom of successive ages for the

investigation judicially of the truth of a matter in controversy, and
substitutes therefor, as an absolute finality, the action of a Rail-
road Commission which, in view of the powers conceded to it "by the .

State court, cannot be regarded as clothed with judicial functions
or possessing the machinery of a court of justice The -ques-

tion of the reasonableness of a rate of charge for transportation "by

a railroad company, involving as it does tne element of reasonable-
ness both as regards the company and as regards the public, is emi-
nently a question for judicial investigation, requiring due orocess
of law for its determination.

"

"If tne company is deprived of the power of charging reasonable
rates for the use of its property, and such deprivation takes place
in the absence of an investigation by judicial machinery, it is de-
prived of tne lawful use of its property, and thus, in substance and
effect, of the property itself,- without due process of law. " See

Willoughby, Constitutional Law of the United States, , (New York 1929)

p. 1703.

(139) Smyth v. Ames, 169 U.S. 466 (1898); St. "loais ft 0' Fallon
Ry. v. U. S . , 279 U.S. 461 (1929).

(140) An extreme case is United "Railway of Baltimore v. West,
280 U.S., 234 (1930) which suggested that a return of less than 7.44-^

was confiscatory.

(141) Ohio Valley Water Co . v. Ben Avon Borough , 253, U.S. 287

(1920). See contra, New York & Queens Gas C o. v. McCall , 245 U.S.

(1917).

(142) Dickinson, op. cit., 195.
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(143) Oh io Valley Water Co., v. Ben Avon Bo rough . 103 Atl. 744

(Pa. 1918).

(144) At page 289.

(145) Georgia Ry. (Se Power Co . , v. Pailroad Comr.ission , 262 U.S.

625 (1923).

(146) See Wilcox v. Jackson, 13 Pet. 498 (1839) as to use of

doctrine in cases of disputed jurisdiction between State and Federal
courts.

(147) Crowell v. Benson, 235 U.S. 22 (1932).

(148) 259 U.S. 276 (1S22) See also United States v. Ju Toy,

193 U.S. 253 (1905).

(149) Greenvel t v. Burwell , 1 Ld. Raymond 454, 467 (1691).

(150) Philadelphia & Read in .- Ry . v. Si Donato , 256 U.S. 327, 328

(1920), involved tne question whether a flagman- at a railway crossing
where ooth .interstate- and- intrastate trains" passed, was engqgdd in

"interstate comnerce. " Dickinson, op.cit., 52: "To allow an exec-
utive body thus to determine conclusively the limits of its own 'juris-
diction' looks suspiciously like allowing it to determine a 'matter
of law. '

"

(151) Western Indemnity Co . v. Pillsbury, 151 Pac.398 (Cal.

1924). The court allowed finality to tne board's determination, but
apparently only because the coort approved it.

(152) Employers Insurance Corp. v. Industrial Accident Com-
mission , 151 Pac. 423 (Cal. 1315).

(153) Kansas Association v. Wilder , 23 Pac. 1061 (Kan. 1890).

(154). . Mller v. Horton, 26 *!.£, loo (Mass. • 1891) . The de-
cision was handed down by. Justice- Holmes , who later refused to
recognize tne doctrine as urged upon the court in U. S. v. Ju Toy .

(155) People v. Public Service Commission , 195 N.Y. 157 (1909).

(156) Brougham v. Blanton Mfg. Co. , 249 U.S. 495 (1919).

(157) 198 U.S. 253 (1905).

(159) Van Vleck, Administrative Control of Aliens (New York
1932).

(160) 259 U.S. 276 (1922); see also Van Vleck, op.cit. ,189.

(161) Gegiow v. Uhl

,

239 U.S. 3 (1915); also Hanson v. Hoff ,

291 U.S. 559 (1934).
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(152) 253 U.S. 287 (1920).

(163) Supra, section 2, this chapter.

(164) Dickinson, "Review of Administrative Determination of

questions of 'Constitutional Fact'", 8 Penn. Law Review 1055 (1932 )

,

1072: "The doctrine of constitutional fact is the doctrine of juris-
dictional fact in a special form. Constitutionality is a question
of power to act, and when it is held to depend en the presence of a
fact, the situation is the same as when what is called the 'jurisdic-
tion' of an administrative body is made to turn on a fact issue.
The difference is only that in one case the limitation is deduced
from the Constitution and in tne other from the statute creating
the body whose power is in the issue."

(165) Dickinson, ibid. , 1061: "It is well settled that when
there is provision for a proper administrative hearing, tne indi-
vidual affected is not entitled to another and second nearing in

the review proceeding at law.

"

(166) Dickinson, Administrative Justice and the Supremacy
of Law in the United States, op.cit., 200 et.seq.

(167) Dickinson, rrReview of Administrative Determination of

Questions of 'Constitutional Fact , ' " op. cit. ,1059-1060: "It (the

doctrine) holds that when statutory authority to decide deoends on

tne actual existence of a fact, then the existence or non-exist-
ence of that fact must be independently decided in Court in order
to enable the Court to determine whether or not as a matter of law
the Administrative decision is ultra vire s and void. What the doc-
trine means in practice is that unless, on those facts which are
held to be 'jurisdictional, ' the administrative tribunal reaches a
finding corresponding to that which a Court will later reach on dif-
ferent evidence, the administrative decision will be over-thrown
as in excess of jurisdiction.

"

(168)285 U.S. 22^(1932); see Wheeling Corrugating Co ., v.

Mcmanigal , 41 P. (2d) 593 (CCA. 4th, 1930), whicn was overruled
by Crowe 11 v. Benson .

(169) This does not mean to suggest the doctrine had never
been applied to federal agencies. See discussion of 35g Fung Ho

v. white , 259 U.S. 276 (1922).

(170) Ibid., 60.

(171) Ibid., 93.

(172) Dickinson, Review of Administrative Determination of

Questions of 'Constitutional Fact'" op. cit., 1058, n. 12.
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(173) Dickinson, ibid., 1081; also Comment, "The Federal Long-
shoremen's and Harbor n'orkers' Compensation Act," 43 Yal e Law
Journal 64Q (1 -.-;

5

4
' ; see Voehl v. Indemnity Insurance Company of

North America , 266 U.S. 182, 166 (1933)!

(174) State ex rel '
i 1 a s.e : edica 1 Col lege v. Chittenden,

107 N.W. 500 (1906 .Vise.) employers' In surance Corporation v. In-

dustrial Accident Commiss ion, 151 Pac. 423 (1926 Cal.); 7/e stern In-

demnity Co. v. Pi lis bury , 151 Pac. 396 (1926 Cal.).

(175) San Diego Land and Town Co . v. Jasper , 189 U.S. 439, 441
447 (1903).

(176) Note, "Due Process Requirements of Notice ^nd Hearings
in Administrative Proceedings," 54 Columbia Law Review, 332 (1934).

(177) Brown, "Book Review," 41 Harvard L^w Review 113, 114
(1934).

(178) Consider the confidential report in Local Government
Board v. Arlidge

,

A. C. 120, (House of Lords 1915), and the laxity
of requirements in the appraisal of imported goods; Origet v. Heddcn ,

155 U.S. 228, 237 (1894).

(179) North American Cold Storage Co . v. Chicago, 211 U.S.

306 (1908); ffeff v. Paddock , 26 Wis. 546 (1870).

(180) , Supra, this chapter, section I.

(181) Orige t v. Redden 155 U.S. 228 (1894).

(182) Palmer v. I'cMahon , 133 U.S. bcO (1890); Phillips v.

Commissioner , 283 U.S. 589 (1931); Murray's Lessee v. Hoboken Land
and Improvement C c. 18 How. 272 (1855).

(183) Van Vleck, "Administrative Justice in the Enforcement
of Quasi-Criminal Law, " 1 George Washington Law Review 18 (1932)
45-46.

(184) Van Vleck, ibid., 46.'

(185) Yamataya v. Fisher, 189 U.S. 86, 100-101 (1903); see
also Nishimura Ekiu v. U. S. , 142 U.S., 651, b59 (1892).

(186 Cnin Yow v. U.S. , 208 U.S. 8 (1908).

(187) Gonzales v. Zur brick, 45 P. (2d) 934 CCA. 6th, 1930).

(188) Ex oarte Bun.ji Une , 41 F. (2d) 239(S.D. Cal., 1930).

(189) Smith v. Hitchcock, 226 U.S. 53, 60-61 (1912); see also
the opinion inthe lower court, 34 App. D. C 521 (1910); Note - "The
Necessity of a Notice and Hearing in Administrative Determinations,"
80 University of Pennsylvania Law Review 96 (1951) .

.
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(ISO) Communications Act of 1934, 43 State. 1064.

":.jl) (191) Radio. Act of 1927/44 Stat. 1174.

(192) Courier Journal Co. v. Federal Radio Commission, 46 F.

(2d) 614 (Ct. of App. D. C 1931).

(193) Southern Railway Co . v. Virginia , 290 U.S. 190 (1935);
Sabre v. Rut land R. Co

. , 85 Atl. 693 (Vt. 1913).

(194) State Railroad Tax Cases , 92 U.S. 575, 6^9, (1876), in re-
fusing to !ake such requirements said:

"The main function of t.iis Board is to equalize these assess-
ments over the whole State. If they find that a county has had
its property assessed too high in reference to the general standard,
they may reduce its valuation; if it has "been fixed too low, they
raise it to that standard. When they raise it in any county, they
necessarily raise it on trie property of every individual who owns
any in that county. Must each one of these have notice and a sepa-
rate hearing? If a railroad convoany is by law entitled to such
notice, surely every individual is equally entitled to it. Yet if

tnis be so, the expense of giving notice, the delay of hearing e-^ch

individual, would render the exercise of the main function of this
Board impossible."

Accord see: Bi Metallic Investment Co . v. State Board of Equal-
ization , 239 U.S. 44 (1915). For cases mailing the requirement
see Kuntz v . Sumption , 19 N..E. 1 (ind. 1888); Londone r v. Denver

,

210 U.S. 627 (1914)

(195) Lander v. Mercantile Bank, 186 U.S. 458 (1902); San
Diego Land and Town Co . v. National City , 174 U.S. 739 (1899);
Pittsburgh etc. R. Co . v. Backus , 154 U.S. 421 (1894).

(196) Eri e R. R. v. C ity of Paterson, 76 Atl. 1065 (N.J. 1910).

(197) Supra, n. 195.

(198) Huhling v. Ehrich , 55 N.E. 636 (111.1899).

(199) Supra, 194.

(200) Hagar v. Reclamation District , 111 U.S. 701 (1884).

("201) Bi Metallic Inve stment Co . v. State Board of Equalization ,

239 U.S. 441 (1915); and North American Cold Storage Co . v. Chicago , 211

U.S. 306 (1908).

(202) In Chi cago Junction Case , 264 U.S. 258 (1924) Justice
Brandeis lists notice of hearing required under the Hepburn Act of

1906 and the Transportation Act of 19 20. In the cases of .unreason-
able rates, discriminatory rates, switching connections, division
of joint rates, pooling,' railway control of water carriers, valua-
tion, extension of time for new construction and abandonment. Notice
of hearing T Tas not necessary, however, for the issuance of securities.
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(203) $ote - "Requisites 3f i i Administrative Hearing," 80 F. L.

R. 878 (19 ^2) .

(204) ^l^-zit'i v.
T
J. S. . •• q£ IaZ AivcmIs. 270 U. S. 117

(1926); Stoehr v. Wallace . 255 U. 3. 239 (1931); U . 5. ex rel Rood v.

Douglas, 19 D. C. 99 (1890).

(205) San Diego Land & Town Co. v. National City, 174 U. S. 739

(1899). A mere conference may be' a hearing.

(206) Pittsburgh Stc. 3. Co. v Backus , 154 U. 3. 421, 426-427

(1894): "A hearing before judgment, with full opportunity to present all

evidence and the arguments which the part" deems important is all that
can be adj idged vital If a single hearing is not due process,
doubling it will not make it so . . .

"

(207) New York and Queens G-as Co. v. Lie Call. 245 U. 3. 345 (1917);

Chin Tow v. U. 3. , 208 U. 3. 8 (1908) ; Kwock Jan Fa t v. White . 253 U. S.

454 (1920) . Dickinson, Administrative Justice and Supremacy of Lav/ in

the United St-t-e.;, op. cit., 106, n. 3.

(208) Ivr ^"-i-n Nitrogen Products Co . v. U . 3 . . 288 II. S. 294

( 1933)

.

(209) Zayos v. Lathrcp. Luce & Co. , 231 U. S. 171, 177 (1913);

State e:: r cl I'u -\keo k. kk Coll^-e v. Chittenden, 107 N. W. 500

(Wise. 1906)"; Bradley v. City of Pdchmond . 227 U. 3. 477 (1913).

(210) Brat ton v. Chandler. 260 II. S. 110 (1922); Gage v. Censors

of New Hampshire Ik lee tic h'edical Society , 63 N. H. 92 (1884).

(211) Sarfield v. U .S. ex rel Spalding . 32 App. D. C. 153 (1908).

(212) Kwock Jan Fat v. White . 253 U. 3. 454 ( 1920) ; U. 3. ex rel
Bilokumsky v. Tod, 233 U. S. 149 (1924); Federal Trade Commission v.

Good~rape Co., 45 Fed. (2d) 70 (CCA. 6th 1930).

(213) Chamber of Commerce of i'.-inn . v. Federal Trade Commission ,

280 F. 45 (C. C. A. 8th, 1922) 148: "A hearing is granted before the
Commission, and ultimate review by the Circuit Court of Appeals is pro-
vided; therefore there is no denial of due process. The Federal Trade
Commission exercises administrative, not judicial, powers. The act pro-
vides no penalties, nor has the Commission power to make more than a
finding of facts, which requires confirmation by this court before any
burden is cast upon the parties subjected to inquiry."

(213a) Note - The Necessity of a Notice and Hearing in Administra-
tive Determinations, 80 University of Pennsylvania Law Review 96, 97

( 1931) : "Notice and hearing, however, detract to some extent from admin-
istrative efficiency. They involve delay .and expense. Publicity may
deter government investigators from frankly reporting a harsh truth, or
disturb the relationship of confidence and discipline between inferior
and superior officers." The Board of Tax Appeals and the Court of Customs

and Patent Appeals ere excellent examples. But see,
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(314) 'Frankfurter and Landis, op. cit., IV: "The forVmes of trie

ill-fatea Commerce Court were not so good as thoce of other specialised
courts." Blachly & Oatman, op. cit., 11.

(315) Reports of American Bar Association, Report of the Committee

on Administrative Law, (Baltimore, 1933, 1934) 37111, 203-204, LIX, 539,

suggest that rule making and the prosecutions functions should be in

separate hands and speaks highly of sioe ialized courts such as the Board
of Tare Appeals. Blachly & Oatman, op. cit., 215:

"jS. Where administrative adjudication is separated from active
administration, it' is possible to break away from the control of the
ordinary courts over auministration and to substitute a system of control

by administrative courts. In case administrative adjudication results
from the administrative process, two objectionable features appear.
First, the administrative process is not- surrounded by the safeguards
necessary for proper adjudication. Second, the act of the administration
is not controlled by an impartial outside authority."
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HIS Tt CHAPTER V

(1) Dickinson, "Political Aspects of the 'iew Deal", 28 Am .

Pol. Sci.Rev.197, 801 (1954):
;

"these (NIRA and AAA) ire the most extreme
and striking illustration of the degree to

which administrative aathority has been
expanded in connection with the recovery
urogram.

"

Frankfurter and Landis, Business of the Supreme Court
,

('Tew York, 1927),

at osf^e 173 expresses the doubt that Congress would ever entrust to five

men the power given. the Commerce Court. Its short existence (February
1911- October 1913) resulted from the sharp rebuffs handed it by the

Supreme Court. Blachley and Oatman, Administrative Legislation and Ad-
judication

, (Brookings Institution 1934)

.

(2) The statement ..that such was the case comes from a person in

high official position througnout the early part of the Act's adminis-
tration. He has not given his oermission to be quoted.

(3) Brookings Institution, The National Recovery Administration -

an Analysis and an Appraisal, 47, suggests NRA as a matter of organiza-
tion had. broken with traditional pattern.

( 4

)

7/ i 1 1 i s , Parliamentary Powers of English Government Departments,
Harvard University Press 1932) IV, deals with private bill legislation.

(5) Ibid. 59:

"Delegated legislation in England fails, like
parliamentary legislation, into two main classes,
that which: corresponds to. a public general Act,

the rule-making power, and that which is in the
nature of a private Act, the power of confirming
schemes by order."

(6) This entire procedure is fully described, ibid. ,133-135.

(7) Ibid., IV.

(8) The_King_ v Minister of Health (ex. parte Yakke) , 2 K.B. 98

(1930), and A C 494 (1931).

(9) Willis, op. cit., 137:

"Only after the Yt/orld "tfar is this procedure by scheme
moulded to the task for which it seems destined, the app-
lication of adoptive socialistic measures to the groups
or areas willing to trv tne experiment. The Electricity
Supply Act permits the Commissioners to divide England
into districts and establish electricity authorities in
them; the Mining Act provides for cases where the majority
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of owners in a district wish to amalgamate "but are
unable to bring in the small minority whose cooper-
ation is essential for success; the Agricultural
Marketing Act enables trading boards to be set up
by order. Therein the underlying principles of

public and private Acts are reconciled.

(10) Supra, 8.

(11) Henderson, The Federal Trade Commission
, (Yale University

Press, 1924).

(12) Flexible Tariff Act, 42 Stat. 858, 941-943.

(13) Brookings Institution, op. cit., 4, suggests that the -ore-

cedents available were to be found in the Interstate Commerce Commission,
Public Utility Commissions, labor laws, trade oractice conference agree-
ments, -and the corporate bodies of the wartime. Trade unions, cooper-
atives and trade associations had all "oeen variously used by the American
public.

(14) Infra, VI

(15) Title I, Section 2 (a) and (b)

.

(16) Cochnower v U.S . , 248 U. S. 407, 408 (1919). The creation
of offices and assignment of compensation is a legislative function.
Although denying the power claimed in the case, the cqurt recognised
that such a power could be delegated by "clear expression or implication.

"

See also Childs v. State , 113 Pac.545 (Okl.,1910); and Carson v. MeLead,
148 S. E. 584 (C-a. ,1929).

(17) Brookings Institution, op. cit. , 43, 162:

"The machinery the President has set up is a "balanced

sort of executive-legislative-judicial tribunal. It

is not a bureau and it will not become one. It is

rather a forum for cooperation. It will duplicate
no existing government machinery. It nas the active
and vital guidance, cooperation, and support of every
government department, and. on its board of directors
sits every Cabinet officer whose department is af-

fected or can help." InTRA Release Ho. 11, June 25,

1933.

(18) Brookings Institution, op. cit., 96-97 outlines three steps

in code-making:
1. The preliminary checking, classification and assign-

ment; 2. Preliminary conferences and hearings; 3. Final negotiations
leading to e-0-oroval.
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(19) Johnson, The Blue Eagle from Egg to Earth, Saturday

Evening Post, January 26, (1955). Page 85: 3. Within NBJL Itself

were departments made op of accredited representatives of the three

conflicting interests: (a) Industry; (b) Labor; (c) Consumers.

"It was to be their business to point out every Code proposal which

tney thought might Dear harshly or unfairly on the interests they

represented. They voiced and supoorted their nrotest and, be as-

sured, they did it. "The Boards not only were to do this themselves

but they were to activate and assist all public or orivate .groups of

similar interest to present their cases."

(20) Field, The Effect of an Uncons titutional Statute
,

.('Minneapolis 1935) 305.

(21) Brookings Institution, op. cit., 31.

(22) Infra. , XII

(23) Norwegian Nitrogen Products Co . v. U. S.

,

238 U. S. 294 (1933),

(24) Legal Memorandum No. 54, July 30, 1934 directed to the

Legal Division from. Blackwell Smith, Acting General Counsel, quoting
a memorandum from Robert P. Reeder on "Notice and Hearing:

"

"In legislative matters the requirement of an oppor-
tunity to be heard rests upon statute 'and not upon the

Constitution. Yet, as the Supreme Court held in the

flexible tariff case ( Norwegian Nitrogen Products Co.

v. United States , 288 U.S. 294, 321) data may be placed
in the record otnerwise than at public hearings and
may be treated as confidential; the record may include
letters, reports of confidential investigations, other

governmental reports and trade journals; and the right
to a hearing coes not include a right to have access
to such data or the right to cross examine witnesses.
In that case the court said:

'If it was under a duty to give the kind of
hearing that was fair in all the circumstances,
it was free to shape its course within reason-
able limits by its own conception of the
promptings of policy and fairness. It would
have kept within the statute even though it

had made the hearings private and had refrained
from the publication of anything, either the
records of its agents or the testimony of wit-
nesses. '

"

This last sentence, on its face, is dictum. It is also interesting to
note that this is the earliest statement of the precedents the Legal
Division felt NRA was acting under, that the writer has found. This
statement is dated over a year after the NRA began operations.
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(25) Tariff Act of 1922, 42 Stat. 858, 941-943.

(26) Norwegian Nitrogen Products Co . v. U.S. , 288 U.S. 294

305, (1930).

(27) Tariff Act of 1922, 42 Stat. 858, 941-943:

" Investigations to assist the President. in ascertain-
ing differences in costs of production under this

section shall "be made by the United States Tariff
Commission, and no proclamation shall "be issued
under this section until such investigation shall
have been made. The commission shall give reason-
able public notice of its hearings and shall give
reasonable op-oortunity to parties interested to be

present, to produce evidence, and to be heard. The
commission is authorized to adopt such reasonable
procedure, rules, and regulations as it may deem
necessary."

(28) N0rWegian Nitrogen Products Co . v. U.S. 294,
303-315 (1933).

(29) Ibid. , 318:

"It is very different, however, when orders are
directed against public service corporations
limiting their powers in the transaction of their
business.

"

(30) Ibid. , 321; also 307:

"The statute does not say that they are to have an orroortunity

to produce evidence and to be heard to whatever extent they
may desire. It says that they are to have a reasonable
opportunity, and this subject to the power of the Commission
to adopt such reasonable procedure, rules and regulations
as it may deem necessary. Nothing in the statute suggests
a belief of the law-makers tnat every producer or importer
is to be viewed, like a party to a la.™ suit, as the adver-
sary of every other, with the privilege of examination
and cross-examination extended through the series. 'There
must be a limit to individual argument in such matters if

the government is to go on.' Holmes, J. in Bi-I'etallic
Co. v. Colorado , 239 U.S. 441, 445." (1915)

(31) Ibid, 312, and see 317:

"The answer will not be found in the definitions of a
hearing lifted from their setting and then applied to

new conditions. The answer will be found in a considera-
tion of the ends to be achieved in the particular condi-
tions that were expected or foreseen. To know what they
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are, there must be a recourse to all the aids avail-

able in the process of constrict ion, to history and

analogy and practice as well as to the dictionary. "

(32) Supra. IV, 1.

(32a) When this entire problem was stated to a Tariff Commission

attorney, i.'r. F. G-. Martin, he immediately- f>=lt that a grf j f>t difference

between the problem of the NIPA and the Flexible Tariff Act existed
in the underlying conceots. While it is conceded tnat no one has any

right in a rate of duty, it is not likewise conceded that the "vested

interests" of an established industry will not demand both procedural and

substantive "due process."

(33) 137 U.S. 310 (1890).

(34) Supra N.29.

(35) Title I, Section 2 (b).

(36) Executive Order No. 6543-A, September 30, 1933.

(37) Hampton v. IT. S. ,' 276 U.S. 394 (1928).

(38) American Stores Co . v. U.S . , 58 Tre.as. Dec. 6 (1930).

(39) Glassie, "some Legal Aspects of the Flexible Tariff,"
11 VA. Law Review, 329, 442 (1925) ;

"Litigation involves the concent of acto r and reus
,

and of a right infringed or a duty broken. But an
investigation by the Tariff Commission is not for the

purpose of ascertaining whether somebody's right,

under the law, has been infringed. It is for the

purpose of ascertaining whether there shall be a
change in the law.

"

(40) Harriman v. Interstate Commerce Commission , 211 U.S. 407
(1908); Infra VIII.

(41) Luce, Legislative Procedure (Boston & New York, 1922), 142-
148.

(42) Yates v. Milwaukee , 10 Wall 497 (1870); Hammer v. Dagenhart ,

274 U.S. 251 (1918).

(43) Freund, Administrative Powers over Persons and Property
(University of Chicago Press 1926), 84;

"If public policy requires the exercise of a mediating
discretion whicii cannot be turned into an expert dis-
cretion, it seems on the whole that it should be exer-
cised by a politically constituted authority, i.e.,
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normally by the legislature; from this point of view
the delegation "by Congress to the Interstate Commerce
Commission of the power to fix a fair return appears as *

an anomaly.

"

(44) Dickinson, Administrative Justice and the Supremacy of the
Law in the United States (Harvard University Press 1927) 18.

(45) Freund, op. cit., 84.

(46) Ibid. , 154-155:

"Provision for some kind of notice and hearing, which
in the case of a regulation is at best a matter of legis-
lative requirement in the interest of equity and intelli-
gent action, becomes in the ca.se of an order a constitu-
tional requirement under the due process clause of the

Fourteenth Amendment." (And the Fifteenth Amendment).

(47) Frischer & Co . v. Bakel ite Corp. , 39 F (2d) 248.(?C.t '^Cust.
& Pat. App. 1930); Federal Trade Commission v. Curtis Publishing Co .

,

260 U.S. 568 (1922).
"

(48) Freund, op. cit.", 108:

"The combination of a provision for hearing with a provision
for competitors becoming parties to the application proceding, mav thus
turn the latter into a contest of a semi- judicial character. The hearing
requirement is however, the exception rather than the rule; and ordi-
narily competitors have not the requisite locus standi to contest the

grant of an application.

"It remains to be seen whether the hearing reauirement will become
a permanent feature of licensing provisions; it may be appropriate as a
prerequisite to refusal; but there is little purpose in making it a pre-
requisite to a grant unless a definite right to contest the aot>lication
is given to other interested parties, and this is not donp even by the

Transportation Act." See also Chicago Junction Case, 264, U.S. 258

(1924).

See also Freund, op. cit. , 108:

If in the absence of such a substantial shoeing and finding the

application is nevertheless granted, there is a technical illegality
which may remain remediless. The Supreme Court has, however, held
that a competing carrier may be permitted to intervene; and, thus
becoming a party to the proceeding, it may contest the consent order
(Chicago Junction Case, 264 U.S. 258; see also People v. Public
Service Commission, 195 K.Y. , 157) "

(49) Title I, Section 3.
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(50) Panama Refining C o. v. Ryan

,

293 U.S. 338 (1935).; and

Southern Railway Co . v. Virginia, 290 U.S. 190 (1933).

(50->A) "EXECUTIVE ORDER NO 6205-

P

"CODES OF FAIR COMPETITION

"Pursuant to the authority vested in me by Title I of the

National Industrial Recovery Act, approved June 16, 1933,

"I hereby prescrioe the following regulation, modifying any
previous order inconsistent therewith:

"Any code of fair competition arcoroved by me shall be deemed
in full force and effect on tne effective date as stated in the code;

but 'fter the approval of a code and as an incident to the immediate
enforcement thereof, hearings may be given by the Administrator or his

designated representative to persons (hereby defined to include natural
persons, partnerships, associations or corporations) who have not in per-

son or by a representative participated in establishing or consenting to

a code, but who are directly affected thereby, and who claim that
applications of the code in particular instances are unjust to them and
who apply for an exemption to, or exemption from, or modification of the

code. Such persons so applying, within ten days after the effective
date of the code, shall be given an opportunity for a hearing and deter-
mination of the issues raised prior to incurring any liability to

enforcement of the code, and the Administrator shall, if justice re-
quires, stay the application of the code to all similarly affected
pending a determination by me of the issues raised.

"FRANKLIN D. ROOSEVELT"

"The White House,
July 15, 1933.

Approval Recommended:
Hugh S. Johnson.

"

(51) Blachley and Oatman, op.cit., 8-9; speak of NRA and AAA
legislative but do not have this problem in mind.

(52) In Louisville & Nashville R.R. Co . v. C-arrett, 231 U.S.
298, 305, 307 (1913), Mr. Justice Hughes spoke of the rate-making power
jas legislative. However, he continued the procedure may properly
conduct inquiries, giving notice and hearing, even "Necessarily"
(underlining mine) doing this.

Brookings Institution, op.cit., 33, U.S.:

The autnor finds a strong resemblance between NRA and the
Interstate Commerce Commission and agencies of that character.

1. The notion of business affected with the oublic interest
is involved, and it is a resort to general concepts of ' fair ', 'reason-
able ' , etc.
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2. The administrative regulations have the force of law and
effect of law. . .

3. The authority has been extended over the whole area of

trade and industry.
4. The power is based upon the federal authority over

Interstate Commerce Commission.

(53) Berle, "The Expansion of American Administrative Law,"
30 Harvard Law Review 430-440 (1917 ) ,

points out how Interstate Commerce
Commission exercises all three powers.

(54) Dickinson, Administrative Justice and the Supremacy of Law
in the United States, op.cit., 19-20:

"The whole discussion should go to demonstrate the futility of

trying to classify a particular exercise of administrative cower as
either wholly legislative or wholly judicial. The tendency of the
Administrative procedure is to foreshorten both functions into continu-
ous governmental act." See also Blachley and Gatman, op.cit., 167, 225.

(55) Blachly and Gatman, op.cit., 256-57:

"In respect to agencies connected with or olaced under the
ERA which, during the first year, have acted almost exclusively as

administrative, mediating, and conciliatory authorities, there was at
first a dire confusion of functions, with little recognition of the
fact that there is a separate and distinct function of administrative
adjudication. This fact now seems to be recognized, and it is nrobable
that the MA will soon provide for better organized administrative
adjudication agencies.

"

(56) Southern Railway Co . v. Virginia , 290 U.S. 190, 197 (1933).

(57) 264 U.S. 258 (1924). This case was earlier than the

Norwegian ITitrogen Case, supra, n.26. The case is referred to above
indicating its requirements where the statute 'orovides for a hearing.

(58) Chicago Junction Case 264 U.S. 258, 264-265 (1924):

"Congress by using the phrase 'whenever the Commission is of

the opinion, after hearing' , prescribed quazi judicial action. Upon
application of a carrier, the Commission must form a judgment whether
tiie acquisition proposed will be in the public interest. It may form
this judgment only after hearing. The provision for a hearing implies
both the privilege of introducing evidence and the duty of deciding
in accordance with it. To refuse to consider evidence introduced or

to make an essential finding without supporting evidence is arbitrary
action.

"

(59) Executive Grder No. 6202-A (Administrative for Industrial
Recovery).
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(39a) Infra, Forcing Issuance or Itestr^int -of Codes.

(59b) This .-u'gument ha? been advanced by Dr. E, ±\ Blachly in mem*1

ormdum form and in conversation:-, '-ith the writer. This, is also tin

viev eroressed by the Le
;
:'al Division, supra n. 24. But see Legan llemr

or ndum, Ho. 7, re Functions-, of the Legal Division, January 4, 1934,
Hiich applies ordinary concepts of aoministrative la1"- to the code-making
process:

"(b) As to' Cons t itutionality :

"The question of constitutional validity of codes comes do^n primar-
ily to a question of due process. If the property of a member of the in-

dustry or a laborer is taken without due process of lar under the terms
of the code, it is subject to attack on Constitutional grounds.

"In determining this question the matter defends upon the interpre-
tation of the facts relative to the emergency of the particular industry
plus reasonableness in meeting the need. If provisions rhich Fould nor-
mally constitute a deprivation of property without due process as to a
particular member of the industry are essential to meet the emergency of
the vhole country, then they can probably be sustained, if not arbitrary
in form, methods of adoption.

"This again requires evidence of facts in the record upon ?rhich the

Administrator can reasonably find that the emergency demands the provis-
ions in question.

"It also requires a full opportunity for any potentially aggrieved
party to be heard so that if there are facts contrary to the other evi-
dence in the record he may bring it out. If after full opportunity to

all interested parties, to be heard such a provision seems necessar3r and
the particular one seems the most reasonably devised to meet the need,
it vrill probably stand.

"Here again legal advice is very important^'

(59c) Supra, Part I.

(59d) Supra, IV, 11. '

.

(59e) i. urray' s Lessee v. Eoboken Land and Improvement Company , 13
Hon. 272 (1855).

(5Sf) See particularly Carr, Delegated Leg slat ion (Cambridge
University Press, 1921).

(59g) Ibid.

(59h) Dickinson, Administrative Justice and the Supremacy of the
La1

, op. cit. , 21.

(59i) Ibid., 19-20.
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(59j) Supra, IV, 11.

(591c) Investigation for the purpose of legislation is a proper
function of the Congress. McGrain v, Daugherty , 273 U. S. 135 (1926),
But see Eilbourne v. Thompson, 103 U. S. 158 (1880).

(591) Infra, VIII.

(59m) In fact each field is treated individually. Precedents are

used from other fields when the courts feel they are helpful. Supra,

IV. See also, Stephens, Administrg.tive Tribunal and the Pules of Evi-
dence (Harvard University Press, 1933), 101: "Discrimination must he
made "between the commissions themselves. The proceedings of the Inter-
state Commerce Commission are clearly the most dependable."

(59n) Dissent in Springer v. Government of the Philip-pine Islands ,

277 U. S. 189, 210-211 (1928).

(59o ) Supra n. (27).

(59p) Carl Zeiss, Inc . v. United States , 76 Fed. (2d) 412 (1935)
which interestingly limits the President's reliance upon evidence not
gathered in conformity with the statutory 'procedure. See also T. D.

45673 to 45677; and T. D. 46086.

(59qJ Pacific States Box and Basket Company v. White, 80 Law Ed,

(Adv. Ops) 133 (1935).

(59r) Ibid, at page 139:

It is urged that this rebut table presumption of the existence of e,

state of facts sufficient to justify the exertion of the police pOT-er at-
taches only to acts of legislature: and that where the regulation is the

act of an administrative body, no such presumption exists, so that the

burden of proving the .justifying of acts is upon him who seeks to sus-

tain the validity of the regulation. The contention is without support

in authority or reason, and rests upon misconception. Every exertion

of the police power, either on the legislature or by an administrative
body is an exercise of delegated power But where the regula-

tion is within the scope of authority legally delegated, the presump-
tion of the existence of the acts justifying its specific exercise
attaches alike to statutes, to municipal ordinances, and to orders of

administrative bodies.

"Here there is added reason for applying the presumption of vali-

dity; for the regulation now challenged was adopted' after notice and

public hearing as the statute required." (Underlining mine)

(SO) Mississippi v. Johnson . 4 Wall 175 (1867). Willoughby, op.

cit., 1497-1500. The author points out that in Harbur^ v. Madison .

the court stated that the Secretary of State would be subject to

mandamus in the performance of a purely ministerial duty, but when

acting as the agent of the President in carrving out his discretion,

that such a writ would not issue. At the trial of Aaron Burr, Jefferson
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refused to answer a subpoena duces tecum. Chi°f Justice Marshall is

reported to hrv° said, "In no cas° of this kind would the court be

required to proceed against the President as against an ordinary indi-

vidual. The objections to such a course are so strong and obvious
that all racist acknowledge them. ... In this case, however, the

President has assigned no reason whatever for withholding the paper
called for. The pronri°t ,r of withholding it must "be decided b* r himself,

not by another for him. Of th° weight of reasons for and against pro-
ducing it he himself is the Judge." Counsel argued that the President,

"because of his office, was "above th° process of any co\irt, or the

jurisdiction of any Court, to bring him to account as President." The

court held that the act'cf th«* President was executive and as such was
not subject to judgment of the Court.

Dickinson Administrative Justice and the Sirpremacv of Law in
the United States , op. cit., 262, N. 22 and See also, People v.

Bissell, 19 111. 229 (1857) there cited.

(61) A. L. A. Sch°chter Corp. v. U. S. £95, U. S. 495 (1935).

(62) Kendall v. U. S. ex re?. Stokes, 12 Pet. 524 (l838);
Lutterworth v. Foe. 112 U. S. 50 (l884); U. S. ex rel. McBride v.

Sehurz, 102 J. S. ,^78 (1879); see also th Q dictum in Marburry v.

Edison, 1 Cr. 137 (1803). ^illoughby, op. cit., 1501.

(63) Interstate Commerce Commission v. ^urobeldt S. S. Co. .

224 U. S. 474 (l912).

(64) An interesting situation arose in the Inland ^ater Carrier
Trade in the Eastern Division of the United States operating via the
New York Canal System, approved Code No. ^66. In the Spring of 1934
the Code (Art. VIII) allowed the industry to propose a tariff schedule.
This the industry did. The schedule proposed included an "arbitrary",
which is in the nature of a differential. It 'was the understanding
that if there were no objections from the industry or Administration,
that the schedule would go into effect ten days after it was received.
Later a representative of the Legal Division orally stated that the
schedule became effective the instant it was put into the mail box with-
out any possibility of prior Administrative review.

The industry is composed, of two elements J the tow boats and barges
and the motor ships. The motor ship people felt that the proposed
tariff wps unfair to them and asked to have It suspended. The Deputy
Administrator's offic° drew up a suspension order which was forwarded

|

to General Johnson for action. Shortly thereafter the. Deputy Adminis-
trator called a meeting of interested persons in New York City, attemp-

|

ting to get the divergent elements of the industry to agree upon a
course of action, "toile this meeting wa.s in progress General Johnson
signed the suspension order. The Deputy Administrator preferred to have
the tariff schedule remain in effect, since the various elements of the
industry had agreed to work out some amicable arrangement. To prevent

j

the publication of th° suspension order th Q Deputy by telephone told an
assistant to keep it from being made public until he arrived back in
Washington. According to the procedure then in effect, the Deputy
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Administrator was to notify the code authority of the industry by tel-
ephone immediately upon the issuance of any administrative orders
affecting it. This the Deputy failed to do. In addition, he prevailed
upon Code Record Section to delay publication of this order for nearly
fifteen days, approximately nine days more than the delay which would
have "been entailed due to the pressure of work then upon Code Record.
During all this time the industry was going ahead charging tariff, when
in fact this tariff had been suspended. Finally a cancellation order
was drawn up and placed with the suspension order in some 1TRA file.
The fact remains that neither of these orders was ever published, and
the extraordinary thing was the flagrant violation of publication pro-
cedure. (This information was furnished- me by Mr. K. B. Fitzgerald in
a conversation in the latter part of November, 1935).

(65) Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific Ry. Co . v. State Highway
Commission , 17 S. W. (2d) 535 (Mo. 1929). Injunction will not lie
where the petition can get a remedy by order of the Public Service
Commission which has already ordered adversely to him. Also see Fadgeti
v * State Highway Commission , 14-8 S. £. 548 (Ga.1929). Injunction will
not lie because the Commission proposed to complete the project before
the court -can pass on the validity of the bond issue.

(66) Dickinson, "The major issues presented. by the Industrial
Recovery Act," 33 Columbia Law Review. 1095 (1933) 1095; "It is an
interesting commentary on the past half-century of our history that
legalitjr should have come to be so widely associated with governmental
inaction." U.S. ex rel Dunlap v. Black , 128 U. S. 40 (1888).

(67) Hamilton v. Dillin, 21 .Wall. 73 (1875). The Act authorized
the President to license commercial intercourse with the South during
the Civil War. A regulation "by the Secretary of the Treasury charging
a few was held not proper despite the fact it had no statutory
basis. War conditions, then existing, probably go far to explain the

case; See Freund, op.cit. , 113; See also International Railway Co . v.

Davidson , 257 U. S. 506, 514 (1922). The statute authorized the Secre-
tary of the Treasury to issue special permits for lading or unlading
of vessels, etc., and to fix the compensation to be paid customs
officials at expense of licensee. This could not be extended to

include a bridge company's activities in keeping open on Sunday. Said

Brandeis, J., "A regulation to be valid must be reasonable and must be

consistent with the law."

. (68) Dickinson, op.cit., 1095. See also Brougham v. Blanton
Mfg. Co .. 249 U. S. (1919). The Secretary of Agricult\ire could
withdraw his approval of a trade name where the ingredients were so

changed as to make the name misleading.'.

(69) Freund, op.cit. , 113. Board of Education v. Rice, A. C .

179 (House of Lords 1911).

(70) Wahrenbook, "Federal Anti-Trust Law and the U. I. R. A.

37 Mich. Law Review 1009, 1050 (1935) .
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NOTES TC CHAPTER VI

(l) Brookings Institution, T' + e National Recovery Administra-

tion - an Analysis and an Appraisal, (1935) 25.

(.3) Blachley and Oatman, Administrative Legislation and Ad-

judication , (Brookings Institution 1934), 203:

"The decisions of the authorities connected with the

National Recovery Administration almost of necessity
mu --t be made in harmony with the aims of the program
of industrial recovery. Such authorities are not
administering an abstract lav;, but are administering

a social and economic "policy."

The difficulty in doing, this can be readily seen, with theories as

numerous as they were.

(3) An example of the flexibility which. administration can

furnish is illustrated by the NBA Office Manual.

"Code Administration , I II-400Q Enforcement III-4113.7

"(g) Restitution to All. Employees

"A respondent must ordinarily make restitution to

all his employees entitled to restitution and not mere-
ly to those who made complaint or who are the subject
of the evidence of finding or violation' in the partic-
ular case. In many cases, therefore, an examination
of the respondent's books, accounts, records or employees
by either the State Director's Office or an accountant
will be necessary to determine the amount of restitution."

(4) Brief for A. L. A. Schechter Corporation, in Schechter v. U. S.

Brookings Institution, op. cit., 37.

(5) Brookings Institution, op. cit., 37.

(6) Ibid, 46; suggests that two methods presented themselves to

NRA; that of "slow academic study of all the complications
and contingencies to be met in code drafting punctuated by
expert testimony and oriented in the long-term effects of those
changes in economic balance that would- inevitably result from
the new recovery set-up — that is, in the opinion of men who,
however rich in academic learning, never knew the weight of

a business responsibility in their whole lives.
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"The ctlier was to get the codes in, meeting the "unemployment

situation after some fashion, cleaning up the work of the economic
abuses, putting first things' first, letting the minor maladjust-
ments fall where they might, and dealing with the long-term effects
as they became evident.

"The choice was between academic conjecture and action and the

decision was for action. Now according to plan, ERA steps to take
stock of its shortcomings, to deal with the complaints. The work
of refinement begins." See also NBA Release No. 2993, January 25,

1934; address of Recovery Administrator.

(7) Johnson, The Blue Eagle from Egg to Earth (Saturday
Evening Post, January 19, 1935), 15.

(8) Brookings Institution, op. cit. , 89:

"At the very outset of the NBA some trepidation
was felt as to whether industrial groups would embrace
the voluntary scheme offered by the government, involv-
ing, as was supposed, some initial sacrifice en the part
of the co-operating groups."

(9) Brookings Institution, ibid, 92, 95:

"The positive incentives were: (1) relief from the anti-trust
laws; (2) the authoritative enforcement of price-control devices; and

(3) relief from competitive practices deemed to be ruining the market ."

"Since there was little disposition on the part of the Administration
to use the power to impose codes, applicant groups held the key to the sit-

uation. They could appear with proposals or not, as they pleased. Since
most of them were little interested in negotiating with the NBA on the basis

of the initial limited objectives, the NBA quickly adjusted its ideas to

the situation, and thereby implicated itself in the immeasurably complicated
task of dealing in short order with the whole realm of business practices
for each of the hundreds of groups."

~.

:
-

See also ibid., 93-94, for a further statement of the motives that
caused industries to apply for codes.

(10) Ibid. , 6. See also 86, commenting that NBA was no impartial
referee.

(11) Hearing on the Telegraph Communications Industry, February 6,

1935. The bargaining character of the fair trade practice provisions is

indicated by a statement of Mr. Kern, a member of the Industry, who said
at page 11:
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"If that means a substantial or additional commit-
ment after we go back to the forty hour basis, what ad-
ditional provision will be made in the fair practice to

enable the companies to do that?"

.
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(lla) Brookings Institution, op. cit. , 85.

The ideal unselfish sacrifice in promoting employment

soon gave way "to the realities of an out and out bargain-

ing process in which selfish interests were played against

one another.

"

(12) Johnson, op. cit., (January 26, 1935) 91.

(13) America' s Recovery Program - (Oxford Press 1934) 72:

"... the 'Code will contain unfair trade

practice provisions .... Here industry obtains

its quid pro quo for its efforts in behalf of labor

and for its cooperation with the country . . . ."

(14) Iron & Steel Industry Code #11, Report of Deputy Administrator

. M. Simpson:

"It is to be observed that in partial compensation for increased labor
osts, the steel industry seems likely to derive substantial market advant-
ges from the rjrice-stabilization provisions of the code. While leaders
n the industry indicate that they would ga.in no advantage by raising pre-
ent prices, they evidently refer to published officialy base prices,

embers of t..e industry have not, as is conceded, been able to secure

hese prices uniformly under the competitive conditions recently prevailing,
n the other hand, it seems likely that these prices will be firmer, and
esul.t in substantial increases in profits, under the influence of provis-
os requiring publication of base prices and prohibiting concessions con-

ained in the code. Further, the mere elimination of credit abuses should
reatly help the industry. Stabilization of prices may have a favorable
ffect on employment and business generally."

Later, Mr. Simpson frankly states that the industry is being given
rice stabilization in order to enable it to compensate the additional
abor burden it undertook as a result of the code.

(15) Transcript of Hearing for the Telegraphic Communications In-
astry, February 6, 1935, p. 100-105, Deputy Administrator Fuller:

"I think that it would be well to put into the record an estimate given

y members of the different units of the industry as to what they anti-
ipate it is possible to recover from these fair trade practices, and the
ffect of the code. ------

"Deputy Fuller: You are overlooking some of the simpler recovery pos-
ibilities, are you not, which might be set up very definitely. We will
ay, the charge for call boxes. Qur estimate was that there are some

30,000 call boxes from which you might collect 25 cents a month on #3 a
ear rental. Perhaps it is not possible to do so, but the thought of the
e search, and Planning Division was along that line, and on the question of
here you put teletypwriters, that you charged him fixed rental for the
achines, plus the service charge. Things like that are rather definite,
re they not?-----
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"Deputy Fuller: I would like to have the view of the industry
upon those subjects. Are they going to pass them up entirely or are
four or three units interested in getting rentals for machines or

services that they are furnishing, if any, or is that a competitive
situation that no one wants to give up?

"Mr. Kern: May I answer that?

"Deputy Fuller: Yes.

"Mr. Kern: We are discussing realities now, Mr. Administrator.
Our desire to obtain benefits is always tempered by a desire to main-
tain a competitive position. It is difficult sometimes to work out a
formula that will not have repercussions from a competitive point of

view.

"Deputy Fuller: Quite.

"Mr. Kern: It is obviously impossible to put in some of the charges
on particular facilities when you have a competitive situation, on a basis
which makes it to the interest of the customer to only have the services
of one company. A formula has to be devised, if you have a competitive
situation, which will not make it to the interest of the customer to use
the service of only one company. Otherwise, one company or the other
will be sacrificed by the customer. No matter how sincere the industry
or the Board or the competitor is in trying to work out a formula, we
do not always see eye to eye on it as to what the result will be. Unques-
tionably benefits can be obtained in the industry, if we can find a formula
that will not hurt one company or the other from a competitive point of view

and if the Commission will approve whatever is recommended by the Code Au-
thority.

"Deputy Fuller: Even if the Commission should not approve of a merger,

I suppose it would permit you to abandon some duplicate facilities, if you
could work among yourselves a proper division of the income from those

facilities.

"Mr. Kern: That can be agreed upon now without violation of the

Anti-Trust Laws, under N.R.A. Code Authority, where it could not have been
agreed upon before. Again, it comes down io a competitive basis. One com-

pany may give you a different amount than another company."

(16) Brookings Institution, op. cit., 131:

"Had any deputy administrator been so unrealistic as to have attempt-
ed to function in a judicial capacity during the code-making process —
that is, first impartially taking the testimony offered by all contending
parties and advisers, and then, by an uninterruped study of the record,

formulating a final decision — he would have found himself in an embarrass-
ing position at the end of the code process.

"In actual practice the deputy never evaluated the entire code in the

light of a comprehensive and digested record. A code took from, provision
by provision, out of bargaining and baggling. Even in the attempt to secure

agreement by this process, the deputy found himself in possession of a re-

markably flimsy set of materials to assist him in determining and defending

his own position on proposals of far-reaching economic and social consequence
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(17) Brookings Institution, op. cit. , 36, suggests that NRA was not
an impartial referee, out rather an active proponent of certain ends, and
that the bargaining process is largely a result of .the fact that such in-

definite standards were stated as to those ends.. 3ut see, National Re-
covery Administration Release No. 131 in respect to tae position of the

government in the code making process: "In order to explain the National
Recovery Administration one might compare it to. a threo-coraered game in

w. ich labor, industry and the consumer are players. The Notional Recovery
Administration is not involved in any attempt to direct any player, rather
it occupies the position of a referee, insuring the establishments of proper
rules of play, and to see that no piayer achieves an unfair advantage."

(13) Presiding Officers did not always feel the need for a record
however, See Hearing on Telegraph Communications Industry, February 6,

1935. Pages ICO to 105 indicate the attitude of the Administration toward
codes and code provisions:

"Deputy Puller: I do not think tliat the fair trade practices are any-
thing that we should consider here. That is a matter for the industry to

agree upon, that is, assuming that they are legal, Mr. McConnell,

"Mr. McConnell: A]. 1 I want to know is to be sure that I know exact-
ing what they mean, to be sure that later on, when we try to enforce them,

we wont be t linking about different things, oecause that is the trouble.
They look all right at the time, the code is ap.;r..ved, and then somebody
gets mad at another fellow and he comes down here and wants us to enforce
them, and we don't agree on what they mean.

"Mr. White! You don't think that could be possible in this industry,

do you?

"Mr. McConnell: Yes, I do.

"Mr. Kern: I think we should ask you to give a thorough consideration
to the fair trade practices, because that is the only way that we can do

this thing at the present time and we think that by proper enforce:/! nt of

those the industry will be able to do what the Administration is asking
in the matter of wages and hours.

"Division Administration Peebles: That is the reason that we wanted
them interpreted properly."

(19) Ibid.

(20) Ploor and Wall Clay Tile Manufacturing Industry Code, No. 92,

Codes of Fair Competition, II, 445:

"Section C - No member of the Industry shall sell second-grade tile
in an amount in exces-o of thirty-five percent of the total square footage
of glazed tile sold by him, nor in excess of fifteen percent of the total
square footcge of unglazed tile sold by him, or such other reasonable per-
centage as may hereafter be decided upon by a majority of the Industry, and
approved by the Administrator, .from time to time; provided, however, that
the Administrator on petition and after such hearing as he may prescribe may
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modify the percentages herein established; and provided further that any
member of the Code may participate in the provisions of Section D here-
inafter set forth. The provisions of this Section C shall not apply to

unglazed quarry tile."

The ruling test provided is majority vote not a test by the Administra-
tion for desirability.

(21) Brookings Institution, op. cit., 116-117, indicates the great
pressure brought not only upon NBA officials, but other persons in the
government, to secure desired code provisions.

(22) Ibid., 119-129 discusses the three Advisory Boards. It is

suggested that the Consumer' s Board did not have the pressure groups
behirid it that the other Boards had. The method, it employed, was to

collect basic economic data, then analyze proposals and evaluate " in
terms of the general public interest." The opinion is expressed that
the method was ill-adapted to the code - making process.

(23) Johnson, op. cit. (February 9, 1935), 31.

"It is true that business descended on HRA faster than we could
man the organization to handle it. It is true that I could not get
space to house the people I had, and that mad congestion. It is true

that many people came to Washington with ready-made Code provisions
written in their own interest and expected to rush out with an 1TRA

signature on the dotted line without waiting for the other follow to

be heard from. These things made' for delay, but it should not have been
otherwise." .

(24) Anerica 1 s Recovery Program, op. cit.

A. Heath Onthank (Asst. to the Executive NBA) said, "Haste at this

time will probably mean v/aste at a later date."

(25) This is formation is commonly thought to be true in HRA, al-
though it is not capable of documentary proof. Every statement has been
made only after careful consultation with persons in a position to know
the facts.

(26) Oral Argument of Hon. Donald R. Richberg on Behalf of the

United States in the case of A. L. A. Schechter Corporation v. U. S.

,

Friday

May 3, 1935, Mr. Richberg made tie following statement indicating the limita

tion of Congress and the Courts despite the fact that the Recovery Admin-
istration in many instances operated as if there was no such limitation
placed upon it:

"Congress and tie courts cannot know where to draw
the line until they can survey a comprehensive record of

the actual coperations of each trade and the character of

business transacted in different parts of the country."

(27) Brookings Institution, op. cit., 96, suggests the extreme con-

fusion which existed in the code-making process.
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(28) Johnson, op. cit., (February 2, 1935), 84;

11 rv 'S were stretched so taut t lat there wore several explosions.

Even two-fisted Bill Al en once disap >eared for two days in a huff. The

Dudley Catoe episode was nino—tentiis overwork. Host astonishing of a L,

Alvin Brown Dnce "went prima-donna on me" and I ]iad to send two of the

youn ;er men away to prevent physical and nervous collapse, One man dropped
L in the coal negotiations. Sari Howard collapsed in' a garment hearing.

Several of my principal assistants had to leave because the simply could
not stand the physical strain."

(29) Office Manual,

(The following quotation indicates the hurry that prevailed in H.R.A.

reby advisors were expected to make recommendation despite the fact that

they had no information:)

"Code Making and Amendmen t 1 1 -3000 Procedure 11-2506

(7) The designated advisors will submit their preliminary reports
to the Deputy Administrator within 72 hours after receipt of proposed code

and letter of transmittal."

(30) Sio Code Revision, Memorandum Ho. 1, Evolution of Trade Practice
Policy, L. C. Marshall, including an account by Edwin C. George.

( 31

)

Office Manual, "Code ifeilcing and Amendment III-1CQQ Substantive
Guides 11-1002

(3) This does not mean that every code in process -nd not ap-
proved at the time of announcement of a general policy must conform - in

the sence of including the type of provision favored by policy. Under cer-
tain circumstances, it might be manifestly unfair to require substitution
of a new clause after lengthy negotiations have finally resulted in assent
by the industry to a supposed final form of the code. It would be equally
unfair to the members of an industry to approve a provision and thus cause
them to adjust their practices to conform thereto, when the provision is

so framed as to require subsequent change or elimination." The administra-
tion of Administrative Order ho. X-36 suggests the hastiness without due con-
sideration of facts because of the wholesale exemptions which were made from
the provisions of this Order.

(32) Transcript of hearing - The Traffic Control Signs & Signals In-
dustry and The Advertising Metal & Display Manufacturing Industry - March
30, 1934.

"Deputy Brady: If there is nothing else to come before this hearing,
I am going to ask the two committeemen to get together with Frabricated
Metal and with the advisors, and iron out all the little difficulties, so

that we will get out of this wandering in the desert that you have been for
the last few months, and get this cleaned up. I want to turn it over and
have it signed and complete, and not half done, and I want to turn it over
next week, end if you will help me oy all getting together so that we can
have the matter ironed out, I would appreciate it.
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("hereupon, at 10:50 o'clock a.m.', the hearing was

recessed subject to the c .11 of the Administr .tor) 1
' , Hhe

hearing 'began at 10il5 a.m.

(33) Mcii'arland , Judici ,1 Control of thf Pcdornl T r :"

c Co
-

- .isoior

an:. the Interstate Commerce Con.

'

.issi on, 1050-195Q , (a : University
Press, 1937), 17- - n. 39:

"Me (the "bureaucrat) I^io^s "best what is- to "bo fo.ie and the most
convenient rieans of doing it; he is the e:cpert, with special leans of

knowle&ge -t his command; and when principles of law are put in his way,

he is apt to be impatient of then as mere pedantic obstructions." Allen,
Burg -,uoracy Triumphant , (iter/ York, 1931), 59.

Sec also Brookings Institution, op, cit.. 15i.

(34) Brookings Institution, op. cit., .390;

"The Code structure - - - - 'just grew' rather
than being a part of any contemplated pirn..,"

(55) 1'io. Date

Jan. 4, 1334 Drafts lanship

*9 Jan. 12, 1934 ITotice and All Opportunity to be. Heard.

12 JJVo. 5, 1954 'True Representation,

16 liar. 31, 1954 Codes and Anti-Trust Decrees.

18 Apr. 16, 1934 Standard clause for Uniform Cost

Accounting.

58 I.iay 15, 1934 Effect of Code Provisions on Contracts*

May 34, 1954 Codes Legislating for groups repre-

sented oy the applicants,

35 Hay 24, 1934 ITo'n-Association Representation on Code

Authority

*3E June 2, 1934 Hearings :.n proposed Amendments,

June 21, 1954 Dzair.in-.tion oi Books.

50 July 55, 1954 Contracts for Future Delivery in Oocn

Price Systems.

*51 July 24, 1934 ITotice

*54 July l
: Q, 1934 ITotice end Hearing,

60 Apr. 4, 1553 Abuse of powers of Code Authority.

.
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7 *72 May 23, 19 -bice.

(
;

) Ibid. i:i
*

(37) Le. i Letin No. 27, Rei LA Coses.

(38) S^e Office teemorandiim No. 223, Juno 7, 1934,

(38a) An i ting n helpful doom ent upon thin -rob lor.; is

Senate Document 164, 73d Congress, 2nd Session, Letter from the National
Recovery Administrator entitled, "Employees of the National Recovery
Administr "

-
; ."

(39) Brookin ;s Institution, op. cit., 103J

"One of th n 1 problems created for the 'JBA organization by tho

code deluge was th ;

: of discovering deputi< s, competent to carry or. the

exacting work of code negotiations. Ihe NBA purpose was to command the

services of '.ion who est D.li.shed reputations in their fields, who were
>ormentj ": intellectu: Lly cap .bio of reviewing problems in terms

of the broac public interest r thcr than from the standpoint of the

narrower intersts of an ap lie nt group. Moreover, the specifications
called for men with o. practic 1 turn >f mind. And as c matter of policy
no deputy \y.?.s to be assigned bo any code covering mi industry in which
he he Id.substantial interests. Such specifications might have been
partially met in staffing a small organization, such as was originally
contempla/fced. No doubt during the formative period of NBA they were met,
in some degree, by "dro.fting leaders in various fields for tours of duty.
But with progressive ad< itions to the volume of work, the NBA was forced
to adjust personnel ideals to the av ilability of material. Negotiations
on the first major cede? .•ere supervised by deputies selected according
to the ori ;inal personnel plan. After that code? were in general distri-
buted to the 'least burdened. 1 deputy and he in turn reassigned them to

such assistants as -'ore maue vailable."

Cn the same page n. 28 roads:

"It has been alleged that some of them •••ere 'pi ited' to protect
the interests of groups or large enterprises. This of course is hardly
subject to v rific tion. It is true that some of them, as well as higher
officials, wore on temporal loan from lousiness employments, nnd thr.t

most of ther ejected to return to private employment after a temporary
tenure at the NBA. These frets, however, are merely a port of the general
personnel problem and c ,n be given no invidious interpretation other than

the general effect u bias described in th? tent."

A memorandum by Enid' Bairc to Corwin D. Edwards, October 29, 1934
reads in p irt

:

"I checked, with the Personnel Office and found that Assistant Deputy
Administrator Francis Lowthrop was with the law firm of Ylise, Whitney
and Porker before he cu.ie to the Paper Division of the NBA.

Wise, Whitney '.nd Parker are general counsel for the Paper Industry
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Authority, as well as for the Paper and Pulp Association. They participate
very directly in the proceedings of the Code Authority through Mr. "Whitney
and Mr. Parker,

. Mr. Parker, himself, is .managing director of the Book Paper Manu-
facturers' Association, and represents the Book Paper Division - one of
the most important divisions - in all administrative relations. He evi-
dently succeeded George H. Mead, who was formerly managing director of
this group "before he became chairman of the Industrial Advisory Board.
Mr. Mead is still vice-chairman of the Paper Industry Authority."

Ho official statement in the form of an Administrative or Office
Order has been found which covers this subject.

(40) R. D. Paddock, Cotton Garment ManufactTiring Industry; Ward ¥.

Pickard, Paper Industry; Tilman B. Cantre11, Ice Industry; ¥. B. Lawson,
Cotton Textile Institute; H. 0. King, Copper Industry; W. L. Finger, Rubber
Association; Max Meyer, Millinery Industry; Emil Kekich, Match Institute;
H. B. Lindsay, Abrasice Grain Grinding Wheel; E. G. Montgomery, Canners
Industry; John Mathews , Jr., American Glassware Industry; A. B. Dickinson,
Cotton Garment; Walter Mitchell, Furniture Manufacturers; Reed Lane,
Retail Motor Vehicle Trade,

See U. S. v. Williams , 19& 1

. U. S. 279(1904).

(41) Johnson, op. cit., (Feb. 9, 1935), 83;

"Of course the charge that we sold out to big business. or unduly
favored it is the precise reverse of the charge of bulldozing it, and

is equally untrue. There is no doubt that some deputies and assistants
could never reconcile themselves to the labor provisions of the haw and

were not carrying them out in the spirit that animated them — not con-

sciously, but because of long habits of thought in a contrary direction.

Whenever I found that this was true, I let such men resign."

Brookings Institution, op. cit., 156-137:

"One fact was of special importance. Most deputies were drawn from

the ranks of business occupations. By virtue of training and inclination

they were therefore sympathetic with the business point of view. This faclj

undoubtedly colored their views of what the prober content of a code was

and affected the direction in which their influence was exerted during
code negotiations. The weighting of such bias as deputies had is, however,

loss to be charged against them than against the responsible higher officials

of the HRA. The omlunt of definitive guidance given them was slight. They

were to cxret as much as possible in the direction of re—employment ; were

vaguely instructed against price fixing; were left to assume that an appli-

cant group knew more about the remedies for its problems than any one else;

and were instructed in any case to get codes completed.

"The one real guide which deputies had was what was rlready in

approved codes.. The same guide was open to applicant groups. Since in

the earliest codes the JJRA had gone far in granting collectives powers
over prices and production, precendent granted wide scope for concessions
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of power. H

(42) Infra, XV.

(43) I id.

( - ) 7: s :.
:
-.....••, S ' .

: ... I r it ten
by President Ro I t ' lather Ste , Presi' i t of the National
Federation of Federal Employi s is quoted. The article reads in part:

"Defending tin exempti m oi the Hew Deal machinery from the merit
i, Roosevelt pointed out that in March, 1S33, bhe eligible registers

of bhe Civil Service Commission were many years old. Examinations had
not been -

' 'or a considerable .cried for many of the registers from
emergency agencies would h ve had to draw personnel, had they

'teen under Civil Service.

"Hundreds of thousands of wel -qualified persons who lost their
positions durin the depression had been given .o opportunity to qualify, 11

Roosevelt explained. The stagnation was due, he said, to reduced Civil
Sc rvi c e vp: r o p ri ?-ti ens

.

"T'jie Commission was not in a position to supply immediately the

personnel required by the emergency .gene .es. It was obvious, of course,
that these agencies, if they were to "be effective, would have to begin
operations at once."

(45) Broohings Institution, op. cit., IT. 27.

(46) Hearing or. Proposed Amendments to the Cement Industry Code,

( pproved Code H « 138, Codes of "."'air Competition, Vol. Ill), July 11, 1934,

Division Administrator Murray: ".You have raised a question which I

third; should be ?<nswered here while the question is clear in the minds
of those of the industry who arc present. You have my personal assurance
that nothing will li? ipen to the cement code, so far as my responsibility
extends, that does not have the complete assent of bhe members of the industry
who have been delegated ''oy the industry to administer the code.

"The proposals that you refer to as having been made by Advisory
groups in the Administration are presented for discussion just ?„s those
which are the proposals of your group, nd in no way do they nave the

sanction of the Administrator other than that he has appointed and has
seen fit to give consider, .die thought to the recommendations of the
Advisoip Boards. They are what their title would lead one to believe,
advisers, and in no way do they make these proposals in any other capacity*"

(47) Title I, Section 10(b).

(46) Infra, IX and X. In a Memorandum, dated December 15, 1953 to

the Consumers Advisory Bo- r f~ from an adviser, re the Public Hearing of
the Spray Painting and Finishing Equipment Manufacturing Industry an accute
example of this feeling is illustrated. Trie presiding officer showed
extreme annoyance- at the adviser's suggestions. He interrupted him "with
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squclchivig but not angry questions", and finally asked him to put "further
suggestions- - - in \ report to "be submitted to him after the he -ring."
Later the presiding officer told the adviser that his actions were "enbarr-
asing to him and the Administration,"

(49) Johnson, op. cit., (January 19, 1935) 74;

"Ho industrial producer \^'iO knows all about the price and inventory
situation in his industry is going to overproduce in the fact of an un-
manageable surplus and a downward price trend. It will not necessarily
require any quota system to attain che end of control ed industrial pro-
duction. All that is needed in i dustry is full, accur~te, complete and
honest information on prices ;:.C. inventories."

This does not consider the hunger for volume that drove many industrial
concerns to knowingly over procuce.

(50) Brookings Institution, op. cit., 273.

(51) Memorandum to Consumers ' Advisory So.-rd from W. L. Chandler
June 3, 1935. "Subject: Some incidents Reflecting the Attitude of
Deputies and Other Administrative Officials Toward Consumer ?ro"blems

and Considers' Advisory Boo.rd Rrpresentatives.

•'"When Ellis as a deputy was handling Retail Solid Euel he had a

similar compl icency in regard to that Code. As one illustration of

the trouble which ensued from that I thinlr of the oaierience with deter-
minations of lowest reasonable costs.

"We discovered that instead of exercising supervision over the

costs "being determined ~~oy the 41 divisional Code Authorities, he had
discouraged all division,:! Code Authorities from sending to this office,

the transcripts, of hearings, cost data and other information necessar3r

to an analysis of the cost determination which it was his duty to "be

familiar with in conformity with the Code whihe provides that he shall

have the 'right of the Administrator to approve, disapprove or modify.'

''The deputy had at tempted to communicate with the Code Authority,
but load received no replies. He sent a man to call on the officers: of

the association. The officers gave a very happy picture of the opera-
tions of the Code. The Code Aaithority had amended

1

the C'de three times,

hod inserted the provision requiring a 20": percent mark-up on all their

products, arid in general they were getting _!ong splendidly. I believe

that suit: Me action by the deputy was under way when the Supreme Court

decision was handed down,"

See also letter by ".'/alter White, Deputy Administrator, to the

Mayonnai ze Industry.

"Mr. W. I. L. Tut tie, Managing Agent, July 6, 1934

Code Authority for the Mayonnaise Industry
114 East 33d Street
New York, 17. Y.
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'Mr. :

" '

;

'
I i t

l1 horitj Ri ' se 7, ; Jul ; 5th, L )3 .

"In ci irdance •

'

, the h ring scheduled
for July 6th h s bren i until July 13th. This hearing is

for the iury of receiving evidence with vie: to determination
p;.id r V 3 >f the lowest reason ble coat for products of the
.' an ise Industry in accordance with the provisions of the Code.

I m happy ;o note from Release #7 that the Industry has t ken steps
to correct the price situation itself, rather th .n put the "burden

on this Administration to regulcte your Industry.

"While it is the policy of the I! .tional Recovery Administration
to invoke every ap lie ble Code provision In the elimination of

destructive ; rice-cuttin, , e uch pref< r th t the members of any
rticular industry -,r nge by agre ment to follow . constructive

policy of self-prsserv tion for the industry s- a whole, which does
not require the iiitervent ;u of th? govern cnt . If you ex furnish
us with r son ble evidence that the ne™ price lists remove the

emergency situation in the Kayoim ise Industry, wg will be glad - to

adjourn the proposed he ring indefinitely. I certainly hope that

I m / I v -uch word from you promptly."

Very truly yours,

Salter White
Deputy Admini strator .

."
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NOTIS TO CHAPTER VII

(1) Supra, III.

(2) Supra, H, 5.

(3) Supra, IV, 2.

': (4) Title I, Section 3(b).

(5) Approved Code No. 84, Fabricated Metals Products Mfg. <? Metal
Coating Ind. , Codes of Fair Competition, II, 327.

(6) Approved Code No. 287, Graphic Arts Industry, Codes of Fair
Competition, VII, 1.

(7) See J. M. Kadley' s Report on the Graphic Arts Industries, April

3, 1935, to the Consumers' Advisory Board.

(8-) See transcript of hearing for the Animal Soft Hair Industry,
Dec. 7, 1933 (Approved Code Ho. 253, Codes of Fair Competition, VI, 97).

The industry employed forty-five men at its peak, Its yearly "business

was from $200,000 to $200,000 gross.

(9) Approved Code No. 9, Lumber & Timber Products Ind., Code of
Fair Competition, I, 95.

(10) Approved Code No. 115, Mop Stick Ind., Codes of Fair Competi-
tion, II, 57. See also the Paper Disc Milk Bottle Cap Code, approved
Code No. 246, Codes of Fair Competition, VI, 16; and the Sanitary Milk
Bottle Closure Code, Approved Code No. 371, Codes of Fair Comoetition,
VIII, 581.

(11) Approved Code No. 25, Oil Burner Industry, Codes of Fair Com-
petition, I, 339. Brookings Institution, The National Recovery Adminis-
tration - An Analysis and an Appraisal (1935).

(12) Herring on Traffic Control Signs & Signals Industry, Vol. 1,

Mar. 30, 1934: 4 - "94(b) and 94(a) have to do with the supplemental
codes for traffic control signs and signals industry and the advertising
metal signs and display manufacturing industry which the record shows
were originally offered under the code of fair practices for the fabri-
cated metals industry and originally occurred on the preliminary set-up
list of the fabricated metal industry which was offered at the time the

code was offered to the administration. In the consideration of these
two there is nothing in regrrd to labor under the agreement rea.ched at

the time the code of fair practices for the fabric ted metal products
manufacturing and finishing industry contained in supplemental codes
offered, and appearing on the list would make no changes in the labor
provisions of that basic code, and these, as we understand it from the

records, were originally offered under that code. In the transfer of

this code, it appears that these two supplemental codes were in the

wrong category in going under the marking devices industry, and after

discussion between the Administration and the two code commit tees, this

hearing was called to consider removing them from the marking devices
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industry and -nit them b cV where they originally Came from the fabricated
metals industry;

(IS) Office Order X-36.

(14) Restaurant Industry, Code No. "'82, Code:-, of Fair Competition,
VI, 512, Art. Ill, Sec. 1: "The term 'restaurant industry' re used here-
in, shall mean the business of operating, directly or indirectly or through
any subdivision, a restaurant, as hereinafter defined in Sec. °."

Baking Industry, Code No. 445, Codes of Fair Competition, Vol. XI,

?, Art. II, Sec. 1 - "Definitions: "The term 'Baking Industry' or
'Industry' as used herein shall mean the manufacture, distribution in-

cluding tracking, and/or sale, in any manner whatsoever, of bakery pro-
ducts. Said term shall not include (a) hotels, clubs, restaurants and
similar places where bakery products are manufactured exclusively f or

consumption at the place of manufacture, (b) wholesale or ertail groceries,
provided the owner or operator thereof does not manufacture, directly or

indirectly, through an a^ent, affiliate unit, or otherwise, any uart of

the bakery products offered for sale therein. If wholesale or retail
groceries do so manufacture any part of the bakery products offered for
sale therein, as to them said term shall include only the manufacture,
distribution including trucking, and/or sale of the bakery products manu-
factured' by them."'

(15) See Consumers Advisory B.oard Files, Baking Industry, Code Sum-
mary, 11-12.

(16) Memorandum to A. C. Cook from Consumers Advisory Board re

Request of Wholesale Hardware Industry for Extension of Exemption from

the Fnolesale F lurching and Heating Code: "The wholesale plumbers prefer
to sell exclusively to master plumbers or plumbing contractors. Whole-
sale hardware houses do business with the latter and also with retail
hardware stores. Because of this and other differences in methods of

doing business, the wholesale plumbers desire price filing, the hardware
wholesalers do not. Why force the latter to file prices? In addition
to this, is the further consideration that price filing under distribution
codes offers far greater problems than under manufacturing codes, and
tjiose distributing codes with price filing provisions are having consider-
able difficulty. We recommend exemption from this provision."

(17) Approved Code 150, Fur Trapping Contractors, Codes of Fair
Competition, IV, 151.

(18) See Title I, Section 1 and especially Section 7(a) (b) and
(c) , indicating that labor was to receive certain benefits from the codes.

(19) John M. Keating, later General Counsel of the Dress Code Auth-
ority, now in the private practice of lav/ in New York City.

(20) All the story that can be found in writing exists in the tran*-

scripts of hearing.
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(21) Consumers' Advisory Board memorandum to D. C. Pilkington re

Pump Manufacturing Code, (Approved Code Ho. 37, Codes of Pair Competi-
tion, 1, 673) , May 14, 1935. The industry tried to include manufacturer's

of dredge pumps, who had little relation to the industry. At least

twelve industries or subdivisions were affected "by the "broad definition
of the industry.

(22) Pieid, The Effect of an Unconstitutional Statute (Minneapolis,

1935)

.

(23) Legal Memorandum, No. 16 from Jack Garrett Scott, re Conflict
"between Codes and Antitrust Decrees, March 31, 1934.

(24) Memorandum "by Eugene Culver to the Consumers' Advisory Board,
re Anti-Trust Decrees and Injunctions, June, 1935:

"While these ( some named) are the only codes in which the decree
of injunction has "been modified, it seems certain that of the 169 re-
maining cases in which decrecss have "been entered that these defendants
are now operating in violation of some code. It is not likely that any
industry or group of industries, sufficiently large to have "been con-
sidered a monopolistic menace under the Anti-Trust laws, could have es-

caped codification under the N2A .

The case of the United States vs. Tile Manufacturers Credit Association,
et al. involving 13 corporate defendatns and 15 individual defendants is

illustrative. There has "been no modification of the decree in this case
which enjoins 23 specific acts, 12 of which are permitted, in fact re-
quired, "by the Ploor and Wall Clay Tile Industry Code approved "by the
President on November 4, 1933.

"The following practices (copied from the decree) are enjoined.

(a) To adopt or use a uniform "basic price list, or to fix and adopt
list prices for their products;

("b) To establish or maintain uniform prices for their products;

*(c) To establish and maintain individual prices that are uniform
for all/classes of purchasers or dealers and for all sales;

*(d) To establish or maintain rules or regulations as to the ac-
ceptance of orders at prices in effect prior to changes there-
in;

(e) To establish or maintain uniform extra charges for builtup
letters, for numbers or for beveled edges;

*(f) To establish or maintain uniform limitations on the propor-
tionate amounts of the lower grades of tile sold;

(g) To sell tiles f .o.b. factory with freight equalized with other
factories in the United States manufacturing the same class of
tiles;
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(h) To compile and die tribute freight rate "books for use in making
freight equalizations

;

*(i) To establish or maintain uniform terms of sale;

*(j) To estaolish or maintain uniform conditions on or for the
acceptance of orders;

*(k) To establish or maintain uniform charges for • barrels, half
barrels or boxes used for shipping tiles; to refuse to allow
credit for old packages returned; to quote prices with package
charges included, and to charge for packages whether used in

shipment or not

;

*(l) To establish or maintain uniform conditions for the furnish-
ing of tiles for sample purposes;

(m) To refuse to combine less than carload shipments into carload
shipments invoiced to one of the purchasers;

(n) To refuse to sell to any persons or corporations because of
any unpaid account or accounts;

*(o) To formulate and establish or to retain in effect any require-
ments, circumstances, or conditions, nonconformity or noncom-
pliance with which shall exclude any customer or customers
from securing credit or shall impose any limitations or con-
ditions whatsoever upon the credit granted;

*(p) To restrict sales to dealers or contractors in tile or to

establish uniform requirements for classification as dealers
or contractors;

(q) To establish any system of cooperative purchasing of rav/

materials or supplies or of cooperative owning of the sources
of raw materials, which shall eliminate or tend to eliminate
competition in the purchasing of said materials or supplies;

(r) To adopt or to use a common trademark;

(s) To pool orders or to enter joint bids;

*(t) To prepare and publish any list or lists of dealers or Of
certified dealers;"

Those starred were listed by Mr, Culver as having been allowed by
the Code.

(25) Brookings Institution, op. cit., 78:

(Reference is made to overlapping jurisdiction resulting from the
number of regulatory agencies created by the present administration.)
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"The jurisdiction of many of these agencies overlaps that of others
in many important respects. Even if there is no outright overlapping
of jurisdiction, the total coverage is so broad that adoption by one
agency of a given policy or method may vitally affect the success of
another agency in carrying out previously adopted policies." As an
example of this problem, the relation between codes such as lumber and
timber products and the construction code with the activities of the
FHA is given.

(26) Mr. W. H. Rastall who is making a study on relationships with
other government agencies furnished this information in a conversation,
November 8, 1935.

(27) National Labor Board, National Labor Relations Board, and the

Department of Labor.

(28) Hearing on Telegraphic Communications Industry, Feb. 6, 1935.
The question of jurisdiction was brought up at page 52.

11 Mr. White: They (The Federal Communications Commission) had a
hearing on free service here just a few weeks ago.

"Deputy Administrator Fuller: They retained jurisdiction over that.

"Mr. White: I think pretty generally they have jurisdiction over
everything. I think that is one of the difficulties."

(29) Mr..C. H. Osthagon, Deputy Administrator furnished this in-
formation in a conversation November 8, 1955. The relationship, he stated*

was quite cordial.

(30) See hearing, Electric Light and Power Industry, Jan. 12-13,
1930, 10 a. m., Hall of Nations, Washington Hotel, Washington, D. C.

(31) Approved Code No. 199, Cork Industry, Codes of Pair Competi-
tion, V, 4-5, Merchandising Plan, requiring that distributors file with

manufacturers their prices on certain items; see also Amendment No. 2

to Approved Code No. 199, Cork Industry, Codes of Pair Competition, Vol.
XX, 271, requiring that industry members shall not sell to distributors
unless they enter into the contract provided for in the Merchandising
Plan; see also Approved Code No. 88, Business Furniture, Storage Equip-
ment and Filing Supply, Codes of Fair Competition, Vol. II, 380, Exhibit
C, Art. VI (f) , which was once interpreted as requiring resale price main-

tenance. All uniform contracts, Approved Code No. 546, Pacific Coast
Dried Fruit Industry, Codes of Fair Competition, Vol. XXI, 39; also

Approved Code No. 503, Pretzel Industry, Codes of Fair Competition, Vol.
XV, 87.

(32) Ibid.

(33) Memorandum by Blackwell Smith to the Legal Staff, May 24, 1934,

re Codes Legislating for Groups not requested bythe Applicants.
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"Many of the problems of industries rel vte to practices of individuals

outside of the industry itself, such as malpractices of jobbers injuring

a producing; industry. liiere 'oat pressure for elimination of such

practices even though they i rise outside of the industry for which the

code is adopted. We are asked to do this sometimes b; r prohibiting any

transactions between members of the codified industry and members of some

group who engage in the practices complained of. Sometimes also the ap-

plicants seek to provide for a required agreement to be entered into by
the member of the other group in transactions with members of the codified
industry.

"Section 3 (a) sets up the procedure for codifying a.'trade, industry

or subdivision thereof on application of a trade or industrial association
or group for such trade or industry or subdivision thereof. Such associa-
tions or groups must be truly representative of such trades or industries
or subdivisions. When a code is approved its provisions become the stand-

ards for the trade or industry or subdivision.

"The whole conception is of voluntary codification of a particular
trade or industry or subdivision thereof on the application of an associa-
tion or group truly representative of it. It is probable that purported.

codification of one group on applic tion of another group under Section 3

(a) is Ultra vires . In any event it is contrary to the principles under-
lying the conception of the Act."

(34) Hearing for Approved Code No. 59, Marking Devices Industry -

Proposed Amendment to Code of Fair Competition, January 30, 1935, (Codes
of Fair Competition, II, 13) 84 and 86.

"Mr. Murray: Mr. Administrator, this Code for the Traffic Control
Signs and Signals Industry, this proposed Code, is one of the Codes that
has been bruited about for many months in an effort to secure approval,
and it has been passed through the Review Division. The Code as a Code
is acceptable to the Administr tion and is now ready for approval in its
final form. However, the Review Division have questioned the representa-
tive character of the sponsoring group and requested that that matter be
firmly established before Administrative approval will be given

"A que tionnaire was sent to the twenty-six known members of this
industry, replies received from a large majority, and it clearly indicates
that the proponents who originally claimed to represent 75$ of the industry
in truth only represent 25$ now. So the tables, as it were, are turned,
and the non-association members are more representative of the industry
than the association members. The association proposing the Code has
been properly notified that their approval is not sufficient to obtain
Administrative approval of the Code."

(35) See the transcript of hearing, Flaying Card Appendix of the
Graphic Arts Code, January 10, 1934, 35 et seq. There appears an indica-
tion that U. S. Playing Card Co. desired no price control in the industry
and, held back in approving the administrative structure for that reason.
It was successful in securing its wishes.
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In connection with the problem of assent it might be argued that
an assenter would be estopped to deny the representative character of the
proponents. Answers of duress and secret action and intent might be
made

.
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' P£S TO CHAPTEH VIII

(1) The Procedural Scheme and the Hearings,

Blachly and Oatman, .^cu.'iirii.tr^tive Legi slati on and Adjudication.

(Brookings Institution 1934), 219:

"An advantage possessed by administrative tribunals, which, if pron-
erly safeguarded, is also an advantage to the public, is the relative
simplicity and flexibility of their methods, procedures, rules of evidence,
and manner of making decisions. Tn nany cases such tribunals are .^iven

mower to establish their own -ore ensure, to create their own rules of evi-
dence, and to control to a very large extent the factors which will govern
the making of their decisions, Pven when thev are not given complete power
in such natters, they are generally left a much freer hand than the ordi-
nary courts possess.

""oreover, the /judicial courts themselves h-^vc been verv liberal in
leaving such authorities a free hand in these matters, instead of insist-
ing or. the application of ordinary /judicial procedure and criteria. It is
generally the practice of administrative boa.rd.s and tribunals to conduct
their hearings in a much freer manner than the judicial courts would em-
uloy. Thus, the hearings are generally expedited, rules of evidence are
reduced to a. minimum, cases are freouently presented without counsel or by
uublic accountants, ^nd the decisions are based not merely on the evid.ence

presented in the hearing .of the case, but also on facts gathered by the
commission or administrative tribunal, itself."

(?) Ibid., 174-175:

"There are no general rules of traced/are appli cable to the authori-
ties that are carrying on administrative adjudication. Procedure is so

varied that no la,W""er 1
nie'"r 9 ho w to -nrocaed with a c--.se without examining

the particular rules of the authority with which he is dealing. ' "5ven

when he does so, he may find the rules so vague and indefinite that he .

hardl -1 ' kno^s with any degree of certainty "
rhat is required. Although

several elaborate general treatises have been written on the subject of
federal procedure and practice, as well as many special treatises dealing
with the procedure of particular administrative adjudicating bodies and
administrative tribunals, lawyers as well as litigants are often at a loss
regarding the proper steps to take.

"Pules of evidence range all the way from txiose almost as strict as
the rules applied in ordinary judicial courts to practically no rules, ex-
cept, perhaps, those of ordinary common sense. In some administrative tri-
bunals, the hearings are very formal. In others, they are scarcely more
formal than conversations. Informality is generally most pronounced in the
case of nixed authorities where the quasi-judicial function is as yet hard-
ly recognized. Yet even before some of the authorities that are acting as
controlling agencies over administrative action, there is very little
formality and the rules of evidence are almost negligible."

It should be pointed out that rules of evidence and procedure frequent-
ly vary with the jurisdiction, and that in private law courts, the attorney
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encounters the same difficulty as these rules are so different and of

such debatable merit, and especially in the ce.se of administrative "bodies

where the problems vary, have special reasons for differing. It would
seem that the authors' criticism, if meant as such, is not particularly
in point, although it might be desirable to have some simplification.

(3) Van VI e ck , - "Administrative Justice in the Enforcement of

Quasi-Criminal Law," 1 George Washington Law Review 13 (1952). The
author suggests that only two references, to administrative procedure for
expulsion of the Act are made within the Act: (1) Proceedings begin by
the arrest of the accused on 'a' warrant issued by the Secretary. (2) The
accused may have bail. The Administration worked out its own rules of
procedure. See Rule 19, Rules of January 1, 1930, page 37.

(4) Blachly and Oatman, op. cit., 163. The authors point out that
statutes vary as to established procedure for administrative bodies. The
statutes outline procedure for the Interstate Commerce Commission, but
say little or nothing of the Federal Trade Commission. Others definitely
give power to administrative bodies to establish their own rules. On
this proposition, see Stephens, Administrative Tribunals and tho Rules
of Evidence

, p. 8.

(5) Comer, Legislative Functions of National Administrative
Authority ("Jew York 1927), 200:

"In recent years many of the statutes authorizing delegated legisla-
tion have included provisions to the effect that a hearing must be held
before such legislation can legally issue." e.g., 37 Stat. 315 Sees. 5,

6, 7, 8 (1912); 39 Stat. 728, Sec. 23 (1916); 41 Stat. 1063, Sec. 20

(1920); 42 Stat. 1435, Sec. 3 (1923).

(
p

) Yamataya v. Fisher . 189 U. S. 86 (1903); Brat ton v. Chandler ,

260 U. S. 110 (1922); State Board of Health v. McCoy, 125 111. 289, 17

N. E. 786 (1833); Cooper v. Board of Works , 14 C. B. (U.S.) 180 (18*3);
State v. Chittenden . 127 Wis. 463 - 107 N. W. 500 (1906); U. S. ex rel

Roop v. Douglass , 19 D. C. 99 (1890). See also, McFarland, Judicial
.Control of the Federal Trade Commission and the Interstate Commerce Com-

mission. 1920-1930
,
(Harvard University Press, 1933).

(7) flayers, A Hand Book of N.R.A . . 2nd ed. (New York, 1934), 192:

"On June 27, 1933, at its first public hearing, the National Recov-

ery Administration announced that inasmuch as the statute laid down no

requirements for any public hearings upon codes of fair competition or

any procedural requirements, it would determine its own procedure. It

then stated that sponsors of codes would be called upon to present evi-

dence on the various matters in Section 3(a) respecting which the Presi-
dent is required to make findings. It further stated that persons offer-

ing objections to or modifications of any code provision or additional

code provisions must file a specific statement in writing requesting
simply the elimination or addition of a specific provision, or a modifi-

cation in language proposed by the objector." This was quoted in the

Brief for A. L. A. Schechter Corporation in Schechter v. U. S. , 52.
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(8) See also Brookings Institution, The Noti onal Recovery Adminis-

tration - an Analy si B_ aj 4
.
;j n A L sjq I (1935) 14

:

"Except in the case of tariff investigations, procedure requirements

are limited to the vague specification o 4 " public notice and hearing."

(9) Title I, Section 4(b).

(10) N.I.R.A. , See 3(a).

(11) Brief for A. I. A. Sche chter Corporation , on . c i t . , 49-50

:

"There is nothing in this section 3(a) or anywhere else in the Recov-

ery Act which provides for notice to persons in the industry, particularly
those not members of the applicant trade or industrial association, and no

provision whatsoever is expressly made for a hearing to determine whether

the provisions in the proposed code are properly contained therein. No

evidence is required to be taken and no findings of fact are required to be

made by the President except those we have mentioned obove, which have no

relation at all to the fairness or unfairness of most of the practices pro-
hibited by the Live Poultry Code. Thus, in this respect the President is

free to act in a surely arbitrary manner. A trade practice is denominated
unfair simply by reason of the fact that the preponderant majority in the

industry has ordained it to be such, and this without any. required notice
to other members of the industry, without any required hearing, without
any requirement for evidence and without any requirement for findings of

fact or judicial review. Thus, it is plain that the code may be formulated
in a purely arbitrary and capricious manner, for it makes no difference
that the National Recovery Administration may have customarily held in-
formal public hearings to politely listen to the complaints of 'persons en-
gaged in other steps of the economic process'. When presented for approv-
al to the President his action in approving, rejecting or modifying the
same may be utterly arbitrary and .capricious, because he need not say why
he acts.

"

(12) Supra, V.

(13) Brief for A. L. A. Schechter Corporation, op. cit. , 51.

(14) 38 Stat. 717.

(15) Brief for A. L . A. Schechter , Corporation , op. cit. , 46-54.

(16) Infra, XII.
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(17) Johnson, The Blue fiaglg from Egg to £arth , (Saturday Evening
Post, February 9, 1335), 81: •

"The very Act was conceived in controversy— controversy as old as

civilization—controversy among labor, management and consumers. For
reasons recited earlier, we organized to make that controversy vocal,
public and intense. We preferred to write the rules for a new economic
government of the United States by hearing every side which might have an
interest in the result and arriving by compromise at the greatest good *o

the greatest number and the. least possible harm to anybody."

(18)' Johnson, ibid., (January 26, 1935) 88:

"As I have said, my whole theory of administration was to make MA a
forum of controversy. Nothing short of clairvoyance can prevision the ef-

fect of a Code; first, because, the whole idea is unprecendented; second,

because no group of men could be gathered who could know enough about
the infinite variety of circumstance in .American business to pass in a

closet on its problems. The only way to get the truth in such a case is

to give every adversary and informed interest its day in court."

(19) Supra, V.

(20) Supra, n. 17 and 18.

(21) Supra, VI.

(22) Freund, Administrative Powers over Persons and Property (Uni-

versity of Chicago Press 1928), 84, and Chicago Junction Case, 264 U. S.

258 (1924).

(23) Tagg Bros. & 'Moorehead v. U._S. , 280 U. S. 430, 432 (1921),

(24) N.R.A. Release No.' 2993, January 25, 1934, quoted by Brookings
Institution, op. cit., 85, N. 3;

"The formula is designed, by controversy of conflicting interest, to

arrive at truth and composition. This practice has been followed without
exception. Without it there would be no formula or possibility of ob-

taining informed opinion on any of the three principal sides of the con-
trolling questions pertaining to each code. The only alternative to

that sort of revelation through controversy is such long inquisitorial
and academic proceedings as have contributed- to the previous failure to

control monopoly by the anti-trust acts." See infra.

(25) See NEA Release, June 27, 1933.

(26) Office Order No. 15, August 5, 1933 p. 6 is the only early
reference to public hearings (other than Press Releases which cin not be

taken as formal policy). The reference merely contains the outline head-
ing "VIII Hearing A, Hearing Proper." Immediately above, under VII B, is

rather full instructions that the Deputy Administrators will inform Public

Relations Division, if a good publicity story exists and will check the

draft of the story prepared by the Public Relations Division with the in-

terested Trade Association.
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(27) Office : anual:

"CGSJS fr.AIQNG- ASS PBOCEDUIUC 1 1-8413

(3) During the Public Hearing t.; ie ore siding officer (See 11-2400)

will seek to elicit facts from the opponents and orooonents of specific
provisions of the proposed code, for the purpose of bringing out the

necessity, benefit, or detriment of such provisions. He will receive
suggested questions from his advisors and will make such use of them as

he deems necessary. He will, however, be guided by the line of question-

ing suggested by his Code Legal Advisor to insure the legal adequacy of

the record of the Public Hearing.

"

(28) Ibid., 27.

(29) Transcript of Hearing .Electrical Manufacturing Industry, July

19, 1933, 155-165. Transcript of Hearing Cotton Textile Industry, June

27, 1953, 24-25.

(30) America's Recover^ Program (Oxford Press 1934), 82; See also
Brookings Institution, oo. cit. , 108-112.

(30a) Recommendntion of the Advisory Council:

"It is a well established practice at Public hearings that advisers
may if they wish, make statements, and. that so long as they confine them-
selves to questions designed to elicit facts they may ask questions .

directly as well as through the deputy. This practice has been recogniz-
ed not only by custom but in conferences between executive officials of

the advisory boards and the Administrator, It should be recognized in

the manual. Therefore, the Council recommends that the second sentence
be deleted and replaced by the words 'he will give his advisers adequate
opportunity to develop facts u

'

"

-
. .

(31) Transcript of Hearing, Fire Extinguisher Appliance Manufac-
turing Industry (Approved Code Ho. 98), Codes of Pair Competition, Vol.

Ill) Monday October 23, 1933, 10:17 a.m. .

Mr. A. 0. Bonniface, Secretary of the Chemical Fire Extinguisher
Association, in submitting the code had only two sentences to say which
might have any bearing at all upon the code proposal. The Transcript of
Hearing upon Article VI, covering Powers and Duties, discloses testimony
running from Page 61 to 85 inclusive. It is interesting to note that of
these 24 pages of testimony not a single word was spoken in favor of the
provisions of the oroposed code. The testimony in fact is limited main-
ly to briefs by people opposing the code.

(32) Transcript of Hearing, Air Filter Industry, December 21, 1933.

PROCEEDINGS
"Deputy King: The first code is the Air Filter Industry, I have no

requests to be heard on that, and may we consider your original presenta-
tion as a presentation of all codes?
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"Mr. O'Leary: You may consider the presentation the presentation
of all codes. If you prefer, we will present each one.

"Deputy King: I think it is a useless detail, which will burden
this hearing. I suggest to the reporter that with the announcement of

the hearing of these codes that the code for each hearing he copied into

the record of the code under consideration.

"Mr. O'Leary: I should like to have you give the chairman of the

code committee of each industry an opportunity, if they have not already
done so, to present a letter of presentation. I think most of those are

in, hut if they are not, I think they should he presented. Otherwise
the code is fully presented.

"Deputy King: Does anyone wish to he heard on the Air Filter Indus-
try Code?

"In order to save time we will consider each code first where no
one has suggested an opportunity to he heard, and after ample o-coor-bunity

has been given," pass on to the next code. .
•

"I assume no one has any special. amendments in reference to the Air
Filter Industry, and the hearing on the Air Filter Industry is recess
subject to the call of the Administrator.

"(The hearing was thereupon recess as above stated, at 2:30 o'clock

P.m.)"

(33) Transcript of Hearings:

Buff and Polishing Wheel Industry, October 16, 1933. The hearing
lasted from 10:00 a.m. to 10:55 a.m.

Washing and Ironing Machinery Manufacturing Industry, October 4,

1933, The hearing lasted from 10:00 a.m. to 10:35 a.m.

Terra Cotta Industry, September 26,. 1933, The hearing lasted from
10:15 a.m. to 11:22 a.m. ...''-:

Hair and Jute Felt Industry, September 29, 1933. The hearing lasted
from 10:05 to 11:00 a.m. .

Ladder Manufacturing, October 10, 1933. The hearing lasted from
10:00 a.m. to 11:40 a.m.

Hardwood Distillation," October 3, 1933. The hearing lasted from
10:00 a.m. to 12:15 p.m.

See also, Dearing, Hpman, Lorwin, and Lyon,' The ABC of KRA (Brookings

Institution 1934) 87:
;

"The duration of hearings depends: entirely upon the amount of evi-

dence to be introduced; some last only a few hours while others continue
for several days. Public hearings on the code for the storage battery
industry required only two hours, while those for the retail trade code

required several days.

"

t
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(34) Transcript or Hearing, Cotton Textile Industry. The hearing

lasted from June 27, 192! to Jane 30, 1933 inclusive,

(35) Transcript of Hearing, Steel Industry, July 31, 1933, 1,

Statement of Mr. Donald Richberg, Counsel, National Recovery Administra-

tion.

"Since the first hearing uoon the code submitted "by the cotton

textile industry, there has been a form of procedure followed, with which

I assume most of those present are familiar, but in order that there may

be no misunderstanding, it may be desirable to restate that form of pro-

cedure.

"The law lays down no requirements for any public hearings upon

these codes of fair competition, therefore there are no statutory limi-

tations or controls uoon this procedure.

"It should be clearly understood that no representatives of any pri-

vate interest favoring or opposing a code have any legal rights to control

or direct the presentation of evidence, or the procedure in this public

hearing, which is subject to sole control of the Deputy Administrator in

charge, acting in conformity with general regulations.

"It is however the purpose of the Administrator to give all persons
interested an adequate opportunity for the presentation of evidence in

support of the code, or any objections to proposed code provisions, or

any suggested modifications thereof or additions thereto.

"The actual hearing upon a code will begin with the presentation of

the code by its sponsors.

"Before a hearing is given to those offering objections or additions
to or modifications of any code provision, a specific statement is to be
filed in writing setting forth the request for the elimination of the

specific provisions, a modification of a provision or any additional pro-
vision, and then the proposals will be heard in the order announced by
the Deputy Administrator, and all parties presenting evidence are request-
ed to confine their presentation in the first instance to oral or documen-
tary evidence produced in support of a specific proposal made.

"Oral arguments are not to be received in these hearings unless cer-
tain matters are subsequently set down for oral arguments.. Written argu-
ments may be filed if parties so desire.

"The purpose of this hearing is to provide evidence of facts upon
which an administrator will be justified in recommending approval of codes
to the President; therefore these hearings are not appropriate for the
presentation of argument upon issues of law. If any party in interest
desires to raise any issues of law in connection with a proposed code of

, fair competition, he may file a written argument thereon with the Deputy
i Administrator, but all arguments upon question of law will not be per-
mitted during the public hearings.
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As previously stated, the control of the hearings rests with
the Deputy Administrator. Witnesses are presented by him for question-
ing or by others representing the Administration, "but witnesses are not
presented for cross examination "by opposing interests, and such cross
examination is not a part of these proceedings.

"Again I wish to emphaze the point that this is an administrative
inquiry and not a judicial investigation; there is no restriction upon
the representation of parties by attornejrs or specialists, but such
representation so far as they are heard in. these proceedings should
regard themselves as witnesses subject to questioning by the Deputy
Administrator and not as counsel conducting a law suit."

This statement by Mr. Hichberg provided the pattern of procedure
followed in all subsequent hearings, and was widely quoted by presid-
ing officers and legal advisers, although it was never issued as an
official II.R. A. statement in sxiy other form that that above referred
to. By practice, it can be said, it was adopted as official 1T.R.A.

procedure.

See also Transcript of Hearing, Cotton Textile Industry, June 27,

1933, 4-7.

Stephens,: .Administrative Tribunals .and, the. Rules _of Evidence

:

(Harvard University Press), 95:

"If the rules of evidence are common- sense ways of determining
whether to consider offered proof, why should they not be of value to

one tribunal as well as to another? r '

(36) Transcript of Hearing, Fire Extinguisher Appliance Manufac-
turing Industry, 90-91:

"Mr.Evans: I would like to state that it is all very rigid
for a different specialty which does not require that dsort of control.

"Assistant Deputy Lane: Again I must warn you that you are deal-
ing with pure opinion, and I cannot take it unless you want to sub-

stantiate it with facts. We would be pleased to have any facts with
relation to Article VIII.

"Mr. Evans: I will stop just as soon as I can understand your
directions, but I cannot understand how you can prove a judgment
about So days, for instance; there is no ]3roof adducible for that;

it is a. question of judgment, trade judgment and practice and experience."

The presiding officer then asked Mr. Evans to place his suggections
in a brief. For a discussion of this praxtice. Infra.

(37) Luce, Legislative Procedure, (Boston & Hew York, 1922) ,146-147:

Speaking of legislative hearings the Author says - "The value of the

opinion brought out by hearings is as uncertain as that of the infor-
mation. The opinion is the more dangerous, for misinformation



-

can be corrected, bu.t there is no test for opinion. Ponder it for a

moment, and you will see t ie isk in drawing inference as to the ooin-
ion of two million or so of adult human beings from the views

exoresseo. by five or fifty persons in a committee room."

(38) Ta.^: Bros, a: Mo ore he ad v. U. S. . 280 TJ. S. 420,' 432 (1930),
indicates tnat full argument is allowed as regular orocedare.

(39) Supra, IV, 1.

particularly discussion of Auffmordt v. Hedden . 137 U. S.

310 (1890).

(40) Supra, n. (35).

(41) Mayers, on. cit., 192. Brief for A. L. A. Schechter Corp.

,

oo, cit.., 52, .quoted the statement of Mayors' referred to.

(42) Mayers, op. cit., 195. lat see Transcript of Hearing, Fur
Dressing and Dyeing Industry, Nov, 1, 1933.

(43) Farmers Elevator Co. v. Chicago, Rock Island and Pacific
Railroad Co. , 107 N. £. 641, 843 (111,, 1915).' Thp case consciously
follows the Interstate Commerce Commission cases. It should also be

noted that the statute required a hearing. Smith v. Hitchcock , 226 U.

S. 56 (1912); Gonzales v. Zubrick , 45 Fed. (2d'.) 934 (CCA. 6th, 1930);
and Garfield v. U. S. , ex rel Spalding , 32 App. D. C. 153,158 (1908),

See also
fi
Note, "Requisites of an Administrative Hearing," 80

Pennsylvania Law Rp view 878 (1932) .

(44) Stephens, Administrative Tribunal and the Rules of Evidence.
(Harvard University Press, 1933). 95:

"The sacrifice of cross-examination, however, seems serious.
It is not impossible to reject hearsay after having heard it, that is,

to determine to give it no weight. But if it is to be rplied on, how
far is the trier of f-ict to give it worth?"

(45), Berizz Co . v. Kransz , 146 N. E. 436 (II. Y. 1935). Evidence
is not conclusive where there is no basis to offer rebuttal. This w«s
in a proceeding under the New York Arbitration Act.

(-16) Infra, IS.

(47) A. C. 120 (House of Lords 1915).

(48) Such books as: He^art, The New Despotism
, (New York 1929);

Allen, Bureaucracy Triumphant ,
(N-w York 1921).

(49) Cmd. 40o0. Presented by the Lord Chancellor to Parliament
in April, 1932, at page 30:

"A fourth principle **hich some judges have discerned is that when
a public inquiry is provided by statute, the insoector should make
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his report available to the parties heard. Although the Committee
is not willing to sa r tnat a refusal to do this is contrary to natural
justice, it states its belief ''that important considerations of oub-
lic policy are involved. '

" ;

'

(50) Ungar v. Seaman , 4 F. (2d) 80 (C. C. A. 8th., 1924);
Farmers Elevator Co .' v, Chic ago. Rock Inland dc Pacific Railroad Co .,

107 N. £. 841 (111. 1915); Sabre v. Rutland R. R. Co . . 85 Atl. 69?.

(Vt., 1930); And Yudelson v. Andrews ; 25 F. (2d) 80 (C. C. A. 3rd.,

1928).; See, "Jote, "The Right to a Hearing Before Administrative Tribu-
nals," 28 Harvard Law Review 198 (1914) ; See also Kwock Jan Fat v.

rfhit e. 253 U. S. 454, 464 (1920), approaching the problem from the
inadequacy of the record presented tne court.

(51) _ Stock v. Central Midwives Board , 3 K. 3. 756, 7640765 (1915).

(52) Note, "Requisites of an Administrative Hearing,
"

^

od. cit,, 884.

(53) Garfield v. U. S. ex rel- Spalding . 32 Apo. D. C. 153, 158

(1908). "" ' '
'

--"-.

(54) 38 Stat. 722 (1914).' For a discussion of the power in the

alien field see Van Vle'ck, op, cit-.

,
(55)

' 46 Stat. '699 (1930).

(56) Title I, Sections 3 (e) and 6-(c). .

(57) Interstate Commerce Commission v. Brim son , 154 U, S, 447

(1894), which case involved 26 Stat, at L. 743; and Sabre v. "Rutland

R. Co ., 85 Atl. b93 (Vt., 1913).

(57a) Blaisdell, "The Federal' Trade Commission," New York,

1932, VIII, The Commission Shorn of Power, 259-284. The theses is that

the Commission has been fought with all kinds of publicity by those
it sought to control and has often been rendered helpless to show
its side of the picture by 'tne Courts harshly limiting its power to

inspect records or require periodic reports.

(58) Fede ral Trade Commission v. Claire Furnace Co . , 274 IT. S.

160 (1927); Federal Trade Commission v. Maynard Coal Co , . 22 f. (2d)

873 (Ct. Apo. D. C. 1927); and Federal Trade Commission v. Killer's
National Federation , 23 F. (2d) 958 (Ct. Aop. D. C. 1927), which held
that making a refusal to prodace evidence subject to a criminal pro-
secution is a denial of due process of law.

(59) Transcript of Hearing, Fur manufacturing Industry, March
19-21, 1935, 67. Mr. Hodgson, the Code Director, who should have had
tne richest experience with the trade practice orovisions and who. should

have been most helpful to the N. R. A., after specifically stating
upon his first appearance that he would reappear with a detailed state-

ment upon the trade practice provisions, failed to do so. Mr. Hodgson's
statement was in response to an inquiry by .an F« R. A. official. The

suggestion was made that the Industry desired that he made no further
statement,
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(6^) El 1 is v. Interstate Commerce Commission. 237 U. S. 434, 445
(1915), the o -inion of i-r. Justice Holmes; Federal Tr ^de' Commission v.

American Tobacco Co . . 264 [J, S. 2S3, 306 (1924), the ooinion of Mr. Jus-
tice Holmps; Fe do r a 1 Tr

a

d e C ommi s ^ i on v. Hammond Snyder & Co., 267 U. S.

'586 (1925); and I'edenl Trade Commission v . Smith , 34 F, (2d) 323, 324
(1929); see also Kale v. Henkel, 801 U. S. 43 (1906). Langeluttig,
"Constitutional Limitation on Administrative Power of Investigation,"
28 111. Law Review 508 (1935-34).

(61) Kilbourne v. Thome son , 103 U. S. 168 (1880); and I/cGrain
v. Jaugherty . 273 U. S. 135 (1926).

(62) Harriman v. Interstate Commer'e Commission, 211 U. S.

407 (1908); and in re Pacifi c Railway Commission, 32 F. 241 (1887).

(63) Mr. Justice Holmes in Harriman v. I nterstate Commerce
Commission , 211 "J. S. 407, 418 (1903).

(64) Legal Memoranda from Blackwell Smith to Legal Staff,

June 21, 192 t, re Examination of Books, quoting a memorandum of

Robert ?. Reeder:

"A witness may waive the protection of the Fifth Amendment
by testifying voluntarily. It is very doubtful whether he could bar-

gain long in advance that h<= would waive the protection of the Amend-
ment. Congress could grant such immunity from further prosecution
that he could be required to testify if such legislation were on the

st'tute books. It is not there. It seems that the President could
grant such a pardon that the witness could be required to testify and
produce evidence; but the district attorney ca.n not grant immunity."

(65) Title I, Section 3 (a). "The President may, ^s a condition
of his approval of any such code, impose such conditions (including
requirements for the making of reports and the keeping of accounts)
for the protection of consumers, competitors, employees, and others...."

On the subject of periodic reports see Lilicnthal, "The
Power of Governmental Agencies to Compel Testimony, '"39 Harvard L^w
Review. 694, '700 (1926) ; and Blaisdell, The Fe'deral Trade Commission ,

(Columbia University Fress 1932) 259-284. .

(66) Legal Memorandum, op. cit. (64):

"My conclusions are that the keeping of books showing such
data as are necessary for the enforcement of legitimate code aims may
be required in advance and that thereafter the production of such data
wnen necess- ry for the enforcement of the lay- may be required."

S* e also Interstate Commerce Commission v. Goodrich Transit
Co., 244 U. S. 194 (1912).

(67) Approved Cede o. 4, Electrical 'manufacturing Industry,
Codes of Fair Competition, I, 48, Art. VI; and. Approved Code No. 15,
Men's Clothing Industry, Codes of Fair Competition, I, 235, Art. XIII.
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(68) General Regulations, Series A, issued -"by "the Secretary of

Aeri culture* .
".•

(69) Note, "Requisites of an Administrative Hearing," on. cit. ,

881.

(70) Note, ibid. ; San Diego Land and To^m Co . v. National City .,

174 U.'S. 739 (1899^; Lander v. Mercantile Bank , 186 U. S. 458 (1902);
and Sjnith v. Hitchcock , 226. IT. S. 53 (1912.)-; but see , Farmers' Elevator
Co. v. Chicago. Rock Island & Facific Ry. Co. 107 N. E, 841, 843 (1915).

(71) Transcript of Hearing, Fire Extinguisher Appliance
Manufacturing Industry, 91:

"Assistant Deputy Lane: As I .understand it, you want to

suggest a modification of the time?

"Mr. Evans: I want to sugges.t, with repsect to our business',

that it is too rigid, aand useless. I made this oremise in the begin-
ning, that 1 would have to raise these points with respect to the dif-
ferent Articles, and that is why I am doing it..' '•'

•

Brief?
"Assistant Deputy Lane: You will cover those in your

"Mr. Evans: Yes.

"

.

(72) Office Manual;

"Code Making and Amendment I I- 5QOO , Amendments 11-5120

"C. Nature of Proceedings

"(l) Whenever a likelihood exists that a substantial
minority or group, will object -to- a proposed amendment, or where the

nature of the subject matter involves the -public interest, a nubile
hearing should be called.. In other cafseslnotice of opportunity to be

heard or to file objections will ordinarily be sufficient,"

(73) Legal Memorandum, by Blackwell Smith -to the Legal Staff
re Hearings on Proposed Amendments, JuOie 2, 1934:

"Questions are frequently arising as to whether an actual
hearing on a proposed amendment or like matter is required as dis-
tinguished from opportunity to be heard. Obviously, from an Adminis-
trative standpoint, it is impossible to hold hearings on every
proposal made . The advisable, procedure in this connection is to obtain
from known informed sources, including the industry, available facts
concerning the probable result of the proposal, both within the

industry and. in relation to otiier industries. If' no- appreciable con-

troversy or conflict is likely to ensue, or if the 'proposal is of

comparatively minor importance, or is one which would not require farther

investigation to obtain necessary information, or the question of due

process is not largely involved , then an opportunity to be heard probably
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will suffice. Such f->cts should be analysed in e-^ch case from this

viewpoint, which makes the tis er to the question largely a matter of

the exercise of sound judgment. The main requirement (which should bo

complied with in cither event), is to obtain in the record sufficient
facts to snow the need for the proposal, and that its aoprovl is ?

reasonable exercise of administrative authority, within the oelicies of

the Act." (Underscoring is mine).

(74) Ibid. See also the language by Mr* Justice Holmes in Bi

Metallic Investment Co . v. State Bea^ti of "Jciuali^at ion .

239 {]. S. --xl, 445 (1S15):

" .here a rule of conduct applies to more than q few oeoole,
it is impracticable that everyone snould have "direct voice in its

adoption. T..- Constitution aoes not require all' Oublic acts to be done
in to- n meeting or an assembly of the whole."

But see Londoner v. Denver , 210 y, S. 273 (1908), indicating
a different requirement where the area involved was smaller.
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NOTES TO CHAPTER IX

(1) Tagg 3ros. & t.Porhead v. U.S. , 280 U.S. 420, (1930):

n \!e fincl in the evidence "before the Secretary aiirole support for the
findings and the conclusion reached by hirn. It may be that some of the

evidence was irrelevant or of little weight, and tnat some of the reason-
ing was not -oersuasive. But, mere admission hy an administrative tribunal
of matters which, under the rules of evidence applicable to judicial
proceedings, would he deemed incompetent, or mere error in reasoning uoon
evidence adduced, does not invalidate an order made by it "

and Note -. "The Right to a Hearing Before Administrative Tribunals, 11

28 Harvard Law Review 198 (1914) at page 198;

"The law of the subject is apparently still in its infancy and this

is particularly true of that part dealing with -orocedure. Doubtless free-
dom from procedural shackles is one of the chief ends sought" in adminis-
trative tribunals.

(2) Stephens, Administrative Tribunals and the Rules of Evidence ,

(Harvard University. Press, 1933).

(3) Ibid, 68: " (l) Do you apply the rules of evidence? (2) If

you apply certain of the rules and omit to apply others, please state
which and why? (3) To what extent

v
if any, have you found in your ex-

perience that omission to apply the rules of evidence operates against
obtaining an accurate understanding of the facts; and (4) To what ex-
tent, if any, have you found in your experience that applying the rules
of evidence operates against obtaining an accurate understanding of the

facts'!1 "

(4) An illustrative answer given to Judge Stephens follows.

Stephens, op. cit., 80: "In Utah the Chairman of the Commission, took

pains to prepare the following answers: <(l) As Andy says, 'Yes and no,

mostly no.' We pay little attention to the rules of evidence in the
course of our investigation of matters submitted. The questions we have

to determine are largely social and economic ones, not legal, therefore

requiring procedure unknown to the Courts. (2) Yes. We often a"pply

the rules of evidence with rest>ect to wholly immaterial or irrelevant

matters. Obviously the admission of such evidence would add nothing to

the facts for determination by a regulatory or administrative body. #e

also rule against evidence that is purely argumentative. (3) Technical

rules of evidence under our statute may be disregarded. In uractice and

procedure their omission, we have found, not only tends to expedite hear-

ings, but affords many witnesses not under the guidance of attorneys

greater freedom of expression, which in the main will lead to a better

understanding of the facts we ultimately have to determine. Opinion

evidence, while generally admitted for the record, oftentimes operates

against an accurate understanding of the faces, unless supplemented
with the reasons or the facts moon which opinion of the witness is

predicated. (4) Strict application of the rules of evidence and the

observance of court precedure would in practically all cases defeat the

purpose for which public utility commissions were created, that of safe-

guarding the public interest and providing for the general welfare."
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(5) Faris, "Judical Notice by Administrative Bodies, "4 In

Law Journal 167 (1928) .

(6) Fnillips, "A Practical Method for the Determination of Business
Fact , " 8 Penns^lv ;.:ia La.' aaviaw \<j (IJ.--.Q .

(7) Stephens, op. cit., 5; "3ut now he is, bv the relaxation or

abandonment of the iules of evidence, to bo 'heart whole and fancy free 1

as to the facts. The 'hunch' as the basis of decision vail indead nave

been canonized. But if the popular view is correct and the rules of

evidence are but 'obstructive .and irrational technicalities,' then we are

well rid of them. Perhaos the truth lies part way between."

(8) McParland, Judicial Control of the Federal Tra^e Commission and

The Interstate Co mmerc e Co minis -ion (Harvard University -
;ress 1933) 30 n.

75, citing: 17 Illinois jjajg Review 363 ^1.1 '') ; Ross, "Applicability of

Pales of Evidence in Proceedings before Workmen's Compensation Commission,"

36 Harvard L r >,w Review 3.33 (19,-5 ); and >»igmore, Evidence (3 ed. , 1933), 27.

(9) Von Vleck, "Administrative Justice in the Enforcement of Quasi-
Crimin; 1 Law," 1 George Washington Law Review 1 8 (1953). and Eote -

"Administrative Lav/. Probative value of Hearsay Testimony, 34 Michigan
Law Review 851 (1035) .

(10) Stephens, o\ . cit., 7-8, 16. See also r>.-p. 9-14 for a compre-
hensive statement of the rules of evidence applied by various State
public service commissions.

(11) Henderson, The Federal Trade Commi ssion, (Yale University
Press 1924). Stephens, op. cit.: The federal Trade Commission, in

answer to Judge Stephens' questionaire, stated that it intended to re-
ceive only legally com etent- evidence and base its findings upon such
evidence.

(l3) Henderson, op. cit., 64.

(13) Blachly and Oatman, Administrative Legislation and Adjudi-
cation , (Brookings Institution 1934) , 164: "When courts review the

decisions of administrative judicial tribunals, they sometimes refuse to

uphold these decisions because they consider that evidence was taken in
an improper m nner, or that the rales of evidence employed in arriving at

a decision were not such as to safeguard all the interests concerned.
The judicial courts thus nave a certain influence upon the rules of.

evidence enroloyed by agencies of administrative adjudication. Yet this

influence is considerably less -powerful than might be expected, for the

courts have displayed a marked tendency to assume, on the whole, a fairly
lujeral attitv.ee on the matter of evi lence."

(14) John Bene & a on s, Inc. v. Federal Trade Commission, 299 F.

468 (1924); and Prischer * Go . v. Brkelite Jon." , 39 F. (2d) 247, 231
(Ct. Customs and Pat. App. , 1930). See, Pennsylvanis R. Co . v. U.S.

,

40 F. (2d) 921 (1930). The case held that evidence between the same
parties in. a different cause upon a. related issue, was properly consider-
ed. This is a recognized exception to the hearsay rule. But see

Employers Insurance Corp. v. Industrial accident Commission , 151 PaC.
433 (.Calif. 1915) holding that hearsay evidence in not a proper oasis on
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which to determine jurisdictional fact.

(15) John Bene & °ons, Inc . v. federal Trade Commission, suprs n. 14,

(15) Ibid, at page 471.

(17) Ibid, at page 473: "Prom the evidence we deduce as findings
of fact: . . . .

"

(18) Stephens, op. cit.: "Even the expert Commissioner should
receive hearsay sparingly, should not deny hi^oelf ' the -.tes^j&s^j v^lr.6 "of
oreaq^exaiiination, and should be willing to introduce what he acts upon."

(19) Garfield v. U. S. ex rel Scalding . 32 App. D.C. 153 (1908).
Attorneys disbarred by the Secretary of Interior objected to the use of
depositions, taken without notice to them or opportunity to examine the
witnesses, and were sustained.

(20) Infra, VIII.

(21) Brookings Institution, The National Pecovery Administration
- An Anal:/ sis and an Appraisal (1935), 104-108.

(22) Ibid, 112-117.

(23) America's Recovery Program, (Oxford Press 1934', 82: "The
post-Hearing converences are really a series of compromises until a Code
satisfactory to all elements is -produced. The HBA's attitude is that of

leadership, although at times it has been forced, to use a more potent
influence on recalcitrant or selfish interests."

(24) Bates & Guild Co . v. Payne , 194 U.S. 105 (1S04); infra, n. 25.

(25) Shurtleff v. U. S., 189 U. S. 311, 314 (1903). Where Congress
had specified grounds for the removal of an officer by the President, and
he was removed without notice or opportunity to be heard, the Court said:

"It must be presumed that the President did not make the removal for any
cause assigned in the statute ..." The implication is that the Presi-
dent's action needed no evidentiary basis. The case is distinguishable
as it involves the President in relation with a subordinate employee.
See also Myers v. U. b

. , 272 U. S. 52 (1926), 53.

(25) Kwock Jan Pat v. White , 253 U. S. 454, 454 (1920). Where the

inspector failed to record in its rrroper place important testimony, the

court said: "It is the province of the courts, in proceedings for review,

within the limits amply defined in the cases cited, to prevent abuse of

this extraordinary power, and this is possible only when a full record
is preserved of the essentials on which the executive officers proceed to

judgment. Por failure to preserve such a record for the information, not

less of the commissioner of immigration and of the Secretary of labor
than for the courts, the judgment in this case must be reversed."

(27) Chicago Junction Case, 254 U. S. 258, 254 (1924); Atchison ,

T. & S. F. By . v Commerce Commission , 1^7 N. S. 331 (1929 111.); Inter-
state Commerce Commission v. Louisville and Nashville P. , 227 U. S. 88

(1915) ; U. S. v. Abilene & Southern Pv. Co., 255 U. S. 274. Note, "Ad-
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ministrativo Law - Probative Value of Hearsay Testimony," 24 mich. Law
Review, 831 (1925) ; and Note, "Requisites of an Administrative Hearing,"
80 Pennsylvania Law Review 378 '(1932 )' 884 .

(28) Stephens, op. cit., 28: "Certainly no practical difficulty
Stands in thi way of drawing the line against action by commissions moon
papers in their files, carriers' and engineers' reports, and other such

data, without submitting the same to the record and to the scrutiny of
the parties and of the reviewing tribunal. Not only is a fair hearing
not had in the absence of such procedure, 'out a fair review cannot be
made. Unless evidence acted uoon is introduced, the reviewing tribunal
cannot know of it."

(29) 255 U. S. 274, (1924).

(30) Ibid. 286-288.

(31) Op. cit., 289. See also Chicago Junction Case, 264 U. S. 258,
264 (1924). Mr. Justice Brandeis said, "Facts conceivably known to the
Commission but not put in evidence will not support an order."

(32) The recent cases of Panama Refining Co. v. Ry^n , 293 U. S.

388 (1935); and U. s
. v. Schechter Brothers , 295 U. S. 495 (1935) indi-

cate this.

(33) Su-ora, .Florida & East Coast R. R. Co . v. U. S . 234 U. S. 157
(1913); Chicago Junction Case, 254 U. S. 258 (1924); International Shoe
Co. v. -Federal Trade Commission , 280 U. S. 291 (1930); and Federal
Radio Commission v. Kelson Bros. , 289 U. S. 266 (1933); see also Willough-
by, Constitutional Law of tne United States, (New York 1929)

(3^) Freund, Administrative Powers over Persons and Property
(University of Chicago Press 1928), 108: "The hearing provision thus
circumscribes discretion 1 by requiring its exercise to be substantiated
by evidence. It remains to be seen how this will affect the exercise of

prudential discretion, particularly uoon the basis of the widest con-
sideration of expediency. How will it be possible to prove or disprove
•public interest'? In many cases it is clear that the requirement will
be mainly one of form: chere must be something in the record tending to

show puolic interest, or the omosite, and a corresponding finding.
This may inure to the benefit of the applicant if he makes a good prima
facie . showing, and no evidence is introduced to the contrary, and if he
sees to it that the consent order contains the appropriate finding."
Also see page 84.

(35) Supra.

(36) Federal Trade Commission v. Kenoel , 291 U. S. 304, 312, 314
(193-,)

(37) U. S. v. Baltimore & Ohio R.R. Co. , 293 U. S. 454, 55 Sup. Ct

.

258, (1935).

(38) Ibid, at page '72.
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which to determine jurisdictional fact.

(15) John Bene & Dons, Inc . v. Federal Trade Commission. supra n. 14,

(15) Ibid, at page 471.

(17) Ibid, at page 473: "Prom the evidence we deduce as findings
of fact: . . . .

"

(18) Stephens, op. cit . : . "Even the expert Commissioner should
receive hearsay sparingly, should not deny hi£oeIf' the 'tes%3&a£ *SltL§

u
of

ore.as^examination, and should be willing to introduce what he rets tanon."

(19) Garfield v. U. S. ex rel Scalding . 32 App. D.C. 153 (1908).
Attorneys disbarred by the Secretary of Interior objected to the use of
depositions, taken without notice to them or opportunity to examine the
witnesses, and were sustained.

(20) Infra, VIII.

(21) Brookings Institution, The National Recovery Administration
- An Analysis and an Ap-oraisal (1935), 104-108.

(22) Ibid, 112-117.

(23) America's Recovery Program, (Oxford Press 1934', 82: "The
post-Hearing converences are really a series of compromises until a Code
satisfactory to all elements is -produced. The ERA's attitude is that of

leadership, although at times it has been forced, to use a more potent
influence on recalcitrant or selfish interests."

(24) Bates & Guild go . v. Payne , 194 U.S. 105 (1904); infra, n. 25.

(25) Shurtleff v. U. S., 189 U. S. 311, 314 (1903). Where Congress
had specified grounds for the removal of an officer by the President, and
he was removed without notice or opportunity to be heard, the Court said:

"It must be presumed that the President did not make the removal for any
cause assigned in the statute ..." The implication is that the Presi-
dent's action needed no evidentiary basis. The case is distinguishable
as it involves the President in relation with a subordinate employee.
See also layers v. U. s

. . 272 U. S. 52 (1926), 53.

(25) Kwock Jan Fat v. White , 253 U. S. 454, 454 (1920). Where the

inspector failed to record in its -oroner olace important testimony, the

court said: "It is the province of the courts, in proceedings for review,

within the limits amply defined in the cases cited, to prevent abuse of

this extraordinary power, and this is possible only when a full record
is ^reserved of the essentials on which the executive officers proceed to

judgment. For failure to preserve such a record for the information, not

less of the commissioner of immigration and of the Secretary of labor
than for the courts, the judgment in this case must be reversed."

(27) Chicago Junction Case, 254 U. S. 258, 254 (1924); Atchison ,

T. & S. P. By . v Commerce Commission ,
1^7 H. S. 331 (1929 111.); Inter-

state Commerce Commission v. Louisville and Nashville P. , 227 U. S. 88

(1913); U. S. v. Abilene & Southern Pv. Co ., 255 U. S. 274. Note, "Ad-
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mini strati ve Law - Probative Value of Hearsay Testimony," 24 mich. Law
Review, 831 (1925) ; and Note, "Requisites of an Administrative Hearing,"
80 Pennsylvania Law Review 378"Cl'932 )' 884 .

(28) Stephens, op. cit., n 8: "Certainly no -practical difficulty
stands in th< way of drawing the line against action by commissions upon
papers in their files, carriers' and engineers' reports, and other such
data, without submitting the same to the record and to the scrutiny of
the parties and of the reviewing tribunal. Not only is a fair hearing
not had in the absence of such procedure, "out a fair review cannot be
mrde. Unless evidence acted upon is introduced, the reviewing tribunal
cannot know of it."

(29) 255 U. S. 274, (1924).

. (30) Ibid. 286-288.

(31) Op. cit., 289. See also Chicago Junction Case, 264 U. 3. 258,
264 (1924). Mr. Justice Brandeis said, "Facts conceivably known to the
Commission but not put in evidence will not support an order."

(32) The recent cases of Panama Refining Co. v. Ry^n , 293 U. S.

388 (1935); and U. s
. v. Schechter Brothers , 295 U. S. 495 (1935) indi-

cate this.

(33) Supra, .Florida & East Coast R. R. Co . v. U. S . 234 U. S. 157

(1913); Chica ,o Junction Case, 254 U. S. 258 (1924); International Shoe
Co. v. Federal Trade Commission , 280 U. S. 291 (1930); and Federal
Radio Commission v. Nelson Bros. , 289 U. S. 266 (1933); see also Willough-
by, Constitutional Law of the United States, (New York 1929)

(3^) Freund, Administrative Powers over Persons and Property
(University of Chicago Press 1928), 108: "The hearing provision thus
circumscribes discretion by requiring its exercise to be substantiated
by evidence. It remains to be seen how this will affect the exercise of

prudential discretion, particularly uoon the basis of the widest con-
sideration of expediency. How will it be possible to prove or disprove
'public interest'? In many cases it is clear that the requirement will
be mainly one of form: chere must be something in the record tending to

show puolic interest, or the opposite, and a corresponding finding.
This may inure to the benefit of the applicant if he makes a good prima
facie .showing, and no evidence is introduced to the contrary, and if he
sees to it that the consent order contains the appropriate finding."
Also see page 84.

(35) Supra.

(36) Federal Trade Commission v. Keppel , 291 U. S. 304, 312, 314
(1934)

(37) U. S. v. Baltimore db Ohio R.R. Co. , 293 U. S. 454, 55 Sup. Ct

.

268, (1935).

(38) Ibid, at page ,'72.
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(39) Willis, Parliamentary Powers of English. Government Departments,
(Harvard University Press 1932), 184. The value- of investigation by ad-
ministrative officers is discussed.

(40) Supra., VIII.

(41) New England Divisions Case , 261 U. S. 184 (1923).

(42) U. S . v. Abilene & Southern By. Co., 255 U. S. 274, 291 (1934).

(42a) Office Manual, 2412 (3): .
' *

"During the Public Hearing the Presiding Officer {See 11-2400) will
seek to elicit facts from the opponents and proponents of specific pro-
visions of the proposed code, for the purpose of bringing out the necessity,
benefit, or detriment of such provisions. He will receive suggested questions
from his advisers and will make such use of them as he deems necessary.
He will, however, be guided by the line of questioning suggested "by his
Code Legal Adviser to insure the legal adequacy of the record of the Public
Hearing." "

>; _

...••.-

(43) Brookings Institution, op. cit., 111.

(44) Johnson, The Blue. Eagle from Egg, to Earth, (Saturday Evening
Post, Feb. 2, 1935), 82:. ."The Lumber, Code, too., come in during this period.
I did not conduct these hearings. There. was no- epic fight in - these nego-
tiations, but, on the. other hand and for the very reason that there was
not sufficient controversy to develop the subject, the Code has never been
so satisfactory as others of the Big Six. We have had to change it more
than once, and I • fear that it is still not right."

(45) Brief for A. L. S. Schechter Corp., in Schechter v . U. S . 160:.
II 'Selective buying' was referred to in the Government's brief below as
one of the 'evils' corrected by the Code. The evidence relied on in
support of this contention and also for the -purpose of linking 'straight
killing' with interstate commerce, is that of Government's sitness
Tottis, himself a slaughterer. The nature of the 'evil' was- thus naively
stated by this 'witness on his direct examination by the Government:

11
' Q,.. Will you explain the, practice of selective killing that

existed prior to the time that the Code became effective? A. Well,
at that time a buyer went in and handled each bird himself and
picked out just what he wanted.' (R. 294)

"His objection to the practice was expressed with equal frankness and
naivete on his direct examination by the Government as follows:

"'Q,. What happened to the rest of this poultry? A. It was sold
at a cheaoer price to 'whichever buyer they could get at a satisfactory
price. It was a sacrifice price.' (R. 294-295)

"In the opinion of this witness, concurred in by the Government,
selective killing is an 'evil' because it permits the customer to buy
what he chooses, leaving in the possession of the slaughterer inferior
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poultry required to do soli at a lower orice."

(45a) The following is an interesting example which can best be

considered by quotin.'; from the Pranscript of Searing Rubber Manufactur-
ing Industry, January 12, 1934, 8, Mr. Eugene A. Kingman representing
the LaCrosse Rubber Mills Co., The Tyler Rubber Co., and the Goodyear
Rubber Co. testified:

"'n commenting on that I would say that the Code on which we had a
ouolic hearing, so far as the purposes of our discussion today are con-
cerned, was not this Code. These, so far as these proceedings go, are
new features. There was in that code a definite price fixing provision
differing from these in its wording and possible operation, to which we
most strenuously objected. That provision has been omitted. But in a

series of conferences which took place between the socalled hearing
committee, and representatives of the Administration, there were put into
this Code the provisions to which objection is now made.

"Concerning these provisions we were not consulted, although our
petition, in objecting bo the principle of price fixing and its operation
must have been well known, because of the attitude and position which we
took at the hearing.

11 In this industry, as we will point out very early, there is a
great difference in this type of manufacture and distribution of goods
to the public. The provisions of the code were prepared not by a rep-
resentative group of the industry, because no group of the industry can
be representative which represents one division of the industry whose
economic interest and advantages are utterly opposed to another.
'Representative' cannot mean size. 'Representative' can only mean that
it fairly represents all elements in an industry.

"As I say, we objected, or, rather, we requested an opportunity to

sit in and be represented and at least present, when this thing which is

now longer was being formulated,— present our views. Without know-
ledge and without permitting us to oe present, this was approved and be-
comes law, and the law which now exists was formulated by those whose
economic interest is entirely at variance with our own. In saying this
I wish to say that I fully appreciate the very great pressure which the
administration is under.

"That, however, does not in any sense take away from what I have
already said, that a code is written by our competitors who are in a
different position, and approved without our having an opportunity to be
influential, if we might be influential, in the framing of its provisions.

"And since these are entirely new provisions whi-ch are in here,
which were not in the code at the time of the public hearing, our position
is that this hearing here is a hearing in which we address ourselves to

the government primarily because to address ourself to those whose economic
interest differs so radically from our own, as will appear presently, is
quite analagous to having a Judge appoint the adversary attorney as his
delegate to decide some claim which I have in dispute with him. So that
this argument is addressed primarily to the Government, and waiving tech-
nicalities of machinery for changing codes, it is a proposed review of
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r/hich has "been done; it is proposed, on rvhat lawyers call a nunc pro tunc
"basis at this tine, doing that '-hich ^e rrould have cone had there been a

hearing on the code v/ith these "provisions in it, rather than those
vhich '-•ere in it at the tine of the hearing." ' '

'

(H6) Far Dressing and ?ur Dyeing , Industry, Approved Code No. l6l,

Codes of Fair. Competition, IV, l6l.

(kj) Ibid., Art. VIII, 2-5: "2. In order to effectuate the pur-
poses of the Act and to assure the Maintenance of labor standards, any-

division of this industry nay, at any tine after the effective date of

this code submit to the Adninistra.tor, through the Code Authority 3oard,

a schedule of charges applicable to services rendered by nembers of

said division, based upon the lowest reasonable cost of production. If

and - rhen such schedule shall be approved "by the Administrator and loy

employers: of 5^p of the employees engaged in the division affected, the

rates set forth therein for the services specified shall be the mini-
mum charge for said services in the industry, and the rendition of ser-

vices for charges be'lo'7 those appearing in such approved schedule shall
be a violation of this code. Subseouent changes in said schedule shall
"be arrived at in the' sane manner and shall not be subject to the pro-
visions of Section S (c) of Article VI.

"5. Any group of fur dressers or fur dyers, not otherwise bound 'oy .

an approved schedule of charges as contemplated ~oy Article VIII, may
agree upon' a minimum 'service charge to assure the naintenauce of labor
standards covering a^ry one type of service or a schedule comprehending
more than one type of service, 'Thich shall .become effective and bind-
ing upon the parties to such

i

agreement ^hen approved "by the Adminis-
trator. Any violation of such agreement after approval thereof shall
be deemed a violation of this code. Subsequent changes in said sched-
ule shall be arrived at in the same manner ^m. shall not be subject to

the provisions of Section S (c) of Article VI."

0+%) Transcript of Fost Hearing, Fur Dressing and Fur Dyeing In-
dustry (Dog and Long Hair Division), April U, I33U.

(ks) ibid., 7, 10, 30.

(50) These vrere Indian Kitt Fo::es, S-.dft Foxes, Oi^e Fo::es, Sand
Forces, King Foxes, and Persian Hit t Foxes.

(51) llenorandun, Consumers 1 Advisory Foard, liay 1, 193^«

(52) Transcript, op. cit. , 113.

(55) Transcript, op. cit., 17.

(5*0 April 30, I93U.

(55) Approved Code Ho. 98, Fire Extinguishing Appliance i.Ifg. Ind.

,

Codes of Fair Competition, II, 511.

(56) Transcript of Hearing, Fire Extinguishing Appliance Manu-
facturing Industry, April 30, I93H, 26-32..
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(57) Arroroved June 7, 193- .

(.56) .'.'ool Textile Industry, 3o e v-o. 3., (Codes of F«ir Competition,
I, 33), 37 - "The provision in the Code regulating machinery hours was
the only point at issue upon which a minority of the industry took ex-
ception. This minority withdrew its objection in favor of the majority*
It was a fine exhioition of sportsmanship and unselfishness. A thorough
analysis of this particular problem will be undertaken immediately to

obtain the actual facts by accurate statistical study and research."
The provision in question reads as follows: Page 39 - "IV — HOURS OF
OPERATION OF MACHINERY — "On and after the effective date no employer
shall operate any comb or any spinning s-oindle or any loom or any knit-
ting machine for more than two shifts of forty hours each per week."

(59) Legitimate Full Length Dramatic and Musical Theatrical In-
dustry, Code No. 8, (Codes of Fair Competition, I, 81) Administrator's
Letter to the President, at page 83: "For the first time in history of
the legitimate theatre minimum wages' and maximum number of hours have
been fixed by agreement for actors, i-jress representatives, company
managers, house treasurers, and other labor. Wages have not been re-
duced, and, indeed, have been raised. Hours generally have been reduced."

(60) N. I. R. A., Title I, Sec. 1.

(51) Codes of Fair Competition, Volume IV, Page 703, Administrative
Order No, 1-38, December 15, 1933:

"EMERGENCY REQUIREMENTS aS TO FURTHER LIMITATION OF HOURS OF
MACHINE OPERATION IN

;
CARDED YARN GROUP OF THE COTTON TEXTILE

INDUSTRY

"Pursuant to the recommendation of the Cotton Textile Code Au~
tnority under Section VI of the Cotton Textile Code, approved by the
Administrator December 1, 1933, providing fo-r procedure for temporary
changes in the limitation of hours of operation of productive machin-
ery to meet particular conditions arising in particular groups of the

industry;

"It is required that, for a period of sixty days from January 1,

1934, spinning spindles in the industry, wherever located, operating
on the production of any type of carded yarns for sale as such (such
spindles comprising the productive machinery of the carded yarn group
of tne industry) shall lot be operated -in excacs^oftfavty-eight-Soui^each
in any week during such period, provided that such period may be short-
ened by the ^ode Authority with the concurrence of the Government Re-
presentative thereon, or that such restriction of hours of operation
may likewise be reduced at any time during the period as cnanging
conditions rmy warrant; and provided further that during the period
when such temporary limitation is in effect, no weaving mill, combed
yarn mill, or knitting mill shall operate spindles in the production of
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any type of carded yarn for sale as such, which, were not employed in
spinning carded- yarn for such sale at some time during the ninety days
prior to December 1, 1933 :"

"THE COTTON TEXTILE INDUSTRY COMMITTEE,
"Code Authority under the Code of Fair
Comoetition for the Cotton Textile Industry^
"By George A. Sloan, Chairman.

"The foregoing requirement is concurred in.

"Hugh S. Johnson
Administrator

"Leo Wolman,
"H. A. Slater.
"Government Representative on the Cotton Textile Industry
Committee, Code Authority under tfche Code of Fair Competition
for the Cotton Textile Industry."

(63) Transcript of Hearing, Cotton Textile Industry, June 27-30,
1933.

(63) Brief for A. L. A. Schechter in Schechter v. U . S . , otj. cit.,

172, suggested to the Supteme Court that no answers could be found in this
field. Although this view seems rather hopeless, it indicates the diffi-
cult subject matter w.ith which NRA dealt: "Whether a given transaction
will 'produce an effect upon' interstate commerce is a question which in
a complex economic society involves factors so multitudinous and so inter-
woven with inoperative circumstances that even an exhaustive study will
not provide an answer. The conflicting testimony In this case amply
demonstrates that the question is practically impossible of solution."

(64t) Transcript of Public Hearing, Electric Light and Power In-

dustry, January 12-13, 1934, 394.

(65) Memorandum to C. W. Dunning from the Consumers' Advisory Board,
November 27, 1934. A considerable portion of this memorandum is set forth:

"(4) Article VI, Section 7, Paragraph (j), authorizes the Code
Authority to formulate and present to the Administrator an open price
plan which may be used in this industry. Pending completion of such

plan, the Code — i-thority , for a period of four months, is empowered to

collect and disseminate information as to prices, discounts, rebates,
allowances, and all other terms and conditions of sale and/or transfer
to different classes of distributors. In other .words, until the Code
Authority can work out some plan which is acceptable to the Administration,
it is given a carte blanche for four months, to pursue any program it

desires. We regard the grant ofmny such broad and unrestricted power
as unwise and highly objectionable, and advise its elimination from the

code.

"This code has oeen pending before the A. A. A. and the N.R.A. for more

than a year. During that time the proponents have suggested several
different 7Drice filing proposals, none of which were acceptable both to the

Administration and the members of the industry. There is no reason to

believe that the '-'ode Autnority will suddenly develop a proper and un-
objectionable program for the collection and dissemination of orice infor-
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mation for use during four months following aooroval of the code.

"A brief review of the history of tnis industry may "be of assist-
ance in pointing out tne dangers inherent in any provision such as that
above referred to.

"Six numbers of this industry do more than 80S of the entire volume
of business, the .remaining business being distributed among thirty to

forty small manufacturers. The industry is divided into two canros - the

meat packers, and the so-called " independent s" . Each group produces about
half the total output of the industry. They both apparently desire an
open price plan, but h>ve had difficulty in arriving at a program that
was mutually Satisfactory and at the same time unobjectionable to the

Administration.

"The independents wish to have an open price plan which would apply
to the distribution method followed' by the packers. A major portion of
the outnut Of the packers is sold tnrough branch houses owned oy the

packers. The independents' realized that a price filed by a packer cover-
ing the sale of his pre 'vet to his branch outlets would mean nothing, ns

the branch house could sell at any price it found desirable, without
reference to the nominal price made to it by the packer. The independents
therefore proposed a price filing plan embodying the principle of resale
price maintenance, the effect of which would be to require the packers to

file wnolesale prices as well as manufacturers' prices. Tne packers
objected, and the proposal has been withdrawn, however, in view of this

history, and our knowledge of the desires of certain members of the in-
dustry, we believe it very undesirable to allow the Code Aatnority to do

anything about open prices until the limits of the power so conferred
are distinctly set forth.

"The wisdom of permitting any open price filing plan in this in-
dustry is open to serious doubt. Ho plan or suggestion that has yet
been offered is acceptable. This industry has six very large members,
and forty very small ones. It is improbable that any open irice can
be evolved which will afford protection to the small memoers, yet be
satisfactory to the large.

"About four years ago, the Department of Justice commenced an in-
vestigation of members of the Cpttonseed Oil Refiners industry, follow-
ing complaints against certain activities of their trade association.
In this investigation, attention was given to the operation of an open
price plan which was in use by the -association. Mr. Walter Rice, Special
Assistant to the Attorney General, made a report to the Attorney General
on April 20, 1931, containing a summary of the evidence secured. This

summary indicates that the open price plan was resulting in virtually
uniform prices on the part of the IB largest producers in the industry;
that price changes were made sumultaneously ; and that the sale prices
for cottonseed oil shortening were maintained at a high and nearly
constant level during and following a period of time when prices for
cottonseed end raw cottonseed products had fallen to a very low level

and were still declining.' ....

"The Federal Trade Commission, in its investigation of the Cotton-
seed Industry, developed the fact that the same large refiners who dom-
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inate the refining industry, also dominate the cottonseed crasricro through
subsidiaries engaged in that industry. At about the same time that the
refiners were participating so effectively in an open price plan, the
crushers were engaging in a plan for the collection and dissemination of
information concerning the prices which the crushers were trying for
cottonseed. According to the renort of the Federal Trade Commission, this

cooperative activity on the part of the crushers resulted in the crushers
paying uniform and ever-decreasing prices for cottonseed. This result
could not have been achieved if it were not for the full cooperation of
those large crushers which were subsidiaries of the large refiners.

"Because of the fact that the refiners who dominate this industry
have abused open price filing plans in the past, there is valid reason
for apprehension that they would abuse permission to engage in an open
price filing program in the future."

(6S) Jan. 28, 1935, Cincinnati, Ohio.

(67) Ap-oroved Code Ho. 436, Fur Mfg. Industry, Codes of Fair
Competition, X, 265.

(68) March 19-21, 1935, Article VIII, Section 15-30.

(69) Transcript of Hearing, March 19-21, 1935, 512, 773, Fur
Manufacturing Industry: Mr. Fillmore - "After all, aren't all these
regulations of Industry - they haven't anything to do with the consumer".
(Page 512) Mr. Miller - (referring to a suggestion that prohibition of
style shows would be detrimental to consumers in the small and medium
size cities) said - "The woman in that small town you s^oke of is not
concerned in this Code of ours. We cannot be concerned with her". (Page

773)

(70) Transcript of Hearing, Steel Industry, July 31, 1933, 1.

Transcript of Hearing, Cotton Textile Industry, June 27, 1933, 4-7.

(71) Memorandum to Consumers' Advisory Board re Some Incidents
Reflecting the Attitude of Deputies and Other Administrative C'fficinls,

June 3, 1935: " . . . . was probably the deputy most convinced of the

correctness of the rule against advisers being permitted to make state-
ments or ask questions at hearings. His contention was that as the

Administration was engaged in friendly cooperation to produce a code
as nearly like that proposed as possible, it should not be allowed to

appear that any spirit of distrust or antagonism toward industry exist-
ed anywhere within N.R.A. He also was convinced that his advisers were
to consider the facts brought out and to render advice to him on the

side. It was his job to preside and if we heliere further pertinent facts

could be brought out by questions, it was our function to suggest the
questions to him.

" . . . . did not hesitate to t ell members of industry at conferences
that they might well ignore certain suggestions of advisers for he in-
tended to over-ride them

"Later on, however, Kenny had an experience with at
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a conference with the Aluminum Cooking Utensil Industry. On this oc-

casion explained to the industry that the Consumers repre-

sentatives always objected and that they might veil ignore the recom-

mendations. Kenny -pointed to one provision which might "be administered

against the Public interest 's reply was that it would

never be administered improperly oecause he was going to administer it."

(72) Cement Industry, Approved Code Mo. 128, Codes of Fair Cornne-

tition, III, 335 at -o^ge 334, Article VII, "^rior to the construction

or operation of a new r>lant, or the increase in the productive capacity

of an existing one, or the movement of all or part of such a plant from

one place to another, The Cement Institute, on receipt of such informa-

tion, shall promptly collect complete information concerning existing

productive capacity in the area in which the proposed ne™ plant is to

be located, together with data concerning consumption of cement in that

area. If these data disclose that such new plant will result in further

increasing the problem of over-production or over-capacity in such area,

The Cement Institute may petition the President to prohibit the construc-

tion, or operation, of the proposed new plant, or the increase in manu-

facturing capacities of such existing plants. The provisions hereof

shall not be construed to prevent the modernization of existing plants

to improve ouality of product and/or operation efficiency.

"The Board may study the problem of permanent excess of productive
capacity in- any- area and nay from tine to time prepare and submit to the

Administrator for consideration plans for the closing down or amortiza-
tion of the less economical plants.

(73) Sunra, n. 71. The writer continued: ''If .the Code Authority
is specifically authorized to formulate and pesent. a plan for approval,
the Administration has tacitly assented to the principle that open prices
are desirable in this industry. For this reason, we advise against the

approval of the provision authorizing the Code Authority to present an
open price plan for approval, and recommend the entire elimination of

Article VI, Section 7, Paragraph (j)."

The Legal Division had a direct statement upon this problem, which
did not abolish the use of the argument of tacit approval. Legal Memo-
randum, Ho. 9, "iotice and an Opportunity to be TT

eard , January 12, 1934:

"As to addition of new matter to codes under provisions in such
codes for inclusion of such new matter on approval by the Administrator:
The comments as to notice and an opportunity to be heard supply in theory,

but where the new matter is carefully set up in the code itself, not be-
ing effective until approved by the Administrator, the Administrator
could simply approve stating that his approval would be effective on a

specifies date unless cause were shown to the contrary prior to that time.

"In cases where the new matter is not mentioned in the code except
by general description then there should be a definite hearing on the

specific new matter when Administrator had decided what form it should
take and in such cases the remarks in the first portion of this memo-
randum as to notice and hearing are applicable."
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(74) Strawbridge <<: Clothier v. federal "Radi o Comrniggion, 57 7. (2d)

434 (1938).

(75) Iron and Steel Industry, Armroved. Code I-

T
o. 11, Codes of Fair

Comoetition, I, Report of Der>uty Administrator K. '. Si.iroson, at r>age

178: "'"liile the members of the industry and the industry advisor report

that the scheme of the code involve? no substantial change from present

practices, a number of protests have been made against alleged changes

in basing -noints and against the nrice "orovisions of the code as a whole.

Protests have also been made against the control of deductions for trans-

portation costs cheaper than 11-rail, against the control of Quantity

discounts, and against the o-oeration of through rail rates on -oroducts

fabricated in transit. The -orotestants have n ot satisfa ctorily estab-

lished their obje ctions to the operation of the code .

"In view of the nrotests and the far-reaching effects of the pro-
visions of the code, it seems wise to provide for a 90-day -oeriod of

experimental observation of the o-neration of the code." (Underlining
mine)

.

(76) Ibid

(77) Panama "Refining Co. v. Ryan , 29? U. S. 388| (1935).

(73) Smith v. ritchcock , 226 U. S. 53, 61 (1912): ". . . the of-

ficial was not called on to state reasons or to discuss, - his only du-
ty was to nea,r; and beyond offering the -orinted brief, plaintiffs ' re-

presentatives showed no desire to be heard." See also U. S . v. Chemi-

cal Foundation, Inc ., 272 U. S. 1 (1926); and U. S. ex rel Root? v. Doug-
las, 19 D. C. 99 (1390).

(79) Martin v. Mott , 12 ,,Theat. 19, 32 (1327); and Philadelphia &
Trenton R. R . v. Stinroson , 14 Pet. 448, 453 (1840).

(80) Wichita R . R . d Light Co . v. Public Utility Commission , 860
U. S. 48, 59 (1922) in which the court said: ,,T,T

e rest our decision on

the nrinciiole that an express finding of unreasonableness by the Commis-
sion was indispensable under the statutes of the State."

(81) Xv.cck Jan Pat v. ^hite, 253 U. S. 454, 464 (1980).

(81a) Committe e on Ministers '' Powers Re-oort (Curd. 4060, presented
by the Lord Chancellor to Parliament in Anril, 1938) 80.

(82) Uote - "Delegation of Power by Congress", 43 TTarvard Law Re-
view 798 £1335)'.

(83) Ibid,, 31-82.

(84) Ibid., 9-18.

(85) Ibid.

(86) Pacific States 3ox and :3asket Corcvoany v. VThite, 8 U. S. Law
Ueek 308 (1935.
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(87)

(88)

(
po)

(90)

(91)

(92)

(93)

(94)

(95)
Troon this

(96)

^9" U. 'S.
r7CQ (1935).

Pacific Stat es tox and ' * Connany v.
T"bite , Op. cit. , 3C .

?95 U. S. 495 (1935).

Pacific States Rox and "a sket Company v.
V7hi te , Op. cit., 204.

?60 U. S. '8 (1929).

264 U. S. 39 (1994).

390 U. S. 190 (1933).

Pacific State 3ox and basket Company v. ,-rhite , On. cit.

Rrief for A. L. A. Schechter Corn . , on. cit. , 30, commented"

fact as regarded1 the Administrator's report.

A tyne of finding is found in the letter to the President
from the Administrator on Annroved Code No. 49] Ontical Manufacturing
Industry, Codes of Fair Comnetition, I, 600,601, which reads, in nart,

as follows:

"The Administrator finds that:.

"(a) The Code as recommended comnlies in all respects with the

pertinent nrovisions of Title I of the Act, including without limitation,
subsection (&) of Section 7, and subsection (b^ of Section 10 thereof:
and that

"(b) The annlicant group in->oses no ineoui table restrictions on

admission to membershit therein and is truly renresentative of the On-
tical Manufacturing Industry; and that

"(c) The Code as recommenced is not designed to nromote monopolies
or to eliminate or onnress small entemrises and will not operate to dis-
criminate against them and will tend to effectuate the policy of Title I

of the National Industrial Recovery Act.

"It is recommended, therefore, that this Code be immediately
ad on ted. "

Another tyne of finding is indicated by the Executive Order for the
same Code, reading, in nart, as follows, 599:

"HOW, THEREFORE, I, Franklin D. Roosevelt, President of the United
States, pursuant to the authority vested in me by title I of the Nation-
al Industry Recovery Act, annroved June 16, 1933, and otherwise, do adont
and ennrove the renort, reco.emendations and findings of the Administrator
and do order that the said Code of Fair Comnetition be and is hereby an-
nroved, subject to the following conditions:"

Anotner is indicated by the short letter to the President from the
Administrator in connection with annroved Code No. 50, Automatic Snrink-
ler Industry, Codes of Fair Comnetition, Vol. I, 605, 606, as follows:
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11
1 have the honor to submit and 'recommend for your aTyorovs.1 the

Code of Fair Competition for the Automatic Sprinkler Industry.

"An analysis of the nrovisionr of the code has "been made by the Ad-

ministration. I find that the code coraolies with the renuirements of

clauses 1 and 2, subsection (a) of Section 3 of jfche lldt-iarbl IiUaiaiJri'cl

"Recovery Act.

"I am, my dear }lr. President," etc.

(97) Philadelphia & Readi ng Py. v. Pi Dona to , 256, U. S. 327, "23

(1920). The court referred to findings made in the terms of the statute
as "no connected findings of fact aside from conclusions of law. " Por
another critical comment, see '"'ende^son, on. cit., 113, 119, criticizing
the Fedora.l Trade Commission for using such terms as "commercial bribery"
and "stifling and suonressin^ corroetition in interstate commerce." See

also oage 114.

(98) Henderson, ov. cit., 108-109.

(99) Office Manual: "Code Making ^i\6 Amendment 11-2000 Procedure
11-2703.12.

"(II) It will contain the folio-wing mandatory -oaragra-oh beginning:
I analyze said code and find etc. (see V-p) "

It is significant that these renuirements do not tell the Adminis-
trative Official wha.t tyoe of findings he must make or should make. In
fact, the mhole indication is that this was a mere form which the Admin-
istration felt it must camoly with, more as a necessary evil than any-
thing else.

(100) Amoroved Code Po. 1, Cotton Textile Industry, Codes of Fair
Competition, I, 3-14-a.

(101) Aonroved Code Ho. 9, Lunber and Timber Products Industry,
Codes of Pair Competition, I, 96-135; Willis, op. cit., 133-135.

(102) The Pnglish oractice, in cases of local slum clearance pro-
jects, run from fifty to three hundred -cages. It includes a statement
and an analysis of the facts.

( 103) Legitimate Full Length Dramatic and Musical Industry, Ao-
oroved Code No-. 8, Codes of Fair Com-oetition, I, 81.

(104) Fishing Tackle Industry, A-roroved Code "o. 1", Codes of Fair
Competition, I, 217.

(105) Leather Industry, A-onroved Code No. 21, Codes of Fair Coni-

ne titi on, I, 288-291.

(106) Prief for A. L. A. Schechter Core. , on. cit., 54-59. It is

contended that "the President has made no findings of fact to bring his
action in annroving the code within any nolicy or standard which the Act
may contain." The same suggestion is made in TTote, "Delegation of Power
by Congress," 00. cit.

(107) Infra, XV.
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NOTES TO CHAPTER X

(1) 1 Coke Reporter 77b; 'S'torrs v. Barker , 10 Am. Dec. 317,

323 (N.Y. 1822); Haven v. Foster , 19 Am. Dec. 353, 357 (Mass. 1829)

Where the maxim is stated ignorantia juris quod qui sque tenetur scire

meminum ; and Wharton Legal Maxima (New York, 1878), 93 where the

maxim is stated ignorant ia juris non excusn t.

(2) Fairlis, "Administrative Legislation", 18 Michigan Law
Review 181, 198 (1920

)

; "In the matter of -publication , Acts of Con-
gress and state legislatures are promulgated in well known and ac-

cessible ways; but it is a difficult and almost impossible task to

keep track of the multifold variety of administrative regulations."

(3) 5 Bentham, Works (1843) V, 547: "We hear of tyrants,
and those cruel onesl but, whatever we may have felt, we have-never
heard of any tyrant in such sort cruel, as to punish men for disobedience
to laws or orders which he has kept them from the knowledge of."
Quoted by Griswold, "Government in Ignorance of the Law - A Blea for
Better Publication of Executive Legislation," 48 Harvard Law Review 198

(1934),

(4) Betham, ibid., V, 546: "That, if he (a man) — asks in

which of all these books he could upon occasion, lay his hands and find
those parts in which he himself is concerned, without being bewildered
with those in which he has no concern, — what he learns is — that the

whole matter is so completely mixed up together, that for him to pick
out the collection of those same parts from the rest, is utterly im-
possible."

(5) Comer, Legislative Functions of National Administrative
Authority (New York 1927), 156, n. 4, indicates that often only a small

(15) per cent of rulings relative to problem will be found to be pub-
lished. Senate Report NO. 27, 69th Cong. 1st Sess., p. 7 (1926) relat-
ing to the Bureau of Internal Revenue.

(6) Ibid., 195-196.

(7) Ibid.

(8) Blachly and Oatman, Administrative Legislation and
Adjuication , (Brookings Institution 1934), 11 • "It is impossible to

secure accurate statistics regarding the number of sub-legislative acts
which are issued 'by all such authorities each year: or to find out the
number of .administrative judicial decisions of various sorts which are
made by them. Their published rules and regulations cover altogether
about eight or ten times as many pages as the acts passed by Congress."

(9) Brookings Institution, The National Recovery Administration -
an Analysis and an Appraisal (1935), 29: There is a reference to the

great volume of codes, supplemental codes, amendments, modifications,
classifications, et cetera.
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(10) Brief for ,&,. L. A. Schechter Corp. in Schechter fc« U. S.»

66, 68: This note is designed to show the persuasive way admirdstrative

inadequacies were presented to the court, particularly "by quoting

reputable authority. The writer has read both authorities quoted in
the original. "The practice of filing Executive Crders with the Depart-
ment of State is not uniformly or regularly followed, and the totals
are really greater than above indicated. Some arders are retained cr

buried in the files cf the government departments, some are confidential
and are not published, and the practice as to printing and publication
of orders is not uniform. Some orders are made known and available
rather promptly after their approval; the publication of others may
be delayed a month or more, with consequent confusion in numbering.
The comparatively large, number of recent orders which incorporate
provisisns purporting to impose criminal penalities by way of fine
and imprisonment for violation is without numerical precedent in the
history pf the government.

"'Of the recent output, approximately half have been issued under
or pursuant to the National Industrial Recovery Act, and have had to

do either with its administration, agencies, and appropriations, or
with the approval of codes and amendments thereof.

'"The total volume above stated does not include the contents
of the codes and amendments, all of which according to the act, have
the force and effect of law and violation of any provision of which
is a criminal offense." Report of Special Comm. Administrative Law,
Am. Sar Assn., 215-216.

"'In the first year of the National Recovery Administration, 2,998
administrative orders were issued. In addition to these, the Recovery
Administration has adopted numerous regulations and sets of regulations
which are to be found scattered 'among 5,991 press releases during this
period. It has been estimated -that the total .amount of 'law' evolved
during the first year of the NRA' s activities exceeds 10,000 pages,
probably a greater volume than the total amount of statute law contain-
ed in the United States Code.' Erwin N. Griswold, '.Government in
Ignorance of the Law—a Plea for Setter Publication of Executive Leg-
islation.' 48 Harvard Law Review 193, 199 (1934 )." .

(11) Infra, XI

(12) 293 U. S. 388 (1935).

(13) U. S. Law Week, Dec. 18, 1934, "Taken separately, though
several New Deal agencies have made an endeavor to distribute their
orders and regulations. This is shown by the enormous number of 're-

leases' issued.

"Particularly is this true: as to the codes of N.R.A.
,
published

copies of which aro quite readily and promptly available. It is not
so true as to the hundreds of miscellaneous orders issued by the Re-
covery Administration and other agencies.
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Non Existent Provision Invoked

"The interest of the Supreme Court in this matter war, aroused

particularly by the disclosure during the argument of the oil cases

that four Texas oil producers had been indicted for violation of a

non-existent provision of the Petroleum Code, one that a lower Federal

Court had sustained a demurrer to the indictment on the ground that

the provision, thought to be actually in the code, was unconstitutional.

This anomalous result occurred because, in amending the entire Sec. 4

of Art, III of the Code, the second paragraph of the section, in which

no changes were mace, was net restated in the executive order. The

error was not discovered and rectified until a year later, during which

the oil producers were prosecuted. Upon discovery of the error, the

Government withdrew its appeal to the Supreme Court in the case —
known as the Smith case of the last term ('IX. W. 733)." See also,

the Hew York Herald-Tribune, December 12, 13, 1934.

(14) Lorwin and Wubnig, Labor Relat ions Bo ards (Brookings,

1935), 93.

(15) Carr, Delegated Lead elati on (Cambridge University
Press 1921), 42-47, at page 44: "The documentary form in which stat-

utory rules and orders are officially published is governed by section
3 of the Rules' Publication Act and by the Treasury regulations made
thereunder. Before that Act was passed, delegated legislation was
almost undiscoverable. Part of it was buried in. the pages of the

"London Gazette," the arid nature of which still justifies "Macaulay 1 s

criticisms; the rest was scattered over Parliamentary Papers or other
departmental documents or files without any definite system."

(16) Ibid., 57 reproduces this (original citation 56-7 V.C.

66). Also see page 59. "Regulations, dated August 9, 1894, made by
the Treasury with the concurrence of the Lord Chancellor and the Speak-
er of the House of Commons in pursuance of the Rules Publication Act,
1893-1894. No. 734".

(17) Carr, op. cit., 42-47.

^18) Griswold, op. cit.; Bachley and Oatrnan, op. cit.,
260-261. The authors suggest: A. A uniform form for the publication
of rules and regulations, statin,;; a reference to the legal basis for
the regulation* 3. That all such regulations shall be issued in the
name of the President. C. That a special bureau handle the matter,

.

checking it as to form, legal basis and relationship to other admin-
istrative legislation. T±ie authors further suggest that an Official
Gazette be established to publish important administrative rules and
regulations, and that this Gazette be made available at "numerous
official depositories."

(18a) Federal Register Act, 49 Stat. 590 (July 26, 1935).
Mr. James Ronald, an attorney for the Federal Archives has afforded
the writer with information concerning the administration of the
"Federal Register". In his opinion much of the work of his adminis-
tration is educational. As various agencies are shown the advantages
of using good forms with standardized purposes they are coming to
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use tliem. Mr. Ronald advises that there has "been a high degree of
intelligent cooperation by the various agencies.

In connection with Chapter V, The Scheme, it is interesting that
the Federal Register Act provides:

"Sec. 5 (a) There shall "be published in the Federal Register (l) .

all Presidential proclamations and Executive orders, except such as
have no general applicability and legal effect or are effective only .

against Federal agencies or persons in their capacity as officers,
agents, or employees thereof; (2) such documents or classes of docu-
ments as the President shall deterxaine from time to time have general
applicability and legal effect; and (3) such documents or classes of
documents as may be required so' to be oublished by Act of the Congress:
Provided, That for the -purpose s

;

of this Act every document or order
whic&„,sh#ll prescribe a penalty shall be deemed t o have general an-
uli£ability and le^al effect ." (Underlining mine.

)

It is also interesting in this connection that some agencies do
issue final orders toward individuals and groups under the same statu-
tory authority.

(19) Memorandum, re Functions of the Legal Division, January
4, 1934. 1. Djraftrnanship .

'

"The N.I.R.A. does not operate with respect to any industry until
a code or agreement for the industry has been drafted and approved.

."Codes are thus extensions of statute. Hence they should be pre-
pared with the care appropriate to the preparation of 'statutes, thus
producing certainty and eliminating ambiguity. The rights of all
enterprises in the industry and of the public in relation to the in-
dustry, as well as the powers of administration of the industry by
itself and by the Administrator d.epend practically entirely -upon the
code.

"This means that good legal draftsmanship is at a premium."

(20) Research and Planning, Post Code Analysis, Serial
.

Number 73, July 8, 1934, "Definitions of Industries and Trades under
Approved. Codes" gives a number of examples of poor draftsmanship and
ambiguity in definitions.

. Other types of provisions. also furnish
examples.

(21) Dickinson, Administrative Justice and the Supremacy of
Law in the United S tates (Harvard University Press 1927), 106, n. 5.

There appears a long and excellent note upon notice of hearing.

( 22) Freund, Administrative Powers over Persons and Property.

(University of Chicago Press 1928), 156. The author cites a number of
New York cases on hearing and states that the Courts look at the re-
quirement as being technical, for "nowhere does it appear that the
complaining party was actually taken by surprise or suffered actual
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injustice from lack of notice."

(23) Ibid.

(24) Trgg Brothers & Moorhead v. U. S. t 280 U. S. 420, 440

(1930) holding that notice is proper if the determination is one which

the "plaintiffs should have anticipated"; and Federal Trade Commission

v. G-ratz, 253 U. S. 421 (1920), The Commission can prohibit only
practices charged in the complaint.

(25) Chin Yow v. U. 3., 208 U. S. 3 (1908). A party has a

right to procure evidence "before hearing.

(25) Bi-Metallic Investment Co. v. State Board cf Equal-
ization, 239 U. S. 441 (1915).

(27) State Board cf Health v. McCoy . 17 N.E. 786 (ill., 1883).

(28) Notice of Hearings, 0.0. 2, July 15, 1933, established
procedure for handling and making public the notices of hearing;
Notices of Hearings, 0.0. 14 (Und< tod) set forth procedure for handling
notices of hearing; Recommended Public Hearings, 0.0. 23-A, November

21, 1933 stressed publication of notices; Notice of Proceedings, E.0.

6527, December 21, 1933 created NBA official bulletin board; Notices
of Hearing, 0.0. 23, August 23, 1933; Notice of Hearing, CO. 50,

December 26, 1933, gave form for notice of hearing on codes and amend-
ments; Official NBA Bulletin Board, A. 0. X-2, January 6, 1934; and
Publication of Notices, 0.1,1. 193, April 28, 1934, set forth persons
and places where notices should be s^nt for publication. See also,

Brookings Institution, op. cit., 108 n. 15: "It is interesting to note
that these precautionary measures occurred late in the code-making
period. Previous to this time the Press and the trade associations
were informally relied on in large measure to keep interested parties
informed as to the time and subject of public hearings.

"Under the present arrangement notices of important hearings are
furnished to the Press, labor unions, federal government officials,
governors of states, code authorities, compliance directors, first-
class post offices, trade associations, and individuals on special
mailing lists."

(29) This information was furnished by Messrs. Ridings and
Patterson, Publications Section.

(30) Transcript of Hearing Corn Dry Milling Industry, January
28, 1935. The number of industry members in the Southern States could
hardly be estimated in any accurate manner.

(31) It is doubted if the fact that typical evidence was
present would be a proper basis upon which to deny the privilege of
being heard to one demanding it.

. Supra.

(32) Legal Memorandum No. 9 by Blackwell Smith regarding
Notice And An Opportunity To Be Heard, January 12, 1954;
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11 (l) In order for a code to ."be valid there must, of course,
"be fair notice to all that certain subject matter is to "be considered
and that miscellaneous modifications thereof may be made at the hear-
ing. (This is fairly well taken care of "by the new Executive Order
on ITotice. and the new Office Order on Form of iTotice.)

"(2) In order to save the value of proper notice it is neces-
sary, in my opinion, to keep a hearing alive until revision of the code
has been completed so that the final code can be presented to the hear-
ing as adjourned. This can only be done I believe by a specific ad-
journment o f the first hearing to a definite later time and place , which
can be the deputy's office. If this is done, anyone can follow the
course of the hearing by inquiring of the deputy at the time and place
warned at the previous session. If there is to be further adjournment,
this can be stated at such later time and place.

"(3) As you undoubtedly realize, some of the decided cases
on "notice" are rather extreme, and hold that important matters not
referred to in a notice cannot validly be dealt with even though the
notice does contain a general catch-all clause warning of consideration
of other matters which may be brought before the meeting.

"There must be some line beyond which one cannot validly intro-
duce new matter not speciffically referred to in the notice. For in-
stance, if the notice only referred to a simple labor code it would
seem doubtful whether allocation of production and -price fixing could
be validly inserted inasmuch as no one would be fairly warned of such
provisions.

"(4) In all cases where the new procedure as to notice and
form of notice is properly followed, keeping the meeting alive, as above,
will do the trick, with the exception of those cases where radical
departures are effected .

"In the latter type of case (radical departures) there should be
notice of the revised code containing the new matter.

"(5) The matter can be cared for as follows when a radical
departure is made from the code as noticed for hearing:

"(a) When the code is finally revised,
broadcast notice in the usual channels
somewhat as follows

"The Code, of Pair Competition for
the_ Trade/industry
has been revised in the light of '

evidence and representation made
to N.R.A. and copies thereof may
be obtained by all interested
parties on application to Room
Commerce Building, Washington, 3. C.

Any criticisms or objections to said code

as revised must be delivered to Deputy
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Administrator* , Room
_3uilding l

Washington,

D. C. >rior to
.

1934."

"(b)I£ no serious objections are >resented

prior to tie date specified, the co<3

can be approved' and promulgated.

"Of course if any vital objections are

made they will have to be cared for in

the manner that seems best in light of

the developments. Such objections would

come in, if they could properly be made,

no matter what course were followed and

would have to be token cere of, so it is better
to have then registered before approval. n

(33) Legal Memorandum, ho. 51, by Blackwell Smith: "In

view of the campaign to clean up code-making, I have stated that the

Legal Division will approve reduce.; notice of hearing where the Deputy
considers reduction important, provided that no national notice is cut

to less than seven (?) days net. This means that the notice must ac-

tually be public property for seven (7) days."

(34) Surra, n. 32.

(35) Legal Memorandum, ITo. 72, from Blackwell Smith: " 1.

Notice While I cannot state that it is an- absolute requirement of every
administrative action that there be notice to the parties affected prior
to the effectiveness of the action, I do wish to remind you that it is

highly important that there be rersmaole notice in every cas e where
such course is oracti cable . It should ta.'n? convincing reasons as to

impracticability to lead the Legal Division to relax its recommendation
for no tice as to any' action. n

(35) Legal Memorandum, ho-. 54, by Blackwell Smith, quoting
Robert P. Seeder, regarding notice and hearing.

(57) 3?agg Brothers & Moorhead v. U. S. . 280 U. S. 42; (193))

(38) Transcript of Hearing. Painting, Paperhanging and
Decorating Industry ~ Amendments to Code of Pair Gompet it ion_,^ Minimum
Hates of Pay for Skilled Workers, etc., February 25, 1035, p. 51:

"Mr. Du Brau, Representing the Master Painters Association and
Decorators Association of Baltimore, affiliated with the Motional
Association.

"Mr. Administrator, I would like to make a few remarks. This
hearing, as we understand it, is nation-wide and of the utmost and
greatest importance, as we as a unit from Baltimore, presenting Sec-
tions of Maryland, nave had no time and wore given no time for this
hearing. We received a notice from Mr. Hungerford's office, semi-
officially that a hearing would be held today, ten days ago.
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In order to gather data, and go intimately into all phases of the ques-
tion, we certainly did not have any time,, or the information about
these proposed amendments, that the national Code Authority, with which
we are affiliated through the National Master Painters and Decorators
Association, almost feel sort of shaky that we "belong to, they them-

selves did not give us any information until now. It was printed in

the National Master Painters Magazine, of which only one copy is in
Baltimore, has been received yesterday. That is no information at

all. And we would here protest against any conclusive vote "being taken,

forced upon this industry as far as Baltimore or Maryland areas are

concerned. In the "brief time we have had, we, however, went to work
and sent out questionnaires, over 500, and we gathered an average op-

inion of what the idea of the employing painters in Maryland, Cambridge,
Salisbury, Frederick, District, Annapolis, Baltimore area, was in the

opinion of the employing painters, employing over 300 men. That is
under this cross section.

"Assistant Deputy Yow: Employing hoy/ many?

"Mr. Du Brau: 300. We sent out about 500 questionnaires, and
only received about 50 answers, and those 50 answering employed about
300 men. We have prepared a brief, which, if you will kindly consent,
we will leave it for you to read."

See also Transcript of Hearing, Tire Extinguisher Appliance Manu-
facturing Industry, October 23, 1953, 57— 7 j.

(39) Iron and Steel Industry, approved Code Mo. 11, Codes
of Pair Competition, I, 190, Art. XI, "Section 1. Any notice, demand,
•r request required or permitted to be given to or made upon any member
of the code shall be sufficiently given if mailed postage prepaid
addressed to such member at the address of such member on file with
the secretary. A waiver in writing signed ^ay any member of the code
of any such notice, demand, or request and delivered to the secretary
shall be deemed to be the equivalent of a notice, demand, or request
duly given or made, whether or not sue.- waiver was signed and delivered
before the time when such notice,, demand, or request was required or
permitted to be given or made."

(40) Notice of Opportunity to be Heard, Band Instrument
Manufacturing Industry, April 15, 1955, Registry No. 1S40/05. Both
types of printed notices were used here.

(41) Memorandum, to W. L. Schurz., Deputy Administrator,
from the Consumers' Advisory Board, May 1, 1955: "1. Article II,

Section 1. This provision, which defines the Industry, would, as it

is proposed to amend it, be extremely ambiguous and confusing. In
the first place, section 1, in defining the 'Industry* would refer
to 'original sale *** by a member of the Industry 1

, while section 2

defines a member of the Industry as anyone 'engaged in the Industry'.
However, insertion of the phrar.e, ! and/or the original sale thereof
by a member of the Industry', at the point sugge r'tea would appear to

confine its application to 'fabricating, and/or assembling, repairing,
reconstructing, and remodeling- ***

}

t ang to exclude original sale of
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products of the industry* If such is intended the provision is unusual
to say the least. If it is intended that original Bale of products of

the industry shall come under the code, the effect would be, first, to

include importers and second, to cacise a conflict with the general

Iholesaling and.Retailing codes, if not to establish a vertical .
code.

For example, jurisdiction over original sale of products by the manu-
facturer to retailers would be covered by the Band Instrument Manufac-
turing Industry code,, although coining properly under the wholesaling
code. Likewise, jurisdiction over original sale of products by the

manufacturer direct to consumers would be covered by the Band Instrument
Manufacturing Industry Code although coming properly under the Retailing
Code. Thus, a code designed to cover manufacturers and manufacturing
would be extended to cover, potentially, the entire process from manu-
facture to final sale.

"We object very seriously to what appears to be an attempt- to

broaden arbitrarily the scope of the Band Instrument Manufacturing
Industry code. This amendment was discussed very briefly at a public
hearing on September 24, 1935, and presumably at the post-hearing con-
ference, but it was not noticed for hearing. Thus, parties vitally
interested, namely, those engaged in wholesaling and retailing opera-
tions, have had no opportunity to register objections. We believe that
such organizations as the National Retail Dry Goods Association will
feel that they have a vital stake in such a proposal ac this and that
they should be heard from. In any event, we urge that the present
amendment to Article II, Section 1, be disapproved."

(42) Supra, VII.

(43) Legal Memorandum, No. 12, from 31ackwell Smith, regard-
ing True Representation, February. 5, 1934:

"I should think that true representation refers rather to the fact
that the applicant group can be considered to be more or less a repre-
sentative cross-section of the industry for which it speaks.. Of course
the larger the percentage we have the more certain we can be that the
sampling is a true one. In the case of any industry, or trade widely
scattered and made up of many thousands of small units we can only say
that an association, when it is freely open to membership and which has
members distributed in every geographical division of the industry, i.e.,
such as metropolitan and non-metropolitan areas, north, west, and south,
small enterprises as well as large ones, specialized branches, etc.,
and includes members, of all sizes and types, is truly representative
of the industry.

"On the other hand, an association or group which includes 85fj of
the industry as defined in the code but excludes a specific class who
may be competitors and whom they therefore wish to include under the
code but who did not join with the applicant association or group in
formulating a code, cannot be said to satisfy the Act.

"As the Act is phrased the President is required to make a positive
ifinding that the Association is truly representative of the industry.
The absence rf evidenc?. alone , or the mere statement of the fact that
it is truly representative without more, is not sufficient, as I see

[JJU, to. base such a fi nding . The transcript of the public hearing should
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contain some definite factual evidence upon which the deputy car-

satisfy himself on this point."

See also -Legal Memorandum, by Blackwell Smith, regarding Non-
Association Representation on Code Authorities, May 24, 1934.

(44) Transcript of Hearing, Fire Extinguisher Appliance
Manufacturing Industry, October 25, 1933, 69-70, Powell Evans of

Merchant and Evans Company: "This company, the AutoFYRstop Company,
ebjects to inclusion under this code as unreasonable and unfair to-

wards its purposes and "business,- and we desire to go on record here
that we have had no notice of this code other than hereinabove stated,
and had no invitation from its proponents to become a member of it or

a party to it to date; although the code, Section 4, states 'the term
'member of the industry' includes everyone engaged in the industry as
above defined, either as an employer or on his own behalf."

(45) Gray, Mature and Source of the Law , 2d Ed., (Hew York
1927).

'
'"

(46) THE CONSUMERS' ADVISORY BOARD OF THE N.E..A,

FROM JULY, 1933, to JANUARY, 1934
'

Prepared by Geo. B. Haddock.

"During the latter part of November and the' month of December, the
work of the C.A.B. continued to increase in effectiveness. The staff
personnel turn—over slowed up, and each adviser became more efficient
in his work. During December, the problem of code administration be-
gan to present itself, and it became evident that many hastily drafted
code provisions would require interpretation. At first, Code Authorities
issued their own interpretations', and even some of those which were
approved by the Administration had the practical effect of a code
amentment. Because it was apparent that improper interpretations would
be as bad or worse that improper code provisions, it was decided that
the Advisory Boards should be consulted in the formulation end issuance
of interpretations."

(47) Office Manual: " Code Administration 111-5^00 Rulings
III-3114 (5) Interpretations vs. Exemptions. Individuals or groups
will not be released from the full operation of code provisions by
interpretation of the language thereof. Where the original language
of a code binds an individual or group and it. is desired to release
such individual or group therefrom, this release may not be effected
by a strained construction of that language, but will be accomplished
by exemption or stay as provided for in Part III 3200 (below)."

(48) "A tendency is noted," says the Advisory Council (October
26, 1934). "on the part of Deputy Administrators to act on Classifica-
tions and interpretations without consulting their Advisers. The
tentative NRA Office Manual does not require Deputies to obtain reports
from Advisory Boards prior to action. On September 11,1954, however,
the Council recommended that Sections 3131.2 to 5131.4 covering Inter-
pretations, and Sections 3551, 5352 and 5555 covering Classifications,
and Sections 5254.2 and 5235.45 covering Exemptions and Stays to be
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modified to restore the original advisory r >ti mshJ is, for the reason
; )iis, Clrssifications pnd Inti rpretations

,
vitally affect

tne meaning of a Code, an< In their nature , rt choices
i tbng several

available lines of p licy. The Manual has already bei Lfied by
Office riemorandura No. 3( to conform to the above re< ijnrm . >

i bj >n with
respect to Exemptions. The Council believes it desirable that a
similar correction be i Lately made end circulated with respect to

Inter >retations and Classifications.

"

"Some of the suggestions," Rays; the Advisory Council (l.Iarch 4, 1035),
"are dictated by an underlying conviction on administrative policy which
is quite basic in character and which reduces to the it llowing progressive
form:

"(l) The Advisory Boards should have an apportunity to express
themselves on all matters in which they have ^n interest.

"(2) They are the >nly ones in a position to decide when a
rr tter is genuinely of interest to them or to the points
of view they respectively represent.

"(3) To make such decisions, they must at least be informed on

pen din ; s ct i on s .
"

"Since interpretations may vitally affect the meaning of a code
and since by their nature t] ey are choices among lines of policy, we
recommend that Dervuty Administrators be required to consult the Advisory
Boards as well as their legal advisers. This is the present practice,
and we see no reason for changing it." September 11, 1934.

(49) Legal Memorandum, 72 from Blackwell Smith, hay 23, 1935:

"2. Interpretations

"Confusion has been indicated in the minds of some members rf the
Legal Division as to the time of effectiveness of an interpretation.
The confusion necessarily arie.es if the matter is looked at as a
question of when an interpretation shall be efiective.

"The fact is, of course, that an inte rpretation has no effective-

vitality in itself. The effectiveness flu^s from the code or other
1 egal do cur,en t in t er ore ted. The da te o f e z± ec t ive n ess of the par-
ticular document interpreted is the only effective date.

"A serious que s t i on doe s_ arise howev e r a s to fairness and just ic p_

of enforcing liabi lity agei nst, iiidividug Is under the terms o f any
interpreted document as to the period, prior to .the announcement of

an interpret tion. Sven though the provision has been efiective from
the date of the code, it may very well be unfair or unjust to assert
such effectiveness against one who did not in fact know the interpretation
questioned and who reasonably relied u.jon some other interpretation.
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"In any siich case of injustice or unfairness., the Legal Division
should recommend an exemption or g.t least withholding of enforeement
activities as to any time 3rior to the announcement cf the interpre-
tation. The matter is really one of equity and should be so considered,
rather than as a Quest ion of when the interpretation is effective. "

(49a) An aide for the Baking Industry Cede advised me in conversation!
that after the Review Division "clamped down" on "interpretations" he had
"been sending out that he merely changed their name to "opinions" or

"explanations" and continued to send them out knowing they would be used
as interpretations.

(50) Transcript of Hearing, Fire Extinguisher Appliance Manu-
facturing Industry, October 23, 1933, 33- 3*--, in the discussion of
Article IX.

(51) Article VII, Section 5: "Premiuns anr. Coupons. No member
of the Industry shall -;ive coupons or premiums. The term "coupons"
shall mean the wrapper of a bakery product or other paper redeemable
or exchangeable for bakery products or other articles of value, with
or without the payment o± additional money. The term "premiums"
shall mean any article of value or use :iven with bakery products or

exchangeable for coupons mentioned herein. "

(52) For example see Consumers' Advisory 3oard Memorandum to

Weld Ivi. Stevens, February 16, 1935.

(53) Around late March, 1935.

(54) January 31, 1934, 263-310.

(55) See testimony Mr. Charles Wesley Dunn, 268-279.

Mr. G-irard R. Williams speaking in favor of the provision for
the Baking Industry (Mr. Williams spoke as a member of the Committee
proposing the Code) at Page 282, indicates the practice at which the

Industry aimed this provision. He mentions the giving of towels,
aluminum items, pencils, toys, hardware, woodenware, novelties,
cotton goods, marbles, valentines, false faces, and Christmas goods.

This seems almost a definition by enumeration. Again at Page 285
Mr. Williams states as the cogent reason,

"The practice is discriminatory and not in the

public interest because the consumer may be

taxed as much as l/3 to 1/2^ per loaf without
any option on his part "

(56) Baking Industry approved Code No. 445, Code of Fair Compe-
tition, Vol. XI, 20, Art. VII, Sec. 9: "Commercial Bribery. I'm

member of the Industry shall ;;;ive, permit to be given, or directly
offer to give,' anything of value for the parposse of influencing or

rewarding the action of any employee, agent or representative of

another in relation to the business of the employer or such employee,

the principal of such agent or the represented party, without the

knowledge of such employer, principal or party. This Section snail
not be construed to prohibit free and general Distribution of

articles commonly used for advertising except so far as such
articles are actually used for commercial bribery as herein defined. "
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(57) Around 18, 193! .

(58) Supra, n. 56, 23, Art. IX, Sec. 3.

(59) About May 21, i:;:
7 5.

(60) Approved Code No. 82, Steel Casting Industry, Code of Fair
Competition, Vol. II, 29 .

(61) On November 27, 1933, the Steel Crating Code Authority
issued Commercial Resolution No. Ln i follows;

11 uuSOLViiD, that Cast Steel Parts for now locomotives
or other f: o >roducts, built by companies affiliated
with the steel foundries producing such parts, are not

subject to the Steel Casting Code, bat repair and replace-
ment ifrts for such finished products are subject to said
Code. "

(62) Consumers' Advisor;; Board Memorandum to J. 3. Freund,
May 15, 1935. The proposal read:

"Steel Castings (whether finished, semi-^finished, or rough),
when sold for use as repair or replacement 'arts for products of
another industry already in use and sold in competition with
similar castings produced by other members of the Steel Casting
Industry, are sv.bjoct to the Code of Fair Competition for the

Steel Casting Industry, regardless of whether or not they are
produced gr.d/or sold by a company which is owned 'ay or affiliated
with another company producing and/or selling new products of
another industry. "

The memorandum said: "Alt. ough the original resolution applied
solely to locomotive castings, the inter iretation is of Considerably
broader scope, and necessarily so. Many other industries are in a

position similar to that of locomotive building, in their dependence
on steel castings and in the conflict of 'castings' v. 'repair and
replacement parts'."

(63) Ibid.:

"There seems to us one kind of transaction at stake namely,
the sale by a machine builder of steel castings made by him, as
repair or replacement parts, for use in machines built either uy
him or by other builders of the same kind of machine. The Steel
Casting Code Authority claims jurisdiction over this type of trans-
action. The public hearing on March 13 uisclosed that many code
authorities representative of the machine industries dispute the
claim. To be more specific, the following code groups also main-
tain rights over the above transaction, through their respective
code definitions: Boiler Manufacturing - Compressed Air -

Electrical Manufacturing - Heat Exchange - Laundry and Dry Cleaning
Machinery Manufacturing - Locomotive Manufacturing (subdivision of
MAPI) - Machinery end Allied products and many others of its
subdivisions - Pump Manufactearing - Hoad Machinery.
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"It is cuite apparent that although the Steel Crsting Code
Authority seeks jurisdiction over manufacturers of machines or

other products (in the shove group), aien engaged in selling steel

castings as repair or replacement parts, this Code Authority can
"by no stretch of the imagination be calleo representative of such
manufacturers. Sxceut in so far as they -.'ere subject to the Steel
Casting Code in other respects, the latter manufacturers had no

part in formulating the code and have not assented to it. And
there is much to be said for the statement neC.e oy James 3. Andrews,
of the Boiler l.Ianufacturing Code Authority, at the hearing (p. 127)

namely, that:

"This we contend, is not an interpretation but

an amendment of the Code, greatly increasing the scope

of the industry ??nd illegally so, as the sponsors of this

interpretation or amendment are not truly representative
of those whom they are attempting to regulate, as' required
by Section 3-a-l of the National Industrial .Recovery Act. '

"In our o union the Deputy's proposed interpretation of the
Steel Casting Industry definition is a ;ood literal interpretation
but a very poor practical application of t le definition, and Tvhen
seen in the light of other overlapping code definitions appears
impossible. We are inclined, to agree with that part of Colonel
Brady's brief statement, also made at the hearing (p. 217), when
he said.:

"'We have the castings industry, which goes far back,
and we have the production of products, which goes back
as far as history goes. As Ion;; as these two kinds of

industries exist, no matter what we do, or what we out

on paper, you are going to have the identical product
under two codes, and I defy you to write it in any way
that will work otherwise*'

"In other words the same castings used as repair end. replacement

pa.rts will come under the Steel Casting Code when sold oy foundries and
under the machine or product codes when sold by manufacturers of

machines or products. "

(64) Hearing, April 2, 1935. IddA was reportec as favoring
the proposed interpretation.

(65) Office Manual: "The promulgation of an amendment to a

code has the same force and effect as the promulgation of the code

since the amendment becomes part of the code. Therefore, the for-

mation and." approval of en amendment should, be Iven the same balanced
consideration es a code. ho final approval or disapproval of the

proponed amendments will be made except over the signature of the

Administrator," (See also ..210, to 5233. 2).. See also, Amendments,
0.0 86, May 3, 1934.
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(66) Supra, this Chapter, Section .

(67) S'i a- , VIII, The Advisory Council recc d: "We do not

"believe 1 rtures from e rproved olicies si: iu] : oe undertaken
without public hearing, rhi n fore, we r< ;ard t

v
is section of the

ivianual ?s lr late, r, if such esc; are to arise, we

believe that thi Lnistrative Officer s. ould consult the Advisory
Counci

I rell as the General Counsel and the Zconomic Adviser, and
we recommend that this section be chi accordingly.

"

(68) Advisory Council recommended: "We (recommend first, that

en the Deputy Administrator intends to schedule a iroposal for
public hearing no advisory process should be invoked until after
the hearing; second, that when the Deputy Administrator is" di«posed
to believe that mendments should be considered under the procedure
of notice for the filing of objections, reports from the Advisory
Boards should be reouested before this notice is issued. Since the

notice of opportunity to be heard implies a favorable Administration
judgment, it is iro er to permit the Advisory Boards to speak before
the Administration has committed itself and before it has been
definitely decided that no public hearing is necessary."

( 69

)

The Adv i s o ry Cotmoil r e c i . ., n ende c :

"The weaknesses of the present procedure are only partly corrected
by the substitute procedure here roviued. It is cjtill possible for
an industry to be confronted Qy Administration amendments of which it

has had no notice. It is also possible for a proposed Administration
amendment to jc indefinitely delayed, to be rejected without explanation
to the agency proposing the amendment, or to be blocked in ca.se the
industry, u . hearing of the Administration amendment, withdraws its own
proposals,

"We regard the following practices as important:

(a) That any NBA agency iroposing an amendment be informed of the

disposition made of it, as is >rovided in Office Memorandum
To. 256.

(b) That industry receive notice and be permitted to attend a

hearing upon proposed Administration amendments which are
about to be considered^Joy the Deputy.

"We recommend, therefore, that the following provisions be in-
serted, with suitable changes in other provisions to avoid conflict.

'Upon receipt of a >roposed amendment from rivj NBA
Agency the Deputy Administrator, alter such consulta-
tion as he may "ish, shall determine whether or not he
is disposed to hold a public hearing upon this amendment.
If he is so disposed, he shall refer the proposed amend-
ment to the Code Authority for its information and comment
before calling a hearing. If he is disposed to reject or
delay consideration of the proposed amendment, he shall
notify the Divisional Administrator, who will inform the
proponent of the amendment in writing of the disoosition
to be made of it and the reasons therefor.'
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'Administration amendments shall "be considered "by public hearing
rrther than by notice of opportunity to be heard, unless the latter pro-

cedure is acceptable to the Code Authority. 1

"We call attention to three gaps in the Manual's discussion of

amendments

:

1. Procedure is not specified for those cases in which the

Deputy Administrator wishes to impose an amendment of a code
without the consent of the Code Authority. We "believe this
procedure should be definitely indie- ted.

2. It should "be stated that when a "oublic hearing has "been

called verbal changes may "be made by those proposing the amend-
ment, but not changes in the substance of the matter to be
heard, provided that this limitation shall not aoply to efforts
to arrive at a satisfactory compromise in conferences after
the hearing. It should also be provided that code authorities
and NBA agencies may request an adjournment of a hearing in

order to consider any changes in substance which may be pro-
posed.

3. The Advisory Council recommended some weeks ago that the

Divisional Administrator be requested to hold a preliminary
conference of the Code Authority and the Advisory Boards when
proposed amendments or revisions of codes are unsatisfactory,
or inconsistent with present policy or so sweeping that their

adoption would amount to a conrolete revision of the approved
codes. This recommendation is omitted from the procedure as

set forth in the present draft of the Manual. We recommend
that it be included."

See also, Yudelson v. Andrews , 25 F 92d) SO, gU, (CCA. 3d 132S): and
Legal Memorandum, No. .35 by Blackwell Smith, regarding Hearings on Pro-
posed Amendments, June 2, 193*+

•

(70) Ibid.

(71) Freund, op. cit., I3I-I32: "Most newly formulated re-
strictive policies bring temporary hardships to legitimate interests;
and there is always pressure to temper that hardship in cases where
it should appear to be excessive, a.nd particularly in 'emergencies.' There
is little need to make express provision for the overriding emergencies
of calamity r disaster, which take care of themselves. The economic
emergency or claim to special consideration stands in a different category.
Where a rule serves merely administrative convenience, it is legitimate
enough to make concessions to private convenience (e.g., unloading vessels
at other places than ports of entry under official permits (Tariff Act,

1922, Sees. HU7, HU9), but it is otherwise where the rule serves some
non-administrative public interest. In Germany both the Sunday law (Trade
Code, Sec. 105 e.f) and the women's hours- of- labor law (Sec. 132a) pro-
vide for emergency exceptions, attempting to safeguard the power from un-
due exercise by careful checks (rules of Federal Council, writing, records);
in America it is generally considered that they tend to break down the

law, and they are consequently avoided. The English Trade Board
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Act, which provides for the fixing of ws cs, admits exceptions for infirm

workers (Act, 1909, Sec. 6 (3); this a i ar to oo legitimat mo is

also foun -- ri Lti s of the sam kind. The Prussian Incoi

Tax Lai '. provisioj . r a dnistr Lv reduction of rates in the

lower brack ts when sp L circunst - \c r, which the lav; in* ic; t s

ierically (sic n . Loss i , etc.), reduce the aying capacity of the

taxpa; or (Sec. IS). '.''. she L b< v- rsc to gr rvti i

;
n eh power to an

dnistr tivc office 1, but pn f r bo specif;' t >tion's in >he law.

It seems that dispensing powers are more frequently granted in German

than in English or American legislation, av th careful safeguar;

that ar ir. th: 1; ws for the p
-ot ct on of labor ar' by no rru ihs

typical of oth r Ger a instances of the power." For examples- of
statutes allowing such administrative action, see, U.S.

v

. Shrovoport Grain

Co., 287 U. S. 77 (1935). -The Food and Drug Act, 37 St it, 732 reported

there reads in part: "Third. If in package form, the quantity of the

contents he not plainly aid conspicuously marked on the outside -of the

package in terms )f weight, measurs. , or numerical count: Provided,

however

,

That reasonable variations shall be permittee, and 'tolerances

and also excerptions as to small packages shall he established by rules

and regulations .".' c in accordanc with the provisions of Section Three

of this let."; and S-rok s v. Bijuord, .386 U. S. 374 (1932).

(72) Legel i'emorandum, from Blackwell Smith regarding Notice And
Aii Op. ortunity To Be Heard, January 12, 193d: "As to exceptions and
exe mt ioas : There should be an oh ortunity to he heard to the maximum
practicable extent, the ext at of publicity being dependent perhaps
somerwhat on wheth : the exception or exemption is gener 1 in nature."
Sec also, La al Memorandum, Ho. 54, from Blackwell Smith, quoting Robert

P. Reeder, regarding Hotice ma' He:'- ring, July 30, 1934-j ;

"When the gr nting of exemptions or exceptions is of a general
nature or i s made to apply' to members of a class it is of a legislative
character. Sec. 3(a) gives the right to he heard where persons engaged

in other steps of the economic process are involved,

"Aside from the igal aspects, a/e probably need a -public hearing

on exceptions or exemptions wherever s substantial amount of contro-

versy is to jc expected, Wc can grant exceptions, if necessary, in

particular c. ses; but re havi lone without full public hearing plus cross

examination of the applicant because of the pressure of circumstances.
The g anting of improper exceptions is unfair to oth r members of the

industry if not positively illegal.***"

"73) Office hanu 1:

"Code Ac minis tr tion III-30Q0 Rulings - 111-3253-5233.1-3233.2-3233.

3

" 0=) fact-finding.

"(a) General. There must always be an administrative finding of

fact on which to base tarn granting of an exemption or stay.

"(d) By the Code Authority . The Code Authority is required to make
such investigations as is necessary to find the true operative facts.
Code Authority budget items usually provide for fact-finding facilities
for this purpose. At the earliest possible moment , or in any event

qp. •JO
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within ten days of the filing of an ap Heat ion, the Code Authority will
forward its findings and rccor, endations thereon, and the reasons for such
recommendations to HPA in 'Jashington. In no ca'se , however, will the Deputy
Administrator allow the lack of Code Authority fa.ct-^findiug facilities or
tardiness on the part of the Code Authority unreasonably to delay his action

"(c) Dy ITPA. If it is apparent "that o.ee Code Authority is unable to

furnish all the necessary facte, the Deputy may request the Chief of the

Compliance Division to ssign 3. field investigator to make the necessary
survey of the operative facts. The economic and statistical fact-finding
facilities of the Research and Planning Division are also available to the

Deputy."

(74) Consumers' Advisory Board liemoranduin, Liay 00, 1935: "The Deputy
proposed to allow horn and Hardart , :.., restaurant chain operating retail
bakeries, to work its employees 44 instead of 40 hours a week. He based
this intention upon the, fact that ho had visited the plant of Horn and
Hardart and' in his opinion the- exception should be granted. Just what

reasons the Deputy had he did not disclose to his advisers unless it was

a belief that compliance could not possibly be secured. It may be that
the Deputy was perfectly right in ,;'hat lie intended to do and that sufficient
facts existed to justify the proposed exception . The point remains,
however, that he was asking the advisers to approve this exception without
furnishing them any facts upon which to base their action."

(75) See Industrial Appeals Board, Appeal of Central Weaving and
Spinning Corporation, Silk Textile Industry, (approved Code, No. 48,

Codes of Fair Competition, Vol. I), Decision '.To. 18. The Board said,

in part

:

"Precisely bee use they may have b en handicapped in one or more
of these respects, the workers in the appelant ' s plant may require and
deserve a somewhat longer period of tr- ining in order to attain normal
efficiency. The recognition of this fact implies nothing derogatory to

either their native ability or their capacity for development. It implies

merely a realistic ana honest appreciation of conditions which would have

proved an equally formidable barrier to the progress of any other group
of employees similarly situated.

"Therefore, we think that a partial exemption would be fair to

the appellant, for the best interest of its employees, not unfair to its

competitors and would afford this company an opportunity to bring its

labor up to standard efficiency a.hd improve its equipment and operations

so as to allow it to continue operations under the provisions of the Code

withou suffering loss. Accordingly, we are of the opinion that the

Central Weaving andSpinning Corporation should be granted am exemption fror

Article IV, Section 1, of the Cede of Pair Competition for the Silk

Textile Industry for a period of six months from the date of this decision,

upon the following conditions: "

(76) An aide working on the Southern Pice Killing Industry, Code Ho .

LP-5, proposed- to free the entire industry of a burdensome provision by

an exemption. The matter was handled by amendment finally. Notice of

Opportunity to be Heard, Administrative Orde -
' Ho. LP5-5, April 25, 1935,

(77) Burke v. Southern Pacific PR Co., 054 U.S. 669 (1914); and
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Brougham v. n Manuf euturiny . 349 U.S. •' 5 (1919).

(78) . /-isorj Coun -i 1 re end: •
• ont upon this: " (" L3 nd

)) ?nc i e diniti >n of st- y ^iven : is is not 1

The t v .'o sorts of si : ovnt »rary exonrotii

of "tieular group nd 1 irarily rcleasi n entir industry

fr rovision. Th bwi i stinguished. The stay of
.

•
' an i ntirc in has ruch thv fore if an nt,

proc such st ys sin
'

be set forth more cl< *rly than is .one

in tiii 3 Sect L in,"

(79) ?nr. c ah. Phr s s, 6 08 (Y/est Pul lislun : 'Co . , St. Paul 1905), 7.

See Brown v.
, _

, 7 L.E.A, 676 (Va. 1G95), th r< cited.

(SO) 3 •
I Co d ssion v . Curt is P Lj filing Company,

.260 U.S. .
', 56 (1922): The Court si t s - t ilthough the usual procedure

is to r the c; se to tnt Co i ission if subst noial evidence isJLacld.ng,

that in certain cirevmstances where "it clcarl; appears that, in the in-

terest o: justice, the controversy shouli he decided without further
delay," tin Court will decide bh case itself. It does not seem that there

is any st~tutor; basis, or constitutional "oasis i'o~? that natcer, for

this statement, an if the Commission is to be f ct finding agency, it

see no ;hat it shoul*1
'- so without reference to the individual requirements

of various care?, although there is something to "be- saic for the point
that t/ue process of law may not be served by dilatory inaction just as

well as by an unfair .. -riny.

(81) Ibid. Also so' , Stock v. Central Midwives Board , 3 K.B., 756,
734-765 (1915).

(3.:) Ex parte Bicnj Une , 41 j? (2d) "39 (1930).

(S3) Codes of Fair Competition, 1, 701.

"fie President, b; Executive Or* or Ho. 3309, dated October 10, 1903,
approved th( foil 0._ nt to the Ship Builcing and Ship Repairing
Coco: "Sec. 3. (a) Tc effectuate further the policies oi' the Act, a Snip

Building ., Ship Repairing Industry Com dttee is hereby designated to

cooperate wi ;h th A j linistrator as a Plan i.y '.nc Fair Practice Agency for
the shir building ?<nd ship repairing industry. This Committee shall con-
sist of representatives of the Ship Builelers and Shi; Repairers in such
number not ..ess than six as the Administrator in his discretion may from
time to time determine, elected by a fair method of selection to be approved
by the administrator, and four icmbers without vote appointed by the Presi-
dent of the Unit..;.. States. Such -^cr.cy may from time to time present to

the Administrator recommendations based on conditions in their industry
as they may develop fro time to time which will tend o effectuate the
operation of the provisions 3f this'-Cede am ,ne policy of the national
Industrial Recov : ry Ac t

.

"

(84) This was- i sou,' in pamphlet form (3
7
v" x 11" and 13 pages) at the

office af :hc Code Cor 1 ittce.

(85) Omitting regulations which, dii a liberal interpretation, the
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Code might be said to authorize, the Rules.gn&'Begulations in effect char.; eq
the Code by:

(a) Providing for "segregation of the shipbuilding industry," this
"being tied up with special trade practice provisions for the
G-rca t La -:e s District:

(b) providing for price filing (with a thirty-day waiting period):

(c) Requiring that "material supplied by ship repairer 3 - - - shall
he charged at not less than, the prevailing delivered market

price plus" certain fixed percentages (including "lofo for profit"):

(d) Restricting hid ing:

(e) Requiring the filing of bids:

(f) Fixing maximum quantity discounts:

(g) Fixing maximum cash discounts on bills for repair 'r'ork;

(h) Prescribing a formula to be used by shiprepairers "in the

determination of all lump sum prices, and in the billing:
of all time and material work; and

(i) Regulating outside contractors used on shiprep->iring.

(86) Ibid

(87) Cover page of the "Rules".

(88) "Rules" page 12.

(89) Office Manual: "1027,12 (ll) In some cases, the Advisors will
pass upon differently dated revisions of the same named code. For example,
the Labor Board may approve a code dated Aoril 20th, and the Consumers!

Advisory Board, the code as revised April 25th. This is in order if the

Deputy Administrator states invhis letter (Volume II ) that no material

changes nave been made in the Code, since the approval (or disapproval

)

of the various Advisory Boards."

(20) Memora,naum, Consumers ' Advisory Board to Clinton A. Berry, re-

garding Kotor Vehicle Maintenance Trade - Interpretation of Article Vii,

Rule 8, April 3, 1935: "--this rule is improperly in the Code in our opin-

ion, since it was altered and the word "secretly" deletec after the Cede

was passed upon by the various Advisory Board eiiC. Divisions, we a.re very
definitely of the opinion that the Administration is not in a position to

make any decision relating to it until it is modified. We have been assured

that it will be amended on proposal of the industry at ^n early date."

(91) Memorandum to the Consumers' Advisor; Board, regarding Some Inci-

dents Reflecting The Attitude of Deputies, et cetera, June 5, 1935: "I

sent to ihe -Deputy .
. complete report on the Code and its appendices, out he

immediately phoned me asking that I delay the writing of the final report

until after he returnee from a vacation because he wished then to read my
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iort nc to discus to. He never n turned from tiis

vacation, but I L rn I t sent tin Code to 6 m -l Johns -

roval htvLf r>n hour ftcr • i . c to •
i our final report.

Co.-- tin t final report las nevei bai n written."

(9-3) Infra, XI, V 3.
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" TOT^S TO CHAPTER XI

(1) Corwin, "Basic Doctrine of American Constitutional I 3-."

13 I :i chi ?.;;-- n Law Review 247, 275 (l°14) .

(2) Arizona Grocery Co. v. A. ?. & g
. ?• ^y Co. , 584 U. S. ^70,

389' (1932)-

(?) District Court for District of Oregon, 3-°^°7, January 24,

1934. Opinion "by McHary, D. J.

(4) Approved Code Ho. 9, Lumber and Timber Products, Codes of
Fair Competition, 1,95.

(5) Transcript of Hearing', Aoue^l of the Willamette Cono^ny,
October 23, 19"". An interesting rote on the case is found in "Validity
of Allotment Order under Lumber Code; Suspension of Penal Provisions
as to Litigants Challenging Order," 43 Yale Law Journal 8^7 (l°^4).

(6) Article VIII, Approved Code ,T
o. 9, op. cit. ,

^7-^8.

(7) Supra, n. (3).

"The ?rest Co?st Division agencies, in making their initial allot-
ments, were confronted with a complex "oroblem, requiring consideration
of many factors; the prime object being to distribute the production
quota allowed the division so that all of the mills would be able to carry
on operations and give employment to a maximum number of employees at a

self-sustaining wage.

"In view of the economies required to meet the ure'ent low urices
and market conditions, 30 hours ner week is the minimum operating time

necessary for tho manufacture of lumber products. Likewise 30 hours
per week is the minimum ouerating time on which mill employees can be
self-supporting.

" It is evident that if the division agencies had made soecial
allotments to limited grouos on the b^sis of manufacturing canacity,
productive history, or contractual obligations, it necessarily. ,rrould
have required, a greater limitation in operating time of other mills
and destroyed uniformity in working conditions, thus creating a sit-

uation in which no scheme of distribution of production or labor has
boon, to the knowledge of the court, conceived whereby the industry
as a whole could" be vitalized through the operation of the Recovery Act.

"Unfortunately, distribution of allotments reouires some mills
to make greater sacrifices in oroductivc capacity than others, but this

appears to be unavoidable by reason of the diversity in mill operation.
However, it is obvious that the administrative agencies have adopted a.

plan of distribution which, while not perfect, is the most likely to ^re-
vent complete disaster to the lumber industry, a

,olan by which p ll
mills are in one classification, and which rl oes not, in the judgment of
the court, arbitrarily discriminate against any mill unit."
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(8) Ibid.

(°) Rote, "Validity of Allotment Order-Under I/umber Code;

Suspension of Penal Provisions ps to Litigants Ghallenying Order,"

Op. cit.

(10) For an analo ous "oroblem rco AT^roved C6(
a e TTo. IIP, Cotton

Barment Industry, Codes of Pair Comptition I T T, Art. V-A °' 1

:

"ITo member of the Cotton Garment Industry shall ooerpte nro-
ductive machinery used in. any of the processed enumerated in Section A

of Article II, except cutting machinery, for more than one shift of 40
hours per weeh:.

"

High legal officials of the rational Recovery Administration recog-
nized this problem: Smith, "Le;;cl Problems Confronting the Fational
Recovery Administration, '-' 2 Red or-- 1

~-n r Association Journal 12 fA'Tril

1934)

:

fFor -exannle, operations in oarticular enterprises may he on'?
b?.i:is of two or more shifts while within the same industry other enter-
prises will be operating on a single shift basis. If the allocation of .

production is on the .basis of ?. fl?t number of hours of machine operation
for any mill, there will he a vastly disproportionate effect on 'mills
running two or more shifts relative to mills on single shift basis, qome
of the fatter may not he reduced in permissible operation to pry extent
whatsoever while mills operating several shifts may he reduced to a small

percentage of- the total amount of operation nossible before the code. On
the other hand, if mills operating on a basis of t^-o or more shifts are
permitted, tip., retain the same relative orooortion of their previous time
of operations as in the c?se with the s'ingle shift mills, several d.iffi-

• culties. arise. In the first T>lace, the mill on several shifts is .
c-i"<r en

? crystallized, legal advantage in costs of operation over the other mills.
In the second place, the amount of reduction necessary in the single
shift mills on the b^sis of this theory would reduce the number of hours
of operation helo"" the economic minimum and. would close voo many such
mills. Rue process problems are raised, in difficult form b -^ the en-
deavor to co"oe with these situations. In general it is our ao^rofch to

the problem that assuming the vital imoort^nce of limitations of pro-
duction for the particular industry in order to enable it to sustain the

labor burden irrnosed by the code, the most reasonable formula for limita-
tion that can be devised' in view of the above and many other' difficulties
should be the one chosen. If ccrmlaints demonstrate that the method act-
ually chosen has serious flaws which can be remedied by modifications of
the formula, the administration stands ready to cooperate in the endeavor
to improve the formula, administration flexibility should do much to

eliminate the extreme due process difficulties."

(ll) Ap!>roved Code i
7o. 3, Wool Textile Industry, Codes of Foir

Competition, I, Art. VII, 40.

Approved. Code ?
To. 21, Leather Industry, Codes of Fair ^omueti-

tion, I, .Art. IX,
.
294.
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Approved Code ""o. 6, Lace Manufacturing Indurtry, n-o~°s of
Fair Compeition I, Art. VI, 66.

(12) i
T

. ?.. A. Bulletin :
To . 1, June 16, lor*"; *».nd

1". 7.. A. Pull 9 tin I
To . 4.

(13) President's Heerr?1orient Agreement, Par. 1°:

"V/here, "before June l c
, l c,rr"k the tenders i^^er1 had ^or.tr^et-

ed to -?urcha?>e goods at a fixed wrice for delivery furing the ^erio'"
1 of

this agreement, the undersigned Fill make an appropriate adjustment of

said fixed price to meet any increase in cort caused by the seller hav-
ing signed this President's reerr^loyment agreement or having become "bound

by any code of fair coirroetition approved by the President."

The explanation of this reads as follows:

"This agreement rill, usually, increase the cost? of those pho
sign it. The onmose of this T>aragra"oh is to oa.ss any such increased
costs along from one signer to another, and so en to the consumer.

"If you have a contract made before June 16, l -'7
-?, to buy froods at

a fixed nrice, you ?gree to make an arrangement with vou seller so that

you pay him for the extra cost to him caused by his having signed this

agreement, or having come under a code aororoved by the President.

"In some cases the final buyer is the (Government, which, under
existing law, is generally not allowed to ~>ay more than the contract
price. The President has announced that he will recommend to Congress
that appropriations be made to alio'"- the Government to olav it? nart
by paying Government contractors who have signed the agreement for their
increased costs. The President has also annealed to the States and
cities to take action permitting them to do likewise.

"You should have no fear that, because your buyer has not signed,
you will be left with the increased cost on you.alone. The President ex-
pects every employer to sign this agreement."

(14) Comment, "Some Legal Asoects of the National Industrial
Recovery Act," 47 Harvard Lar r -eview 05 (l?"^), suggest? the following
line of thought:

Impossibility means extreme economic waste, ^^/. there °re
few cases which allow this as an excuse for breach of contract.
Mineral Pari: land Co . v. Howard . 1-6 Pac. 458 ( Cal.. 1°16) . It might
be that a seller would offer the defense that a srles below cost ^re-
vision of the code under which he was operating preventer1 hi"1 from
carrying out the contract, based on the technical meaning of the '-or'd

"sale" as not being a completed transaction until the roods ? re auoro-
priated. He would be correct, but the term as. user in the codes is
probably used, in its colloquial sense of "to sell." As an example of this
see Approved Code Fo. 11, Iron and Steel Industry. Codes of ~--ir



Competition, Vol. I, Schedule ^, Sec. °, 201; >'** * delivery nf any

oroduct made ^nvrsuant to a contract of sale shall bo rcg! ri'ed " r " s^lo

the) iof °he f 1 the tine of malting son: contract."

Put, contrr , is the view that even if _
the defense of "hardsM -1-*"

is user1

, it would be only ^r venting extraordinary relief of specific

perfo ice. See
"'

ill' rd v. Tayloe , P Fp.11. 557 (180?) . Damages could

probably be secured in -?. suit at law for breach of contract

•

(15) Co-.:v io---p?lth v. Peff , 114 Atl. 367 (Pa. l°?l) ; and
Cc!u:.bus P. ?^-er r- Light Go. v. Coir "hus, ^° T

T
. S. "on

(ns).

(16) P.ichl?--c Stts-T -shin C o. v. Puffalr- ^ry "or 1

;, ^-4 "P. S$R
(c. 0. a. nc . TToTT

(17) : 3revard Tannin Co. v. !
fo?rer Co., ^.PP>

T,ed. 735 (C.C.A.4th.,

1933) .

(18) Supra, n. (14).

(19) Release
" T
o . l

n
, -July "C, 1°^, from the Code Authority to

all Members of the Jayonr.aise Industry;

"Shortly after the adoption of our Code, re rent you bulletin 1,

explaining the situation with regard to contracts. SinCe then we have
written to you upon this situation more then once. ]

Torovnr, it seems
that certain members of the Industry are still in some doubt as to the
effect of the provisions of the code on contracts ^nf- are rot complying
with the Code. In order that there nay ho nc further d.oubt on this sub-

ject, we arc again advising you of the situation on this subject.

'•Pursuant to Section la of Article 1"' of the Code, all s^los made
by each member of the Industry must be at the nri'-es and discounts then
on file as effective i_-ith the Code Authority. In other *'prds, at the

time a sa I

e

is made, it must he uursuant to the trices and discounts
file with the Code Authority at the time the sole is made.

1

"A sale does not occur when the manufacturer agrees in writing
of otherwise to deliver merchand-ise in the future at certain stroul^ted
prices. This is 5 contract of sale or an agreement to sell . A sale
occurs only vhen the actual goods are definitely aourouriated to the
contract. This means that the manufacturer has the rood's and sets them
apart for the buyer.

"If a manufacturer today should enter into 9 ^o"tra ct to sell goods •

at a definite 3rice to s buyer calling for delivery over n "> erio r1 of weeits

or months, it is a^uarently obvious that no sale ocrnirs -n t the time the
contract is mar'e. In such instances most of the merchandise called for
by the co'tr" -t may not even be manufactured, at the time the contract is

signed. Under such conditions a sale only occurs at the time the -eoo^s

have been manufactured and set ?si<~"e for delivery to the buyer. It is

obvious then that a sale would oceur not at the time the contract is made
but many reehs subsequent thereto.
OC""7Q
Z>0 >o
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"Therefore your attention •• is caller1 to the fact that entering into

a. contract of s°le ro-f rot obviate the necessity o" corrQl"rrirg rTith the

nrovisionr of the Core. If ?t the tine mercha">cise is r.et a.si^e fcr the

"buyer and shi'oment made, a manufacturer has on file "ith the n
oc'e

Authority a different price (higher or lo^er) than that caller1 for "by

the contract, such sale must be at the price on file rith the Coc'e

Authority. To make such a sale _at the contact to rice "puld constitute
a distinct violation of. the Code.

"We thin!" we have made this matter quite cle^r. "or your informa-
tion, we have taken this u~? with the V.V..A. officials in Washington ?nd
they fully confirm what is expressed herein. In connection with all
provision? of the code, it is the intention of the Code Authority to do

everything possible to make sure that no one is violating Section la of
Article 10 "by entering into so-called contracts. Since r7e have con-
firmation from Washington on that, as stated herein, we feel confident
that the Compliance "Division of 1T .

~
)

. A. will assist us in arose cut ing
violators.

As r-e have requested "before, should any member of the Industry
know that manufacturers are violating Section la of Article 10 "b

T
-
r enter-

ing into such contracts-, please forward, this information to us and "~e

will he glad to act u^on same immediately.

W. F.' L. Tut tie."

(20) Legal Memorandum. Fo . -50, from Machwell Smith.

for Fixture "Delivery in Open Price Systems, : July ?7 , l
Qr?

^:

re Contracts

".'••'.' "Many Questions have arisen concerning, "contracts for future
delivery of goods in connection ~ith o:pen "irice provisions of code's.

Typical of this situation is where a provision in a. code prohibits spies

at other than the effective filed price, anr1 makes no specific mention
of contracts for future delivery, the ouestion being whether a delivery
of goods at the contract -^rice instead of the effective filer ^rice con-
stitutes a code violation.

"The question cannot he resolved by rule' of thumb "but only
on the ba.sis.of a. careful analysis of the previsions of the code and
the contract. in each case along the line indicated in any legal Memo-
randum of hay 13, 1934.

"The next step should be to arrive at a correct interpreta-
tion of the core provision. If no ambiguity has been created therein,,

either by the language of the coc'e provision itself or by other -pro-

visions of the coche or by extrinsic facts, there is, of course, no need
for interpretation. If there is ambiguity such as to cast r'oubt upon
whether •sales' was intended to mean or include 'contracts to sell',

such interpretation shoulc1 be resolved according to the rules of statutory
construction.

"Where it is clear that the code provision refers to actual
sales as distinguished from contracts, then it should be che terminer1 from
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the terms of the contract, and sr.ch other f* *.ti - r - m*« be pertinent,

when the 'solo' taken nl' '°. For example, i
<-

r ythin^ of substance

remains to be c.c c the terms of tie contract before title may Toaes,

such as identification of I '

% rticn.lar oo'?, or ' amro^riation' of

them to the coi bract, or so '

1
" e matter, the contract if- not a

sale, but is an a^ reement to so 1 !, 5 id bhe - • lie 1 le ^ri^e is the filed

orioc effective on the date of the actual sale and not that of the date

of the making of the contract. It is obvious that an agreement to sell

goods not yet manufactured cannot be a sale, for title cannot nass to

goods not in being. It is also obvious that in such case the arrolica^le

•irice is that in effect when in fact the transaction actual! -
*7 becomes

a sale. Otherwise omen orice "^^ovisions fyould be rendered mi^-tory by

the expedient of forward contracts.

"'"here the amplication of the above suggestions would result in

manifest injustice, either to an individual member of the industry or to

the entire industry, pronrot granting of exerrotions would room to be .

indicated., at least ^end.ing amendment of the co^e provisions in such
vray as to make them smeak oromcrly the need and desire of the industry.

(21) Fi&hland v. Russell C^r F Snow Plo^ Company. 27^ U. S. 253,
261 (1929):

"It is also veil established, by the decisions of this court that
such liberty (of contract) is not absolute or universal, and that Conn-ess
may regulate the making and. "oerformance of such contracts whenever reason-
ably necessc-ry to effect any of the great rmrooses for which the national
government was created."

(22) See Jacob son v. lass? chu.se tts, 1°7 TJ. S. ll(l°05). pointing
out an analogous balancing- in the c?se of individual liberty and its
sacrifice for the common ^ood.

(23) Haines, The Revival of
" T?turn l Lav Consents. (harvard

University Press 1°30) , VI. The Fourteenth Amendment to the ^ed.eral
Constitution and Due Process of Lav. An excellent statement of the
court's feeling is found in the opinion of Fr. Justice Field (not the

majority opinion) in Farbier v. Connolly , 113 U. S. 37, "1 (18°5);
Pound, "Liberty and Contract," 18 Y?le Lav Journal 454 (l°09).

(24) 165 TJ. S. 578 (l8c 7).

$35) 203 U. S. 161 (l°08).

'026) 336 TJ. S. 1 (1°15).

(27) Texas and. Few Orleans Fy. Co. v. Brotherhood of ^ail^-py

and Steamship Clerks. 381 TJ. S. 548 (l°30).

(28) Leal Femormdum, Fo. 28, from ^l^c^^ell Smith, re Fffect
of Code Provisions on Contracts, ?-ay 15, 1°34:
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"There are many ill conceived questions abroad as to whether

codes abrogate contracts. Codes may or nay rot .abrogate contracts in

"hole or in nart, the correct annroach being ir e^ery case to examine
the particular code provision and the osrticulaf contract with some

care to ascertain the extent to which co~:"uiance ,_;ith the Ccc'e means
breach of the contract.

"Of course, if it is fount?, that it is impossible to comply

with the contract to a certain extent if the co^e is complied with,
then we have a care of martial abregation of the contract and the courts
may decide whether this has the effect of releasing the nromissor from
the contract as a whole. This natter should be left to nriv^te counsel.
The rationale is somewhat as follows:

"The federal government is limited with reference to_ the
sanctity of contracts only by due nrocess requirements, ^n-rthermore,

it would be utterl3r impossible to carry out a urogram such as that_of

'ZTIRAif members of industry could, by estimating the cov.rs? o^ codification,
contract themselves into situations which would block the e stabilization
efforts of the administration. It is our opinion, and has been our
fixed policy to declare, that all members of industry must comnly with
the codes to whi^h they are subject, irrespective of contracts. This
sometimes means conflict between code provisions and contract's, but more
commonly a close analysis of the situation reveals that the code simnl -"-

imooses more stringent requirements on the member of industry tha.n

thoso required by his contract, without the fact a.nnuling or affecting
the contract itself.

"There should be no statement by any member of the Legal
Division that 'codes abrogate ->rior contracts' but insofar as any general
statement is made it should be along the following line:

"Members of Industry must comply with codes, notwithstanding
contracts., and take the consequences as to the civil situation thereby
created.

'

"T]ven such a general statement shoulc1 be ^voi^ec5 so f°r as

possible and the rationale herein outlined shoulc1 bo made clear to the

interested parties.

"In so""! e case r of binding bona fide contracts, w" ich would
be affected by code compliance, justice might require ey.emotion from
the coe'e provisions which crea.te the conflict. "3ach such case should
be resolved! on its own farts, including a determination of the good
faith of the contract, its binding effect, ahc1 the results in the industry
of granting the exemption. The requirements of clue process may well be

met in such a proceeding."

(.29) 279 U. S. 253 (1929). .

(30) Donald H. Richberg, Address July 5, 1°""^.

(31) A-^nroved Code Fo. 43, Ice Industry, Cofes of Fair Competition
I, 529.
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(f°) £ "T'irtory of t!:i Ire Co^e, from the v i-"-^oint of the

Consumers' Advisor
' >o--\" J

n

\ ]/"'-.

("7)
|

"
.

-
. F9.rY.OC'-,

(34) Mr. T. P. Cantrell,

(35) Docket of the loo Coc'e.

(.16) Haddock, op. cit., 5; October '", 1°"" to ''arch 13, 19^4.

(37) II) id.

(38) This information was given the writer ir. ? conversation with
-?n erroloyoe of the Code Record Section in the spring of l^S.

(3?) Swra, n. (31), Awroved Coc^e >
To. 4\ Art. 7. ?en. ", ""V.

(40) Ibid

(41) I
To record exists with Code Record. ^eouty Adminif tr»tor

Straps started to have such ?. record corralled from the former
'n e~>"i

"
,-t T '

' s

files. He steted informally that he "believer? over two hundred atj-olica-
tions were informall-" handled either "by the 7)e"outy or the "Committees."

(42) Ice Industry Code Authority Bulletin, "Advice of the Coc'e

Authority, "January 12, 1934.

(43) Supra, n. (41) .

(44) Ice Industry, Amrover 1 Code To. 4°. or), cit. Art. IX, ^ec.

1(4).

(45) ir. 3. '". Bahlberg.

( 46 ) Ha £ c
1

o ck , oo . cit., If..

(47) Adminif tr? tive Order I
To . 4^-14.

(48) Surra, n. (47).
Haddock, o"0. cit., 12-13.

(49) Administrative Order, "o. 4"-?", August 18, 1°^4.

(50) Aorrcved Code
~ To. 43, Ice Industry, or*, cit., Art. 17,

534-536.

(51) Twenty-five approvals and six denials.

(52) Haddock, op. cit., 18-19.

(570 Infra. XV.
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(34) Straus, Re; ort to the !•';'. I. R. 3. April IS 35, gives a

ful 1 s ta t em 9iit of ths s e chan ".e s

.

(55) Haddock, op, cit., r»_?R

"In September, 19?4 the Local Committee of Arbitration and

Appeal in Philadelphia requested the establishment of a 'basic or normal
market are?. 1 to include only the City of Philadelphia, in order to pre-
vent an ice manufacturer in Riverside, Tev. Jersey, from shipping ice

into Philadelphia and selling it below the established price of 70^
per cwt. existing in Philadelphia before the Riverside Manufacturer
'invaded 1 the Philadelphia market.

"This matter was not presented to the Advisory Hoards until
'early in January. At the advisroy committee meeting" when it was con-
sidered, Ilr. T. P. Cantrell (associate counsel of the Ice Code Authority),
and Mr. Richard1 Bircher (chairman of the Local Committee of Arbitration
and Appeal for Philadelphia) were present to explain to the committee
the necessity for favorable action on their application. During the

discussion, Mr. Bircher casually mentioned the fact that he was also
the head of the 'Philadelphia Ice larketing Service. ' I asked what
that organization did, and was definitely assured both by Mr. Cantrell
and Lir. Bircher that it did absolutely nothing except advertise ice for

Philadelphia manufacturers. iT t being fully satisfied that there was any
necessity 'for favorable action on the application, I requested the Deputy,
after the meeting, to defer action until I could secure some information
from the Consumers' County Council at Philadelphia, he assented, and I

telephoned the chairman of the County Council at Philadelphia, hot being
able to reach her, I got in touch with the chairman of the Camden County
Consumers Council, asking him to investigate and supply me with informa-
tion about the Philadelphia ice situation. I was not aware that he was
a newspaper reporter until the next day,, when the Philadelphia nerspaper"
carried an item to the effect that I was makin an investigation of
charges of monopoly in the Ice Industry there. That afternoon I received
a telegram from Mr. Jul ion Goldberg, attorney for the Independent Ice
Sealers' Association of Philadelphia, stating that he had some important
information to impart. Later in the day, I was advised by the Deputy
that the Code Authority was very much interested in knowing what I was
doing and why. In view of these circumstances, I believed that a trip
to Philadelphia might be worth while, and I spent some six hours there
the next day. On my return, I prepared a memorandum to Deputy Administrata!
Straus, dated January 21, 1935, indicating the result of my in.vestig~.tion.

Briefly stated, it appeared that the Ice Manufacturers
of Philadelphia had entered into an agreement to fix prices and to dis-
cipline manufacturers and dealers who refused to abide by the prices
fixed by the Philadelphia Ice Marketing Service, which would dump vast
quantities of ice at ridiculously low prices in the territory of any
manufacturer or dealer who refused to contribute to the Philadelphia Ice
Marketing Service, or follow its instructions.
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»As a result of this i t, th< • tool: the matter up

with the Code Admir i- 1 • tion Director, v/ho reouef.tet 1 that the Ice Code

Authority "bo c'ireotec to rvake ?r i ' bion of the latter. If this

investigation substantiated the iniorviatioy o ' id i re ort, the

Coo.e Authority w s expected to '

I Local Committee of Arbitration
and Appeals for the Philadelphia , ?.nC appoint another committee

composed of men having no connectiovi with the Philadelphia Ice Marketing
Service. Nothing further vat done after the . tter was referred to the

Code Authority, so far as I can find out.

"Following this, report on the Phila< elnhia situation, Deputy

Administrator Straus refused to establish a 'basic or normal market
area' at that place, a.nc announced his intention of establishing no other
such areas until and unless the Ice Code was amended to r_ ive more
adequate public supervision and control over the industry within such
area?.. Ho further 'market areas. 1 were established during the remainder
of the life of the code."

(56) Consu crs 1 Advisory Poard I.emorandum to R. K. Straus, re

Recommendations — for F.evision of the Code— for the Ice Industry,
laarch 1, 1955. This memorandum, signed by George 5. Haddock, was
collaborated in "oy the writer.

(57) Ibid., 2.

(58) Ibid., 4-5:

"1. Is there a monopoly in the locality under consideration;
or do monopolistic practices exist?

2. Are any agreements in existence oetween members of the
industry with respect to "rices; service; allocation
of routes, territory, sales or production?

3. Are prices reasonable and proper; what effect would
the erection of ne" capacity, or the denial of per-
mission to erect new capacity have on prices?

4. Is existing service adequate and satisfactory; would
the erection of a new plant improve existing service?

5. What is the degree of obsolescence of existing plants;
are they capable of efficient operation; are their cost
of operation reasonable and prober?

6. Are existing plants operated at a. profit or a loss,
and how much of either?

7. Would permission to erect new capacity tend to develon
new markets or deter the loss of existing markets?

S. Would the denial of the application hamper or delay
technological progress in the industry by preventing
the installation of a new type of ice manufacturing
ma.chine?
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9. What effect c"o plants, in localities surrounding that
under consideration, have on prices, service, and
available supply of ice in the locality under considera-
tion?

(a) iTumber, size and location of outside plants.
(b) Distance from proposed plant.
(c) Prices charged by outside plants.
(d) Load factors of outside plants,
(d) Cost of transportation of ice from

outside plants to locality under
consideration.

(f) Past and existing practices of outside plants with
respect to sales within ten:,' ..ten under considera-
tion.

(g) Age and obsolescence of outside '.'.ants,

(h) Ovmership of outside plants.

10. What would be the effect on 3.utsn.de plants, • and prices
throughout the entire area, if application were granted?
How large an area should be considered in this connection?

"

(59) Ibid. 10-11. This problem involves:

"1. Is the applicant financially able to construct and
operate the proposed plant?

2. Will the applicant build the proposed piant, or will
he levy a tribute on existing manufacturers in con-
sideration of his decision not to use the permit? If

he constructs the plant, will he operate it, or will
he sell it for its nuisance value to existing manu-
facturers?

?:. Is the proposed plant of proper size
(

too large, or too

small?

4. Would the proposed plant sell any of its product in

other localities than the one in which erected?

5. Has the applicant any reasonable assurety of success
in his venture, or will he just throw his money away if

: the permit is granted?

6. When two or more applications are ma.de, which shall have
have precedence, or shall both be granted, even though
the total capacity would be in excess of reasonable
ant i c ipa t ed demand?

7. Shall the Administration grant permission to increase
capacity of a plant now having a monopoly? If so, should
that action prevent the grant of- a future application on
the ground that a monopoly exists, even though excess
canac i ty is shown

?
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0. Should the Adra iiiF.trr.ti ant e srmit vrhich 'mild
give monopoly to an a-v-'licrr.t rho foes 'not at ^resent

s monopoly' I.' r-o, is the Administration required

to rant cjv.
" t applications bocuase of the

existence of si o-ol;,'!

(60) Ibid., 13-14:

"Under most forms of public utility regulation, certain duties

are inraosed upon the industry for the protection of the public. Among
them are the following:

1. The utility must rcv.de r reasonable and adequate service,

serving all comers without unreasonable discri dnation.

2. Tor this service the utility may not charge more than

a r e asonab1e ra 1 e

.

3. This service must he rendered without delay.

4. Rules and regulations governing the conduct of the

business must not he contrary to the public interact.

D. Certain restrictions are placed upon abandoning the

e rvice.

"Under the Ice Code as it is framed1 at ?resent, the Adminis-
tration has no authority to compel the industry to follo v " any of these

requirements. Whether the Act itself confers sufficient authority upon
the Administration to mahe possible such regulation is a question for
the Legal Division to pass upon.

"In return for duties imposed upon the utility, certain
concessions and protections a re given it in order that it may be able
to operate successfully and attract financial baching to enable it to

perform these duties. The major grant mace by the State is that the
utility shall be permitted to charge r rate calculate:" to result in a

reasonable return upon a reasonable investment dedicated to the public
use. Another grant, of nea.rly equal importance, is made to many types
of utilities - that of monopoly. Under public utility regulation, these
utilities (provided they perform the duties laid upon them) are granted
a. vested right to remain in er.is terce, which vested right is protected by
granting virtual mono olios in the requirement that no new competition
may enter the field except upon the issuance of a certificate of public
convenience and necessity. The ba.sis of these certificates is not the
needs and desires of the industry, er.ce-^t incidentally to the major
question of what will best serve the public without allowing wasteful
practices or u.seless cap- city, and the reason for their use stands u-on
tne concent that in certain cases the best and cheapest service is not
ffforde." by the competitive system.

"It will be observed that such certificates of nuolic conven-
ience and necessity are used only where the -ouolic interest is adequately
safeguarded ''ui- otner, positive requirement: . This is not true of their
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use in the Ice Code, which .places no requirements on the industry other
than specified minimum wages and maximum hours of employment.

"If the U.S.A. is tp enter into the field of public utility
regulation so far as the Ice Industry is concerned, proper administration
will require the establishment of a large, techincally skilled staff,
qualified to fix rates, supervise operation, evaluate existing plants,
and maintain a constant vigilance to prevent unauthorized agreements,
financial manipulations and other actions contrary to the public interest."

(61) Consumers' Advisory Board Memoranda, April 10, 1935 and April
15, 1935.

(62) Infra, XV
Further details of the Ice Industry's self-administration are

reviewed.

(63) This term is used to include misfeasance and non-feasance.

(64) Freund, Administrative rowers over Persons and Property ,

(University of Chicago Press 1928) , 160. In referring to the Arlidge case,
the author says: "The decision settles the important principle (before
adverted to) that in administrative determinations the nominal authority
need not take actual personal or mental cognizance of a case, but may
assume responsibility for conclusions vicariously reached."

(65) Brookings Institution, The National Recovery Administration ~

an Analysis and an Appraisal . (1935) , 279.

(66) Ibid, 274-278 See particularly p. 276.

(67) Ibid., 272.

(68) Office Memorandum No. 318, December 13, 1934.

(69) Legal Memorandum, No. 60, from Jack Garrett Scott, April 4,

1935.

(70) See Deputy's files re "Rules and Regulations Issued by the
Executive Committee" of the Copper and Brass Mill Products Code treating
with uniform contracts. See memoranda of Assistant Deputy R. M. Richards
on this subject, March 22, and April 15, 1935 to advisers, and their
replies.

(71) Approved Code No. 308, Sup. No. 3, California Sardine Process-
ing Industry, Codes of Fair Competition, X 645.

(72) Code Authority Bulletins No. C. A,-l, C. A, -3, C. A.-3-A,
C. A, -27.

(73) Code Authority Bulletin No. C. A.-2.

(74) Code Authority Bulletin No. C. A. -11; No. C. A. -14.
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(75) Code Authority Ho. C. A. -10.

(76) Cost Accounting System for the industry, and Approved Code

No. 308, National Fishery Industry, Codes of Fair Competition, VII, 327,

Sections 1 and 2.

(77) Approved Code No. 19, Wall Paper Manufacturing Industry, Codes

of Fair Competition, I, 267.

(78) Art. VII, Sec. (c)

.

(79) Deputy David K. Tulley; and Assistant Deputy Administrator
Francis C. Lowthorp.

(80) "WHEREAS, those members present at said meeting accepted by
unanimous vote the following as a 'Schedule of Minimum "Adequate"

Differentials for Wholesalers and Retailers'

.

"3E IT THEREFORE RESOLVED, That the following ruling shall be

adopted and promulgated by the Code Authority of the Wall Faper Manu-

facturing Industry as binding upon the Industry and to be observed hy
gll manufacturers:

"Differentials between wholesalers and retailers snail be not

less than the following:

On papers carrying list or road prices up to and
including 184 ..... 10$^

On papers carrying list or road prices over
184 and under 304 15$

On papers carrying list or road prices from
304" but under 404 20$

On papers carrying list or road prices
404 and over individual

"For the purposes of the above differentials purchasers of less
than $3,000.00 per year from all mills shall be sold as retailers.

"The group of purchasers above $3,000.00 while made up largely
of wholesalers nevertheless includes a number of large retailers who
because of their distributional methods are in some cases capahle of
rendering a wholesaling service to the manufacturer and who cannot he
exactly or correctly defined for the purposes of this classification.
It is therefore the opinion of the Code Authority that manufacturers
shall estahlish their own differentials between wholesalers and retailers
included in this group.

"Nothing contained in this ruling shall be interpreted to pre-
vent a greater differential to wholesale purchasers whose purchases
aggregate over $3,000.00 from all mills per year.
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"Svery manufacturer shall set up within five days after the

receipt hereof full schedules of list prices for retailers nnd shall file

a signed copy of such list prices- with th'e Executive Secretary of the

Code Authority. This provision is to ensure the maintenance of proper
differentials between, retailers and wholesalers.

"The Code Authority, through its executive secretary, or other
impartial agency, is empowered to establish and publish an Annual Classi-
fication- of Buyers ~- Based Upon Total Individual Purchases from Al l

Manufacturers . such classification to indicate the proper classification
of each buyer only as over and under a $3,000.00 purchaser from all mills;
in no case shall the dollar amount of individual buyers' purchases be
published.

"With the advice and the approval of the Administrator, the

Code Authority shall be empowered to further revise or modify this
Commercial Ruling.

9

"This Ruling is an emergency ruling arrived at with the under-
standing on the part of both Code Authorities that when and as such amend-
ments to this ruling are presented to and approved by the Administrator
this ruling shall be modified purs^^ant thereto. Furthermore, the Ad-
ministrator may at any time suspend, or cancel this ruling."

(81) Administrative Order No. 19 - 17, April 18, 1955.

(82) Minutes of the Code Authority Meeting, September 27, 1933, and
Commercial Ruling No. 2 on B ase Prices adopted at that meeting: "Until
further revision base prices adopted by the Advisory Committee at the

Lake George Meeting -sh-al-1 be adhered to -and all quotations lower than
such base prices will be considered sales below cost, unless justified by
the mills making such quotations." •

Minutes of the March 22, 1934 Meeting show how the ruling worked:

"The file of pending complaints* of Code Violation were received.
The executive secretary reporting that substantial progress was being made
toward the clearing and closing of all pending complaints arising in

relation to the Lake George- Schedule. He- reported having received cost

figures from the following concerns:

Barnes Wall Paper
Commercial Wall Paper Co.

William Vernhold Co.

"With the exception of Commercial personal contact w? s established
in each case." This concern' has submitted figures regarding which complete
agreement has not been reached. However, a letter to the trade indicating
withdrawal of all prices below the Lake George Schedule as issued by this

concern has come to the executive secretary's attention. Satisfactory
closure of the complaint regarding Commercial is contingent upon official
verification of this letter as a general policy, or final agreement on the

co-st figures."
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(83) Approved Code No. 120, Paper and Pulp Industry, Codes of Fair
Competition, III, 115.

(84) Paper and Pulp Industry - Proposed Amendments to Code of

Fair Competition, May 10, 1935. Transcript, 85, Mr. J. M. Austin,

(Secretary, Napkin Association): "The Paper Napkin Industry is very much
in the same position as Mr. Boyce outlined. We have had a divisional
status and everything except official recognition, which, as a matter of

fact, we thought we had since a year ago last January or February, and
at that time the napkin group separated from the tissue division with
the consent of the tissue group.

"An application was made to the N.H.A. for divisional status
under the Paper and Pulp Code, and as Mr. Soyce explained, through some

slip, that was never officially granted. However, an executive authority
was elected by the industry and it has been functioning as a separate
division and as a separate entity. We have both our association and the

executive authority, which of course has not been official because it

was never confirmed down here, as I understand the situation."

(85) Approved Code No. 2, Shipbuilding and Shiprepairing Industry,
Codes of Fair Competition, I, 25.

(86) H. G-errish Smith, Chairman, Shipbuilding and Shiprepairing
Industry Committee, to Assistant Deputy Administrator H. Newton Whittelsey,
January 17, 1935:

u "We note your statement that special exemption from the maximum
hour provisions of the Code must be obtained either by an amendment to

the Code or ^o'j an exemption of a temporary nature.

"We note further that you state no authorization e xists for
the industry to work in excess of the maximum hour provisions in the Code

on emergencies.

"This matter was taken up this date at a meeting of the Code
Authority at which Colonel W. W. Hose and yourself were present, and the

absolute necessity of working beyond the Code hours on certain emergency
work was shown, and attention was invited to the discussion of this

matter that occurred at the Code Authority meetings in 1933, the minutes
of one of which meetings dated November 8th of that year contained the

following regarding emergency works:

"'The Code Committee for several meetings was confronted
with requests from shipbuilding and shiprepairing firms
asking for exemptions in hours worked due to emergency
work. It was felt by the Committee that some letter of
instruction should be sent out covering this class of
work and thereupon the Chairman offered a draft of letter
and form for approval. The letter was gone over and the
following was adopted:
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1,1 The Code Committee has not granted any general
approval of emergency work, and will not do so.

For the time "being the Code Committee will consider
special cases of emergency work, and will approve
them where thd facts justify such action.'

(87)'. iIMd:,

"Mr. 'William H. Davis, our Deputy Administrator at that time
was present at the above meeting and discussed and approved of the letter
quoted above. That letter was sent out to the Industry under date of
November 16, 1933 and at the same time was printed as Interpretation No. 2,

of which N. R. A, has a copy." ;>

(88) Assistant Deputy Administrator H. Newton Whittelsey to Consumers '

Advisory Board, January 22, 1935 ;

"The Shipbuilding Industry since November 8, 1933, has been
working on the supposed authority of the Shipbuilding and Shiprepairing
Industry Committee to permit such Emergency work. However, the Code was
never properly amended, nor was an Exemption requested, or granted by the
Administration. For this reason I advised the Code Committee that I could
not find adequate authority for the Industry to continue to exceed the
maximum hours of the Code on Emergency work. I advised them further that
the Code should be amended and while an amendment is under consideration

a temporary Exemption might be granted."

(89) Approved Code No. 15, Men's Clothing Industry, Codes of Fair
Competition, I, 229.

(90) Interpretations of the Code of Fair Competition for the Men's
Clothing Industry ~ Men's Clothing Code Authority - 225 Fifth Avenue ,

New York, New York :

6. The word "substantial classes" as used in
Article II subdivision (b) are to include
20$ of the total number of employees employed
in any establishment.

If, however, there is any individual case in
which 20$ seems inequitable, the full facts of
such case are to be communicated to the Committee
provided for in Article II, subdivision (d) for
their further consideration.

Approved September 26, 1933.

8. No provision for closeouts or clearance sales
for topcoats is found in Article X. The decision
of the Code Authorit2/ is that topcoats, either
for the Spring or Fall, may be closed out at such
periods as the manufacturer deems desirable.

Approved September 26, 1933.
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Eighteen of these were issued. N. R. A. never took any official
action in regard to these, as for as a thorough check will reveal.

(91) Approved Code No. 15, Men's Clothing Industry, op. eit., Art.

VIII, Clause 9:

"No member of the Industry shall accept for credit or exchange
returned merchandise, except for defects in manufacture, delay in delivery,
errors in shipment or failures to conform to specifications. No returned
merchandise shall he accepted for credit if returned after ten ( 10) days,
from date of receipt "by the customer, except on account of defects in

manufacture not discoverable "by reasonable inspection. No member of this
Industry shall accept for credit or exchange worn and washed garments,
except as hereinabove provided."

(92) Approved Code No. 408, Undergarment and Negligee Industry,
Codes of Fair Competition, IX, 935.

(93) Undergarment and Negligee Code Authority Bulletin - Vol. 1 .

No. 2. September, 1934:

"It is with the last four lines of this Clause (9 of Art. VIII)

that we are presently concerned. If a retailer accepts a worn and washed
garment from his customer because it is claimed to be defective either in

manufacture or material and he sends it to the manufacturer for credit,
who is to determine whether that return is justified? Remember that we
are dealing with a garment that has been worn and washed. Is the manu-
facturer to be the sole judge of whether the return is or is not justified
on the theory that his merchandise is always right, or shall it be left
to the judgment of the retailer on the theory that his customer is always
right? Who is to determine whether the garment (taking price into con-
sideration) has given reasonable wear? Fno is to determine whether the
garment bought was not several sizes too small, and finally, who is to

determine whether the garment has been properly laundered.

"It is this problem that your Code Authority is attempting to

solve. With the view of finding a method that would be fair to the
retailer, consumer, as well as the manufacturer, the Code Authority is

establishing a Bureau, at its headquarters at 261 Fifth Avenue, to receive
all returns of worn and washed garments manufactured from woven silk.

These garments will be examined by the U. S. Te sting Company, and if found
de fective, the manufacturer will be asked to pass credit to the retailer.
Otherwise the garment will be returned to the retailer..

"The many retailers that have been consulted are of the opinion
that this is a constructive step in the- stabilization of the Industry.

"The following is a brief outline of the plan, - full details
of which will be mailed to you in the course of the next few days.

"1. Manufacturers are to notify retailers that under
the regulation of the Code Authority they are not
permitted to accept the return of worn and washed
silk garments.
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"2. Retailers should "be advised to send parcel
direct to Code Authority, 261 Fifth Avenue.

"3. A sticker, outlining the plan, to "be used on
invoices, will "be furnished to manufacturers
"by the Code Authority.

"4. .The garment will "be examined and tested "by the
U. S. Testing Company and a report sent to manu-
facturer and retailer.

"5. It is not contemplated, for the present, to make
any charge for the service rendered "by the Code
Authority. n

Undergarment and Negligee Code Authority Bulletin - Vol 1. No. 3 .

February, 1935.

Bureau of Returns - Worn and Washed Garments

"Retailers and manufacturers are by this time aware of the very
good work that is being done by the Bureau of the Return of Worn and
lashed Garments.

"To those manufacturers and retailers who have not as yet availed
themselves of the services of the Code Authority, it may be pertinent at

this time to outline the procedure.

"When the retailer or manufacturer returns a garment to the
Code Authority he is asked that the return be accompanied with a statement
showing the name of the retailer and the name of the manufacturer, approxi-
mately when purchased and the price paid, also the cause of the complaint.

"This is recorded by the Clerical Staff of the Bureau and the

garment is then ready to be sent to the IT. S. Testing Co. for examination.
The first step by the U. S. Testing Co. is the determination of the com-
plaint and the extent of the damage. The result of this damage is. recorded
under the heading of 'Observed Damage.*

"The technician then makes the necessary tests and studies
covering the following items:

" 1, Construction of the fabric
2. Composition, weighted or pure dye.

3. Cut of garment, straight or biased.
4. Slippage or shifting of fabric.
5. Type of seams.

6. Amount of fabric taken in at seams.

7. Sewing thread used in seams.
8. Color fastness to washing and crocking.
9. Price (Wholesale)

.

"Additional tests are made depending upon the nature of the

damage. For example, if the damage is a broken or ruptured fabric, it is

-
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necessary to determine the tensile strength of the fabric to see whether
or not the complaint of a weal: fabric is justified. All of the nbove

information is listed on the report under the heading 'Fabric Construction
and ¥orkmansiiip' .

"Under the heading of 'Conclusion' the report states that

either the 'Retail Store Return is Justified' or the 'Retail Store Return

is not Justified' . This conclusion is followed with an explanation of the

cause of the damage based on the inspection, examination and tests. In

addition, the report is stamped 'G-arment Returned t© Manufacturer' or

'Garment Returned to Retailer' , whichever the case may be.

"Standards have been established covering the construction,
tensile strength, type of seams, workmanship and all other factors, so that

after making the necessary tests and examination, the proper conclusions
may be drawn based on facts and the garment returned to the proper party.

"Copies of the report are mailed to the retail store, manufactu-
rer and Code Authority. The garments are returned to the retail store in

cases where the returns are found to be unjustified and to the manufacturer
where the complaints are justified.

"The Bureau was established Oct. 1, 1934 and our records' show
that for four months up to Feb. 1, 1935, there have been examined 4192
number of garments, of which amount 2231 number of garments were returned
to the manufacturer with the notation 'Claim Justified', and 1961 number
of garments were returned to retailers with the notation 'Claim Unjustified.

(94) Approved Code No. 7, Corset and Brassiere Industry, Codes of
Fair Competition, Vol. I, 69.

(95) Monthly Bulletin Corset and. Brassiere Code Authority - 232
Madison Avenue, "^Tew York, I-Tew York. - Vol. II. February, 1935.

1

'

R

eflations Governing Infractions of Section (d)

Delivery, and Section (f) Dntin^. Discounts and
Rebates of Article IX of the Code of Fnir Competition
for the Corset and Brassiere Industry

"1. Within 30 days after knowledge of an infraction by any
customer of Code provisions as to discounts, and/or the service charge
notice of such violation with full particulars must be filed with the Code
Authority.

"2. Assignments of claims for excessive discount, unearned dis-
count and/or the service charge shall be made and delivered to the Chairman
of the Code Authority at the time of notification. Forms for assignment
purposes will be supplied to each member of the Industry.

"3. The customer's account may be credited only for the amount
of the payment plus allowable discount. The unallowable deduction must
remain as a balance on the ledger account, but after assigning same to the
Code Authority the customer's account may be balanced and the item may be
transferred to an account headed 'Code Authority Assignments'.
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u 4. At each meeting of the Code Authority, the Chairman will
report such notices of violations and assignments and he shall take such

action as the Code Authority may direct.

"5. A copy of these rules shall "be sent "by each subscribing
member to all active customers on their books.

"6. All of the foregoing shall be in addition to the handling
of such violations through the machinery afforded by the National Recovery
Administration."

(96) Memorandum by E. W. Brand on this subject, April 6, 1935.

The memorandum states that the Legal Adviser thought the Code
Authority to be "fully within its rights in adopting this plan."

(9?) Brookings Institution, op. cit., 253.

(98) A study made by the Consumers' Advisory Board, entitled
"Experience with the Open Price Provisions of Approved Codes" , offers
some excellent examples. Recommenda.tion No. 3 was "In regulnting price
filing, Code Authorities should not be permitted to exceed the powers
given by their codes over terms of sale."

Two of the many examples are given:

"Paper and Pulp Industry (Cardboard Manufacturers Division )

Code Ho. 120 .

"The Secretary of the Code Authority threatens an unpleasant
investigation of costs if filed prices are not raised.

" (The code contains an open price provision with a
waiting period and a provision against selling
below individual cost except to meet competition!)

"Letter of January 23, the Secretary of the Code Authority:

" »Your filed prices were roughly 10 per cent less than
those filed by your competitors. In view of their ex-
perience in the manufacturing of a similar grade, they
feel it doubtful that you could justify such prices.
Consequently, I feel sure that you will want to revise
your prices so that they will bear a closer relation to

those of your competitors. They pointed out that in the
event you found yourself unable to cooperate, it was the

opinion of some of the members that they might have to

resort to procedure provided. .. .by the code. Under this
provision a member may complain to the Code Authority
in regard to your price schedule. This will lead to an

investigation to ascertain whether this price can be
justified Such a procedure is of course unpleasant
and costly. I am sure this matter can be straightened
out without resorting to any such action.'
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'It was pointed out that in the event the investigation

proved that this price schedule could be justified on

the "basis of your own (?ost, that the members would then

be forced to meet your price. This would then destroy
your existing competitive advantage and merely serve to

lower the existing price structure to no avail. 1 "

"Motor Fire Apparatus I.-'fg. Industry. Code No. 108

"The Code Authority sent out a list of suggested prices although

not authorized to do this by its code.

"Letter of March 1, manufacturer of fire apparatus.

" 'We have been holding strictly to these prices for fear
they were authorized by the Code Authority and might pos-
sibly get us in bad if we did not sell at the schedule
price for extras. There are a great many items priced
in this list that we can produce probably a lot cheaper
than some of the bigger corporations who have terrific
overhead. '

"

(99) Approved Code No. 349, Mayonnaise Industry, Codes of Fair
Competition, VIII, Art. X, 283.

See Releases of the Mayonnaise Code Authority, No. 7, 8, 10,

11, 14.

See also Transcript of Hearing, Cast Iron Soil Pipe Industry,
January 23, 1934, 25. A letter by the National Association of Master
Plumbers, Shoreham Building, 15th and H. Sts., N.W. , Washington, D. C.

"Now we are asked to pay the Cartage of these fittings back
to Chicago which we are willing to do but we are told by reason of this
Code that we are to be penalized 25^ of the price which this company
agreed to sell us these fittings fork to be deducted if we return these
fittings.

"The Soil Fipe Industry has always b een more or less of a
racket in the way of price fixing, but today since they have been given
a Code by the United States Government, it is impossible to deal with
them. They have set themselves on a pedestal and anybody that wants any
of their products is at the mercy of that Combine which exists through
the medium of a Code. In the enclosed copy you will note all of the
stress is laid to the fact that they cannot violate the rules of the Code,
but you will notice that in their letter that this rule was made by their
own committee."

Page 29. Mr. A. C. Olson, Crane Co., 156 N. Jefferson St.,
Chicago, Illinois:

"Dear Sir: We have your letter of January 12, We note your
customer H. P. Reger & Co., seems dissatisfied with the service given on
this order.
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11 It is very positive violation of the code we are working under
to handle this "billing or to accept settlement other than just as we have
invoiced it to you. While we regret the situation as you explain it,
still most positively our company will not knowingly violate the code
that we are working under.

"The code committee in charge of its enforcement and "by authority
given them in the code have passed a resolution that any goods returned
must stand a deduction of 25^ and the parties returning them pay all
freight charges. Personally I am not in favor, or in accord, with the
full amount of that charge, at the same time our company will observe
until the code committee can be persuaded to make some amendment."

Page 85. "Deputy King: Do you think there are members in your
Industry who, if they had a two thousand ton order offered them would
likely file a more attractive price if it was necessary to get the
business?

"Mr. Hamilton: We have had to sifc up at night with them to
keep them from doing that, but they have not done it yet.

"Deputy King: You mean you have used pressure on them to keep
them from doing it?

"Mr. Hamilton: No sir, not pressure, but we have tried to show
them the errors of their way."

Page 101. "Deputy King: Those are recommendations from whom
to .whom?

"Mr. Hamilton: In the association:

"'We recommend that goods of manufacturer's own make may be re-
turned by payment by purchaser of freight both ways, with twenty-five per
cent as a handling charge. Specials and obsolete goods may be returned
at scrap prices. Return of any goods to be made only if permission is

given by the manufacturer.'

"There was no reason that they may not have—he is a salesman

—

could not have allowed this man to take these goods out at his own expense
from the warehouse and return them at his own expense.

"Deputy King: Yes. But you are taking a refuge in the code here
in that letter to one of your customers, justifying a charge of twenty-five
per cent, when, as your own recommendation says, it is twenty-five per cent

on standard goods, and only scrap prices allowed on special goods.

"Mr. Hamilton: On obsolete goods, which are specials.

Those are the fittings I was telling you were made up special
for a certain job.

"Deputy King: We have nothing to do with the ordinary trade
practices within an industry, and in the ordinary policy that any manu-
facturer wishes to pursue in the ordinary conduct of his business.
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"We have no right, in the Recovery Administration, to question

that, if it is an honorable procedure in the matter of policy.

"But we are very sensitive to the actions of any manufacturer

who, in the treatment of his customer, resorts to practices, claiming he

is not permitted to do differently under his code, when his code does

not cover that situation.

"Mr. Hamilton! I agree with you one hundred per cent, sir.

"Deputy King: You admit in this case that the company was

wrong, and I assume that you will take steps to correct the situation?

"Mr. Hamilton: I absolutely admit it, sir.

"It was somebody that did not understand, and he used a word,

he used the word 'code' in the place of something else, but they are wrong,

regardless of that.

"Deputy King: This document that you just read from here;

that is a copy of the action taken by your code authority?

"Mr. Hamilton: Yes, the minutes of the association.

"Kir. W. A. Brecht: The association meeting setting up rules
for the industry.

"Deputy King: Then you have not t alien this action under the

code; it is just an association matter, and represents recommendations?

"Mr, Brecht: -hat is right."

(100) Testimony of ^homas Blaisdell.

(101) Tate, Memorandum, Dated 21, 1934, on the Commercial Relief
Printing Industry pointed out that the Code Authority gave the impression
to the industry that the so-called "Franklin" schedule must be followed
by the industry;

Hadley, Memorandum, May 29, 1935, on the Electro typing and
Stereotyping Industry* The industry followed a cost accounting system
never approved by J. R. A.; Hadley, Memorandum, May 29, 1935, points out

a similar situation in the Photo Engraving Industry.

(102) Approved Code No. 237, Graphic Arts Industry, Codes of Pair
Competition, VII, 1.

(103) Hadley, Memorandum, April 3, 1935k on the Graphic Arts Indus-
t ries, comments upon Division Administrator C-eorge Buckley's actions in
this regard.

(104) Supra, n. (68), Factual Basis.

(105) Brookings Institution, op. cit., 268
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(106) Mackenzie, Memorandum re Improper Code Authority Activities
by Motor Vehicle Retailing Trade Code Authority, June 23, 1935,

(107) Approved Code No. 445, Balling Industry, Codes of Fair Con-
petition, Vol. XI, 1.

(108) The complete story is set f^rth in a memorandum entitled
"Baking Industry Code", June 8, 1935, by the writer.
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NOTES TO CHAPTER XII

(1) Brookings Institution, The National Recovery Adminis-
tration - An Analysis and An Appraisal (1935)

See also Supra, X.

(2) Ibid., 266-267.

(3) Ibid., 267.

(4) Ibid., 260.

(5) Ibid., 270.

(6) Ibid., 270.

(7) Ibid., 267.

(8) The basis for this discussion was furnished in conver-
sations with Messrs. Howard C. Dunn and John B. Jago, both formerly
of the Compliance Staff.

(9) Ibid., particularly the statements of Mr. Jago, who was
a field adjuster.

(10) ERA Bulletin No. 5, Regulations on Pro,•.&:) ore for Local
HRA Compliance Bee rds, September 12, 1933.

(11) ibid. This contains the admonition oha'J:

th-3 whole tone of any notifies tion whether
".ritven, telephonic or pBerr*ciaa -hould be
•'. k, io of assuming that the employ or is comply-
ing and that the complaint is due to some
misunderstanding which the employer can clear
up be explaining the situation to a represen-
tative of the Board. The employer should not
be gdven the name of the coniolainant unless
the employer requests it and the complainant
agrees.

"

(12) ERA Bulletin Ho. 7, Manual for the Adjustment of Com-
plaints by State Directors and Code Authorities; January 22, 1934 and
amendments dated, April 6, 1934 and May 12, 1934.

(13) See Office Order Ho. 79, which under the heading "Field
Contacts" states:

"_ _ « .. however, it was not intended that the
Compliance Division is to undertake the adminis-
tration of all codes for compliance and enforcement.
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This remains the responsibility of a Code Author-
ity, the administrative member and the Deputy and
Division Administrator for each Code."

(14) Supra, V:

See, F e deral_ Trade C orami s s i o

n

v. Baltimore Paint Colo r
Works, 41 F. (2d) 474 (C.C.A. 4th, 1930.).

(15) Handler, "The national Industrial Recovery Act", 19
A.B.A. Journal 440, 443 (1933).

(16) The Act, Sections 3(f) and 10(a) - Stanley v. Pea-
body Coal Co.. 5 P. Supp. 612, 614 (1933):.

"It is a singular fact .that the Industrial
Recovery Act provides no penalty for the viola-
tions of the Act. The only crimes denounced in
the Act are for: (l) Violating a Code approved
by the President ; and, .(2) for violating the rules
and regulations prescribed by the Psesident to

carry out the purposes of the Act."

(17) Section 3(b) and (c) -

Comment - "Some Legal Aspects of the national Indus-
trial Recovery Act", 47 Harvard Law Review
85 (1933)

(18) Brief for A.L.A. Schecter in Schectcr v. U.S., 70:

"Accusations have been made, tried, sustained
and punishments "imposed and with relatively few ex-

ceptions no effort has been made to use the methods
of enforcement provided by the Recovery Act, but
employers have been kept in line by using the coer-
cive force of Government boycott, compliance has
been enforced by depriving persons charged with
code violation; of the use of the Blue Eagle, of the
right to compete for Government contracts, by for-
bidding all contractors engaged in Government work
to purchase materials or supplies produced or furni-
shed in whole nr in part, by one who has not complied
with the code, by withholding financial aid extended to

industry by the Reconstruction Pinance Corporation,
arid by threatening to revoke the licenses of radio
broadcasting stations which do not deny their faci-
lities to advertisers 'who arc disposed to defy, ignore

or modify the codes established by the KRA."
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(19) Blachly and Oatman, Administrative Legislation and
Adjudication (Brookings Institution 1934) t

153:

The authors suggest that the MIA, by its

compliance activities, "furnishes the most striking
and complete example of an attempt to settle diffi-
cultics "by way of mediation, conciliation, and ad-
ministrative procedure generally, rather than "by

judicial or quasi-judicial action." Of course, as
the authors --joint out, the .IRA itself had no power
to enforce the Act, being forced to rely upon the

Department of Justice or Federal Trade Commission,
which enforcement had in the past proved inadequate
in relation to the loss complex anti-trust statutes.

Sec also pp. 253-254.

(20) Dealing, Homan, Lorwin and Lyon, The ABC of 1IRA

(Brookings Institution 1935), 97:

"The setting for the enforcement problem is

seen in the fact that neither the KRA nor any
agency established by it has any legal power to

coerce any business enterprise into complying with
the terms of a code. All its elaborate mechanism of

compliance is therefore designed, first, to establish
the fact of violation of a code, and second, to 'per-
suade' the violator to mend his ways and to 'adjust'

complaints. Only at the end of the procedure is the
ca.se passed on to the Department of Justice or the
Federal Trade Commission for the exercise of the
government's power to coerce. To sum the matter up,

the violator of a code is violating the law, but the
Recovery Admini strati on has no power to enforce the
law. The word 'compliance' is not therefore a mere
euphemism for 'enforcement.'"

(21) Brookings Institution, op. cit. 263:

"Whatever the services of prompt justice in

discouraging crime, the customary theory of justice
does not permit legal officers to overlook the
offences of known wilful violators of law. This
is exactly what has been done under ERA compliance
machinery. The out-come is a system of 'selective
justicej under which a few violators arc selected to

be made examples of, with no pretense of prosecuting
other cases of similar nature."

June 21, 1934:
(22) (7211) Opinion of the Attorney General to the President,
4s
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"I have also given corsideration to the question
of whether the National Recovery Act author-
izes the President to compromise civil or criminal lia-
bility arising thereunder, and, in my opinion, it does
not do so. I find nothing in the Act which expressly
or impliedly authorizes such action. Nearly all impor-
tant laws contdn provisions authorizing some executive
officer to establish regulations to carry out the pur-
poses therof, but it has never been held that the
authority to compromise liability arises under such laws.

As above indicated, the power to make regulations does
not include the power to alter, amend, or add to a lav/

(Merrill v. Jones supra). It is clear that a regulation
authorizing the compromise of liability arising under the
National Industrial Recovery Act would be in effect
legislation and, therefore, invalid."

(22) Blachly and Oatman, op. cit.

,

(23) Johnson, The Blue Eagle from Egg to Earth (Saturday
Evening Post, February 2, 1935)" 86:

"If an individual voluntarily agrees with the
President to pay standard wages for standard hours,
in consideration of being allowed to display the Blue
Eagle, statute or no statute, this difficulty has
been, abated, even though the only remedy for violations
in intrastate commerce is removal of the Blue Eagle."

(24) 1 U.S. Law Week 49, September 26, 1933: News Papers of
October 31, 1933. .

(25) 1 U.S. Law Week 49, September 26, 1933

;

Note - "Possible Methods of attacking the N.I.R.A.-
28 Illinois Law Review 544 (1935)

(26) In Raladam Co. v. Federal Trade Commission , 42 E (2d)
430 (C.C.A. 6th, 1930) there was brought up the fact that the Chairman
of the Federal Tra.de Commission had advised newspapers that there would
be prosecution against those who assisted the Raladam Co, At pages
436-437, the Court says:

"It appears that these methods of influence, aarried
on in this case before this cross-suit for enforcement
was commenced, and while it has been pending, have
destroyed a large part of petitioner's business through
refusals to accept this advertising, and only the injun-
ction of this court is needed to make the elimination
complete. We ha.ve no occasion to deny nor, indeed, reason
to doubt, that this elimination would tend to the public
good; but we cannot think that Congress had any concep-
tion that it was creating a tribunal for that kind of

action.

"
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(27) Executive Order, April 14, 1934.

(28) (7211) Opinion of the Attorney-General to the President,
June 21, 1934:

"The National Industrial Recovery Act does not

provide for civil penalties Section 3(f) of Title I

(c.110) provides that a violation of a code of fair
competition approved by the President shall be a mis-
demeanor and upon conviction thereof an offender shall
be fined not more than $500 for each offense. Section

• 10 (a) (c.827) provides, inter alia, that violations
of rules or regulations made by. the President shall
be punishable by fine of not to exceed $500, or im-
prisonment of not to exceed six months, or both.
These provisions clearly contemplate judicial action
through criminal proceedings. A criminal statute
may not be enforced by civil action. United States
v. Claflin, 97 U.S. 546.

"It is also urged by the Administration that pay-
ment of the civil penalties to be assessed by the
Administration would be entirely voluntary. However,
criminal prosecution or permit revocation might and
probably would, result from a refusal to pay the civil
penalty, and I find it difficult to reach the conclusion
that such payments would be held to be entirely voluntary.

"Viewing the matter in the light of the above con-
siderations and the above-cited authorities, I am cf
the opinion that the President has no a.uthority to im-

pose civil penalties for violations of codes and regu-
lations, and that violators of such codes arid regula-
tions may not lawfully be punished in a. manner other
than that provided by Congress in the National Indus-
trial Recovery Act. It follows, of course, that the
President has- no power to delegate such authority to

the Federal Alcohol Control Administration and that
the issuance of Ibbe proposed Executive Order would be
unauthorized.

"

(29) Bearing, Homan, Lorwin, and Lyon, The A3C of the KRA .

17: suggests this method of enforcement.. But see Purity Ice Case Co., Inc .

20 F.T.C. 278, Bocket 2203, April 4, 1935: indicating the Trade Commis-
sion's refusal to follow all code provisions.

(30) Blachly and Oatman, op. cit. 172.

(31) Ibid: 8-9

(32) Frankfurter and Landis, The Business of the Supreme Court
(New York, 1927).
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(35) The Clayton Act, however, allowed individuals to sue
to remove restrictions in commerce upon them.

(34) C-eneral Investment Co . v. Lake Shore & Michigan S.R .

Co., 260 U.S. 261 (1922). Particularly see cases cited at page 286,
and D .R. Wilder Mfg. Co . v. Corn Products Co ., 236 U. S. 165 (1915);
Minnesota v. Northern Securities Co. , 194 U.S. 48 (1904); Paine Lumber
Co. v. Neal, 244 U.S. 439 (1917).

(35) Progressive Miners of America v. Peabody , 7 Fed. Supp.
340 (1934); Western Powder Manufacturing Co. v. Interstate Coal Co .,

5 Fed. Supp. 619 (1934); Stanley v. Peabody Coal Co ., 5 Fed. Supp. 612
(1933); ana Purvi s v. Bazemor e. 5 Fed. Supp. 230 (1933). But see
Sherman v. Abeles . 269 N.Y.S. 849 (1934) contra, but based upon the
New York Schackno Act.

(36) Brookings Institution, op. cit., 59.

(37) U.S . v. Grimaud , 220 U.S. 506 (1910); and I llinoi s

Central Railroad Co . v. McKendree , 203 U.S. 514 (1906).

(38) Comer, Legislative Functions of National Administrative
Authority (New York 1927), 126 n. 2:

There is doubt in the minds of some writers
as to the constitutionality of delegating discre-
tion to name penalties for criminal offenses not

named in the statute. This practice is followed
in England, with the limitation of a fixed maximum
by the statute. On this point, see Hart, the

Ordinance—Making Powers of the President of the

United States, 151-155.

(39) Sec. 3(a)

(40) Supra, VIII, n. (59) et seq. ; and Legal Memorandum
No. 39 by Blackwell Smith quoting a memorandum oy Robert P. Reeder,
on Examination of Books, June 21, 1934.

(41) Supra, n. 8 and 12, which furnish the basis for the
brief outline of the steps in the complaint - compliance - enforcement
procedure.

(42) Supra, IV.

(43) See the discussion of this point in this Chapter, supra.

It should be noted that it is rather well-established that delegated
legislation should not authorize the imposition of penalties: Carr,

Delegated Legislation (Cambridge University Press 1921), 53. The basis
of this dictrine is said to rest in the Case of Proclamations , 12 Coke
Reporter 74.
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(44) Johnson, The Blue Eagle from Egg to Earth, Now York
1935 in a number of places suggests that:

"like the Draft Act the whole law was written to

depend on co-operation and popular support , rather
than on statutory compulsion. That is the very "basis

of N.I.R.A. and N.E.A.

"

(45) Brookings Institution, op. cit. t 263 ct scc^.
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CHAPTER XIII

(I) The National ^dustrial Recoyerv Act, 48 Stat. 195, Brief
for A. L. A. Schechter Corooration in Schechter v. U. S. excellently
analyzes the powers granted in terms of the statute.

(p) Title I, Section 1.

(3) A. L. A. Schechter Corp . v. U , S. . 295 U. S. 495 (1935)

Panama Refining Co. v . Ryan, 293 U. S. 388 (1935).

(4) Title I, Section 2(a), (b) and (c).

(5) State v. Butler, 73 Atl. 560 (Me. 1909) and State v. Poulin .

74 Atl. 119 (He. 1909). But contra see, Carson v. Mcleod . 148 S. E.

584 (G-a. 1929); and Cochno^er v. IT. S. . 248 U. S. 407 (l919) approving
the po^er if "the delegation - - (has) clear expression or implication."
Childs v. Stat- . 113 Pac. 545 (Okl. 1910) approves the delegation of

power to fill an office created b^ the legislature.

(6) Title I, Section 3.

(7) Title I, Section 4(a) and 7(h).

(8) Titl^ I, Section 4(d). This ipo^r^r "as n^ver exercised, and
lapsed ty its o-^n terms at the expiration of a year.

(9) Title I, Section 7<c}.e

(10) Title I, Section ^(b) and (c).

(II) Title I, Section 3(-)

(12) Title I, Section 8(h).

(13) Title I, Section 9(c). Panama Refininr Co . v. Ryan, 293,
U. S. 388 (1935) involved this section.

(14) Title I, Section 9(a).

(15) Title I, Section 3(a).

(16) Title I, Section 1.

(17) Title I, Section 3(h).

(18) Title I, Section 3(a)

(19) Willoughhy, Constitutional Law of the United States(New
York 1929) I, 89.

(20) 19 Ruling Case La^. Municipal Corporations nar 75 and 106
and cases there cited. Th~* doctrine of strict or narrow construction
of delegated po^er is referred to. It is also stated that po^er cannot
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be redelogated to private persons or to subordinates unless it is

merely ministerial in nature.

(2l) KRA Organization Studios, History Unit is preoaring a full

report upon the subject of Powers. The writer has been asked to

analyze and write uo th~ material that has been gathered. The -oroblcm

is distinct from th^ general scope of this stud -"-

.

(2?) Infra, XII discussion of enforcement.

(23) Infra, XII discussion of assessments.

(24) Supra, XI, 1. .

(25) Barrett: "Is there a National Police Po"n r, etc.",

14 Boston University Law Review 243 (1934) ; Dickinson, "The Major
Issues Presented by the Industrial Recovery Act", 33 Columbia La™
Review 1095 (1933), 1101; Brown, "The Constitution, The Supreme Court

and the IT. I. R. A.", 13 Oregon Law Review 10? (l934). Soe also Field,

"The Constitutional Theory of the National Industrial Recovery Act,"

18 Minnesota Law Review 269 (1934) ; Corwin, "Congress' Power to Prohi-

bit Commerce: A Crucial Constitutional Issue", 18 Cornell Law Journal

477 (1933) ; Ellingwood, "The Hew Deal and the Constitution", 28 Illinois
Law R-yjew 729 (l934) : and Corwih; "Twilight of the Supreme Court",

Yale University Press (1934), 45-4S:

"It' will be urged no doubt that, considered as typifying or

fore- shadowing a permanent system of legislation, Nira spells the

end, or at least the complete
' subordination, of state power over

business and industry, and h^nce the end of the dual federal prin-
ciple within this predominantly important- field of governmental
action. Nor do I see how this assertion can be gainsaid. But the
simple and sufficient answer is that in so doing the act merely
sounds the knell of a departed day, and for the reason stated by
Professor Gulick in his address at Chicago last summer: 'Nothing
effective can be don^ in the regulation or stabilization of econo-
mic affairs unless th^ area of planning and control has the same
boundaries as the economic structure.'"

Professor Corwin' s statement should not be read in the sens^ of an
opinion as to the coxirt's course of action, but as a criticism of its
past action.

(26) The Constitution, Article 1, Section 8 (7-).

(27) G-avit, The Commerce Clause (Bloomington, Indiana, 1932) 47:

"Results under commerce clause and Due Process Clauses may be the same."
Wahrenbrock, "Federal Anti-Trust Law and the N.I.R.A.", 37 Michigan Law
Review 1009. 1045-1065 (1933) .

(28') Code Revision, Memorandum No. 3, May 27, 1935, "Some Legal
Considerations in Connection with Interstate Commerce" clearly reco-
gnized this.
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(29) 9 Wheat. 1 (l824)

.

(-70) Ibid, 189.

(3l) Ibid, 69:

"It is not intended to sav that these words comprehend that

commerce which is completely internal, which is carried on be-
tween man and man in. a state, or "between different parts of the

same state, and which does not extend to or affect other states. Suh

Such a pow-r would he inconvenient, and is certainly unecessary."

(3?) 4 Wheat. 316, 415-416 (1819):

"It would have been an unwise attempt to provide, by immut-
able rules, for exigencies which, if foreseen at all, must have
been s°en dimly, and which can best be provided for as they
occur. To have declared that the best means shall not be used,

but those alone without which the powers given would be nugatory,
would have been to deprive the legislature of the capacitv to

avail itself of experience, to exercise its reason, and to accom-
modate its legislation to. circumstances. If we apply this prin-
ciple of construction to any cf the powers of government, ^e shall
find it so pernicious in its operation. that we shall be compelled
to discard it."

(33) Brown v. Maryland . 12 Wheat. 419, 446-447 (l827)

.

(34) There is little need to discuss foreign commerce as the

courts find no competition for jurisdiction there. Here Congress
has a "complete power." Weber v. Freed, 239 U. S. 325 (1915),

(35) Warran, The Supreme Court in United States History (Boston
1926) discusses the reaction of the Taney court.

(36) Supra n. 29 (1824).

(37) U. S c ex rel Attorney G-enera.l v. Delaware and Hudson Co.,

213 IT. S. 366 (1909); Southern Railway Co . y. U. S. . 222 U. -S. ?0
(1911); The Minnesota Sate Cases. 230 U r S. 352 (1913) ; Pennsylvania .

•

R. Co . v, Sonme.n Shaft Coal Co .. 242 U. S. 120 (l916) V Dayton-C-oose ,

Creek By. v. U. S., P63 U. S. 456 (1924); and U. S . y. Michigan
Portland Cement Co.

, 270 U. S. 523 (l926).

(38) Wisconsin Railroad Commission v. C. 3. Q. R. Co.. 257 U. S.

563, 589 (1922).

(39) In re Debs. 158.. U. S, 564 (1895); and Northern Securities Co .

v. tl. S. . 193 U. S. 197 (1904).

(40) Pensacola Telegraph Co . v. Western Union Co.. 96 U. S. 1

(1877). •

(41) The Pipe Line Cases. 234 U. S. 548 (l914).
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(42) The Motor Carrier Act of 19*^5, Public, No. 255, 74th

Congress.

(43) Cushman, "National Police Powers Und°r th° Commerce Clause,

3 Minnesota La"- Revi err ?89 (1919) .

(44) Ibid, 303.

(45) bid, 381; Ch^nmion V. Am ~s . 188 U. S. 321 (190"),

lottery tickets; Hok* v. U. S . 227 U. S. 308 (1913) and Caminettl
v. U. S. 242 U. S. 470 (l917) Whit- Slavery; Brolahd v. U. S. . 236
U. S. 216 (1915) ooiura importation; Brooks v. U. S. . 267 U. S. 432 (1925)

stolon automobiles; and Thornton v. U. S. 271 U. S. 414 (1926) quara-
ntining and disinfecting cattle.

(46) Cushman, od. cit., 400; Clark Distilling Co. v. Western
Maryland R. R. Co. . 242 U. S. 311 (l917) ; and U. S. v. Hill.—248~"U. S.

429 (1919).

(47) P-nns^lvania v. Wost Virginia . 262 U. S. 553 (1922) J
Kolley

v. Rhoads . 188 U; S. 1 (1902); and Public Utilities Commission v.

Atteleboro Stoarn and Electric Co .. 273 U. S.' 83 (1927). But see,

Pennsylvania &as Co . .v. Public Sergio- Commission . 252 U. 'S. 23 (1920).

(48) -In Charles A. Ramsay Co . v. Associated Bill Posters,

26C U. S. 501, 511 (1923) .a combination of bill postsrs throughout the

country tried to secure a monopoly and destroy eornnetitioni,' The court
says little about commerce though the counsel argued that preventing
sales and shipment is an interference with commerce. Said the court*
"The purpose - - - is to destroy competition and secure a monopoly bv
limiting and restricting commerce to channels distated by the confede-
rates."

(49) Infra, XIII, discussion, of labor cas^s.

(50) A L. A. Schechter Core', v. U. S.
, 295 U. S. 495 (1935).

In American Can. Co, v. Ladoga""Canning Cg..
, 44 P. (2d) 763 (C.C.A. 7th

1930), certiorari d-ni-d 282' IT. S. 899 (l93l) a packing coraoany was
permitted to recover trrole damages under the Clayton Act, although an
overwhelming percentage of business was intrastate, uoon the grounds
that it might affect intere&tate "business. Brief on Ap-peal for U. S.

in A. L. A. Schechter Corr^ . v. U. S. . 56.

(51) .196 U. S. 375 (1905)

(52). 258 U. S. 495.(1922).

(53) 262 U..S..1 (1923).

(54) 259 U. S. 44 (1922). "
'

(55) 156 U. S. 1 (1894)..

(56) Federal Trade Commission v. Pacific Coast Paper Association .

273 U. S. 52 (1927)
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(57) Appalachian Coals- v. U. 5:, 288 U. S. 344 (1933), said ur.

Chief Justice Hughes at page 360!

"In applying this tost (that the contract or combination

prejudices the public interests by unduly restricting competition
or unduly obstructing the course of trade) , a close and objective

scrutiny of particular conditions and purposes is n^c~ssary in

each case. Realities must dominate the .judgment."

(58) 291 U. S. 293 (l934)

(59) Brief for the U. S. in A. L. A. Schechter Corp . v. U. S..

23, 31, 57, 62, 63 and 71.

(60) But see U. S. v. Calisten Packers, Inc. , 4 F. supp. 660

(1933); and U. S. y, Spotless dollar Cl-^an-rs , 6 F. Supp. 725 (l934).

In connection with this last case see, Note on Recent Cases, 82 Uni-
versity of Pennsylvania I&w Review 864 (1934-) . An interesting group
of cases are found in those on AAA Marketing Areas. Opposed to such
agreements see, U. S . v. leungdorf , 8 f. Supp. 403 (1934) ; U. S. v.

Greenwood Dairy Farms.' Inc., 83?. Supp. 398 (-1934); Douglas v. Wallace,

8 3? Supp. 379 (1934); Edgewater Dairy Co . v. Wallace ,. 7 F. Supp. 121
(1934); Columbus Milk Producers Association v. Wallace , 7307 Commerce
Clearing House, Federal Trade Regulation Servic°, .Vol. 11 A (D, C. 7.

D. 111. 1934) and Hill v. Daiger , 8 F. Supp. 189 (1934). Contra:
U. S. v. Shissler , 7 F, Supp. 123 (l934). On this question see,

Puan°, "Marketing Agreements under the 'Agricultural Adjustment Act,
,

Their Contents and Constitutionality, 82 University of Pennsylvania
Law Review 91 (l935) .

(61) Illinois Central R. R. v. MpKendree . 203 U. S. 514 (l906)
intrastate quarantines; Federal Baseball Club v. Baltimore International
League, 259 U. S. 200 (l92l); and 3lum*nstock Brothers v. Curtis Publi-
shing Co. . 252 U. S. 436 (l920).

(62) 247 U. S. 251 (l918). See Cushman, op. cit. 452.
(63) Hoisl^r v. Thomas Colliery Co. . 260 U. S. 245 (l922).

Bacon v. Illinois , 227 U. S, 439 (1915). Compare -Board of Trade v.

01 sen . 262 U 8 S. 1 (l923). See also, Coe v. Errel . 116 U. S. 517
(1886). Under the Anti-Trust Acts,' the courts have sanctioned the

enjoining o'f labor from interfering with local production, when the

sourt sa^ a.n affect uoon interstate commerce, Coronado Coal Co. v.

U. II. W. A. . 268 U. S. 295 '(1925).

(64) Utah Power and Light Co . v. Pfost. 286 U. S. 165 (l932).

(65) Public Utilities Commission v. Landon. 249 U. S. 236 (1919).

(66) Wisconsin Railrgy Conmission v . C. 3. & Q,. Railroad Co . 257
U. S. 563 (1922); and ^ashville, Chattanooga & St. Louis Ry. v. Alabama ,

128 U. S. 96 (1888).

(67) U. S. v. Devitt, 9 Wall. 41 (l869); and Illinois Central
R. R. v. Behr-ns . 233 U. S. 473 (l914>. •
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(68) No-, Yo rk -x r-Vl Penn sylvania R. Co. v. Kniriat. 192 TJ. S.

21 (1904); Paul v. Vir^ia . 8 Wall. 168 0.86?)

.

(69) Kidd v. Person . 128 U. S. ] 0.888) statute prohibiting

manufacture of liquor; ?-*id v. Colorado , 187 U. S. 137 (1902) statute

regulating importation of cattle; The M^rn r of the City of How York

v. Mjln. 11 Pet. 102 (1837) City Ordinance requiring report from shin's

master as to health of passengers; and cases involving public highways;

Kane v. State of N^ Jersey . 242 U. S. 160 0.916), and Hendrick v.

Stat? of Maryland. . &5 U. S. 610 (1915).

(70) Lemke v. Farmer's Grain Co. . 258 U. S. 50 (l922) ; Dahnke-

-Walker Milling Co. v. Bondurant. 257 U. S. 282 (l9?l). See also

Robbins v. Shelby County . 120 U. S. 49 0887) holding negotiation for

sal°s of goods in another State is so in interstate commerce to pre-

clude loc»l license taxation.

(71) Corwin, on. cit.

(72) Ibid, I: Dual Federalism Versus Nationalism, and the Indus-

trial Process J

The language in th° Shr°veport Rate Cases is of particular
interest! "Wherever the interstate and intrastate transactions
of carriers are se related that the government of the one involves

the control of the other, it is Congress, and not the state, that

is entitled to prescribe thn final and dominant' rule, for otherwise
- Congress would be denied the exercise of its constitutional authority
and th* Stat", and not th Q Nation, would be supreme within the

national field . . . ."

(73) Ibid, 49:

"Applied as a restriction to state power, the terms of the

clause were given a liberal interpretation which became a material
factor in furthering the reorganization of American business on a
national scale and its attendant subjection to a highly concen-
trated management. Applied, on the other hand, as a grant of na-
tional power, these same terms suffered a marked contraction from
the doctrines of Chief Justice Marshall, 'commerce' being confined
to transportation mainly, and th° w^r to 'regulate' it being con-
ceived as chiefly a ido^t to protect and promote it by the adoption
of measures beneficial to it wl^n regarded as a purely private
enterprise."

(74) Pag 50: "Th^ Shreyeport Case brusquely dismissed dual
federalism as having no longer any -oertinence to the qu"stion of
railway rate legislation. This was in 1914. But already a decade
earlier, Holmes' opinion in the Swift Case had. laid, d.o^m the guiding
lines toward a similar result in the fie»ia of business regulation
genorall^, lines which ™o r ^ emphasized and extended in Chief Justice
Taft's opinions in 1922.

"And. NIEA purports to build uoon th^s° results, extending them
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in response to the lessons of the depression. It posits the

solidarity of American economic life, the interdependence of all

its phases, and it proffers a conception of unfair methods of
competition which is a necessary d -duct ion from this solidarity
and interdependence. In some respects Nira is a revolutionary
statute, yet the revolution which it embodies is only the legal
counterpart of a revolution already accomplished "by science,

invention, and "business management in th-- field of commerce and
industry, and represents an effort;— not necessarily the "best

conceived effort — to give established -conomic trends a socially
beneficial direction. 11

.

(75) Ibid, 38, At page 19, the author says:

"But let us suppose also that the Court could he convinced
that in the Ion.? run child labor, and other industrial practices
of which child labor may be taken to be typical, injured inter-
state commerce — ^hat, in light of the oases, would be the result?
That the official defenders of the N.I.R.A. will have to answer
this question, I entertain no doubt."

"In brief, in the very act of safeguarding the development
of interstate commerce from interruption by the states, the Court
unavoidably built up an enlarged conception of the subject matter
which the 'commerce' clause in express words subjects to Congress'
power to regulate. On the other hand, it built up at the same
time a greatly mitigated conception of. the word 'regulat 3 .' It

ceased to think of this power in the term's .which Marshall had
laid down, as the po^rr to govern. Instead,' it tended to view
Congress' po^r under the 'commerce' clause in the same light as
it did its own, namely, as primarily po^r to foster, protect,
and promote commerce. And so proceeding, the Court converted the

clause into a broad highway for business to overspread the country
without regard to state lines, and thus to effect an organization
which has put itself beyond effective State control. Nevertheless,
when Congress, discovering what, was happening, endeavored belatedly
to follow alon-^ this same highway it foun -' its°lf confronted at
every turn with the sign 'no thoroughfare,' erected ostensibly to

safeguard state power and the principle of dual federalism."

(76) Barrett, "Is there a National Police Po^r" etc., 14 Boston
University Law Review 243 (1934) : Maurer, "Some Constitutional Aspects
of the National Industrial Recoverv Act and the Agricultural Adjustment
Administration", 22 Georgetown La,w Journal 207,222 (1934). The author
suggests a new theory of harm to commerce which he says was not present
in the Child Labor cases.

(77) Address bv the Administr cetor, February 27, 1934:

"Intrastate commerce and industry competes with interstate comm°rce
and industry. Unless we could find some rule ^o put them on the saffl ^

basis of hou>~s and wages ^ would not have been justified in doing any-
thing at all, because intrastate operations, "ould simply have ruined
interstate enterprise."
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(?B) Brief for A. L. A. Schechter in Sch^cht^r v. U. 5. . 77-83.

Counsel mentioned such codes as Infants' and Children's W«ar. Funeral

Service and Retail Monument; Transit Industry, covering by its defi-

nition "Automotive buses transporting passengers solely within State

lines, --xce^t Ha en engaged in interstate commerce;" Barber Shop,

Tvhich covered barber service, bootblack service and manicure service;

Bowling a.nd Billiard Operating Trade, Motor Vehicle Storage and Park-

ing, Cloning and Byeing; Shoe Rebuilding, which trade also covered

boot-blacks, Advertising Display, Merchant and Custom Tailoring, Real

Estate Brokerage; Retail Trade, Burlesque Theatrical Industry and

Laundry Trade. The counsel also comment upon th° fact that small

industries employing as few as 1500 employees in th"1 entire country

could hardly V considered to affect interstate commerce unless some

definite finding ^p.s made.

(79) Brief for the United States in the Case of Schechter v.

U. S., 35: In the concurring opinion of Mr. Justice Cardo za in the

Schechter Case, he sho^s an a^ar^n^ss of the via iTT of causation conten-

ded for by the Government:

"Motion at the outer rim is communicated perceptibly, though

minutely, to recording instruments at the center . . .
.

"

The Justice then quotes the approval from Learned Hand in the

Court b^lo™:

"The la,,r is not indifferent to considerations of degree.

Activities local in their immediacy do not become interstate and
national because of distant repercussions.

"

(80) Henderson, The Federal Trade Commission (Yal° University
Press 1924), 1-6; Blachly and Oatman, Administrative Legislation and
Adjudication (3rookings Institution 1934), 20^:

"Years ago the Federal Trade Commission, when attempting to

i introd.uce into the concept of 'unfairm^thods of competition' cer-

tain practices no 1
.? recognized as unfair by various codes made

under the National Recovery Act, found itself blocked at every
turn by the courts, which refused to go beyond the common la"7

doctrine. The old common la,Jr standard of 'reasonableness' was
read by the courts into the Sherman Anti-Trust Act with such
effect as to change entirely the character of the act."

(81) Excellent examples will b° found in Federal Trad 13
- Commis-

sion v. G-ratz . 253 U. S. 421 (?920); and Federal Trade Commission v.

Sinclair Refining Co. . 261 U. S. 463 (1923).

(82) Federal Trade Comnissjen v. Kep-pel . 291 U. S. 304 (l934);
Federal Trade Conmission v. Alagoma Lumber Co. . 291 U. S. 67 (l934)

;

and Federal Trade Commission v. Royal billing Co. . P88 U. S. 212 (1933)

(83) Appalachian Coals v. U. S. . 288 U. S. 344 (l933).

(84) Cor^in, 0-0. cit. , 44-45; Federal Trade Conmission v. Beech-
-Nut Packing Company . 257 U. S. 441, 453 ( 1922)

.
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(85) Williams v. Standard Oil , 278 U, S. 235 (1929); Tyson v. .

Bant on, 273 U.S. 418 (1927); raid U.S . v Trenton Potteries Co. , 273
U. S. 392 (1927). See Hale, "The Constitution and the Price System:
Some Reflections on Hebbia v. Eew York", 34 Columbia Law Review 401
(1954).

(86) Warner and Guterraan, "Two Aspects of 17. I.E. A. - Price-
Piling and Labor", 14 Boston University Law Review 221 (1934).

(87) Consider the Corset and Brassiere Code, Article V (c):

"No person shall knowingly purchase materials used in
his product which have not been made in a clean and sanitary
factory "

Of co^^rse, it must be admitted that this .might have an effect upon a
competitor using a cheap and unsanitary material, but the direct bear-
ing seems to be upon the goods sold to the consumer.

When the term "historically" is used it is with reference to the
past cases of our courts. It is recognized that in early England,
particularly the fourteenth century, price-fixing and restrictions .by

law upon trade arid 'labor more severe than those imposed by ERA were not
uncommon. 5 Pollock and Mai tland History (Cambridge University Press
1899) 581; 2 Holdsworth, History of English Law (3rd ed. , London,
1923) 459-466:

"Can we in the twentieth century, who line in an atmosphere
of Jfree competition, tempered .by strikes, lock-outs, and
rings, say, as decisively as the economists of the middle
of the nineteenth century, that the views held by the legis-
lature un the fourteenth century were unreasonable?" (at
page 463)

(88) Comment - "Judicial Review of Administrative Orders under
ERA and AAA" 43 Yale Law Journal 599 (1934) .

(89). Tyson v. Banton, 273 U.S. 418 (1927); Williams v. Standard
Oil Company, 278, U.S. 235 (1929); and Wolff Packing Co . v. Court of
Industrial Relations , 262 U.S. 522 (1923).

(90$ 94 U. S. 113, 126-127 (1877).

(91) Hamilton, "Affectation with Public Interest", 59 Yale L. J.

1089 (1930) ; Adler, "Business Jurisprudence", 28 Harvard Law Review,
135," 158 (1914):

"Under a true interpretation of the common law all business
is public, and the phrase 'private business' is a contra-
diction in terms. Whatever is private is not business,
and that which is business is not private. Every man engaged
in business is engaged in a public profession and a public
calling. The parties to business are the merchants on the
one ahnd and the public on the other."
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Of course the concent is not so undesirable if freedom is l*ft in pla-

cing "business fro-, on n class to the other bv legislntive "ill. Ev«n

Chi°f Justice Waite's quotetion fr^m Lord Hale illustrates this. At

d. 127, referring to oublic wharves, it is suggested that they seem

to have that essential character "because they ar« the wharfs only

licensed by the Queen - - or because ther^ is no other "harf in that

port."

S«e also The Pipe Line Cases, 2 .^4 U. S. 548 (l914). On the

whol° problem, see Carpenter, "Constitutionality of the National Indus-

trial Recover"" Act and the Agricultural Adjustment Act", 7 Southern

California La." Review 125 0.934) .

(92) Supra n. 89. Even legislation that is approved is discussed
in terms of " affectation with a public interest." Budd v. New York .

143 U. S. 517 (189P); Hoble Bank v. Haskell, 219 U. S. 104 (l91l);

and. Peonl a v. Febbia, 291 U. S. 502 (1934).

(93) Warner and Cuterman, on. cit., n. 86; Eid°r, "Some Consti-

tutional Asn^cts of the National Industrial Recover^ Act," 28 Illinois
La" Review 636 (l934); and Halo, "The Constitution and the Price System:

Some Reflections' on ^ebbia. v. Ne^ York. " op., cit. n. 85.

(94) Ibid.

(95) Feonle v. Febbia, supra n. 9?, at P, 523:

"Under our form of government the us^ of pror> nrt^ and the

making of contracts ar° normally maters of private and not public
concern. The general rule is that both shall be free of govern-
mental interfer°rce. But neither TDroperty rights nor contract
rights ar° absolute; for government cannot exist if the citizen
may at his will use his pro-oertv to the detriment of his felloes,

or exercise his freedom of contract to work th°ra harm. E dually
fundamental with the private right is that of the -oublic to regu-
late it in the common interest."

(96) The language of People v. N^^bia. ibid.', is in marked con-
trast with that of Mr . Justice Field in Barbier v. Connolly . 113 U. S.

27, 31 (1885)

:

"As in our intercourse with our fellow-men certain principles
of moral itv are assumed to exist, without which society would be

impossible, so certain inherent rights lie at the foundation of
all action, and. upon a recognition of thern alone can free insti-
tutions be maintained. These inherent rights have never been more
happily °xoressed than in the Declaration of Independence, that
new evangel of liberty to the people; 'We hold these truths to be
self-evident' — that is, so plain that their truth is recognized
upon their merQ statement — 'that all men are endowed' — not by
edicts of Emperors, or decrees of Parliament, or acts of Congress,

tSut r3y: thelrr Creator with certain inalienable rights' — that is,
rights which cannot be bartered away or given away, or taken o.way
except in punishment of crime — 'and that among these, are life,
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llberty, and the pursuit of happiness, and to secure these' — not
grant them, but secure them — 'governments are instituted among
men, deriving their just powers from the consent of the governed,

'

Among these inalienable rights, as proclaimed in that grea/t

document, is the right of men to pursue their happiness, by which
is meant the right to pursue any lawful business or vocation, in

any manner not inconsistent with '"he equal rights of others, which
. may increase their prosperity or develop -'their faculties, so as to

give to them their highest enjoyment.

"The common business and callings of life, the ordinary trades
and pursuits, which are innocuous in themselves, and have been foil

".owed in all communities from time immemorial, must, therefore, be

free in this country to all alike upon the same conditions. 'The

right., to. pursue them, without let or hindrance, except that rrhich

is applied to all p§rsons of the same age, sex and condition, is

a. distinguishing privilege of citizens of the United States, and
an essential element of that freedom which they claim as their
birthright.

"

Or the Court in Allgyer v. Louisiana, 165 U. S. 578 (1897); Adair v.

U. S. , 208 U. S. 161 (1908); and Coppage v. Kansas , 236 U. S. 1 (1915).

(97) People v. Nebbia , supra n. 93, at p 536:

"It is clear that there is no closed class or category of

business affected with a public interest, and the function of courts
in the application of the Fifth and Fourteenth Amendments is to

determine in each case whether circumstances vindicate the chal-
lenged regulation as a reasonable exertion of government authority
or condemn it as arbitrary or discriminatory . The phrase
1 affected with a public interest' can mean no more than that
an industry for adequate reasons, is subject to control for the
public good."

(98) Ibid,, 532 and 539:

"The thought seems nevertheless to have persisted that there
is something peculiarly sacrocanct about the. price one may charge
for what he makes or sells, and that, however able to regulate other
elements of manufacture of trade, with incidental effect upon price,
the state is incapable of directly controlling the price itself.
This view was negatived many years ago."

"Price control like any other form of regulation is unconstitu-
tional only if arbitrary, discriminatory, or demonstrably irrelevant
to the policy the legislature is free to adopt, and hence an un-
necessary and unwarrented interference with individual liberty,"

(99) at page 537.

(100) at page 525:
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"They (the fifth and fourteenth amendments) merely condition

the exertion of the admitted pov-er, by securing that the end shall

he accomplished by methods consistent with due process. And the

guaranty of due process, as has often been held, demands only that

the lav shall not be unreasonable, arbitrary or capricious, and
that the means selected shall have a real and substantial relation
to the object sought to be attained. It results that a regulation

valid for one sort of business, or in given circumstances, may be

invalid for another sort, or for the same rusiness under other cir-

cumstances, because the reasonableness of each regulation deoends
upon the relevant facts."

(101) Brief for A. L. A. Schechter Corp . in Schechtcr v. U. S.

,

34: Counsel suggests to the Court the po^er of the government to regu-

late fields of natural or actual monopoly, such as railroads and radio
broadcasting, the implication being that other private businesses cannot
be regulated. This has considerable basis in the public utility concept
and development thereof, but when considered as a limitation upon the

po^er of Congress to regulate commerce, it appears to be another ex&nple
of judicial legislation.

Again at page 148 in treating the relation of wage and hour
provisions of codes to the Fifth. Amendment, counsel says:

"Interstate shipment of poultry is purely private
business."

To their mind it seems that this means that the liberties of contract
outweigh the Government need for regulation. This, of course, brings
up that peculiar doctrine in American Law of affectation with the public
interest.

(102) Carpenter, op. cit., 154; and Ivlaggs, "The Constitution and
the Recovery Legislation; The Roles of Document, Doctrine and Judges,"
1 University of Chicago Law Review 665 (1954) .

(105) Johnson, The Blue Eagle from Egg to Earth (Saturday Evening
Post, January 26, 1955), 85:

"I must call attention here to another fundamental of

UFA. In vie^ of an uninterrupted course of Supreme Court
decisions, we did not believe anybody could write the labor
provisions of that Bill into substantive law to be enforced
by pains and penalties. Like the Draft Act, the * rhole law
is written to depend on popular support rather than on sta-
tutory compulsion. That is the very basis of NIRA and i\TRA.

It is what is being forgotten today. It must not be forgotten
unless NRA is to fail. Those provisions can no more be con-
stitutionally included in this Act now than they could then,
and even if they could, they would be even more futile now
than then."

(104) Ray and Wienke, "Hot Oil on a Sea of Delegation of Power,"
29 111. Law Review 1021 (1955) ; "Section 7(a) of the N.I.R.A. : An attempt
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to Equalize Bargaining Power," 34 Columbia Lav7 Review 1529 ( )j "The
Effect of Section 7(a) upon the Closed Shop," 30 Illinois Lav Review
199 (1955) ; and Majority Rale in Collective Bargaining Under 7(a)," 2?

Illinois Law Review 275 (1954) ..

(105) Texas & New Orleans R. Co . v. Railway Clerks , 281 U. S. 548

(1930); C opt)age v. Kansas, 236 U. S. 1 (1915); and Adair v. U. S. , 208
U. S. 161 (1908).

(106) Hammer v. Dagenhart , 247 U. S. 251 (1918); Bailey v. Brexel
Furniture Co , , 259 U. S. 16- (1922); Texas & Pacific Ry. Co . v. Rigsoy ,

241 U. S. 33 (1916); and Second Employers' Liability Cases , 223 U. S.

146 (1911).
(107) Bedford Cut Stone Co . v. Stone Cutters Association , 274 U.

S. 37 (1927); Coronado Coal Co. Case , 268 U. S. 295 (1925); Loewe ' v.

Larrler , 208 U. S. 274 (1908); and International Organization of United
Mine Workers of America v. Red Jacket Consolidated Coal and Coke Co , 18
F. (2d) 839 (CCA. 4th, 1927).

" ~'"~
'

(108) Local 167, etc . v'. United States , 291 U. S. 293, 297 (193):

"It may "be assumed that some time after delivery of car-

.
load lots by interstate carriers to the receivers, the move-
ment of the poultry ceases to "be interstate commerce.
(Citing cases.) But we need not decide when interstate
commerce ends and that which is intrastate begins. The con-
trol of the handling, the sales, and the prices at the place
of origin, "before the interstate journey begins, or in the
State of destination where the interstate movement ends may
operate directly to restrain and monopolize interstate com-
merce. (Citing cases. ) The Sherman Act denounces every con-
spiracy in restraint of trade including those that are to

be carried on by acts constituting intrastate transactions."

Texas, etc. R. Co . v. Railway Clerks , 281 U. S. 548 (1930)

(109) Supra, n. 108,

(110) Supra, n. 108, 158:

"In the case at bar, the receivers did not warehouse the
poultry or commingle it with local goods before disposing
of it. They were merely a conduit through which flowed the

daily stream of commerce from shippers to marketmen. It was
clearly contemplated by the shippers that the poultry should
pass through the receivers to the marketmen, for the shippers
paid the charges for unloading, cooping, and cartage to "est
Washington Market, and the price paid the shippers depended
on market price made by' resale to the marketmen,*** We be-
lieve the situation is analogous to that involved in the
livestock cases already discussed, cand we hold that the poultry
remained in interstate commerce until sale by receivers to

marketmen.

"
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(111) Hearings before the Committee on Ways and Means t
House of

Representatives, kay 18, 19 and 20, 1933:

"Page 114, Senator Wagner:

"The courts have also said that intrastate business

cannot be conducted in a way which may burden interstate

commerce; and thus, if an intrastate business indulged in

unfair competition to the extent that it would be a burden

upon interstate commerce, such, for instance, as to a cer-

tain scale of wages, I am confident that under this new con-

cept the courts will say we have a right to reach that kind
of an industry, ******* in our economic growth there is such

an interdependence that State lines are no longer economic

barriers, and we have to deal with the whole subject more

intelligently, because nothing can be affected in the way
of the readjustment of our economic activities' unless the

rules have universal application. Congress is recognizing

that more and more each year, and so are the courts."

(112) Brief for the U. S. in Schechter v. U. S. 52 ., • See also

quotations at pp. 62-63:

"Senator Wagner: Otherwise we may talk as we like,

but what has dragged industry down more than anything else

is the exploitation of labor, cutthroat competition. If

you inquire of business men all through the country, the

thing they will tell you is that particularly during these
days of unemployment they have suffered because their com-
petitors were able to secure people to work for them for
long hours and starvation wages (Cong.. Rec, vol. 77, pt, 6,

p. 5236).

"Mr. Samuel B. Hill: The antitrust law. does not take
into consideration unfair competition resulting from the ex-
ploitation of labor. It has developed that that is the

greatest factor in unfair competition that confronts industry
today."

(115) Brief for the U. S. in Schechter v. U. S . in lower federal
court.

(114) The National Industrial Recovery Act, 48 Stat. (Part i) 195;

The Agricultural Adjustment Ait, 48 Stat. (Part l) 31; and Elder, "Some
Constitutional Aspects of the National Industrial Recovery Act, 28 Ill-
inois Law Review 636 ("1934) . .

(115) A. L. A. Schechter Corporation v. U. S. , 295 U. S, 495 (1935);
Panaria Refining Co . v. Ryan , 293 U. S. 388 (1935); and U. S . v. Butler
et al, Receivers of Hoosac kills Corporation, U. S. Supreme Court, Jan—
uary 6, 1936.

(116) Brookings Institution, op. cit, , 134. Lincoln, in the

•Emancipation Proclamation: . .
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"I felt that measures otherwise "unconstitutional might
"become lawful "by "becoming indispensable to the preservation
of the Constitution through the preservation of the nation.' 1

Note 74, p. 219 - J. G-. Randall Constitutional Problems under
Lincoln (New York, 1925), pp. 378, 514.

Willis, Parliamentary Powers of English Government Departments (Harvard
University Press 1932) 29,179 represen J

s the English view:

"The clearest .justification for the employment of the

exceptional type of delegated legislation is, of course, the

existence of an emergency; but there still remains the dif-

ficult question of what is an emergency, a question discussed
with some "bitterness during the crisis of 1931. The Committee
were fully conscious of the difficulty, and although they
stated that 'emergency and urgency are matters of degree, 1

that 'the measure of the need should he the measure alike of
the power and of its limitations,' they did not express an
opinion how far the Acts of the autumn of 1931 measured up
to their standards (that would have been to enter upon pol-
itics), nor did they lay down any .gene ra.1 rules about the

delegation by Parliament to the executive of porer to legis-
late on occasions of emergency." (at page 179).

See particularly the opinion of Scrutton, L. J. in Rounfelt v.

Phillips , 35 T. L. R. 46, 47 (1918) where he said "a war cannot be carried
on according to the principles of magna charta.

"

(117) Block v. Hirsh, 256 U. S. 135, 155 (1921) Justice Holmes said:

"•Plainly, circumstances may so change in time or so dif-
fer in space as to clothe with such an interest what at other
times or in other places would be a matter of purely private
concern.

"

Marcus Brown Holding Co . v. Peldman , 256 U. S. 170 (1921); and
Wilson v. New, 243 U. S. 332, 348 (1917):

"Nor is it an answer to this view to suggest that the

situation was one of emergency,, and that emergency cannot be
made the source of power - - - The proposition begs the ques-
tion, since although an emergency may not call into life a
power which has never lived, nevertheless emergency may af-
ford a reason for the exercise of a living power."

(118) Avent v. U. S. , 266 U. S. 127, 130 (1924):

"We must take it that an emergency contemplated bj^ the

statute existed, as found by the commission (I.C.C. ) - - -

That in such circumstances Congress could require a prefer-
ence in the order of purposes for which coal should be carried,
consistently with the Fifth Amendment, is clear - -"

See also, Highland v. Russell Car & Snow Plow Co ,, 279 U.S. 253 (1929),
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(119) Field, op. cit. 271:
:

"The declaration of an emergency is of importance only

as showing that the conditions obtaining in Intrastate b"u

ineso are affecting interstate bu?iness to an -unusual degree,

to such a degree that the whole, or a major part, of com-

mercial activity must be subjected to national regulation in

order to save interstate commerce."

(120) Comment, "National Recovery Code Assessments", 44 Yale Law
Journal 849 (1935) .

(121) Institute of Patent. Agents v. Lnckwood , A. C. 347 (House of

Lords, 1894).

(122) Willis, op. cit., 67.

(123) Comment, supra n. (147), 854.

(124) Infra, XV.

(125) McCulloch v. Maryland , 4 Wheat 316,410 (lsl§); Slaughter

House Cases , 16 Wall. 36, 64 (1873); and Smith v. Kansas City Title &

Trust Co. 255 U. S. 180>

(126) Cooley v. Board of Wardens of Philadelphia , 12 How. 299 (1851);

Willard v. Presbury , 14 Wall. 676 (1871); The Head kmey Cases , 112 U. S.

580 (1884); Hagar v. Reclamation District , 111 U. S. 701 (1884); Charlotte ,

Columbia & Augusta I( . R. Co . v. Gibbes , 142 U. S. 386 (1892); New York v.

Squire , 145 U. S. 175 (1892); Morgan's L. & T, Ry. and Steamship Co . v.

Louisiana , 118 U. S. 455 (1886); Patapsco Guano Co . v. North Carolina
Board of Agriculture , 171 U. S. 545 (1898); St. Louis Consolidated Coal
Co . v. Illinois , 185 U. S. 203 (1902); McLean v. Denver & Rio Grande Ry .

Co., 203 U. S. 38 (1906); St. Mary's Franco -American Petroleum Co . v.

West Virginia, 203 U. S. 183 (1906); Red "C" Oil Manufacturing Co . v..

Board of Agriculture , 222 U. S. 380 (1911); Savage v. Jones , 225 U. S.

501 (1912); Standard Stock Food Co . v. Wright , 225 U. S. 540 (1912);
Kansas City Southern Ry. Co . v. Road and Improvement District . 256 U. S.

658 (1921).

(127) Legal Research Memorandum, "The Legal Sanctions upon which
assessment provisions in codes of Fair Competition Rest, August 6, 1954,
127:

"There are numerous statutes providing that certain ex-
penses connected with a particular industry or business shall
be borne by members of that industry or business. Thus, the

expenses and salaries of the members of the Federal Farm Loan
Board are paid by banks deriving benefits from activities of
the Board (Act of March 4, 1925, c. 524, s. 3, 12 u. S. C. A.
657). The Federal Reserve Board may assess member banks in

order to pay its expenses (Act of Dec. 23, 1913, c. 6, s« 10,
12 U. S. C. A. 243). The Federal Coordinator of Railroads
must be paid in part by the carriers (Act of June 16, 1933,
c. 91. 73rd Congress 1st Session,)"
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(128) Legal Research fciemorandum, supra, n. (154).

(129) Executive Order No. 6678, and Administrative Order X-3S,

(130) Note, 2 George Washington Law Review 436, 444 (1934).

(131) 21 Wall, 73 (1875).

(132) In International Railway Co . v. Davidson , 257 U. S, 506 (1922)
it was held that the Secretary of the Treasury did not have the power to

force the company to pay the compensation of Custom Officials on Sunday,

although he did have the power to issue special permit for immediate un-
loading of conveyances, and also to make rules and regulations as to such

"bridges.

In the testimony of NRA's General Counsel, Eonald Richoerg,
before the Senate Finance Committee, he repudiated mandatory or compul-
sory "assessments."
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UOTIS TO CIiAPTERXIV

(1) Duff and Whiteside, "Del igata Potestas ITon Potest Dele; ri:

A [ar.i of American Constitutional Lav;" , 1 4 Cornell La-/ 'Mi.-r tjrl / 138

.(19291; TTilloughby, Constitution of the United Status, 2d od. , III,

153G.

(2) Another form is " dele ga tin non potest delegare ".

(3) Grorwin, Twilight of the Supreme Court (Yale University Press

1934), 140-146.

(4) Duff and Whiteside, "Delegata Fotestas Hon Potest Delegari, A
Maxim of American Constitutional La"", op. cit.:

"We - - learn that the maxim which was to serve

the turn nf Coke, to command the respect of Kent and
Story, and to leave its .nark on the Constitutional
history of the United States, owes its origin, and its

vogue in the common law to the carelessness of a six-

teenth century printer."

?racton, De Le gibus et Consuetudinibus Anvliae (Yale
University Press 1922) II, 1S7

(5) Duff and Whiteside, op. cit., 173

(G) Carr, Delegated Legislation ( Cambridge University Presc 1921);
50:

"If we cannot name the earliest instance of dele-
gation, we can at least say which was the most striking
of early instances. It is the Statute of Proclamations
passed in 1539, tae 'Act that Proclamations made by the

King shall be obeyed-.. ' The main provision of this lex
regia. was that wnich empowered Henry VIII with the advice
of a majority of his Council, to set forth proclamations
under such penalties and pains and of such sort as to

His Majesty and his said council should seem necessary
and requisite, the said proclamations to be obeyed,
observed ".nd.kep-t as though they were made by Act of
Parliament unless the King 1 s Highness dispense with any
of them under his 'Teat seal. In addition to various
sections as to the penalties and procedure under the

Act, there is b clause which prescribes that every
sheriff or other officer to whom His Majesty's proclama-
tions are directed, shall, within fourteen days proclaim
them in market- towns, other towns or villages and post
them up 'openly upon places convenient! therein. Here
then are all the elements of a delegation of legislative
power by Parliament and the elements of a Rules Publica-
tion Act as well. And, as a second example of delegated
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legislation from the same reign, three or four years

later there was another Act of Parliament—of less notor-

iety and of narrower application, yet equally significant

for our purpose- -which empowered tne King to alter

the laws of Wales and to make laws and ordinances

for Wales, euch alterations and now laws and ordinances

to be published under the great seal and to be of as

good strength, virtue and effect as if made by the auth-

ority of Parliament.

11 This latter Act remained on tne statute book for

nearly a century. The Statute of Proclamations was re-

pealed as soon as Kenry died."

(7) Gorwin, op. cit. 140-145 quotes from Locke, Treatise on

Civil Government:

"The legislature cannot transfer tne power of

malting la~ws to any other hands, for it being but a

delegated power from the people, they who have it cannot

pass it over to others."

(S) Ibid, op. cit., 140-146.

(9) Ibid, op. cit.i, 143.

Goodnow, The Principles of the Administrative Law of the

United States (New York 1905) , 42.

(10) Allen, Bureaucra.cy Triumphant , (new York, 1931); Willis,
Parliamentary Powers of English Government Departments (Harvard Univer-

'

sity Press 1932). 170: •

"Parliament has - — - empowered a department
to make a code, a Cremation Code, an Air Code, a High-
way Code."

See the Cremation Act, 1902, 2 Ed. 7, c. 8, sec. 7; the

Air Navigation Act, 1919, 9 Geo. 5, c. 3, sec. 1; the Motor Car Act,

1903, 3 Ed. 7, c. 36, sees. 2 and 7; Road Traffic Act, 1930, 20 & 21

Geo. 5, c. 43, sec. 45. Of course, the extreme examples of executive
government were the Defence of the Realm Acts. Here, of course, tne

inherent power of the nation to meet the emergency of war ..iust be

recognised a.s distinguishing these Acts from the others mentioned.

However, examples of great delegations are found in our First

Congress, where some thirty-three delegations were made: Comer, Legisla-

tive Functions of National Admini strati ve Authority (New York 1927), III,

52-55, 70. One of the most broad was:

"The chief of each department was authorized
to 'prescribe rules and regulations, not inconsis-
tent with law, for the government of his Department,
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tlic conduct of its officer?, the distribution of its

business, the custody, use, and preservation of the

records, papers and property appertaining thereto.'"

(11) Hart, The Ordinance-Making Powe rs of the President of

the United States (Baltimore, 1925), 12?.

(12) For example see, Carpenter, "Constitutionality of the

National Industrial Recovery Act aid the Agricultural Adjustment Act,"

7 Southem California Law Review 125 (1934) ; Black "The National Indus-

trial Recovery Act and the Delegation of Legislative Power to the pres-

ident," 19 Cornell Law Quarterly 389 (1954) ; Dickinson, "The Major Issues

Presented by the Industrial Recovery Act," 53 Cclumbia Law Review 1095

(1955) . 1100; and Rashbaum, "Delegation to Administrative Agencies under

the IT . I . H.A. and the AAA ,
"

' 19 St. Louis Law Review 46 (1933) .

(13) r/ayman v. Southard , 10 flheat, 1, 25 (1835).

(14) aggs, "The Constitution and the Recovery Legislation;

The Roles of Document, Doctrine and Judges," 1 University of Chicago

L*.w Review 665 (1934) . 673.

(15) Supra n. 12; and Chcadle, "Delegation of Legislative
Functions," 27 Yale Law Journal 892 (1918) . One writer entitled an

article "Delegation of Legislative Powers: The Decadence of a Funda-

mental Consitutional Maxim, 57 Harvard Lav/ Review 1118 (1927) .

(16) Supra, II, 3.

The court in Field v. Clark, 143 U. S, 649, 694 (1392)
quoted with approval the following:

" 'The legislature cannot delegate its power
to make a law; but it can make a law to delegate
a "power to determine some fact or state of things
upon which the law makes, or intends to make, its

own action depend. To deny this would stop the

wheels of government. There are many things upon
which vise and useful legislation must depend which
cannot be known to the law-making power, and must,
therefore, be a subject of inquiry outside of the

halls of legislation.'" Locke's Appeal, 72 Fenn. 491 .

(17) Comer, Legislative Functions of National Administrative
Authorities. (New York, 1927), 30, 36; and Carr, op. cit., 10, 15-18
illustrates the same problem in England. There this type of legisla-
tion is refferred to as "appointed day clause" legislation. Examples
are found in: Car to of the Brig Aurora . 7 branch 382 (1813); Field v.

Clark . 143 U. S. 649 (1892); and TTairoton v. U. S. . 276 U. S. 394(1928).

(18) Buttfield v. Stranahan . 192 U. S. 470* (1904)'; Union Bridge
Co. v. U. 'S. 204 U. S. 364 (1907); Nckinley v. U. S. . 249 U. S. 397
(1919); U. S. v. G-rimauc

1

, 220 U. S. 506 (1910); and U. S. v. Shreve-oort
Grain and Elevator Co .. 287 U. S. 77 (1932). Willis op. cit., 106-115
offers the suggestive term "Skeleton Legislation" which is the counterpart
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of this type as used in England.

(19) Freund, Administrative Powers over Persons and Property

(University of Chicago Press 1928), 218:

"It can "be "understood that even so "basic a matter as

the principle of valuation should "be referred to a commission,

although the difficulty of the matter is reflected in the in-

conclusiveness of the delegation; however, it cannot "be re-

garded as other than an anomely that Congress should have

left it to the Interstate Commerce Commission to determine for

the future the percentage rate of a fair return, tempered

though the delegation was by the initial fixing of the rate "by

Congress itself, thus setting a standard for the guidance of

the Commission. A point of such vital importance ought to be

matter of direct statutory regulation. It is also doubtful

whether the above suggested principle of delegation can "be

verified in the matter of railroad accounting. In America,

"both in the Interstate Commerce Act and in Hew York, there is

out and out delegation to the commission, while in England
there is an elaborate procedure for the settlement of sys-

tems, on the basis of consultation with representative bodies.

The relation of some phases of accounting (allocation to

principal or income) can hardly be regarded as purely techni-
cal or non-controversial, nor is it too o"b secure for clear

formulation; and in the absence of freedom of private choice,

direct statutory regulation might seem appropriate. It may
be, however, that after the practice of delegation lias once

become as firmly established as in the regulation of public
utilities, its continued and even expanded application will
come to appear politically preferable to the perils of

sectionally influenced legislative intervention; thus the

railroad companies themselves oppose the substitution of
statutory for administrative handling of the long-and-short-
haul problem (defeat of the Gooding Bill in 1926).

"

Such powers are given to the Tariff Commission under the Flexible
Tariff Act, The Federal Trade Commission, and the Interstate Commerce
Commission. It is more a question of adequacy of the standards, infra.
Railroad Commission Cases ,

: 116 U. S. 307; The Minnesota Rate Cases, 330
U. S. 332 (1913); Intermountain Rate Cases, 234 U. S. 475" (1914).

See ITotc, "The Delegation of Federal Legislative Power to Executive
or Administrative Agencies," 31 Michigan Law Review 736 (1935) .

(20) Ibid, 84 expresses the opinion that whore- tho" sublegislation
involves mediation more than expertize, tiie delegation is* not proper.
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(21) Cargo of Brig Aurora, 7 Cranch 332 (1813); Railroad ComalsAJon

Cases, US U. S. 307 (1336); Field v. Clark, 143 U. S. 649 1332);
~

-~:\ v. Farmer's, Loan and Truat._Q.ojoaQ.anZi 154 U. S. 362 (1393);

ICoUock, _&j_a_£t&, 165 U. "s. 526 (1397); l_c_Ch_qrd v. Ljg&ftYAlU.AJI&a&r

ville Ry,. . 183 U. S. 433 (1902); 3uUfie_lji v. SilfiRSJiaai 192 u - s - 470

(T90"4T; Jackson v. Massachusetts, 197 U. S. 11 (1905); jlaw York ex rel

Liperman "v. Ian _D_e Carr." 199 U. S . 553 ( 1905) ; Michigan _Cent r_a_l_ _R.. .2..

v." EojZ§r_S.i 201 U. S. 245 (1906); Un ion _?_r i_d_ge_ _C o . v. U,_J£.. , 204 U. S.

364 (1907); Honolulu _3a_o_i_d_ .Transit .Co . v. HawaiJU 211 U. S. 232 (1903);

Harridan v. Interstate Commerce Gorfgnisjsipn. 211 U. S. 407 (1908);

Knoxville v. Knoxville Water "Co.T"212 U. S. 1 (1903) ; J ntestate .Com-

bercV^Commission v. iTlTnoTs" Central Jk.JU.. 215 U. S. 452 (1910);

vjonpngahela, Bridge Co. v. U....S-. 216 U. S. 177 (1909); U.__S. v. Grimaud,

220 U. S. 506 (1910); Philadelphia Co. v. SUmson, 223 U. S. 605 (1912);

Red, »C" Oil i_fg. Coi v. 3oard of Agriculture, 225 U. S. 380 (1912);

Iflt.e_KsJ_a_t.e_ JSOJffl&r.c.^ JlQJMJ.SAVlfl, v * Goodrich Transit Co. , 224 U. S. 194

(19*12); The j.inne s o.ta _Rat e_ .Case,s, 230~ U. S- 35~2 (19*13); Louisville &
Nashville R. ,]..„ v. Garre.tt, 231 U. S. 293 (1913); Plymouth Coal Co. v.

Pennsylvania. 232 U. S. 531 (1914); Intemountain Rate Cases, 234 U. S.

476 (1914); jlutual Film .Corporation v. Industrial. J3onmis_sion , 236 U. S.

230 (1915); First "national Bank "v. Union Trust ~~Co. . "244 U. S. 416 (1917);

Selective Draft Cases. 245 U. S. 366 (1918); Waite v. Kacy, 246 U.S. 606

(1918); IIcIQnley v. U. S. , 249 U. S. 397 (1919); Ohio Valley Water .Co. v.

3en Avon Borough. 253 U. S. 287 (1920); Avent v. United States, 266 U.S.

127 (1924); U. g. v. Ilichigan Portland Qement Co.. 270 U. S. 521 (1926);

United State.s v. Chemical Foundation, Inc. . 272 U. S. 1 (1926); Hampton

% Co . v. United .States, 276 U. S. 394 (1928); ;iew_Yqrk_Central^Se.curitie.s

Coro. v. U. S ». 237 U. S. 12 (1932); and federal Radio Commissipn v.

I^elspn 3rpg. , 239 U. S. 266 (1933).

See also Cincinnat i. Wilmington R.
,
R. v. Co-iimi s si_o.ne.rs, _p_f _Cli_ntqn

Cojantj:, 1 Ohio State 77~ (1852); ]!__]&. v. ^rfl^yiio'^el^Z (1909)]
.Crane, v. Hichols. 1 F. (2d) 33 (1924); Frischer & Co . v. Mkel.rte__Co.rj2..,

39 F. (2d) 247 (1930); and Frischer & Co. v. El ting,. 60 F. (2d) 711 (1932).

Cousens, "The Delegation of federal Legislative Power to Executive
Officials," 33 Ilichigan Law Review 512 (1935) treats the cases.

Comer, Legislative Functions of Jlat^ojnaL _Adjninistrr>tive Authority
(Hew York 1927) ,212-219, 223-232, 237-238 .'""The author discussed "the
Plant Quarantine Act of 1912, 37 Stat. 315 (1912); the Grain Standards
Act, 39 Stat. 482 (1916); Naval Stores Act, 42 Stat. 1435 (1923); and
the Packers and Stockyards Act, 42 Stat. 159 (1921).

(22) Panama ^efijiina_Cg. v. 3__an, 293 U. S. 388 (1935).

(23) lir. Justice Holmes in Harriman v. Interstate Commerce
Coja}-rii.s_s_ion, 211 U. S. 407, 418 (1908) :

"whether it (Congress) could delegate the -power
(to embark on general inquiries), if it -possesses it,

we also leave untouched, beyond remarking that so
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unqualified a delegation would present the constitutional

difficulty in. most acute form."

(24) 1434 U. S. 649 (1392).

(23) honongahela Bridge Co . v. U. S. . 216 U. S. 177 (1909).

(26) h.utual Film Corporation v. I n lu s tri al Com ai :. s i on , 236

U. S. .30 (1915).

(.27) hew York Central Securities Corp . v. U. S. , 297 U. S.

12, 24 (1932).

( .-.::) 266 U. S. 127 (1924).

(39) 272 TJ. S. 1 (1926).

(30) 3'aite v. 3acy, 246 U. S. 606 (1913); 7illoughby , Con-

stitutional Law of the United States (Few York 1929), 1568-1570 offers

an explanation for "broad dele ations found in time of war. In the

exercise of such powers Congress has ''oeea allowed to make a number of

unusual statutory provisions, such as confiscation acts, price re .illa-

tion, and the commandeering of si ins, factory products, telegraph and

railway' lines,

(31) Buttfield v. Stran.*han . 192 U. S. 470 (1904).

(32) hay -and Wienke, "hot Oil on Uncharted Seas of Delegated
Powers," 29 Illinois 1021 (1955)

(33) wickersham, "delegation of Po"/er to Legislate," 11 Vir-

ginia Law lev iew 185 (1925) ; and Note - "Validity of Delegation of Powers
under Recovery Act," 19 Iowa Law Review 583 (1934) ; and Preund, op. cit.,

211:
~

"There is the recognition of the general principle
that the legislature may not delegate its legislative
powers to the noint of abdication; on the other hand
there is the fact of an extensive -oraxtice of delegati-
on .

"

Duff and ghiteside, op. cit., 191—192, Professor Thiteside co/.cluhes

that: 1. Legislatures can't abdicate or delegate le islative power.

2. Statutes "become effective upon a contingency \re proper. 3. Legis-
latures can delegate powers not essentially legislative which they night
the. "selves exercise; and 4. Legislatures may grant extensive nowers of
local self- -jo vemm en t to municipalities and other political subdivisions.

(34) Y/i eke r sham, on. cit. suggests the following in a well-
considered and scholarly article, that is unusual in not following the
tack adopted "by most writers:

First. The subject matter be one that is wit-in
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the legislative power,

Second. The legislature -aunt not abdicate its avm

powers, but must act, - must announce the policy or, in

of. cr words, express and clearly - ef ine the legislative

will or intention, thus establishing the general rule.

Third. The cower delegated nust be within the

limits of the object to be effected.

Fourth. The measures taken thereunder must be rea-

sonably designed to accomplish the legislative will.

Frobabl'y no court would uphold s bizarre or \mreason-

ab1 e requ i rement

.

Fifth. Huch will defend upon the court's own

views of the necessities and requirements of the sit-

uation,, of the needs of the community. But, in this

rcspe'ct, the courts have shorn a disposition to be

liberal.

Sixth. Penalties must be imposed b/ the le isla-

tive and not by tie administrative body.

Delegations of ro"'er to legislate falling within

these rules are likely to be unheld.

(55) Government's Brief in Schechter v. U. S. , 119.

(SS) P.I.R.A., Title I, Section 5(a).

(57) Supra n. 55.

(58) "M.R.A., Title I, Section 1.

The possible standards embodied in the "Declaration
of Policy" ^ere divided in a very effective manner in the Brief for the

' Sch.e-ch.ter Brothers in A. L. A. Schechter Corporation v. U. S- The brief
merel}- ruotes this nortion of the Act, but sets each part off seoarately:

"It is hereby declared to be the policy of Con-
gress to remove obstructions to the free flow of
interstate and foreign commerce which tend to diminish
the amount thereof;

"and to provide for the general welfare

"by promoting the organization of industry for the
purpose of co-operative < action among trade groups,

"to induce and maintain United action of labor and
management under adequate governmental sanctions and
supervision,
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"to eliminate unfair competitive practices,

"to promote the fullest possible utilization of the
present productive capacity of industries,

"to avoid undue restriction of production (except as
may he temporarily required)

,

"to increase the consumption of industrial and agri-
cultural products by increasing purchasing power,

"to reduce and relieve unemployment,

"to improve standards of labor,

"and otherwise to rehabilitate industry

"and to conserve natural resources."

(39) Panama Refining Co . v. Ryan , op. cit. n. (22)

(40) Committee on I.inisters 1 Powers, Report, Cmd. 4060 Presented
by the Lord Chancellor to Parliament in April, 1932, 31, sets forth the
exceptional instances of delegation found in England:

i» Instances of powers to legislate on matters of

principle and even to impose ta.xa.tion;

ii« Instances of powers to amend Acts of Parliament,
either the Act by which the powers are delegated,
or other Acts;

iii. Instances of powers conferring so wide a discretion
on a Minister, that it is almost impossible to know
what limit Parliament did intend to impose;

iv# Instances where Parliament, without formally aban-
doning its normal practice of limiting delegated
powers, has in effect done so bjr forbidding control
by the Courts.

(This can also be found quoted in Willis, op, cit., 177.)

Continues the Committee:

"When Parliament has resorted to any of them, it has
generally been on account of the special nature of the

subject matter and without intention of establishing a
precedent."

(41) luff and Whiteside, op. cit., 195.

(42) Duff and Whiteside, opl cit., 195-196:

"Far from being a principle of constitutional law, it seems

that the maxim has little, if any, application to the distribution of

the work of government by the legislature. There is no mention of it

in any American Constitution, nor any remote reference to it. The

whole doctrine, insofar as it is asserted to be a principle
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oj? constil onal law, is built upon the

thinnest :>f pli • i, or is the product of the

uuwritt je constitution."

(4-3) Preund, op. cit. n. (£3); Freund, Administrative!

Powers over I arsons and rro-:>o. ty (University of Chicago press 1938), HI 8:

l,T7hile it is extremely difficult to formulate a

generally vplid principle of legitimacy of delegation,

the oh serration may be hazarded, that with regard to

major .-natters the appropriate sphere of delegated author-
ity is where there are no controverted issues of policy
or of opinion. Hence a liberal del elation nay be expect-
ed, and is actually found, in safety legislation, in

which arrangements of a purely technical character nec-
essarily play a conspicuous part."

(44) Supra n. (23).

Duff end "fliiteside, op. cit. , 169:

"In other words, delegated, authority cannot be
re-delegated unless there is some reason why it should
be. This is not altogether self-evident and might determine
the burden of proof in a particular case; but a maxim
weighed down with such a lar ;e exception needs strong
support if it is to pose as 'a primal axiom of juris-
prudence .

'

"

(<--5) Panama Refining Co . v. Hyan . 293 U. S. 388 (1935)

(4-6-) Ibid at pages 433-438.

(47) Schechter v. U. S^ 295 U. S. 495, 552
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"OTES TO CHAPTER IT

(1) Supra, XIII.

( 2

)

3Preund , Administr; tive Powers Over Persons and Property
(University of Chicago Press-, 1923), 21.

"In tlie administration - - - where control or determination consti-
tutes a. principal or the exclusive "business of the office (Patent Office,
Federal Trade Commission, Comptroller of the Currency, Interstate
Commerce Commission) , the amount of determinative "business manifestly
exceeds the personal capacity of the nominal authority, necessitating
staff assistance, with the effect that the chief in. the main supervises,
and personally determines only in exceptional cases,

"In other words, totally different methods or "orinciples of official
actioia prevail in the two services: judicial faction is personal, while
administrative determination is normally, as a matter of fact, delegated."

Willis, Parliamentary Powers of English Government Departments
(Harvard University Press 19*32)-, -52:

"One of the reasons for delegating -oower to make rules to the

departments is, put shortly, to enahle Questions of detail to "be Removed
from the consideration of Parliament."

(3) Wilcox v. Jackson . 13 Pet. 498 (1839).

(4) Erexmd, op. cit., 32:

"Provisions for delegation vary. Occasionally they relate to the

entire range of powers exercisable under a given statute— so in section 5

of the Trading with the Enemy Act of 1917 (Stoehr v. Wallace, 255 U.

S. 239); in the act of March 3, 1927, permitting delegation "by the
Secretary of the Treasury to the Commissi oners of Customs and. of

Prohibition; a.nd in section 82 of the English Railways Act of 1921, which
provides that 'anything by this act authorised or required to be done
by the Board of Trade may be done by the President or a Secretary or

Assistant Secretary or any person authorised in that behalf by the

President. 1 But this is uncommon."

(5) Ibid.

(S) Brookings Institution, The '.rational Recovery Administration ~ An
Analysis and An A-p-praisa! (1935) , 116:

Suggests that the report of the Deputy to the Administrator
actually became final because its recommendations were usually carried
out, that is, qualifications and stays in the executive order of final

approval were usually those recommended "by tho interested deputy.

(7) Title I, Section 2(h).
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(3) Blackly and Oatnan, Administrative Legisl a tion and Adjudication
(Brookin;;s Institution 1934) 21 t seq,1 •

.

It is su •;; g t ed that resulti:*: ;

;.*ron the authorization in the ITIHA,

there was establish c by the President - 10, a Science Advisory Board
under the national Research Council, a Central Statistical Board, a

Federal Coordinator of Transportation, a Federal r3mergeney Administration
of Public Works, an Executive Council, a Public Works Emergency Housing
Corporation, and a Commodity Credit Corooration; a Fedora]. Civic Works
Administration, a Federal Alcohol Control Administration, etc.

(9) Bearing, Roman, Lor"in and Lyon, The ABC of 1!BA (Brookings

Institution 1935), 55:

Sneaking of the national Labor Board, the authors say:

"The enact status of the "board in relation to the national
Recovery Administration, is ill-defined. It is an agency created under
the Recovery Act, but it is not an integral part of the* Recovery-
Administration ..... While it is not a part of the enforcement
machinery of IRA, its work is in some degree complementary to that

of the Compliance' Division."

(10) The following is a list of executive orders delegating
power under the 1TIRA:

Coder-making power,' etc*, delegated to the Pre si dent-Hat ional
Industrial Recovery Act, June 16, 1933; Administrator appointed and
authorized to appoint personnel on a temporary "basis, conduct hearing
and other work as authorized under Title I - 3. 0. 6173

•,
Juno 16, 1933;

Secretary of Agriculture delegated certain powers (except hours of
labor, wages) - President reserves -cower to approve or disapprove
provision of any code - E.'O. 6182, June 26, 1933; Secretary of Interior
delegated powers under Section 9(c)' 3, 0. 6204, July 14, 1933; Adminis-
trator authorized to appoint personnel on a permanent basis, conduct
hearings, exercise functions as of Title I, except approval of codes,
making of agreements, issuance of* licenses, and exercise the powers in
Sec. 3(e), 6(c), 8(b); Sec. 9; Sec. 10-3.0. 6205-A, July 15, 1933;
Administrator authorized to stay application of codes - 3.0. 6205-B,
July 15, 1935; continuing in effect powers delegated to Secretary of
Agriculture - 3. 0. 6207, July 21, 1933; Secretary of Interior to be
administrator for the Petroleum Industry - 3. 0. 6260-A, August 29, 1933;
Administrator authorized to prescribe rules and regulations for the PRA
and codes and for use 'of insignia, and to delegate to -oersonnel such
powers as nay be deemed necessary to accomplish the purposes of this
order - E. 0. 6537, Oct. 14, 1933; Secretary of Agriculture delegated
additional powers - 3. 0. 6345, Oct. 20, 1933; Administrator empowered
to make preliminary investigations under' Section 3(e) - 3. 0. 6353,
Oct. 23, 1955; Administrator to adopt II. R. A. seal and to appoint
certification clerk - B. 0. 6459, I'ov. 18, 1955; Certification clerk
authorized to exemplify copies - A, 0. X-l, Uov. 20, 1955; Administrator
authorized to modify and grant exemptions from agreements - 3. 0. 5443,
Nov. 22, 1955; Administrator authorized to approve code-s, amendments and
exemptions, except codes for major industries and codes imposed under
Section 5(d), 3. 0. 6545-A, Dec. 50, 1955; Delineation of authority of
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Administrator and Secretary of Agriculture, powers heretofore delegated
to Sec. of Agriculture and transferred to Administrator with exceptions -

E. 0. 6551, Jan. 8, 1934; Administrator authorized to prescribe rules
and regulations governing amendments, exemptions and stays - E. 0. 5590-A,
Feb. 8, 1934; Administrator authorized to prescribe rules reposting of

*

provisions ~ E# 0. 6590-B, Feb. 8, 1934; Administrator may make
exceptions re government contracts when, in judgment of Administrator,
justice or public interest will best be served thereby - E. 0. 6646,
l.Iarch 4, 1934; Heads of emergency agencies established under EISA
authorized to make certain expenditures - E. 0. 6660, March 27, 1934;
Deputy Administrator of the Distributing Trade Section, Division 4, to

approve local code authorities - 0. 0. 80, March 29, 1934; Deputy
Administrator of Service Trade Section to approve trade areas -0.0. 84,
April 9, 1934; Administrator authorized to suspend, certain provisions
of service trade codes - E. 0. 6723, March 26, 1934; Administrator
authorized, to approve territorial agreements pursuant to Sec. 4(a) of

Act - S. 0# 6750-A, June 27, 1934; Secretary of Labor authorized to

prescribe rules and regulations re apprentice training programs - E. 0.

6750-C, June 27, 1934; Joint approval of agricultural codes by Secretary
of Agriculture and Administrator - E. 0. 6764, June 29, 1934; Administrator
authorized, to reduce tolerance of 15f> on government contracts but not
below 5fo and. is directed to make a. study of effects of this order upon
maintenance of standards of fair competition in sales to .public and
private customers - E. 0. 5767, June 30, 1934; Secretary of Interior
delegated. powers under Sections 9(a) and (b) - E, .0. 6785, June 30, 1934;
Federal Alcohol Control Administration delegated certain functions - E. 0.

6829, Aug. 21, 1934; Textile Labor Relations Board delegated certain
functions ~ E. 0. 6858, Se-pt. 26, -1934; "1IIHB created but not authorized
to exercise powers heretofore conferred on Administrator - E. 0. 6859,
Sept. 27, 1934; Duties of Industrial Emergency Committee - S, 0. 6860,

,

Sept. 27, 1934; Authority conferred upon G. A. Lynch as Administrative
Officer « A. 0. :X-93, -Sept. 28, 1934; -Duties of national Emergency
Council - Donald Richberg authorized to execute the functions and perform
duties vested in the • Council by President through such person as
Executive Director shall designate-- E. 0. 6889-A, Oct. 29, 1934;
Authority conferred upon F. .A»- Harriman as Administrative Officer - A. 0..

X-107, ITov. 7, 1934; Duties of Federal Prison Industries, Inc. - E. 0.

6917, Dec. 11, 1934; Powers delegated to deputy administrator for
Hawaii - 0. LI. 348, March 19, 1935; Reconstituting the HIHB, continued
appointments of Messrs. Whiteside, Hillman, Marshall and Hamilton -

appointed. Messrs. Witherow and Murray as members - E. 0. 6993,
March 21, 1935; Charles Edison member of HIHB - S. 0. 7025, April 29, 1935;
Powers delegated to deputy administrator for territory of Alaska - 0. M»

356, May 3, 1935; Termination of EIRE and reorganization of NBA - E. 0.

7075, June 15, 1935; Continuing in effect .Executive Orders issued under
ERA - E. 0. 7076, June' 15, 1935; Continuing Textile Labor Relations
Board until July 1, 1935 - E. 0. 7034* June 24, 1935; Continuing
national Steel Relations Board until July 1,,1935 - E. 0. 7085, June 24,
1935; Extending Textile Labor -Relations -Board- until further order - E. 0.

7089, June 29, 1935; Extending National Labor Relations Board until
Aug. 1, 1955 - E. 0. 7090, June 29, 1935; Extending national Steel Labor .

Relations Board until further order - E. 0. 7091, June 29, 1935.
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(11) Office Memorandum, Ko* 348, March 19, 1935.

(12) Office Memorandum, h'o. 356, no,-- 3, 1935.

(13) Office Order, Ho. 84, April 9, 1934.

(14) Office Order, Mo. 80, I larch 29, 1934.

(15) The question of the type of powers redol elated and the
controls provided is discussed, infra.

(16) This term is used to include "Code Committee", etc v , as the
tern "Code Authority" "became the standard term.

(17) But see Administrative Order, llov. 28, 1933, approving
recommendation of Cotton Textile Industry Committee, reading inter alia :

"It is . • • recommended that to provide procedure for necessary
temporary changes in the limitation of hours of operation of productive
machinery provided in the Code to meet particular conditions arising
in particular groups in the Industry and to preserve a "balance of

production activity with consumption requirements, the Code Authority
with the concurrence of the Government representatives on the same may
hereafter, for periods of not more than ninety days, require a temporary
shortening of the hours of such machine operation within any group
from those otherwise permitted hy the Cotton Textile Code."

This is quoted in Mayers, A Handbook of IT1RA . 2nd ed. (Hew York, 1934),
Paragraph 381, Issuance of orders and regulations ,

(18) Cement Industry Code Ho. 128, Article I7-B-2, "U.R.A. Codes
of Fair Competition," III, 332:

"Tiie Code Authority may designate the Institute or such other
committees or agents, and may delegate to them such of its powers as it

may deem necessary for the administration of this Code; provided,
however, that the Code Authority shall not he relieved of final responsi-
bility with respect to any such delegated powers.

"

(19) Supra, n. (10).

(20) U. S. v.

-

Warfield . 170 Ted. 43, (1909) illustrates "the practice
although the point is not involved in the case.

(21) Selective Draft Case . 245 U. S. 366, 389 (1918).

(22) Transcript of Hearing, Rubber Manufacturing Industry,
Januar3>- 12, 1934, 33. One member of the industry shows an acute
awareness of these diverse allegences. He says:
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"I think that tliis is importa-nt. I feel .that they are -olaced by
the very provisions and the machinery of the Act perhaps l>y the necessities
of the situation, in an extremely difficult position, "because they are
in a three-T7ay fiduciary position, — not only in drafting this thing,
"but also in all of its future activities, and those, three-way fiduciary
positions may well he adverse. In the first place, as members of the-

code authority, and as members of the Steering Committee when the thing
was drafted, they had a duty to proceed with. the utmost impartiality.
They, perhaps "better than anyone else, knew of these two types of
manufacture, and they had to -proceed forgetting who they were, hut
taking the industry academically and saying what is best for the
industry in conformity with the law.

" They had a sectind duisy, a duty which every officer owes to his
company, and his directors, the people whom he represents, a duty to

promote their interests.

"They had. a. third duty, — . to themselves, their family and dependents
to see to it that that which they had done does not cost them their
positions.

"It is a very difficult position for anyone to he in. It may well
he necessai-y in industry that that should happen, hut I would venture
the prophecy that the criticisms of codes, when this is all worked out,
will not cone as a. 'criticism against the United States Government, as a
criticism against the purposes of the codes, as. a criticism of

stabilizing hours, or fixing the price of labor — those provisions
will not be criticized. It' is already working out, particularly in
our community to the tremendous advantage of the manufacturers. The
criticism will come because industry in many cases takes this thing
and uses it as a means for dominating factor in the industry to write
a law governing their competitors which will inevitably work to the
ruin of their competitors, and in their own interests, and they write
the law which the other one is governed by."

(23) Title I, Sections 2 and 3. See Legal Memorandum i
T
o. 32, by

Blackwell Smith, Non-Association Representation on Code Authorities,
May 24, 1934 suggesting that Congress may have contemplated such
administrative activity.

> *

(24) Brookings Institution, or/, cit., 206-209, discusses Code
Authorities and trade associations. The study shows that the relationship
differed, but in some instances the Code Authority wa.s merely the alter
egos of the trade association. Sometimes the code was used to force
members of the industry into the trade associa/tion.

(25) As an example see the Commercial Resolutions of the Steel
Castings Industry. See also, the Consumers' Advisory Board Memorandum
from L. B. Lovell to J. B. Preund, Uvy 16, 1936.

(26) Brookings Institution, o-o. cit., 168. The Code fior the Gear
Manufacturing Industry, No. 117, Article VII, Section 1(a), "KBA Codes
of Pair Competition", III, 73, orovides:
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"The Code Authority shell consist of six r\ ibers of the association
(no two of whom shall, r present tho sj 'T-nufacturor) , appointed by and
subject to the dir-ctir: o ." ';h- ":-:ecu;,ivo Committ,-: ; of the Association ,

one representative of numbers of the Industry who are not members of

the Association (eroviding they desire such representation, and signify
their willingness to pay their pro rate share of the cost of administering
this Code) "

(27) Office Memorandum No, 336.

(28) Legal Memorandum Ho. 32, supra n. 23, suggested the advisability
of careful attention to the truly representative requirement. See the

discussion of control over exercise of Code Authority powers, infra.

(29) Concrete Masonry Industry, approved code Ho'. 133, "NBA Codes

of Fair Competition", III, 417 Article VI, 16.

(30) Transit Industry, ajqparoafcd code l
To. 28, ibid, I, 378,

Article VI (A) (5).

(31) Automatic Sprinkler Industry, Code ITo. 50, ibid, I, 610,

Article VI (f) providing for standard forms of license agreement uoon
administrative approval; Complete Hire and Iron Pence Industry,
approved code To. 84, Supplement Ho. 38, ibid» XII, 553, Article V, 2;

and Conveyor and Material Preparation Equipment Manufacturing Industry,
approved code Ho. 347, Supplement No. 22, ibid, XII 455, Article VII (a).

(32) Paper and Pulp Industry, approved code Ho. 120, ibid, III,

125, Article VII, 4.

(33) Reinforcing Materials Fabricating Industry, approved code

No. 127, ibid, III, 294-295, Article VI, Section 7.

(34) Structural Clay Products Industry, approved code No. 123,
ibid, III, 205, Article VII:

"Prior to the increasing of existing production capacity in the

industry by starting the operation of existing plants within ony branch
of the industry that have been shut dorm continuously for a period of
three years or more prior to the effective date of this Code, or
starting the operation of plants not heretofore in operation within any
branch of the industry, a certifier te must be procured by the owner
thereof from the branch committee of such branch of the industry,
subject to review by the Code Authority or the Administrator, certifying
that the operation of such plant is consistent with the policy of the
Act. In case of a denial ^oy a branch committee of the certificate
mentioned, herein, or refusal to decide within sixty (60) days Such
owner may appeal to the Code Authority or the Administrator for a final
decision."

(35) Motion Picture Laboratory, approved code No, 22, NBA Codes
of Prir Competition, I, 307, Article VI, Section 2:
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"By the Association . The provisions of this Code, other than the
mandatory provisions under the F.I.R.A., may be modified or amended "by

the concurring vote of at least two thirds of the members of the Asso-
cirtion at a meeting called for such purpose, provided that notice of
submission of the proposed modification, or amendment, hrs b.eon given
in the notice of meeting and provided further, that any modification
or amendment adopted by the Association shall not b .come binding or
effective unless and until ap-orpved by the President."

(36) Floor and Wall Clay File Manufacturing Industry, aoproved
code No. ,-92, 420, Article VI ,V B-llS

JThc Codo Authority shall be the general planning, coordinating
and administering agency of this Code-.. It may mak i rules and regula-
tions for the administration of this code."

Brookings Institution,- on. cit., 279.

(37) Ibid, 164-165, 225-227.

(38) For c partial statement of the problem see Memorandum from
L. A. Morrison to Code Advisers of Consumers' Advisory Board, Methods
of Handling Trade Practice Complaints, June 13, 1934.

(39) Office Manual: - Code Administration III-1000. Code Authority
Orgenizc.tion III-1412.4 (d) Reports to ERA.

( 40

)

I lagg s , The Constitution and the Recovery Legislation :

The Roles of Document. Doctrine, and Judges, 1 University of Chicago Lav;

Review. 665. 669 (1954) : Congress delegated vast legislative powers . . .

(in effect) to associations of business men." It is doubtful if this
is quite accurate, for Congress was not fully aware of how the II.I.R.A.

would be administered. ,

'

(41) Brookings Institution, o-o. cit., 280: The authors point 'out

"the absence from the minds of certain persons with a business background,
even when placed in officio! position, of any set of concepts wherewith
to consider the relations of government to bus in- ss enterprise other
than the hackneyed thought that the less government supervision there
is the better."

(42) Ibid, 199 sets forth the clcssificrtion used here.

(43) Ibid,. 201: discusses the use of industry inspectors to

secur compliance. The instance of the lumber industry with two

hundred field agents is given, end a single division of the retail solid
fuel industry proposed to use fifty-two.

(44) The functions exerciser" will be discussed, infra.

(45) Groe.nv-lt v. Burw:.-ll ot rl Censors of th College of Physiciens .

1 L. D. Raymond 454 (1691).

(45) Ibid, 167. "
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( :7) Ibid., 467.

(•18) C-e -e v. C users of I • Ikeioskir-' Eclectic I." edical Socioty,

63 N. H. 92, 93 (1884)

:

"The -.statute requires ovory medical society, organized under the

laws of this state, to lect a board of- censors consisting of throe

m< mbors. Authority is conferred uoon tho board to examine ani. license
persons to practice medicine, -surgory or mid-wifcry • . ."

(49) State :: rol Milwaukee nodical College v. Chittcndan . 107 II. W.

500 (Wise. 1906); end Scholls v. State . 90 lid. 729, 743 (1900).

(50) llovada Comp. Lews, 1929, I, Sections 540-590; Laws, of
California, 1927, Chapter XXXIV; ITorth Carolina Cod- of 1931, Chapter
IV, Article 6, Section 215; and revised statutes of Utah, 1933, Title 6.

For cases on this see, In re Scott , 292 P. 290 (lev. 1930); and State
Bar of California v. Superior Court , 278 P. '132 (Calif. 1929).

(51) ITicchia v. goopl •

. 25-1- U. S. 228 (1939); People, oz rol .

W.-st Bay y. Lele-iey . 130 IT. Y. Suppl. 833 (Sup. Ct. 1911). Sec also:
13 A. L. ?c. 828, a previous similar statute had been held invalid,
though not upon due process grounds or the question of delegation to

a -orivate agency. Pox v Ilohewk & II. P.. Kumrne. ••Society . 165 IT. Y. 517

(1901).

(52) Laws of Oklahoma, Chapter 25, February 11, 1932.

(53) Cham'olin R'fining Co. v. Corporation Commission of Oklahoma .

286 U. S. 210, 230, 231 '(1952).

(54) Smith v. Krnsas City Title end trust Co .. 255 U. S. 180 (1921).

(55) First national Bank of Bay City v. Fellows ex rel Union
Trust Co .. 244 U. S. 416 (1917).

(56) 232 U. S. 531 (1914).

(57) Ibid, 545:

"It is to be pr sumod, until the contrary appears, that the
administrative body would have acted with reasonable regard to the
property rights of plaintiff in error" . . .

(58) 210 U. S. 281 (1903).

(59) 27 Stat, at L. 531.

(60) at pages 295-296.

(61) House v. Thompson . 81 I'm 3. 1109 (111., 1907).

(62) Johnson Cemetery Association v. Parker 16 II. Y. Supp.
1015 (1897).
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(63) State v. Crawford , 104 Kansas 141, 145, 177 p. 360 (1919).

(64) Schlosser v. Welch , 5 F. Sttpp. 993 (1934) .
:

(65) Callam County, Washington v. U. S. 263 U. S. 341 (1923);
Gillespie v. Oklahoma , 257 U. S. 50 (1922); and Indian Territory Illumi-

nating Oil Co . v. Oklahoma, 240 U. S. 522 (1916).

(66) Dugan v. U. S. 34 Ct . CI. 458 (1899).

(67) Pan .American Fetroleum Corp . v. Alabama , 67 P. (2d) 590

(1933); and People v. Standard Oil , 22 P. (2d) 2 (Cal. 1933). But see

Panhandle Oil Co . v. Knox. 277 U. S. 218 (1927) holding a State Tax void
which applies to sales of gasoline to federal instrumentalities.

(68) Lucas v. Reed, 281 U. S, 699 (1930).

(69) 269 U. S. 514 (1925)

(70) at page. 520 . •

. .

(71) KRA Legal Research Memorandum of Law on the Tax Liability of

Code Authorities, February 14, 1935.. Legal Research Memorandum 510.771

Ilarch 27, 1935 states; "Code Authorities were exempted from taxation as

"Business Leagues" ~b'j the Bureau of Internal Revenue."

(72) 1TRA Legal Research: "Legal Position of Code Authorities,"
June. 11, 1934.

(73) U. S . v. Llonat , 124 U. S. 303 (1888); U.S . v.' Smith , 124
U.. S . 525 (18.88); U. S . v. Geraaine, 99 U. S. 508 (1379); and Scully v.

U. S. , 193 Fed. 185 (1910).

(74) The term "legislation" is used in the broad sense of including
constitutions. State v. Cole , 148 Pac 551 (LTev. 1915).

(75) Fergus v. Russell , 110 IT. S. 130 '(ill. 1915);' and Eliason v.

Coleman , 86 IT. C. 236 (18C2) . But holding that power to create offices
can't be delegated. See, S tate v. Smiley, 263 S . ¥. 825 (llo . 1934).

(76) For a discussion of the problem suggesting that public officers
should discharge sovereign functions see, State v. Cole , 148 Pac 551
(Nev . 1915)

.

'

'

(77) people v. Brady, 135 IT. E. 87 (ill. 1922). "
*

(78) Brookings Institution, op. cit., 162:

"Among its longer run objectives the Recovery Act was
intended to furnish the basis for continuing forms of

collective action uy business groups."

(79) Ibid, 251.
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(80) Oral argument of Ron. Donald Richberg on behalf of the
United States in A. L. A. Schechter Cor-o. v. U. S.

(Cl) Carr, Delegated Legislation (Cambridge University Prpss 1921), 37

J

"More than four centuries ago Parliament took notice of the fact
that the ordinances of craft fellowships, guilds and fraternities were often
unlawful and unreasonable. These minor law-making bodies were forbidden
to make statutes without first submitting them for the approval of the

Chancellor, Treasurer and Chief Justices of either Bench (or any three
of them) on the circuit judges of the shire concerned. 1 '

(32) Brookings Institution, The national Recovery Administration - an
Analysis and an Ap-oraisal (1935), 253; and Consumers' Advisory Board
Study, "Experience with the 0-oen Price Provisions of Approved Codes.":

" Fire Extinguisher Ap-oliance Mfg. Industry. Code #98

"Letter of March 6, fire extinguishing appliance manufacturer.

"We are taking the liberty of enclosing a cony of telegram received
from ___> on the Code Authority, in which he threatens
prosecution if we do not accent the cost arbitrarily set by the Code
Authority, We believe that this was a very unfair procedure as we

were never given, in our opinion, the right consideration in the filing
of our costs. It is our opinion that to arbitrarily set a ridiculous
cost on this commodity is to gradually stifle the industry. One of
the most ridiculous things in the whole set-up is the fact that you
are allowed to quote distributors your cost. This in itself, we believe,
is a direct violation .of the Code and shows absolutely that the cost,
as set ''cy the Code, is not authentic,

"Letter of Uarch 10, small manufacturer of apoliances.

"The open price provision in our Code, couoled with a minimum cost
for the Industry, will unquestionably result in all prices being the
same. It practically is the same as if the Code had ordered price
fixing.

"We did file a price list with 1 quart extinguishers at $12.25, but
the Code Authority did not send them out and we later' withdrew them
because re could see that it wouldn't heir) us' any."

See si so, Memorandum to Corwin D, Edwards from Croup V, Consumers'
Advisory Board, on Preliminary Rules about Cost contained in Codes
assigned to Groue V,

(83) Supra, XI 3 and Memorandum to G, K, Hamill from Consumers'
Advisory Board, re Commercial Resolution Ho, 15 isstied by the Code
Authority of the Wall pacer Manufacturing Industry,
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(84) Mayers, Consumers' Advisory -Board Study, supra n. 82:

a'haiiibook OF IffiA

.(hew 'York 1954) '

. .

"Par. 380. Studies and recommendations

"Virtually all the code authorities are empowered to reauire
statistical reports from the members of the industrjr, in order to make
possible studies looking to recommendations for modifications of, or
additions to, the code. In many codes is found a -orovision requiring
that the information obtained be held as 'confidential 1 by the authority,
a requirement which must be read in the light of the fact that the
members of the authority are themselves, in most cases, actively
engaged in the industry,

"

:

" Cast Iron Soil Pipe Industry. Code #18

"Letter of March 15, fittings manufacturer.

"A feu weeks ago the writer called on one of his customers and the

customer during the course of the conversation told me, the monthly
production of several manufacturers and explained that he knew our
production, sales, etc. This information is given confidentially to

the Soil Pipe Association, and according to the code is kept in
confidence."

(85) Transcript of Hearing Machine-Applied Staple and Stapling
Machine Industry, August 29, 1934. A price sheet filed to be effective
July 2, 1934 was not distributed until August 8, 1934. The Manager of
the Code Authority admitted that "the list (filed by the 3. H. Hotchkiss
Company) was ... withheld from distribution pending a discussion . . .

with the manufacturer who filed the list* Contact was made for this
purpose," the Manager wrote, "but the President of the Company was out
»f town and delay ensued. , It was not until August 1st that we were
finally brought to the realization that our efforts were hopeless, and
then the lists were sent out" (Transcript page 9). The Manager,
Mr. P. 33, Hull, stated at the hearing that he knew he was without au-
thority to withhold the price list, that he acted on his own responsibility,
and that during. the time that theprice. list of the Hotchkiss Company was
being kept confidential,- "the Code Authority knew nothing except, for the
chairman" (Transcript, page 17). What • was done "was not done through
carelessness; it was not carelessness or negligence," Mr. Hull declared
later in the hearing. "I did it advisedly, because I felt it was to the

best interest of the Industry not to have a low price like that go out"

(Transcript, page 34). The high motive just indicated was the principal
basis of Mr. Hull's defense, although certain somewhat technical reasons
for withholding distribution of ,the price list were also advanced. The
Administration took no action in the matter subsequent to the hearing.
Mr. Hull resigned as Manager; the Code Authority continues to function
undisturbed.
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.(86) Supra, VIII

A memorandum by Francis A. Staten to Ruth \K Ayres on this nroblem
sets forth the following joints:

"1. The code authorit;' should be given no blanket authority to

require any information for which it wishea to call. In other words, the
code should not authorize fishing expeditions into private records.
In the administration of the code, the requirement of general uniform
reports should be authorized. Preferably the code should designate
the kind of information which can be required, such as total sales,
units produced, total wages, etc. However, in some cases it may be
impracticable to designate specifically the information which is

authorized to be required. In any case whether or not the specific
type of information is described, the reoort or questionnaire forms to

be used should be submitted to the Administration for approval, together
with the forms submitted there should be a description of the use to

which the information is expected to be out, the method of compilation
which is to be followed, and a description of the manner in which the

information is to be submitted to the code authority or to members of

the industry. The administration can thus assure itself that publication
will not be made in such a way as to reveal the identity of individual
firms. The general reports so authorized should be submitted as sworn state-
ments, I can think of no reason why the code authority should have the
power to require special re-oorts from individual members of the industry,
but there night be occasion when such authority might be needed. No
special report should be required until after specific approval by the

Administration,

"'2, All statistical information required should be submitted to a
confidential agent. By a confidential agent, I moan one other than a
member of the industry and someone other than an employee of the code

authority —'probably a firm of independent accountants. Reports
should be made to the confidential agent and the summaries made by this
agent. I have no doubt that in most instances code authority secretaries
who have been designated as confidential agencies have discharged their
duties conscientiously. However, it appears clear that the code
authority secretary and other code authority members are in a great many
instances too much influenced by the inside political situation in their
code authorities to expect them to function with absolute independence,

"3, When information is prepared in summary form and copies of
such summary submitted to the code authority or to members of the industry
copies also should be submitted to 1T.R.A, in order that such information
may be available as a guide to the Administration. I think it particu-
larly important that the large mass of material available in industry
be channeled into the government. The submission of these summaries
would also give the II. R. A. further check on the use of material
collected from industry members.
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"4# Field audits should "be made only by the confidential agent.
Under the IT. 1-1.A. to datei. there has "been a laree. amount of field
auditing by code authority employees, and many instances rrhich have come
to my personal attention, I knorr that these audits have resulted in a
kind of fishing expedition rrhich the Federal Trade Commission, ruth
all of its power to subpoena duces tecum and what not, could never put
over."

(87) Ibid, See the last p?rt of this memorandum.

(88) Supra, XI 2.

(89) The Code Authority's Reply Brief to Report of Demity
Administrator. Robert K. Straus, on Administration of the Ice Code
submitted April 2. 1935 :

"Mistakes r'ere made here and there, end some of the records
disclosed inept or prejudiced handling, but the record is one of
accomplishment of the purposes to rrhich the Government and the Industry
set themselves to serve, and we are reluctant to have the period of
this service of these men terminated with the general and unchallenged
implication that they were guided wholly by selfish motives even to

the extent of warping facts, to their selfish ends."

.(90) EXCE3PT FROM 'HEW YORK HERALD TRIBTJBE, Wednesday, April 3, 1935

"K.R.A. THRSATMS TRUCK FARMER
TRYIHG TO MAKE ICE FOR OWK USE

"MARK SULLIVAII TELLS HOW HEW DEAL AGENCY BEARS
DOUR OK VIRGIHIAR URO STARTS TO BUILD PLAHT

WITHOUT GETTING A PERRIT

"By Mark Sullivan

"Washington, April 2 - In Princess Anne County, Va. , Mr. P. D. Halstead
is a farmer. He raises mainly spinach and berries. He ships them to marRet
in carload lots. The cars need to be iced. The ice, bought from dealers
and manufacturers, costs about $4 a ton. Mr a Halstead figures he could
make his own ice for much less, he thinks for as little as $2 a ton—and
so he started to build a little ice plant on his fcrm. It was very
small—its capacity ten tons a. day.

"After he had partly constructed his building and laid out about

$2,000, he got, on December 22 last, a telegram. The telegram was from
an official of R.R.A. I.RR.A. has a great many officials, departments and
committees Raving long names. The one rho signed this telegram was
"chairman of the Committee of Arbitration and Appeal for the
Virginia ice industry."
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"y.ll.A, Orders Construction Stopped

"The tel sent by tnis official, to Farmer Halstead "began:

'This committee is advised you are laying foundation preparatory to

construction ice-raalcing plant* ' The telegram went on to inform
Mr. Halstead that JT.R.A. forbids any one to build an ice plant without
first applying for and £X'ttiiv.: a permit from the I'.R.A. code authority
for the ice industry . The com littee further warned Farmer Halstead that
he must cease building his ice plant. Otherwise— so the telegram con-
cluded:

"'This committee Trill take such action as may be necessary to

enforce the Ian .... Your immediate compliance is called for.'

•'Farmer Halstead did not reply. Two days later he received a
letter from the sane IT. 3.A, official. The letter repeated the substance
of the telegram, warning Mr. Halstead that he rust get a permit from
H.R.A. before he could build an ice plant 'whether for individual or
public use.

'

"Again Mr. Halstead did not reply. Five days later, December 29,
he received -mother telegram from the same ll'.R.A. official. In part
it read: 'Lacking any response, I extend opportunity to indicate to

me on or before Monday that you agree .... Your non-response will
be accepted as refusal, which will result in such action as necessary
to enforce lav.'"

It will be noted that Mr. Sullivan calls the code authority
representative a HRA official. On the other hand iTRA would have
probably hotly denied this.

(91) The letter in part reads:

"The showdown came on April 15, When the Code Authority appeared
before the national Industrial Recovery Board and for a full half day
presented the merits of Article XI, and reauested the Board to direct
that further disturbance of the provision be stopped and that it be
administered aggressively and firmly.

"The Recovery Board has complied with this request. We 'have been
given assurance that Article XI will not be disturbed, at least until
the new ilIRA has been passed by Congress, when it is probable that all
Code provisions will come up for reviewing, and The Board has directed
all NRA Agencies to go ahead and administer the provision with
firmness and vigor."

Shortly after this letter was written the K.I.R.B. issued an
order practically defeating the effectiveness of Article XI.

Memorandum for the H.I.R.B. by Dr. L. C. Marshall., May 13, 1935.
Applications with the recommendations of the Divisional and Deputy
Administrator were to be sent directly to the executive secretary of the
K.I.R.3. If a denial were recommended, the matter was to be referred to

the Advisory Council. The effect of this procedure would have been con—
trary_ to the industry's desires as both the 1I.I.R.3. and the Advisory
uouncil vrere suspicious of Article XI.
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(9.°,) Memorandum form Corwin D. Edwards to Visiter Mangum, re Code
Administration Provisions of Model Code, April 26, 1935:

"In too many cases these agencies have (a) exceeded their nosers
and misinterpreted their codes; (b) sought to coerce- and ooeress Darts
of their industry; (c) failed to distinguish between their status r.s

members of a trade association, or as orivate "business nen and their
status as code officials; (d) given inac" equate recognition to .the

interests of consumers and labor; (o) let their code Income ineffective
Dy inattention and lach of interest; (f) sought to "build up a
bureaucrr.cy of jobs and salaries regardless of th° industry's need."

(93) 4 TTords and Phrases 37C3 end cas^s there cited. . .

(94) Dimes v. Grand Junction Canal . 3 H. 1. C. 759, 793 (1852)
Lord Carrol oil said: "This is not to be confined to a cause in which
he (the judge) is a -oarty, but applies to a cause in which he has an
interest."

(95) My. Sunderland Just i c e s . 2 K.B. 357 (1901).

(96) Ibid, and see Report of- thoj Committee on Minister's Powers .

(Cmd. 4060, Presented "by the Lord Chancellor to Parliament on Aoril,
1932), 76-79. ....

(97) Report, ibid 76-79, "The first and most fundamental
principle is that a man may not "be a judge in his own cause."

(98) People, v. Brady , 135 IT. "3. 87 (ill. 1922).

(99) Legal Research Memorandum, "Legal Position of Code Authorities"

,

June 11, 1934.

(100) Legal Memorandum No. 18, "by Blackwell Smith, quoting
Mr. McNulty. Standard Clause for Uniform Cost Accounting as Set Forth
in Office Memorandum of January 29, 1934:

"Th^ Office Memorandum of January 29 recommends the following
as a standard clause for uniform cost accounting:

'The Code Authority. 1 shall cause to be formulated an accounting
system and methods of cost finding and/or estimating capable of use "by

all members of the industry After such system and methods have "been

formulated, full details concerning them shall "be made available to all
members. Thereafter all members shall determine and/or estimate. costs
in accordance with the -princroles of such methods 1

.

"In two or three ao-oroved codes and a large number of important pro-

pessd codes this clause lias been coupled with a provision forbidding sales

below cost without a further means of determining cost or, below cost as

determined by a formula to be devised by th n Code Authority in accordance
with such clause. Sir.ce the accounting systera&id methods of cost finding
and/ or estimating contemplated under this clause are. not subject to the

aoproval of the Administrator its use in conjunction with a sales b^low
cost orovision raises a question of -major importance,
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"17- have taken thfl position that provisions which constitute dotor-
minations ">f lajor questions of i'.h.A, policy can bo • v^lv^d only und°r
government supervision after duo notice and an opportunity to bo hoard.
We iiav not b ;n unduly cautious in s' proceeding. Tho "zeroise of t

broad power conferred or tho President by the h.I.R.A, ir> so akin to

l^gislati >n that wo spoak cf codes as 'statutes' and. tho drafting of
codes as ' legislation' . Tho result of tn • usq of thn clause in question
in conjunct i or. -with a sal^s below cost provision without a furthor
definition if cost which is subject to the Administrator's approval
is to permit tho Code Authority to determine the cost below which
one may not s 11, This is an administrative extension of the K.I. II. A.

so important as to be properly call d 'legislation 1 in tho above
sense,

"It is n t difficult to demonstrate that a determination of the

prico bclor which one may not soil affects tho property rights of

thos° to Thorn it pertains. Due procoss of law requires that such a
provision, before it becomes law, should be subjected to tho scrutiny
and approval 'f an impartial ^r governmental agency. A Cod° Authority
is neither impartial nor pvornmontal. Its members are competitors
on° with another and with oth~r eloncirts in tho industry, and their
int^r^sts ar antagonistic to those of consumers and persons 'engaged
in other steps *>f tho economic process',

"It is argued that a sufficient check is -orovid.od by tho inclusion
of the Richborg paragraph contained in Office Memorandum r f January 27,
but it must b remembered that under the clause in question the system
formulated b~- thr Cede Authority becomes effective as s^n as 'full
details' arc 'made available to all members'. Property rights arn

seriously affected instantly. In such a. situation the reservation of

the power to remedy fails to fulfill the requirements of due process
and in practice would not be efficacious.

Conclusion

"The clause in question when joined to a orohibition of sal^s
b'-'low est as determined by the system to be formulated delegates to a
private and partial agency a power so drastic that the delegation is

unreasonable and in violation of due process of law."

Legal LI onerandom, ^Tho Legal Sanctions upon which Assessment
Provisions in Codes of Fair Competition Rest", August 28, 1934, 9:

"It should be noted that we have net described, the members of the
Cod-"1 Authority an public officers. We believe a Code Authority is

sui generis ~ a legal species peculiar to the administration of the
National Industrial Recovery Act. We cannot here attempt to classify
its legal status further thou to determine that it is some sort of
an agency authorized, to administer tho purposes of the national
Industrie 1

. Z covery Act."

(101) Supraj V.
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(102) S.ro Administrative Order ho. X-29, TJhere the Administrator
sought to withdraw certain -coder's from code authorities.

(103) Brookings Institution, op. cit., 291, and at 272 "here the
authors say: •

•

" Supervision of Code Authorities . It nay lie taken for granted that
the activities of code authorities have to he supervised. Contention
to the contrary "blinks all the relevant facts. What they administer is

a "body of law. Being interested parties to the tody cf the law which
they- administer, their impartiality is obviously not wholly to he relied
on. Their powers are built upon the disciplinary and coercive powers of the

government. It is therefore inconceivahle as a natter of public policy
that they should be given full authority either to administer the
definitive terns of codes or to exercise the discretionary legislative
and judicial powers contained therein."

(104) 292 U. S. 495 (1935). This decision --as handed down hay 27.

Brookings Institution, 0-0. cit., 255:

"It is adding emphasis to the public character of their
responsibilities. This was illustrated "by the removal of members from
the cotton garment code authority, "because they were parties to a
legal action against the government to prevent the executive imposition
of an amendment to the code. However appropriate such action, a body
:Of persons thus limited cannot at the same time be in any real sense

representative of the members of an industry. There arise tests of

loyalty 'as between obligations as a auasi-public official and as a

representative of an industrial grouo."
'.

(105) At page 537.

(106) Supra, XIII discusses what standards were set up by the

Act, and their adequacy.

(107) Supra, III.

(108) Bules that are -orescribed by a higher administrative body
have the sane force as law, upon a subordinate body. 5x -parte Bun.ji Une .

41 ?. (2d) 239 (1930).

(109) An excellent but somewhat unusual example is found in
the Iron and Steel Code ho. 11, "1THA Codes of Fair Competition," I, 199,

200, Schedule E.

(110) Pure Manufacturing Industry, approved code ho. 57, ibid,

679, Article hi:

"Ivery employer shall use an accounting system which conforms to

the principles of and is at least a.s detailed and complete as the
uniform nd standard method of accounting and the uniform and standard
method of costing to be formulated or approved by the- Supervisory Agency,

with such variations therefrom as may be required by the individual

conditions affecting any employer or group of employers and as may be
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•• Supervisory Agency and made supplements to said
formulated or approved methods of accounting and costing.

"

Corset : in ssiere Industry, approved code iTo. 7, nVBA Codes of

Fir Competition", I, 7b, article IX. See also, Oil 3urner Industry.

Approved Code ITo. 25, ibid., I, 344-345. Section 5 where the

Administrator retained an approval -oo-er, which "as thr most common
f orn.

(111) Laundry and Dry Cleaning Llachinery Manufacturing Industry,

approved cod: Bo. 24, Ibid, I, 444, Article XII:

"Bo employer shall make any allowance for apparatus, machinery,
or aopliances taken in trade in excess of the amount fixed in standard
list of trade—in allowances approved from tine to tine by the

supervisory agency and filed in the office of the Secretary of the

Laundry and Dry Cleaners Machinery Manufacturers' Association."

(112) Cotton Garment Industry, approved code Bo. 118, ibid, 124,
Article VII, 2:

"The "executive Authority of any division nay, from tine to tine,

with the approval of the Paper Industry Authority, change in respect
of all or any of the products of such division the period of time
vrhich' shall ela-ose between the date of filing and the effective date
of any such schedule; provided, however, that such period shall not
be less the . tvrenty-four (24) hours or more than five (5) days; and
provided further, that pending the holding of a meeting' of the Paper
Industry Authority the chairman thereof may grant an interim approval
of such action."

(115) Iron and Steel Industry, approved code ITo. 11, ibid, I,

Section 3:

"The Board of Directors by the affirmative vote of a majority of

the whole Board may establish maximum rates of discount and maximum
periods of free credit, other than those specified in Schedule G of
the Code, which nay be allowed by any member of the Code with respect
to the sale of any -oroduct or products to jobbers for resale as

permitted 0" the -orovisions of Section 4 of this Schedule B. The
Secretary shall give notice in writing of any action taken by the
Board of Directors in accordance with the -orovisions of this Section 6

to each member of the Code which at the time shall be engaged in
producing the kindaf -oroduct in the srle of which ony such other rates
or periods shall have been established by such action."

(114) Iron end Steel Industry, approved Code Bo. 11, ibid, I, 189,
Article X, S otion 3:
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"Sxcept in cases for which liquidated damages are fixed in the code
and in cases which shall give rise to actions in tort in favor of one
or more members of the code for damages suffered by it or them, the
board of directors shall have -oo^er from time to tine to establish the
amount of liquidated damages payable by any member of the code upon the
commission by such member of any act constituting an unfair -oractice
under the code and a list of the amounts so fired shall .from time to "feime be
filed with, the secretary.

(115) dor example see Wall Paper Manufacturing Industry, anyoroved
code IT. 19, ibid, I,' 272, Article VII (c).

(116) Supra, n. (113)

(117) Cotton Garment Industry, approved Code Ho 118, "iIRA Codes
of Pair Co'roctition", III, 101, Article" XI I.

(118) Millinery and Dress Trimming, Braid and Textile Industry,
approved code "do. 69, ibid, II, 154 Article II, (5) (4),

(119) Dress Manufacturing Industry, approved code To. 64, ibid,
II, 92, Article VI (i)

:

"The Code Authority shall provide rules and regulations by which
the distinction between 'higher-priced garments' as hereindefined, and
'lower-priced garments shall be determined. In so doing, the Code
Authority shall be guided by the wholesale prices prevailing on
August 15, 1933, or thereabouts, as representing the intention of
the framers of this Code."

(120) Electrical Manufacturing Industry, approved code No. 4,
ibid, I, 49:

"If the supervisory agency shall determine that in any branch or

subdivision of the electrical manufacturing industry not now selling
its product on the basis of price lists with or without discount
sheets with fined terms of payment the distribution or marketing
conditions in said branch or subdivision are similar to or the same

as the distribution or marketing conditions in a. branch or subdivision
of the industry where the use of -orice lists with or without discount
sheets is well recognized, and that a system of selling on net price
lists or -price lists and discount' sheets should be -exit into effect
in such branch or subdivision, each manufacturer of the -oroduct or

products of such branch or subdivision shall within twenty (20) days
after notice of such determination file with the supervisory agency
net price lists orprice lists and discount sheets, as the supervisory
agency \ici' direct."

(121) Gear Manufacturing Industry, approved code ho. 117, ibid,

III, 74, Article VII (2)(j).
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(132) ttall Paper Manufacturing Industry, approved code To. 19,
ibid, I, 271-272, Article VI; and Cement Industry, approved code llo. 128,
ibid, III, 343, Article XIII:

"All Portland Cement marketed- "by members of the industry shall
comply with the standard specifications for Portland Cement of the
American Society for Testing Materials, and the American Standards
Association, and/or the- Federal Specification Board, Ifembers of the

industry may sell cement under modified Portland Cenent specifications
that are designed to meet special or unusual conditions not adequately
or properly covered "by the specifications hereinrbove referped to,

provided, however, that the orice at which such modified Portland
Cements are sold shall be filed with the Cod.e Authority."

(123) Floor and Wall Cloy Tile Manufacturing Industry, approved
code To. 92, ibid, II, /-54, Article X, Section A; and Underwear and
Allied Products Manufacturing Industry, approved code I o. 23, ibid, 320,
Part V, Section 2:

"All standards already formulated in coooeration with the Bureau
of Standards -of the United States Department of Commerce and approved
by the Industry or standards which shall be so formulated and
aryoroved shall become the standards for the Industry. All merchandise
manufactured after the effective date shall be plainly and visibly
marked by an indelible stamp or firmly sewn label .* substandard* , where
such merchandise comes below the minimum standards. Every
manufacturer shell plainly mark with an indelible .stamp or firmly sewn
label the sizes of measurements of his product thereon. However, any
merchandise manufactured prior to -the date ,of adoption of a. standard
for such merchandise shall not, in any case, be classified as

'substandard' merchandise, and the Secretary shall notify all known
interested persons in the -Industry of each new standard adapted and
the effective date thereof."

(124) Cleaning and Dyeing Trade, Approved Cod.e ho. 101, ibid,

558, Article VI, 3(h):

"To establish and prescribe fair and -reasonable minimum wholesale
and retail prices by regions and/or local areas, for the several
services comprised within the definition of cleaning and dyeing; such
minimum wholesale and retail prices to be sufficient to provide for
carrying out the purpose of the Act, to be consistent with maintenance
of the minimum standards of ouality prescribed by the Code Authority,
to enable the trade to maintain the payment of a.t least minimum wages
herein established and other wages oroperly based thereon, the
furnishing of ste.ble employment necessa.ry to maintain the trade, and
such other considerations reasonably pertinent thereto.

"Any minimum prices thus established, may from time to time be
increased, or decreased by the Code Authority according; to changing
conditions.
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"Immediately after any such trices, increases, and/or reductions
have beer, approved by the. Administrator, the Code Authority shall take
such steps as are reasonably calculated to notify all members of the
trade thereof. Such prices, increases, and/or reductions shall go into
effect upon such date or dates as the Code Authority shall fix."

(125) Panama Refining Co . v. Ryan . 293 U. S. 388 (1935).

(126) Dr. C. W. Putnam has made such an- extended analysis which
is very interesting and. suggestive. It has served the writer
materially in the preparation of this problem.

(127)" Retail Custom Millinery Trade, Code !
T
o. 60D, "ERA Codes of

Fair Competition", XXI, 502, Article V, Section 2(b).

(128) Retail Trade, Code Ho. 60, ibid, II, 40, Article X,

Section (c).

(129) Fabricated Metal Products Manufacturing and Metal
Finishing and i.Ietal Coating Industry, Code ITo. 84, ibid, II, 336,
Article IV, Section 6.

(130) Cotton Textile Industry, Code Ho. 1, ibid, 1, 16,

Article V, Section (c).

(131) Supra VIII.

(132) Barber Shop Trade, Code Ho. 398, "ITBA Codes of Fair

Competition", IX, 343, Article VI, Section 8(e).

(133) Outdoor Advertising Trade, Code Ho. 304, ibid, VII, 280,

Article VI, Section 14.

(134) Automobile Hot Water Heater Mfg. Industry, ibid, XII, 484,

Article IV, Section 15.

(135

)

Supra XI I and XIII.

(136) Lumber and Timber Products Industry, Code l
T
o. 9, "NBA Codes

of Fair Competition", I, 119, Article III, Section (d).

(137) Bankers, Code Ho. 47, ibid, I, 580, Article VII,

Sections 4(c) and 5.

(138) Wholesale Automotive Trade, Code No. 165, ibid, IV, 193,

Article VII, Section F.

(139) Paper Distributing Trade, Code Ho. 176, ibid, IV, 387,

Article X, Section 14.

(140) Electrical Manufacturing Industry, Code Ho. 11, ibid, I, 49,

Article IX.
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(141) hestcurant Industry, Code !To. 202, ibid, VI, 515, Article V,

Section 5(d)

.

(142) Dress Hfg. Industry, Code Ho. 64, ibid II, 90, Article IV,

Section 11.

(143) Is Clothing Industry, Code No. 15, ibid, I, 232,

Article IV.

(144) Dress Vfg. Industry, cod; No. 64, ibid, II, 88,
Article III, Sections 1, 2 and 3.

(145) Ivv.c-.infr Industry, Code No* 278, ibid, VI, 43S, Article VII,

Section (3) (e).

(146) Cotton Garment Industry, Code Ho, 9, ibid, III, 77,

Article IX, Section E„

(147) 4etc.il Solid Fuel Industry, code No. 280, ibid, XV, 386,
Article IX, Section n.

(148) Graphic Arts Industry, code ITo. 287, ibid, VII, 20,
Article I, Section 5.

(149) Legal Leraorandum, Review of Code Authority Power,
November 27, 1953:

"1 - Ehe memorandum of hoverfoer 22nd to the Legal Division
was directed to stopoiiig an arbitrary requirement by members of the

Legal Division that there nust be incorporated in every code a
general po^er given to the Administrator to 'revise and modify '

actions tahen ^cj a Code Authority. Tne effect of such a demand
would be to insist upon final authority in the Administrator to

substitivte his judgment wherever desired for that of the Code
Authority. 1!. is would impose an impossible burden on the Administrator
and at the sane time take away from industry the fundamental power of

self-govern; sent

•

"2 - It was not intended by this memorandum, on the other hand,
to indicate that Code Authorities should be left free to govern an
industr" without regard to necessary limitations and checks to

protect private and public interests, which the government must
maintain,

"3 — Tor example, any exercise of power by a Code Authority in the

nature of price fixing, even in the determination of minimum prices to cover
costs of production, must be subject to the power of government revision,
or else z. ere is grave danger of violating a primary requirement of the
law, which is that codes 'shall not be designed to promote monopolies or to

eliminate or oppress small enterprises and. will not operate to discrimi-
nate against them - and also that the codes shall not permit monopolies
or monopolistic practices.
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ii 4 ~. Therefore, there must "be authority reserved in the representatives
of the government to disapprove of any actions of the Code Authority which
might violate the purposes of the Recovery Act."

(150) Legal I.Iemorandom, ho. 32 "by Blackwell Smith, Non-Association
Representation on Code Authorities, hay 24, 1934:

"The Act does not expressly provide for Code Authorities. It nay "be

that in the consideration of this subject, Congress contemplated perfornen.ee

of the administrative functions of industry "by trade associations. It -as

provided that trade associations must "be truly representative of their
industries in order to obtain the code aoolied for, and in Section 6(b) it

was provided that a trade association in order to be entitled to the bene-
fits of the act should meet the requirements of the President that they be
truly representative* .Any requirement along. this line as to a trade
association should reasonable be applied to Code Authorities, and inasmuch
as the contents of a code with reference to a Code Authority rest within
the administrative discretion of .ERA we should insist on high standards
of true representation for Code Authorities as well as for associations.
If an association only partially covers an industry, unless- the portion
uncovered is a negligible factor, the foregoing rationale would seem to

require representation on the Code Authority of the non-trade association
members of the industry. This is particularly true in cases where known
conflicts enist between trade association members on the one hand and
non-trade association members on the other.

"It nay also be that representation of non—trade association members
is necessary as a reasonable insurance against discrimination against smell

enterprises, inasmuch as those who are not members of the trade association
are likely to be the smaller enterprises in the industry.

" Fner e findings of true representation and of no inequitable restric-
tions of the sponsoring group may be based on incomplete or unsatisfactory
evidence, careful insistence uoon the truly representative character of

the Code Authority may go far toward curing this possible defect."

(151

)

Consumers' Advisory Board Hemorandom by J. I.I. Kadley, Graphic
Arts Industries

s
April 3, 1935:

" Code Authority Organization :

"Coordinating all of the code authorities and administrative agencies

of the Coca, is the National Arts Coordinating Committee with very limited
powers of control.

"The principal industry (A-l) under Graphic Arts is Commercial
Relief Printing, for which the United Typothetae' of America is designated
in the Code as the National Code Authority. Local agencies have no direct

responsibility- to the United Typothetae of America as rational Code Author-

ity; the repercussions reaching Washington are the only direct evidence to

the N.R.A. of their activities. The United Typothetae of America is

divided into 17 sones and 116 regions. N.'R.A. 's contact with then is

through the national Graphic Arts Coordinating Committee, the National Code

Authority for Industry A-l (United Typothetae of America), thence to the
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Relief Printing zonal code authorities and finally to the individual

establishments in such manner, form and time as the regional nay determine.

It is little vender that 1 T .R.A. cannot "be sure how carefully its instruc-

tions a.re c \v, nir.icated.

"The United fyoothetao of America is controlled by its local chapters,

which for code vrooses they hove organised into zo:->rl end regional code

authorities. The notional has little -oouer to select the local agencies;
as a matter of fret, the 17 zones appoint the 29 national directors, who,

in turn, ;lect the National Administrative Committee of 7 members through
which the association deals with N.R.A. Since the Code actuelly names the

United Typothetne of America as the Code Authority, it is technically
true that all the members of the association are members of the Code
Authorit3' - a '.'. ::ican army, consisting entirely of generals.

"The result, bitterly opposed by this Board in all of our dealings, is

that no on- is directly res2^onsible to N.R.A,, end no matter what a

deeuty ma;- rule, they make their own lews regardless of the mandate of

the code under which they operate."

(152) ERA Press Release No. 2251, December 13, 1933:

"As ^repressed by the Administrator, the Administration members of

Code Authorities, carefully avoiding the fact or ap-oearance of dictation
or coercion '-ill function as co-workers in an und.ert aiming of public interest,

concerned, orl" in the faithful administration of the Cod.es.

"Specifically, their chief duties may be summarised as follows:

"1. Refer with recommendation to the Administrator through the divi-
sion administrator those matters mentioned in the ood.e a.s being subject
to review anf./or the approval of the Administrator,

"2, Recommend to the division administrator such other matters as in
his judgment are important to the welfare of the industry, or to the public
interest, or to the consumers or employees affected, by the provisions of

the code,

"3, Though the cod.e authority secure complete assent to and. compliance
with all provisions of the cod.e by each unit of the industry,

"4. Assist the code authority in connection with the preparation
of recommendations for necessary interpretations, modifications, and
additions of the code. Consult with the division administrator in refer-
ence thereto.

"5, XIi rn and guard against threatened deviations from the code or

non—observance of its terms or action contrary to the principle of R.I.R.A,

"6. Constantly scrutinize the operation of the code and see that it

does not permit or promote monopolies nor tend to eliminate or opuress
small enterprises.
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"7, Advise with the code authority in seeing that its affairs are
handled in a cooperative and fair manner with respect to all units under
the code, nailing sure that the provisions of the code are strictly adhered
to with an eauitahle and fair settlement of all matters covered "by the

code pertaining to the interests of the general public, consumers, or

employees,

"8. Assure himself and the division administrator that the
industrial members of the code authority are truly representative of the

entire industry and elected by a method fair end equitabl;
concerned."

(153) Ihid.

(154) Brookings Institution, op. cit., 272, et seq.

to all
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NOTES TO CHAPTER XVI

(1) Corwin, Twilight of the Supreme Court
,
(Yale University Press,

1934), 184:

Professor Corwin suggests that the back-to-the-Conntitution move-
ment may not be so concerned with any meaning of the constitution other
than "certain doctrines, also sanctioned by the Court at times, which
were conceived with the idea in mind of putting the future in cold stor-
age .

"

(2) Laski, "Book Review", 45 Ha rvard Law Review, 754, 756 (1932 );

"Parliament has been led to experiment with departmental jurisdic-
tion because judicial review of social policy has been reactionary in

temper and clumsy in execution. It has failed to appreciate the ele-
ment of policy which is involved in finding the facts wherever quasi-
judicial problems emerge. Until the courts are willing to look upon
these issues with something of the temper which Mr. Justice Brandeis has
brought to their examination, they are not likely to add to the respect
in which it is desirable they should be held."

(3) U. S. v. E. C. Knight Co ., 156 U. S. 1 (1894)

(4) 288 U. S. 344 (1933)

(5) 295 U. S. 495 (1935)

(6) 293 U. S. 388 (1935)

(7) 295 U. S. 602 (1935)

Corwin, op.cit., 130. Speaking of the then pending Humphrey's Case,
Professor Corwin suggests this decision would be of extreme significance
in the decision in this case, and indicate whether the court intended
to clamp down executive power. Apparently that was the intention of the

Court, and so we can ,assume they do have some significance in the de-
cision in the Schechter Case.
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NOTES TO CHAPTER XVII

(1) Quoted in Commission of Inquiry on public Service Personnel,

Better Government Personnel (yew "fork, 1935) , 54.

(2) I"bid, 15:

"The success or failure of that government, and the kind of service

which it renders, will rest in the last analysis upon the capacity and
character of the men and women who constitute it. T7e must therefore

maintain a governmental system under which the government attracts to the

public service its full share of the capacity and character of the man
power of the nation. This we do not accomplish in the United States
under existing conditions."

Again at page 54 the Report states:

"Governmental reform in the United States has directed its attention
primarily to the structure of the government. This attitude arose natur-
ally "because of our great faith in written .constitutions. "

(3) Ibid, 67:

"In an emergency, men must "be drafted for work rapidly and in large
numbers. During the process of organization, men who can organize and
drive ahead, who can make decisions and develop policy, are needed sud-
denly and in large numbers. The Commission is convinced it would have
"been utterly impossible to meet this need without permitting the greatest
possible freedom for which the present powers of the Civil Service Com-
mission are inadequate."

(4) Dickinson, Administrative Justice and the Supremacy of Law in

the United States . (Harvard University Press, 1927), 3.41:

"TiThat he really needs to see, "beyond the range of the particulars
with which he has to deal, are not such phantom abstractions but rather
a wealth of other po.rticular facts, equally concrete, historical facts,
economic facts, social facts, psychological facts, — stretching away
to the boundaries of knowledge before the realm of ultimates begins
ever to be reached,

"

See also Ibid. XII, 333-358, The Supremacy of the Law and the Prob-
lem of Legal Education,

(5) Commission of Inquiry on Public Service personnel, op, cit,,
44. Speaking of the t~/pe of examination to be given the Report says:

"The examination shoxild determine primarily what the candidates are,

not -what they know about the work for which they are to be trained in the

future. "

(6) II. R. A. did set up a training school. Its curriculum was not
as full or systematic as the scheme the writer has in mind.
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(7) Will i s , Parliamentary -powers of Sn.~;liah Government Departments .

(Harvard University Press, 1932), 35-36.

(7a) Committee on Ministers' powers Report (Cmd. 4060, presented Try

the Lord Chancellor to Parliament in April, 1932) 76-80, 93-98, 108-109

The Committee lists certain safeguards. It says that jurisdiction

should be in the High Court of Justice to review, and to quash the pro-

ceedings on the ground that a Minister or Ministerial Tribunal had ex-

ceeded statutory powers and acted without jurisdiction. It is essential

that the three principles of natural justice listed should "be observed

"by the Minister or Ministerial Tribunal, and the fourth principle should

be observed except in exceptional cases where publication would be against
the public interest. A right of appeal to the High Court of Justice upon
any question of law should be available. Throughout the listing of these

safeguards the Committee insists that simple procedure should prevail

.

The principles are:

1. A man nay not be a judge in his own cause; •

2. As to quasi-judicial proceedings "no party ought to be

condemned unheard; .and if his right to be heard is to

be a reality, he must know in good time the case which
he has to meet; "

3. A party is entitled to know the reason for the decision;

and
4. TJhere the statute requires a public inquiry the inspec-

tors' reports should be available to the parties heard.

The Committee felt that appeals upon questions of fact are highly
undesirable, though it suggests an appeals tribunal for this purpose.

(8) Johnson, The 31ue Eagle from Egg to Earth , (Saturday Evening
post, February 9, 1935), 84:

"In the April open forum I pointed out faults or indicated improve-
ments in ISA, viz.:

"10. Adequate labor and consumer representation in an advisory
capacity.

"

"11, Uniformit3r of governmental representation on Code Authorities."
w * *

"In addition to this, as I see my principal blunders, they were:
* * *

"9. The Blue Eagle should never have been withdrawn in cases where
the Department of Justice found no sufficient grounds for prosecution.

"

"14. A full-time and aggressive Government member, with an assist-
ant each for Labor and Consumers, should have been appointed to each Code
Authority the moment the Code was approved, and he should have vigorously
pressed its organization and administration in strict accordance with
ilRA policy. "
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(9) U. S. Laxi Week, March 12, 1935, 1

The article quotes Richberg as^ suggesting to Senate Finance Com-
mittee:

1. Limit codification to interstate industries and those so sub-

stantially affecting it that must he recnilated to protect interstate
commerce,

2. More clear definition or policy and explicit authorization of

administrative activity.

5. President should he required to make findings that the stand-
ards of Congress have been met*

4, Proponents should be able to withdraw from codes so modified as
to be unacceptable,

5. and 6. dealt vrith insignia and Anti-trust lav/s,

(10) Supra, IX

(11) Supra, I, n,2.
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ADDENDUL.

( This note, wri tten by a levie^'er of Nr. Aikens manuscrip t.

deserves miroecgraphin-.? alon-'c with th e manuscript)

There are two contradictory theories regarding the Code making
powers of the National Recover^ Administration.

The first goes on the ground that the process was quasi/judicial
in nature and that therefore the detailed "due process of law" -procedure
was applicable to it. As this thesis is developed fully in this study,
it will not be necessary to discuss it further here.

According to the second theory the Code making process is legis-
lative in nature and as a consequence it was not necessary that all of
the detailed procedures required to inr.ure "due process of law" should'
be complied with. However desirable a more adequate procedure might
have been from the viewpoint of sound administrative practice or econom-
ic and social expediency, it was not required as a matter of law.

The arguments advanced by the proponents of this second theory
go on several grounds.

The first of these had to do with the broad purpose and princi-
ples of the National Recovery Administration. One of the basic prin-
ciples of the national Recovery Administration was "self-government in

industry". The President in his message of May 17, 1933, asked Cong-
ress for the machinery necessary "for a great cooperative movement".
Section 1 of the National Industrial Recovery Act stated that it was
the purpose of Congress to provide for the general welfare by promot-
ing the organization of industry for the purpose of cooperative action
among trade groups, to induce and maintain united action of labor and
management under adequate governmental sanctions and supervision. ... "

In the statement of the President outlining the policies of the Nation-
al Recovery Administration (NRA Bulletin No. 1. p 1.) it was said: "It

is a challenge to industry which has long insisted that, given the

right to act in unison, it could do much for the general good which
has hitherto been unlawful. Prom today it has that right." This was
the viewpoint taken by those most closely associated with the formula-*'

tion of the policy of the National Recovery Administration, General

Johnson and I.Ir. Richberg.

A few quotations will show, how strongly the idea of self-govern-

ment was in the minds of those responsible for this Administration. In

Bulletin No. 7 of the NRA we find the following expressions:

"The aim of the N1A is to give industry, through its

Code Authorities, the widest possible range of self-

government, subject to the ultimate responsibility

of the Administrator"; "It is fundamental, within

both the letter and intent of NIRA. . . . that as much as

possible of both aspects of Code Administration (Planning :
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id Prepress and Compliance^ be effected by industry
itself"; "for an industry sufficiently organized
to have agreed upon a Code of Pair Competition, there

usually will be no need for Government administration
in the 'planning and progress' field.

"

In his oral argument in the Schechter Case, Donald Richberg said:
• '

" 'he National Recovery Act recognised explicitly the need of
organizing a Nation-Wide Cooperation. It recognizee the

utter impossibility and impracticability of seeking to vrite
a single code of fair practices fox all business, or of seek-
ing to enforce a single set of rigid standards of business

conduct. It proceeded upon the sound theory that thousands
of business men themselves should know better than any small
group of lawmakers what improved practices would stimula.te a
business revival, what the prohibition of unfair practices
would do in promoting fair business, and what would sub-

stitute an orderly advance for a disorderly retreat. So the

law provided that codes of fair competition should be drawn
up' by those truly representative of trades and industries and,

after pas.sing through an administrative test as to whether.
• they effectuated the public policy laid down by Congress, then
these codes would provide the standards of fair competition
under which trade and industry might be stimulated and im-

proved." (*)

i.ir. Richberg also pointed cut the fact that, the Codes were of the
type called "voluntary" i.e., Codes brought forth voluntarily 'by re- -

presentative of the trade and industries affected...

"It is perfectly -clear that the fundamental basis of the Code is

is the agreement of a truly representative group of a trade
or industry as to what constitutes fair competition."

In hie recent book "The Rainbow" Mr. Richberg says:

"In the first stages of cur endeavor we were fearful of any-
thing even flavored with governmental dictation. We sought
diligently to provide the reality of ' self-government of
industry' .

!' (p 120)

In a memorandum issued en November 22, 1933 to the members of the

Legal Division, (as quoted from "the Rainbow" (p 12'">) Richberg said:

"It is not required and it is not proper, except in special
instances to grant in a Code any general power to the Admin-
istrator to review and modify actions taken by the Code Author-
ity. If anyone insists upon incorporating such, a clause, you
may refer to this memorandum as a statement of policy to pro-
mote self-government of industry, as distinguished from polit—

(*> The NBA Cases. No! 854 and No. 864. IN THE SUPREME COURT
OP THE UNITED STATES
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ical government of industry, which should guide the Legal Division."
"The inclusion of a few compulsory requirements and criminal penalties
in the Recovery Act should not obscure the dominant intention 'to "provide
for the general welfare by promoting the organization of industry for
the purpose of cooperative action,, ' ITor was there ever a deliberate
departure from this original intention."*

Farther the Administration took the view that "It is not the func-
tion of the National Recovery Administration to prescribe what shall
be in the Codes to be submitted by associations or groups; The initia-
tive in all such matters is expected to come from within the industry
itself." (NRA Bulletin No. 2 Sec. (6)).

Another indication of the cooperative nature of the Code making
process is found in the fact that although often at the hearing of the
proposed Code it might be "modified at the suggestion of the Administra-
tion or otherwise" it was further provided: "and as so modified if it
is agreed to by representatives of the Association or group presenting
it and ratified by such Association or group under such conditions as
the Administration may prescribe, it will be presented to the President
for his approval or disapproval or suggested modification..." (NRA Bul-
letin No. 2 Sec (3))« It will thus be seen that Congress, the President,
industry itself and those primarily responsible for National Recovery
Administration regarded the Code making process as fundamentally an
attempt at industrial cooperation and at self-government of industry
rather than a mere regulatory procedure, such as exists where the govern-
ment regulates and controls the manufacture and sale of foods and drugs,
the use of navigable streams, foreign commerce or the use of the public
domain. In all such cases the sanction of law results without attempting
to secure the participation, in the making of the law, of the real re-
presentatives of those regulated, without asking them to initiate the

regulations, without securing their cooperative action in the formula-
tion of rules and regulations, and without requiring their approval be-
fore the law goes into effect. Whatever one may think of the validity
of such a process of law making the fact remains that it actually existed.
Of course, it was agreed by all that the final sanction to the Codes
was in the President.

The next factor to be taken into consideration is the nature of the

Code making process. The process involved the making of complicated
sets of adjustments rather than merely laying down rules, standards and
norms. The first of these adjustments resulted from the very difficult
problems involved in the classification of industry under Codes. What
industries should be included within certain codes; in other words what
industries fell within a particular competitive field? What factors
constitute an industry?

Adjustments had to be made between different kinds of concerns with-
in competing groups, because of volume of output, different sales methods,
different purchasing methods, different advertising methods. Adjustments
had to be made between large companies and small companies; between

(*) "The Rainbow" Donald R. Richberg. (1936) p. 118
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inter-industrial Competition and inter-industrial competition in various

levels; between large com ->a:iies and small companies; between quasi-mo-

nopolistic concerns and others. Adjustments had to be made in Codes

to prevent injury to consumers, and likewise to protect the interests

of labor, rnd to adjust the relationship between organized and unorga-

nized labor. Other adjustments had to b<? made on account of geographi-

cal location of industries. Others had to be made in relationship to

the Anti-Trust laws.

In this process of adjustment it was not always -oossible to know

who were interested parties, how particular provisions would affect

different industries, what authorities were representative. It is main-

tained that this process could not in any possible way be reduced to a

judicial process- By its very nature it involved bargaining, dickering

and giving and taking. It would have been impossible by merely taking

testimony to get at the truth of the contentions of various groups, for

facts and statistics to back up these contentions did not exist. Those

who made the Codes were not dealing in any manner with individual rights;

on the contrary they were formulating general policies.

In respect to the contents of Codes even greater difficulties are

encountered. Whether cr not advertising allowances, price fixing, price
filing, resale "orice maintenance, cost accounting provisions, loss

leaders, limitation of machine hours, etc. are desirable are matters
largely of opinion. Some of these provisions may be advantageous to

certain concerns within a Code, and disadvantageous to others. In or-

der to find out the effects of such provisions, a season of experimen-
tation would probably be necessary and after that elaborate studies. A
quasi—judicial process would probably come no nearer to a correct so-

lution than a process of bargaining and agreement. In all of this pro-

cess there were separate and distinct interests involved but they were
non-justi cable interests.

Let us now turn to the strictly legal situation. The first ques-
tion that should be answered from the standpoint of law is what is the
nature of these codes? Did they involve rules of future application
governing a wide range of action, or were they specific orders such
as might be made by the Interstate Commerce Commission or the Federal
Trade Commission. Manifestly they were the former.

The next pertinent question is, what authority was ultimately res-
ponsible for the formation of the Cedes? The answer is the President
cf the United States; (*) an authority coordinate with the legislature,
and not merely an administrative authority.

Again, what kind of power wa.s the President exercising? It was
cleraly a delegated legislative power, as has been well recognized in
the Panama Refining Company Case and t he Schechter Case. In fact, in
the latter case, the whole Code making process was declared unconsti-
tutional on the ground that there was an improper delegation of legis-
lative power. The court said; "Such a sweeping delegation of

(*) See Schechter vs U. S., where the Court says that the Codes "have
no sanction beyond the will of the President, who may accept, mo-
dify or reject them as he pleases."
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ical government of industry, which should guide the Legal Division."
"The inclusion of a few compulsory requirements and criminal penalties
in the Recovery Act should not obscure the dominant intention 'to provide
for the general welfare hy promoting the organization of industry for
the purpose of cooperative action,, ' Nor was there ever a deliberate
departure from this original intention."*

Further the Administration took the view that "It is not the func-
tion of the National Recovery Administration to prescribe what shall
be in the Codes to be submitted by associations or groups* The initia-
tive in all such matters is expected to come from within the industry
itself." (NBA Bulletin No. 2 Sec. (6)).

Another indication of the cooperative nature of the Code making
process is found in the fact that although often at the hearing of the
proposed Code it might be "modified at the suggestion of the Administra-
tion or otherwise" it was further provided; "and as so modified if it

is agreed to by representatives of the Association or group presenting
it and ratified by such Association or group under such conditions as
the Administration may prescribe, it will be presented to the President
for his approval or disapproval or suggested modification..." (NBA Bul-
letin No. 2 Sec (3)). It will thus be seen that Congress, the President,
industry itself and those primarily responsible for National Recovery
Administration regarded the Code making process as fundamentally an
attempt at industrial cooperation and at self-government of industry
rather than a mere regulatory procedure, such as exists where the govern-
ment regulates and controls the manufacture and sale of foods and drugs,
the use of navigable streams, foreign commerce or the use of the public
domain. In all such cases the sanction of law results without attempting
to secure the participation, in the making of the law, of the real re-
presentatives of those regulated, without asking them to initiate the
regulations, without securing their cooperative action in the formula-
tion of rules and regulations, and without requiring their approval be-
fore the law goes into effect. Whatever one may think of the validity
of such a process of law making the fact remains that it actually existed.
Of course, it was agreed by all that the final sanction to the Codes
was in the President.

The next factor to be taken into consideration is the nature of the

Code making process. The process involved the making of complicated
sets of adjustments rather than merely laying down rules, standards and
norms. The first of these adjustments resulted from the very difficult
problems involved in the classification of industry under Codes. What
industries should be included within certain codes; in other words what
industries fell within a particular competitive field? What factors
constitute an industry?

Adjustments had to be made between different kinds of concerns with-
in competing groups, because of volume of output, different sales methods,
different purchasing methods, different advertising methods. Adjustments
had to be made between large companies and small companies; between

(*) "The Rainbow" Donald R. Richberg. (1936) p.US
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inter-industrial Competition and inter-industrial competition in various

levels; between large companies and small companies; between quasi-mo-

nopolistic concerns and others. Adjustments had to be made in Codes

to prevent injury to consumers, and likewise to protect the interests

of labor, rnd to adjust the relationship between organized and unorga-

nized labor. Other adjustments had to be made on account of geographi-

cal location of industries. Others had to be made in relationship to

the Anti-Trust laws.

In this process of adjustment it was not always possible to know

who were interested parties., how particular provisions would affect

different industries, what authorities were representative. It is main-

tained that this process could not in any possible way be reduced to a

judicial process- 3y its very nature it involved bargaining, dickering

and giving and taking. It would have been impossible by merely taking

testimony to get at the truth of the contentions of various groups, for

facts and statistics to back up these contentions did not exist. Those

who made the Codes were not dealing in any manner with individual rights;

on the contrary they were formulating general policies.

In respect to the contents of Codes even greater difficulties are

encountered. Whether cr not advertising allowances, price fixing, price

filing, resale price maintenance, cost accounting provisions, loss

leaders, limitation of machine hours, etc. are desirable are matters
largely of opinion. Some of these provisions may be advantageous to

certain concerns within a Code, and disadvantageous to others. In or-

der to find out the effects of such provisions, a season of experimen-
tation would probably be necessary and after that elaborate studies. A
quasi—judicial process would probably come no nearer to a correct so-

lution than a process of bargaining and agreement. In all of this pro-
cess there were separate and distinct interests involved but they were

non-justi cable interests.

Let us now turn to the strictly legal situation. The first ques-
tion that should be answered from the standpoint of law is what is the

nature of these codes? Did they involve rules of future application
governing a wide range of action, or were they specific orders such
as might be made by the Interstate Commerce Commission or the Federal
Trade Commission. Manifestly they were the former.

The next pertinent question is, what authority was ultimately res-
ponsible for the formation of the Cedes? The answer is the President
of the United States; (*) an authority coordinate with the legislature,
and not merely an administrative authority.

Again, what kind of power was the President exercising? It was
cleraly a delegated legislative power, as has been well recognized in
the Panama Refining Company Case and t he Sche enter Case. In fact, in
the latter case, the whole Code making process was declared unconsti-
tutional on the ground that there was an improper delegation of legis-
lative power. The court said; "Such a sweeping delegation of

(*) See Scheenter vs U. S., where the Court says that the Codes "have
no sanction beyond the will of the President, who may accept, mo-
dify or reject them as he pleases."
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legislative power finds no support in the decisions upon which the
Government especially relies,"

The next question that may be asked is whether there were present
in the Code hearings the factors necessary to a judicial or quasi-judi-
cial hearing. These factors may "be said to he parties, controversy over
rights, an authority capable of passing judgment and some method of en-
forcing the decisions of the judging authority. None of these factors
were present in the Code hearings. While there were a good many people
with divergent views and different interests they were in no sense parties
to a suit. Nor were any rights involved, as is the case where an adminis-
trative body is making an order. The interests involved were of the same

nature as those present when any legislation is passed. The President
was not an authority which made a decision or issued a rule governing
specific cases, but was an authority issuing rules of future application.
Farther the subject matter of these rules and regulations was as wide
or wider and equally significant as those issued by Congress itself.

TO SUMMARIZE: The Code making process consisted (a) in organizing the

business of the country into competitive groups, (b) in passing judgment
upon the business and labor practices of these groups which they them-
selves, the Administration, labor representatives and representatives
of the consuming public considered inimical to the welfare of business
and the public and (c) in formulating these judgments into Codes. This
process took place through the participation of real representatives of

industry who initiated codes, cooperated in the process of formulating
these suggestions into law, and approved the law before it went into

effect. The passing of judgment upon the great mass of practices in-

volved in the manufacture, advertising of, sale and distribution of goods,

as well as upon labor relationships in respect to hours and conditions
-of work, and wages, was in no sense a judicial or quasi-judicial process:
it was a process of formulating social and economic policy. However
desirable it might have been, to have had far wider investigations for

the formulation of this policy, this was not required from the viewpoint
of "due process of law"; for "due process of law" is not a test of ex-

pediency but a test of legality.
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OFFICE OF THE NATIONAL RECOVERY ADMINISTRATION

THE DIVISION OF REVIEW

THE WORK OF THE DIVISION OF REVIEW

Executive Order No. 7075, dated June 15, 1935, established the Division of Review of the

National Recovery Administration. The pertinent part of the Executive Order reads thus:

The Division of Review shall assemble, analyze, and report upon the statistical

information and records of experience of the operations of the various trades and

industries heretofore subject to codes of fair competition, shall study the ef-

fects of such codes upon trade, industrial and labor conditions in general, and

other related matters, shall make available for the protection and promotion of

the public interest an adequate review of the effects of the Administration of

Title I of the National Industrial Recovery Act, and the principles and policies

put into effect thereunder, and shall otherwise aid the President in carrying out

his functions under the said Title. I hereby appoint Leon C. Marshall, Director of

the Division of Review.

The study sections set up in the Division of Review covered these areas: industry

studies, foreign trade studies, labor studies, trade practice studies, statistical studies,

legal studies, administration studies, miscellaneous studies, and the writing of code his-

tories. The materials which were produced by these sections are indicated below.

Except for the Code Histories, all items mentioned below are scheduled to be in mimeo-

graphed form by April 1, 1936.

THE CODE HISTORIES

The Code Histories are documented accounts of the formation and administration of the

codes. They contain the definition of the industry and the principal products thereof; the

classes of members in the industry; the history of code formation including an account of the

sponsoring organizations, the conferences, negotiations and hearings which were held, and

the activities in connection with obtaining approval of the code; the history of the ad-

ministration of the code, covering the organization and operation of the code authority,

the difficulties encountered in administration, the extent of compliance or non-compliance,

and the general success or lack of success of the code; and an analysis of the operation of

code provisions dealing with wages, hours, trade practices, and other provisions. These

ar.d other matters are canvassed not only in terms of the materials to be found in the files,

but also in terms of the experiences of the deputies and others concerned with code formation

and administration.

The Code Histories, (including histories of certain NRA units or agencies) are not

mimeographed. They are to be turned over to the Department of Commerce in typewritten form.

All told, approximately eight hundred and fifty (850) histories will be completed. This

number includes all of the approved codes and some of the unapproved codes. (In Work Mate-

rials No^. 18, Contents of Code His to ries , will be found the outline which governed the

preparation of Code Histories.)

(In the case of all approved codes and also in the case of some codes not carried to

final approval, there are in NRA files further materials on industries. Particularly worthy

of mention are the Volumes I, II and III which constitute the material officially submitted

to the President in support of the recommendation for approval of each code. These volumes
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set forth the origination of the codes, the sponsoring group, the evidence advanced to sup-

port the proposal, the report of the Division of Research and Planning on the industry, the

recommendations of the various Advisory Boards, certain types of official correspondence,

the transcript of the formal hearing, and other pertinent matter. There is also much offi-

cial information relating to amendments, interpretations, exemptions, and other rulings. The

materials mentioned in this paragraph were of course not a part of the work of the Division

of Review
.

)

THE WORK MATERIALS SERIES

In the work of the Division of Review a considerable number of studies and compilations

of data (other than those noted below in the Evidence Studies Series and the Statistical

Material Series) have been made. The^e are listed below, grouped according to the char-

acter of the material. (In Work Materials No . 17 . Tentative Outli nes and Summarie s of

Studies in Process , the materials are fully described).

Industry Studies

Automobile Industry, An Economic Survey of

Bituminous Coal Industry under Free Competition and Code Regulation, Ecnomic Survey of

Electrical Manufacturing Industry, The

Fertilizer Industry, The

Fishery Industry and the Fishery Codes

Fishermen and Fishing Craft, Earnings of

Foreign Trade under the National Industrial Recovery Act

Part A - Competitive Position of the United States in International Trade 1927-29 through

1934.

Part B - Section 3 (e) of NIRA and its administration.

Part C - Imports and Importing under NRA Codes.

Part D - Exports and Exporting under NRA Codes.

Forest Products Industries, Foreign Trade Study of the

Iron and Steel Industry, The

Knitting Industries, The

Leather and Shoe Industries, The

Lumber and Timber Products Industry, Economic Problems of the

Men's Clothing Industry, The

Millinery Industry, The

Motion Picture Industry, The

Migration of Industry, The: The Shift of Twenty-Five Needle Trades From New York State,

1926 to 1934

National Labor Income by Months, 1929-35

Paper Industry, The

Production, Prices, Employment and Payrolls in Industry, Agriculture and Railway Trans-

portation, January 1923, to date

Retail Trades Study, The

Rubber Industry Study, The

Textile Industry in the United Kingdom, France, Germany, Italy, and Japan

Textile Yarns and Fabrics

Tobacco Industry, The

Wholesale Trades Study, The

Women's Neckwear and Scarf Industry, Financial and Labor Data on
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Women's Apparel Industry, Some Aspects of the

T rade P ractic e Studies

Commodities, Information Concerning: A Study of NRA and Related Experiences in Control

Distribution, Manufacturers' Control of: Trade Practice Provisions in Selected NRA Codes

Distributive Relations in the Asbestos Industry

Design Piracy: The Problem and Its Treatment Under NRA Codes

Eloctrical Mfg. Industry: Price Filing Study

Fertilizer Industry: Price Filing Study

Geographical Price Relations Under Codes of Fair Competition, Control of

Minimum Price Regulation Under Codes of Fair Competition

Multiple Basing Point System in the Line Industry: Operation of the

Price Control in the Coffee Industry

Price Filing Under NRA Codes

Production Control in the Ice Industry

Production Control, Case Studies in

Resale Price Maintenance Legislation in the United States

Retail Price Cutting, Restriction of, with special Emphasis on The Drug Industry.

Trade Practice Rules of The Federal Trade Commission (191^-1936): A classification for

comparision with Trade Practice Provisions of NRA Codes.

Labo r Studies

Cap and Cloth Hat Industry, Commission Report on Wage Differentials in

Earnings in Selected Manufacturing Indusxries, by States, 1933-35

Employment, Payrolls, Hours, and Wages in 115 Selected Code Industries 1933-35

Fur Manufacturing, Commission Report on Wages and Hours in

Hours and Wages in American Industry

Labor Program Under the National Industrial Recovery Act, The

Part A. Introduction

Part B. Control of Hours and Reemployment

Part C. Control of Wages

Part D. Control of Other Conditions of Employment

Part E. Section 7(a) of the Recovery Act

Materials in the Field of Industrial Relations

PRA Census of Employment, June, October, 1933

Puerto Rico Needlework, Homeworkers Survey

Administrative Studies

Administrative and Legal Aspects of Stays, Exemptions and Exceptions, Code Amendments, Con-
ditional Orders of Approval

Administrative Interpretations of NRA Codes

Administrative Law and Procedure under the NIRA

Agreements Under Sections 4(a) and 7(b) of the NIRA
Approved Codes in Industry Groups, Classification of

Basic Code, the — (Administrative Order X-61)

Code Authorities and Their part in the Administration of the NIRA
Part A. Introduction

Part B. Nature, Composition and Organization of Code Authorities
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Part C. Activities of the Code Authorities

Part D. Code Authority Finances

Part E. Summary and Evaluation

Code Compliance Activities of the NRA

Code Making Program of the NRA in the Territories, The

Code Provisions and Related Subjects, Policy Statements Concerning

Content of NIRA Administrative Legislation

Part A. Executive and Administrative Orders

Part B. Labor Provisions in the Codes

Part C. Trade Practice Provisions in the Codes

Part D. Administrative Provisions in the Codes

Part E. Agreements under Sections 4(a) and 7(b)

Part F. A Type Case: The Cotton Textile Code

Labels Under NRA, A Study of

Model Code and Model Provisions for Codes, Development of

National Recovery Administration, The: A Review of its Organization and Activities

NRA Insignia

President's Reemployment Agreement, The

President's Reemployment Agreement, Substitutions in Connection with the

Prison Labor Problem under NRA and the Prison Compact, The

Problems of Administration in the Overlapping of Code Definitions of Industries and Trades,

Multiple Code Coverage, Classifying Individual Members of Industries and Trades

Relationship of NRA to Government Contracts and Contracts Involving the Use of Government

Funds

Relationship of NRA with States and Municipalities

Sheltsred Workshops Under NRA

Uncodified Industries: A Study of Factors Limiting the Code Making Program

Legal Studies

Anti-Trust Laws and Unfair Competition

Collective Bargaining Agreements, the Right of Individual Employees to Enforce

Commerce Clause, Federal Regulation of the Employer-Employee Relationship Under the

Delegation of Power, Certain Phases of the Principle of, with Reference to Federal Industrial

Regulatory Legislation

Enforcement, Extra-Judicial Methods of

Federal Regulation through the Joint Employment of the Power of Taxation and the Spending

Power

Government Contract Provisions as a Means of Establishing Proper Economic Standards, Legal

Memorandum on Possibility of

Industrial Relations in Australia, Regulation of

Intrastate Activities Which so Affect Interstate Commerce as to Bring them Under the Com-

merce Clause, Cases on

Legislative Possibilities of the State Constitutions

Post Office and Post Road Power — Can it be Used as a Means of Federal Industrial Regula-

tion?

State Recovery Legislation in Aid of Federal Recovery Legislation History and Analysis

Tariff Rates to Secure Proper Standards of Wages and Hours, the Possibility of Variation in

Trade Practices and the Anti-Trust Laws

Treaty Making Power of the United States

War Power, Can it be Used as a Means of Federal Regulation of Child Labor?
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THE EVIDENCE STUDIES SERIES

The Evidence Studies were originally undertaken to gather material for pending court

cases. After the Schechter decision the project was continued in order to assemble data for

use in connection with the studies of the Division of Review. The data are particularly

concerned with the nature, size and operations of the industry; and with the relation of the

industry to interstate commerce. The industries covered by the Evidence Studies account for

more than one-half of the total number of workers under codes. The list of those studies

follows:

Automobile Manufacturing Industry

Automotive Parts and Equipment Industry

Baking Industry

Boot and Shoe Manufacturing Industry

Bottled Soft Drink Industry

Builders' Supplies Industry

Canning Industry

Chemical Manufacturing Industry

Cigar Manufacturing Industry

Coat and Suit Industry

Construction Industry

Cotton Garment Industry

Dress Manufacturing Industry

Electrical Contracting Industry

Electrical Manufacturing Industry

Fabricated Metal Products Mfg. and Metal Fin-

ishing and Metal Coating Industry

Fishery Industry

Furniture Manufacturing Industry

General Contractors Industry

Graphic Arts Industry

Gray Iron Foundry Industry

Hosiery Industry

Infant's and Children's Wear Industry

Iron and Steel Industry

Leather Industry

Lumber and Timber Products Industry

Mason Contractors Industry

Men's Clothing Industry

Motion Picture Industry

Motor Vehicle Retailing Trade

Needlework Industry of Puerto Rico

Painting and Paperhanging Industry

Photo Engraving Industry

Plumbing Contracting Industry

Retail Lumber Industry

Retail Trade Industry

Retail Tire and Battery Trade Industry

Rubber Manufacturing Industry

Rubber Tire Manufacturing Industry

Shipbuilding Industry

Silk Textile Industry

Structural Clay Products Industry

Throwing Industry

Trucking Industry

Waste Materials Industry

Wholesale and Retail Food Industry

Wholesale Fresh Fruit and Vegetable Indus-

try

Wool Textile Industry

THE STATISTICAL MATERIALS SERIES

This series is supplementary to the Evidence Studies Series. The reports include data

on establishments, firms, employment, payrolls, wages, hours, production capacities, ship-

ments, sales, consumption, stocks, prices, material costs, failures, exports and imports.

They also include notes on the principal qualifications that should be observed in using the

data, the technical methods employed, and the applicability of the material to the study of

the industries concerned. The following numbers appear in the series:
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Asphalt Shingle and Roofing, Industry Fertilizer Industry

Business Furniture Funeral Supply Industry

Candy Manufacturing Industry Glass Container Industry

Carpet and Rug Industry Ice Manufacturing Industry

Cement Industry Knitted Outerwear Industry

Cleaning and Dyeing Trade Paint, Varnish, ana Lacquer, Mfg. Industry

Coffee Industry Plumbing Fixtures Industry

Copper and Brass Mill Products Industry Rayon and Synthetic Yarn Producing Industry

Cotton Textile Industry Salt Producing Industry

Electrical Manufacturing Industry

THE COVERAGE

The original, and approved, plan of the Division of Review contemplated resources suf-

ficient (a) to prepare some 1200 histories of codes and NRA units or agencies, (b) to con-

solidate and index the NRA files containing some 40,000,000 pieces, (c) to engage in ex-

tensive field work, (d) to secure much aid from established statistical agencies of govern-

ment, (e) to assemble a considerable number of experts in various fields, (f) to conduct

approximately 25% more studies than are listed above, and (g) to prepare a comprehensive

summary report.

Because of reductions mado in personnel and in use of outside experts, limitation of

access to field work and research agencies, and lack of jurisdiction over files, the pro-

jected plan was necessarily curtailed. The most serious curtailments were the omission of

the comprehensive summary report; the dropping of certain studies and the reduction in the

coverage of other studies;, and the abandonment of the consolidation and indexing of the

files. Fortunately, there is reason to hope that the files may yet be carec for under other

auspices.

Notwithstanding these limitations, if the filos are ultimately consolidated and in-

dexed the exploration of the NRA materials will have been sufficient to make them accessible

and highly useful. They constitute the largest and richest single body of information

concerning the problems and operations of industry ever assembled in any nation.

L. C. Marshall,

Director, Division of Review.
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